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THE INTERVENTION OF ITALY.
ORIGIN AND HISTORY or THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE ITALY'S POSITION AND RELATIONS WITH OTHER
POWERS THE TRIPOLI AND BALKAN WARS ITALIAN POLICY IN 1914 HER PROTESTS AGAINST
AUSTRO-GERMAN ACTION HISTORY OP THE NEGOTIATIONS WITH AUSTRIA REASON OF THEIR

END

FAILURE

OF THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE

JOINS THE ALLIES

a dozen years at least before the
War it had been one of the

Great

FOR

commonplaces

of

European

that the Italian alliance with

politics

Germany

and Austria was unnatural, and against the
The old unforgotten
best interests of Italy.
enmity with Austria and the persistence of
the Irredentist problem were alone enough
to prevent anything more than a formal bond

between

Rome and

Vienna.

Italy, moreover,

was a democratic State, in a sense perhaps
even more democratic than republican Franco,
while

the

Central

Empires

were

politically

based essentially upon royal and
Ties
aristocratic domination of the people.
unfree,

still

of race

and

natural

of culture

ally.

suggested France as a

Great Britain, France, and Italy

and proGreat
Britain
and
Between
Italy there
gress.
existed a long tradition of sympathy and
friendship, which was strengthened by the
held, broadly, similar ideals of liberty

factor

of

common

interests

in

the Mediter

ranean.
far as they

but they ignored the history of the
Triple Alliance and the events which led up
to it.
They ignored, moreover, the dangers
which threatened Italy if she should endeavour
went,

to resume liberty of action.
During the ten years which

followed the

occupation of Rome by the troops of united
Italy, the foreign policy of Italy was directed
Part

53.

GIOLITTI INTRIGUES

rather to preserving good relations with

ITALY

all

her

neighbours than to cultivating special friendship with any one Power. The party of the
Right, which fell in 1876, had always maintained its Francophil tradition, though the
attitude of France under Thiers had put a
severe strain

two
Left,

upon the relations between the
The accession to power of the
under Depretis, might have been expected

countries.

bring about a change in Italian foreign
For ten years the Left had advocated
policy.

to

an

alliance with Prussia, and Bismarck had on
more than one occasion practised the policy of

maintaining direct relations with the Italian
opposition, which
to

German

hour of

was to prove so disastrous

influence

crisis

when attempted

in the

that saw the final exit of Italy

from the Triple Alliance.

The Left disappointed the expectations of
and Vienna. Depretis adopted an

Berlin

extremely conciliatory attitude towards France,
in spite of the provocation given by French
Clericalism

Such arguments were sound as

Vol. V.

THE

OPINION IN ITALY

PUBLIC ENTHUSIASM.

on the

still

living question of the

Temporal Power. The idea of the Left seems
to have been that Italy could rely upon the
rivalry of her neighbours to secure her
interests.

The

own

results of the Berlin Congress

might well have shattered the dream, for the
Austrian occupation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

and the Anglo-Turkish agreement, which placed
in the hands of Great Britain, were both

Cyprus

in clear opposition to Italian policy.

But the

THE
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THE KING OF
dream
Italy

persisted for a few years more.

Though

had long had her eyes fixed on the North

African

littoral,

her rulers could not see that

ITALY.

occupy Tunis, and perhaps believed that this
offer practically amounted to an Italian lien

Tripoli,

Italy declined to follow his advice,

turned round and
I'nnrc.

Bismarck

made

the same proposal to
Before the Berlin Congress broke
up,

lost to Italy.
A verbal agreement
had been made .between Lord
Salisbury and
M. Waddington that France should be free to

Tunis wius

occupy Tunisia,
Durinir

I

he

"

when convenient."

years

immediately following
Italy hud fair warning of French intentions
regarding Tunis, and it was even indicated to

for compensation.

persist in thinking of Tunis,

In July, 1880,
"

Why will you
where your rivalry

Freycinet spoke very clearly

may

upon the Regency. They did not know their
The suggestion was inspired by the
idea of embroiling Italy and France, and when

f~ Bossi.

the Italian Ambassador in Paris where she

might look

she was in danger of being anticipated.
They
went so far as to refuse the suggestion of
Austria, Germany and Russia that Italy should

Bismarck.

(Guigoni

:

one day cause a breach in our
friendly
?
Why not turn your attention to

relations

where you would have neither ouranyone else to contend with ? "
Cairoli and Depretis, who shared

selves nor

power

between them during

this

failed

period,

recognize the inevitable trend of events.
the spring of 1881 France sent an

to

In

expedition

to Tunis on the pretext of
punishing the

Krumir

an attack upon a French force on the
Algerian frontier, and on May 12 the signature
tribe for

of the treaty of

Bardo established a French

protectorate over Tunisia.
Italian resentment was
naturally very keen.
Tunis had long been regarded,
by informed
opinion in Italy, as a legitimate sphere of
Italian

influence.

More than 50,000

Italians
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THE QUEEN OF ITALY.
had

settled in the

Regency, and Italy's claim

to eventual
annexation, or to the declaration
of a protectorate, was
certainly stronger than
that of France, which was founded
upon the

necessity of protecting the Algerian frontier
from real or fancied disturbance.

The Cairoli Government
The policy of isolation had

fell

immediately.

proved a disastrous

and the conviction
rapidly grew that
the only way to
safeguard Italian interests was
to cultivate close relations with
Germany and
Austria.
Depretis, who had succeeded Cairoli,
failure,

perceived

the

necessity

of

a

move

in

this

but he was loth to
relinquish his
belief that
Italy could at the same time maintain cordial
relations
with France.
The
strongest line was taken by the centre, a small
direction,

group led by Sidney Sonnino, who maintained
that Italy's best

course was to conclude a
definite alliance with the Central
Empires, and
at the same time come to an

understanding

LGuigoni

& Bossi.

with Great Britain
regarding the Mediterranean.
This policy was first
put before the public on

May
an

29,

1881, in the Rasseqna Settimanale, in

article attributed to

Sonnino himself.

Mancini, Foreign Minister in the
Depretis
Cabinet, was for a time
unwilling to alienate
France by a definite adhesion to the
Austro-

German alliance which had been formed
1879.
But the policy of isolation, of

in

equal

friendship with all the Powers, daily
more clearly untenable. The Tunis

seemed

to

became
question

make a rapprochement between

France and

Italy

feared

that

Gambetta,

Ferry,

might take steps to conciliate

impossible,

but Bismarck

who had succeeded

He

Italy.

arranged for a German Press campaign in
favour of reopening the Roman
question,

though

the

Italian

Government

faced

and
the

threat with spirit, the conviction
grew that an
alliance with
Germany and Austria was the
only means of securing the position of
Italy in
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Such an

Europe.

would put an end

alliance

to the possibility of attack from Austria ; above
further aggression on
all, it would prevent
the part of France.

Advances were

made

Germany, but
is
to Count
to
said
Bismarck
have
reported
de Lannay, the Italian Ambassador in Berlin,
that the

first

to

to Berlin lay through Vienna.

way

and Russia

trality of Austria

Germany being

forced to

fourth Power.

Italy

in the event of

make war upon

a.

was treated as a very
whose admittance into the

junior

partner,
firm had begun to be regretted

by the

seniors.

She had undertaken certain obligations, but
the real object of her entrance into the alliance

was

no way assured to

in

"

In Crispi's

her.

1882 conversations were opened in
at
the instance of the Austrian Foreign
Vienna,

words, she

Minister, but they did not progress favourably,
owing to the unwillingness of Count Kalnoky

The natural result was an attempt to come
to an understanding with Great Britain in
regard to the Mediterranean. By the autumn
of 1886 Bismarck had convinced himself that
the renewal of the Triple Alliance was desirable,
but Count di Robilant, who had become

Early in

to guarantee to Italy the possession of the
Papal territories, and to an equal unwillingness

on the part

of Mancini to acquiesce formally in
the Austrian tenure of Trieste and the Trentino.

Mancini, moreover, desired the support of the
Central Empires for Italian interests in the

Mediterranean, a proposal which Kalnoky
declined to consider. Bismarck finally inter-

The

posed.

principle

of reciprocal territorial

own

still

stood alone in defence of her

interests."

Foreign Secretary a year earlier, declined to
consider a renewal on the original terms.
He
is supposed to have secured a more satisfactory form of partnership in the treaty which

was signed on March

1887.

17,

Hia most

guarantees was accepted, but Italy had to
relinquish the idea of any pledge of support in

important achievement was the negotiation of
a parallel understanding with Great Britain,

the Mediterranean, though it was agreed that
the contracting parties should act in friendly

which

consultation with one another in

Mediterranean in the event of war.

all

questions

The Treaty

touching their special interests.

is

action

case,

believed to have provided for common
British and Italian fleets in the

by the

of Alliance

Governments

existence

Mediterranean

It

was signed on May 20, 1882, but its
was not made public till March, 1883.
often maintained that at first no new

is

was made, but that Italy simply adhered to the existing agreement between
Germany and Austria, which was eventually
published by Bismarck in 1888. Of late years
it has been believed that the alliance was
alliance

converted

subsequently

into

three

separate

pacts, between Germany and Austria, Germany
and Italy, and Italy and Austria, but the

publication

various

of

of

provisions

the

In any

from 1887 onwards the British and Italian
acted

hi

perfect

The

questions.

accord

over

advo-

policy

cated by Sonnino six years before had

defi-

nitely triumphed.

Italy

was now

portant part

in

in a position to play

The

Europe.

an im-

alliance

with

Germany and Austria and the understanding
with England made her able to face France
fairly, on an equal footing, and the knowledge
of this fact on the part of both Powers was a
necessary

to

prelude

relations.

satisfactory

the

establishment

Again,

as

the

of

link

war against
1915, shows that it

between Great Britain and the Central Powers,
Italy had a value for her allies that promised

It is. said
eventually became a single treaty.
that the alliance consisted of three separate

greater consideration for Italian interests at

a general treaty between the Governparts
a conments for a definite period of years
which
between
the
Sovereigns,
firmatory pact

and under

alliance after Italy's declaration of

Austria

on

May

23,

:

;

required to be signed afresh by each successor
to the throne ; and a military convention.
The first term of the Triple Alliance brought
little

comfort

to

Italy.

resolutely hostile, while the
far

from

was

friendly.

largely

Skierniewice,

France

new

remained

allies

seemed

Italy's value in the alliance

by the Treaty of
signed on March 21, 1884, by

discounted

which Bismarck secured the benevolent neu-

their

her

hands.

Crispi

the

seized

his guidance Italy

future.

When

Crispi

opportunity,

began to realize
a Radical
fell,

campaign was started against the renewal of
the Triple Alliance, but in June, 1891, nearly
a year before the expiry of the second term, it
was renewed, on the initiative of Berlin, for a

On

period of twelve years.
Italian

insert the proviso that

be one

this occasion the

Prime Minister, Rudini, endeavoured to
of

if

Great Britain should

the Powers whose declaration of

hostilities against

Austria or

Germany meant

involving Italy in war, Italy should be released

32
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GENERAL COUNT LUIGI CADORNA,
Commander-in-Chief of the

from the obligations of the treaty. Germany
declined to include this as a clause of the
but the proposal was recorded and
with the treaty as a protocol.
This period saw the gradual establishment

treaty,
filed

of

better relations

with France.

Ths Com-

Italian

Two

[Morano-Pisculli.

Armies.

years later his successor, Prinetti, nego-

tiated the agreement which gave Italy a free

hand

in Tripolitania in return for

a recognition

French predominance in Morocco, an agreement which was followed shortly afterwards by
of

a

definite

understanding with Great Britain

mercial Treaty signed in 1898 put an end to
a tariff war that had lasted for ten years, and
in 1900 Visconti Venosta succeeded in estab-

regarding Tripolitania.
There were various rumours regarding the
two years which preceded the third renewal of

with France regarding the

the Triple Alliance in 1902. The most interesting is that which asserts that for nearly two

lishing

a

detettie

vexed question

of

the Tripolitan hinterland.
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years after his accession to the throne the
present King of Italy declined to put his
"
Ultisignature to the
dynastic agreement."
at
the
alliance
was
renewed
however,
mately,

Venice in June, 1902, for a further period of
twelve years, and the protocol regarding Great
Britain was destroyed.

But circumstances were changing. Germany
had no mind that Italy should claim an equal
partnership in the Triple Alliance, and Italy,
now firmer on her feet, was not content with a

establishment of Austrian and Russian financial
in

agents

Macedonia was a

for Austria,

definite

though the appointment

de Giorgis as

Commandant

"

score

"

of General

of the international

Macedonian gendarmerie was recognized as
But
affording some compensation to Italy.
the light in which the question was regarded
and discussed showed clearly that Italy and

Austria looked upon one another more as rivals

than as

allies.

The Morocco

weigh her advantages. Her allies had shown little

crisis of 19Q5-6 showed another
divergence of view between Italy and her allies.
While Austria played the part of a " brilliant

am-

second " to Germany, Italy's refusal to support

position in which her obligations seemed to out-

inclination to support her Mediterranean

and she had been forced to look

bitions,

where in order to safeguard her
this

quarter.

any

real

Nor had the

else-

interests in

alliance

wrought

improvement in her relations with
The Italians in the " unredeemed "

Austria.

provinces were the object of continual petty
persecutions on the part of the Austrian
authorities,

acute

by

Slavonic
Italian.

and the question was made more
Austrian encouragement of the

element

A

detriment

the

to

of

cause of friction lay in

further

French

the Austrian attitude to the Vatican.

and

clericalism,

the

to the Italian State,
clericalism

the

danger

had died

threatened

to

constituted

it

Austrian

out.

take

its

place.

had succeeded France as " Eldest
Daughter of the Church," and though the
'relations between Vatican and Quirinal had
Austria

greatly improved,
for mischief-makers.

there

A

were

chances

still

third point at issue

On this rook the
question.
leaking barque of the Triple Alliance was finally
to split, but for a number of years it had been
clear that Italian and Austrian interests in the
was the Balkan

Balkans were growing more and more divergent.
It was known that there was an agreement, a
self-denying ordinance, in regard to Albania,
and it was afterwards revealed that there were

German

policy gave rise to the famous phrase

"

extra dances."
At the Algeciras
Conference, where the veteran Visconti Venosta

about

was a prominent
Mediterranean

figure, it

was seen that

agreements

Italy's

outweighed

the

Her allies had no
They had declined to

claims of the Triple Alliance.

grounds for complaint.
have anything to do with Italy's Mediterranean
interests,

and

it

was Bismarck himself who had

suggested to Italy where she should look for
support. He had not, of course, foreseen that
the understanding with Great Britain would
lead to an agreement with France, and the
lesser

any

men who

followed

him had

failed to take

steps to divert the trend of Italian policy.

was now on bad terms with both her
and the rift was further widened by the

Italy
allies,

Austrian

annexation

of

Bosnia and Herze-

The announcement

govina.

of the

annexation

was made without any previous notice to the
Italian public, though a meeting had just taken
place between Baron Aehrenthal and Signer
Tittoni, the Italian Foreign Minister.

Signer

was made the more

difficult

Tittoni's position

from the fact that he had subsequently made a
"
Italy might
speech in which he declared that
await events with serenity, and that these would
find her neither

unprepared nor isolated." The

definite

engagements concerning the whole of
the Balkan question. But Austria behaved as
though these engagements did not exist. In

keenest indignation was aroused throughout the
There was talk of an expedition to
country.

Albania particularly, a diligent Austrian propaganda was carried on. In self-defence Italy

Indirect compensation, however,

followed suit, and the remarkable

spectacle

presented itself of two allied Powers, bound
both by general and by special engagements

conducting

rival

"

campaigns of
territory which

"

peaceful

hi
both had
penetration
that
neither
should
agreed
occupy.
The Miirzsteg agreement of 1903 was a blow

to

Italian interests

hi

the Balkans, for the

Tripoli,

where Italian intervention was expected.

was provided
of
Austria
from
the Sanjak
withdrawal
by the
and
her
renunciation
of the
of Novibazar,
by
right

to

police

the Montenegrin

coast

and

prevent Montenegro from owning warships.
The withdrawal from the Sanjak was a
renunciation only in seeming. Austrian military
opinion had decided that the corridor of the

Sanjak was not a convenient way of approach
to European Turkey. It was too narrow and

THK TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
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commanded from either side. The
opinion was openly expressed that the only

too easily

possible

route to

Salonika

lay through

the

Serbian plain, and the withdrawal from the
Sunjak meant simply that the plans of the

Austrian General Staff for an eastern advance

ON THE MARCH.
if

he had lived, a different

animated the

But
seemed to

alliance.

German interests
and German influence

And

to be resisted.

spirit

might have

it is

hardly likely.
the other way,

lie

at Vienna

was too str6ng

the history of subsequent

events shows that Austrian opinion

was

in

no

were definitely based upon war against Serbia.

way

Germany held that the only way
her hegemony in the alliance was

that policy should have dictated.
From 1908 to 1911 the unpopularity of the

of securing

to prevent

the establishment of a real accord between
Italy

and

Austria-Hungary.

Count

Golu-

chowski, who, during his last years of office,
had striven to establish better relations between

Rome and
German

Vienna, was driven from

intrigue.

office

by

Germany was always on

the watch against too close a rapprochement,
between her two allies, and not the least gain
to Germany arising out of Aehrenthal's action

during the crisis of 1908 lay in the fact that it
widened the gulf between Austria-Hungary

and

Italy.

There were to be other efforts, during the
few years that remained before the final break,
to improve Austro-Italian relations.

It

seem that Aehrenthal had begun to

would

realize,

ready for the rapprochement with-

Italy

It
Triple Alliance increased among Italians.
Mediaims
in
the
Italian
to
no
gave
support

terranean

;

it

had

failed to hold the balance

between Italy and Austria in the Balkans
it seemed to promise nothing for the future
save a doubtful immunity from Austrian
;

a doubtful immunity,

attack

for the military

"

a promenade
party in Austria talked openly of
to Milan."
Italians began to ask more frequently whether Italian interests might not
be better safeguarded by a different partnership, and when the war with Turkey broke
out the renewal of the Triple Alliance in 1914

seemed

When
in the

far

from being a certainty.

Italy

autumn

made
of

her descent upon Tripoli

1911, Italians were ready for

before his death in 1912, that a better under-

hostile criticism

standing with Italy was necessary to the success
of his ambition to secure for

was widely reported that Germany actually

Austria-Hungary
a greater independence of Germany. Perhaps

on the part

of their allies.

It

brought forward the question of Tripoli during
Moroccan negotiations, and made the

the
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"

"
for her
compensation
recognition of the French position in Morocco
she should be granted a free hand in the

suggestion that as

territories

which had long been regarded as an

What

Italian sphere of influence.

doubt

is

that

is

beyond

Germany was beginning

to

develop commercial interests in the Tripoli when Italian interests were

taine at a time

From

Austria

A

expected.
interests

and

nothing

lack

of

but

was

hostility

sympathy

Italian

for

was the normal attitude at Vienna;
was some reason for the

in this case there

cold eye turned

upon

Italian enterprise.

War

between Italy and Turkey threatened to hasten,
and did actually hasten, events for which

being consistently thwarted by Turkey. The
example of Morocco had shown the world how

Austria was not adequately prepared.
The northern members of the Triple Alliance
soon showed their displeasure. The with-

the assertion of commercial interests was the

drawal of the Duke

immediate prelude to

from the coast

political

Italian occupation of Tripoli

claims, and the
cut short what

was no doubt regarded in Berlin as a promising
development of policy.
There was a further reason why Italy's action
was unwelcome to Germany. It threatened

little

of the Abruzzi's

squadron

of Epirus, after the successful

action at Pr^vesa, was due to the direct
Germany and Austria upon any further

veto of

Aehrenthal comoperations in those waters.
"
of
the
embarrassing situation in
plained
which Austria had been placed," and the

German Ambassador

London

compromise her position at ConGerman diplomacy had assured
stantinople.
the Turk that his interests were best secured

Ambassador, Marquis Imperiali, that if Italy
continued the operations she would have to

by German protection, and that he could count
upon German support against the aggression

extended.

seriously to

of other Powers.

Now

for the second time in

deal with Austria.

in

The veto was more widely

On November
"

told the Italian

5,

1911, Aehrenthal

on the Ottoman
European Turkey or the /Egean
could not be permitted either by

declared that

Italian action

three years an ally of Germany showed that
German protection did not extend very far.

coasts

Germany was

Austria or Germany, as being contrary to the
Treaty of Alliance." This prohibition followed

naturally irritated by events
which threatened to spoil the German game.

islands
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fair an.l

au |,,,le.

M

0*

months

of

1

improved.
lo-French wtottoOi were actually
suddensituation changed with startling

The
,,,. ss

sl

,

15,

January

,,

.

1912, the French mail

on her way
,,,. Carthage was stopped
Marseilles to

,

!,
,,,,.|

U ,|

(

on the ground that there was
destined for
her cargo an aeroplane

Sardinia,

in

the

Tunis and escorted to Cag-

,I

,

Turkish

Army.

Considerable

ment was

excite-

and three days

aroused in Franc,-,

steamer, the
the capture of a second
This
tension.
the
Manouba, greatly increased

later

[Guigoni

& Boat.

case

GENERAL COUNT PORRO,
of the Italian Army.
Sub-Chief of General Staff

upon a report that
later,

on November

Two days

Aehrenthtil informed the
"
conat Vienna that he

7,

Ambassador

Italian

bombardment

sidered the

had been

Italinn warships

near Salonika.
using searchlight*

of port* in

European

Kavalla. etc., conTurkey, such as Salonika,
A
to Article VII. of the Alliance."
trary

was made by Count Berchtold
comMOM months later (April, 1912). He
fired
when
Italian squadron,
plained that an
further protest

entrance to the Darby the forts at the
fire and done some
the
danelles, had returned

,,n

,

Linage.

He

suggested

that

(i,,\. rnineiit.

Italian

the

if

"wished to resume

its

liberty of

the Austro-Hungarian Government
He declined to admit the
so
could do
equally.
make
to
of
any attack upon Turkey
Italy
right
that
in Kuropc. and gave an explicit warning
confurther action might have "serious

action"

sequences."
During tho

expectations
ditliculties

..pinion

first

that

months

of

France also

war the

the

make

wi.uld

French

wore happily duHppototot.
itself more friendly to

showed

than that

of

any other country.

Italy

When

the

the Kur..pt>an Press was pubgreater part of
in
versions of event
distorted
grossly
lishing

the

Tripulitania.

and

particularly

of

the

serious than the

was more

first.

Signer

Ambassador in Paris,
Tittoni, now Italian
Government that a
French
had informed the
was to travel by
which
Red Crescent Mission,
to include several
the Manouba, was believed
that Italy
was
It
agreed
officers.

Turkish

an investigation
should not interfere, but that
authprities
French
the
held
by
should be
announthe
telegram
Tunis. Unfortunately,
,

Italian
arrived too late.
cing this agreement
to stop the
orders
under
been
had
cruisers

Manouba, and as no countermanding telegram
The
these orders were carried out.
arrived,

incident assumed serious proportions.
the
After a period of tension and discussion
to
settlement
referred for
disputes were finally
that
Italy
whore it was decided
the

Manouba

Hague,
had been justified

in exercising the

the case of both
inspection in
relations

Franco-Italian
prejudiced.

French

had

been
in

action

right of

vessels.

13ut

seriously

Tunis

was

with extreme suspicion.
regarded henceforward

The
was

two countries
seemed as though the

old distrust between the
revived,

and

it

various far-seeing statesmen
had been undone. Resentment against Gerand Austria was largely forgotten in the

putiont

work

of

many

that France was still an
supposed realization
The
tendency to drift away from the
enemy.
Triple Alliance,

was abruptly

arrested.
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This change of feeling was greatly assisted by
first time since the unifica-

~!

the fact that for the

tion of Italy Italians were struck with a doubt
as to the reality of British friendship.
When
Italy declared war upon Turkey, and proceeded

to the occupation of Tripoli, British

comment

was generally unfavourable
in the case of
some newspapers it was very markedly hostile.
The nerves of Great Britain, like those of other
;

countries, were suffering

Morocco

in the

Europe

from the strain

of the

War had come

crisis.

summer

very near to
of 1911, and the news-

papers, occupied with graver matters,
followed the development of the

War

had not
Tripoli

any kind was resented by
people who had just emerged from the shadow
cast by the threat of a European struggle.
question.

And

British

of

relations

with Islam

furnished

another reason for the marked coolness

dis-

DUKE OF GENOA,
Uncle of the King of Italy. Appointed " LieutenantGeneral " for the King during His Majesty's absence
at the Front.

played by British opinion towards the Tripoli
British criticism caused disappointment and
resentment in Italy, but a better understanding

would have been quickly re-established by a
each nation's point of
the situation had not been prejudiced

fuller consideration of

view

by

if

the disgraceful calumnies levelled at the

Italian
Press.

Army by a large section of the British
Official relations between Great Britain

and Italy were happily undisturbed by any
friction,

two countries had always
it
was based on the

ship between the

enterprise.

but the special value of the friend-

lain

in

the fact that

sympathy of public opinion. This sympathy
seemed suddenly broken. Italians felt they
had suffered disillusionment. They had expected other treatment at the hands of their
traditional friends,

though they had counted on
sympathy from their allies.

neither support nor

Germany was quick to take advantage of the
Nor is it likely that Italy showed

situation.

any reluctance to meet her allies half-way.
The rising tide of feeling against the Triple
Alliance had not greatly affected the convictions of Italy's political leaders,

saw

who

still

means of preserving
Europe and at the same time insuring

in the alliance the best

peace in
that Italy's particular interests should not be
The alliance inspired no enthudisregarded.
siasm.

Its

drawbacks

for Italy

were manifest.

But it still seemed to serve the interests of peace.
The Triple Alliance was renewed for the
fourth time on December 7, 1912, eighteen
months before the date of expiry, and owing
to the alteration in public opinion the renewal
was not greatly criticized in Italy.* For a

seemed as though the alliance was
actually more solid than it had been for a
Yet recent revelations have made
decade.
time

it

it

clear that during the

twenty months which

elapsed between the renewal cf the alliance
and the outbreak of the European War Italy
*

MARQUIS IMPERIALI,
The

Italian Ambassador to Great Britain, and his
wife on the balcony of the Embassy in London.

Although Austro-German diplomacy thus scored a

success, its need, for haste involved the abandonment of
the German intention to amend tl e terms of the alliance

by requiring Italy

to

military obligations.

assume

definite naval as well as
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involved in a
Treaty and should become
simulwar with them, the cosus Joederis would arise

of the present

taneously for all the high contracting parties.
CLAUSE IV. In case a Great Power not signatory of
threaten the State security of
tln> pivscnt Treaty should
in case the
one of the high contracting parties, and
be compelled to declare
thri'iit.'iiril party should thereby
war against that Great Power, the two other contracting
themselves to maintain benevolent
imitirs engage

them reserves
war if it thinks

Each of
neutrality towards their ally.
in the
its right, in this case, to take part
fit

in order to

make common cause with

its ally.

Austria-Hungary and Italy, who have
as far as possible, of the
solely in view the maintenance,
themselves to
territorial sloiua qu'i in the East, engage
me lifir influence to prevent all territorial changes which
the other of the
might be disadvantageous to the one or

CLAUSE VII.

i

Powers signatory
they

of the present Treaty.

will give reciprocally all

To

this

end

information calculated to

their own intentions and
enlighten each other concerning
Should, however, the case arise
those of other Powers.
of the
that, in the course of events, the maintenance
in the territory of the Balkans or of the
status

quo

Ottoman

coasts

and

islands in the Adriatic or the

^Egean

Seas becomes impossible, and that, either in consequence
of the action of a third Power or for any other reason
Austria-Hungary or Italy should be obliged to change
the status quo for their part by a temporary or permanent
after
occupation, such occupation would only take place
which would
previous agreement between the two Powers,

AT THE BASE HOSPITAL.
Princess Di Bango, assisting with the Red Cross
work, with Count Delle Schaglia, President of the
Italian Red Cross Society.

have to be based upon the principle of a reciprocal
compensation for all territorial or other advantages that
either of them might acquire over and above the existing
staittM quo, and would have to satisfy the interests and
rightful claims of both parties.

The success
was almost unbrokenly engaged

in

combating
For Austria-

the policy of Austria-Hungary.
Hungary was determined to alter, as Italy
was determined to maintain, the balance of

worked for peace
on war.
seemed
bent
Austria-Hungary
power

in the Balkans.

Certain

were

of

the

Triple

1916

for

the

provisions

disclosed

The contents

in

Italy

;

Alliance

first

time.

According to this Note Article

I

pledged the

contracting parties to an exchange of ideas

Balkan

allies in

the war

against Turkey was a heavy blow to AustriaHungary, and through her to Germany. The

way

to the East
States

was blocked by young and
bent upon progress, and

vigorous
Serbian aggrandizement threatened to complicate the Slav problem within the Hapsburg
dominions. As soon as it became evident

that the war would result in an accession of

of the first article of the alliance

were disclosed in a Note sent by Baron Sonnino
to Italian representatives abroad, on May 24,
for
communication to the Powers.
1915,

of the

strength

Hungary

and

territory

to

began to move.

Serbia,

Austria -

In November, 1912,

she approached Italy with a plan for hampering
Serbian development. The fact was revealed

by Signor Tittoni

in the following

words

:

was

Austria-Hungary turned to Italy and requested her
adhesion to the Austro-Hungarian programme, which
consisted in permitting Serbia her extension of territory
on the condition that she should give Austria-Hungary
certain guarantees.
Italy, in giving her adhesion,
declared expressly that she subordinated it to the
condition that such guarantees should not constitute a

most important

monopoly, to the exclusive profit of Austria-Hungary,
and that they should not diminish the independence of
Serbia.
Austria-Hungary expressed the intention of
studying these guarantees and communicating them to
us, but she made no subsequent communication, perhaps
because she was gradually preparing and substituting

regarding

all

general political

which

and economic

present themselves.
From this it followed," the Note proceeds,
"
that none of the high contracting parties

questions
"

might

free to undertake without previous accord
action
whose consequences might give rise,
any
in the case of the others, to any obligation
contemplated by the alliance, or touch their

interests."

Articles III., IV.,

in

the

and VII. were published

an Austro-Hungarian Red Book towards
end of May, 1915.
They were as

follows

:

CLAUSE IU.

In case one or two of the high contracting
parties, without direct provocation on their part, should
be attacked by one or more Great Powers not signatory

for this pacific plan the plan of aggression.*

When the terms of peace between the Balkan
Powers and Turkey began to be discussed,
Austria-Hungary

opposed

a

direct

negative

to the Serbian desire for access to the sea.
*

Speech at the Trocadero, Paris, June 24, 1914.
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Italy

her

supported
of

design

ally

in

the

ill-starred

an

independent Albania, though
public opinion was almost
certainly against
the action of the
Government. For public
opinion in Italy recognized the
justice of the
Serbian claim for a
port on the Adriatic, and
realized that such an outlet would
bring great
commercial benefit to
Italy.

But while the Italian Government was
ready
to support
Austro-Hungarian policy up to a
certain point, a
definite limit
was drawn

very

beyond which they would not

go.

They were

willing to help in thwarting Serbian ambitions
by the establishment of a puppet
principality
in Albania.
They were willing to back up
their ally in
that

the Montenegrins
demanding
should be deprived of
Scutari, though this
action

was

very

unpopular

in

Italy.

But

Austria-Hungary pressed her programme too
far.
In April, 1913, when the fate of
Scutari

had not yet been decided on
by the Powers.
Austria-Hungary threatened an occupation
of

On April 30 the Italian Foreign
the late Marquis di San
Giuliano,
telegraphed to Signor Tittoni asking his views
on the question,
suggesting that if Austrian
troops attacked Montenegro Italy should
Montenegro.

Minister,

disembark
coast,

an expedition on the Albanian
and expressing the opinion that if this

solution did not
Italy

meet with Austrian approval
would be compelled to follow an
opposite

policy to that of her ally.
Signor Tittoni's
reply deserves to be quoted in full
:

If

Austria wishes to
occupy Montenegro, wholly or in
art, we must go to Durazzo and
Vallona, even if she
does not consent, In
fact, if Austria were to
occupy
she
would perform an action which is not
.Montenegro
to
the
necessary
carrying out of the decisions of the
lowers regarding Scutari, and would
therefore put
first of all outside the
decisions of the Powers,
ctmg on her own account without sufficient cause, and
disturbing the balance in the Adriatic to our disadvanfor even
tage
balance.
There
;

a.

temporary occupation disturbs this
no force in the quibbles to which
Austro-Hungarian and German Ambassadors have
recourse regarding the letter of
Article VII in the
Treaty
is

e

the Triple Alliance. The
spirit of that article is clear,
for the rest,
any disturbance of equilibrium between
and
Austria
Italy
would strike not only at Article VII
but at the whole
of Alliance.
f

and

Treaty

Austna should claim to upset,

in

The day on which
any way or to any

extent, the equilibrium in the
Adriatic,
Alliance would have ceased to exist.

the

Triple

Austria-Hungary refrained from action, but
her threats, together with the
knowledge that
Germany stood behind her, induced the other

Powers to acquiesce
refused

to

Serbia,

in the

Greece,

the rewards of their efforts

programme which
and Montenegro
in the west.
But

the second Balkan

War ran a different course
from that expected by the Central
Empires.
In a month Serbia and Greece
established
their

superiority.

The

result

was

gall

FUTURIST ARTISTS FOR THE FRONT.
They volunteered

as cyclists in the Italian

Army.

533

to
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A BATTERY OF ITALIAN FIELD ARTILLERY.
Austria -Hungary, and on August

9,

the day

Bukarest was signed,
Treaty
she made the shameful proposal that Italy
before

the

of

should consent to her attacking Serbia. Italy
declined flatly to countenance any such action.

The

incident

was not disclosed

when Signer
Chamber

1914.

astonished

Giolitti

till

December

related

to

f>,

an

It was now evident to Italy that the Triple
Alliance stood on a very uncertain foundation,

Austria-Hungary was plainly bent upon

attacking

Serbia

when opportunity

offered.

Within a year the chance was provided and the
opportunity was seized.

When

Austria-Hungary sent her ultimatum

to Serbia, Italy took action at once.

Besides

warmly supporting the British proposal for
conference, and pressing upon Germany

a

the necessity of employing every means to
preserve peace, the Marquis di San Giuliano

made

the Italian position very clear to the

of Italy.
On July 5 a meeting
took place between Signer Salandra, the Marquis
di San Giuliano and Herr von Flotow, the

two

allies

German Ambassador, and on

the

same day

the Foreign Minister telegraphed the substance
of the conversation to the Duke d'Avarna,

the Italian Ambassador in Vienna, in these

words

:

and

I called the special attention of the
the fact that Austria had no
right,
according to the spirit of the Triple Alliance Treaty, to
make such a move as she has made at Belgrade without
Siiliiinlrii

Ambassador

to

previous agreement with her allies. Austria, in fact,
from the tone in which the Note is conceived and from
the demands she makes, demands which are of little
effect against the

pan-Serb danger, but are profoundly

and

indirectly to Russia, has

shown

We

of procedure and of the defensive and conservative nature
of the Triple Alliance. Italy is under no obligation to help
Austria if as a result of this move of hers she should find

war with Russia.

For in this case any Kurobe consequent upon an act of
aggression and provocation on the part of Auslria.
herself at

pean war whatever

will

These were plain words, and when Austria

of Deputies the story of

the Austrian suggestion and Italy's refusal.

for

offensive to Serbia,

therefore
clearly that she wishes to provoke a war.
told Flotow that, in consideration of Austria's method

Hungary persisted in her action against
Serbia, and proceeded to a declaration of war,
the Italian Government definitely took up the
position

which

maintained

it

throughout

the long months of intrigue and uncertainty
which followed.
Notes were dispatched to
Berlin and Vienna, on July 27 and 28
respectively, which raised the question of the cession
of

Austria's

that

Italian

provinces

and declared

Italy did not receive adequate compensation for Austria's disturbance of the
Balkan equilibrium, " the Triple Alliance
if

would be irreparably broken."
When the fire lighted on the banks of the
Danube leapt east and north and west, Italy
was able to hold back from the flames. She

had already made her position perfectly
to the other

members

To the world

at large

so

The

explicit.

clear

of the Triple Alliance.

was not possible to be
Government made
neutrality on August 4,

it

Italian

an open declaration

of

out that the casua foederis, which
would have placed her in the field with
Germany

pointing

and Austria-Hungary,
further

step

further

announcement

could

had not

well

be

arisen.

taken,

No

and no
it
was

made, until
would recognize the
claim for compensation due under the terms of
the alliance.
The situation was complicated

known whether her

allies

THE TIMES HISTORY
by the fact that the Giolitti Government,
had left the Army in a deplorable condition
as regards munitions and
equipment. Italy
was in no position to take the field, or to back
her legitimate demands
by the force which,
she knew well, was the
only argument her
allies would
She was forced to
recognize.
wait and prepare.

has been seen that very early in the crisis
Italy raised the question of the Italian provinces
It

of

and

Austria-Hungary,

was here she looked
>

indicated

for compensation.

that

it

From

that position the Italian Government never
receded.

There

may have been moments of
as
to
how far it was possible to
uncertainty
go, and by what means it was feasible to assure
the

"

redemption

"

of

the

Italian

Ob"

tion

to
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Count Berchtold, the then Austro-

Hungarian Minister

of Foreign Affairs.
The
opening sentences of the Note give the broad
foundation of the Italian case
:

The actual military advance

of

Austria-Hungary in
Serbia constitutes a fact which must be an
object of
examination by the Italian and
Austro-Hungarian
Governments on the basis of the stipulations contained
in Article VII. of the
From this article
Triple Alliance.
derives the obligation of the
Austro-Hungarian Government, even in the case of
to

temporary occupations,
a previous agreement with
Italy and to arrange
The Imperial and Royal Government ought, therefore, to have approached iis and come
to an agreement with us before
sending its troops across

come

to

for compensations.

the Serbian frontier.

The Note goes on to recall the AustroHungarian resort to the stipulations of Article
VII. during the Libyan War, and
points out
"
the prime importance to
of the full
Italy
integrity and of the political and economic

provinces
outside the kingdom of Italy, but the aim was
fixed.
At a private conversation in September,

independence of Serbia."

1914, Signer Salandra declared himself convinced

had been given that Austria-Hungary would

that

now was

problem.

In

the time to solve the Irredentist
all

probability negotiations with

Austria-Hungary would have been opened
sooner than they actually were if it had not
been for the illness and death (October 16) of

San Giuliano.

San Giuliano had

in preparation

No

"

stable pledge

"

not acquire Serbian territory, but
apart from
this point Article VII.

provided for compensa-

tion in the event of the

being

upset

otherwise

Balkan equilibrium
than

by territorial
Baron Sonnino pressed for an
immediate exchange of views and for an early
acquisitions.

a Note which was to state the Italian case
in detail, and Signer Salandra has told how
his sole regret, as he faced death, was that

entrance

he had not seen the day of Italy's entrance into
complete national unity.*
Baron Sonnino came to the Foreign Office

and suggested that the moment was propitious
for coming to an agreement which would
remove long-standing causes of friction and ill-

in

November, and on December 9 he addressed
Duke d'Avarna for communica-

upon

definite

negotiations.

He

pointed out that public opinion was increasingly
"
Italian national aspirations,"
occupied with

feeling.

Count Berchtold replied that the Austroof Serbian territory was

a Note to the

Hungarian occupation
*

Speech at the Capitol, June

2,

1915.

ITALIAN INFANTRY MARCHING

''

neither

permanent

nor

temporary,

THROUGH THE STREETS OF ROME.

but

////:
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Ambassador

momentary."

in

Austrian Ambassador in Rome.

Paris.

This was only the most startHe refused to admit

ling of various quibbles.

the precedent of the Libyan

War on the ground

that

against

Italian

operations

DUKE D'AVARNA,

BARON VON MACCHIO,

SIGNOR TITTONI,
Italian

THK

IIIXTOHY

European

Turkey would have threatened the

status quo

Italian

Ambassador

But Hungary here intervened.
Count

terful

Tisza

obtained

the

in

Vienna.

The masdismissal

Foreign Secretary, Count
Berchtold, and the appointment of his own
Baron Burian
Baron Burian.
nominee,
of

Austrian

the

sive reasons,

against Serbia was undertaken for purely defento secure the integrity of the

adopted a much more intransigeant position,
and though a former Ambassador, Prince
Wedel, was sent from Berlin on a special

Baron Sonnino brushed aside these
arguments. He declared that Italy must

mission to Vienna, with the object of inducing
Austria-Hungary to surrender the Trentino,

press the rights assured to her under Article

all

the East, whereas Austro-Hungarian action

in

Monarchy.

and

upon the danger of -further
in
the
delay
accepting
principle of discussion on
the basis of the Article.
His insistence bore
VII.,

insisted

the old objections were raised by the new
Meanwhile Prince
Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Biilow

Rome.

was trying to
He began by

clear

the

ground at

assuming that the
would satisfy Italian

Count Berchtold agreed to exchange
views on the question of compensation, and

cession of the Trentino

accepted the general Italian argument.
At this stage Prince Billow appears upon
the scene. Since his dismissal from office

that he

sentiment would be contented with the Trentino

in 1909 the late Imperial Chancellor

lived

between Austria and Italy could not be effected

Rome. As a last hope the Kaiser now put
him in charge of the German Embassy, in

except by the complete elimination, of the
Irredentist formula
Trent and Trieste.' "

Herr von Flotow, who took " sick
leave."
His first interview with Baron
Sonnino took place upon December 19, and in

He

fruit, for

had

in

place of

the course of conversation he said that the

was to explain the Italian
view to Berlin and the German point of
Komi-.
He said that he was aware of

object of his mission

point of

view to

the Italian proposal to Vienna, and
\

>r -ssi
I

was
have

< 1

1

hi

justified.

had already
opinion that the Italian contention

He

it* effect in

believed that

Vienna.

this

would

but Baron Sonnino at once replied
did not consider that Italian popular

claims,

alone

"

that

;

a

stable

condition

of

accord

'

Prince

Biilow

seemed to be

taken

aback.

that Austria would certainly prefer
war to the cession of Trieste (he might have
said

added that Germany shared Austria's preference), and gave it as his opinion that he
"
could succeed with the Trentino, but not
with anything more."
Baron Burian continued to vary his line
of

argument

between

a

disinclination

to

accept the Italian point of view at all and
the suggestion that Italy should be content
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with compensation in Albania. Speaking on
behalf of Vienna, Prince Billow urged that
Italy should formulate her demands, but Baron
Sonnino declined to make any proposals until
Austria-Hungary should definitely accept the
basis

"

discussion

of

and

objections of principle."

cease

to

oppose

The only

basis of

discussion \\hich Italy would agree to was
"
the cession of territories actually in possession
of

the

Monarchy."

accepted this

Until

Austria-Hungary

demand Baron Sonnino would

"
neither define nor exclude anything
neither
the Trentino, nor Trieste, nor Istria, nor any-

thing else."

He had

already explained that,

in his opinion, discussion regarding territories

belonging

to

other

belligerents

would

corn-

promise Italy's neutral position, as such dis"
cussion
would be equivalent to taking part
in the contest."
He now pressed for an early
decision, pointing out that delays

might render

an agreement more difficult.
Baron Burian continued to

fence, bringing up
the question of the Italian occupation of the

Dodecannesus, which

had

apparently

been

Count Berchtold, in May, 1912,
and on February 12 Baron Sonnino withdrew
the Italian proposal for discussion, and addressed
a grave warning to Austria-Hungary.
He

lEUiutt

SIR

settled with

declared that any military action undertaken
by Austria-Hungary in the Balkans against

British

&

I'ry.

RENNELL RODD,
Ambassador

in

Rome.

either Serbia or Montenegro, without previous

agreement with

Italy,

would be considered an

open infringement of Article VII. of the Triple
Alliance.
He added that a disregard of this
declaration would lead to grave consequences,
for which the Italian Government henceforward
declined

all

responsibility.

Five days later he

repeated the warning, and said that his previous
communication had " the precise significance

a veto opposed by us on any military action
by Austria-Hungary in the Balkans until the
of

conclusion of the agreement for compensation
in accordance with Article VII.
It is necessary
to state very clearly that any other procedure

on the part of- the Austro -Hungarian Government could only be interpreted by us as an
open violation of the terms of the treaty, and
as clear evidence of

its

intention to resume

liberty of action

in

which case we should

;,

its

have to regard ourselves as being fully justified
in resuming our own liberty of action for the
safeguarding of our interests."
This dispatch had a certain special importance apart from its effect upon the course of
the long discussion regarding the interpretation
of Article VII.
Italy's veto assured for Serbia

THE LATE MARQUIS
Former

[Lafayette.

DI

SAN GIULIANO,

Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs.

a temporary immunity from attack at a time
when there was much talk of a fresh invasion

with German assistance.
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IV, W.

lie considered essential
three conditions which
as preliminaries to any negotiation.

First

that

:

absolute

secrecy

be

should

tli.-

"Any indiscretion ivg.mlinu
preserved.
existence and progress of the negotiations
to withwould foive the Italian Government
their

,!,-

break off iiegotiaproposals and

ions."

t

Second:

that

the terms of the agreement

into effect.
.h.mld immediately be carried
cover
Third: that the agreement should
in so far as any
the whole period of the war
of Article VII. was coninvocation
possible
eeriied.

Baron

Sonnino

suggested

further

that

a

SIGNOR ANTONIO SALANDRA,
President of the Council and Minister of the
Interior in Italy.

The strong

Germany

position taken

to

fresh

considerable time

effort

up by
at

Italy spurred

Vienna.

For a

Baron Burian held firmly
it was impossible to

to his contention that

the question of compensation until

settle

become

had

enterprise

in

clear

Serbia

how

it

Austria-Hungary's

would

fare.

The

fact

provided for
to
as
compensation did not
previous agreement
He argued
at all.
him
appear to trouble
for Austria
inconvenient
most
be
that it would
that

the

Treaty

of

let

surely see

Commander-in-Chief of the Royal

Italian

Navy.

Alliance

military action wait upon diplomatic
discussion, and that Baron Sonnino must

to

DUKE OF THE ABRUZZI,

how awkward

it

was.

The terms

a signed treaty meant no more to AustriaHungary than they did to Germany. Baron
of

should be set aside for
period of two weeks
no agreement were
if
that
discussion, and
all proposals should
time
that
within
arrived at

be withdrawn.
Difficulties were promptly raised at Vienna.
Baron Burian went back to several of his
but the chief obstacle layprevious arguments,
second
condition, that the
Sonnino's
in Baron

Burian twisted and turned and brought up
one new argument after another to show why

cession of territory should follow immediately

Austria-Hungary should avoid the obligations
Each argument was based
Article VII.

Burian

of

each arguupon the plea of expediency
ment attempted to show cause why a pledged
Baron Sonnino
word should not' be kept.
He
met every
never swerved an inch.
;

a patient but firm reiteration
of Italy's rights under the treaty, and by
a refusal to be led away from the text of

argument by

Article VII.

On March

10 Baron Sonnino put forward

upon the conclusion

of the agreement.

Baron

to accept this condition,
flatly refused
and for a few days it looked as though negotiations would not take place at all.

Prince Billow stepped once more into the
breach, and sought to persuade Baron Sonnino
that his insistence upon the immediate carrying

out of any eventual agreement was not reasonHe feared that Austria-Hungary would
able.

never accept such a condition, and hinted
"
the terrible consequences of a rupture
at

between Germany and Italy."

Baron Sonnino

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
was immovable, and replied that he would
take no further initiative and make no proPrince Btilow offered the guarantee
of Germany.
Baron Sonnino reaffirmed the

"
strip of territory in the Trentino

his

and when pressed on the

Germany's guarantee he recorded
opinion, in an identical Note to the Italian

point

of

Ambassadors in Berlin and Vienna, that at
end of the war Germany might not
be in a position to carry her guarantee into
the

effect.

It

was not

until

March 27 that actual nego-

were begun by a rather vague offer
made by Baron Burian to the Duke d'Avarna.
tiations

"

This offer spoke of the cession of
territories
in South Tyrol, including the city of Trent."

Various

suggestions

payments to be made

were

made

regarding
by Italy as part of the

any

satisfy

On

posals.

essentieJ condition,

19

would not

of Italy's requirements.

April

2

Baron Burian became more

He

said that Austria-Hungary was
explicit.
to
cede
the districts (Politische Bezirke)
willing
of

Trento,

Madonna

Rovereto,

Riva,

Tione

(except

Campiglio and the neighbourhood)
and Borgo. The frontier line would cut the
Baron
valley of the Adige just north of Lavis.
di

Burian explained that these districts were far
from being only " a strip of territory," and
hoped that Baron Sonnino would change his
opinion about the importance of the cession
offered.
Four days later, no reply having
been received from Rome, Baron Burian asked
These

for

counter-proposals.

the

Duke d'Avarna on

Italy's

demands

were

April 8.
were as follows

sent

to

:

The Trentino, with the boundaries fixed for the
kingdom of Italy in 1811. (This boundary line would
leave the existing frontier at Monte Cevedale (Zufallrun along the mountain ridge between Val
spitze)
Venosta and the valley of the Noce down to Gargnzone
in the Upper Adige Valley
thence in a straight line to
Chiusa (Klausen) across the mountains and the Val
I.

;

;

thence to join the existing frontier between
and the Tre Cime di Lavaredo (Dreizinnen), including the Ampezza valley, but leaving out
the Gadera and Badia valleys (Gaderthal and Abteithal).)
II. A new eastern frontier, to include Gradisca and
Gorizia. The line to run from Trogkofel eastwards to
thence via Saifritz between the valley of
Osteruig
the Seisera and the Schlitzato to the AVischberg ; thence
along the existing frontier to the Nevea Saddle, whence
Sarentina

Monte

;

Cristallo

;

ADMIRAL VIALE,
Commander

of the Italian Fleet.

Austrian public debt and as indemnification
for public works, railways, etc.

basis

for

Baron Burian

might be regarded as a
negotiation, but Baron Sonnino's

hoped that the

offer

Putting aside for
reply was disconcerting.
the moment the question of immediate cession,

he found the proposals both too vague and too
meagre. They did not settle the Irredentist

problem

;

they did not

make any

appreciable

Italy's
military frontier
improvement
and they did not represent adequate compensation for the freedom of action which Austriain

Hungary would enjoy

;

in

the Balkans.

"

A

REAR-ADMIRAL ENRICO MILLO,
Italian Minister of Marine.
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It

was

Articles II., III.,

and

Burian's reply arrived on April

wholly unsatisfactory.

IV. were entirely rejected.

provided
ceded

for

the

that the

was met by the old
and VII. were prac-

Article

Article IX.,

sum

offered

VIII.

was accepted.

Baron Burian declared

was

totally insufficient,

but suggested that the question of
"
should be referred to
indemnity

He

claimed

offered in

which

Articles VI.

refused.

As regards

Article V.,

immediate transference of

territories,

objections.
tically

the

17.

that

Article

the

pledge

"

pecuniary

The Hague.

of

neutrality

X. should be extended to

Turkey, as the Ally of Austria and Germany,
insertion of an extra clause

and requested the
in Article

XL, providing

that Italy's renuncia-

tion of further claims under Article VII. of the

Triple Alliance should cover all such advantages,
or otherwise, as Austria-Hungary

territorial

might gain from the treaty of peace which
should terminate the war.

On

only a single cardinal point did Baron

Burian

SIGNOR GIOLITTI,
Former

offer

any

concession.

The

frontier

he proposed for the Trentino followed a more
reasonable course than that of his original

Italian Premier.

would drop to the Isonzo east of Plezzo (Flitsch);
tin. Nouzo to Tolmino, whence it would
run via Chiaporano and Comen to the sea, whicli it would
it

tliriHT alonj;

reach near Nalrn-Mtui.
III. Trieste

and the

and

its

neighbourhood, including Nabresina

judicial district* of

Capo

d'Istria

and Pirano,

to

formed into an autonomous State, with
complete
independence from Austro. Hungarian rule. Trieste to
lx>

'

a free port.
IV. Tin. cession

hy Austria-Hungary of the Curzolari

Islands off the coast of Dalmatia.
V. The immediate

occupation by Italy of the ceded
and the immediate evacuation
by AustriaHungary of Trieste and the neighbourhood.
VI. The recognition
by Austria-Hungary of Italian
"\rreignty over Vallona and district.

territories

VII. The renunciation
by Austria-Hungary of any
claims in Albania.
\ III.

A

prisoners

complete amnesty for all political or military
to the territories mentioned in

belonging

The next three

articles

provided

:

(Art IX.) that Italy should pay to
Austria-Hungary
as indemnification for loss of
government property, as a
share of the public debt, and
against all money claim*,
the sum of two hundred million lire.
2 (Art. X.) that
Italy should
herself to
I

pledge
maintain
neutrality throughout the war.
This applied both to
<iernmny and Austria-Hungary.
3 (Art. XI.) that
Italy should renounce any further
-IIMIIIS under Article VII. of
the

.

Triple Alliance, for the

wh,,Ie duration of the

war; and

that
Austria-Hungary
hook) renounce any claim to
compensation for Italy's
<-<-ii|iation

At

of the Dodecaniiesu-.

this time there

were persistent rumours
a separate peace between
Austria-Hungary
>ui<<
Kiisin.
Baron Sonnino pressed for an
early answer to his proposals and Baron
of

GENERAL VITTORIA
Italian Minister of

ZUPELLI,
War.

THE TIMES HISTORY
offer.

the

Leaving

Monte Cevedale

frontier

existing

followed

it

the

THE WAR.

OP'

near

watershed

between the Upper Adige and Noce valleys
as far as

the Flenenspitze and reached the

Noce valley by way
there

of

the

From

Pescara.

followed the boundary of the district
of Mezzolombardo to the
Adige valley, which
it
it

it

crossed south of

Salorno (Salurn).

Thence

followed, roughly, the watershed between the

Adige and Avisio valleys as far as the Latemar.
Descending from the Col Canon it reached
the valley of the Avisio between

and

Forno,

thence

Moena and

followed

the

ridge

between the San Pellegrino and Travignolo
valleys

to

the

existing frontier

at

Cima

di

Bocche.

Baron Sonnino's

reply, sent

from

Rome on

April 21, pointed out that the increased conin the Trentino, the only advance
on Austria-Hungary's original proposals, did

cessions

not

"

repair the chief inconveniences

present

situation,

either

from the

of the

linguistic

BARON BURIAN
(On

Austrian Minister of Foreign Affairs.

left)

and ethnological or the military point of view."
As Signer Salandra was to point out later,
"the doors of the house remained
open."

Austria-Hungary was determined to keep the
positions that were a perpetual threat to Italy.

But the main stumbling-block lay
Burian's

to

refusal

immediate

Baron

in

admit the principle of

cession.

There were three more conversations between
Baron Burian and the Duke d'Avarna before
were

negotiations

d'Avarna told

his

broken

The

off.

Duke

Go\ eminent that he saw-

no prospect of an accord.

Baron Burian's

concession in regard to Article V. was'
the suggestion that the immediate
appoint-

sole

ment
be

of a

mixed Boundary Commission would

sufficient

transfer

On

guarantee

would

April 29 the

that

Baron

that

eventually

the

be

Duke d'Avarna

Burian

territorial

carried

out.

telegraphed

opposed

practically

a

negative to all the Italian demands, especithose contained in the first five
ally to
Articles.

On May

3

Baron Sonnino sent

a formal denunciation of the

I

to

Vienna

talo- Austrian

Alliance.

In Italy the disclosures of the Government
many doubts to rest. The provisions

laid

PRINCE BULOW
(On

left)

Acting German Ambassador

Rome.

of

the

in

was no

Triple
clear

Alliance

idea

of

were
the

secret.

obligations

There

upon

either

uuidf

The

side.

evident

ii

entering; the

lielil

step.

1'ulilie

during

tin-

oi

declaration

iluit

join lier Allie-. hut

Italy

opinion

hail

.if

to

them seemed a long

originally

heen

A number
favour

in

never taken part

of

disfigured

Central Kmpires. inlluenc.'d partly
the
that it was only fair to assist
feeling
hy

joinum
the

tin

as

1

Allie-

of

thirty

seal's'

standing,

part

I

and

a

Italian

temiencv

not

as

ITALY'S
in evidence after the declaration of
neutrality,

but a strong pro-German current continued
t..
oppose itself to the rising tide of feeling in
favour of intervention on the other side. All
through the. winter the greatest uncertainty
At one time, early in the autumn,

prevailed.

the popular feeling in favour of intervention
side of the Entente Powers rose

on the

very

and threatened to embarrass the Government. It is not unjust to the
memory of San
Giuliano to say that his death, and the
arrival
of Baron Sonnino at the
Coneulta, had somehigh,

thing to do

with stemming this

Austrophil record was

known

to

tide.

all

;

it

His

was

not yet known that he had taken
up a firm
stand on behalf of
Italy's full rights.
With
Baron Sonnino in charge of the
Office
Foreign
the country had fuller confidence in the
Govern-

He had

the intrigues which

politics

He had

had

There

for so long.

and dexterity,
But he
was
position
very

of his ability

commanded
his

trust.

accepted the task of forming

when Signor

Giolitti

retired,

but the followers of Signor Giolitti constituted
the majority of lie ( 'hamber, and the experience
t

much

Recruits on their

his character

a Government

and partly hy the conviction that
interests could only be secured
by
Thi>

no question

difficult.

HiiiiL'arv.

intervention.

Italian

in

vas largely untried and

\

genuine admiration for (lerinany \vliich
counteraeted the old enmity against Austria
li\

It

with Baron Sonnino for thirty years.

uncertain

very

ihe uar.

JIM//.

must be remembered that Signer
Salandru had not yet proved himself. He had
held office and shown himself a capable adHe had been in close association
ministrator.
inent.

neutrality

was not required

\vas

early period

Italians

of

lietween holding aloof and

against

THE

OF

'////:

of those

who had taken

oil ice

in

similar cir-

NEW ARMY.
way

to be equipped.

cumstances on other occasions was not enPart of his Cabinet was " Giocouraging.

and the situation called for unusual
and strength of purpose. Though the
country had confidence in Signor Salandra,
there was still the
feeling that he was untried,
and that the circumstances
might conceivably
be too much for him. The arrival of Baron
littian,"

skill

Sonnino greatly strengthened
dra's position.

He had now

Signor

Salan-

at his right

hand

the close friend and
political ally of thirty
More than that, he had now as
years.
Foreign
Secretary the man whom all Italy recognized
as an example of
iinswerving rectitude and

commanding ability. Baron Sonnino's intellectual endowments had been
fully proved,
his

character not less

so.

Bluntly straight-

forward, uncompromising to a fault, he had
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as

failed

a

But

parliamentarian.

had shown him to

failures

his

his

25

very

countrymen,
to be trusted.

and to all who knew him, as a man
Now was no day for mere parliamentarians
the hour for statesmen had struck. At last
Baron Sonnino was to come to his own, and
;

Signor Salandra was to show that

which had been formed

all

the hopes

him were

of

less

than

the reality.
Before Parliament rose in December, 1914,
Signor Salandra pronounced a phrase that
deserves

be

to

remembered.

was a

There

Dertain uneasiness in the country at the prospect

being decided and great changes

of great issues

effected without

senator

any

profit

to Italy,

and a

made

the suggestion that Italy should
have asked a price for her neutrality. Signor
"
Salandra's reply was striking
If we had

BARON SONNINO,
Italian Foreign Minister.

:

bartered our neutrality,

dishonoured
negoziata,

But

for

it

"

we should

also

have

(Se la neutralitd noi I'avessimo

Favremmo anche

disonorala).

many months the position of Italy was
The necessity

liable to misinterpretation.

of

and held that Italy ought at all costs to
refrain from opposing the Colossus.
There
were others who argued that Italy was
unable to stand the strain of modern war
"

on the

that

scale,"

grand

even

victory

preserving secrecy regarding the line of action
taken by the Government made this inevitable.

would be

The

necessity of secrecy bore hard upon the
people, and it is a tribute both to Government

her hard-won place among the Great Powers.
They said that for more than forty years

and governed that the long months

she had been attempting a stride that was
almost beyond her compass, and that the

passed in such
currents

of

opinion

of anxiety

Two

strong

were noticeable.

There

relative

quiet.

were those who maintained that the interests
of

Italy

and

intervention

of

civilization

against

Austria

demanded
and Germany.

alike

These grew steadily in number.

There were

numerous and powerful body, who
were very strongly against war. There were
many who were oppressed by the thought

others, a

Df

Germany's

immense

military

strength,

of

too

the cost at which

vast

efforts

Some

as to contend that

it

content herself with
nations

her place
of

as

revolution

temper

of

Italy

intervention

break her down.

lesser

bought.

dearly

of

They spoke

had maintained

demanded would
them went so far

was better

first

position

for Italy to

among

the

than to struggle to preserve
a Great Power. They talked

and

ruin.

They

feared

the people and did not guess

greatness.

ITALIAN INFANTRY ON THE MARCH.

the
its

WAR.
TIMES HISTORY OF THE

77//-;

regarding

atrocity

reports of

German

For

stories.

"
frightfulness,"

and not merely

as they applied to savagery,
,,,

for

were simply disbelieved.

drstnirtivrness,

But

end the evidence proved too strong
The eloquent words of the

in the

most

the
long
in so far

Italians.

M. Jules Destr.V.
Belgian Socialist Deputy,
his
martyrdom
of
country's
the
who told
story
in all the chief
Sicily,

towns

much

did

to

of Italy

make

from Piedmont to

the truth sink into

German prothe minds of the people. And
the German name.
blacken
to
helped
paganda

war seemed to

For, as the prospect of

that
agents went about threatening
horror
soldiers would work a greater
than Belgium ever saw. They

German
German
u|..,n

Italy

gave

the

;

they only

programme:

their

of

items

truction, murder, rape.
Italians

increase,

des-

thought to terrorize

They

made them

set their teeth.

was great.
All through April the tension
and a vote
March
on
22,
Parliament had risen
confidence in the Government had twice

of

been

recorded,

which carried with them

SIGNOR MARCONI,
wireless telegraphy, serving

as Lieutenant

in the Italian

Army.

stood the great mass of Italian
been able to make up
opinion, which had not
its mind on the question of peace or war,
and was content to leave the matter in the
tralists there

hands

of the

it

trusted.

It

was

did not possess
widely felt that public opinion
reasoned
a
form
to
judgment
the material

problem with which Italy

on the very
was faced. There was much discussion
difficult

On March

vote.

Official

from

the

Socialists

motions

the request for the

28 the rumour ran through

that an agreement between Italy and
Austria -Hungary was practically concluded,

Rome

Between the interventionists and the neu-

men whom

the

dissent

their

recording

The inventor of

only

in the

and that only a few

finishing touches

were

would be complete.
required before agreement
from the Embassies
circulated
was
rumour
This
of Austria

and Germany, and it is interesting
it was put about just at the

to note that

moment when Baron Burian made
of

offer

his

first

The
how much the Austrian pledge
was worth. The rumour fell flat,

concessions

in

the

Trentino.

incident shows
of secrecy

Press, and the argument of the interventionists
that Italy's place in Europe depended upon
her taking sides with the Entente Powers, that

and within a fortnight the expressions of
confident hope were replaced by ill-concealed
Once again the leak was from the
uneasiness.

neutrality meant isolation, slowly gained ground.
Tlu- neutralists were encouraged in their efforts

his counter-proposals

Austrian

Baron Sonnino telegraphed
on April 8. They were
Baron Burian on April 10, and two

side.

by a

letter from Signer Giolitti to one of his
henchmen, Signor Peano, a letter which
was to become historic. In this letter, which
was written on February 2, Signor Giolitti

presented to

chief

days later they were the subject of

being unfavourable to
declared his belief that
"
"
a good deal
(parecchio)
Italy might secure

they considered the excessive nature of the
demands and showed the greatest anxiety.

by diplomatic means.
As the spring wore on opinion hardened,
and a new feeling arose a feeling against
Germany. The terrible story of Belgium
came slowly home to Italians
very slowly,
for Italians had good reason to be sceptical

some

signs

made

to emphasize the existence of

expressed

himself

intervention,

as

and

;

comment

Rome, in certain circles at least. Austrian*
and Germans expressed resentment at what
in

The

neutralists fought hard,
of

weakening.

though there were
An attempt was

"a

Slav

an attempt which was greatly aided
some
articles in the Russian Press which
by
Peril,"

pushed Slav claims in the Adriatic very far
north.
The Novoe Vremya went so far as to
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"
say that

if

Trieste

would be

it

Russia permitted Italy to have
a scandal.
Trieste is

But

Slav."

absolutely

was

it

too

late

Red Book, Baron
the

Sonnino's denunciation of

caused

alliance

27

a

rapid

change

Baron de Burian.

attitude of

to

talk of a

and the Austrian Ambassador,

to

a

Macchio,

Slav peril.
Italy was waking
knowledge of the German peril, a
knowledge which her wisest statesmen already

clude a

were given

new

hearts were stirred

by the preparations for the
of
a
monument
to Garibaldi and
unveiling
The Thousand, on the rock of Quarto, whence

able,

Baron

von

full

Baron

and

the

authority to contreaty on the basis of further

concessions.

By the end of April the Italian people was
braced for war. During the first days of May

in

Prince Biilow

Prince

Macchio decided on a

immovBaron von

was

Sonnino

and

Biilow

desperate throw.

last

Baron von Macchio has explained exact y
what was done. His words are enshrined ui

the expedition had started. The King and
the Premier were to be present, and Signer
Gabriele

D'Annunzio

oration.

Moreover,

feeling

that before

was
there

May

5,

to

deliver

was

an

a

general
the date of the

ceremony, the fate of the negotiations with
Austria-Hungary would be decided. So it
turned out, though at the time it was not
that negotiations had been broken off.

known

On May

3,

structed the

the day that Baron Sonnino inDuke d'Avarna to denounce the

alliance with Austria-Hungary, the

news was

published that the King and his Ministers
would not leave Rome " in view of the political
It is a matter of history now
that the Alliance had ceased to exist, and that

situation."

Italy

had already, to

all

intent,

thrown

in her

with Great Britain, France, and Russia
but at the time no explanation was given of
the sudden crisis that kept the King from going
lot

;

to Quarto.

On May

8 the

news came that the Lusitania

The effect upon the populace
was quite extraordinary. For the first time a
note of real anger was heard in the streets and
had been sunk.

along the by-ways and in little
The tragedy of Belgium had been
told to the people, and its horror had begun
to sink in.
But all Belgium was enveloped
in the fog of war, and there was still a feeling
the shops,
taverns.

GARIBALDI THE LIBERATOR.
He

Red Book.

the Austrian

telegraphed to

that the worst stories might be exaggerations,
that German ruthlessness might have had some

Vienna on

May

of 'having

kept

provocation, and that in many cases/ nthere
was the excuse of the anger born of battle and

the Austrian concessions, both from the King
and the majority of the Cabinet. He explained

danger.

Here was a crime committed

sight of all the world,

against

included

upon

in the

the peaceful seas,

a helpless multitude in which were

many women and

children.

The

had

been

which

accusing Baron Sonnino
back information regarding

10,

that on these grounds
to

make known a

concessions,

and

list

"

it

of the

seemed opportune
Austro-Hungarian

authenticated

myself.

By

this

by Prince Biilow
means there was a

feeling against Germany,
slowly growing, came out in a blaze.
Then followed quickly the unforgettable days

chance of countermining the game of Salandra,
Sonnino and Martini."

what d'Annunzio called " The Week of
As it appears from the Austrian
Passion."

printed and

circulated

were thought

likely

of

A

list

of

the

Austrian

concessions

among

people

was

who

to be -influenced against
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GABRIELS D'ANNUNZIO
of inset), the Italian Poet,
(In the car and on left
in the uniform of cavalry lieutenant.

On

Prince Billow.
of

stronghold

On

arriving

a

of

neutralism,
in

Rome

hostile

very

suspected

passing through Turin, the

by

lie

was
was the

he

object

was
Bulow

It

demonstration.

time that

this

hissed.

Prince

and Baron von Macchio had gone behind the
backs of the Government and had appealed
to the party of the man who had for so long
been almost dictator in Italy. There were
four days of

rumour and

tension.

Some

of

he
Signor Giolitti's chief supporters said that

would do nothing to embarrass the Government, but others took a very different line.
They hailed him as the coming saviour frcm
tin-

<

Herr

deputy,

Salandra

ha-

offers,

of

German
was

Catholic

assiduous

but

there

distribution.

and

"

journalists

in

were
Signer

definitely that the con"

-laird

were made known to various

--inn-*

hands

new

channels

vuri(m.-

cians

Erzberger,

the

spreading

ic

The

lovernment.

politi-

before they reached the

or the Foreign Minister.
then
were Italians who were
Unfortunately
ready to lend themselves to the German
of

himself

1

-

An-tnaii fame.
lii.-

country

Signer Giolitti had been at

home

in

Piedmont

all

through the

parliamentary vacation, but he arrived in

on

May

9,

Hiilnw. but

from

Rome

summoned, it is said, by Prince
more probably by an urgent call

his party

henchmen, at the instance

of

a

ruinous

Giolitti
of

war.

The

supporters of Signor
in the Chamber

were in a majority both

Deputies and in the Senate, and it was clear
if he chose he could overthrow the Govern-

that

Parliament was to meet on

ment.

and

it

was

uncertain

May

20,

how the

altogether
Sa la IK Ira Ministry would fare. The excitement
and anxiety were already intense when late in

the evening of May 13 the announcement was
that Signor Salandra had resigned.

made

The news was the

signal for a great burst of

anger throughout the whole of Italy.
is not easily stirred, but Rome, already

by the eloquence

of

Rome
moved

D'Annunzio, who arrived

the evening before Signor Salandra's resignation,

became a burning

protest.

It

was only
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a day that the situation seemed

The

uncertain.

King

summoned

really

various
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take part, either in the mile-long procession
that marched from the Piazza del Popolo to

and it was reported
that Signer Marcora, the venerable President
of the Chamber, was asked to form a Cabinet.

the Quirinal, or in the vast crowds that lined

On May 14 it was announced by the Corriere
Mia Sera that the Triple Alliance had been

from

denounced early in May, and the report spread
that about the same time Italy had entered

He

into engagements with the Triple Entente.
It
was clear/'that the die had been cast, and that

authorities

politicians to his residence,

Signer Salandra's foreign policy was bound to
be continued, whatever the fate of himself and
his Cabinet.

But

it

was not

this

fact

roused the whole country to demand the

that
recall

the whole route.
Signer Giolitti had not bren able to stir
his house during the three days of crisis,

and on Monday, May

17,

could not face Parliament.

he was ready to do

What

so,

he

left

Rome.

It is said that

but that the police

declined to guarantee his safety.
role Signer Giolitti had played or intended

to play is not quite clear.
It is maintained on
the one hand that he meant to accept the
Austrian offers and preserve Italian neutrality.

On

the other hand

it is

suggested that his aim,

GARIBALDIAN MARINE VOLUNTEERS
Marching
Inset

:

to their quarters.

Peppina, Ezio and Ricciotti Garibaldi
about to start for the Front.

Signer Salandra. It was the knowledge
that the representatives of foreign Powers had

of

dared to go behind the Government of Italy
and treat with others, and that there were
Italians who had lent themselves to such an
intrigue.

The

demonstrations

were

extra-

ordinary. Italy was aflame from north to
south. By Saturday, May 15, it was evident

that no Government could exist except that
When the announcement

of Signer Salandra.

was made on the following afternoon that the
King had declined to accept Signor Salandra's
resignation, there was a great outburst of joy
and triumph. In Rome an immense gathering
which had been called to protest against the
Biilow-Giolitti intrigues and demand the recall
of Signor Salandra was turned into a demonstration of rejoicing.
All Rome seemed to

and those

of his adherents, was simply power
and place
that he would have assumed the
reins of government only to find, after further
negotiation, that war was inevitable, and then
bow to the demands of that " historical neces;

"
sity

which he had invoked as a reason for the

Nor is it clear how far
Libyan expedition.
Giolitti
was
Signor
responsible for the intrigues
that ended so disastrously for himself and his
There is some reason to think that
followers.

77//-;

Mt
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had finally made. These
from the list of concessions
circulated by Herr Erzberger and others, but
they attracted little notice in Italy, which

Austria-Hungary

differed materially

The

thought no more of concessions.

Giolit tian

party had crumpled. When Parliament met
on May 20 Signor Salandra secured over-

whelming majorities (367 to 54 and 407 to 74)
on a Bill conferring extraordinary powers upon
the Government in the event of war. General
On
mobilization was ordered on May 22.
fonnal

Duke d'Avarna

the

23

May

declaration

of

delivered

the

war against Austria-

Hungary.
No one who lived through the days of crisis,
when for a moment at least it seemed as though
the intrigues of the foreigner might succeed,
will ever forget the

S1GNOR MARCORA,
President of the Italian
ln>

was only brought

in as the

Chamber.

name

so

to conjure

that the conspiracy against the Governwas not his doing so much as that of a

uitli,

marvellous uprising of the
in history has a nation

Xever

Italian people.

proclaimed

strikingly

its

Gabriele

will.

D'Annunzio spoke for the soul of Italy in the
burning words with which he addressed a great

small group near the throne of the ex-Dictator.

crowd on the night of his arrival in Rome.
"
Could he. Garibaldi the Liberator, descend

Signor Giolitti's remarkable position in Italian
politics had been won, to a very considerable

cowards and

n ii -lit

extent,

by

his faculty of yielding to the desires

The

from the Famculum, would he not brand as
traitors, would he not set the

seal

of

infamy, on

all

-those

who

to-day in

secret or openly

work

preserved his dictatorship by keeping an ear
ever open to suggestion from those upon

servitude

Can we allow

whom

our midst and those without, enemies of our

of his supporters.

this

he

so-called Dictator

had

Perhaps it is true that on
occasion he was manoeuvred into

relied.

fatal

a position which
have refused.

On May

18

own judgment would

his

Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg
offers which

IN

own

?

.

.

.

out

aliens,

those in

race or intruders, to impose this kind of
"

death on the nation
Garibaldian

disclosed to the Reichstag the

Workmen

to disarm our Italy, to
debauch the country, to thrust her again into

all

hymn
"

Italy.

Va

?
The spirit of the
awoke again through-

fuori

d' Italia,

va fuori

stranier."

THE COURTYARD OF THE STATION AT MILAN.

engaged

in

linking up the City

conveyinij the

tramway with the railway lines
wounded may (Jo direct to the hospitals.

in order that trains

CHAPTER

LXXXI.

THE ITALIAN ARMY AND ITS TASK.
THE AUSTRO-ITALIAN FRONTIER MAIN FACTORS or THE STRATEGICAL PROBLEM THE THENTINO,
CADORE AND CARNIA FRONTS ITALIAN PREPARATIONS, 1914-1915 ITALIAN MILITARY SYSTEM
AND CONSCRIPTION THE PERMANENT ARMY AND ITS DISTRIBUTION THE ARTILLERY UNIFORM
ITALY'S RECORD IN RECENT WARS BERSAGLIERI -AND ALPINI SPIRIT or THE ARMY.
no important offensive

glance at a map shows the
great inferiority of Italy's strategical

ONE

position

in

Hungary. The Trentino runs down
a wedge into Italian territory, a wedge
that holds a wide gate open to attack. From

country to the east

like

Italian

the Lombardo-Venetian plain Italy looks up to
Italian mountains that are held by another

An

Power.

itself.

Austrian fortress frowns upon her
and its outermost bastion,
plainly visible from

is

Along the whole
sea, Italy

is

on a large

scale

in

is

but such an offensive

feasible,

plateau of the Carso presents great difficulties
In a general order
to an attacking force.

the only sector of the front where an

Italian offensive

issued to the Austro-Hungarian troops

any way

of large forces

to secure the base of operations

is

necessary

and the

Securely posted on "their heights, they were to
"
"
the
decimate and destroy
advancing

left

army. The Trentino presents
the most serious problem, but the mountain
valleys that converge from the Carnic Alps
of the attacking

Italians.

Reduced to

its

simplest terms Italy's strate-

supposed to have been a main feature of the

imposed upon her by geographical
conditions, must be to hold on the north, and
push towards the east. This does not in any

planned against Italy some years
war by General Conrad von

sense imply a passive defensive on the Trentino,
Cadore and Carnia fronts. In each case a

In Cadore, between the Trentino

tempting objective presented itself for a limited
offensive, though in the Trentino and Cadore

upon the valley of the Tagliamento give good
opportunity for a flank attack, and this route
is

on the

Isonzo line they were told that they were in
the position of men in a six -story building
whom the enemy had to attack from the level.

is

impossible
unless the open gates on the north are closed.

The detachment

is very unfavourable to an
The. plain of the Veneto

there are few gaps in the barrier of the Italian
Alps, and nearer the sea the rough and broken

has to fight uphill.
The eastern border from Pontebba to the

Adriatic

offensive.

along the left bank of the river the advantage
is with the defending armies. - North of Tolmino

Verona

the short stretch in Friuli between Cividale

and the

possible for either

middle reaches of the Isonzo flow through
mountainous and difficult country, and all

except for

frontier,

is

limited tract, Austria

continues eastwards through Frinti nearly as
far as the lower Isonzo.
But the upper and

richest provinces,

Monte Baldo,

Except

for this

holds the advantage all along the line, for even
if the Italian base and flank be secured, the

Austria-

to

relation

side.

offensive

before

gical plan,

the

Hotzendorf.

and Carnia, the masses

of the Dolomites are a

protection to Italy as well as to Austria, and

the aim of such
31

movement would

primarily
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be to strengthen the defensive position. In
the Trentino particularly a quick though

number of Austrian troops available was relativemust give grave
ly so small, that the Carnia front

would make

cause for anxiety to the Austrian General Staff.
It was clear that the Italian armies had a

limited offensive

to

tlie Italian position.

threatens

Italy,

Italian soil.

as well as

It

its

it

is

make

it

offensive

itself

advantages.

from

threatened

The

Italians could

close the gates.

They

dangerous for an enemy to come

too near the gateway.

any

Although the Trent inu

has the weaknesses of a salient

do more than merely
could

the difference

all

It

seemed unlikely that

on a large scale would be under-

taken against the Trentino, though the tempta-

occupy the "unredeemed" lands must
be very strong. The conquest of the Trentino
would lead no further, for Northern Tyrol
tion to

must bo regarded as inexpugnable. But the
Austrian position in the Trentino might quite
well be rendered untenable by steady pressure
on both sides of the salient, in the valleys that
branch out from the Adige the valleys that
were to have been the routes for an Austrian

The whole

was changed
by the fact that Austria -Hungary could not
dispose of enough troops to receive full benefit
from the overwhelming natural advantages of
offensive.

situation

the ground. The forts that were to cover an
Austrian advance could only be used to check
the Italians. From Cadore also the Italians

could threaten, indirectly, the Austrians in the
Trentino.
The Trentino depends upon the two
railway lines that meet at Franzensfeste. The
northern line from Innsbruck is safe from direct
interference,

but the Pusterthal

close to the Italian frontier,

Italian offensive here

line

and a

would not only

passes

successful
close

one

entrance, or exit, of the Trentino, but would
threaten the other line from the east. From
Carnia, again, or rather from the passes which
cross the Camic Alps to the
Gailthal,

though

the main object of the
troops must be to defend
the valleys that run down to the
Tagliamento,
the Italians looked towards
and the

Hermagor

strategic railway

which connects

with Villach.
The railway was built for an Austrian
offensive.
Now it could hardly serve this
but
it

purpose,
the Gailthal was
all-important to the defence
of
the Malborghetto - Tarvis - Villach
line.

Movement,

the Alpine regions is difficult
in the extreme, and
operations on a large
scale
could not be
expected. Communiin

cations were difficult for the
Italians and
easy for the Austrians, who could
bring troops
readily from the neighbouring
valley of the
Upper Drave, as well as by the
Hermagor line,
but the region was so
important, and the

task

difficult

before

The advantages

them.

that naturally lay with the Austrians were to
a great extent nullified by the fact that Austria

was short

The

of troops.

position

was changed

to this extent that the Austrian General Staff

was

in

no position

But

to take the offensive.

the defensive lines upon which they

must

rely

The enormous difficulties
that face the attack in modern warfare had
been amply proved in Flanders and elsewhere,
and these difficulties were of necessity greatly
were very strong.

when the natural

increased

lie

of the

ground

The Austrians

favoured the defending forces.

had had many months to prepare the lines they
had chosen, and they had made good use of
Their trenches were constructed

their time.

and concrete.

of metal

of

wire entanglements

electric

power

Their elaborate systems
were connected with

stations,

and there was the

further complication of mines.

All along the

eastern front there were rails on which to
their

made

heavy guns, and the nature
it

of the

move

ground

easy to conceal their artillery positions.

Italy had a hard task before
had had time to prepare, and

her,

but Italy

opportunity to
learn from the lessons of the war.
During the
nine months that elapsed between the outbreak
of war and the denunciation of the
alliance

with Austria, General Cadorna had
practically
re-made the Italian Army. It was
necessary. In
August, 1914, Italy had men and rifles and good
field-guns, but she did not possess a modern

army.

There was a shortage in
every kind of

stores and
equipment. The late
Government had neglected to make
good the

munitions,

expenditure in materiel caused

War, and a great quantity

of

by the Libyan
equipment had

gone rotten in store. General Porro, at the
outbreak of war sub-chief of the General
Staff,

had been
in

offered the portfolio of

the spring,

War

Minister

but he made his
acceptance

conditional

upon the adoption of a programme
of
re-equipment which demanded large sums
of money.
This was refused, and the
European

War found
degree.

Italy unprepared to
situation was

The

fact that the field
artillery

an alarming

complicated by the

was being re-armed
with the Deport gun, a
process which had little
more than begun in
August. There were a
certain number of
good medium- calibre guns,
but there was no modern
heavy artillery ready

GENERAL RUELLE

GENERAL GARIONI.

GENERAL MAMBRETT1

GENERAL

Dl

ROB1LANT.

GENERAL DRUETTI.

GENERAL ZOPPI

}

GENERAL BRICCOLA.

ITALIAN

(

GENERAL LEQUIO.

GENERAL GAMERANA.

(

GENERAL FRUGONI.

ARMY CORPS COMMANDERS.
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the

take

to

Anil

lit-lil.

had a lower

Italy

than any of
proportion of maehiiio-guns
ii

All tin-so (letie-ieueios

I'.m.-rs.

realized

and pointed

cost too

nuii-li iiinnt-y.

IJetween August,
tion

all

tin-

additional

11114,

e\perienee hail shown to
In addition,
supplied.
nuiiilii-r
tin-

tir.-l

of
lint-

in

-w

hi-

equipment that

necessary had been

were

there

formations

-

(lit-

Men

and every

filled,

a great

strength

"

The 1911 census gave the population of Italy
and the levy lists for the

as 34,686,683 persons,

A

we

In what follows, there-

confine ourselves in the

main

to the in-

only 433,670

"

"

class

came up

number were struck out

and the others
most

them, probably, having e.nigrated.
Those who were examined were assigned as
follows

:

Unfit for service (riformati)

Every

liable to military service.

arms was

to bear

began

Liability

began on the first of January of
the following year. In the event of an emergency recruits could be called earlier, and a
held, but service

case in point occurred towards the end of 1914,
when the 1895 class (of recruits born in that

more than a

its time.

Volunteers were accepted

who had completed

their eighteenth, or excep-

year before

tionally, their seventeenth year.

The annual contingent was divided into three
The first category consisted of the
categories.
number of men required each year to fill the
peace establishment of the Army. The second
category consisted of those over and above
this number who could claim no
exemption

from
those

The

service.

third category consisted of

who were exempt by law from

military

such as only sons of widows. Various
family reasons still allowed exemption, but the
law had been narrowed of late years, and if
service,

the levy of 1911 were compared with that of
1900, it would be seen that the third category of
the

year numbered only a little over
26 per cent, of that in the earlier
levy.
The terms of service in the three
later

categories

were as follows
Two

to the next levy

First category

Second category

...

...

...

Third category

in

the year in which the recruits completed their
twentieth year, when the levy of each class was

year) was called to the colours

themselves,

of

able before the war, noting certain alterations

fit

for various reasons,

failed to present

Put back

Italian citizen

Of these

of 487,570.

for medical inspection.

formation about the Italian Army that was avail-

and additions that had become public property.

if

one-year volunteers," on payment of 464
and 48 in the other arms.

Only a few items of the completed programme
made known, and it was laid down by
the Italian Government that no further details
were to be published.

service

in the cavalry

year gave a total

fore,

to

with a certain educational qualification
first category as

50 per cent.
that had been done cannot be given here.
could be

liable

were permitted to serve in the

of

have-

and an-

MiJitia,

required.

Italy's interven-

been inc-ivased by nearly
Details of the remarkable work

must

Nineteen years in the Territorial
Third category men as a rule receive no
to the
training, but are inscribed as belonging
Category.

Militia.

Territorial

and

or iti-m of

weapon

Third

To make them good

out.

had been

(japs

period of training not to exceed
seven and a half
above.
year* or more with the reserve ; the rest as
six month!! with the colours;

tin-

had been

A

Second Category.

118,073
98,138
158,927
35,102
23,430

433,670

The actual number
was considerably

of

less

men joining the

colours

than that assigned.

A

good number failed to present themselves,
others were already in the Army or the Customs
Guards, others obtained leave to put off their
service.

posted

In
to

all

one

122,852
or

men were

another

branch

actually
of

the

Service.
Officers of the first line

the Military School at
cavalry), the Military
artillery

and

were recruited from

Modena

(for infantry

Academy

engineers),

and

at Turin (for

and from complement

officers (ufficiali di
complement*)).

Twenty-five

per cent, of the commissions vacant each year
were reserved for under-officers (sergeants and

upwards) who had had at least four years'
and had completed a prescribed course

service,

at the Military School.

Complement (or reserve) officers were
recruited from under-officers, qualified
one-year
volunteers, and officers of the active

army

who had

retired before the age of 40.
Classes
of instruction were formed for
under-officers

and one-year volunteers who wished to
qualify
for commissions.

Auxiliary officers were those
for active service,

who were unfit
but were considered able to

:

Firt Category.

y.-nr, with the colours; six with
the reserve
four in the Mobile Militia
seven in
the Territorial'Militia.
;

;

undertake certain special duties.

The permanent army of
Italy was organized
army corps, 25 divisions and 3 cavalry

in 12
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TYPE OF ITALIAN ALPINE REGIMENT WITH FULL SERVICE
divisions,
officers

with a peace strength of some 14,000
The details were as

and 250,000 men.

follows:

The army corps and divisions had their
headquarters as follows
:

Army Corps, Turin. 1st Div.. Turin 2nd. Novara.
2nd Army Corps, Alessandria. 3rd Div., Alessandria
1st

12 legions of Carabinieri or Military Police ;
2 regiments of Grenadiers ( 24 companies and 2 depots) ;
94 regiments of the line (1,225 companies. 94 depots,
and 85 " nuclei " of Mobile Militia) ;
12 regiments Bersaglieri (153 companies and 12 depots)
8 regiments Alpini (78 companies, 8 depots, and 25
"
" of Mobile
nuclei
Militia) ;

;

3rd
4th
5th

Army Corps, Milan. 5th Div., Milan 6th, Brescia.
Army Corps. Genoa. 7th Div., Piacenza 8th, Genoa.
Army Corps, Verona. 9th Div., Verona 10th.
;

;

;

Padua.

Army

6th

depots)

heavy

field

artillery

(20 batteries,

2

7th

regiment of horse artillery (8 batteries, 4 train companies and 1 depot)
3 regiments of mountain artilltry (39 batteries and 3
;

dep6ts) ;
10 regiments of fortress artillery (110 companies

;

10 companies of train troops
2 aviation "commands" (1 airship battalion, 1 aeroplane battalion, an unknown number of air squadrons, and an aviation school) ;
12 companies medical corps ;

companies commissariat
Various special services.
12

;

llth Div., Bologna; 12th,

Ancona

;

14th,

15th Div., Florence

;

16th,

13th

Div.,

Chieti.

8th

Army

Corps, Florence.

Leghorn.
9th

Army

Corps,
Perugia.

Rome.

17th

Div.,

Rome;

18th,

19th Div., Naples ; 20th,
Corps, Naples.
Salerno,
21st Div., Bari ; 22nd, Catanllth Army Corps, Bari.
10th

Army
zaro.

and 10

depots) ;
G regiments of engineers (75 companies and 6 depots)
;

Corps, Ancona.

Army

;

1

Corps, Bologna.

Ravenna.

;

2 regiments of

;

4th, Coni.

;

88 recruiting districts (6 of them double) ;
29 regiments of cavalry ( 150 squadrons and 29 depots)
36 regiments of field artillery (289 batteries, 36 companies of train and 36 depots) ;

KIT.

12th

Corps, Palermo.
Messina.

Army

The 25th

23rd Div., Palermo

;

24th,

Division, stationed at Cagliari, Sar-

dinia formerly attached to the Rome Army Corps,
had been attached to the 12th (Palermo) corps.

The army corps

consisted of

2 divisions of infantry (division
ments, 6 battalions);

=2

:

brigades of 2 regi-
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1

regiment of Bersaglieri

1

talion;
regiment of cavalry
section of carabinieri

and a

(3 battalions

cyclist bat-

;

;

1

30

Commanding officers and
company commanders were

ammunition

\vith

engineer
section,

reserve

column,

rest

and

telegraph

ambulance

parks,
section, supply
supply column, reserve supply park,
section

store,

of

cattle

army

park,

12 battalions

of

infantry, 24 to 36 field guns,

pontoon section,
divisional
ammunition

company,
ambulance

engineer

reserve store,

and

section

Comparing these

of

supply

sections,

the auxiliary

The

with

the

on the

squadron

and

supplied
active list.

from

The

reserve officers or officers on

list.

Alpini were used to swell the battalions

or regiments of the

first line.

The

rest of the

Mobile Militia was organized for war in brigades
or divisions.
Certain army corps took in a
division

of

Mobile

Militia

The brigades were attached

to

on

mobilization.

first line

divisions

in other cases.

Behind the Mobile
Militia,

carabinieri.

figures

came from

\

section of field bakery.
The division consisted of

column,

officers

regimental

;

field

guns (1 regiment of 8 batteries);
2 to 3 heavy howilzer batteries.

87

consisting

Militia

came the

seven

of

Territorial

classes

each

of

totals

given earlier, it will be seen that there was a
considerable surplus of first line troops outside
In 1912, in order to

the corps organization.

Libya without weakening the permanent army at home, 24 line regiments were
given a fourth battalion and 3 Bersaglieri
garrison

regiments a

There were

fifth.

in addition the

troops and the mountain artillery,
which were not within the organization of the

Alpine

12 permanent

army

corps.

The Alpini

consisted of 8 regiments in first
78 companies).
Each
line
(26 battalions,
"
"
of Mobile
nucleus
Alpine battalion had a
Militia attached to serve as

tion

on

of

forma-

were

three

a centre

There

mobilization.

regiments of mountain artillery,
"
"
four
groups of three batteries.

each containing

group of mountain artillery
the Messina division, in lieu

A thirteenth

was attached to
of

a similar unit

of field artillery.

Behind the formations

and

their reserves

Militia,

consisting

of the active army
came the organized Mobile
of

about

320,000

AN ITALIAN SOLDIER

men.

These were made up of four classes of 1st and
2nd category men from 29 to 32 years of age.

The Mobile

Militia formations

were as follows

:

Three of
51 regiments of the line, of 3 battalions each.
these were detailed for service in Sardinia. The
other 48 were attached to the 48 brigades of the
first line

the

Bersaglieri

These were not properly
Mobile Militia, but were used to make new formations in time of war.

63 batteries of

poisonous gas.

and 2nd category men, and all the 19
classes of the 3rd category.
The organization
for war was as follows
:

324 battalions of infantry of the line.
26 battalions of Alpini.
100 companies of fortress artillery.
30 companies of engineers.

and

Alpini depots.
squadrons of cavalry.

The

Territorial Militia

was primarily designed

for garrison duty, guarding railways, bridges,

but it was liable for any service. It was
embodied in time of war, and new formations
were made for training purposes. There was
etc.,

field artillery.

mountain batteries.
78 companies of coast and fortress artillery.
24 companies of artillery train.
These wore attached to the artillery regimental
15

depots.

54 companies of engineers and 1 companies of train,
were similarly attached to their depots.

a respirator as a protection against

1st

army.

20 battalions of Bersaglieri. and
38 companies of Alpini.
Those were attached to
S.I

Wearing

who

a certain proportion of active
greater number were reserve
appointments.

officers,

officers

but the
or

new
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ON THE WAY TO THE FRONT.
An
Another

military

Italian Artillery

force

These consisted

Ciuards.

column takes

was the Customs
some 400 officers

of

They were employed with
Libyan campaign, and four
three battalions each had been

and 17,000 men.
in

effect

in-

the
of

organized for the present war.

A

large propor-

them were accustomed to work on the
mountain frontiers, and they were expected to

tion of

The normal war strength

of Italian infantry

units, with the exception of the Bersaglieri

was as lollows

a

Battalion

Regiment

and

:

Officers.

Company

by the roadside.

regiment consisted of four 3-company
three
of
instead
(one cyclist)

saglieri

battalions

4-company battalions.
In war time each infantry regiment had
103

48

carried

They

pioneers.

spades,

18

12 sets of gimlets, 24 pieks, 24 axes,

saws,

36 choppers, 6 metre measures, rope, etc.

An

was

the

entrenching

tool

also

carried

by

soldiers.

be very useful.

Alpini,

a brief rest

78

N.C.O.'s

& Men.

250

The

Italian cavalry regiment used to

to five squadrons.

1,019

was added to

3,116

for the

The organization of the Alpine regiments
was rather different. Some battalions had
three companies and some four, while the
regiments had either three or four battalion-*.
On mobilization each battalion was reinforced
by one or more companies of Mobile Militia.
On a war footing the company, the only
constant unit, had 6 officers and 250 men.
Tin' battalion staff consisted of 2 officers and
10 men, and the regimental staff of 3 officers
and 12 ini'ii.
The Bersaglieri numbers were practically the
same as those of a line regiment, but a Ber-

have

six squadrons, but when the number of regiments was increased the strength 'was reduced

five

In 1912 a sixth squadron

regiments in order to provide

Libyan garrison.
The war strength of a squadron was 5 officers
and 137 men. In each regiment there were
55 pioneers,

who

carried saws, axes, choppers,

pickaxes, spades, metre measures, etc., while

the

regimental

and

special

transport carried explosives
instruments for the destruction

of railways, etc.

The

service

weapon

was a magazine

rifle

of the Italian infantry

on the Miinnlicher system

(Mannlicher-Carcano),

known

as

the

1891

very small calibre '253 in.
the magazine holds six rounds and is loaded
with a clip. The length without bayonet is
pattern.

It is of

;
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4

ft.

in.,

2J

with bayonet 5

without

bayonet 8

velocity

is

ft.

6

Ibs.

2J

f.s., and it is sighted up
The cavalry carbine, which

also used

by cyclists, is similar
the
same cartridge, but
taking

a

in length

ft.

little

fixed

under

is

4

The muzzle

2,290

2.200 yards.

3

It weighs

in.

ozs.

ft.

to
is

in construction,

just under

it is

without

7 Ibs.

2

in.

bayonet and weighs
The length with bayonet
It

is

to

sighted

1,640

ment unfinished (there were only about 100
armed with the quick-firer), and a
new re-armament begun. The 75 mm. Deport
batteries

1911 pattern, had been adopted.
It is
impossible to say how many batteries of this

gun,

gun had been completed, but it was a very
large number, and the artillery had been
accustoming themselves to
months.

The same may be

yards.

Active

army and Mobile

were both

Militia

which the experience

its

use for

said of
of the

heavy artillery,
war had shown to

armed with the 1891 pattern rifle, but the
Territorial Militia, for the most part at least,
had the old Vetterli-Vitali pattern. 1870-1887,
w-hich carries four rounds in a fixed magazine.

This

rifle

has a calibre of 407
-

to 2,000 yards.

bayonet

is

in.,

and

It weighs 9| Ibs.

over 2

ft.

is

sighted

The sword-

in length.

It is difficult at present to write

with any

accuracy about the Italian artillery.
The outbreak of the Great War found a process
sort

of

of

re-armament going on, but

this

process

had come on the top of a previous process
that had never been completed. Thirteen or
fourteen years earlier it was decided to replace
the old 7 cm. field-gun by an improved Krupp
Q.F. 75 mm. gun, but, 1914 saw this re-arma-

THE ITALIAN ARTILLERY.
A

commander

giving orders to his

men by

band-signals.

Inset

:

a

many

heavy gun.

THK
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When

be so important.
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1

77.W/V.S

tin-

war broke out

had

no adequate sii-p- train (parco
Her heaviest mobile weapons u.-iv
Jin mm. houit/.crs (8'2 in.), and 149 mm. guns.
Italy

d'asaedio).

All that

were

can U- said hen-

that

tin- dcficienci.'-.

and that

repaired,

fully

is

Italy

medium

likely to suffer from lack of

artillery,

which

there

were 39

and
for

dirigible

suppressed by the authorities.

a number
in Tripoli.

A

been

Airships (type

km. an

Army

for

This type did good service

of years.

larger

model

of similar design

M, gas capacity 12,000 m.c., motors
h.p., speed over 70 km. an hour) had been

(type

400

employed with success in time of peace. The
aeroplane service had already been well tested.
was the

Italy

country to use aeroplanes

first

and the experience gained in Tripoli
gave a great impulse to military aviatior.

in war,

the slo.Miess of

the soldiers,

The
was

Flying Corps.

and

skilful at

flying.

The uniform

of the

serviceable grey colour.
the readiest means of
of the line,
artillery

distinction.

its

Infantry

and engineers wore a

The shiny black hat

kepi.

with

whole army was of a
The headgear formed

of the Bersaglieri,

drooping cocks' feathers,

but in war time the hat

soft

is

well

known,

covered with grey
felt hat with a
high crown, a small brim turned up at the back

cloth.

is

The Alpini wore a grey

and down at the
feather at the side.

a similar hat.

and a black eagle's
The Customs Guards wore

front,

Of the cavalry, the

first

four

known

for their cocks'

even to military men.

They

all

They double

at a rate which works out at about

and they practise
the double relentlessly.
On manoeuvres they
sometimes cover 40 miles in a day, and in
nine minutes to the mile,

Tripolitania the llth Bersaglieri accomplished
two wonderful desert marches of 50 miles in

26 hours and 33 miles in 19 hours.
The first
march was made necessary owing to a well
being found dry. The second was carried out, for
the greater part of the distance, in a sandstorm.

The Alpini are perhaps the
the

in

troops

magnificent,

and

world.

finest

Their

their skill

moun-

physique

and endurance

mountainous country marvellous.
These were picked troops, and in the end one
must always come back to the infantry of the
in

First

line.

it

should be said that the physique
had improved out of all

of the Italian nation

knowledge in the
military training

last twenty years.
Perhaps
had had a good deal to do

with bringing about the change,
though it was
not the only factor.
Increased national prosperity had meant more and better food and

improved conditions all round. The material
was far better than it used to be. As a result
the Italian

Army showed a very high level of
The Italian soldier is not big, but
tough and sound and a hard worker.

physique.

he

is

slack.

covered with grey cloth.

to

Not very much was known in
England of the
Italian Army.
The picturesque figure of the
Bereaglieri was familiar, and the illustrated

were not

picked men, of splendid physique,
though not big. Their ordinary marching rate
is four miles an hour, with a pace of 34 in.

regiments wore a helmet, the others a busby.
In war time both helmet and
were

busby

reasons,

Their wonderful marching capacity

less familiar

were

is

in the Italian

political

Bersaglieri were

feathers.

put forward by experts, but the winter of 1914
Italians are notably quick

real disaster,

to do.

tain

And

for

Adowa, where the
and by
the Tripoli campaign, where
of

allowed to do what they were able and anxious

Unfortunately, lack of money prevented many
of the developments that were studied and

saw a great increase

in people's estimation

met with

had

hour) had been used by the Italian

is very good
But the Army as a whole

Italian forces

batteries.

P, gas capacity 4,500 m.c., speed 50

across country.

and some people

cavalryman

memory

used or con-

being

purposes

military

Olympia,

Italian

by the fatal

All information regarding the latest types of

structed

knew that the

had been handicapped

The gun was an ellieient weapon, but the men
and the mules were remark ilile. An Italian
mountain battery could go anywhere.
aeroplane

at

things

great

or large

should be said about the mountain
of

of

was not

calibre nuns.

A wonl

papers soon made known the appearance
Italian cavalry officers had done
the Alpini.

He

is

not smart, sometimes he seems even
But he is keen and cheerful and obedient

command.

The

do not seem to
but they get
out of their men what
they want, and the
relations between officers and men are
excellent.
insist

upon a

rigid

officers

discipline,
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A

FTER

the offensive of the British at

at the point

Neuve Chapelle and the counteroffensive of the Germans at St. Eloi
time

a

But

ensued.

it

of

comparative

was only a preliminary period

commenced

the isolation of

in the second

and the first half of November
and which has already been described.

on

1914,

Lille,

As

before, the

aim

operating

of the

north

the

Lys,

to

Lille

precarious,

tions

Mont-des-Cats, south of that battered city,
and, advancing across the plains to the west,

repeated attacks

March

on

men and

had been heavily

salient at

La

and the town

of

Bassee, while

Arras were to

intents

far

from

The

salient

Part 54.

all

opposing

formed by the latter was
the
Germans, they could strike
occupied by
Vol. V.

to

and the

endeavour to recover the region of Lens and
to threaten La Bassee from the west and south.

So long as the

and May

17.

the latter date the

By

made by

the Germans had

achieve

their

object.

Ypres

still

Allies and, to

and purposes, the Germans were as
Dunkirk and Boulogne as they
were on the days of Neuve Chapelle and St. Eloi.
It was on March 14 that the British retook
St. Eloi and parried the German blow at Ypres
from the south. The remainder of the month

the French between the western environs of
this village

16

remained in the possession of the

storm the Aubers ridge and turn from the

German

the Kaiser lost

The Germans at a frightful
had gained some ground, but they had

failed

material, proposed

advance south of the Lys on
from two sides. Sir John French was to

north the

if

to have ended.
cost

their part to

Lille

and,

reduced them to temporary impotence, and
the second battle of Ypres may be said

capture Dunkirk, Calais and Boulogne.
While the Germans were bent on a rapid
offensive north of the Lys, the Allies, who
reinforced both in

the capture of
German hold

In this chapter will be described the operanorth of the Lys to the sea between

cross

the Comines-Ypres, Yperlee and Yser Canals,
take Ypres, seize the whole of the ridge of the

since the first Battle of Ypres

La Bassee and

the Allies might bogin the task of driving
the Germans out of Belgium.

German commanders

of

joined the

the Aubers ridge would render the

half of October

was,

Army

from La Bassee

French and Belgian Annies between Ypres and
the sea about Nieuport. On the other hand,

supremacy between La Bassee and

the sea which had

if

they broke through to Boulogne, they would
cut off the whole of the British forces, and the

inaction

of preparation for a renewal of the gigantic

struggle for

where the British

main French Army, and

Calais,

first

half of April were spent

armies

aircraft

comparative inactivity.
on both sides executed raids and

reconnaissances.
41

by the

in

On March

18

a

Zeppelin
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A RIFLE WITH PERISCOPE ATTACHED,
So
flew over Calais

can be aimed without exposing the

it

and dropped twenty bombs on

the town, killing seven

The day

station.

that

workmen at the railway
a German aeroplane

after

crossed the Straits of Dover.

On March

21 the

same or another Zeppelin paid a second visit
to Calais, but this time was driven off. The
important railway junction of St.
also Estaires, one of the points of
the Lys,

Omer, and
crossing on

were bombed from Taubes on the

23rd.
Estaires was again attacked by the
same means on the 27th, three children being
On the same day some damage was
killed.

done by German aviators to Dunkirk, Calais
and Sailly. On March 28 Calais was once

more visited by a Taube, and Estaires and
Hazebrouck had bombs dropped on them.

On

the last day of the month a Zeppelin
appeared over Bailleul, and a German aviator

was brought down at Poperinghe.

The honours
ever,

March

of the fighting in the air,

to

fell

still

an

the

Allies.

On

how-

Tuesday,

aerial

firer.

Germans from an observation balloon at Zeeit.
brugge, and a flock of Taubes rose to meet
to
forced
and
escape
They were outmanoeuvred

A big yellow observation balloon, it
be mentioned, hung over Lille to give

inland.

may

warning

of the

On March
the

of British

approach

airmen.

24 five British aviators attacked

German submarine base

at Hoboken, south-

west of Antwerp, destroyed one and damaged
two other submarines and, with the loss of an
aeroplane,

which had to descend on Dutch

territory, returned safe and sound.

Belgian,

and French aviators flew constantly
above Ostend, Zeebrugge, Routers and Aubers
and other places where German troops and
British

munitions were congregated, and caused great
On March 27 Belgian aviators
damage.

bombed

the aviation

field of

Ghistelles,

and

a Zeppelin hangar at Berchem-Saiiite-Agathc,
near Brussels, was destroyed the next day.

Ten

British

and some French aviators on the

squadron flew along the
coast and attacked military posts at Ostend
and Knocke, at which latter place German coast

30th swept along the coast from Nieuport to

had been previously located. The
squadron was perceived by the
approach

captive balloon at
and the two observers in

16,

batteries

of the

Zeebrugge, dropping

submarine depots.

bombs on magazines and
the 31st the German
Zeebrugge was destroyed

On

it killed,

while Belgian
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aviators bombed the aviation field of Handzaeme and the railway junction of Cortemarck,
ajd the celebrated Garros fought a successful
aerial duel south of Dixmude.
The 1st of April was signalized by a joke
played by an Allied aviator on the Germans.

He

flew over the Lille aerodrome

and dropped
The Germans imagined it to be a
bomb and scuttled to cover. The ball, striking
a

football.

the ground, bounced to a great height. Still
the Germans remained hidden. Perhaps
they
thought that this projectile was fitted with a
"

"

Only when the ball
had rested for some time on the ground did
they emerge from their holes, to read the inscrip"
tion on it
April Fool Gott strafe England."
delayed action

fuse.

The mental attitude
at this

moment

extract from

Royal
A

of the officers

and men

well reflected in the following
the letter of an officer in the

Artillery

is

:

spring in Flanders really deserves a lattei all to
especially after one has spent a winter in the

itself,

trenches.
still,

for

it

43

Not that it is not
freezes most nights

;

bitterly

finable feeling of spring in the air that

rifle

is

that inde-

makes the blood

course through the veins and makes one glad to be
alive
so different from the gloom that would settle
over us at times after weeks of bad weather and those
deep trenches. Wo stand to arms in the grey hours
of the morning and watch the sun rising blood rod over
the German trenches, while we stamp our feet on the

warm after being up working
and spending the other half in a chilly
dug-out, wondering whether our feet were made of us
or of lead. Gradually the sun rises higher in the sky and
slowly warms us. Overhead the sky turns from indigo
through grey to a perfect blue, till one can realize where
the old Flemish potters drew their inspiration for their
frozen ground to try to get

half the night

marvellous

Up

delft.

carolling, and everyfor tho sniper has now retired behind

above one can hear a lark

thing else

is still,

The night long, firing has died down and
the desultory artillery bombardment of the day has
not yet begun. Suddenly the stillness is broken by a
droning sound, and after craning our heads in all directions we see an aeroplane hovering like a hawk and
It passes on over
glistening silver as the sun strikes it.
the German lines, and as we watch two little fleecy
clouds burst into whiteness near it and a moment later
we hear a whirr and a bang. The German aeroplane
"
Archibald," is in action.
gun, familiarly known as
The aeroplane swerves to alter the range and elevation,
and then sails serenely on. Reports follow each other
his lines.

A BRITISH SNIPER.
His

cold at times

but there

has a telescopic sight, which enables him to shoot more accurately.
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A BRAVE

BRITISH AVIATOR.

Although severely wounded, he brought back
the whole sky is flecked with a
quick succession,
double line of white shrapnel bursts slowly dissipating.
A regular fusillade of rifle fire breaks out and a stammerin

till

machine gun joins in, but the aeroplane disappears
the distance apparently unhurt, while we wonder
vaguely whether it is engaged on a strategical reconing

in

mce

or on a

bomb -dropping

expedition against

gome railway centre.
The sun grows warmer and the ground grows

softer

under foot till it resembles a newly-laid asphalt pavement. The men have all got their braziers alight now.
and are busy cooking breakfast, and a discreet glance
through a periscope shows that the Germans, only a
hundred yards away, are likewise engaged, for a blue
wreath of wood smoke arises from the line of trenches
too against the dark line of trees. One feels that the
wood should be bursting into green by now, but these
trees will never show leaf again, for they have been
harried by shot and scarred by shell until the sap and
the promise of the new year has died in them.
If only the croakers at home could pass down our
front line trenches on such a bright spring morning

and see the spirits of the men
Their language may
be at times for from choice, but their fund of humour
seems limitless, if occasionally bloodthirsty. Kvery
dug-out seems to have its name and notice. " All

;

:

your arm when passing here."

Every kind of gun oppohas its own particular name " Jack Johnsons,"
"
Black Marias." and
Coal-boxes " are common"
places since our days on the Aisne, but lately
Pip,"
"
"
"
have earned notoriety.
Squeak," and
Fizzbang
They are so called because shell and sound arrive almost
simultaneously, and most unpleasant customers they
are.
Anyhow, they start the ball rolling quite enrly
in tho morning, and our
This is no
artillery reply.
bombardment or battle, but each side wants to show
the other that they are still alive and
provided with
site

"

ammunition.
Suddenly there is a long-drawn singing shriek for
o only can I de-cribe it and n " Jock Johnson "
passim

overhead, to fall half a mil,- behind with B " kirruni|> ''
that shakes the earth. So the
day wears on, with shell
passing overhead one way or the other, an occasional

machine.

sun goes down the sky always clears again and one gets
a brilliant frosty moon.
We came out to rest yesterday, and I took a walk
round, glad to assume once more the erect posture
There is no doubt that height.
natural to the genus homn.
is a decided disadvantage when the trenches were dug
The fruit trees are bursting into blossom,
by Gurkhas
and the gardens of the ruined cottages are becoming
little patches of colour with daffodils and primulas
and pincushions growing up through the rubble. Very
strong and bright they grow, and I could not but think
!

of

Omar
"

!

passers-by please look into ye old funk-hole and see the
lihoys cleaning German bloodstains off their bayonets.
"
"
B Subsection (the Sunshine
By order Von Kluk
"
"
Potsdam Lodge," and fifty other cheery
Troop)
Even a dangerous corner must be labelled
placards.
with due solemnity : " Please carry your head under

his

The C.O.
aeroplane and almost continual rifle fire.
be
passes down the line and directs this parapet to
heightened or that breastwork to be strengthened.
Perhaps the Brigadier or some Staff officer comes up
to have a look round, or maybe a gunner strolls along
to gather the latest news.
By noon the keen wind has
died down and we discard our coats and fairly revel in
the sun.
But sad to say, it nearly always clouds over
in the afternoon, and the wind blows keener than ever,
sometimes even ending in a flurry of snow. But as the

:

sometime think that never grows so red
The Rose as where some buried Csesar bled."

I

As I walked home again I saw a long line of poplars
silhouetted against the sunset sky of blue green and
orange pink, with a pointed square church tower standing
grim and squat. It might
straight from its frame.

have been a

Hobbema

I am afraid that the local children are becoming
confirmed cadgers through the kindness of T.A. I
passed two rosy-cheeked, plump urchins standing ot
the roadside holding out their hands and saying with
a cherubic grin, " Vairy hungree." They also show
considerable aptitude for pitch and toss, calling " Heads "
and " Tails " in English, while they are perfect enthusiasts at football, waiting patiently round a group
"
"
of men at
in the hopes of a kick at the
punt about
ball.
Every urchin seems to wear khaki puttees,
Balaclava helmet and a woollen muffler. It has become
a regular uniform with them. They all or nearly all
gravely salute all officers, and beam with delight when
it

returned, which I always make a point of doing.
"
Good night "
usually accompany the salute with
at 8 a.m. for preference.
is

They
If

the

German

use, the Allied

anti-aircraft giins

"

Archibalds

"

were of

were not

little

much
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more

effective,

though

they

often,

indeed,

forced hostile aeroplanes to keep at a height
which rendered it difficult for the observers in

them

April 12 a

German

45

airship visited the Allied

some loss, and escaped without
The next day German aeroplanes

lines, inflicted

being

hit.

clearly objects beneath them.*
Occasionally, however,, as on April 8, when a

were active, especially east of Ypres. Flares
and smoke-balls were thrown from them over

Taube was brought down at Pervyse and
another one damaged near Ypres, an antiaircraft gun brought down its* quarry, but on

the trenches.

to

see

The

result

guns and

rifles firing

The command

grenades.

of

the air

* Archibald

anti-aircraft
Allies.

was the name given by our soldiers to the
guns u*ed both by the Germans and the

was that the British

were subjected to a heavy bombardment by

unmistakably belonged

command

of the sea

AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN.

to

on

whole

the

the Allies

;

their

was never a matter

of
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As they had done for some time
the British and French men-of-war

doubt.
past,

continued to guard the extreme loft of the
Allied lino and to rake German troops ad-

town, which,
locks

it

and

will

of their

best thing

inundation

Germans had brought

monster howitzers.

Short of

would be to destroy

Wood

tion near the

a village a

left

wing

On

Ploegsteert.

pieces of timber

and

explosion,

in

and around Nieuport, who on March 1 1
had captured a small fort east of Lombartzyde,

then rumours of a

ceded by clouds

took the offensive.

current.

in

is

of

the

south of Givenchy, was blown

little

up by a mine,

bombarded the

'i

March and

and

steel

loophole

up by the force of the
reply the Germans heavily

plates being hurled

it.

Meanwhile the Belgians, with their
nH

of

3rd a hundred yards of trench facing Cuinchy,

protected by the Allied Fleet and by the French
I

month

were undistinguished by

The next day trench mortars did some execu-

position

laying their hands on the inundation machinery
tin-

of the

half of April

be remembered, contained

enemy's

sluices regulating the

of the Ysi-r region, the

up one

first

On April 1 British
events of any great note.
with
effect
a
German
shelled
headquarters.
guns

the

at Wcstende. east of Nieuport.

(lie

The remainder
the

Against that

bombarded

they

larger

hitherto

On March

vancing from Ostend on Nieuport.
I"

munition supplies than he had
had to allow his troops to undertake
any prolonged forward movement.
still

Fighting took place -at
Schoorbakke, to 'the north of the loop of the
Yser,, the French artillery shelling the German

British lines at this point.

Close to

German advance,
of

By

to be pre-

asphyxiating gas,

were

Neuve Chapelle the Germans

had posted the following notice

:

"

HlNDENBURG IS COMING
WELCOME TO OUR BROTHER AND 500,000 MEN.
WELCOME, BROTHER "
!

trenches on the eastern edge of the inundated

On Wednesday, March 17, a convoy
between Dixmude and Eessen was maltreated

district.

by

the French gunners,

who had

previously
destroyed the -enemy's front in the Dixmude
graveyard. By the 23rd a Belgian division
was on the east bank of the Yser. From the

sea to

Dixmude

!

Prisoners reported that poisonous gas

was to
be employed against us, and that the gas, which
was contained under pressure in steel cylinders,
was

of

a heavy nature and would spread
along

the Allies were advancing.
It was south of Dixmude that the Germans

the ground without being quickly
dissipated.
So far as the barbarity of the idea was concerned

next made a forward movement. In the first
days of April they heavily bombarded the
villages (e.g., Oostvleteren) and farms west of
the Yser and Yperlee Canals, and captured the

was nothing improbable in the story. In
March 26 the Germans had again
resorted to the use of
burning liquids, and in
the Argonne they had
pumped blazing oil or
pitch on the French.

farm

of Driegrachten.

South

of

it

a detach-

there

Alsace on

ment with three machine guns crossed the
canal.
The idea was to push forward along

man

the edge of the inundations to Fumes.

miles south-west of

French

The

however, destroyed the farm,
and on April 6 the Belgians drove the
enemy
back. on Mercken. During the same
period
artillery,

March

15 to April 17

bombarded.

Ypres continued to be

The Cloth Hall and most

of

the public buildings were by now
completely
ruined, and a medical student writing about
this; time notes that

lying in

"the cathedral clock was
the middle of the market
square."

On .the
had

not

purely British front serious fighting

recommenced.

The

British

were

amply provided with, shrapnel, and in face of
the British and French
'artillery, machine guns
and rifles the Germans could not
hope successfully to take the offensive until

pleted

their

they had com-

preparations for dislodging the
enemy by the use of new destructive agencies.
On the other hand, Sir John French
required

In the next few days the British and Gerguns were active. Fleurbaix (three

by the enemy on the

Armentieres) was shelled
5th.

The same day the
a new trench

British artillery put out of action

mortar which had been located to the south of

North and south, of the
Lys the
showed some activity on the
while the British guns
effectually bom-

this point.

German
6th,

barded

artillery

the

railway

triangle

near

A

Cuinchy.

mine was fired at Le Touquet, on the north
bank of the Lys, and several Germans were killed

and wounded.
near Cuinchy a

About the same time (April 9)
German ammunition store was

exploded, and our mortars, opposite
Givenchy
drove the enemy from their front trenches.

On

April

communiqve

14 there appeared in a

the

significant

German

falsehood

that

"yesterday week north-west of Verdun the
French employed mines
emitting yellow asphyxiating gases."
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THE BISHOP OF LONDON AT THE FRONT.
Addressing the men.

During the

London

lull

visited the British lines.

sions were recorded in the following
tion to

The Times

Bishop of
His impres-

It is to this spiritual side, of course, to which I went out
and I chose Holy Week and
principally to appeal
Easter as the most appropriate time at which to do so.

communica-

What has encouraged me

in the fighting the

much has been the overwhole Army. A few of the
services were of the nature of Church parades, but the
great majority were purely voluntary. On no occasion
did we have less than 1,000 men and often 4,000
about half the services were in the open air, others in
cinema theatres, large baths, and (at the bases), the
huge warehouses where, goods are stacked for the front.
The most touching service to myself was early on
Easter Day, when, after giving the Holy Communion
to 200 officers and men within a mile of the German
lines in a schoolroom, the roof of which had been taken
off by a shell, I was told at the end that 150 more men
and officers were outside from other regiments asking
whelming response

:

I have held fifty or sixty short services all along the
front of the battle-linn- and at all the bases,, and have

ward by ward, twenty-two of the hospitals in
France, and have therefore had a unique opportunity 01
seeing that side of the British soldier's character which
visited,

often left out in people's estimate of him.
We hear
a great deal of his wit and humour, his grit, and his
but little is said of
splendid courage and endurance
that simple faith which he has imbibed in some quiet
home or learnt in his Sunday school, and which, to a
large extent, is the epring and source of his other qualities.
As one of the leading Generals said to me, " People
often ignore the sentimental side of the British soldier's
is

;

character."

;

so

of the

;

Communion and, of course, I held at
once another service for them. Before each service I gave
a message from all at home, saying that they must

for their Easter

;

Till-
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THE RAILWAY CUTTING NEAR HILL
mothers and children, or
imagine that their wives and
sweethearts, had sent them all their love through me,

and that the whole nation was thinking and praying for
them day and night. When the service began the
at once, and the point I want
religious note was struck
the immediate response to the deeper
Few things will live in my memory so
spiritual note.
vividly as the sight, from the wagon or extemporized
for me, of these
platform which was always arranged
"
When I Survey the
t IM nisands of upturned faces singing
to emphasize

is

Wondrous Cross." with a depth and earnestness about
which there could be no mistake. At the services just
before and on Good Friday I took the Words from the
and as the Generals and officers who attended
Cross
:

in large

numbers with the men often remarked,

men seemed

"

the

to drink in every word."

69.

what I saw of them ; but the point which
bears upon the subject in hand is that officers and
men seem to look upon them "as guides, philosophers,
of saying

and friends."

The truth of the matter is that the realities of war
have melted away the surface shyness of men about
"
"
up against questions of
religion
they feel they are
and I have heard of more than one censor
life and death
who has for the first time realized the part religion bears
in a soldier's life, while censoring the innumerable letters
home in which the writers ask for the prayers of their
relations or express their trust in God.
The visit of a Bishop was more than justified by the
one fact alone that, although such short notice had been
given of my visit, 200 were waiting to be confirmed,
some with the mud of the trenches still wet on their
;

;

by, and the British aeroplanes
guardian angels over the service to guard
the attractive target of 4,000 meu and officers with a
Bihop in the middle, made the scene very impressive.

putties.
It was, however,

Time being always strictly limited, we hod sometimes
three, but more often two, hymns, some prayers trans-

those twenty-two hospitals, admirably looked after by a
devoted band of doctors and nurses, form the most
pathetic note of war, while the patience and courage
with which those terrible wounds are borne is its highest
I only hoped that instead of the brief
inspiration.
word which was all that was possible to each I had had
time for the long and confidential talk for which I could

The guns booming hard

circling like

lated from the Russian Liturgy of a simple character, of
which I had taken out 2,000 copies, and which were
greatly appreciated, and an address of about a quarter

an hour, the whole lasting half an hour.
At the end of each service my chaplains, among whom
I must specially mention Mr. Macpherson, senior chaplain of the Church of England chaplains, who gave up
a whole fortnight to arrange my tour, gave out what the
*'
The Bishop's Souvenir." souvenir
soldiers called
of

being one of the French words which the British soldier
"
has enthusiastically adopted. Everything is a
souvenir," from a German helmet to a button off a Bishop's
anock. These particular souvenirs were pictures of our
Lord on the Cross and of His Resurrection on Easter
Day, with some meditations and prayers 1 had written
myself. I had only room to take 10,000, and these made
two enormous packages, and they were almost fought for,
as they began to run short towards the end.
Every one spoke of the splendid work of the chaplains
I *lmll tuke another
of all denominations.
opportunity

perhaps most of all in the hospitals
that the religious character of the British soldier came
out.

The

lines

and

lines of

wounded men and boys

in

would have been ready.
Sometimes it was possible to do more. One young
man, little more than a boy, just carried in from the
trenches, shot through the shoulder, at a clearing hospital
at the Front, held out his arms towards me with a radiant
I thought for the moment he was in delirium,
smile.
but he was an East-end lad, a communicant at an Eastend church, who saw the Bishop he knew so well passing
his bed.
I need not say that I tried my best to help him
in that hour of pain and trial.
But the incident was in
itself a parable; in his hour of need the soldier turns
and in the
instinctively to the religion of his childhood
men and boys who are fighting our country's battles
we have more than brave heroes -we have potential
see by their faces they

;

saints.
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On

April 17 Sir

ing the coming

John French,

German

as

if

anticipat-

attack, resumed the

Between the villages of Zwartelen
and Klein Zillebeke the Comines-Ypres railway,
offensive.

skirting on the east the Comines-Ypres Canal,

cut

through the Klein Zillebeke ridge, the
highest point of which was the so-called

Hill

for

three miles from Ypres.
rather
an exaggerated term
perhaps,

60,

Hill

is,

distant

what was

about 60

really

only a slight eminence

above the surrounding country,

feet

forming a small open space of ploughed land
surrounded on all sides by woods, but the
heroic deeds which took place on it justify the

and as Hill 60 it will be
The Germans held the upper
slopes and the summit, and their observers
could watch what was going on in the lower
ground, where were the British trenches, and
retention of the name,

known

in future.

49

60.

he and his troops were replaced, Sir Charles
Ferguson directed that Hill 60 should be

mined preparatory to an assault, which was
to be made on April 17, and five galleries had
been driven into and under the hillock.
Neither the operations of our engineers nor the
concentration of troops for the attack wore

by the enemy. As at Neuve Chapelle,
was thanks to the Allied airmen among

perceived
it

who unfortunately after bringing
down a Taube was, the day after, forced through
others Garros,

a defect in his plane to descend near Courtrai

and was captured that nothing unusual at
this spot had been observed from the German
lines.
To the 13th Brigade was allotted the
task of carrying the position after the mines
had blown the defences to pieces. This brigade
comprised

the

Borderers, the 2

2

King's

Duke

also the country to the south-east of Ypres,

Riding Regiment), the

and could

1

Own

Scottish

of Wellington's
/

Queen's

Own

(West

Royal

signal to their heavy guns at the hill
Zandpoudre, farther east on the Menin- Ypres
The German
road, where to direct their fire.

West

of

Kent
Own
Regiment, 2' King's
(Yorkshire Light Infantry). Of these, the first
and third named were to lead the assault, and

trenches were only some 50 yards away from
the British. The hill of Zandpoudre was one

to Major Joslin of the West Kents was given
the command of these two battalions, and they

of the keys in the

and,

if

Hill

German

line east of

60 could be taken,

possible to dislodge the

it

enemy from

Ypres
might be

it.

Accordingly, Major-General Bulfin and, after

waited in the trenches

till

the mines went

off.

At 7 p.m. the mines were fired simultaneously.
Then the 250 yards of German trenches seemed
to be struck by an earthquake.
Parapets dis-
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A BELGIAN BRIDGE OVER THE YSER CANAL.
appeared, sandbags, barbed wire, and the bodies
of those holding the trenches were hurtled

up

The trenches had ceased to exist,
and where they had been huge craters appeared,
while the d6bris falling down again to earth
formed new hillocks, and the air was filled with
dense columns of smoke and dust. Into
into the air.

these storm clouds every available

munication

rushed the enemy's
hand
bombers, flinging
grenades at or over the
barricades and parapets which were being
hastily erected, and into the. craters to whose
trenches

crumbling sides our

men

The
smoke

were clinging.

scene on Hill 60 was wreathed in the
of

bursting shells, through which were seen

shrapnel and high explosive shell. In the midst
of this inferno could be seen German soldiers,

from rifles and exploding grenades,
where British and Germans (mostly Saxons)
bayoneted and shot one another in the darkness

some

of falling night.

in

weapons,

their

to

and

shirt-sleeves,

falling

gun poured

without

over one another in their
into

the

communication

flashes

Meanwhile,

the

Scottish

Borderers

had

way

entrenched the edge of the craters and held a
It
supporting position for the West Kents.

through their comrades at the bayonet's point.
Xn\v Major Joslin gave the signal, and against

had only taken 20 minutes to capture the
position, and up to this time the casualties had

struggle

escape

trenches, others in their terror forcing their

mass were promptly launched

this disordered
-i

the

West Kents

the

Scottish

in

first

line,

followed by

Forward went the

Borderers.

West Kents down into the craters -and up out
them into what was left of the first line of

of

the enemy's -trenches.
their progress

to bite,

;

Few

there were to stop

many Germans had been blown

and most

of those left were too terror-

Two German

stricken to resist.

officers

and

fifteen privates were thus
captured. Pursuing
the flying Germans, the front communication
trenches were soon gained. Then a severe

struggle between

Across

the

man and man commenced.

communication

trenches

were

by bomb throwers. The
and in the narrow room

barricades defended

Gormans

rallied,

available

many bloody encounters took place,
one of them the gallant leader
Major
Joslin was killed.
The British were cooped
up
in a narrow salient deluged from three sides
and

in

by

the shells of the

German

guns.

Up

the com-

been small.

The West Kents had made themselves a
communication trenches they had
captured, and here from the repeated attacks
position in the

Germans they suffered heavily
during the night. In the early morning they
were relieved by the Scottish Borderers. These
of the rallied

had heavy losses from. the heavy
and from bombs, and were comto fall back to the near side of the

in their turn
artillery fire

pelled

which they obstinately clung.
Through the eyes of an officer of the Terri-

craters, to

torial

Royal Field

background,

Artillery,

we catch some

who was

in the

vivid glimpses of

the fight between 5
p.m. and 11 p.m. :
The waiting and
standing by of the last three nights
finished up with an attack
by our own troops on our left.
At o p.m. we got a 'phone
message to say there would
heavy

firing to

the north of us.

We

were ordered to

make a demonstration on our own front. We
got our
lamps that we use for laying by by night and made
every

possible preparation.
The telephone wires buzzed with
essages from all directions as the

operators spoke on
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turned in and listened to the windows rattling from
guns that were still firing. What was accomplished
exactly I don't know. Wo never do until we see it in
the papers from home.
England always gets the news

to see that communication was ai
were in continued touch with
perfect as possible.
our trenches in front of us and with the Infantry Headquarters.
They told us exactly where they wanted our
fire and the guns were laid accordingly.
Then followed

I

perhaps half an hour of waiting. It was rapidly getting
dusk. As we stood behind our guns, dug in and well
covered by earthwork? and sandbags, we could see the

Meanwhile machine guns had been rushed up
on motor-cars to the British trenches
They

infantry reserves collecting at different points in

were needed.

We

little

groups.

The

flash of a heavy gun to our north was followed
a few seconds by a rumbling report. Immediately
other guns took it up and a most terrific cannonade
was opened. Flashes from guns and shells flickered in the
sky like summer lightning. Slowly, but collectively, the
noise began to travel down the line towards us. Every
minute it got clearer, until it was possible to distinguish
the rattle of machine-guns and rifles crackling in the
trenches like a wood fire in a puff of wind. Nearer and
nearer it camo. Suddenly the fusillade was opened in
the trenches in front of us. It was immediately backed
up by the guns behind. The hour had arrived and we
For twenty minutes the night was
all let fly together.
None came our
ju^t one shriek of bullets and shrapnel.
way, but we could hear and imagine. Then all at once it
died down, and in the silence that followed a message
came through on the 'phone that a mine under the
enemy's trenches had been successfully exploded and

in

that the infantry attack was launched. It was impressive.
We sat still for ten minutes waiting for news.
Each of us, I think, had more than a vivid picture in his
mind of those poor infantry fellows who had been lying
covered by our fire while we prepared the ground for
them, and were now making the final rush across the
"
The
open. Then the 'phone again, and good news,
"
attack has been successful,"
Stand easy." So these
attacks and counter-attacks are conducted. Organized,
News of what's happening,
timed, and run by 'phone.
even in the fire trenches themselves, flashes up and down
the wire almost too quickly to take it in. At 1 1 o'clock

BRITISH SOLDIERS

before us.

About

7 a.m. the

next morning

(Sunday, April 18) two massed attacks were
delivered by the Germans.
The advancing

enemy were mown down by machine guns and
beaten back by a continuous rain of shrapnel,
but time after time the Germans renewed
their assaults.
By 6 p.m. the Germans had
succeeded in recovering part of the southern
edge of the hill, -and the West Kents and
Scottish Borderers, after a desperate resistance,
had been pushed back to the British side of the

They were relieved by the Duke of
Wellington's and the Yorkshire Light Infantry.
crest.

These regiments, supported by heavy artillery
fire, darted forward and drove out the enemy
at the pouit of the bayonet, fifty-three prisoners

(including four officers) being captured.

They

were supported by the Victoria Rifles, the
second oldest Volunteer corps in the Kingdom,

now

the 9/ London Regiment, who fought
with great gallantry. The British position was
thus consolidated, but the troops were weary
and so were then- opponents, and the engage.

WASHING

IN

A CANAL.
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merits

for

a

time

mere

became

din-Is.

The next day

(April

19) the fighting con-

and the 13th Brigade again had many
casualties I'PMH tin- inci -sant artillery fire and
tinned,

Towards eventhe constant showers of bombs.
ing they wen- relieved by another brigade, and

But hardly
w limit was moved up again

marched to the rear for a
had

it

.-ettled

do

n

On

artillery

rest.

to (ho front line to support the troops at Ypres.

the 20th the

Germans concentrated more

guns in the area and Ypres was bombarded
by pieces of 42 cm. and 35 cm. calibre. Among
the casualties they inflicted were fifteen children

playing in one of the streets of Ypres. At
0.30 p.m. and 8 p.m. other assaults were made

on Hill

60.

Owing

chiefly to the

machine guns,

they wore repulsed with heavy loss. Nevertheless, the stubborn foe did not admit himself
beaten,

and tliroughout the night the British
artillery and by the hand

were bombarded by

grenades of infantry.

At dawn (April 21) it was discovered that
Germans had once more established them-

the

selves in a corner of the tiny field of

A

combat.

counter-attack was delivered against them,

and by 3 p.m. only a few bomb-throwers
were left on the north-eastern edge of the
ridge.

Though

day common

all

shell

and

shrapnel and shells with asphyxiating gases
rained on the British, still they hung on to the
position which they

had bought at so heavy a

cost.

But all this was merely the prelude to the
second Battle of Ypres. Tons of metal and
high explosives had been poured on this tiny
table-top of land.

It

had partly been blown
left had been

a vay by mines, and what was

YPRES AFTER THE BOMBARDMENT.
Devastation caused by a 42 cm. shell
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YPRES.
Set on

fire

by German

shells.

but once more
enveloped in poisonous gas
the British infantry had, in Sir John French's
"
words, behaved with their customary courage,

The planes

of his

endurance .and tenacity and had held what

with bullet

holes.

;

they had captured against the gigantic efforts
this fight

was taking place there had

been some minor incidents along the British
front which are worthy of notice. Between
the 15th and the 20th five

German

aeroplanes

had been destroyed, and on April 19 an Allied
aviator with three bombs and some hand
grenades attacked the German airship shed
near Ghent. It was protected by a captive
balloon with armed observers and by antiaircraft

guns.

From a

our aviator loosed his

height of 6,000 feet
bomb at the shed.

first

Discovering that he was being fired at from the
car of the balloon, he descended in a spiral

towards

1

it

one of his
grenades.

under

it

and attempted to destroy it with
remaining bombs and with hand

Passing the balloon, he planed
towards the shed. The troops below

and the gunners
dare to
Finally,

fire

of the

for fear

he

unloosed

third

his

bomb, which

machine had been perforated

The same day the

British guns caused explo-

sions in the railway triangle at Cuinchy, near

of their opponents."

While

shed,

exploded, and he then flew back untouched.

"

of

Archibalds

"

did not

hitting the balloon.

when he was only 200 feet-above

the

which on the 21st the Germans

fired

four

mines, though these did little damage. On the
19th they had unsuccessfully attempted to blow
up trenches close to Givenchy, and there had

some hand-to-hand fighting in mine
galleries on the 20th near this place.
Thursday, April 22, will be memorable in the
history of the Art of War. That dav the
Germans first used an apparatus intended
to destroy then- opponents by a cruel and
been

crude form of suffocation

;

that their dastardly

conduct was not so successful as they hoped

was very

largely

owing to the coolness and

valour of the Canadian forces fighting at the
point where the British joined on to the

French Army.

The War Book issued before the Great War
by the German General Staff for the instruction of

German

officers stated,

when

the means of conducting war, that

discussing
"

what

543

is

T1MKV

Till-:

inrludes every
ulni-h

i)iit

tin-

on

other

tin'

.iii.l

object

and that

obtained,"

liimil

i.l

"

means of
war

llii-

what

is

wr

bo

is

not

demanded

the

liy

commanding

the

nf

destruction,

it

onicer.

was observed.

most dangerous,

fullest,

ins of

theless,

cl.-st

"

ruction,

the
"

desirability

may

usages of
the

italics

and

All
"

means

of

mcludinu; the

most

massive

bo utilized."

Never-

war
are

recognize
"

ours

of

the

infectious

of

noticeable that the examples of repreby the War Book did

is

It

hensible actions given

>

In applying these principle*,
it
was pointed out that wide limits were set to
the subjective freedom and arbitrary judgment

If.

disease."

reprehensible

object nl war."

W.I

the propagation

food supplies),

with-

ciinnot

includes every act of violent

destruction which

OF THE

///.sTOAT

not include the use of asphyxiating gases, and
that no clear distinction was made between
the methods which were to be excluded and
those

which should not be employed

if

and

the object of the war could be attained by
"
milder means."
Germany, however, was a,

when

signatory to the Declaration at the Hague
Conference of 1899, and an article in that

Declaration ran as follows

:

The contracting 1'owers agree

not

of projectiles tho sole object of

to abstain

which

from tho use

is the>

diffusion of

us-phyxiating or deleterious gases.

The

draftsmen

of

the

overlooked

unfortunately

Declaration
the

had

possibility

of

asphyxiating gases being distributed by pipes
or cylinders, and the compilers of the War Book

had frankly warned Germans and foreigners
that the Declarations of the

Hague Conference

would not be binding on Germany.
In the modern usages of war [they said] one can no
longer regard merely the traditional inheritance of the
ancient etiquette of the profession of arms, and the
professional outlook accompanying it, hut there is also
the deposit of the currents of thought which agitate our
time.
But since the tendency of thought of the last

century

was dominated

essentially

by humanitarian

considerations which not infrequently degenerated inlo
sentimentality and flabby emotion, there have not been
wanting attempts to influence the development of tho

usages of war in a

way which was

tradiction with the nature of

in fundamental conwar and its object. At-

tempts of this kind

will also not bo
wanting in the future,
the more so as these agitations have found a kind
of
moral recognition in some portions of the Geneva Convention and the Brussels and Hague Conferences.

The above

show that the German
had before the Great Wai-

extracts

military authorities

meditated on the employment of
every means,

however diabolical, for attaining their
objects.
As a German Jurist, Professor
Luder, ex-

it" The

pressed
ugly and inherently immoral
aspect of such methods cannot affect the
recog-

KEY MAP TO ILLUSTRATE SECOND
BATTLE OP YPRES.

nition of their lawfulness.

The necessary aim
war gives the belligerent the
right and
imposes upon him, according to
circumstances,
of

employing severer forms of violence if and when
war may be attained by milder

the duty not to
bo the decisive,

mean*, and furthermore that certain means of

such means."

the object of the

war which lead to unnecessary

suffering are

to be excluded."
to give illustrations
of the
severer forms of violence " which it
was not " desirable " to employ, or which
ought
"
to be excluded.
them

"

u -e

of

tively

were

the

poison, both individually and collecas
poisoning of streams and

(such

this

whole,

The War Book proceeded

Among

In

let slip

the important, it
may
advantages to be gained by

frame of mind the Germans as
a

and

their rulers,

had entered on the

struggle for world-power.
That they intended
to stick at
nothing had been speedily apparent.

They had revived malpractices condemned
by
the most civilized thinkers of
Greece and Rome,
by Christian teachers and by almost all Inter-'
national Lawyers since
Grotius.

For example,
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TAKING FORWARD SANDBAGS TO FORTIFY CAPTURED TRENCHES.
in

October, 1914, the headquarters of the Second
Army at St. Quentin had issued an

wicked disregard of conventions hitherto acLater on, however, they gloried in this

G.-nnan

cepted.

Order regulating the use of fire-squirts ejecting
inflammable liquid.
A special Corps of
attachable
to
Pioneers,
any unit which might

sors

need them, had been organized to handle this
novel weapon. The Order explained that the
instrument could squirt a flame which would
cause mortal injury and which, owing to the
heat generated, would drive the enemy to a
considerable

distance.

It

was recommended

At

first

the

German

accusing the Allies of asphyxiating Germans,
carefully concealed from their people the fact
that, so far as success

Second Battle

had been achieved

of Ypres,

it

Kreiiz Zeitung

:

When

the French report says that

we used a

targe

number

of asphyxiating bombs, our enemies may infer
this that they always are making a mistake when

their behaviour they cause us to ha\ e recourse to

new

technical weapons.

On

the same date the Frankfurter Zeitung in

a leading article said

in the

was obtained bv a

Thus the

asphyxiating bombs.
wrote

by

authorities, after falsely

and

on the meritorious actions of the governing
classes.
At the end of April German newsadmitted
and defended the use of
papers

from
particularly for street fighting.

German kultur, and profesjournalists were ordered to expatiate

fresh exhibition of

it

:

It is quite possible that our
impossible for the onemy to

bombs and
remain

shells

made

in his trenches
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TUJH

5ti

was a wild shriek of
onMiment. Suddenly there
With a cheer our
flight.
Te ror an! then tumultuous
German assault
after the,,,, and in irresistible
,
of pulhng lumself together,
,,.,,,,,il.ilily
,,.,,
third positions.
but overran his second and
the n a into the silly chatter about
,..

am

not going
Why should a
of our new weapon of attack.
sees openly and slowly apone
which
stupefying pas,
be k
before which one can retire,
proaching and
unavoidable gas which
and
invisible
the
than
humane
tears bodies into
bur-! .hells and with their splinters
flames
which
up undei
the
Or
gas
bloody shreds T
hurls thee and
from a secretly exploded mine and
,,,
in atoms towards the firmament
.l.v/.-ns of thy comrades
"
"
I do not g
?
What if it were poisonous and killed
with a band of enemies
into this chatter in dealing
human
the beginning of the. war have been misusing
to turn into their opposi
h, in order, as rceards us,
I

f ,,,,,,, s ,

.,

.

UM

WM

p,

and values.
the most simple moral conceptions
"
"
unmoral with tl
law
i-i
any longer in this most
all wars of
wars-of
Colonial
some
English
exception of
out of a
intervention,
which
Italy's
modem times, in
cloaked, shows even the biggesi
greed that is no longer
us that h
fool what is the spirit of the coalition against
" ? So
"
want to get at our
in England
you
shall feel our claws and
Very well then, you
And now more thoroughly than ever.

been made
throats.
teeth.

it was natural
Holding the views they did,
that the German rulers should select chlorine;

the action of which set
A.

which he
French soldier standing by a bell
a
when
gas
the
warn
troops
to

caused

and

rings

cloud

is

coming.

even probable that
have actually been
missiles which emit poisonous gases
have made r
used by us, since the German leaders
to the treacherous missiles
answer
an
as
that
plain
French
which have been used by U.e English and the
shall employ gas bombs
for many weeks past, we too
The German leaders
or whatever they are called.

ana

artillery positions,

and

it

chlorine

is

more effective materials
pointed out that considerably
and they
were to be expected from German chemistry,
were right.
and shells
But, however destructive these bombs
other people
may have been, do the English and the
whether hunthink that it makes a serious difference
thou
dreds of guns and howitzers throw hundreds of
ands of shells on a single tiny spot in order to destroy
make
and break to atoms everything living there, and to
was the case
the German trenches into a terrible hell as
few shells
at Neuve Chapelle, or whether we throw a
which spread death in the air ! These shells are not
more deadly than the poison of English explosives, but
a rapid end,
they take effect over a wider area, produce

and spare the torn bodies the tortures and pains

of

victims to die in horrible agony,*

its

for'

up acute bronchitis and

some time past vast quantities of
had been manufactured to asphyxiate
the Allied soldiers. The gas had

and destroy

been pumped into huge shells such as those
reservoirs of if had
discharged on Hill 60
;

been placed behind the German lines. From
the reservoirs ran pipes to the front trenches
for its distribution,

and

special respirators

advantage

To

utilize their gas, it

was necessary
should

General Joffre's wishes, had taken over some
of the French trenches.
Owing to the irregularities of

the line, which faced east, north-east,

even west, a simultaneous gassing

and

was imparted to the
Finally, the whole truth
Germans, and we find Professor Wegener at

at all points was impracticable.
chosen by the Germans for tho

the beginning of June in the Cologne Gazette
gloating over his countrymen's iniquitous

diabolical experiments

:

wa< along the same road that we walked that the
on the evening of April 22. What
stupefying gases crept
can compare for mysterious terror with this uncanny,
soil itself
greenish wall, which looked as if the very
were walking, and as if the trenches, which for so many
months had remained unmoved, were now suddenly
Airmen who followed events from above
et in motion
It

!

looked when the clouds
came up to the enemy trenches, then rose, and, after
* it were peeping curiously for a moment over the edge

have told how extraordinary

of the trenches,

thing.

sank

in places

The
first

section
of their

was the northern portion

round Ypres defended by coloured
Canadian
troops, supported on their right by
it was conceived
Coloured
soldiers,
troops.
of the salient

by the German Commanders, would be more
liable to panic from such methods
probably
;

also they

supposed that the soldiers of the

Canadian Contingent were

inferior in training

it

down into them like some living
enemy had shown only blank

Until then the

for the

be blowing
Germans that a
line to be
Allied
the
of
towards that part
with
accordance
in
attacked. The British,
breeze

death.

conduct

had

been served out to the troops detailed to take
of the foul blow thus to be struck.

* Irritant

phorus,
bullets

substances, probably amorphous phosby the way, had already been used on the
of the German shrapnel shells with a view to

poisoning wounds.
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to their British comrades and
would, therefore,
at once retreat if their flank was
turned.

second -was on its right. South of the
YpresRoulers railway a British division was
strung
out from Broodseinde to the western outskirts

The

northern section of the salient from the
crossing of the Yperlee Canal at Steenstraate

of Becelaere,

(west of Bixschoote) round the north of
Langemarck to the Ypres-Poeloappelle road was now
held by the French Colonial Division under

Division consisted of three
infantry brigades

with a numerous
the third was in

Of these brigades,
touch with the French, and the
artillery.

curved through

line

it

to the

Thus the

Poelcappelle was in the possession of the enemy.
Where the French trenches

The

whence our

the woods to Hill 60, and
beyond
Comines-Ypres Canal.

General Putz.

ended, the Canadian trenches began. Their Division occupied a line of some
5,000 yards
extending from the Ypres-Poelcappelle road
along the Grafenstafel ridge to the YpresRoulers railway in the region of Zonnebeke.

57

figure, the

Allied forces formed an arc -like
chord of which was the canal from

Steenstraate through Ypres to a point a mile
or so south-east of Hill 60

The aim

of St. Eloi.

of the

and a mile west
Germans was to

destroy the French Colonial troops defending
the northern section of the arc- and to cross

the

canal

and at
these

north and

this

village.

south
If

of

they

Steenstraate

succeeded

in

operations they would turn the left
flank of the Canadians, who would have to

MEN UNDER

GAS.
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retreat or fight an

them.

and behind

in front

enemy

they retreated to the Yperlee Canal,

ll

the hulk of the British troops from Broodseind
Kloi
Yprvs-Coininen Canal near St.
their
make
to
or
have
be
out
off
would either
tlie

1.1

eM-apc. under the

German

the

lire of

artillery,

the height of the combat for Hill 00

at

but

day was
dawned.
the
unfavourable.
22nd,
Thursday,
The wind shifted and blew from the north.
the wind on that and the succeeding

The weather was warm and sunny. During the
forenoon and early afternoon nothing unusual

mans, and the Kaiser would then be able to
proclaim the annexation of Belgium.

was reported to the Allied Headquarters.
It was nearly 5 p.m.
Suddenly an aviator
smoke
had been seen on
that
yellow
reported
the German position between Bixschoote and

The plan \va.s ingenious, but it
account certain important factors.

Langemarck. From their trenches the Turco-s
perceived a white smoke rising some three feet

through the encumbered streets of Ypres.
That city would fall into the hands of the Ger-

The Cana-

ucre mostly recruited from a class of

dian-

men

out of

left

forced

occupations to develop

their

by

individual daring

and resourcefulness.

that the eyes of the inhabitants of

Feeling

Canada and

Tinted States were on them, they were
determined to show that they were the equals
the

Belonging to a
nee of sportsmen, they would be certain to
be roused to fury by the dastardly trick about
of

in

any troops

troops to their

be depended

They might,

left.

on

them and the French
hold

to

out

therefore,

the

to

last

extremity.

Nor were they

or the French without sup-

For both General Foch and

appeared a

it

man,
At every 50 feet
or so along the German front there was a
battery of 20 retorts, and the Germans had at
which drifted towards them.

last

turned on the chlorine gas.

"

Very probably," wrote one

the world.

to be played on both

In front of

from the ground.

greenish yellowish cloud, higher than a

"

26th,

we

We

wicked English.

means

of

of

them on the

are going to settle the hash of the

are

making use

fighting, against

which

of

a new

thoy

are

simply defenceless."
If they had no compunction in asphyxiating
the British, they had still less in murdering

Unable themselves to employ coloured
their brown subjects in South

Turcos.

John

troops,

in or

Africa would never have fought for their cruel

behind the salient to engage in counter-attacks.
miles or so behind the right of Putz's

masters, they hypocritically objected to the
presence of Africans or Asiatics on European

ports.

French had assembled

Sir

sufficient forces

Two

Division, in a small

wood

to the west of St.

was the 2nd London Battery of Heavy
Four battalions
Artillery with 4-7 in. guns.
01 the V. Corps were round
Ypres. The 13th

battlefields.

In a few seconds the Turcos began to experi-

Julien,

Infantry Brigade, which, as

had

suffered severely

on

Hill

we have

seen,

was

for

ence intolerable irritation and smarting in the
throat, nose and eyes.
They began to cough

and vomit blood

;

they

felt frightful

pains in

they seemed to be suffocating.
Dimly they discerned detachments of the

resting
three miles west of Ypres, at Vlamertinghe.

the chest

The

enemy advancing through the wall of vapour.
Some of the Germans had their heads enveloped
in huge masks, which made them look like

1st

reserve,

Canadian Brigade was in general
but with one battalion close to the

trenches.

Unless the line from Broodseinde

to St. Eloi
all

60,

was simultaneously threatened at

points, the reserves of the British troops
it could safely be employed to beat
Germans descending on Ypres from the
The Cavalry Corps, now, as ever, ready

defending
off

the

north.
to

replace

infantry,

was

in general reserve,

and

if
necessary the Lahore Division of the
Indian Corps and a portion of the III.
Corps
could be sent to reinforce the British Second

Army, on which and Putz's Division the storm
WM- about to burst. Foch, too, had
ample
reserves.
With the motor transport at his
he could quickly concentrate fresh
men and guns round Ypres.
disposal,

The gassing was

to have begun on the 20th

divers

;

;

the majority wore indiarubber respiraholes and shaped, not in-

tors pierced with

appropriately, like a snout.

which had been issued

These respirators,
were

in sealed covers,

attached by means of elastic bands passing
behind the neck. The wearer breathed
through

a plug saturated with bicarbonate of soda or

some other solution neutralizing the

evil effects

of the gas.

The surprise was complete. Hundreds
the Turcos were thrown into a comatose

of
01

dying condition, others were shot or bayoneted
their opponents.
The sm-vivors retired
from the gas area, leaving 50 guns in the

by

Germans' hands.
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FRENCH INFANTRY WEARING STEEL HELMETS.
A

light

No discredit
Colonials.

"

helmet of steel used

in the field to protect the soldier's

whatever attached to the French

It

is

my

firm conviction,"

said

John French, " that if any troops in the
world had been able to hold their trenches in
the face of such a tremendous and altogether
Sir

unexpected onslaught, the French Division
would have stood firm." As it was, those who
were not killed outright were dazed and reeling
green smoke. Their blanched and
contorted faces betrayed the nature of the
hideous ordeal through which they had passed,
in

the

they reeled backwards pursued by the
Germans, part of whom halted and entrenched
themselves on a line parallel to the road to

as

Poelcappene.

In addition to the losses

suf-

fered

head against projectiles.

by the Turcos

in the trenches,

a large

proportion of the French troops billeted behind
the front line were taken by surprise.

Ypres seemed within the enemy's grasp.
Storms of high-explosive shell, of shrapnel, and

bombs

filled

with

bursting over or on
of the city,

bombarded.

asphyxiating gases were
the tactical points north

all

which was

itself

Onward came

once more heavily
the Germans, leav-

was now beginning
up into patches, behind them. At a
distance they looked like a huge mob bearing
down on the town. The battery of 4-7 in. guns
in the wood, west of St. Julien, was captured,
and the left of the German mass advanced on
ing the wall of gas, which

to break
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Never had the position in Flanders been more
The French Colonial Division was

critical.

almost wiped out as a fighting unit, and, apart
from the Canadians, only the four battalions
of the V. Corps round Ypres and the sorely

on

tried brigade resting after its efforts

Hill

DO at Ylanifi-linghe were at hand to save the
"
The self-governing Colonies in the
situation.
British Empire," Bernhardi had written in 1911,

"

have at

their

disposal

a militia, which

is

sometimes only in process of formation. They
can be completely ignored so far as concerns
anv European theatre of war." The Canadian
"

"

militia

was about to prove on a European
war that it possessed a courage and

theatre of

tenacity equal to those of regular troops.
The soldiers in reserve in and near Ypres,
startled

by the cannonade and by the

sight of

the retiring Turcos, were gathering in groups.
Here and there a Turco who could speak English

was gesticulating and trying to explain what
had happened, while Englishmen who could
speak French were calmly asking questions.
Out of the houses were rushing the thousands of
men, women and children who still
remained in the city. They frantically endeavoured to make their way into the fields.'
civilians

Suddenly a Staff officer galloped up and
"
Stand to Arms." The soldiers,
shouted
:

A GERMAN LOOK-OUT POST.
several field batteries farther to the rear

a more easterly

direction.

and

in

Before the guns

could be brought into action the

Germans were

whom had been bathing,

some

of

their

way through

to

quietly pushed
the panic-stricken civilians

alarm posts.

their

waiting for orders, led
the

German

The officers, without
them forward, and then

host, attacked with the bayonet,

within a few hundred yards of them. One
battery swung round, fired on the enemy at

was brought to a standstill on the ground
which they had secured by their treacherous

point-blank range and stopped the rush. The
guns of another were attacked from three sides,

conduct.

but not a gun was taken.

of the 3rd

Barely two miles of open country lay between
Ypres and the Germans. The right wing of
tin- two corps launched to the attack was

the Germans had also discharged a cloud of

marching on the Yperlee Canal to

seize the

and that at Het Sast,
Between
three-quarters of a mile south of it.
Steenstraate and Dixmude the Germans were
renewing their attacks on the Belgians at
crossing at Steenstraate

Driegrachten and, north of Dixmude, at the
Chateau de Vicogne a small country house,
the centre of a group of cottages. Still more
serious, the

Canadian Division was turned and

a line of trenches formed by the enemy at right
angles to its left flank.
Advancing from these,
tin-

enemy

Ypres.

might cut the Canadians off from

The

fate of the battle turned

on the fortunes

Canadian Brigade, commanded by
Brigadier-General Turner. At the Canadians

chlorine gas, behind

massed

for

which four divisions were

an attack.

Fortunately, however,
the direction of the wind saved the Canadians

from the worst

effects, and, though many
were placed hors de combat, two assaults
of the Germans were beaten off.
As these

soldiers

combats proceeded, General Turner parried ',he
blow aimed at his left and rear. The French
Colonial Division had collapsed.
The wood
west of

St.

Julien with the

4- 7 -inch

had been captured by the enemy
field artillery

been

lost

danger

;

;

guns in

it

the French

behind General Putz's force had

our

own field guns were

of capture.

in

imminent
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was one

It

of those

moments which

of the

General Turner and his Staff rose to the

The

the brigade was promptly
back from in front of Poelcappelle until

swung
it

was west

left of

of the Poelcappelle-Ypres road.

It

duty at all costs to hold the new line
while the Turcos were being rallied and re-

was

its

inforcements rushed through Ypres to fill the
gaps between the environs of that city and

and all the available reserves of the
Canadian and the other divisions east and south
St. Julien,

of

were brought up.

it

ordered

operation,

This most

and

difficult

out

carried

in

an

atmosphere loaded with poisonous fumes, under
bursting shells, amid jets of lead from machine-

guns and in the teeth

of

a

sleet of bullets

from

German infantry entrenched between the
wood west of St. Julien and Poelcappelle, was

the

successful.

Night

fell.

By

the light of blazing

farmhouses and cottages, their work from time
to time illuminated by the moon, the Canadians

dug themselves in.
But a passive defence was not sufficient.
The Germans were crossing the canal at Steenstraate and Het Sast, and up both its sides
they were descending on Ypres. Between St.
and the canal there were only the four
battalions of the V. Corps under Colonel Geddes,
Julien

another battalion, some halfdazed Turcos and a few handfuls of soldiers
of

the Buffs,

who had been

flung into the battle

by

enter-

prising subordinate officers. Ypres, the junction
of nearly all the roads supplying the British

from the region of Poelcappelle, through
Zonnebeke to Hill 60, was in imminent danger
forces

of being stormed.

To
had

on the French, who
and on Geddes'

relieve the pressure

retired west of the canal,

scanty force, the 16th Battalion of the
3rd Canadian Brigade, under Lieut. -Colonel
Leckie, and the 10th Battalion of the 2nd

Canadian Brigade were prepared

Two

attack.

for

a counter-

battalions of the 1st Canadian

Brigade, which,

it

will

be remembered, had

had arrived in the
and were at hand as supports.
They were the 2nd Battalion, under Colonel
Watson, and the 3rd Battalion (Toronto Regibeen

Army

in

Keserve,

fighting line

ment),

under

Lieut. -Colonel

latter battalion,

consisted

of

a

Their immediate objective was the recovery
wood west of St. Julien, and of the heavy

test the

quality of leaders.
occasion.
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known as

"

company

Rennie,

which

The Queen's Own,"
of

the

Governor-

General of Canada's bodyguard, two companies
of the Queen's Own Rifles and a company of

guns

lost there.

Scottish

will

This charge of the Canadian
in history.
It has been

live

graphically described

by one who took part

Tho night had now become very dark. The moon,
which we had only had a few glimpses during our
march, had disappeared behind dense black clouds, but
of

farm buildings were ablaze
tance

of,

all

around

and at a distwo miles and a

us.

as near as I could judge, about

half, in nearly a straight line from our new front, there
was a large wood.
The sound of firing had now entirely ceased and was
succeeded by a silence which, to those of us who had been
months at the front, was uncanny. After a further halt,
which seemed interminable, but was really only one of

minutes, wo were ordered to move off in the direction of
the wood. Scarcely had we done so when the intervening plain was again treated to shrapnel, but at intervals only, and we arrived within three-quarters of a mile
of the outskirts of the wood without any casualties in
our lot.

Here a further halt was called, and the officers were
then told that the Germans were occupying the wood
that they had been in possession since 4 o'clock, and, in
all probability, were entrenched therein.
It was pointed
out that the enemy were occupying a strong position in
the rear of the British lines and that they must be driven
oat of it at all costs. It was whispered also that some
British guns had been taken during the afternoon, and
"
"
that it would be our
bit
to retake them.
It was well
understood by all that we were in for bayonet work and
that we should not be supported by artillery.

We

again moved on, in column of companies, forming
fours to pass through a narrow gateway.
This passed,
we deployed in long lines of half companies, the second
half of each
of the first.

company keeping about 30 yards
All the battalions

marched

in the rear

in this

formation

and each first half company knew that its " pals " in the
second would not fail to support it when it came to the
"
Charge." The 10th Battalion had the post of honour
in the van
its gallant Colonel, Russell Boyle, fell
leading it.
It wanted but a few minutes to midnight when we
got to a hollow which was at most 300 yards from the
wood. The moon now reappeared at intervals and we
could have done without her. The shrapnel fire had
completely ceased and we had a second spell of a silence
which could be felt.

Whispered orders were given to fix bayonets, which
wore obeyed in a flash. Overcoats, packs, and even the
officers' equipments were dropped, and we immediately
advanced in light order.
Scarcely had we reached a low ridge, in full view of the
wood, when a perfect hell of Sre was loosed on us from
rifles and machine-guns, which the Germans had placed
in position behind the undergrowth skirting the wood.
Instantly the word was given to charge, and on we
rushed cheering, yelling, shouting, and swearing, straight
At first the Germans fired a little too high,
for the foe.
and our losses until we came within fifty yards of them
were comparatively small. Then some of our chaps
began to drop, thon the whole front line seemed to melt
away, only to be instantly closed up again.
Cheering and yelling all the time, we jumped over the
bodies of the wounded and tore on. Of the Germans
with the machine-guns not one escaped, but those inside
the wood stood up to us in most dogged style. We were
so quickly at work that those at the edge of the wood
could not have got away in any case. Many threw up
their hands, and we did not refuse quarter.

Pressing on into the wood itself, the struggle became
we fought in clumps
a dreadful hand-to-hand conflict
and batches, and the living struggled 'over the bodies
;

the 10th Grenadiers.

in

it:

6-2

Till',
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dead and dying. At the height of the conflict,
while we were steadily driving the Germans before us,
t he moon burst out.
The clashing bayonets flashed like
of the

and

faces were

up as by limelight.
Sweeping on, we came upon lines of trenches which
had been hastily thrown up and could not be stubbornly
defended. Here all who resisted were bayoneted
those
w'ho yielded were sent to the rear.
The trench fighting
quicksilver,

lit

:

presented a spectacle which

The

4-7

in.

it is

not pleasant to

recall.

guns, according to one account,

had been blown up by the enemy
to another, were
retaken and

;

according
afterwards

The wood was
destroyed by the Canadians.
but
it
could
not
be
held.
On it was
won,
concentrated the

fire

of

innumerable German

"
guns, which, as Sir Max Aitlccn wrote,
swept
the wood as a tropical storm sweeps the leaves

from a

been with Wolfe when he stormed the Heights
of

Abraham.

by the

Suffocated

abandoned

talion
"

chlorine

for a

the

gas,

moment

bat-

trenches.

its

The effect of the gas is," says a Canadian
who suffered from it, " that you cannot get
air.
The sensation is horrible. In the trenches
I saw men collapsing around me."
While the gassing' went on, the Germans
attempted to pierce the Allied
the

wood west

Ontario

6 a.m. the

and 4th Battalions

1st

south of

line

At

of St. Julien.

the

of

1st

Canadian Brigade, which was under Brigadier General Mercer, were ordered to charge.
Colonel Geddes's force, which had been re-

Meanwhile, the 2nd Canadian Brigade, under

peatedly counter-attacking with the bayonet,
prolonged the charge on the left. The German

Brigadier -General Curry, whose right rested on
the railway line from Ypres to Roulers in the

upon the devoted
guns poured shrapnel
Canadians and Geddes's men. Machine guns

region of Zonnebeke, and the British troops
east of Zonnebeke, in the horn of the salient,

and

forest."

had been vigorously attacked and

shelled.

rifles

thinned

The

ranks.

their

4th

At

about 1.30 a.m. the Germans twice charged
the trenches round Broodseinde, the tip of the

The
horn, but were repulsed with heavy loss.
troops at this point fought with the utmost
gallantry.

News

of the collapse of the

Colonials, of the retirement of the 3rd

French

Canadian

Brigade, and of the departure of most of their
own local reserves to defend General Turner's

new

line

A

had reached them.

portion

of

Ypres through which, if a disaster occurred,
they would have to retreat was in flames.

Though

Sir

John French was

directing

the

Cavalry Corps and the Northumbrian Division
to the west of Ypres and ordering other reserve

A FRENCH CAPTIVE BALLOON.

troops from the III. Corps and the First Army
to prepare to assist the Second Army, the situa-

was most precarious.
At 4 a.m. on Friday, the

Canadian Battalion wavered.

tion

23rd, the

Germans

gassed the 2nd Canadian Brigade, still hi its old
position, 2,500 yards or so long, on the Grafenstafel

breath

ridge.

and

Men

about struggling for
blue in the face, but General
lay

Curry's battalions did not flinch. Away south
from the spot where their trenches touched
those of the 3rd Canadian Brigade, their comrades were also choking from the poisonous
fumes. The 13th Battalion (Royal Highlanders of Montreal) and the 15th Battalion
(48th Highlanders) had been especially affected

by the discharge

of chlorine.

The 48th Cana-

dian Highlanders were to lose in the second
Battle of Ypres 691 officers and men out of 896.

The great-grandfather

of

their adjutant

had

Lieut. -Colonel

Burchall,

hand, coolly rallied it.
decided the charge.
With
the

Its

commander,

a light cane in his
He fell and his death
a

yell

of

rage

Canadians rushed forward shooting and

bayoneting the enemy.

By

11

a.m.

Julien almost

then

the Allied line ran from St.

due west

for

about

a mile,

curved

south-westwards, and, turning
reached
the
Canal near
Yperlee

north,

Boesinghe. Across the canal the Germans
from Steenstraate wore attacking the village
of Lizerne, at the junction of the Lizerne-

Ypres and Lizerne-Vlamertinghe roads, and
were bridging the canal at various spots. In
the background of this battle General Foch

and

Sir

John French had been

consulting.
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to Poperinghe thousands of refugees
These old men, women and
along.

On the road
i

nidged

drawn by

enrts

and

their few possessions

children, with

horses,

their

oxen and cows, somewhat

of the reinforcements.
delayed the advance
and
All through the day, during the next night'
from
exodusYpres proceeded.
on Saturday the

The

ruins of the Cloth Hall

and the Cathedral,

of the beautiful private houses, the brokenfugitives on their way to
hearted,

pauperised
to France
Poperingho and, from Poperinghe,
in the
text
a
illustrated
or England admirably
"
said
that
A
work,
war,"
War
Book,
German
" conducted with
be
directed
cannot
energy

the Enemy
merely against the combatants of
State and the positions they occupy, but it will
and must in like manner seek to destroy the
total intellectual (geistig)

and material resources

Humanitarian claims such as
the protection of men and their goods -can only

of the latter.

be taken into consideration in so far as the
nature and object of the war permit."
Throughout the remainder of Friday

the

In the afternoon,

battle raged with violence.

LT.-COLONEL RUSSELL LAMBERT
BOYLE,

south of Pilkem, the troops of Colonel Geddes
made some progress, and along the Yperlee
Canal the French gained ground. Foch's

10th Alberta Battalion, Canadians.

reinforcements did not, however, arrive in time

They had met early on Friday morning and
General Foch had repeated to Sir John the

which was captured that night
by the Germans, and the 3rd Canadian Brigade
was pushed back, and a company of the Buffs

(Elliott 6-

Fry.

report of the astounding events of Thursday,
which had been furnished him by General
It was Foch's intention to drive the
I'utz.

enemy from the

trenches he had

managed

to

capture thanks only to his dastardly device.
Large reinforcements from the north and west

were on their way to Putz's

aid, but, as an

the Cavalry Corps
precaution,
were ordered by Sir John to assist the French
west of the Yperlee Canal, while to reinforce
additional

his

he sent for two Brigades of
Corps and the Lahore Division of the

Second

the III.

Army

Indian Expeditionary Force. The loss of the
field guns behind Putz's Division and of

French

to save Lizerne,

sent

by Colonel Geddes

terrible

but

shells,

they maintained their heroic
Gradually General Turner with-

still

resistance.

drew

troops from the north-east on St.
During the retirement many wounded

his

Julien.
officers

and men had to be

on the spot the prospect seemed
even blacker than it had been on October 31,
Ypres itself was being abandoned by
what remained of its inhabitants. The latest
1914.

German kultur had shaken the
men and women who had lived

exhibitions of

nerves

of

indifferent to high -explosive shells

and shrapnel.

behind.

Among

chose

Captain

loaded Colt revolvers should be placed by the
Thus armed he waited in an

creants

civilians

left

of his own
McCuaig
accord to stay rather than to encumber his
He asked that two
retreating countrymen.

them

near Ostend, a great superiority in gun power,
and no counter to the gas had yet been devised.

To

met with

punishment.

side of his own.

in.

it

The Canadians had had little to eat, and their
trenches had been smashed in by the German

guns had given the enemy, who had
brought down several heavy pieces from the coast

the 4-7

to help

abandoned trench to

who had

sell his

As the spring night drew to
3 a.m.

dwindled

the

life

to the mis-

gassed his battalion.
its close

about

German cannonade, which had

away,

was

violently

renewed.

Shortly afterwards the gas was again turned
on, this time east of St. Julien.

The Canadians,
wrapping wet handkerchiefs round their faces,
resisted as best they could, but General Turner's
Brigade was obliged to retire still further.
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Just before

dawn an
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airship .appeared in the

sky and dropped four red stars over the British
trenches.
Immediately afterwards a wall of
greenish-yellow vapour bore down on them.
Through the wall came streams of bullets,

but for some reason, probably because the
Germans- themselves were affected by their
This was
The withdrawal of General Turner's
Brigade had exposed the left flank of the 2nd
Canadian Brigade on the Grafenstafel ridge,
and General Curry was busy moving his
gas,

no bayonet charge followed.

fortunate.

battalions so that -their left joined hands with

Turner's right, east of St. Julien. Pivoting
on the 8th Battalion, commanded by Colonel
Lipsett,

Sunday

was

till

afternoon, this perilous manoeuvre

was

which remained where

it

Towards midday large
accomplished.
bodies of the enemy were perceived marching
safely

from the direction of Poelcappelle on St. Julien.
The enemy's aim was to pierce the centre of the

Under the pressure of numbers
the troops right and left of St. Julien were
thus thrust back, and the village was assaulted.
Allied line.

The detachment

of the Royal Highlanders of
Montreal (Canadian 13th Battalion) and of the
Royal Montreal Regiment ( 14th Battalion), with

[Elliott

BRIG.-GENERAL
Canadians

Turcos and French, which
defended themselves to the last. In vain

a handful

of Buffs,

Division

R.

TURNER,

E.

& Pry.
V.C.

round Fortuin, and the Lahore
and several battalions of another

Major-General Snow and Brigadier-General
Hull sought to save them. The counter-attack

were fast approaching. On the
Yperlee Canal the Germans held strongly
the crossings at Hot Sast and Steenstraate,

organized in the afternoon by the latter, acting
under the orders of Lieut. -General Alderson,

them.

held

the

it,

commander

with

parts

of

Division

had been taken by

afternoon

the

the

French

they checked the enemy's

the bridge at Steenstraate, and General Foch
concentrated fresh troops between Woesten

after the

Germans were beyond

southern line the sound of
interior of St. Julien

rifle

its

shots in the

showed that the heroic

garrison were dying at their posts.
The result of the action round

St.

Julien

was that by nightfall the remnants of the
Canadian Contingent were defending the
Passchendaele-Ypres road between Fortuin

and

in

counter-attacked from Boesinghe and almost
recovered Pilkem, the Belgian artillery smashed

further advance, failed to retake the village.

To reinforce Colonel Lip8th Canadian Battalion at Grafenstafel

Grafenstafel.

sett's

village of Lizerne

But

Canadian Contingent,
battalions from six separate
of the

Divisions, though

But hours

and the

the 8th Battalion of the

Durham

Light Inhad been

fantry and the 1st Hampshires
sent up. They filled the gap between Grafen-

and Crombeke with a view to driving the
Germans west of the canal into or east of it.
On both sides it was a race against time.

An officer in the Lahore
"
On Saturday, April 24,
off

at

1

did

again
in the

two

within a few

England

;

a third Brigade was coming up to replace the

which

Allies

and

on

one

themselves

at St. Julien and
The men reached the
the end of the village and got

two Brigades, one composed of
who but four days before had been

in

flung

miles

Territorial Battalions

wood west

the

Territorials

:

grapple for Ypres. About
4.30 a.m. General Hull threw his Brigade and

another

and Broodseinde. The Allied line from
Fortuin to Boesinghe had been reinforced by
stafel

thirty-three

by 10.30 a.m. Sunday."
day Sunday, the 25th

That
Germans

writes

they marched us
on
ten
minutes'
notice, and
p.m.

marched us hard

we

Division

cottages at

of

it.

hundred yards of the wood,
but the German machine guns brought the
charge to a standstill. During the rest of
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TIMES

Till-:

TRENCHES.
r.KRMAN PRISONERS GOING TO THE REAR THROUGH FRENCH

I

it't

at one time with

day Hull

th<'

battalions

!>!

him

under

no

and the Canadian
the

to

clung

blood

l.iiiht

2

Artillery

and

gas-

Durham

At Grafenstafel the
Infantry, bombarded by asphyxiating
wa* attacked by the Germans from

stained position.

shells,

than

less

p.m.

onwards.

At

and about midnight

it

nightfall

the

line

fell

back,

Ypres, but

it left

and thousands

of

had undoubtedly saved
it three commanders

behind

of battalions, great

numbers

of junior officers,

men who had

died for the

In good sooth the men
of the great colony had proved themselves the
in arms.
equals of their British companions
cause of the Empire.

ran for some

distance along the south bank of the little
Haanabeek stream. From daybreak to the

It

back into reserve.

It

was now the turn

the Imperial

Army

of the

Indian troops of

to be gassed.

On Monday

Broodsoinde

hours of Sunday night the salient at
was shelled with asphyxiating

Lahore Division, under MajorGeneral H. D. Keary, was brought north of
Ypres, a Cavalry Division at the same time

and other bombs and repeatedly attacked.
The British at this point held their own and

The
being sent to support the V. Corps.*
crisis of the battle, as it turned out. had arrived.

MI uill

(April 26) the

left,

During the day the horn of the salient at
Broodseinde was temporarily pierced, and

beyond the Yperlee Canal, the French, debouching from the woods between Crombeke

north of the Roulers-Ypres railway the brigade
round Grafenstafel was heavily attacked, while

inflicted

soners)

and
Still

heavy losses (including many
on the enemy. Away on the

pri-

prevented the German advance.
more to the left the Belgians south of

\Vor.-ini,

Dixmude

on

Sunday

night

repelled

three

attacks supported by asphyxiating gases.
On the wings the Allies had held their own.
but

in

the

centre

the

fate

of

the

battle

was so doubtful that on Monday the 2nd
('iinadian Brigade,

now

less

than 1,000 strong,

which had been relieved, was again called up.

The

obeyed cheerfully. By nightfall
the whole Canadian Contingent was brought
soldiers

dawn the Durham Light Infantry was
driven from Fortuin behind the Haanabeek
at

stream,

as

and,

with what was

General Curry,
the 2nd Canadian Brigade,

mentioned,

left of

had had to be moved up to
St. Julien

and

its

several attacks
of

its

environs the

assistance.

From

Germans launched

between the southern outskirts

that village and the Yperlee Canal,

and

* The Lahore Division had three
brigades viz, thoe
from JuHundur. Sirhind, and Ferozepore, commanded by
Firig. -Generals Strickland, Walker, and Egerton.
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Colonel Geddes's force, like Curry's Canadians,
was in the last stages of exhaustion. It was

the

forming

Rifles,

67

centre

broken up and the battalions and companies
composing it were returned to their divisions

General

and

Brigade was in reserve.

With

the

Canadians, this
body had borne the brunt of the first part
of the battle, and no praise can be sufficient
regiments.

commander, who was mortally wounded
He had had to manoeuvre
most
of
whom
he had never led before.
troops
If he or his men had lost their heads or flinched,
the Canadian Contingent and Ypres would
for its

as he left the field.

probably have been captured.

With the

salient narrowing and the troops
narrowed becoming more and more
exposed to the enemy's fire from three sides,
a counter-attack was imperatively needed.
in it as it

At

10.15 a.m. General Riddell's Brigade

moved

and the Lahore Division on its
left, were ordered to retake St. Julien and the
woods west of it. The attack was delivered
to Fortuin.

It,

There had been no time to

in the afternoon.

reconnoitre

on the

left,

the

German

position.

Far

off

beyond the Yperlee Canal, boomed

battalion

of

the

Further east were the

Ferozepore Brigade.

Baiuchis, the Jullundur Brigade, and

129th

Riddell's

fortunes

of

T.

Major

\Vilde's

J.

Let us follow the

Rifles,

D.S.O.

Willans,

they experienced the reader
idea of this terrible combat.

The ground

in front

bare of cover.

The Sirhind

battalions.

of

commanded by
From \hat

may

gather a dim

Willans'

men was

rose slightly for the

It

first

hundred yards
there was then a dip,
on
the
other
side
of the dip, the ground
and,
gradually sloped upwards for about 600
five

;

.

Somewhere on the second slope were

yards.

the

German

located.

the

which could not be
was
under the fire of
Every point

German

trenches,

who knew

gunners,

the distances

accurately, and both slopes and the dip were
swept by machine guns and rifles.

By
led

short, rapid rushes the heroic Indians,

by

their

no

less

heroic British

officers,

reached the edge of the dip. Shrapnel and
rifle bullets had thinned their ranks.
Des-

the Belgian artillery supporting the French
assault on Lizerne, and the rolling thunder of

cending from the ridge they encountered every

the soixanie-quinze guns indicated that General
Foch was engaged with the Germans who had

with asphyxiating gas.

crossed the Canal.

From

the region of Boe-

singhe the French Colonial troops poured on
Pilkem. To their right were the Connaught

Rangers,

then

the

celebrated

57th

Wilde's

description

was
ford

of

missile,

including shells

filled

Lieutenant Bainbridge

suffocated, Major Willans, Captain Radand Captain Mahon wounded.

The
Baluchis

battalion

and

shouldering

lost

the

it off

its

formation.

Jullundur

to the

THE MOUTH ORGAN AT THE FRONT.

left.

Brigade

The
were
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Nevertheless

the

had

survivors

covered

Of the

latter,
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Havildar Mangal Singh, .sub-

another 400 yards and were at the bottom of
the dip. Up the second slope they ran, walked,

sequently under heavy fire, brought in wounded
and was awarded the Indian Order of Merit,

Captain Mahon refused to
Bhan Singh, a Sikh, severely wounded

2nd Class.
In this magnificent charge Jemadar
Mir Dast, of the 58th Coke's Rifles (F.F.),
who already held the Indian Order of

or crept forward.

go back.

the face, stuck to Captain Banks of the
Guides, whose orderly he was, until the latter

in

was

he had that day been attached
to Wilde's Rifles.
The orderly, weak from loss
killed

;

corpse, and staggered
Too exhausted to carry the
weight he was compelled to abandon the body
of

his

lifted

blood,

rearward with

it.

;

but

succeeded in bringing in his officer's
accoutrements. For this gallant act Bhan
still

Merit for services on the north-west frontier
of

India,

the

gained

Victoria

He

Cross.

was the fourth Indian to receive it, and
richly had he earned that coveted distinction
the

Behaving with the utmost gallantry
attack, he had remained behind to

in

and

though

collect

.

rally his gassed compatriots, and,

slightly

wounded, had come

in after nightfall

Singh received the Indian Distinguished Service
Medal.
Other officers fell Major' Duhan,
Captain Mackie, Subadar Fateh Jang Bahadur,

Jemadars Ugajir Singh, Hayat Khan, and
Kala Khan. A gas'-shell half stupified Lieutenant Deedes, but, though suffering intensely,
he endeavoured with his machine guns to
open fire from an adjacent farm on the left.

The wounded Captain Mahon took command, and
led on the remnants of the regiment to a point

about eighty yards from the German trenches.

At
to

moment

this

their

the Germans again resorted

use of gas.

nozzles of

fire

Big nozzles, like the
on the outer

hoses, appeared

of
the parapets of their trenches,
emitting clouds of white smoke which rapidly
changed to dense greenish-yellow clouds. A
wall of poisonous vapour six feet or so deep

edge

German position, and descended
on the advancing Allies. The French Colonial
troops away on the left beyond the Connaught
obscured the

Rangers,

who

were,

will

-it

be recollected,

between Wilde's Rifles and the French, received
the full force of the gas
but the Connaxight

AN INDIAN CAVALRYMAN.

;

Rangers,
did not

Wilde's

escape

Rifles

and

unscathed.

other

The

troops

faces

of

with eight wounded British and Indian

and several

officers

privates.

who took

asphyxiated men, as an eye-witness relates,
"
turned a sort of saffron-yellow, which after

part in the charge

a time changed to a purplish blue colour."
The victims spluttered, coughed and vomited,

April 26, were very similar to those of Wilde's
The 40th Pathans lost their Colonel
Rifles.

when they recovered
struggled and fought with

and almost

and,

this

consciousness,
their,

friends.

deadly atmosphere, amid bursting

Through
shells, and under the fire of machine-guns
and rifles, the Indians, with Captain Mahon
and Lieutenants Bainbridge, Deedes, and Mein,
sullenly withdrew down the slope, entered the
dip, ascended to the ridge beyond and reached
their former trenches.

Of the Indian
and these were

officers

slightly

only three were

wounded

left,

or gassed.

The experiences

their

all

them Captain

of the other troops

on the afternoon

J.

six times hit,

being

he was

F.

British

of

Monday,

among

officers,

Dalmahoy, who,

continued to lead his

after

men

General Riddell's Brigade,
was
held up by wire, and,
St.
Julien,
attacking
at 3.30 p.m. General Riddel himself fell. The
until

killed.

1

outskirts of St. Julien were taken, but

had to

be abandoned, but in places the British line
had been moved forward some 600 or 700
yards.

The woods west

remained

in the

of St. Julien,

enemy's possession.

however,
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That night the

Allied line of battle

extended

fr"n the north of Zonnebeke to the eastern
edge of the Grafenstafel ridge, then southwest along the southern side of the Haanabrrk
stream to a

spot half a mile east of St. Julien,

win -nee curving round that village

it

proceeded
to Vamhuelo (" shell-trap ") farm on the YpresFrom that point it ran
Poelcappelle road.

emitted by the Germans little progress was
As Lord Kitchener that night remarked
to the House of Lords, Germany had "stooped

made.

which

to acts

will surely stain

indelibly her

and which would vie with

military history,
the barbarous savagery of the Dervishes of the

Sudan"

but those acts were locally

;

efficacious.

Until the Allied troops were furnished with

to Boesinghe

the respirators, which were being hastily made,
they were at a heavy disadvantage. By good

Before closing the account of the battle
of the 26th, the Allied air-raids on that day

enormous

must

east of

and crossed the Yperlee Canal,
northward
going
past Lizerne, beyond which
the French joined hands with the Belgians.

not

Staden,

be

Thielt,

The stations of
Roubaix and Courtrai were
forgotten.

however, the Germans had suffered

fortune,

and

losses

the

Wednesday,

28th,

were

exhausted.

the

the Yperlee Canal

opposing
rested,

On

forces

and two

German

aeroplanes were destroyed. West
of the Canal the French retook Lizerne and laid

hands on Het

Sast.

These successes were not sufficient to warrant
Sir John French
continuing to keep the Second
so far east of Ypres.
The advance of
Germans from Poelcappelle to St. Julien
threatened its communications. The British

Army

the

Generalissimo, therefore, ordered Sir Herbert

who was now commanding the Second
Army, to prepare to retire to the new line
which had been fixed upon. But this movement was postponed for a few days. On
Plumer,

April 29, in the morning, General

Foch had' an
John French. Strong
reinforcements were on the point of
reaching
General Putz, and General Foch asked that
interview

with

the Second

Sir

Army

should stay where

it

was

until the result of the action of the

next day
should be known. The 29th
passed almost
there was a lively
uneventfully
artillery duel
;

north of Ypres, and south of the
city, near
Wytschaete, the British engineers with, a mine
destroyed a house and some trenches.

A GERMAN BOMB THROWER.

On
bombed

an armoured train near
Langemarck
which was located by an airman was shelled
and forced to retire and a German airman
;

;

obliged to descend at Roulers.
of Courtrai cost the

Rhodes-Moorhouse.

life

The bombing

of Lieutenant

Severely

W.

wounded

B. R.

above the

he

was again wounded this time
Still he went on.
mortally.
He reached -his
own base, made his report, and died
shortly
afterwards.
It was one of the most
heroic
episodes: of the war.
Th<- next

day

(April 27) the

with the French on their
1.

p.m.

Owing

left,

his

British

colleague,

Foch 'had

General Putz

made a vigorous attack on the Germans.
They were thrust back some distance in the
region of Pilkem. Two hundred
prisoners
and seven machine guns were
and
taken,

in the

thigh, instead of descending, he flew towards
thr British lines.
While 100 ft.

ground

Friday, the 30th, as General

warned

Lahore Division,
attacked about

to the clouds of
chlorine gas

214th,
lost

215th,

over

a

the

London

gun

fire,

beat

the

and 216th German
regiments
thousand men. Further east
Rifle
off

Brigade, with machine
a German advance from

the

Julien.
But west of the Yperlee Canal
enemy were by now too strongly installed

to

be

St.

quickly shifted. They had thrown
numerous footbridges across the
canal, and
had established several lines of

defence furnished
with sandbags, iron
chevaux-de-friae, pointed

wooden

stakes,

and defended by machine
guns.
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ground was inters.-,
As
watercourses, and marshes.

Tho

-t.-d

flat

would

tin..-

iniH-1.

tl.Mt

such a position, and

wonut

S,-c..nd

tin-

rn]>turrd

limit-

in

r.

008 O'clock,

bop"

his

Sir

HISTORY OF THE WAR.

77.V/-.N

////.

t>y

hedges,

was

it

flour

bo required to capture
also that until it was

Army's t-onuniinications
John French on May 1,

onl.-r.-d

I'luiner to

Sir llorl.ert

rotrojMdo movement.

At

Hill

60

Neuve Chapelle the Germans that
the wind
used
asphyxiating gas. But
day
sufand
unfavourable
probably
they
proved
MII.I

also at

fered

more from

than the British, most of

it

were now

whom

supplied

with

respirators,

though not of a very efficacious pattern.
That Sir John French was justified in conthe southern portion of the salient
tho events of the next two days showed conThe Germans, well aware that
tr.ieting

MAKING SOUVENIRS TO SEND TO
THEIR FRIENDS

clusively.

their gassing tactics

tered

by the supply

to the Allied troops of

appropriate respirators, made on Sunday May 2,
their
to
another
way
poison
attempt

through the Allied line between Boesinghe,
on the Yperlee Canal, and Zonnebeke, on the
Ypres-Boulers railway. Although respirators
had been served out to the British and

of sorts

French,

it is

apparent from the following de-

scription furnished by a British officer that the
Germans had still reason to hope that their
devilish devices
It

From

would speedily be coun-

might be successful

yards away. These jets soon joined forces until they
formed a solid wall of vapour some 8 ft. high, white on
greenish-yellow colour.
top, the remainder being of
This wall, although tho breeze was of the lightest
description, advanced with great rapidity, and was on
us in less than throe minutes. And now I fear it will be
impossible for me to give you a real idea of the terror,
of tho awful horror, that this loathsome, noiseless wall
of filthiness spread among us all.
I have seen men afraid, I have seen brave men nervous
and apprehensive, I have never before seen brave men
become suddenly panic-stricken, look round like frightened
animals, forget their

Thank God

away.
:

was on a beautiful Sunday evening, May

distance before
2,

at

"

my dugputting smoke up
from their trenches." I was into the fire trench almost
before he had finished speaking, my fear and horror of
about 5.30 p.m., that an officer looked into
"
" and
The Germans are
said,

bullets and fragments of shells.

out

gas having been most vividly in my imagination ever
enemy had caused the French to retire by
overwhelming them with its fumes a little more than a
since the

week previously.
The first things to be seen were three or four jets
of smoke rising from the enemy's trenches some 400

!

manhood and their duty, and run
those that did so only went a short

remembering they were

returning to their places.
Of course, directly we smelt the gas
tors,

such as

wo had

just

soldiers

we put on

bits of flannel

and-

respira-

dipped in

water. When the fumes were full on us breathing
becanjc most difficult, and we had to resist the temptation
to tear aside our respirators in our struggles for air.
The trenches presented a weird spectacle men were

coughing, spitting, cursing, and trying to be sick. I do
not suppose the worst part of it lasted for more than 10
minutes, but we could not have stood it much longer.
And then we had our reward the Germans advanced
to within 200 yards' range, and delivered themselves to
the fire of two of our Maxims.
The men fired dread-

badly with their rifles, but, poor chaps, they were
almost too weak to stund. Tho attack was too easily
beaten off ; we wanted to kill and go on
fully

killing.

Tho

first sensations, after the above excitement was
were coldness in the hands and feet and great
weakness
many men lay down at once and went into
a deep sleep. Throughout tho night the line was held

over,

;

in tho

most precarious way only a few men were fit for
and the men on the whole got worse instead of
The next day they wore still very bad, and it

sentry,
better.

was

pitiable to hear the coughing
several died.
The
next night we got about 200 of the worst cases
away to
hospital, but they continued going sick all the week,
;

and when I left, feeling utterly ill and with a
tompe.-ature,
we hod lost 300 men from gas alone.

The
typical.

IN

THE FRONT TRENCHES.
Taking

a rest.

incidents recorded

by this officer were
At many points the trenches were

temporarily abandoned, but the
failed to secure
any permanent

The moment

it

Germans
advantage.

appeared the wall of vapour,
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reddish cloud, was

The

gun.*

like a great
the target of every
that the Germans

from a distance

this time looking

made
was

result

were

it

advancing through

mowed down

in

heaps by the soixante-quinze and the British

The gas approached, sinking into
inequalities of the ground and rolling

artillery.

the

slowly towards the Allied trenches. Machine
guns and rifles spoke out and, on the extreme
the British position, the supports dashed
forward and bayoneted the enemy. At other
left of

places our troops

moved

out of the affected

area and charged the Germans in flank. The
2nd Seaforths and the 7th Argyll and Suther-

land

Highlanders particularly distinguished
themselves in this stern struggle.
South
of St. Julien

and between Fortuin and Zonne-

beke the line gave way, but the supporting
battalions with two cavalry brigades moved

and a half from Ypres
on the Zonnebeke road, and recovered the
up from

Potijze, a mile

nightfall

the

enemy

retired,

leaving

behind them heaps of dead and wounded. In
the hand-to-hand fighting many Germans

had

lost

their

asphyxiated.

respirators

When

it

came

and

had

been

to close quarters

they had little chance of escaping. The British,
almost always their superiors- in bayonet
work, had been maddened by their enemy's
treachery.
* It

is

bromine.

begun to regard the Germans with the
hatred

felt

bitter

towards the latter by the Belgians,

French, and Russians.
In the morning of Monday, May 3, the
Germans seemed about to renew the contest.

On

the British

west of the Bois des Cuise-

left,

Julien and Pilkem, they
were observed cutting entanglements, leaving
nirs,

between

St.

down in front as if
But the Allied artillery
which opened on them and inflicted severe
their trenches,

and

lying

about to advance.

prevented an attack from this quarter.
Instead the Germans assaulted the northern
losses

side of the

now very narrow salient. During
bombs thrown by a minen-

the afternoon large

werfer blew in a considerable length of trenches

and the garrison
little

fell

back behind a wood a

to the north-west of the village of Grafen-

There a successful, stand was made
and the further progress of the enemy checked.

stafel.

South

of

Dixmude, beyond the French lines,
bombarded with asphyxiating
Imagining that these had stupified

the Belgians were

trenches.

At

73

From

possible this

April

22 onward they had

may have been due

to the use of

bombs.

the foe, the

were

Germans delivered an

assault,

but

mowed down by machine

guns. During
the night the attack threatened in the morning
against the British left materialized, but again

the artillery brought

Meanwhile,

since

it

to a standstill.

the

of

evening

May

2,

H. Plumer had been evacuating the eastern
His new line was three
fringe of the salient.
Sir

miles shorter than the old.

French

trenches

SORTING OUT A POST.

west

of

It

the

touched the
Ypres-Lange-

[Photo Service o/ the French Armies.

WAR.
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A BIG SHELL.

WATCHING THE BURST
"

"

Shell -trap
marek road and run through
farm to the Hannubcck stream and the

eastern face of the Frezenberg ridge, which
elevation among the flat meadow.-;.
\\ii- a
slight

turned south, and covering
Hfllewoarde Lake and Hooge, curved round
Fortuin, with Zonnebeke, and
to Hill 00.

From

this ridge

it

the Polygon, Bosche and Veldhoek Woods
the scenes of the desperate struggles in October

were abandoned, but

and November, 1914

while
all the roads to Ypres were covered,
fewer troops were required for the defence of
the line, and those troops would not be exposed

from three

to fire

This very

sides.

difficult

operation of a withdrawal

an enemy whose trenches were in
was during the
places only ten yards away

in face of

Like the with3 completed.
the British Expeditionary Force
from the north bank of the Aisne, it had been
carried out with a celerity and secrecy redound-

May

night of

drawal

of

ing to the credit of

all

concerned.

From

the

darkness and
eight-mile long front, in pitch
off to their
marched
units
absolute silence, the
in

places

new

the

line.

The Royal Army

Mi 'dicaK Corps, under the guidance of Colonel
assisted

by Major Waggett (the
on throat diseases), brought
away 780 wounded men out of cellars and dugCrack shots were left behind in the
outs.

Ferguson,

London

specialist

tr< 'riches

was
tin-

to cover the retirement, but so skilfully

the next day, long after
last British soldier had left, the Germans
it

concealed

that, all

continued to shell
trenches.

Sir

deserved

the

thi-ni

by

Sir

many

of

the

abandoned

Herbert Plumer and his Staff well
congratulations

bestowed

on

John French.

May 4 was an uneventful day.

General
guns, and asphyxiating gas stopped
Germans
Putz's attempt to drive back the
across the Yperlee Canal,

for

the next

and
days the French
Boesinghe were engaged in methodically saptheir way to Steenstraate and the banks
between Lizerne

ten

ping
of the canal.

Along the British Front the
Germans under cover of the mist and a heavy
bombardment advanced cautiously, but they
till the next day.
then they had discovered that the British
had been readjusted. Trenches were

did not attack

By
line

dug opposite to it the guns advanced to new
About 9 a.m. clouds of poisonous
positions.
on
gas were projected against the British trenches
;

Our men

Hill 60.

fell

back and the Germans

In spite of heavy losses occasioned
among them by the British artillery, they took
some trenches north of the hill and even forced

pursued.

their

in the direction of Zillebeke as far

way

All day the combat
the
Germans were still
and
raged,
by nightfall
on the crest of the hill and also in some trenches
as the supporting line.

of it.
At midnight the British
them
from
the hill, but owing to
dislodged

north-east

another discharge of gas had to retire. On the
morning of May 6 Hill 60 and some trenches
north of

it

were in the hands of the enemy.

On

the north and south sides of the Ypres Roulers railway, and away on the left, they had

endeavoured with the aid of gas to pierce
British line.
The Germans had been

also

the

but the knowledge that a groat
French offensive in the Arras region, supported
repulsed,

by a

was in
them to fresh exerGeneral Foch and Sir John

British offensive south of the Lys,

preparation stimulated
tions.

Fog, machine

and

To

oblige

French to keep large forces north of the Lys
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was sound, and they had very good grounds

Menin road as a

hoping to take Ypres. How precarious
was the hold of the Allies on the ruined city

were under

for

may

be surmised from a statement of

Sir

John French:

had come up to the grounds
Chateau

behind Ypres.

of

The

Vlamertinghe
1st

York and

Regiment, the 3rd Middlesex
Regiment, the 2nd East Surrey Regiment, the
2nd Royal Dublin Fusiliers, and the 1st Royal
Lancaster

Throughout the whole period since the first break of
the line on the night of April i2 all the troops in this area
had been constantly subjected to violent artillery bombardment from a large mass of guns with an unlimited
supply of ammunition.
under so vastly superior

It

proved impossible whilst

fire of artillery

to dig efficient
trenches, or to properly reorganize the line, after the

confusion and demoralization caused by the first great
surprise and the subsequent, almost daily, ga
attacks.
Nor was it until after this date (May 8) that
effective preventatives had been devised and provided.

gas

On

another of the innu-

Saturday, May 8,
merable struggles for Ypres began. At 7 a.m.
the German artillery concentrated their fire

on the British

Five more battalions

reserve.

hand, and an infantry brigade

his

line

north and south of Frezen-

Warwickshire Regiment were thrown into the

But
Frezenberg was recovered.
enemy's machine-guns were too potent
for the British, and they had to withdraw
and

gap
the

to a line running north

Velorenhoek.

On

and south through

their left the 12th

London

Regiment losing heavily, reached the original
trench line.

At

4.15

p.m. the position was threatened

from the east and north.

Masses of Germans

woods south

Trenches were obliterated and huge
berg.
losses sustained.
Three hours later the enemy

issued from the

advanced against our front between the YpresPoelcappelle and the Ypres-Menin roads, his
main efforts being directed on both sides of the

cappelle road and captured Wieltje, two miles
or so from Ypres.
On Wieltje the 7th Argyll

The

of

one

right
Ypres-Roulers railway.
Brigade broke at 10.15, its centre and the left
of another Brigade south of it retired.
The

At

1

the line the 2nd Essex Regiment, about
11.30 a.m., destroyed a small force of ad-

Two

and overwhelmed.
The enemy had smashed their way through
at Frezenberg, and at 3.30 p.m. Sir Herbert
Plumer counter-attacked. Early in the day
he had placed two battalions astride the Ypres-

by a bayonet charge
and regained most of the

a.m. the British

carried

vancing Germans, but a few minutes after
noon the centre of another Brigade broke and
the 1st Suffolks, on its right, were surrounded

the Menin

and Sutherland Highlanders and the 1st East
Lancashire Regiment were directed.
The sun went down, but still the battle raged.

Princess Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry,
however, stuck to their posts. On the left
of

of

road, while other masses descended the Poel-

Wieltje,

ground to the north

of

it.

Cavalry Divisions and a Territorial
Division were during the night placed at Sii
Herbert Plumer's disposal. They were needed.

In the early morning, about 5 a.m., everyone
had been startled by the sound of a terrific
cannonade beyond the Lys. From the south
of Armentieres, through Neuve Chapelle and
Givenchy to the Arras region, the Allies were

The unsuccessful attempt by Sir
Douglas Haig to storm the Aubers ridge and
advancing.

GERMAN DRAGOONS CROSSING A STREAM.
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of the French in the Carency
be described in a subsequent chapter.
sufficient to mention that on Carency,

and he was promptly killed. The
2nd Cameron Higlilanders, 9th Royal Scots,
and the 3rd and 4th King's Royal Rifles had

north of Arras, from over a thousand guns, a
large number of shells were discharged, and

read the enemy a severe lesson.
Between the Ypres-Comines Canal and the

day wore on, the German troops
and in the neighbourhood were

Menin- Ypres road for half an hour two bat-

To counterbalance the French victory,
the Germans, who were elated by their repulse

So dense was the gas that a man could not see
his hand when held before his face.
The grass

Douglas Haig's attacks south of Armen-

was bleached
the sandbags turned a bright
Under the circumstances it was
yellow.

the

victory

region will

Here

it is

that, as the

at this point
routed.

of Sir

bombarding the British trenches,

tieres, after

trick failed

teries of gas cylinders discharged their contents.

;

men from

made wild rushes for Ypres in the afternoon.
North of the town a body of five hundred
dashed from tho woods and were killed almost
On the north-east there was a dingto a man.
dong fight and five separate assaults were

the influence of this pestilential vapour, but
the rifles of the troops to right and left prevented the enemy entering the lost trenches,

delivered on the eastern side of the salient.

reoccupied.

The centre

of

was south

battle

this

of

the

Ypres-Menin road, but at 6.30 p.m. the enemy
north of it attempted to storm the grounds of

Under the concenfire
of
trated
guns, maxims, and rifles the
German masses on every occasion melted
the Chateau de Hooge.

away, the ground being literally heaped with
dead and wounded. They had gained 150
trenches at a fearful cost and the

of

yards
British

had been comparatively

losses

insig-

In the course of the fighting the
2nd Gloucestershire Regiment and 2nd Cameron

nificant.

had

themselves,

thought prudent to withdraw our

when

which,

the

gas

cleared

were

away,

It was only north of the Menin road that the
Germans had any success. Their shells des-

troyed the trenches of the 3rd King's Royal
and 4th Rifle Brigade. Many soldiers

Rifles

were buried

The

alive.

survivors retired to

another line of trenches immediately west of
Bellewaarde Wood, the trees in front of which

had been pounded by the

an im-

shells into

passable entanglement.
While these events were proceeding on the
ground, in the air there had been numerous

The

incidents.

day before, above the
a British airman with a

distinguished
Highlanders
the Gloucesters suffering heavy casualties.
Thus on Sunday, May 9, the German attacks

Wytschaete region,
machine gun had put out

north and the British attacks south of the Lys,
had failed, while the French had won a con-

The canal bridge at Don had been
feet.
bombed, and a British airman hit by an aircraft gun had had to descend at Lille.
On

siderable

victory

south of

La

Bassee.

On

enemy spent the morning shelling
Monday
our trenches north and south of the Meninthe

They then discharged a cloud

Ypres road.
gas.

After

waiting,

as

they thought,

of

long

vapour to do its work,
they streamed out from the woods and through
the clearings. Many were dressed in British

enough

for the poisonous

uniforms.

All

But by now

an

easy

triumph.
effective respirators had been

expected

supplied to our soldiers. Suddenly these lined
the parapets and poured in rapid fire from
rifles

The Germans who
threw themselves flat on the

and machine guns.

which

of action a Taube,
nose downward, several thousand

fell,

Monday one

of our

airmen looped the loop.

In a single-seater aeroplane he was 8,000
or so

up hunting a Taube.

machine gun, he

ft.

Reloading his

lost control of

the steering

The

aeroplane turned upside down.
It happened that the belt round his waist,
gear.

which kept him in his seat, was loose. The
down round his legs and he was

belt slipped

left
clutching the rear centre strut and
desperately endeavouring to free his legs
and reach the control lever with his feet.

It

was not

till

>

tho machine was 2,500

ft.

or so

their

the ground that he succeeded. Then slowly
the plane looped the loop and he slid back into

A few seconds later shrapnel descended
bodies.
on them from our guns in the background,
and in front of the parapets there was a sham-

was a cool and daring action.
Exasperated by their failures, tho Germans
on Tuesday, May 11, threw hundreds of in-

smoke and dust a German

cendiary shells into the ruins of Ypres. over the
blazing buildings of which a dense pall of

were not hit
ground,

bles. .

and the

Out

dressed

as

of the

a

bullets;

Highlander

passed

over

dashed

forward,

shouting, "Don't shoot, don't shoot !"
:

The

off

his seat.

It

smoke speedily

settled.

All

round the

salient
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their artiller\ deluded (he British trenches with

high-explosive shells.

mid

:il~t

(In-

(lii-ci-

out

of

Our own guns

replied

Heavy Battery put a Gennaii
action and the North Midland

Heavy Battery damaged several howitzers.
The enemy'!- lire was particularly devastating
mi the port inn

of the line astride the

St. .lulien road.

Ypres-

South of the Menin rond three

-.parate attacks

ere delivered

and

repulsed.

The (Jermans temporarily gained a footing in
2nd Cameron
part of the trenches held by the
and
Sutherland
1st
and
the
Argyll
Highlanders
Highlanders, only, however, to be ejected by a
supporting company ot the 9th Royal Scots.
Yet, despite the ghastly toll paid by them,
the rank and file of the Germans had not lost
heart.

An

extract from a letter written the

A FRENCH INTERPRETER WITH THE
BRITISH.

next day from St. Julien by a soldier of the
22nd Reserve Jiiger Battalion illustrates the
spirit

which animated

many

of

them:

those

that we have Im 1 three days' rest, we are going
back to the trenches this evening. To-day or tomorrow will decide the (ate of Ypres, and we riflemen will
From our trenches
all do our beat to carry it through.
one sees the whole country as far a Ypres, and we had

Now

to-day a magnificent spectacle. Our artillery, which is
located here in tremendous numbers, was going strong.

Wherever we looked, one saw smoke and striking
from the small 7-6 cm. to the 21 cm.

Wednesday, May
in

12,

Watching

sheila

was spent by the enemy

bombarding the British trenches, especially

at a

loophole.

north and south

of

the

Menin road.

Herbert Plumer, expecting that this was a
preparation for a final attack, withdrew his
Sir

depleted centre division during the night and
it two cavalry divisions, which
with the artillery and engineers
of the retired division were known as the

substituted for

henceforth
"

Cavalry Force." The division which had
been brought back into reserve had been fighting
continuously since April 22.
heavily

and most

being led

by

It

had

of its battalions

lost

very

were

now

The Cavalry Force
had to defend the line

captains.

under General de Lisle

from the north-east of Velorenhoek to the
Bellewaarde Lake.
"
To-day or to-morrow,"

Jager just quoted,

"

will

had

said

the

decide the fate of

Ypres." On Thursday, May 13, at 4.30 a.m.
a bombardment which is described
by Sir
Herbert Plumer as " the heaviest bombardment
yet

experienced

in torrents

north.

"

At about

It

opened.

and a

bitter

was

raining

wind blew from the

7.45 a.m. the Cavalry Brigade

astride the

Ypres-Roulers railway, where its
trenches had been blown in, fell back about

800 yards.

Many men

Guards had been buried

of the
alive.

3rd Dragoon
the right

To

of the brigade the

North Somerset Yeomanry
under Lieutenant-Colonel
Geoffrey Glyn proved
that the Yeomanry of
England had not deterio-

Not only did they hold their trenches,
but they advanced and
charged the enemy with
rated.

the

A BRITISH SNIPER
With

his telescopic sight

rifle.

bayonet.

The

Royals,

10th

Hussars,

and the Blues were
brought up, and at 2.30 p.m.
a counter-attack, assisted
the Duke

by

Westminster's armoured

cars,

of

was delivered
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by the two brigades. In the face of very heavy
shrapnel and rifle fire, the dismounted cavalry
crept forward.
Suddenly a party of Germans
"
"
bolted to the rear. The cry of
They're off
was raised, and the whole British force darted
forward. The enemy, including those in the
support and reserve trenches, broke and ran
they were terribly punished by slirapnel and
!

;

machine-guns. In this charge the lOth'Hussars
under Major Crichton and the Essex Yeomanry,

79

German dead and

the woods choked up with
dying.

Two days later on
attacked Steenstraate

15

May
and

General Putz

Het

Sast.

The

Zouaves and Algerian sharpshooters captured
a trench before Steenstraate, entered the village,

and by the end of the day reached the canal.
More than 600 German corpses were counted.
Simultaneously the Zouaves occupied Het
Sast.

The

bombardment had para-

artillery

"

We

were conspicuous for their gallantry.

lysed

The original position was regained. On it
the Germans once more turned their heavy
As the trenches had disappeared,
artillery.
considered advisable to withdraw
it
was
V

with our hands in our pockets," said a Zouave
recounting the scene.

the

men

to an irregular line behind.

the craters formed

There in

by
they opposed to
the Germans an unbreakable resistance.

On
also,

the

north of Wieltje, there were,

savage encounters between the opposing
"
"

forces.

Farm was momentarily
was soon afterwards recovered by
Rifle Brigade.
The II East LancaShell-trap

lost,

but

the

II

shire

left,

shells

it

Regiment

were

out

shelled

of

their

trenches, which were retaken

by their support
the
Essex
and
2/
Regiment
by
company
The I/ Hampacting on its own initiative.
shire
Regiment killed or wounded every
German who approached them, and the 5/

London Regiment maintained

its

position.

By nightfall the enemy, apart from pressing
back the cavalry a few hundred yards, had
completely failed. The plain was covered and

THE SHIELD OF A

"75"

its

defenders.

entered the village

the Germans counterHet
Sast with asphyxiatattacked, bombarding
donned
shells.
The
their masks
Zouaves
ing
and met them with rifle fire and hand-grenades.
Both at Steenstraate and Het Sast the assaults*

During the

night

were repulsed with awful carnage. By May 17
not a German who was not killed, wounded,
or a prisoner remained on the left bank of the
Yperlee Canal. Three villages, four fortified

and three redoubts had been captured,
and at least three regiments had been destroyed
by the French. They had amply avenged the
gassing of their comrades on April 22.
lines,

Such was the
Germans'

asphyxiants.

they had

inglorious termination of the

to win a battle by using
They had not taken Ypres

first effort

lost

;

very

many thousands

of

men

;

they had infuriated the usually tolerant British
soldiers and public ; and they had rendered
indignant

every

civilized

neutral

FRENCH GUN DAMAGED BY GERMAN

by

FIRE.

their
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By resorting to asphyxiatthe
Kaiser
ing gases
tacitly admitted that he
tltiMtiinlly im'thodf".

could no longer hope for success by clean
lighting and that to overcome the Allied troops
hi- must have recourse to means which the most

would have scorned to employ.
That the superiority of their opponents was
ferocious savage

beginning to sink into the minds of the
soldiers

is

shown by two

incidents.

German

On May

15,

THE BIBLE
The

according

to

a

mated

by

their

Forty -eight hours

report,

the

German

countrymen
later,

behind

them.

south of Neuve Chapelle

a battalion of Saxons raised their hands and
hoisted the white flag.
British

lines,

Prussian artillery and

HIS SHIELD.

life

shrapnel bullet went right through

it.

Ere they reached the
massacred by the

they were

of Private A. G. Perkins, of the 1st
Lincolns, was saved by the Bible he was
carrying in his breast pocket.

A

French

Marino Fusiliers defending the Yperleo Canal
wished to surrender and were promptly deci-

rifles.

CHAPTER

LXXXIII.

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE
BALTIC PROVINCES.
THE GEKMAN ADVANCE INTO THE BALTIC PROVINCES ITS AIMS THE SETTLEMENT OF THE GERMAN
ON THE BALTIC SHORE THE BALTIC GERMANS AND RUSSIA THE PAST MUTUAL RELATIONS OF
THE GERMANS AND THE LETTS THE MILITARY OPERATIONS IN SAMOGITIA AND COURLAND UP TO

MAY
30

April

ON

that immediate advantages should be reaped,,

communiques

official

brought the news of the German
raid in the direction of Libau and

Shavle.

By May

2

had developed

into

The explanation which seemed most natural
was at first given for Hindenburg's new under-

Western

offensive in the district of Gorlice in

Galicia

such as would justify the undertaking.

Germanic

the

an action

almost

of

Even

for

Eastern front. Naturally, therefore; much
speculation arose concerning the real aim of
that new enterprise.

in

too complex to admit of singleness of purpose.
The same is true about strategics ; different
distant

future,

are

them belonging

usually

present

and variety

advantage

;

should

of purposes

the

is

wider

expectations never be realized,
Vol. V.
Part 55.

it

motives

a

is

which

The

lesson

towards the end of

from that raid

learned

probably one of the
German advance against

for

the

By pushing the front line away from
own territory the Germans secured its

Shavle.

the

their

safety against hostile inroads

;

and

it

must be

admitted that when economic attrition had

of positive

hopes

cavalry,

of our Allies constituted

Such a multi-

thoughts of the directing mind.
plicity

in

to

the case of Memel,

March.

;

of

his

generalship on their part to take advantage
The Russians had done the same
of that fact.

Very few human actions in ordinary everyday
life can be traced back to one single exclusive
motive
both life and the human mind are

some

for

contempt the statement that the enemy was
moving along the line of least resistance.
If the Germans found that the district between
Libau, Shavle, and the Prussian frontier was
left
it
was sound
practically unguarded,

immediate strategic importance
than they were in any other part of the entire
of

possibilities,

employment

Raids are naturally directed
against unguarded points, and there is no
reason to colour with a touch of reproach and

miles

any point

least

of

of trench-warfare.

about a

having penetrated
into Russian territory, the
German forces were still further away from

hundred

It

line

could not bo used along the other parts of the
front, where fighting had assumed the character

of independent strategic importance.

after

was said that he had chosen the
resistance, and had found in

taking.

addition

unprecedented magnitude.
It was evident from the very beginning
that the advance against Libau and Shavle

was devoid

18.

come

and

the

desirable
Si

to play a prominent part in warfare,

German

policy

of

attaching

supreme
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SOLDIERS OF THE TSAR.
importance to the security of their
tory found justification.

There

are,

own

however, two limitations to the

usefulness of raids or advances such

devoid

immediate

of

First, care

terri-

strategic

as are

importance.

must be taken that the raiding

force

of the

Russian

line

on the Dunajec and Biala

came as a surprise to the German commanders
themselves. On the other hand, the view has
been put forward that the advance along the
Baltic shore aimed at diverting the attention

from the Dunajec-Biala

of our Allies

should not be exposed to dangers out of pro|K>rtion to the results which may be obtained

by means of the raid. In this respect the
Germans were fairly well guarded. In view of

was ever meant to

their naval strength in the Baltic they could
retire to the shore,

should a Russian

always
advance from Kovno seriously threaten their
right flank The second restriction on the usefulness of raids

draw

forces

is this,

that they should not withof greater use in the

which might be

decisive theatre of war.

to estimate

the effects

would be difficult
which Hindenburg's
It

advance on Shavle had on the general situation,
particularly on the offensive in West

and

Gnlicia.

Cavalry was, during April, of small

use in other parts of the front, and most of
t ho
raiding force, as is shown by the very speed
of its advance, consisted of
But
cavalry.
the

first

week in May saw the Russians in full
West Galicia. It ig an open question

retreat in
\vhi-t

her the Germanic armies
disposed

of sufficient cavalry in

rould

spare

the

Western

divisions

anyhow

Galicia,

and

which the Baltic

raid had withdrawn to the front in Lithuania
and Courland, or whether the
speed of the
advance which followed on the breakdown

On

front.

careful consideration it seems, however,

very

doubtful whether the Baltic raid could, did, or

week

later

affect the operations

which a

were opened in Western Galicia.

Another aim ascribed to the Baltic raid was
and Libau have been for

that of foraging. Riga
centuries

two

of the great granaries of

Eastern

moreover a rich potato crop, preEurope
served from the autumn, and plenty of cattle,
;

were to be found in Lithuania and Courland.

The German

raid, says the Russian official
"
communique of May 1, may be explained as
an attempt to include for foraging purposes,

within the sphere of operations, a section of
frontier territory which had not yet been ruined

by the war."

When

the

great

French

losing its cosmopolitan ideals,

Revolution

was

and substituting

for them, in so far as international affairs
were concerned, that doubtful worldly wisdom
which is now generally known by the name of

Kealpolitik,

Danton, the incarnation of much
and of some that was worst in
"
made the remark

that was best

the Revolution,

Fennemi,

et

deu.cfois."

vivre

that

d

Vaincre

sea depens, c'est le vaincre

During the Great

War the Germans
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kept to that maxim. We know
a fact that the Germans requisitioned

faithfully
it

for

great quantities of wheat at Libau, and robbed
the peasant
population throughout most
parts

of

Courland and Lithuania

of

grain,

potatoes, cattle, poultry, in short of anything

they

could

immediately

lay

hands

on.

requisitioned

all

they could find in the invaded districts.
We shall not quote any of the many

American Polish and Lithuanian newspapers,
and which tell the story of the depredations
committed by " the cursed Swabians." We
limit ourselves to one example coining
from a German source and concerning Poland,
which had suffered even more severely by the
shall

which

war than Belgium. The shortage of food in
Poland was recognized by an official Austrian
communique of April 8, which begins with the

letters

following phrase

they

Similarly

metals

83

from Polish and Lithuanian peasants to
tives in America, which appeared in

rela-

the

"
:

Considering that the ques-

tion of food forms at present the

and most urgent problem

most important

for the population of

GERMAN TRANSPORTS ON THE RIVER NIEMEN.
Schooners to convey barges of troops and ammunition about to start for Russian territory.
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."
of Russian Poland.
o<-cii|iii-il parts
This, however. >ei'ms to liavi' in no way con-

the

.

corned

tin

zetiiini of

the

1

(iermmis.

M

uvh -7 announces to

joyful neus

authorities

the Silesian

ceeded

"

l><-niwlic

readers
military

Poland

ill

requisitioned

Chamber

its

(icriiinii

Ttt'.ii-x-

><>

potatoes,

ami that

of Agriculture

had "suc-

of

buying in Poland 8,000 hundred
bran at 24 marks the hundred-weight.

in

\veiuht of

We

hiul

tin-

tli.it

hundredweight

liiillii>n

Tlif

.

-

are not told whether,

and in what way,

t

lie

(iTiiiiin military authorities helped them in
milking that splendid bargain. If such met hods
opted in the devastated regions of
Poland, little mercy could the peasant population
;

of Lithuania,

and

least of all that of Courland,

expect from the German invaders. For a
hatred, which all the waters of the Baltic Sea
could never extinguish, burns in the heart of

every Lettish peasant against the Germans,

and the Germans have always answered it with
a hatred equally strong, and with persecutions
and oppressions such ns hardly any other nation
in

Europe has ever had to

suffer.

Seven centuries ago the first German conquerors set foot on the coast of the Baltic Sea,
in

the

land

inhabited

by

Lithuanian and Finnish tribes

different
;

less

Letto-

than ten

years before the war, during the revolution of
1906, Letts and Germans were once more

hunting one another in the Baltic Provinces, as

the White

men and

in the virgin forests

the Redskins had done

What

America.

of

the

<!emian "Baltic Barons," the Herrenvolk of
Courland,

would

when

do

their

kinsmen

from across the Prussian border had come
to their aid,

distant

those

anyone could guess who knew
districts

stretching

backwaters of the Baltic Sea.

i|iiiet

sinister political aspect to

In order to understand

along

the

There

is

a

Hindenburg's raid.*

its

full

meaning

it

is

necessary to review, if only briefly, the political
condition and problems of those districts.
It

ought to be marked

first of all

that

we

are

dealing, in the ease of the Baltic raid, with

two
different countries, with Samogitia,f which
forms the western half of the government of
Kovno, and with Courland. These two districts,
although they had originally been
of
the same nation and political
parts
system,
came subsequently to differ widely owing to
then-

different

historical

developments.

The

from the Finnish Gulf to
the Lower Vistula, and its hinterland up to the
Vilia and Dubissa, were inhabited in the twelfth
entire Baltic shore,

century by different Lithuanian and Finnish
tribes
the border zone between them ran
;

*

The Hindenburgs themselves were a family settled
Russian Baltic Provinces, and
Hindenburg
as a good Junker was certain to view the concerns of the
German Baltic Barons as his own family affairs.
t"Samogitia" means in Lithuanian the "Low"
lands
its language differs
slightly from the Lithuanian
as spoken round Kovno and Vilna.
also in the

;

A RUSSIAN PATROL
BOAT,
Fitted with machine
guns.
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RUSSIAN ARTILLERY IN ACTION.
Inset

:

Guns

disguised by

fir

branches.

more or less through the middle of Livland.
The Lithuanian tribes were known in various
parts of the country by different names, and
their dialects varied to some extent.
Still, all
of them were merely subdivisions of the same
group the Lithuanians proper, the Samogitians,
the Letts, and finally the Prussians, who are
:

now practically extinct in
form

;

there

are

only

Lithuanian Prussians
of

their nobler Lithuanian

these

about two hundred

left in

East Prussia. The

Letto-Lithuanian

tribes
languages
'were more closely allied to the Slav languages
than to ony other European speech, though it
is

a mistake to describe them as Slav.

two

thirteenth

In the

German

Knightly
century
Orders settled on the shores of the Baltic,

one at the mouth of the Vistula, the other
round Riga. They pursued identical aims they
were waging a war of extermination on the
;

Letto-Lithuanian

tribes.

For

the

sake

of

strength and efficiency these two Orders amalgamated about the year 1 225. Besides fighting
the Letto-Lithuanians, the Northern branch,
centring round Riga, had to carry on war

continually renewed struggle for the dominion
over the Baltic Sea and its shores. In this

against the Finnish

struggle the

Esthoniaus,

and the Russian town-republic

of

the

Danes,

Novgorod

;

the Southern branch of the Teutonic Knightly
Order, which had its chief seat at Marienburg

West

was waging wars also against
the Polish kingdoms of the Vistula basin.
These were the first stages of the gigantic,
in

Prussia,

two great warrior-kings of Sweden,
Gustavus Adolphus end Charles XII., achieved
world fame. This struggle formed the chief
preoccupation of Peter the Great, during whose
reign the Baltic Provinces passed under Russian
rule

;

it

was

in the

wars for the dominion of

the Baltic that Prussia achieved her silent

rise,

552
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rw-eiv.-d her

and Poland
\\:ir

.

lirst

witm~-ed milya further

old routf-i

Mow. The

crushing

stilts

f

the

Mediterranean of the North.

I'm- tin-

The foundation of the new Russian capital
shore of the
by IVt.r the (ireat on the eastern
marked

Baltic

to

I

\\hieh

annexiition

by

Rus-i.i,

wit.-

of St.

to prove of

even greater importance
namely, to the

the history of the world

in
.

name

liniil

Petersburg gave expression
he aceomplished fact of another comiuesi.
the

i.ut

its

oni|iie.-t

Bnltir

grants,

of

the Russian

Government by the

Ci-mans and by other German immiwho now heeame the teaehers and

the tyrant.- of Russia.
of
Having passed through a longer period
stood
oeaief
and
having
political development,

to the centres of

West-European

Germans uere naturally better
servants of the modern State

culture, the

fitted to

be the

in Rtissia than

were the native Russian boyars.

They were

of an autoespecially well fitted for servants
system ; devoid of any feeling for the

cratic

country and

people, hated

its

by

it,

they deve-

loped the art of government for government's
sake.
The offices of State became the fourth
"
The highest
Gen nan province in Russia.
and
the
diplomatic
posts in the Russian Army

Russian people that at that time a Courlander occupying one of the highest posts in
the Russian Foreign Office thought it necessary
"
of the arrogance of
to warn the Emperor
"
If your Majesty does
the Russian party." f
"
we shall
not check this mischief," said he,
"

alities

Count

Vitzthum

in

and riches." Still, such
was the hatred against them among the true
tible

*

mine

of offices

Memoir*, Vol. I. Count Vitzthum was a German
he was Saxon Minister to St. Petersburg.

himself

;

at the
with the Russian people
the
Government.
served
best they
,But in
the
interests
for
worked
most cases they
only

never

Esthonian

is

a Finnish language, and

in

RUSSIAN TROOPS

no way

felt

;

.

of their

own

that tribe
It

tribe,

and the

spiritual

was at Konigsberg and

home

of

Berlin.

was but natural that the Baltic Germans

should have used their power in the Russian

Government
position

in

for
strengthening their own
the home-provinces of Courland,

and Esthonia, and for maintaining
dominion over their Lettish and Estho-

Livonia,
their

peasant population. As a matter of
the Germans formed and form to 'the

present

merely a ludiEsthonia had in

in those provinces

day

small

minority.
1897 a population of 412,716 inhabitants
of
these 365,959 spoke the Esthonian language, %
crously

;

allied

to

Lettish.

The

binding link between the
is not
language but comcommon hatred against the

Esthonians and the Letts

mon
1

the

continued to write, throughout

which they wrought surpassed a hundredfold
any good which they may have done. They

fact,

wrote

filled

"

the nineteenth century, the blackest pages of
The destruction
Russia's internal history.

nian

were

Germans

mischief

Russian Empire,

the

inhabiting

Baltic

1853,*

"

Bartholomew's

St.

The
Xight of all German officials."
was "checked," and with the blood and tears
of the best Russians and of the other nation-

by Germans, and the numerous
sons of the nobility of Courland and Livonia
regarded the Russian Empire as an inexhaus-

service."

your reign a

live to see in

sufferings

and a

Germans.

DRAWN UP FOR

INSPECTION.
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Till-

Ornmn.

16,037

wan

The population

Letts, 518,594 Esthonians,
In

<

.'c'

amounted

vinces

these

And

Only 50 years ago the Russian
Government gave us our freedom (from serfdom), but at the same time committed the

Letts

tin-

Thus

51,017.

population of the three Baltic Pro-

tutiil

lli.'

and 98,513 German-.

Germans

the

1,042,

10.").(iJ7

in

to

IS'JT

were Germans, ss

Hut

1,094. .~><i.-i Letts.

of the

the iiieiter part

still

15

2..'!Sli,l

of

;

I..V.;; i:-,tli..nian-.

Germans own
they wc-v, and

the

land,

"
"
mn-terfolk
endeavour to remain, the
(das
llcrrenvolk) of these provinces, whilst the Letts

and

Esthonians

are

and

farmers

mostly

Catherine

of the eighteenth

century

tried to

improve the condition
of the peasantry in the Baltic Provinces, but
"
failed.
The nobility
consisting largely
II.

.

of

retired

officers,

in

.

.

whom

camp-life

developed that contempt for other
the difference of nationality

them

in

.

resented

.

Empress as an

had by

the

unjustified

men

itself

had

which

implanted

demands of the
and ruinous intru-

sion into their private affairs." *

At

last,

the

in

under

course

of

the nineteenth

from

the Russian
Government, the German masters consented
to the abolition of serfdom in the Baltic Procentury,

pressure

vinces

; the emancipation of their
peasants was,
however, carried through in such a manner
that the property of
practically all the land

was vested

in the

German

aristocracy,

and the

economic condition of the peasantry changed
tor the worse rather than for the better.
In

even at the present day, although
hundreds of thousands of acres have been
redeemed by the Letts, a few hundred
(

'ourland,

big
landowners, almost all Germans, own more
land than half a million Lettish
peasants.
The war was likely also to settle the fate of the
Lettish
tions

and Esthonian peasantry

to come.

An

able

for genera-

summary

of

to slavery.

grave injustice of leaving

their

right

writer,

of the Russians,

"

M. Rolland's correspondent.
Compared with the Germans the Russians
appeared
This description of the relation of
German masters
Uttbh peasants does not come from the
pen of a
-.-it
It i taken from Dr.
Seraphim's Baltuche Gesch ichte
Dr. Seraphim is in, ,,r,l,.,,t. (Jerman
patriot
This letter was published in the J
aurna l <fc Oenive
..-, 0,u,i;, r
li. 1914.
We quote the translation from
IMMkjr-i book on Russia and the Great War "
I

.

call

the Lett--

"

We nequired our culture
them, against their will."

do

to

in spite of

so.

In 1906 the Lettish revolution was directed

mainly against the Germans. After it had
"
broken down,
at. the head of the
majority of
the military detachments sent to chastise the
country were

officers

who had asked

for this

German

of

nationality

employment."

Having
command, they displayed a
"
in shooting down men
simply uncanny zeal
and burning houses." The nation of masters
received

the

carried out its vendetta.

Now,
spondent,
filled

says M. Rolland's Lettish corre"
our soldiers have left for the front

with enthusiasm

.

.

.

because the. war

against Germany, and we are capable of any
sacrifice to prevent the annexation of the
Baltic Provinces."
The German landowners
is

and merchants
he,

in the Baltic Provinces,
says

though Russian subjects,

will

German armies with open arms.

welcome the
Not so the

Letts or the Esthonians; in fact, these
were,
in August 1915,
forming legions of volunteers
for the defence of the Baltic Provinces
against

the Germans.

The delegate of the Estho-Lettish
group had
declared in the Duma on
August 8, 1914
:

"We

have

many

Not

M. Romain Rolland.f
The Letts had lived under the German
yoke

I

Germans

the Russian Empire."

famous French

writes

thanks to

which we arc regarded, with the Finns and the
Ksthonians, as the most advanced nation of

not chooso this

coming

our land in the

a certain level of culture,

attain

views and position was given in a letter written
by a Lettish national revolutionary to the

for centuries before the

all

hands of German proprietors. In spite of ali,
we have managed in 20 or 30 years to redeem
from the Germans a portion of our soil, and to

ungrateful, he goes on to say, but they have no

labourers, the descendants of their serfs.

Towards the end

For centuries the Germans

to us as liberators.

kept us by brute force in a state comparable

074,034 inhabitants

'oiirland. of

count

Livland

of

including 510,523

1,299,365 inhabitants,

Germans

accounts to settle with the

of the Baltic Provinces,

so the

moment

Germans

;

but we shall

for settling

in the last

days

them."
of April

the armies of
Hindenburg were crossing Samogitia on their way to Courland, the land of
blood and tears and German barons.
"

German

troops have again occupied an
important part of the late Duchy of Courland,"
announced the semi-official Berliner Lokal

Anzeiger on the occupation of Libau on
1915.

"Seven

centuries ago

German

May

8

knights

and merchants had entered that
country in
order to subdue it to
German dominion

'
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and
of

order

in

German

to

in

lay

culture,

it

the

foundations

which rules

there

un-

been commanded by General von Lauenstein.
who in March had been in command of the

German Reserve .Corps.

changed to the present day. German warriors
under Knight Hindenburg follow now in their
footsteps.
May this be a lucky omen for the

mates put the strength

future.

of infantry,

."

.

.

39th

of the

Subsequent

German

esti-

forces in

the Baltic Provinces at one and a half corps

and about the same number

of

probable that the former figure
cavalry.
renders more accurately the numbers engaged
It

Fighting on a small scale had been proceeding on the confines of East Prussia and

89

is

in the first advance, whilst the latter includes

on Memel

reinforcements which were sent during the following week to the support of the advanced

March). During these
to
suffer severe German
had
Taurogen
little
was left of that
bombardments
very

Only small numbers of infantry could
have taken part in the first raid. Almost a hundred miles seem to have been covered in two

Samogitia, round the town

of

Taurogen, ever

since the time of the Russian raid

the

(towards

end

of

battles

;

ancient

seat

of

the

Princes

Radziwill.

By

bodies.

German

days.

what they

military writers ascribe that fact

the marvellous endurance of

one of the few things which
survived the German bombardment was the

to

monument of the Russian General Dybitch,
who concluded with the Prussian general York

in all probability that the infantry

some irony

of fate,

at Taurogen, in 1813, the famous convention
against Napoleon which marked the beginning
of the so-called

Wars

considerable

and Jurburg.

Their

forces

strength

between

was at

German infantry. The

for its

advance

Tilsit

made

is

use

of motor-transport, at least for

part of the way.

from

truth of the matter

A

first-class

high road leads

by Taurogen and Shavle to Mitau

and Riga

of Liberation.

In the last week of April the Germans concentrated

the

call

Tilsit
first

that road, being about 50 feet wide,
;
provides sufficient space for three cars moving
It was used by the infantry, artilin one line.
lery,

and transport, while smaller

side roads

estimated at three brigades of cavalry and one

were probably followed by the main bodies of

brigade of infantry, and they were said to have

cavalry.

RUSSIAN CAVALRY ON THE MARCH.

Till:

have started mi

Tin- mxadiiii: force-* M-CIII to

moved in
main body moved iiloni;
April 27. and

rood.

On

left

adxanced

iMxnlry
MI-MI,

its

x\

here

tin-

ilic

t

lie

A

Tsurogon-Sbavle

missed the Xicinen over a bridge constructed
Thes<!
liy German engineers near Jurburg.

body

toward-

Ki>M Milan-Lilian

meets that coming from
a- rut nl'f
thn~ Lilmu

Riga or with Kovno.

third body, also consisting chiefly of cavalry,

Telslie

l)y

xvith

i-diiini'.inii'atioii

The

three columns.

considerable

u

OF THE WAR.

HlsToliY

//.!//>

of

Nlui.:

direction of Shavle

-lniii_'ht

t'orees

railway

axvay from

:

all

had a double task before them.

had to screen the

lines of

They

communication, of the

central column from possible Russian flank
attacks from the south-east, from the direction
of

Kovno,

\\hilst advancing further by Rossictowards Hadzivilishki, they had for their
objective the junction of the railways from

nie

Yilna

and from Ponieviez.

By

seizing the rail-

junction of Radzivilishki, and establishing
themselves on the line Shadoff-Bei.ssagola,

way

they prevented a quick concentration of
Russian troops on the flank of the main German
group which was moving by Shavle against
Mitau and Riga.

The first more serious encounter between the
German and the Russian troops took place
near

Shavle,*

on April

being outnumbered
*

Shavle

inhabitants.

is

29.
The Russians,
by the Germans, withdrew

a picturesque old town of about 15,000
classes are mainly Poles, the

The upper

Russians, the peasants Lithuanians, the small
shopkeepers and artisans are Jews. Shax'le lias acquired
officials

RUSSIAN RETREAT FROM
GALICIA
watching the
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ON THE ROAD TO WARSAW.
German
in the direction of Mitau.*

Germans
Muravievo

reached

and

the

On

railway

Radzivilishki.

infantry passing through a village.

April 30 the
stations

of

On May

1

German patrols appeared near Libau on the
same day a few German torpedo-boats visited
;

the Gulf of Kiga.

Libau and Riga were their

main strategic objectives. Their calculation
was that should the Rxissians concentrate
recently a peculiar connexion with the British Empire.
In the decade preceding the outbreak of the Boer War

some 60,000 Jews emigrated to South Africa from Shavle
and a dozen other small surrounding towns.
It is
to explain the reasons of that emigration, but
by far the greater part of the Jewish population of South
Africa hails from that one small district. There are at
difficult

more Jews from Shavle in South Africa than in
Shavle itself, and South Africa plays the same part in
the life of its Jewish population as America does in that
of most other towns of Poland, Lithuania, and the
Ukraina.
* Louis XVIII. of France snent at Mitau
many years
of his exile.
That small Courland town became at that
time the centrj of the French aristocratic tmigria.
present

,

considerable

forces

in

base

Baltic

Provinces,
still

a
would thus be gained on the Baltic
;

shore for future operations.
Under date of May 3 we hear of fighting on
the flanks, round Muravievo and Rossienie.

On

Germans attempted an advance

the 5th the

against Mitau, but were repulsed with considerable losses.
On May 7 the Germans were

on that day
compelled to retreat still further
had
to
evacuate
their
they
strongly fortified
;

positions

about thirty miles
they withdrew, leaving behind

near Janishki,

south of Mitau

;

a great quantity of booty.

Meantime further

operations were developing on both flanks. A
German column, which had not hitherto taken
part in the advance, moved from Memel, along
the sea, towards Libau

;

*
'

!

RAILS

the

Libau and Riga, if once occupied, could
be held under the protection of the fleet

ON ROLLING STOCK.

Russian soldiers placing guns on trucks on the railway.

it

was accompanied by

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR,
a

I

composed of two cruisers, four torpedo
and several destroyers. On May 8

flotilla

boats,
lie

Hermans entered Libau. which the Russians

had almost completely evacuated. One German
destroyer, having struck a Ku^ian mine, sank
outside Libau.

About

tile

s.ime time a

much more

serious

lowing morning a second battle was fought,
about thirty miles north of Zejny, near the river
Its result was equally
crossing of Krakinov.
disastrous for the
of the previous

Germans

as

had been that

engagement.

During the following day the German
extended to the entire line. On May 14

retreat

movement was undertaken by the Germans

the

from the direction of Kossienie. Whilst, one body
of troojw was detaining the Russians on the

between Riga, Mitau, and Muravievo.

I'.eissagola-Shadoff front, to the east of

Rad-

Bavarian cavnlry division, supported
regiment of Prussian Guards, was ad-

/.ivilishki.a

by

a

Russian

divisions

operating

and Keidany, and, which was

still

Beissagola
far

by

more

important, they threatened to attack from the
north the railway between the important
fortress of Kovno and the main Petrograd-

Vilna-Warsaw railway

Our

.significance

Zejny

line.

Allies were, of course, fully

;

of

the

aware

German move

on the same day

i.e.,

on

of the

against

May

8

the Bavarians were attacked in the
vicinity
of the station of Zejny
by Russian cavalry
and completely routed. The pursuit was continued throughout the night, and on the fol-

All the

:

/ejny on the Vilna-Shavle railway line. They
thus threatened to outflank the Russian troops

between

resumed

\vns free of the enemy.
An official communique
from Russian Main Headquarters on May 18
"
In spite of the concentration in the
says

arms, the

were

was

Vindava and Dubissa

territory east of the rivers

vancing along the northern bank of the Vilia.
On May 8 the Bavarians reached the station

which

service

railway

Shavle district

of

large

enemy

forces of

all

German

armies, after the complete
repulse of the attacks delivered by two of their

on

May

14,

passed to purely defensive

tactics."

Thus about the middle
of the

German invasion

of

May

the

first

stage

of the Baltic Provinces

can be considered as closed.

Their advance
Mitau and Riga and their attempt
against Kovno had failed, but Libau and most
against

of the territory to the west of the Vindava
and the Dubjssa remained in their possession.
This advance brought them nearer to the Vilnafrom here they were going to
Petrograd line
threaten two months later a gigantic
turning
;

movement

against the entire Niemen-Vistula

line.

RUSSIAN TRANSPORTS.
Machines broken down from the wear
and tear of the

CHAPTER LXXXIV.

THE AUSTRO-GERMAN VICTORY
ON THE DUNAJEC.
THE DuNAJEC-BiALA-RopA LINE THE COMPOSITION AND DISTRIBUTION OP THE AUSTRO-GERMAN
AND THE RUSSIAN FORCES IN THE GALICIAN THEATRE OF WAR AT THE COMMENCEMENT or THE
AUSTRO-GERMAN OFFENSIVE THE CONCENTRATION or AUSTRO-GERMAN ARTILLERY THE BATTLE
OF GORLICE THE FIGHT FOR HILL 419 THE CROSSING OF THE DUNAJEC NEAR OTFINOW THE
FURTHER ADVANCE OF THE AUSTRO-GERMAN FORCES ON MAY 3-4 FIGHTING IN THE EASTERN
CARPATHIANS.

Germanic offensive against the
Dunajec line must rank as an opera-

The deadly

existence.

its

shell rises too high,

THE

life, and joins the
stars in their regular, fantastic courses.

in the war.

fire

it

tion surpassing in magnitude almost

leaves the spheres of

dead

Against the German hurricane of steel and
stood the patiently enduring nature of

anything which had hitherto been experienced

The Germans once more showed

their incom-

of

In matters

the Russian peasant.
The artillery which was
to equalize the conditions of battle, though

which can be foreseen, calculated and prepared, hardly anyone can equal, and no one

splendidly staffed and managed, was unable to
cope with the superiority in number, weight, and

can surpass, the Germans. The human machine
which they have created is as mighty in its

ammunition possessed by its Germanic opponents. The Russian peasant-soldier had to meet

strength as it is ghastly in its spirit. It marks
the highest triumph of the reasoning mind and
the closest welding of the modern mass-indivi-

the storm in his

own way. He stood

and perished.

It

parable powers

When

duality.

organization.

at his post
the resistance offered by
the Russian infantry which imparts the heroic,
tragic touch to the fighting on the Dunajec

watching the Germans at their
wander back

Some German military writers cannot
abstain from expressing their admiration for
that silent, unassuming heroism ; they recall

destructive work, one's thoughts

line.

to the tales of the eccentric, coldly calculating

imagination of Jules Verne, especially to the
"
the
Millions of the Begum."
inherit

between

the words spoken by Frederick
battle of Zorndorf in 1758, that

The

German

soldier

story about

A Gen nan

and a Frenchman

them

immense

an

uses his share

enormous

Frenchman
fired

we

shall

construction

say

howitzer

builds a garden city.

from the giant gun

throbbing
usual

fortune.

the

for

life

of

the

is

Latin

happy unravelling

of

is

of
?

One

an

push

the

by

a Russian

three bullets one has

before

he

falls.

Other

still

to

German

writers simply

Nothing but stupidity and total absence of
nerves can, according to them, explain such

But the
plot

hit

if

foam with fury and annoyance ;
according to the ordinary calculations a wild
panic ought to have gripped the Russians.

The
shell

to wipe out the
city.

is

him

after the

II.

saves
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RULER AT THE FRONT.

RUSSIA'S
The Tsar

talking to

Count Brobinsky, Governor of GaHcia

;

the

Grand Duke Nicholas,

and the Chief-of-Staff.

paraphrasing Schiller, they suggest
and howitzers
against stupidity, gods

resistance

that

"

thunder in vain."
those

Germans

Was

answer

it

stupidity

the

Let

?

who

question

shrink with fear before the mighty, suffering
The Russian Slav
of a Dostojewski.
spirit

faith

In a war for positions

two armies.

and the Russian

have

feeling

religious

fighting

in

West

rivers even bigger than the Dunajee
remain a barrier between the conever
hardly

tending forces.
Several times previous to
or the other.
its

of the Russian peasant nation that the Ger-

States

this

opened

war.

With

the

they had also to fight it
on
the Dunajec was only the
fight
a
of
gigantic
struggle between the
opening
souls of two nations.

peasant
out.

nation

The

Practically each

mark on the

we have

referred to the

vrstern front in Galicia as the Dunajec-Biala-

Kopa

line.

Up

to the beginning of

May

1915

it

was, on the whole, of only secondary importance, and we therefore abstained from entering
into detailed descriptions of that line, along

which the Russian and the Austro-Hungarian
armies had been facing one another since about
the middle of December.

The

description of the

by the names of those three rivers wns
naturally never meant to imply that their course

front

marked the actual dividing

line

between the

1915 offensive

movement

left

configuration of the line.

On

some occasions the defending side was unable
to recover all the ground from which it had
been compelled to recede before the first impact
at other times and places the
of the attack
;

attempts ended in failures so serious that the
aggressors were finally unable to stop their
retrent along the previous lines.

each offensive movement

Thus almost

left its salients.

It

attempt a
the history and the

would be both tiresome and

futile to

description of
gradual evolution of the West Galician front.
\Ve shall limit ourselves to a brief consideration

detailed
In previous chapters

May

movements had been undertaken by one side

and have grown up amidst the misery and
It was not
endless pain of peasant life.
classes of Potroprimarily against the upper
but
then
St.
against the spirit
Petersburg,
grad,

had assumed that

Galicia

character

arisen from the depths of the peasant heart

manic

and the

;

main geographical features of the
theatre of war in which the Germanic offensive
started in the first days of May 1915, and
of

the

of the relative positions

which the two armies

were then holding in that district.
In its upper reaches the Dunajec cuts

its

way between high, steep rocks. Along a considerable part of its course, from close to Novy
Sacz to Zakliczyn, the main roads avoid the
Several miles
neighbourhood of the river.
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above the confluence

of the

Dnnajec and the

Biala their valleys widen out considerably, and
numerous islands facilitate the crossing or
bridging of the rivers.
Biala,

which

lies

From

the village of

near the confluence of the

Dunajec and the River Biala, to the confluence
of the Dunajec and the Vistula, on a stretch of
almost

twenty

miles,

the

Dunajec

can be

forded at only very few places. Its valley
is about five miles wide.
On both sides of it
hills rise

to a height of between 200

above the

feet

Both these ranges

level of the river.

dominate the river valley

and 300

during April the
Austrian positions followed, in the main, the
western range of heights, the lines of our Allies
;

stretched along the eastern hills. Further protection was derived by both sides from the

woods which cover the

On

hills.

belt

slopes and tops of the
the western side these woods form a

between two and three miles deep.

Little

strategic interest attaches to the river valley

The dams which on both sides encompass the river are its main feature. At several
itself.

points our Allies were holding practically the
entire valley ; at others the river formed the

dividing line between the armies.

Of
Russian salients on the western bank

all

the

of the

most marked was that near
This entire village remained up to
the beginning of May in the hands of our
Dunajec
Radlow.
Allies.

the

Between the

95

villages of Biula

and Gromnik,

a distance of about fourteen miles, the two
armies were facing one another on the western
for

side of the river Biala

lay

almost

entirely

;

this sector of the front

within

the

triangle,

of

which the Dunajec and the Biala are the sides,
their confluence the apex, and of which the
Zakliczvn-Gromnik road is the basis. About
two miles to the south of the river junction,
between Bogumilovice and Tarnow, the doubletracked railway Cracow-Lwow crosses the DunaThe big railway bridge
jec and the Biala.
across the Dunajec had been blown up by the
Austrians during their second retreat in November 1914 ; the Russians replaced it by a

wooden

structure, but this in turn was destroyed
our
Allies during their retreat from before
by
Cracow about the middle of December. Since

then the Dunajec had become at this point
the unbridgable borderline between the armies,

which slowly settled down to the routine of
trench vyarfare. But as surprise attacks were

most parts impossible on account of the
intervening river, sniping became the chief
occupation of the troops in that sector. Behind
the big eastern pillar of the broken bridge was
in

the post of a Russian sniper, who by his exploits earned for himself among the enemy
lo'cal

fame and the nickname
"

of

"

Ivan the

he finished by becoming in turn
the victim of a sniper.

Terrible

;

THE RAILWAY BRIDGE ACROSS THE DUNAJEC.
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There was only one period
observed b\ both -ides

i"

of

"

close season

"

il" sector; during

to fetch
certain hour cither side was allowed
molested
without
river
being
tinfrom
wat.-r

near the
enemy. The Kussi.m trendies
in a tield e..vei-e<l by
bridge had been dim
b\ the

iH-autifiil

VI

who

winter rye.

Russian moujiks,"

correspondent of a Viennese papel
of
visited this locality after the retreat
.

tlie

their superstitious reverence

'

our

" 'Hie

in

Allies.

liave

of

peasants,
crops, characteristic
sown field and followed,
earefully res|>eete<l the
"
for

in

walking through

The

civili/.ed

it,

correspondent,

to feel the

same

how-

seem
that reverence and love which, according

ever, does not
for

only a few narrow paths.

German

to his

own

respect

statement, the so-called barbarians

were showing for the labour of another poor
bread of his children.
peasant and for the
r.vcn here, where the broad river formed
a

fairly

serious

between the two

an absolute

obstacle
sides,

barrier.

to

it

At one

food and
a small ferry used to carry
river.
the
munitions to the outpost beyond
The main battle in that region consisted,
night

communication

did not constitute
place, to the north

near the village of Ostrow,
the Russians had gained a foothold on the
western bank of the Dunajec, and the Austrians,
of the railway bridge,

notwithstanding the most desperate efforts,
were unable to dislodge them. During the

which Austrian
however, of the artillery duel
were
batteries, from west ot Bogumilovice,
Russian batteries posted
carrying on with the
above

Tarnow.

The

first

Austrian

42-cm.

as early
howitzer had been got into position
of
a
distance
from
15, and was,

H

January

almost
the

eight

town

of

miles,

directing

Tarnow.

its

fire

The Russians

against

in return

were bombarding most effectively the Austrian
the left bank of the Dunajec
positions near

from 28 cm. howitzers.

two

first-class high
near Vojnicz,
one
roads cross the Dunajec,
a mile to the
About
the other near Zakliczyn.

South of the railway

east of the bridge
crosses the river,

line

by which the Vojnicz road
lies

the village of Zglobice

;

the bridge and the village are both dominated
to the south of the
by Hill 269,* which rises
road.

The other

road,

having crossed

the

a northerly
Dunajec near Zakliczyn, runs in
direction past the western edge of the Mount
Val, which is the highest point withir. the
* If a
name of a height or
figure stands for the
in metres.
tain, that figure expresses its height

A

is

equal to about 3-28 feet.

A MESSENGER OF THE AUSTRIAN GENERAL STAFF
Carrying dispatches across a river in Galicia.

mounmetre
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IN GALICIA.

Officers of the Headquarters Staff studying a plan of campaign.

triangle (526 metres

i.e.,

on Height

1,725ft.);

402 the Zakliczyn road is met by a secondary
road descending from that mountain.* The two

meet opposite Tarnow,
western bank of the Biala.

roads

To

hill of

forms

a

the second

lies

the 'district, Hill 419

between

the

;

Hill

402

them.

bridge
Together
these three heights encircle a valley traversed
by a small, nameless stream. The heights are

covered by

fine

between Ciezkovice and Gorlice.

lies

Apart from

tactical reasons,

which

it

would

take too long to discuss, on purely strategic
grounds it paid the Germans better to direct

main attack along the southern line
it along the Tarnow-Rzeszow
The " Transversal Valley " runs
railway.
their

the north-west of the Val

highest

to

close

"

Valley

dense forests of elms

and

beeches, and offer excellent strategic ground
given an approximately equal strength of
artillery they form practically impregnable
;

At the time when the great Germanic
opened in West Galicia Hills 269,
and 402 were held by the Russians, Mount

than to press

along the northern slopes of the Carpathians
just beyond the main crest, on the Hungarian
;

Russian

stood

side,

troops.

A

successful

piercing of the Gorlice front carried the
at

Germans

once on to the basic lines of communication

of that

army. Further, the Russians had better

means

for a quick concentration of forces along

positions.

the northern than

offensive

The former

419,

way, the latter a rather poor single-track line.
Aloreover, the Russians had used the winter

Val by the Austrians.
On a front of about ten miles, between

Gromnik and Bobova, the positions of the
two armies extended close to the banks of the
Biala.

Further south the Austrian

line crossed

over to the eastern side of the
sector between Ciezkowice, Gorlice,

stow was the decisive

district

West Galician

There

The
and Mala-

river.

of the

entire

two

is

a

along the southern
double-tracked

first-class

line.
rail-

and spring for the construction of new lines,
linking up from north to south their own
railway system with that of Galicia. At the
outbreak of the war not a single link
two systems from Granica
extreme western end of Galicia to Brody

existed between the
at the
in

the

furthest

north-eastern corner of the

Galicia,

By May 1915 our Allies had concountry.
structed two links between the Vistula and

and they are marked by the two railway
lines running east and west
oil the Dunajec-

the Bug, connecting the Cholm-Lublin-Warsaw
railway with the Lwow-Rzeszow-Tarnow-Cra-

front.

possible lines for

are

only

an advance through

;

Biala-Ropa
*

line the gate to

the

"

Transversal
"

Val (in Polish spelling Wai) means
a rampart,"
the root of the word is the same as of our word
wall."

cow line. One line had been built from Cholm by
Zamosc and Tomaszow to Belzec, where it

'

joins

the

Lwow-Rawa Ruska-Belzec

railway.
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HEAVY AUSTRIAN ARTILLERY ON THE GALICIAN ROADS,
Luzanska were

furthest
"

other, which was of much greater importance for the Dunajec front, ran from Lublin
to Rozvadow (south-east of
Sandomierz).

between the

Moreover, the Austrian circular railway Dembica-Rozvadow-Przeworsk had been enlarged

the positions again extended almost due north
and south, crossing the Grybow-Gorlice road

down

between Szymbark* and Gorlice. South of it,
near Senkova, the Germanic positions ap-

The

so

Dembica to the Russian broad gauge,

to

Russian

that

run

could

trains

straight

through from Lublin up to the main CracowLwow line. Neither of these new railways
could be of much immediate use in a quick
concentration of troops in the southern gate

round

Gorlice.

In the most important district round Gorlice
the Russians had failed to secure a decisive
superiority
certain,
it

is

of

It

position.

is

by no means

we might perhaps venture
whether

improbable,

to say that

a marked

even

advantage
positions could have counterbalanced the superiority in artillery of the
in

Germanic armies.
of

importance to

Be that as it may,
mark that even

it is still

in

that

respect our Allies possessed no advantage over
the enemy.

The Maslana Gora

(it

747 metres

is

i.e.,

Vola
points

Luzna lay

;

its

the

in

northerly

no man's land

"

Beyond Vola Luzanska

lines.

proached very close to the Gorlice-MalastowKonieczna-Zboro-Bartfeldroad. The Austrians

had gained ground at that place during an
earlier
attempt which they had made at
crushing the Russian lines in the Carpathians
by a flank attack from the west.
They

had

tried

relief of

the

On March

Przemysl.

hills

east of

Senkova.

facing

a desperate means for the

as

it

8 they reached

the Gorl:c3-Malastow road,

Although

the

attempt

at

piercing the western Russian line failed, they

remained in possession of that salient.
The Gorlico-Konieczna-Zboro road was of
considerable importance to the Russian troops
which had advanced into Hungary. It will
be remembered from Chapter LXXVI. that

on April 2 our

had reached the Hun-

Allies

2,450 feet high and lies between the GrybowBiecz railway and the Grybow-Ropa-Gorlice-

garian village of Cigielka, which

Biecz

order to secure completely their hold of that
road, the Russians would have needed to

road),

together

with

the

Magora

of

crow

flies,

six

lies,

Malastow, form the key-stone between
Biala line and the Carpathian Mountains.

The

in strength the entire line of the

Maslana

Gora was

end

south of the village bearing the same

of April,

by the Germanic

towards

held,

the

tho

Russians' hold on the Magora was, as

we

shall

by no means complete or secure.
The front between Bobova and Gorlice had the
shape of a capital S, drawn from west-northto

cast-south-east.

In

occupy

Ropa

to the

name

;

forces, whilst the

see. below,

west

as the

miles west of the road.

Near Bobova and

*

In the region of Gorlice a considerable

number of
are corruptions of
these are mostly townships which had
been founded by German colonists in the fourteenth
place-names can be found which

Germin names

;

Thus Szymbark (pronounce
Shymbark) is
a corruption of Sehoenberg Rozenbark of
Rosemberg
Rychwald of Reichwald Szymwald for Schoenwald, etc.
century.

:

;

;

;
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that village was, however, entirely within the
Austrian lines. What the exact position of
the two armies was towards the end of April in
region south of the Grybow-SzymbarkGorlice road cannot as yet be ascertained
with certainty.
So much, however, appears

the

from subsequent events, that the important
secondary road from Uscie Ruskie to Gladyszow
which, following a tributary of the Ropa,
connects the valley of the Ropa with the
Gorlice-Zboro high road, was neither held
in force, nor even properly guarded by the
Russians.

Thus

One commander cannot
operations

possible

marked

may

be that the failure of the

not

do

the

in

it

in the case of the

West.
call

it is still

Therefore
the group

was very
Austro-German drive
It

though the apparent distinction
Austro - Hungarian and the
German Annies was apt to obscure to the

in

Galicia,

between

the

observer

superficial

the

reason

real

for

the separate grouping of the northern and of
the southern Germanic armies on the Russian

Frederick,

It

the

front,

a system which one might
system of armies grew up.

and along the flank of the Russian
armies which were facing Hungary, the position
of our Allies was by no means one of strategic
undertaken at that point

direct

to

front.

superiority.

possibly

on the entire Eastern

even to that limited extent to which

in the decisive sector of the DunajecBiala-Ropa front, to the south of Ciezkovice,
where the gate opens into the " Transversal

Valley,"
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Nominally

the

chief

Austro-Hungarian
operating

Commander

Army,

the

of

the

Archduke

stood at the head of the forces

on the Galician

front.

The

real

was undoubtedly the Prussian General
von Mackensen, who had been Hindenburg's
leader

by the

chief assistant during the second invasion of

Austrians in the beginning of March misled
them concerning the degree of danger which
they had to expect from a frontal attack from

the necessary preparations were worked out
by the general staffs of the two allied armies.

offensive

the west. Anyhow, even the number of troops
concentrated in that district failed in any way
to counterbalance the other disadvantages of

We have previously spoken of the great
length and the complexity of the Eastern front.
One of their military effects was the development of " group command " to an even
it

was known

in the

West.

in

November

1914.

The

offensive

and

Mackensen, who was sent to Gaiicia as Comof
the Eleventh German Army,

mander

directed the execution of the plan.

Since

their position.

greater extent than

Poland

about the middle of December the

region of the Pilica was the zone in which the
Austrian and the German Annies met. During

the following four and a half months

German

reinforcements were continually poured into
At the end of April there
the Austrian lines.

was hardly an Austro-Hungarian

NAPHTHA MINES FIRED BY

SHELLS.

Army com-
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A CONFERENCE OF AUSTRO-GERMAN
COMMANDERS.
Emmich (x). Inset: The General
with his staff at a railway station in Galicia.

General von

trict of

Ivangorod.

consisted

mainly

General Woyrsch's
of

Silesian

troops

Army
the

;

were inHungarian troops on his left flank
In
command.
cluded in General Woyrsch's
have
to
seems
the course of the spring his Army
been depleted by drafts for other parts of the

and we can hardly suppose that it included about that time much more than two
army corps. South of it, along the Nida down

front,

to the Vistula, stood the First Austrian

under General Dankl.
posed exclusively of Austro-Hungarian troops.

Kach

of

German

them included

at least

Two

armies

forces.

Austro-Hungarian
German.

soil

were

some

auxiliary

standing

on

predominantly

In front of Warsaw, from the confluence of
down to the middle

course of the

Pilit-a

A-niy, the extreme

stood the Ninth
left

wing

of

German

Hindenburg's

A

group of Transylvanian regiments
under General von Kovess termed' the connect-

armies.

ing link between these troops and the Army of
General Woyrsch, which was facing the dis-

army

Army

also

was

the time when the
probably under strength at
Germanic offensive opened in Galicia. The

average estimate puts

it

at about

two army

corps.
.

the Bzura and the Vistula,

This

With the southern bank

of the Vistula

begins

the immediate theatre of the Germanic drive
The region between the Vistula
of May 1915.

and the Carpathians was, towards the end of
concentration
April, that where the greatest
took place. This concentration was,
however, effected without any forces being
withdrawn from the Carpathians. In other

of forces

words,

the

concentration

effected

in

North
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Hungary during the

preceding months

four

remained undisturbed, but additional troops
were moved from the interior and from other

from which the drive

fronts into the district

was to

From

begin.

the confluence of the
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The important district of the Laoorcza was
held by the 7th Army Corps under Archduke
Joseph, consisting almost entirely of Hungarians, and commanded by a member of what
is

considered to be the Hungarian branch of

Dunajec and the Vistula down to the ZakhczynGromnik road stood the Fourth AustroHungariaii Army under Archduke Joseph
Its strength was estimated at
Ferdinand.

the Hapsburgs. On the extreme right wing of
the Third Austrian Army stood the German

about

kidencorps."* It was explained in Chapter
LXXV1. that this Army was brought up to the

five

army

corps

included also a Ger-

it

;

man Cavalry Division under General von Besser.
On its right wing, to the south of Tarnow,
stood the Ninth Army Corps, consisting mainly
Hungarians and the Fourteenth Austrian
Army Corps. The hilly region of the Val was occuof

by Tyrolese

pied

portion of the

corps under General von der Marwitz, generally
known in Germany as " das deutsche Bes-

Carpathian front during the last days of March
the Russian pressure in the district round

when

Lupkow Pass was threatening to break
the Austro-Hungarian defences in the north of

the

A considerable pro-

regiments.

Archduke's Army had only come

to the Dunajec front during the great concentration towards the end of April.
The entire
district from the Vistula to the Carpathians

"

>*"The German Corps
"
Beskid Mountains

is

of

the

the Beskid Mountains."
given to the western

name

sectors of the Carpathians.

had formerly been held by the Fourth Army,
which then consisted of only three AustroHungarian army corps (those of Generals Arz,
Roth and Kralicek) and the Prussian Division

On

of General Besser.

Grybow stood then

its

wing round

right

the Sixth Austro -Hungarian

Army

Corps under General Arz von Straussen-

burg

This corps included the Galician 12th
and the Hungarian 39th Division,

Division

besides Moravian

and

Silesian troops.

During the great concentration in the second
half of April the Austro -Hungarian corps of
General Arz von Straussenburg got embedded,

and consequently included, in the Eleventh
German Army, which remained under the direct

command

of

elite

On

Mackensen.

Sixth Austrian

Army

Corps

the

of the Prussian

Army, the Guards

Bavarian

under

right,

troops

of the

left

now stood
;

General

the

on

its

von

Emmich, the commander who, in August 1914,
had opened the Western campaign by his
costly attacks against Liege.

In the corner, south-west of the Magora of
Malastow, the Eleventh German Army was

up by the Third Austro-Hungarian
under
General Borojevic von Bojna.*
Army
On its extreme left wing near the Magora

jomed

stood the
Martiny.
force

"

10th

Army

of Przemysl,

from the

Corps under General
" home
is the

The 10th Army Corps
districts of

for

it

draws

its recruits

Przemysl and Jaroslav.

*

In Chapter LXXVT. General Borojevic was described
of the Second Austro-Hungarian Army,
and General von Boohm-Krmolli as that of the Third.
It ought to have been the other way round.
as

commander

FIELD-MARSHAL VON HINDENBURG.
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garian Army Corps in the Laborcza Valley and
the 10th Army Corps, north of Bartfeld, stood

hardly an Austrian nationality which was not
it had a most
represented in that division
varied history, and had come into existence

some additional Austrian

during the fighting which took place in the

least

Bukovina

the Hungarian Plain.

;

forces, forming at
one army corps.
The region between the Lupkow and the
Uzsok was held by the Second Austro-Hun-

Army

garian
Ermolli.

von

General

of

of

the

kinds

Caucasus

Huge waves

;

the

in
all

autumn
of

of

irregular

1914.

It

formations.

history reminds one to some extent
the ethnical
history of countries like

Its

Boehm-

had taken up that position towards
from here the last
February

It

end

the

under

included

of

or

Bukovina

the

itself.

nations swept

stronger

the

desperate at/tempt at the direct relief of the
fortress

of

Przemysl was undertaken in the
of March.
The army of General

first

weeks

von

Boelim-Ermolli

had

remained

in

this

It consisted almost entirely
region ever since.
of Austro- Hungarian troops,
and included

the

others,

atAong

On

the

of

elite

Viennese

extreme right wing stood
the 5th Austro-Hungarian Army Corps under

regiments.

its

Field-Marshal- Lieutenant * von Goglia.

The
Uzsok Pass itself was held by the army-group
of F.M.L. von Szurmay
the troops under his
;

command were

almost

all

Hungarians.

This

corps formed now, towards the end of April,
the extreme left wing of the so-called German
"

Siidarmee

"

(Army

of the South).

commander was General von
In the entire theatre

of

.

Its chief

Linsingen.

war which was occu-

pied by the mixed armies of Austro-Hungarian
and German troops this was certainly the

most composite of them all. There was hardly
a corps in it which did not bear traces of a
East of
long and eventful development.
F.M.L. von Szurmay 's troops stood a Prussian
corps, composed of a division of the Prussian
Guard, and of Pomeranian and East Prussian
regiments, under a Bavarian General, Count
Bothmer.
This corps included moreover the

38th Hungarian
Bartheldy.

which

had

unsuccessful

It

Honved

division under F.M.L.

was the corps

been

of

delivering

attacks

against

Koziova ever since the

Army

Count Bothmer
desperate and
the

heights

of General

of

von

Linsingen had arrived at the Carpathian front,
Next to it,
in the last day.s of January 1915.
in the region of the Ostry, the

Makowka, and

FIELD-MARSHAL VON MAGKENSEN.
plains,

and the remainders

nationalities

of

the

smaller

were driven under the shelter of

Thus also now,
between the highest

the Tatarowka mountains, stood the corps of

the forests and mountains.

General Hofmann, composed mainly of Austro-

in the valleys intervening

Hungarian troops. To his corps belonged the
division under General Fleischrnan.
There is

massifs of the Carpathians different regiments
had found shelter ; they were formed into a

*

and were now, entrenched in the
mountain valleys, offering resistance to the
further advance of the Russians.
On the right
division

A

Field'Mar-hal-Lieutenant is, in the AustroHungarian Army, a much lower rank than the name would
imply to the mind of the English reader. Practically
every Austrian corps commander is a Field-Marshal
Lieutenant. In future we shall denote this rank by the
-

initials

"

F.M.L."

of the corps of General

Wyszkow

Pass, almost

Hofmann round the
down to the v alleys

y
j
o
Z
as

w

o
tn

O
a;
u
O
t/5

Z

"
as

id

O
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ground was hold again

of the Bystrzycas, the

by German

troops.

We

do not know

exact strength,
but judging from indications which can be
Baltin.

its

gathered occasionally from German reports, it
must have included something between two
and tliree army corps
one of them was the
;

Hungarian
consisting
garians.

part

corps

Czibulka,

Hun-

Croats and

very largely
F.M.L. Ozibulka himself had taken
the

in

F.M.L.

the

of

of

disastrous

He

into Serbia.

extricating his

is

Austrian

expedition

more

said to have been

most

than

successful

of

his

at

colleagues

own division (he then commanded

only a division) from the catastrophe which
befell his

The Russian forces in Galicia, from the Vistula

down

Along the northern edge of the Pruth. Valley
stood the army group of General von Pflanzer-

Army, and was transferred in January
some of his troops to the Bukovina

105

to the farthest eastern corner between

the Dniester and the Austro-Russian frontier,

commanded by

formed the group

of

General Ivanoff.

The West Galician

armies

front,

from the Vistula to the region of the Dukla,
was held by the Third Russian Army under

Radko

General

Dmitrieff

The

was held by two armies

front

;

Carpathian
one of them

was the Eighth Russian Army under General
Brusiloff
the other, the Ninth Army, included
bodies
of troops which had previously
large
;

been in the siege army of Przemysl. On the
left wing, north of the Pruth Valley
were concentrated about two corps of Russian

extreme

Among them were several famous
"
and also the 12th Russian
"native divisions

cavalry.

which included some

Division,

of

the

best

1915, with
front.

To sum up

At the end

:

of April

more than

four Germanic

army corps were holding the
between the middle Pilica and the

district

confluence of the Nida and the Vistula
is,

that

the sector intervening between the Ninth

German Army

in front

Warsaw and

of

the

Galician border.

On

tho West

south-western

Malastrow,

Galician front,

stood at

and

front

pathian

ten

least

consisting of almost equal

Hungarian

down

to the

round the Magora

corner

army

numbers

;

German troops. The Carwas held by three distinct

of theso altogether

were German.

corps,

of Austro-

armies, each of which included about four

corps

of

Finally,

army

not more than four

THE SOLDIERS' DINNER.

the district between

the Carpathians, the Dniester and the Russian
frontier was held by two or three Austro-

A

Russian officer tasting a sample of the food
before the men take away their supply.

Hungaritm army corps. Thus towards the
end of April, on the Galician front alone,

Cossack regiments under General Mishtshenko ;
his name is well known to any student of the

at least twenty-four

Russo-Japanese War.

army

trated, to say nothing

corps were concen-

which continued to pour in later on, whilst
these armies were advancing and suffering
heavily during that advance.

What were

Thus we

about the reinforcements

the forces with which our Allies

were opposing that extraordinary and unprecedented concentration ?

We

find that our Allies, at the

end of

were facing a concentration of at least
twenty-four Germanic corps with certainly
April,

not more than fourteen Russian corps. The
disparity of forces was worst in the West,
where the five army corps of General Radko
Dmitrieff

(according to

German

statements,

cannot speak about the Russian forces
with the same freedom with which we were

these were the 9th, 10th, 12th and 24th Russian
and the 3rd Caucasian Army Corps) had to face

and name the AustroGerman corps and their commanders. We must limit ourselves to that
which by now is common property among our

at least twelve

able

to

enumerate

Hungarian

enemies.

Germanic corps of the armies
Archduke Joseph Ferdinand, of General von
Mackensen, and, on the extreme left wing,
of

part of the

Bojna,

General Borojevic von
equipped with an infinitely

army

forces

of
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stronger force of artillery and provided with

an

ammunition.

infinitely larger supply of

the enormous task of preparation which preceded the opening of the Germanic offensive

Even more remarkable than the AustroGerman concentration of men was, in the

in

battle of Gorlice, the concentration of artillery,

work

Their exact numbers
especially of heavy guns.
are not known as yet, but the best estimates

positions until

put their total

number

at about

4,000,

half

which are said to have

West

Galicia.

For months Austrian aviators had been at
taking

photographs

of

the

Russian

they had completed an exact

bird's-eye view survey of their lines.

Then

all

the ranges were exactly calculated and the dis-

own

been equal or
-inch
the
8
types.
exceeding
They further state
that the two Russian corps in the district of

position of their

Gorlice were faced

and masked concentration of howitzers within
a comparatively narrow area. As howitzers,

of

by a concentration of 1,500
500
of
which
are
said to have been of heavy
guns,
calibre.
In four hours, on the morning of

May

2,

they

fired

about 700,000

the Russian trenches.

It

shells against

has been calculated

emplacements prepared.
racter of the country

variations in the angle of firing, the possibilifor concentration are very great.
The

actual

miles

seem

700,000 shells are approximately equi-

A

similar

been,

more-

valent to one thousand car-loads.

number

of

shells

must have

over, kept in reserve.
of only

one

line,

we

Russian soldier in the

Calculating on the basis
find that against every
firing line

against
10 shells

i.e.,

every one and a half step of front
were fired of the weight of about 14 pounds.
These few figures give an approximate idea of

AN AUSTRIAN
The Skoda

very well suited to a strong

which formed the main strength of the Germanic artillery, admit of very considerable

that 1.500 guns with their train would occupy
a length of road amounting to over one hundred
;

is

mapped out and
The broken, hilly cha-

artillery

ties

moving of troops to the front does not
have started on any large scale until m

to

the second half of April. A glance at the map
of railways and roads in West Galicia will
explain

how

that enormous task could have

been performed

in

such comparatively short

time.*

In the net of communications along the
Readers should refer to the
chattel 76, p. 410

BIG GUN.

30'5 cm. gun about to be 6red.

map

published in Vol. IV..
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AUSTRIA'S GIANT ARTILLERY IN GALIG1A.
The Skoda 305 cm. guns
line itself there is

Dimajec-Biala-Ropa
hardly
any difference between the eastern and the
western side. The area of exceptionally favourable conditions for quick concentration in West
Galicia lies 40 miles to the west of the Dunajec,

on the Cra-cow-Chabowka

No

line.

less

than

railways reach that line from
the north-west, the west, and the south-west,
five

first-class

on a front of about thirty-five miles.

Poland

;

of

is

con-

Russian

railway system
the Thorn-Kutno-Skiernievice-Piotr-

kow-Czestochova railways and the western
sector of the Kie'ce-Miechow line had been in
the hands of the Germanic armies ever since
the beginning of December. Over these railways they could transfer reinforcements from
the Vistula front to

West

Galicia.

From

the

west the highly developed Silesian and WestAustrian railway net reaches the Cracow-

Chabowka front by

three

main branches.

From

the south-west, a Hungarian railway leads by
Novy Targ to Chabowka. Besides these lines,

another

important Hungarian railway runs
from Kaschau by Eperies to Novy Sacz, and thus

enters the

"

and dry, so that

fine

secondary roads could be used by the
concentration
armies.
Nevertheless
the
also

accomplished by the German armies in West
Galicia in the second half of April remains one
of

most

the

extraordinary

of

feats

army

organization which had been achieved in this

war.

In the

north-west the Cracow-Chabowka area

nected with the

in action.

was quite exceptionally

"

Transversal Valley
about twenty
miles to the west of the battle front of Gorlice,

The Russian
contains

official

May

of

communique

following statement

the

2

''
:

During

strong Austrian
forces opened an offensive in the region of
Ciezkovice.
Our fire forced the enemy to
the night of April 30-May

1

entrench 600 paces in front of our trenches."
Moreover, during the last few days of April and
on May 1 artillery fire, sometimes followed by
infantry attacks, was opened by the Germanic
forces at different points on the Rava, Pilica,

Nida and the Dunajec. These were movements really aiming at diversion, they were
meant to mask the intentions of the Germanic
armies and to mislead the Russians concerning
the sector which had been chosen for the main
attack.
last few nights preceding that of
1-2 the Germanic, forces in the district

During the

May

two other Hungarian railways approach
the Carpathians from the south within what
then was the Austrian area, though they
do not cross the mountain range. From the

between Ciezkovice and Senkova had moved

Cracow-Chabowka-Novy Targ area two railways and four first-class high roads lead up to
the Dunajec-Biala-Ropa front, besides two

extended from Ciezkovice in a

whilst

Hungarian high roads running from the southwest to Novy Sacz. It must further be remembered that towards the end of April (and also
later on in May) the weather in West Galicia

closer

to

the

slopes of the

battle

hills,

On

line.

holding carefully constructed
sian front line

the

opposite

to the east, the Russians were

south-eastern direction

;

lines.

The Rus-

between Staszkovka

and Zagorzany the heights of the Viatrovka
and Pustki (1,475 feet) and the Kamieniec
(1,384 feet)

formed the main Russian points

d'appui.

Near the town

strongest

strategic

point

of Gorlice itself their

was the mountain
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AN ABANDONED RUSSIAN TRENCH.
German Red Cross workers
the east of the town between the

rising to

River

Ropa and

end

the cemetery of Gorlice

the

Gorlice-Sokol-Zmigrod
road (about 1,200 feet high). On its western
is

:

farther east

searching for the wounded.

across the serpentine road from
Gladyszow to Malastow, without the Russians
howitzers,

it.
To Gladyszow they evidently
must have been brought by the road from

noticing

extended a beautiful grove of oaks, almost a
thousand years old. The square between the

Uscie Ruskie.

roads

Russians knowing about it, and it is hardly
credible that this real-'y occurred. The Austrian

Malastow, Bartno
filled by a mountain group
which consists of about a dozen hills, varying
connecting

and Bednarka

Gorlice,

is

from 1,500 to 2,200 feet.
important among them, from the
in height

The most
strategical

point of view, was the Zamczysko height, after

which the whole gr'oup

The

is

sometimes named.

strategic importance of this

easily seen

on the map.

group can be
to Bed-

An advance

how

It is

not ea^y to understand

that could have been done without the

all

report which contains this account claims that

Austrian

the

between

artillery

after

having

passed

Magora and the Ostra Gora
during the night started in the morning the
bombardment of the Russian positions on
the

those heights from the direction of Malastow.

On May

flank of the Jaslo line, the third Russian line

2, between 6 and 7 a.m., an artillery
was opened against the entire Russian line
such as had never been witnessed before. In the

and will also bring them dangerously
near to the Jaslo-Zmigrod-Krempna road, which,

The

narka

will carry the

German

troops on to the

of defence,

after

the loss of the Gorlice-Malastow-Zbow

road, remained the only line of retreat for the
Russian troops that were holding the Zboro
district.

South-west of the Zamczysko and

fire

following four hours 700,000 shells were fired.
first lines of

Russian trenches were practi-

As

wiped out.

cally

Prof.

Pares,

who was

present in that battle, says about one part of
"
the whole area was covered with shells
line,
till

trenches

and men were levelled out of
The German and Austrian artillery

south of Malastow the two mountains, of the
Magora (2,778 feet), east of the Malastow-

continued that hurricane of shells for about

Gladyszow-Zboro road, and the Ostra Gora
(about 2,400 feet), to the west of it, formed the

tire

chief Russian points d'appui.

Towards the evening

May

four

1

throughout the night with intervals during
which the engineers attempted to destroy the
first line of Russian wire-entanglements.
The
Austrians claim to have brought up during
the same night several batteries of heavy

After that they passed to the
:
a curtain of fire is thereby
lehi'nd the front line of the enemy

hours.

de barage

placed

the Germanic
"
"
batteries started
practice shooting
against
the Russian positions. The fire was continued
of

existence."

trenches,

thus isolating the area which had

been previously bombarded
the shells now
pass over the heads of that front line, but
;

establish behind

it

an area which no

living

being can pass. The men in the front trenches
who have survived the previous shelling

cannot receive any reinforcements from behind
and the infantry of the attacking side advances

TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.

THIS

This stage was reached along the
against them.
greater part of the Cjezkovice-Malastow line
on May 2, about 10 a.m. " In this part of the

German

front," says a

"

military writer.

in-

General von Francois attacked

end

difficult

the

of

These

enemy.

the positions

positions

carefully reconnoitred during, the
fighting

had
lull

which prevailed during the

months.

after

Only

all

cover

been
in the

last

few

is

destroyed,
the enemy's infantry killed or forced to retire,
we take up the attack against the positions
,

the elan of our

first

much

now

On

line.

have chosen

the whole, Mackensen seems

Prussians

his

for

the

less

work, and comparatively least seems
the
to have been achieved in that district
;

most arduous task was left to the AustroHungarian and the Bavarian troops. The
Russian positions on Mount Viatrovka were
attacked
those on

by the 39th Hungarian Division,
Mount Pustki by the 12th Galician

Hungarian Army Corps under F.M.L. Arz
von Straussenberg. The ground had been

lie

;

fact, the

Biecz

Division, both belonging to the 6th Austro-

had once been reached
but nowadays elan
"
"
or
has become with German
bravery
writers the necessary epitheton ornans
due
to the Germans, and like the classical epitheta
As a
it is used in season and out of season.
matter of

by the

usually leads

required on the part of the
infantry after the condition described above
elan to

the Russian
retire

One would not expect

attack

to a favourable result."

had to

the day to positions about half-way
between the previous positions and the Olpiny-

which

terrific fire

Allies

of

to

subjecting to a

Our

positions.

fantry fighting has given place for the time
being to the action of our heavy artinery,
is
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statement that the

first

prepared for them by heavy artillery, consisting
Krupp howitzers and the terrific

of the 21 -cm.

Austrian

manufactured

howitzers

30 5-cm.
-

by the Skoda-Works at

These guns,

Pilsen.

surpassing in mobility most
artillery of similar calibre,

of

German

the

had been adopted

by the Austro-Huhgarian Army

in 1912.

Their

attack usually sufficed for the conquest of the
even German
Russian trenches is incorrect

weighs about sixty stone and has proved
almost as effective as that of the 42-cm. giants.

and

Its shot

;

Austrian

frequently mention
though the ground had

writers

attacks that failed,

been previously prepared by the most

bombardment

;

we

shall

terrific

have to say more

of

that farther on.

At the extreme northern end

of the sector

which had been chosen for the main onslaught
round Ciezkovice and Staszkovka the Prussian
Gviard

and

other

Prussian

troops

under

TRENCHES
Scene

in

IN

shell

100

ft.

is

said to throw

up the earth about

high.

Farther south the town of Gorlice was subjected to a merciless bombardment.
had remained of that unfortunate

Whatever
town was

now

remaining

destroyed

civilian

whilst

;

about 300
of

population
the Austrian

were throwing

"

of

about

and

its

1,300

German

perished
batteries

from the south and the west

A GRAVEYARD.

the cemetery at Gorlice after the battle.

no
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and death into the town " (we quote that
cheerful description from a German source).
Tl e horror of the situation was heightened by
the conflagration of the oil-wells and oilfire

Gorlice

refineries.

tant

oil district.

is the centre of an imporIn the building of the town

of Gorlice, some sixty years ago, the
chemist Lukasiewicz conducted his researches
hall

which resulted in the discovery

of

the

first

whereby lamp-oil was gained from
raw petroleum
it was he who constructed
the first oil-lamp. Of that old town hall
process

;

The

resistance.

broke

first

down and

Ill

attack of the Bavarians

their

first

lines

perished,

having achieved little more than to break at
a few points a way through the wire entangle-

Only by costly, slow and cautious
work were their successors able to approach the
Russian positions. At one point a small ridge
protrudes from the slope above the SenkovaMalastow road, offering a certain amount of
dead ground it is grown all over with shrubs,
which form fairly good cover. Across that
ments.

;

ridge the Bavarians

managed

to reach the bat-

nothing survived the German bombardment.

The

fire spread also to the Gorlice factory of
sulphuric acid and to the oil-wells which extend between Gorlice and Glinik. Yet our

were still hanging on to the town, which
had been changed by noon into a living inAllies

ferno.
Stop by step in hand-to-hand fighting
the Silesian divisions had to conquer the town.

In the afternoon the struggle was continued

on the cemetery mountain and
of Sokol.

A

hail of shells

in the oak-grove
soon changed the

The position
oaks into matchwood.
became untenable. By the end of the day
our Allies had to withdraw to the Bieczfine old

Lipinki-Bednarka front, their second
that

district.

Of that

line

the

line in

heights

of

Kobylanka, Tatarowkn, Lysa Gora and Rekaw
were the most important supports.
South of Senkova, in the district of the
Zamczysko, Bavarian regiments under General
von Emmich had replaced the Austrian troops
At that
of General von Arz about April 26.
time our Allies had

still been in possession of
the intervening valley through which flows the
small river Senkova. These positions, to

/y^o

importance was attached at that
were
time,
conquered by the Bavarians in the

which
last

little

days

of April, in order to obtain

starting point for the

grand

offensive.

German

21 cm. howitzers, Austrian

commenced

its work of
seemed
that everyBy
one within that area must have perished, and
the tire de barage commenced.
A few regiments

field

artillery,

10 a.m.

destruction.

FIELD-MARSHAL
ARZ VON STRAUSSENBERG.

During

15-cm. howitzers, Austrian mountain batteries

and

35

<<**,

a better

the night of May 1-2 everything was prepared
for the attack.
At 7 a.m. the artillery, which
included

-v->

it

terpd Russian trenches, which had been cut

from their supports by a screen of the
enemy's artillery fire. Having conquered at a
considerable cost the first heights, the Bavarian
infantry reformed close to the forest which the
off

artillery

fire

had

rendered

untenable.

moved on to their support.
the Austro-Hungarian General

Bavarian infantry opened the attack, but
were received by a most murderous Russian
machine-gun and rifle fire. It i=: a proof of

batteries at once

incomparable nerve and endurance on the part
of the Russians that after three hours of such

a long time taken a great interest

of

an

inferno

they

could

still

offer

effective

The

Austrian 15 cm. howitzers and their mountain

The Chief
Staff,

of

General Conrad von Hotzendorf had for

in increasing
the mobility of the heavy artillery.
A few
years before the outbreak of the war the
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A SCENE OF SEVERE FIGHTING.
On

the battlefield in Galicia.

Austrian 15-cm. and even the 24-cm. howitzers

had been adapted to motor transport may be
"
built better than he
that, also General Conrad
;

knew."
Whilst the Bavarians were advancing in the
of the sector, our Allies were
northern

part
and discounter-attacking from the south
foot-breadth
the
to
hard
every
enemy
puting
of the
of ground.
Only the combined attack
Bavarians and of Austrian troops, which were
in the
fighting farther south

Mencina

district,

Russians from the positions
finally dislodged the
"
"
round the
gamekeeper's lodge ; this group
of buildings lies at the foot of Hill 469,

eastern side, between

and

598.

access
to

the

now

From

can be

these

the

it

"

of

falling.

its

and Heights 461, 501
"

gamekeeper's lodge
easily gained
One by one
hills.

comparatively

neighbouring

heights

on

the

Zamczysko group were

At last, towards nightfall, the
Austrian batteries was directed

the heavy
it was
itself
against the Zamczysko height
8
our Allies about
p.m.,
finally abandoned by

fire of

;

and the Bavarians now held this entire sector
649.
extending to the east beyond Height
outside
They were now only a short distance

the village of Bednarka.
To the south of the Zamczysko group the
10th Austrian
Jaroslav,

Army

under the

Corps

(of

command

Przemysl and
of

FML. von

of MalasMartiny) had conquered the Magora
Gora
group.
tow and most of the Ostra

result of the operations of May 2
Gorlice was the breaking in of the

The net
round

Russian defences on a front of about ten miles
and to an average depth of over two miles.

The depth attained was, however, by no means
even approximately uniform. It was worst in
the centre round Gorlice and Senkova rather
less

"

marked on the flanks.
The Germans had shot

their first bolt,"

wrote the special correspondent of The Times,
"
a bolt forged from
Mr. Stanley Washburn,
and munitions that
every resource in men
of preparation."
they could muster for months

The Russian Army

"

was outclassed

in every-

neither the Germans
thing except bravery, and
nor any other army can claim superiority in

that respect." In the case of many an army
a disaster such as that which overcame the

Russian

lines

have changed
force.

round Gorlice on

May

2

might

into a catastrophe for the entire

The Eighth Russian Army, no doubt,,

"With

suffered severely.

the centre literally

cut away, the keystone of the Russian line had
been pulled out, and nothing remained but to
Yet the spirit even of that Eighth
retire."

Army, which had

suffered worst,

was

in

no way

broken. Many of its units, though decimated,
a
established on their retreat a record of which
victorious

army could be proud.

The conquest

the triangle between the
Zakliczyn-Gromnik road, in

of

and the
and
other words, the taking of Heights 402, 419

rivers
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in

was the

first
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problem which confronted,
the Fourth
Army under Archduke

the region south of
Tarnow,

Austro Hungarian

Until that was done no
advance against Tarnow could be undertaken.
During the months of February and

Joseph-Ferdinand.

direct

March the Austrian troops had delivered most
desperate attacks against the positions of our
on those hills all of them failed.

Allies

They

;

returned to the work on
a concentration of

May

artillery

employed

2,

supported by

similar

to

that

the district of Gorlice

in

On the morning of May 2, at 6 a.m., the
Austrian artillery opened fire from the Mount
Val and from the western bank of the
Dunajec
against

Hill

419.

The

bombardment was
Meantime

continued for more than three hours.

"
a few regiments of the Tyrolese "
Kaiserjager
(Imperial Fusiliers), belonging to the 14th
Austrian Army Corps crossed the forests

which cover the northern slopes of the Mount
Val, and the valley intervening between it
and Hill 419, and took up positions in the forest
at the southern foot of the
latter,

attack

the

moment when

the

A YOUNG RUSSIAN VOLUNTEER.
He

ready to

artillery

was aged

14,

and was with

his

regiment at

the front.

fire

should stop.

About 400 yards of an open,
intervened
steep slope
between the positions

now occupied by
the

the Austrian Fusiliers and
But a few hundred

Russian trenches.

to the east, in the

yards

forest

descending

from Hill 412, was another Russian
position,
of which the Austrians seem to have
had no
knowledge.

About

9.30

a.m.

the

Austrian

and the Fusiliers proceeded
They came at once under, a

artillery fire ceased

to the attack.

fierce rifle and
machine-gun fire directed against
them from Hill 419, and they had not
yet
proceeded much farther when they found

themselves

enfiladed from the right flank.
small cemetery on the slope now marks the
spot at which perished the greater part of

A

the 4th Regiment of the Austrian
Imperial
Fusiliers.
The attack failed completely. The
survivors escaped back under the shelter of
the forest.

On May

3 the Austrian batteries

reopened
Russian positions on Hill
Germans and Austrians who have sub-

their fire against the

419.

sequently visited those trenches express their
unbounded admiration for the men who were
able to endure such a trial without
losing

From the first trench till about
100 steps in the rear, not a foot of
ground was

their nerve.

IN

A RUSSIAN TRENCH.

Looking through a periscope.

left

now

untouched by
as

if

shells.
The whole hill looks
covered with volcanic craters, like a
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Even German sources record different individual
acts of bravery achieved by the Russian soldiers.
At one spot a Russian soldier who had swam

all the woodwork
ploughed by devils
of the trenches has been reduced to matchwood
and the gruesome mixture of earth, wood,

field

;

human

testifies

shells

across the river, plunged back into

and fragments of
to the ghastliness of modern

limbs, torn clothes

to rescue his officer

but on reaching the eastern bank

weapons.
But even after that second bombardment

was

describe

They prepared their way by first
conquering step by step the Russian trenches
on Hill 412. Its fall rendered the isolated

having

419.

positions on

Hill

419

untenable.

resistance of our Allies

"

"

to

to

prefers

Russian battery,
shell, and seeing that

of a

fired off his last
left

it,

Dunajec

At another

bullet.

stray

commander

nothing was

him except

surrender,

is

reported to have committed
By the evening of May 2 the Austrian troops
suicide.

the

had

was not broken even

themselves

established

on the eastern bank

wide front

to Height 269, next

They withdrew on

now.

Still

a

as

point the

of the

by what the German

killed

the Austrians did not repeat their attempt of
the previous day at a direct attack against
Hill

;

in order

it

he succeeded in doing

The strategic importance

to the Vojnicz-Tarnow road, and maintained
themselves at that point until they had to

along a fairly
of the Dunajec.

of that

move consisted

in that it carried the Austrian forces

on to the

thus the connexion

Tarnow-Szczucin railway
was broken between the West Galician
;

General

of

Radko

Army

Dmitrieff and the neigh-

tho
bouring Russian Army on the Nida i.e.,
Alexeieffs
of General
group of
left wing
armies.

Yet the entire advance effected by the army
north
of Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand, both
remained
have
would
and south of Tarnow,

much consequence had

without
for

further

the

developments

along the Gorlice-Jaslo

official

13

not been

line.

The German scheme was

May

it

which ensued

simple, says a semiat Petrograd on

issued

communique
"
based on lightning rapidity
it was all

;

movement." On May 2 the Germtin forces
had pierced tlie first line of Russian defences in
of

THE RUSSIAN RETREAT.
A

the district of Gorlice, the following days were
to decide tho actual value of that initial

gun which was rendered useless by the Russians
before leaving Galicia.

evacuate

it

in

On

the Dunajec, south of Tarnow,
were
the Russians
holding their own, and rvrii
402
and 419 on May 3 did not
Hills
the loss of

consonance with the general

success.

retirement in other parts of the front. The
defence of this district forms one of the most

Russian retreat in

hi Decemdestroy their defence. Once before,
the
of
battle
the
after
Limaiiova,
ber 1914,

the night of May 1-2, which marks the
beginning of the Germanic offensive in West

Austrian armios had broken through the gate
of Gorlice and crossed the Western Carpathians

glorious

West

episodes

in

the

Galicia.

On

Galicia, Austrian troops effected a crossing of
near Otfinow. Under cover of
the

Dunajec

the forests which extend along the range of
hills west of the river, the Austrians had con-

centrated considerable forces of

On

men and

artil-

1-2 their engineers,
in
protected by powerful artillery fire, succeeded
the
river.
across
a
pontoon bridge
constructing
The small groups of Russians which were holding

lery.

the night of

the

May

western bank of the

at a few points
Dunajec, fought with extraordinary obstinacy.

from Hungary
they had advanced in the
we call the " Transversal
which
depression,
But that success
Valley," as far as Sanok.
:

'

had proved devoid of far-reaching consequences
the Russian armies stood firm round Tarnow
;

fresh reinforcements brought up from
Russian Poland enabled them, in the second half
of December, to drive back the Austrians

and

beyond Gorlice and across the Carpathians.
Thus experience had taught the Germanic
armies to count, in their

new

offensive in

May
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GASSED " RUSSIAN TROOPS.

Russian soldiers suffering from the effects of poisonous gas which was used by the Germans, waiting
little Samaritan brings water to a "gassed" man.
for treatment at a Red Gross station.
Inset:
This wounded man is holding in his right hand a piece of cotton wool which had been dipped in a
He sniffed at it from time to time.
soothing chemical.

A
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1915, with the strength of the Russian positions

of

not been for the late arrival

been a prisoner of war, together with about

the district

in

Although

of

Mackensen's

army

had

pierced the first Russian lines near Gorlice by a
frontal attack from west to east, its main forces

did not continue their offensive in the same
direction, but

advanced to the north-east at

an angle of about 45 to the original line. Only
the extreme right wing of Mackensen's army
continued

its

advance due east with extra-

its aim was to reach the
ordinary rapidity
Dukla Pass before the Russian troops from
north-western Hungary could have effected
;

their retreat across the mountains.

The movement, which we might

as a

it

Gorlice allowed

advance.

^

Lodz, and had

to adopt this time a peculiar plan of

forces

them

The enormous concentration

two Russian generals, von Rennenkampf
and von Scheidemann, he might by now have

round Tarnow.

"

left incline,"

of

two or three

presented evident advan-

to
tages to the Germanic armies. It tended
widen the breach which had been effected in
it was bound
the Russian lines round Gorlice
to result in the abandonment of the Tarnow
and it rendered possible
front by the Russians
;

:

the unimpeded advance of armies which had
been standing originally at right angles to one
another, along the Duiiajec-Biala front and
along the southern foot of the Carpathians.

Mackensen knew only too well the dangers of
an advance through a narrow gap in the
he had done it in the battle of
enemy's line
;

of the left

Army.
wing and centre of

Mackensen's army from the Gromnik-Gorlice
front in a north-easterly direction automatically

them

carried

Tarnow

;

at

and on to the

lines of

the Russian forces

round

into the rear

communication

of

the

same time

inferior in

is

the place where the

relieved

the

numbers to the Eleventh German

under Mackensen, was holding a front of

about thirty miles, whilst that of the latter did
not exceed twenty. Moreover, for reasons
given above, the Russian reinforcements could
had not Mackensen
quickest reach Dembica
;

moved
front

army from the Gromnik-Gorlice
against Dembica and Rzeszow, our
his

might have successfully cheeked his
advance by a counter-offensive from the neigh-

Allies

bouring sector extending between the Vistula
and Tarnow. The swerving towards the
north-east implied

a redistribution of forces

and a devolution of the extraordinary concentration of forces round Gorlice.

As we have previously

stated, the

NEAR PETRIKAU.
This

it

pressure which the Russians were bringing to
bear on the Fourth Austrian Army. The
army of Archduke .Joseph-Ferdinand, though

Army

best describe

entire corps of the Prussian

The advance

Germans met

the Caucasian army.

extreme
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RUINED POLISH VILLAGE.

A
right

street scene in a

town

in

Poland, showing the effect of a bombardment.

wing of Mackensen's army continued a

rapid advance duo east, towards the Dukla.
With that exception the triangle between Gor-

Uzsok

and Radymno (half-way
between Przemysl and Jaroslav), which was
left free by the north-easterly swerve of Mackensen's army, was filled by the Third AustroHungarian army under General Borojevic von
the

lice,

and

Bojna.

Second

the

under

army

General

von

Austro-Hungarian
Boehm-Ermolli.

Only a most magnificent army organization
and a most careful preparation, extending to
detail,

<

ould execute a plan of such magnitude
which it was done by the

at the speed at

month

of

German

and

Austrian

May

armies

during

the

Biala in the west and the Visloka in the east.

In

fact, three lines

but

trict,

as

could be traced in that dis-

the

did

retreat

not

proceed

systematically from the one to the other, it is
not necessary for our purpose to enter into the
detail of these positions.

Different groupings

were possible, and the front was changing from
hour to hour in accordance with the advance
of the

Austro-German offensive or of the Russian

Between Tuchow and Olpiny,

counter-attacks.

Mountain Dobrotyn formed, after the
breakdown of the first Russian line, one of the
the

chief Russian defensive positions.

1,800 feet high,

and

is,

like

It

is

about

most mountains

in

To the

that district, covered with thick woods.

south of the Dobrotyn the Mountain Lipie (about

1915.

an important point
The Mountain Wilczak (1,225 feet),
south-west of Biecz and close to the road and
railway line which connect that town with
1,400 feet high) formed

On May

had been dislodged from
their first lines of defence on the CiezkoviceLuzna-Gorlice-Malastow front.
The attack

d'appui.

against Hill 419, to the south-west of Tarnow,

Gorlice, forms the

had

2 our Allies

failed.

on .May

Even

after the loss of that position,

Tarnow -Tuchow front stood
firm.
The main thrust had been delivered in
the direction of Gorlice and Biecz
soon, howentire
line
had
to
it was
the
ever,
give way
3,

the

;

;

not feasible

The River

much

to

Tuchow.

Visloka, between Dembica, Pilzno,

Brzostek, Jaslo
parallel

longer to pivot on

the

and Zmigrod,
original

offers positions

Dunajec-Biala-Ropa

The Visloka was the third Russian line
defence, and hopes were entertained that

front.

of

key to the valley of the lower
Between Biecz and Bednarka, the

Ropa.

second Russian line followed the heights of the
Kobylanka, Tatarowka, Lysa Gora and of the

Rekaw

;

east of

it,

as the last defence of the

Jaslo-Zmigrod road, extended the entrenched
positions on the Ostra Gora. To the south of
the Gorlice-Zmigrod line the mountain group
of the Valkova (almost 2,800 feet high) constituted the last defence of the line of retreat of
the Russian forces from Zboro.

During the two days

of

May

3

and 4 a

our Allies might be able to stop on it the
Austro- German advance. It is difficult to

desperate battle developed for the possession

give a precise description of the second Russian
line.
It did not follow any river, but extended

Visloka.

across the hills

which intervene between the

of the

wooded

hills

On May

between the Biala and the
3 the Prassian

Guard ad-

vanced to the foot of the Hill Lipie and
the evening captured the

hill itself.

On

late in

the next

118
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after fierce hand-to-hand
which the Germans vastly outfighting
numbered the Russian forces, Olpiny, Szczcr-

German armies were approaching

zyny and the hills which surround these townFarther south, the 39th
ships from the east.

effective resistance being offered to the

day

it

captured,
in

division (Corps Arz) attacked on

Hungarian

May

Mountain

3 the Russian positions on the

Wilczak, near Zagorzany, elose to the junction
of the Grybow-Biecz railway line with the branch
line

from

Gorlice.

Although effectively sup-

by a tremendous

ported

the

artillery,

concentration

seemed

Hungarians

at

of
first

incapable
making any impression on the
Russian positions.
It was only after having
of

delivered six unsuccessful attacks that

they
were able to dislodge by a seventh attack our
Allies from their trenches on the Wilczak. The

rapidly the

Visloka, and that even Jaslo had become
practically untenable, no hope was left of any

German

concentration of artillery and men before the
San and the Dniester were reached. The history
of the next three

weeks

mainly marked by

is

and

rearguard actions, interpolated only here
there
^

by

defence

bigger battles,

which were fought

in

of

of

specially important junctions
roads or railways or in order to gam the necessary respite for the evacuation of some big

military centre.

A

sudden retreat of a big army cannot
possibly be effected without serious losses in
prisoners

Wounded

suffered.

being

frequently to be left behind

;

have

stragglers, or even

taking of that mountain settled the fate of
Biecz and practically opened to the Austrians

whole detached bodies, cannot rejoin the main
forces. Finally, now that even rearguard actions

the road along the lower

are fought in trenches, their occvipants,

Ropa towards

Jaslo.

That town can be considered the key to the
Visloka line, just as the district of Gorlice was
the Biala and

for that of
is

Upper Ropa.

It

the most important railway junction in the

between Tarnow and Przemysl, and lies
at the head of the main high roads entering

who

cannot hope for any fresh supplies or reinforcements, naturally have to surrender as soon as
their ammunition is exhausted or when the
reaches

enemy

their

positions

with

vastly

The German communiques put

district

superior forces.

Hungary, between Bartfeld and the Lupkow.
Jaslo had been for the last four months the

the approximate figure of Russian prisoners
taken during the three days of May 2-4 at
about 30,000. The figure does not seem unlikely,

headquarters of General Radko Dmitrieff, the
commander-in-chief of the Eighth Russian

especially as

the night of May 4 it was evident
that the fall of Jaslo itself had become unavoid-

remember that

By

Army.

South of it the Bavarians, under General
von Emmich, and the 10th Austro-Hungarian
Army Corps, under General Martiny, were
able.

their

way, by weight of
shells and numbers of men, along the BednarkaZmigrod road and the secondary road leading
from Malastow, past the Valkova Mountain to
hacking

through

Krempna.

By

the night of

May

4" they

approached Zmigrod and Krempna

;

had

the last

direct line of retreat of the Russian troops whicli

had advanced into the region round Zboro was

it is

certain to include the majority

we must
was caused mainly
by lack of guns and ammunition, the Russians
were bound to harbour whatever artijfery they
of the

Russian wounded.

possessed.

Further,

as the defeat

When

equipped with

an army

artillery

retires

which

is

well

and ammunition,

its

they hold the enemy at
and are sacrificed for the sake

guns cover the retreat

;

bay to the last
of the men. The Russians during their retreat
from West Galicia were compelled many a time
to sacrifice

men

in order to save their artillery

it for a coming greater
some more important strategic point.
The losses suffered by the Austro-German

and

in order to preserve

battle at

The evacuation of that district
had begun on the same day. On May 4 opened
also a more vigorous Austrian offensive round

armies during their attack against the DunajecBiala-Ropa line have never been published ;

Tuchow, and the

able time after the events,

threatened.

fate of

practically decided,

Tarnow was by then

though our

Allies still held

town with great skill and stubbornness.
The retreat had spread by the end of May 4
to the entire West Galician front and compelled
the

the Russians to evacuate Northern

west of the
itself

Lupkow

the retreat

mere question

;

even

in

the

Hungary

Lupkow

became more and more a

of time.

Now

that the Austro-

their casualty lists appear only

and

some
it is

consider-

difficult to

form on that basis any, even approximate,
idea about the losses suffered by them in

On

the other hand, a retreateven
less than the usual
ing army enjoys
facilities for forming an opinion about the
particular battles.

casualties of the enemy.
Still, it can be seen
from the casualty lists of Austro-Hungarian
officers that the losses which they suffered in
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days of the West Galician
offensive must have been enormous. Occasion-

the

first

three

ally the date of

after the

name

death
of

a

is

put in the Austrian

As

killed officer.

;

Hungarian

had

in

the

fighting

where our

Allies

were facing the mixed Austro-German

Army

Only

lists

late as

August the days May 2-4 continue to occur in
them and it ought to be remembered that during those early days the share which the Austroforces

Russian troops round Zboro and to the south
of the Dukla.

was

smaller, in comparison with that of the Ger-

in the

of General

extreme

east,

von Linsingen, do we hear

of

some

serious fighting taking place in the first days of

May. On May 2, says the Russian
communique published at Petrograd
"

official

011

the

in the direction of Stryj

and

mans, than towards the middle of May, when

following day,
south-east of Holoviecko,

we captured Mount

the Carpathian armies, consisting mainly of

Makovka and took 300

prisoners,

Austro-Hungarian troops, were brought into

ten

the main battle

line.

Hardly any fighting took place on the day
of

May

2 in the Carpathian Mountains, west of

the Lupkow. During the preceding week the
Russians seem to have withdrawn from that
part some troops for the support of the western
All
line, which was known to be threatened.
further offensive in the Western Carpathians
had thus come to an end. The Austrians
naturally abstained from a counter-offensive.
Their forces were not sufficiently big for that

purpose on the Hungarian front, and it paid
them better to leave the Russians in their

advanced
offensive

southern

from

the

positions

west,

if

;

Mackensen's
successful,

cutting their lines of retreat, was

bound

On

including

the

following night the
Austrians recaptured part of these positions,
officers."

but were again dislodged by the Russians on
the morning of May 3. On that day the captures
rose to 1,200 prisoners, 30 officers, and three
mitrailleuses.

Some

further fighting

is

reported

on the same day in the region round the village
of Osmoloda, near the sources of the Swica
and on the Upper Lomnica.
In the region east of Verchovina and Bystra
the 79th Austrian Regiment belonging to the
7th Division surrendered voluntarily on grounds
of

bad food and bad treatment.

We

are told

"

Austrian prisoners complain of their
cruel treatment by German officers, who for

that

by

the slightest misdemeanour, especially on the

to

part of the Rumanians,

create a position of extreme difficulty for the

punishment."

EVENING.

inflict

on them corporal

CHAPTER LXXXV.

THE RECONQUEST OF PRZEMYSL
AND LEMBERG.
THE MAIN OUTLINES or THE AUSTRO-OERMAN ADVANCE THROUGH CENTRAL GALICIA THE
EVACUATION OF TABNOW THE RUSSIAN RETREAT FROM HUNGARY THE EVACUATION OF CENTRAL
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RUSSIAN OFFENSIVE IN EAST GALICIA AND IN THE BUKOVINA THE RUSSIAN RETREAT FROM THE
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FALL OF PRZEMYSL THE AUSTRO-GERMAN ADVANCE AGAINST Lwow THEIR ATTEMPTS TO
CROSS THE DNIESTER THE NEW CONCENTRATION ON THE SAN THE FALL OF Lwow.

great Austro- German offensive which

llth German Army under Mackensen,
including
the 6th Austro-Hungarian Corps under Arz von
Straussenberg, and the 10th Austro-Hungarian

opened on the Eastern front in May,
The drive began with the battle of

Army Corps, belonging to the adjoining army of
Borojevic) were here concentrated on a front

conquest of Central Galicia forms
the

THE
1915.

on

Gorlice,

first

May

2.

section of the history of the

Its first stage closed

about

of

14

battering-ram

;

strategical line of the

On May

1

in

Western

and Northern Hungary extended from
the confluence of the Dunajec and the Vistula
to Zboro
along the rivers Dunajec, Biala and
Ropa, past the towns of Tarnow, Ciezkovice and
;

the

from Zboro

main

in

it

ran on Hungarian

an easterly

By

2 Mackensen's

the Russian line in

the night of

of the Visloka in front of Jaslo, to

the Jaslo-Zboro road.
"
"

May

4 the

was to cut

The

right

Zmigrod on
wing of the

was advancing quickest
its aim
the Russian forces which had

phalanx

;

in

broke

Austro-German troops reached a line extending
from the Mountain Dobrotyn (south-east of
Tuchow) across the heights on the eastern bank

Galicia

Gorlice

"

front of Gorlice.

middle Vistula.

the Russian front

On May

about 20 miles.

"

on that day the attacking forces
reached the San, the frontier of East Galicia,
and the natural southern extension of the

May

;

off

penetrated into Hungary across the Carpathian
Mountains to the west of the Lupkow. On

soil,

direction,

past
Polena to

5 the

Austro-German

which were

Sztropko, Krasnibrod, Virava, Nagy
the Uzsok Pass.
The length of that segment of
the Eastern front, between the Upper Vistula

May

and the Uzsok, amounted to about 120 miles.
Along that line on May 1 at least 19 Austro-

sure

German

the Austrian troops under Archduke JosephFerdinand had by the night of May 4 occupied
on the front between Tarnow and Tuchow most

corps,

supported

by an enormous

some eight Russian army corps, poorly provided
with guns and ammunition. The district
between Gromnik and Malastow was occupied
by what came to be known afterwards as the
phalanx." No
Vol. V.
Part 56.

less

than

six

army

against

Hungary.

concentration of heavy artillery, were facing

"

forces,

standing south of the -Carpathians between
Bartfeld and the Uzsok, began to exert pres-

of the

Biala,

right

On

the
the

Russian
left

of

line

in

Northern

Mackensen's army

ground between the Dunajec and the
and had established themselves on the
bank of the Dunajec, to the north of

Tarnow, thus cutting the connexion between

corps (the
121
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THE TSARITZA DISTRIBUTING CIGARETTES TO HER TROOPS.
Convalescent members of the 15th Regiment of Dragoons about to return to the front.
the Third Russian

the Russian forces

Second Austro-Hungarian Armies from across

for the present to enter

the Carpathians. We can best visualize their
the right end
advance in the following way

Army and

on the Nida.

We

do not intend

into the detail of the fighting

which developed

during the following days, but shall try to give
merely the main strategic outlines of the Austro-

German advance through Mid-Galicia. As was
pointed out in the last chapter, Mackensen broke
the Russian front round Gorlice

by a frontal at-

tack from west to east, but the further advance
of his

main

forces did not continue in the

same

They executed between the Biala
and Visloka what we have previously described

direction.

as a

"

left

incline

"
;

they were now facing

north-east and were advancing by echelons,
which were, however, kept in close touch with

The swerve

each other.

of

Mackensen's army

to the north-east threatened to outflank from

the south the Russian forces which were offering
in front of Tarnow stubborn resistance to the

advance of the Fourth Austro-Hungarian Army
under Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand. At the

same time

it

made room

for the

Third and the

:

the extreme right wing of
Boehm-Ermolli's army remained fixed to the
of

the line

i.e.,

west of the Uzsok, in the district of Volosate
the left end of the line i.e., the extreme left
;

wing of the army of General Borojevic (the 10th
Austro-Hungarian army-corps under General
Martiny) advanced in close touch with the
Bavarians under General von Emmich, who
formed the right wing of Mackensen's army.

In

fact, that

Austro-Hungarian corps must be
"
first
phalanx," as we have

included in his

Mackensen's advance to the

indicated above.

north-east

was gradually drawing the two

Austro-Hungarian

armies

across

the

Car-

pathians.

Mackensen's

"

"

phalanx

has

been

occa-

sionally talked of as if it had been a fixed
It
It was nothing of that kind.
formation.

was a concentration of troops along the lines
on which the main resistance was expected or
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along which the quickest advance was intended.
But there was no one special group of forces

earmarked

for that purpose.

was the most

It

admirable part of the entire Austro-German
plan of advance that there seems to have been
horizontal

little

very

within the

such a

line.

way

or

regrouping

The advance was

laid out in

shifting

that the concentrations occurred,

were, automatically at the points at which
they were most needed.
There are four centres of pre-eminent
as

it

strategic

the

importance in Central

main roads and railways

Galicia.

All

of the

country
between the Dunajec-Biala-Ropa line in the
west,

and the San

in the east, focus in the

drive on the Visloka,

days marked

line parallel to

and the following
advance in the

a continuous

When on May

8 the Russian forces rallied for

a renewed resistance, coupled with attempts at
a counter-offensive, the two groups of armies
most immediately concerned in the battle for
Mid-Galicia were facing one another along a
practically straight

line,

extending from the

Vistula near Szczucin to the mountain group
west of the Uzsok Pass.

same

impossible any attempt to stop their

on a

process of the straightening out of the line
between the Vistula and the Uzsok Pass.

forces conquered the district of Jaslo

dered

round Gorlice,

onslaught

were

by the
elan of the first advance after the breakdown
of the Gorlice front.
The outflanking movement from the south compelled our Allies to
evacuate the district of Tarnow and thus to
relinquish the main defences in front of Dembica.
The rapid advance of the Austro-German
armies in the south and the fall of Jaslo ren-

i.e.,

the original West Galician front. The southwestern angle had been knocked in by the first

Dembica, Rzeszow and Sanok.
The occupation of these four centres marks the
conquest of Mid-Galicia. The Austro-German
districts of Jaslo,

128

In the corner between the Nida and the
Vistula,

and

still

in the

Uzsok Pass, the Russians

holding on

positions

May 8 approximately the
which had been held by them

a period extending over four to six months
but the intervening front, which on May 1 was
about 1 60 miles long, measured now only about
for

120 miles.

;

That shortening

entirely accounted for

of the line was
by the change which

had occurred on the front between the Vistula
and the Sanok-Homonna railway. On May 1
the Austro-German forces had stood in that

I

AUSTRIAN TROOPS CLEARING AWAY WIRE ENTANGLEMENTS
ERECTED BY THE RUSSIANS.
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A FIGHT ON A
Germans

cut off and annihilated after crossing the water on a temporary bridge which was des-

bayoneted, or drowned

sector along a line forming a concave curve,

the Uzsok the battle-line had

Lupkow and

Malastow,
Magora
arms extending to the north and east
for about 60 miles each.
By May 8 the
centre of the Austro-German front had advanced
to Frysztak on the Vislok,* north-east of Jaslo.

receded during the first week of May, but
had not changed either in length or direction.

Thence

had

with

and

its

centre round the

of

its

it

extended for

40

miles

the

to

north-west, to the Vistula, along an almost
straight line, running south-west of Dembica

To

and Radomysl, to Szczucin.

the south-east

Frysztak the front followed the extension
former line through Krosno to Besko

The

line

along which our Allies were trying

to stop the

Austro-German advance between

8-10 was neither strong

May

its

hand.

it

by nature nor

positions been carefully prepared beforeIn fact, it was a line which no one

could have foreseen, and which no strategist
would have chosen of his own free will for a

curved round the Bukovica

It extended diagonally across
Central Galicia, cutting its main rivers. Across
the railway lines and in front of the three main

mountain toKomancza; theFrysztak-Komancza
line measured another 60 miles.
Between the

centres our Allies were holding short riverfronts west of Dembica they were standing on

of

of the

;

from Besko

*

it

Vieluk ought not to be confounded with the
The names of the Vislok, Visloka, of the
Visl'jlca.
Vistula, and also the old name of the Nida, which was
have drawn
Vislica, are all of the same derivation.

We

attention in a former chapter to the frequent occurrence of the river-names of Bystra and Bystryca in

name

Galicia,

bystry

meaning

"

The

quick, rapid."

is a transformation
has dropped out in these names of
the Western Polish rivers, being preserved only in the
French and English name for the " Visla "
the

of

Visla (the Polish for Vistula)

Bystra.

:

the

The

East

line of defence.

The

/

;

transition of 6 into v is most
languages, similarly that of r into

common
I.

in

European

Visloka

;

near

Strzyzow,

south-west

of

Rzeszow, on the Brzezanka-Stobnica line and
to the west of Sanok, on the upper Vislok.
;

There existed, however, no proper connexion

between these main

positions,

and thus the

front

taken as a whole, could not possibly
May
have been changed into a fixed defensive
of

8,

line of the kind which had
previously existed
on the Dunajec and the Biala, Each separate
position could be, and in fact was, threatened
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BARREL BRIDGE.
troyed by the Russians, and the

men

of three

German

companies, thus cut

off,

were either

shot,

in attempting to retire.

from

its

To an army

southern flank.

equalling

in strength that of the attacking side, the line
of

May

8 might

have served as a basis

for a
would have had the

counter-offensive which

reconquest of the line of the Visloka for its
first aim.
Once before, in December 1914, the
"
Austrians had advanced through the
Transversal Valley
to

" *
to

make headway

Sanok without being able
and were then

in the north,

driven back to the west beyond Gorlice by
fresh Russian forces brought up from Poland.

An army

inferior in

numbers

to that of the

attacking side could use the positions which
our Allies held on May 8 merely to retard the

advance

of the

organization of

By May

enemy and

to gain time for the

its retreat.

10 our Allies had withdrawn from

Dembica Strzyzow Sanok line.
Mid-Galicia was lost, and the San now offered
the Szczucin

-

-

-

*

\\ e must remind our readers that what we call
Transversal Valley " is not the valley of one river,
but consists of tho upper valleys of a number of con-

the

next

possible

line

of

resistance.

The

Russian retreat from Central Galicia, by uncovering the flanks of the. adjoining forces,
rendered necessary a withdrawal of the Russian
front also from the Nida in the north, and from
the Carpatliiari passes in the east. It seemed,
however, at that time as if our Allies were

going to stop the Austro-German drive on the
lino of the San and Dniester, on which they had
once before, in October 1914, arrested the

advance

of the

enemy.

On

reaching the northern edge of the MidGalician hills on the Dembica-Rzeszow line,
the Austro-German forces executed an enormous
".right-wheel," which brought their armies
This wheel was
against the San, facing east.
connected with a new concentration of forces.

Again the

left

wing

of

the

Austro-German

assumed, on the whole, the part of
a containing force. Its front was now even

battle-line

had been in the beginning of
May, when its task included an offensive against
Tarnow. The five army-corps of the Fourth

"

longer than

the Vistula. They form together an almost
continuous depression on tho northern side of the Carpathians.
Through that depression runs the so-called
"
Transversal Railway."

Austro-Hungarian Army were now deployed
on a front of about 50 miles, extending from

fluents of

it
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AUSTRIANS REPAIRING A DAMAGED BRIDGE ACROSS THE VISLOKA.
Tarnobrzeg on the Vistula to the confluence
of the Vislok and the San, north of Sieniava.

Towards the end of May we find near Piskoroon the San, the same Transylvanian

vice,

regiments, belonging to the 9th Austro-Hun-

Army Corps, which in the
May had stood on the Biala, on

first

,garian

days of

the extreme

army of Archduke Joseph
The fact that comparatively small
forces were deemed and proved sufficient for the
defence of the left flank of the main AustroGerman armies proves that, at that time, our
Allies could have had but very small reserves
right

wing

of the

-

Ferdinand.

consisting

mainly

Prussian

of

troops,

had

moved by Strzyzow, Rzeszow, Lancut and
Przevorsk, against Sieniava and Jaroslau. The
6th Austro-Hungarian Corps had advanced
from Luzna by Biecz, Szebnie, Lutcza and

The Bavarians
against Radymno.
General von Emmich, having first

Dynow
under

advanced due

east, from the Senkova valley
by Zmigrod, Dukla and Rymanow against
Besko, swerved from there to the north-east

and were approaching the northern sector of
the ring of forts which surrounds Przemysl.

The

to spare from the battle -line in Russian Poland,

10th Austro-Hungarian Army Corps,
whose home is Przemysl, kept during the

and that

entire

this

was known to the enemy

;

it

drive through Central Galicia on the
the Bavarians, and reached about

ought to be remembered that not far from the

right

of

of the Vistula and the San, at
Rozvadow, the new Russian railway line from
Lublin joins 'the Galician railway system, and
therefore, had any reserves been available

May

14

confluence

from Russian Poland, they could easily have been
concentrated in the corner between the Vistula

and the San against the

left flank of

the Galician

the

western

front

of

the

fortress.

The 7th Austro-Hungarian Army Corps under
Archduke Joseph advanced from Mezo-Laborcz
the rest of the army
by Sanok and Bircza
of General Borojevic von Bojna, including
"
the German Corps of the
Beskids " under
General von der Marwitz, enclosed the dis;

armies of the enemy.

trict

The district between Sieniava and Sambor
became about May 14 the region of the greatest

of

Przemysl

from the south-east.

It

armies

was joined on the Novemiasto-Dobromil line
by the Second Austro-Hungarian Army under
General von Boehm-Ermolli
the positions of

which, in the beginning of May, had held the
entire front from Gromnik to the Uzsok

the latter extended to the east beyond Sambor.
Thus the 13 army corps which on May 1

occupied

about May 14 only the district
between Sieniava and Sambor. The Eleventh

had held a front

German Army under Mackensen

gathered within about 55 miles. The degree of
concentration was thus approximately the
"
same as that of Mackensen's first "

concentration

of

of

forces.

The

three

held a front

approximately the same length as

occupied on

May

1.

Its left

it

had

wing and centre,

;

of

about 130 miles were

now

phalanx

round Gorlice.

And indeed the

task with which
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IN

On

the right

is

a Russian officer scanning the

while
enemy's position through binoculars
the men, with fixed bayonets, are waiting the
;

word to charge.

Inset:

On

the look-out.

they were faced was

of a similar nature.
They
had again to tear out the keystone of the Russian

To the Dunajec-Biala front of May 1
corresponded a fortnight later the line of the
San ; to the positions on the Carpathian flank

front.

those of the Russian armies retiring towards
and the keystone of these new
;

the Dniester
positions

was the famous

fortress of Przemysl.

Let us now consider in short
incidents

of

the

Austro-German

the

main

advance

through Central Galicia beginning with May 5.
By the night of May 4 our Allies were still
holding the entire right bank of the Dunajec
and Biala between Otfinow and Tuchow,

although the advance of the

enemy

across the

Mountain Dobrotyn was rendering more and
more precarious the position of the Russian
troops round Tarnow, whilst the crossing of the

Ferdinand) crossed the Biala near Tuchow ;
they were the 62nd infantry regiment from
Marosvasarhely and the 82nd, consisting

mainly
in

of Szeklers,

a Magyar tribe which

the centre of the

Roumanian

These two

Transylvania.
the vanguard of the

lives

district

of

regiments formed

10th Austro-Hungarian

Division under General von Mecenseffy. Their
first objective was the road from Ryglice to
Zalasova.

about 1,500

A

group of hills rising to a level of
extends north of the Mountain

feet

Dunajec near Otfinow by the Austrians on the
night of May 1-2 had cut the connexion between
the Russian forces on the Dunajec and those on

the
the river
Biala,
Dobrotyn, between
Tarnow-Pilzno road and the river Visloka.

the Nida.

and these

On

the night of

May

4-5

two Transylvanian

regiments belonging to the 9th Austro -Hungarian
Army Corps (Army of the Archduke Joseph-

A

deep valley intervenes between the Dobrotyn

hills
in that valley lies the town of
and
Ryglice
through it runs the Tuchow
Brzesko road, the most important road con;

-

necting the valleys of the Biala and the Visloka
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between the Tarnow and the Gorlice

To the north

lines.

the Hill

Zdol

(about

129

1,000

ft.

high)

which

about 1,150 ft.
lies
the
of
Zalasova
from that hill
village
high,
flows to the north a stream called Szymvald

dominates the town and

towards a village bearing the same name
towards Kyglice, to the south, flows another

had withdrawn in perfect order from Tarnow,
having first removed the great military stores
which had been accumulated in the town
Tarnow had been the base of the Russian
troops operating on the Dunajec. Only a
small detachment of cavalry was left behind,

of Ryglice,

on a

hill

;

;

stream called Zalasova.
that from

Tuchow

A

road, connecting

to Brzostek with a secondary

road leading from Tarnow to Pilzno, follows

The occupaby the enemy threatened

the course of these two streams.
tion of that road

Tarnow

as well as Pilzno.

Still

the

hills

along
the Ryglice-Szymvald line could not be held
long after the enemy had captured the positions

on the Dobrotyn

;

in fact, these hills are the

northern continuation of the Dobrotyn- Valkova
front which the Austro- Germans had conquered

not abandoned

By

by

district of Pilzno

the Russians until on

the morning of

May

were

May

7.

6 the Russian troops

;

but even of this rearguard a considerable part
succeeded in hacking its way through the lines

enemy and in rejoining the main forces.
At 10 a.m. the Austrians entered the town
which their heaviest artillery had been ravaging
The bombardment
for the last few months.
of the railway station, and possibly also that of
of the

on May 3-4. The ground between the Biala
and the Visloka was held by the Russian rearguards for two days after the abandonment of
the Dobrotyn, thus giving the main forces

the park of Prince Sanguszko, served a definite
military purpose ; it is, however, difficult to

round Tarnow

cathedral,

sufficient

beyond the Visloka.
hills

time

to

fall

back

Only the position on the

west of Pilzno was kept by our Allies for

one more day.

Pilzno is the junction of four
and four secondary roads,
roads
high
and had to be held till the evacuation of the
first-class

entire district

was complete.

The

positions on

what excuse can be given for the partial
destruction of the old town-hall and of the fine

see

which contains the marble -graves
of the families of the Counts Tarnowski and the
It rather seems to suggest
Princes Ostrogski.
the idea that the Austrians did not expect ever
to re-enter the town. Tarnow was the first

important centre in Galicia which the Germanic armies reconquered after it had remained

AUSTRIANS ENTERING A TRENCH VACATED BY THE RUSSIANS.
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a considerable time in the hands of our

for

Allies.

set out at

They

once to punish everyone

who

could be accused of having in any way
rendered services to the Russians. A short time

Tarnow had been occupied by the AustroGerinan armies seven of its inhabitants were

after

condemned to death for " high
Even from the semi-official account of
it

can be seen that at

and

least

treason."
their trial

some

of

tinues in its easterly direction,
rivers before their junction.

Jaslo

the junction of the Transversal Rail-

is

exceedingly slender basis and on very doubtful
evidence.

connects

it

On

the night of

6-7 the two TransylNos. 62 and 82, crossed

May

lulls,

Tarnoviec.

these

on

these

during the day of May 5. They retired at'
night on to the hills above Szebnie and round

of

rested

On

west of the Visloka, the Russian rearguards
took up fortified positions and maintained them

way and

convictions

The road conand crosses the

Visloka, to the west of Jaslo.

an

accusations
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a side line from Rzeszow, which
with the northern Cracow-Lwow

Between Jaslo and Szebnie the

line.

railways

follow

the

on

Jasliska, running

town of Brzostek. Artillery posted on a hill
near Przeczyca was supporting and covering
the operations in that region
that hill, on the

that important strategic district

positions

its

near

two
river

opposite banks. The
Szebnie dominated

vanian regiments,
the river Visloka both north and south of the

Russian

the

of

valley

;

it

was as

;

left

bank

of the river, facing directly the low-

bank on which stands the town

lying right

rises

Brzostek,

of the river

about 400 feet above the

and dominates the

On

the morning of
occupied Height 384
of

May

Meantime

entire district.

Hungarian troops

1,260 feet high), north

(i.e.,

Brzostek and the

Dolna.

7

of

level

hills

above Kamicnica

their engineers constructed

a bridge across the Visloka. The town of
Brzostek itself was defended by the Russian
with extreme tenacity.

Bayonet
and was conviolence on the ceme-

rearguards

fighting developed in its streets

tinued with the greatest
Our Allies did not evacuate the
tery hill.

town

until

the

south.

They

were greatly outnumbered by the Hungarian
troops, which were now pouring in masses across
the Visloka.
Having withdrawn from Brzostek,
the Russians took up fresh positions along the
western and southern fringe of the forests which
stretch between Height 320

and Januszkovice.

During the night of May 7-8 our Allies continued their retreat to the strong positions in
the Chelm Mountains (about 1,750 feet high),

between Brzeziny and Frysztak.
Let us now turn to tho south, where on the
night of

May

4 the troops of Mackensen were

approaching the Visloka in the district of Jaslo.
The main forces were advancing through the
valley of the Ropa, along the high-road which
leads

from Biecz to

Jaslo.

On

the

left

bank

of

the Visloka stretches a range of heights ; the
Ropa, near its junction with tho Visloka,

breaks

its

way through a narrow

gorge between

East of that gate the Ropa enters
a wide valley, turns to the north and joins the
these

hills.

WIRE-

ENTANGLEMENTS.

they were threatened by an out-

movement from

flanking

GERMAN SOLDIER FIXING UP
important

from the point

view of

of

th

attacking side that they should be taken, as

was

difficult to effect their capture.

it

Mackensen

entrusted with that arduous task the Hungarian
troops of the 39th Honved Division (Corps Arz) ;
interesting to mark how he left the hardest
work to Austro-Hungarian or Bavarian troops,
but with what loving care he spared his Prusit is

sians,

especially

attack broke

down

the

Guards.

Attack

after

from the Russian
had it not been for

in the fire

positions above Szebnie

;

the Hungarians would
probably never have succeeded in dislodging
our Allies from their trenches. But the howittheir

heavy

artillery,

zers did their work, and by the night of May 6
the Russians had to withdraw to positions east

the Vislok. They were followed by the
Austro-Hungarian corps of Mackensen's army,
whilst the Guards advanced against Frysztak.

of

From

here onwards the Prussians kept to

tbfi

valley of the Vislok and its road and railwayline, leaving to their Austro-Hungarian and
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COSSACKS PICKING UP AND
An
Bavarian

comrades the much

May

7

less

comfort-

the night of
Mackensen's troops had crossed the

able path across the

hills.

By

Frysztak-Krosno line and were hammering
against the Russian positions east of the
Vislok
especially near Odrzykon and Kor;

reported to

have

czyna desperate fighting is
taken place.
On the extreme right wing of Mackensen's
army the Bavarians and the adjoining corps
of the Third Austro-Hungarian Army, after
having broken through the Russian positions
in the mountains
Zamczysko and the
advanced to the
had
Magora of Malastow,
of the

east at top speed.

They reached the Zmigrod-

Krempna road on May

4,

late

at night on

episode of the retirement of the rear-guard

after the other the exits

from the passes.

When

at last they realized thr entire extent of the

some

disaster, for

of

them at

least the roads

were closed.

Some
were

brigades, especially those farther east,

still

coming

able to cross the

of the

Dukla before the

Others were

enemy.

left

with

the choice of surrendering or of hacking their
way through the Austro-German lines which

were barring their road to the north, whilst other
enemy troops from the army of General von
Borojevic were pursuing them from the south.
The Second Austro-Hungarian Army, with the

exception of the 10th Army Corps, had taken
no part in the battle of May 2 it was against
;

their interest to hurry

up the

retreat of the

Dukla and Tylava,
May
on
reached
and
May 6. The news
Rymanow
on
the
defeat
of the
Dunajec on May 2 was

Russian troops from Hungary. By May 4
they were however, pressing forward w-ith full
strength along the entire line, so as to prevent

sudden and surprising that it sounded
almost incredible. The commanders of the
Russian Army Corps, which stood
12th

Russians from the Ondava valley from
effecting a junction to the east with the troops

5 entered the towns of

so

south

of

Northern

the

main

in

Carpathian range
the extreme right

on

Hungary,
wing of the Third Russian Army, do not seem
to have grasped in time the whole gravity of
the situation. Whilst they were preparing to
withdraw, the Austro-German forces on the
northern eide of the mountains were closing one

the

of the

Eighth Russian

Laborcza.

Army

On May

7

in the valley of the

the

48th

Russian

Division, under General Korniloff, found itself

surrounded in the Dukln Pass by vastly superior

enemy

forces.

ever, give

up

Its

the

with remarkable

commander did

game

for lost,

skill in

Austro-German ring and

not, howand succeeded

breaking through the
in rejoining the main
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CARRYING THEIR WOUNDED COMRADES,
columns of the Russian army

in

Russian forces which were

back through
towards the Brzo-

the

"

Transversal Valley

zow-Besko-Ordzechova

Poland.

falling

"

line.

But not

all

the

troops retreating across the Carpathians west
of the

Lupkow were

equally enterprising and

6

the Russian troops in the entire
Lupkow were involved in the

district of the

retreat.

On May

7

our Allies had to evacuate

the Virava-Telepovce-Zuella-Nagy Polena line
which they had conquered in April as the prize
of

many

Their retirement

hard-fought battles.

was covered mainly by the 49th Division, which
was holding the main positions until the entire
force had crossed the mountain-range, and
then withdrew, after having first blown up the

Lupkow
7th

tunnel.

West

Austro-Hungariaii

of

the

Lupkow

Army

Corps

the

under

Archduke Joseph and the Germans under
General von der Marwitz were delivering desperate attacks against the retreating forces of
our Allies. Severe fighting took place on the

Varentyzow Mountain, but the Russians were
practically taking their
of General Brussiloff's

own

time.

Army was

achievement and contributed

The

retreat

May

8 in our strategic survey

Austro-German advance through MidGalicia.
We have also drawn attention to the
most serious strategic weakness of the Russian
positions, which was that the most important

On May

Bukovisho position could be outflanked from
the south. Another serious obstacle to effective
defence seems to have been the uneven distri-

bution of the Russian troops. The German
had been planned for weeks ahead, and

drive

even comparative details of the direction of
advance and the concentrations of troops must
have been settled beforehand. The absence of
properly prepared lines of defence behind the
original positions in the west proves that the
collapse of the Dunajec-Biala front and the subsequent retreat to the San must have come as a.
surprise to the Russian

army-command. Under

a true military

much towards

smaller feat of military
Austro-German advance.

enabling the heroic, but badly mauled
the Third Russian Army to extricate themselves
Galicia.

Mielec-Dembica line, the StrzyzowLutcza front and even the Brzozow-Besko-

sectors, the

these circumstances the Russian retreat was no

troops of

from Central

battle-front of
of the

equally successful.

By May

two Armies were joining hand in the
East of the Uzsok Pass no
region of Sanok.
marked changes had as yet occurred.
We have indicated the main outlines of the
these

8 the forces of

and nowhere were

skill

really

Our

than

was

AJlies

routed

troops did not dissolve in a panic.

the-

never

and their
The mere
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fact that the average

advance

of the

enemy

did not exceed six miles a day hears witness
to the orderly character of the Russian retreat.
Yet a proper distribution of forces, making the
most of them, and securing the different points

due regard to their importance
can hardly be expected where the plans have
not been laid down beforehand. Th'e continuous shortening of the line, which led to a

of the line with

concentration of the forces of the enemy, was
liable to cause a conglomeration, rather than
concentration of the retreating army.
On the extreme right wing, on the lower
Yisloka,

ground

the Russian troops had given least
to the enemy and were as yet most

South

advance.

his

resisting

effectively

of

Allies followed
Strzyzow, the positions of our
course of the
the
main
the
in
8-9
May
stream Brzezanka till Lutcza, and then that

on

Stobnica almost

of the

Brzozow.

till

The

hills

about 300
stretching along these valleys rise
feet above their level and are covered with thick
woods.

They

crffer

fairly favourable positions

Unfortunately insufficient numbers of Russian troops seem to have been direcfor defence.

ted towards this

line.

The main forces reand most direct road

treated along the safest
"
"
towards
Transversal Valley
i.e., through the

In front of that important town, which
had for many months served onr Allies as a

Sanok.

base for their operations in the Carpathians,

had been constructed.

strong defensive positions

semiThey extended approximately along a
From Brzozow they ran for about
circle.
five miles to the south, passing

village

Jacmierz

of

;

west of the

that village

lies

where

descend to the broad, completely
Three miles southvalley of the Vislok.

the

hills

flat

west of Jacmierz, at the other fringe of the
valley,

to

where the high-road from Rymanow
crosses the River Vislok, lies the

Sanok

an important strategic point
which our Allies defended between

village of Besko,

on the

May

line

8-10.

For more than

five miles to the

south-east of Besko stretches a mountain-group,
called
feet

Homondova Gora

above the valley

covered with big, dense
slope

lies

;

of

it

rises

about 650

the Vislok and

forests.

On

its

is

southern

the village of Odrzechova, and to the
Homondova Gora the village of

and not merely

able forces

enemy, but even attempted

resistance to the

from here a counter-offensive to the west.
Between May 8-10 raged along the entire

line

from S/.ezucin to the Uzsok what we may deHaving
scribe as the battle of Mid-Galicia.
occupied Pilzno on May 7, the Austrian troops
on the following day broke the Russian front

near Dembica, and our Allies had to retire on to
the Ropczyce-Vielopole line. The junction of
the Lublin-Rozvadow-Mielec line with the railfrom Rzeszow was lost, and the Szczucin-

way

and even that

Mii-lec line

man

of the lower Visloka

Meantim^ the main Ger-

became untenable.

offensive was. developing in the central

Strzyzow, in which

tin-

Russian forces were comparatively weakest

and

of

sector south-east

which reinforcements could not reach

in

time

"

In the evening
to stop the German advance.
official
Russian
the
communique
of the 9th," says
to us was
unfavourable
"a
situation
11.
of

May

created in the principal sector of the fighting
namely, in the region of Strzyzow." The

was saved for the time being by a
Russian counter-offensive from the

situation
brilliant

Besko-Jacmierz front, and time was gained
for an orderly retreat of the main forces. There
was, however, no hope of arresting the Austrofor any longer period of
line was reached.
San-Dniester
the
time until
in the valley
defence
Russian
the
10
On

German advance

May

of

down and

the Vislok broke

the

German

centre was quickly approaching the Dembica-

Rzeszow-Jaroslau
pressed from

railway-line.

The

troops

Sanok were themselves hard

concentrated in
all

The

sides.

district

of

Ry-

had been reached by the Bavarians

manow
on May

6

;

during the following two days they

artillery, including some
which they were bomwith
21 -cm. howitzers,
Russian
the
positions west of Sanok.
barding

had brought up heavy

From
garian

the south-west the

Army

10th

Austro-Hun-

Corps was pressing against

the

Russian positions in front of Odrzechova, the
7th Austro -Hungarian Army Corps and the
Germans under von der Marwitz were advancing

East of the Sanok-Homonna

from the south.
railway-line

the

entire

under

Ermolli,

Through these two villages and
Bukovica towards the SanokHomonna railway-line extended on May 8 the
main Russian positions south-west of Sanok.
In this region our Allies had gathered consider-

Lutoviska front

Second Austro-Hunvon Boehm-

General

Army,
was hammering

garian

west of the
Npvotaniec.
across the

offered a decided

against the Baligrod-

they reached on May 9 the
which
they had stood two
along
;

same line
months earlier, when trying desperately to
break through to the

Bv

the night of

relief of

May

Przemysl.

10 the battle of Central
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GERMAN UHLANS CAUGHT
was practically over.

Galicia

IN

Across
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A RUSSIAN BARBED WIRE ENTANGLEMENT.
the

to destroy the railway-bridges, stations,
plant,

Austro-German troops were advancing
like a gigantic flood against the line of the San
the Russians were falling back on Przemy.sl.

During the following few days the outer
Przemysl was reached by
the enemy from the west. Then a lull set in in the

all

roads

;

On May

11 the

Sendziszow,
Lisko,

on May 12 those

On May
among

enemy occupied the districts of
Dynow, Sanok and

Rzeszow,

1

3

of Lancvit

and Dubiecko.

our Allies evacuated Przevorsk

;

the last to leave was e Captain Ratio w

with the

had been

7th

Russian railway-battalion

their task, beginning with

;

it

Rzeszow,

etc.

ring of the fortress of

fighting, in so far as the sector west of Przemysl
was concerned. On their retreat the Russians
had carefully destroyed all bridges, culverts,
and tunnels, and torn up as much as they could
of the roads and railways.
Time was required

for bringing the lines of

communication into

such a condition as would admit the trans-
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without at
port of the heaviest siege artillery
least
30'5 cm. howitzers an attack against
;

Przemysl

was

unthinkable.

Although

(lie

Austro-German engineers were working day
and night, they were unable to reconstruct more

han about four miles

t

late as

May

railway a day. and as
25 the trains from the west could
of

not proceed beyond Lancut on the northern
line, and not farther than half-way between

Krosno and Sanok on the Transversal Railway.
Moreover, fresh forces had to be brought up to
fill
the gaps which had been torn in the
Austro-German

lines

in

the

many

battles

hardly ever abandoned any, unless they were
it was, after nil,
absolutely unfit for further use
;

the weakness of their artillery and the lack of
ammunition which had been the main cause of
the defeat, and whatever

had to be preserved

was
San

artillery there

for the defence of the

line.

The breakdown of the front near Dembica
was followed by a withdrawal of the Russian
On May 1 1 the
troops from the lower Visloka.
near Mielec. on

Austrians crossed the river

12 they reached Kolbuszova.

May

During the

wounded,
fought
May
on the other hand, had to be sent back to the

next few days our Allies continued their retreat
to the north, towards the confluence of the

base hospitals. What exactly was the price in
blood with which the Austro-German armies
paid for their victory

Vistula and the San
they retired, fighting
continuous rearguard actions, on to the Tarnobrzeg-Rozvadow line, thus maintaining their

calculation which puts

hold on the two important bridge heads of

between

2-12

;

the

is not
known, but the
them at well over 120,000
certainly does not seem likely to prove an
exaggeration.
During the same period (May
three
the
armies of the Archduke Joseph2-12)
Ferdinand, Mackensen, and Borojevic claim
to have captured 103,500 men, 69 guns, and
255 machine-guns. These figures do not seem
The toll in prisoners wliich has to
unlikely.

;

Sandomierz and Rozvadow.

The Russian retreat from the SzczucinDembica line necessitated a rearrangement of
positions in the adjoining sector on the left bank
of the Vistula.
The strongly fortified positions
on the Nida, which our Allies had occupied
since December, 1914, had to be abandoned,

paid by a retreating army is always heavy
must further be remembered that the retreat
of our Allies had led them through hilly or

and the

even mountainous country, where

imposa retiring army to keep close together,
and where detached bodies are in great danger

the

of being captured by the enemy.
Moreover,
the figure of prisoners is certain to include
many wounded, and that not only of battles
Sanok
fought during the advance itself

May

l,e

;

it

it

is

sible for

;

and

its

places

some

surroundings, especially the wateringRymanow and Ivonicz, contained

of
of

the

most important Russian base-

They were considered there as safe
German hospital would have been at Brus-

hospitals.

as a

It is certain that their complete
sels or Liege.
evacuation was not possible in the short time
at the disposal of the Russian authorities.

The number of guns captured by the AustroGerman armies, even if exactly stated, is remarkably small. Four guns to a thousand men
was the normal ratio laid down by Napoleon I.,
and it has certainly not been lowered since his
Of the guns captured by the enemy
days.
a considerable proportion is known to have
been taken from the Russian troops which had
b?en cut

Hungary.

off

on

their retreat

from Northern

Otherwise the Russian commanders

w.?ro specially careful to save their guns,

and

entire line south of the Pilica

withdrawn

The

Galicia.

had

to be

in conformity with the retreat in

retreat

Warsaw remaining

on

pivotted

Bzura-Rawka-Inovlodz

The

firm.

Inovlodz,
front

in

line

positions

of

on

the Nida were evacuated during the night of
10-11, our Allies retiring slowly towards

their

new

positions

Mr.

river.

Stanley

behind

correspondent of The Times,
positions, described them

than

the

May

12

Blonie

German

line

Kamienna

the

Washburn,

the

special

who

inspected these

as

even stronger

before

troops of the

Warsaw. On
Army Woyrsdi

occupied Kielce.
But it was not without striking a heavy blow
at the pursuing forces of the enemy that the

undefeated Russian

new

lines,

Army withdrew on

south of Ilza and Radom.

to the

"

Regarding the movement as a whole," writes Mr.
"

suffice it to say that in the two
Washburn,
weeks following the change of line this one

inflicted upon the enemy a loss of nearly
30,000 in killed, wounded, and prisoners. The

army

Russian

losses

were comparatively trifling."
forces were following up

The Austro-German
leisurely

the

retreating

Russian

corps,

not

expecting any serious fighting to occur until
the line behind the Kamienna were reached.
Instead of that, on

May

15 the Russian

com-
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mander halted the main body
in

front

of

his

fortified

of

po.aitions

his

troops

on a

line
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south three Austro-Hungarian Divisions were
advancing namely, the 25th Austrian Division

extending from

against Lagow, and the 4th Austrian Land-

KJimontow.

wehr Division, supported by the 41st Honved

Brody by Opatow towards
Between May 15-17 a battle
developed on this front, which is the more
interesting as it is one of the few in this war
"
In
fought in the open without trenches.
"
other
Mr.
it
war," says
any
Washburn,

would have been called a good-sized action,
as from first to last
more than 100,000
men and perhaps 350 to 400 guns were engaged."
.

.

.

The enemy came on in four groups.
The
3rd German Landwehr was moving from the
south-west by Wierzbnik against llza, slightly
to the north of Lubienia.
Xext to it, coming

from the direction

of Kielce,

was the German

Division of General Bredow. supported by the
84th Austrian Regiment. This body was

advancing against Ostroviec, the terminus of
a railway which runs from the district of Lodz to
the south-east

by Tomaszow and Opoczno,

and

crosses the Iwangorod-Olkusz line half-way
between Kielce and Radom. Farther to the

A RUSSIAN

they moved along
roads converging on Opatow. The 25th Austrian
commanded by Archduke Peter
Division,
Division, against Ivaniska

;

Ferdinand, was composed of crack regiments,
the 4th Hoch-and Deutschmeisters of Vienna,

and the

and 10th Jager Battalions.
"
Washburn, that
the enemy outnumbered the Russians by at
<;

25th, 17th

It is probable," says Mr.

least

40

per cent. Certainly they
that
expected
any battle would be given

never

by the

supposedly demoralized Russians short of their
fortified line, to which they were thought to

be retiring in hot haste. General
selected
the Austrians -for his first surprise, but began
by making a feint against the German corps,
driving in their advanced guards

by vigorous
attacks -and causing the whole force to halt
and begin deployment
This took place on

WOMAN

DOCTOR,

Attached to the Siberian Regiment.

May

for
15.

an engagement.
the same day,

On

133
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he swung furiously

with Opatow as an axis, iroin both north and
south, catching the 25th Division on the road

the Konsk-Ostroviee railways. The Russians
did not fail to profit from the thinning of the
German line in that sector. "Near Gielniow,

between Lagow and Opatow with a bayonet
charge delivered from the mountain over and

official

all

his available strength,

around which

had been inarching

Ruski Brod and Suchedniov," says the Russian
"
our sudden
communique of May 17,

all

counter-attacks inflicted severe losses on the

Simultaneously another portion of his
command swept up on the 4th Division coming

enemy's advance guards."
Having thus checked the German advance

from Ivaniska to Opatow.

the

his troops

night.

In the meantime

a strong force of Cossacks had ridden round the
Austrians and actually hit their line of communications at the exact time that the infantry
fell on the main column with a
bayonet charge,

an impetuosity and fury that
simpled crumpled up the entire Austrian
formation. The 4th Division was meeting a
delivered with

and the two were
thrown together in a helpless mass, losing
between 3,000 and 4,000 in casualties and

similar fate farther south,

nearly 3,000 in prisoners, besides a large number
of machine-guns and the bulk of their baggage.

The remainder, supported by the 41st Honved
Division, which had been hurried up, managed

Russians

"

the

On

the

stopped,

awaiting the further
on the San.

of the situation

development

left

bank

of

the upper Vistula, in

region," says the Petrograd com"
munique of May 15,
fighting continues, the
enemy here having apparently received a certain

Opatow

number

of reinforcements.
His attempts to
take the offensive were repulsed with success
by our counter-attacks, in the course of which

the

enemy

suffered

heavy

In East Galicia and in the Bukovina, between
the Carpathians and the Dniester, the Russian
and the Austro-Hungarian armies were still
facing each other on

May

1

to squeeze themselves out of their predicament

the same lines on which

by falling back on Wszachow, and the whole
retired to Lagow, beyond which the Russians

Mountain and the valley

were not permitted to pursue them, lest they
should break the symmetry of their own line,

losses."

along approximately

they had stopped
about the middle of March.
From the Szlis
the

battle

front

of the upper Lomnica
extended to the north of

Nadvoma and Kolomea, by
Niczviska on the Dniester

The Austrians themselves admit that they
Thus
suffered serious losses in that battle.
we derive from an Austrian source the information that on

May

16 not a single officer

and only twenty-six men were left of the entire
4th company, 1st battalion of the 10th Austrian
Infantry Brigade.

By May

17 the Austrians

had withdrawn more than twelve miles

to the

;

Ottynia towards
east of IMiczviska

followed approximately the course of the
river down to the Bessarabian frontier.
it

The floods, which during spring had prevented military operations in the wide, flat
valleys of the Bystrzycas, had receded by the
beginning of May, and fighting was resumed.
The Russians were certain to attempt the
reconquest

of

the

Pruth

valley

;

the

for

south-west and south of Opatow.
A spur of the Lysa Gora, the highest moun-

Austrians, especially in view of the successful
advance through Central Galicia, it was a

tain-group of Russian Poland, separates the
Lagow-Opatow road, along which the 25th

matter

Austrian Division had been moving, from the

The

Bredow's troops. During
the night following on the defeat of the Austrians
the victorious Russians crossed the mountains

a strategic backwater and would have been of
no value to our Allies, had it not been for the

by a forced march, and fell on the right flank
of the German formation, whilst other troops

through the valley of the river Pruth, past
Czernowitz and Kolomea.* About 60 miles of

opened a general frontal attack against it.
General Bredow was forced to fall back in

that

line,

May

1

haste in the direction of Bodzentyn and to
summon to his support ,the adjoining 4th

Russian troops were standing at. a distance on
the average of only about 20 miles to the north

line

of

advance

of

German Landwehr

Division.

Its

sudden with-

of supreme importance to gain a
foothold on the northern batik of the Dniester.
district

south of Stanislau was in

Odessa-Stanislau

railway

line,

which

itself

runs

between Bojan and Ottynia, were on
hands of the Austrians, whilst the

in the

of the railway.

Could they have Carried

it

by

drawal to the south weakened, however, con-

a quick advance they would have gained an

siderably the German line south-west of Radom,
near the crossing of the Radom-Kielce and

LXXVI.

*

For a

map

of that

district

refer to p. 435,
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The

important line for the transport of reinforce-

ments and supplies from Southern Russia to
the threatened Mid-Caliciu-n front. It must
remembered that Kiev and Sevastopol are
!

military centres equal in importance to Brest Litovski, Vilna or Petrograd. It is only by the

occupation of the

V.enimv itz-Kolomea railway

<

a Russian counter-offensive in East

line that

could liave affected the course of the

(ialicia

main operations in Mid-Galicia and on the San.
Otherwise, however successful, it could not
have exerted any immediate influence on its
development. The eastern flank of the Austro(iermaii armies

was

safe.

The mountain range

the Transylvanian Carpathians,

of

with

its

jx-aks approaching a level of 7,000 feet and its
passes more than 3,000 feet high, formed an

insuperable obstacle to rapid operations,

and

not even the conquest by the Russians of the
entire region between the Dniester and the
Carpathians would have stopped

the Austro-

May

lighting

by our Allies, losing 500 men in
three
prisoners,
heavy guns, one field gun, and
several machine guns. On May 10 the Ru-'sitms
opened their offensive along the entire Dniester
line from west of Niczviska to Uscie Biskupie,
on a front of about 40 miles
they crossed at
;

the same time the Bukovinian frontier from

Novosiolica on the

South-west of Uscie Biskupie a small stream
Onut joins the Dniester from the right

bank, near a village bearing the same name.

flat

Ivanoff' s

group, which about the middle of

May were holding the line of the San and of the
narshes on the upper Dniester, might have been

It

practically
only confluent which the
Dniester receives from the Bukovina. Near its

the

is

a

and firmly established themselves on

oast,

called

shallow

bank, the retreat of at least large
of
the Ninth Russian Army might have
portions,
been cut, and even the other armies of General

Pruth and advanced to

Mahala,* a village about five miles to the
of Czernowitz.

a broad,

left

Russians attacked

the following day they were again driven out

mouth

its

the

of Zaleszczyki

For the enemy the breaking through of the
Dniester line was of supreme strategic importance
could his armies have crossed the
"
dead belt " of the Dniester on the Bukovinian
frontier,

8

Ottynia, and on the same day the Austrians
succeeded in capturing by a surprise attack
the important bridge-head of Zaleszczyki.
On

German advance on Lwow.

;

on the Dniester front began on

On May

(i.

the canon of the Dniester widens out into

:

the

bears

and the

valley,

hill

river

itself

is

rising near the village of Onut

"

name

significant

which means in Ruthenian
This small valley was on

"

Kolo Bolota,"

next to the mud."

May

10 the scene of a

remarkable and almost unique feat in military

The Don Cossacks, having cut a

history.

passage in the wire entanglements in front of
the fortified positions held by the enemy's
infantry, drove the Austrians in a hand-to-hand

from three rows

of trenches.

Through the

i

fight

They would have lost
the support which they were deriving during
the following two months from the river cover

opening thus formed the Russian horse poured
into the valley of the Onut and dashed into the

involved in the disaster.

alone

enemy's rear. The Austrians were compelled to
evacuate the entire district on the Onut.

enabled them to carry out their retreat through
East Galicia without ever suffering a crushing

enemy the Cossacks sabred many and captured

defeat.

several

on

southern

their

and which

flank,

As a movement
the

enemy

forestalling the offensive of
in that region, the Russian advance

undertaken about the middle

May stgainst the
valley of the Pruth proved a complete success ;
it was a success also as a military operation.
Our

Allies did riot,

however, succeed in cap-

;

the second

strategic

aim

of

fall

of

Przemysl the chief

the advance was

lost,

and

conforming to the retreating movement of the
other armies, toward the middle of June, the

two corps

of cavalry,

thousand

prisoners,

a

of the

Pruth,

fell

Russian

of

caissons.

By

the night of

entire right

bank

May

10 the Russians held the

of the Dniester.

On May

11

the Austrians attempted counter-attacks, which,
"
In this
however, broke down completely.
operation,"

munique

of

says

May

the Russian official com"
the Austrian units which

13,

led the offensive were repulsed near Chocimierz
losses.
Our artillery annihilated
two entire battalion* and a third surrendered.
Near Horodenka the enemy gave way about

with heavy

which formed the main
*

body

battery

machine guns, and several searchlights and

of

turing in time Kolomea, which was indispensable for the use of the southern railway line
after

Charging into the masses of the retreating

Army in

the valley of the

back beyond the Dniester.

The name of Mahala is an interesting reminiscence
of Turkish rule over the Bukovina.
"Mahala" menus
in

Turkish simply "a place, a township."
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AN AMBUSCADE
A

it is, in fact,
the Zaleszczyki-Kolomea railway
the most important strategic point between
;

the Dniester and the Kolomea-Czernowitz front.

the same night the Austrians evacuated
line of positions from the river

their entire

Bystrzyca

to

the

IN POLAND.
German Cavalry.

Party of Cossacks surprise

7 o'clock in the evening of the same day and
began a disorderly retreat. We again captured
several thousand prisoners, guns, and some 50
ammunition caissons." Horodenka is the junction of six first-class high roads and a station on

On
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Rumanian

frontier, ^of

a

Jength of 88 miles, and on the following day
retired south of the Pruth.
On May 13 the

Cossacks under General Mishtchenko entered
the town of Sniatyn on the Pruth, about half-

way between Kolomea and

Czernowitz, and

occupied Gwozdziec, a place eight miles northeist of Kolomea. Farther west they captured,
on May 14, after severe fighting, the town and
district of

Nadvorna and part

of the

railway

from Delatyn to Kolomea, cutting thereby
the connexion between the group of corps

line

under the

command

Baltin and the

of General

German Army

"

von PflanzerSouth "

of the

under General von Linsingen.
Meantime the Russians were also from the

THE TIMES HLSTOKY OF THE WAR.
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RUSSIAN DUG-OUTS OCCUPIED BY THE AUSTRIANS.
north closing in on Kolomea. On May 13 a
Russian reserve regiment under Colonel Asow-

sky carried the strongly
near

positions

the

Austrian

fortified

villages

Zukow and

of

Jakobowka, about eight miles north of Kolomea.
Only in front of the town the Austrians were
able

maintain

to

assistance

of

their

detachments

with

positions

still

of

sappers,

and even

in course of formation.

The

retreat

now extended

corner

eastern

Zaleszezyki,

of

the

also to the north-

Bukovina,

Onut and Czernowitz.

between

The Aus-

of

trians were here moving in three groups, along
the Dniester in the north, along the Pruth in the
south, and across the hills in the middle against
the village of Szubraniec. Near this village the

In

Russian

the

reinforcements brought up by
bringing into action their last

and by
reserves, composed
train

Kalusz and Nadvorna, and on June 9 they
withdrew from Obertyn, Horodenka, Sniatyn
and Kocman.

artillery inflicted

very severe losses on

the six days between May 9 and May 14 our
Allies pressed back the enemy on a front of

the enemy, but finding themselves in danger of
being outflanked by the 42nd Croatian infantry

more than 60 miles for a distance amounting
on the average to more than 20 miles, capturing
about 20,000 prisoners and a rich booty in
guns, machine guns and ammunition.
After May 15 a lull set in in the fighting on
the Pruth. Only round Kolomea and Czernowitz violent artillery duels were continued. The
decision had to fall in the west, and for that

which was advancing through the
on the Dniester, our Allies withdrew on
June 12 from the Bukovina on to Russian

all

struggle

Events

-were

available

moving

were required.
even

forces

at such a rate that

the acquisition of the entire Odessa -StanislauLwow railway could not have any more

In the

seriously affected their development.
first

days

Stryj, our Allies

re-established

Linsingen.

I

territory.

Between the Uzsok and the upper Lomnica,
the district where the group of F.M.L.
von Szurmay and the army of General von
in

Linsingen

Russian

were

facing parts of the Ninth
the first fortnight of May

Army,
was comparatively uneventful.
The main
movements in that region were merely com-

plementary to the changes of front which were
developing to the west and east of it.

with

our Allies evacuated

evacuate their positions in the pass, as the

their

On June

6 Pflanzer-

connexion

his

On the next day

forests

On May 12 the group of Szurmay opened it.s
advance to the north of the Uzsok Pass
the
fall
of Sanok had compelled our Allies to

had to abandon

positions on the Pruth.

Baltin

town of
advanced

of June, after the fall of the

division,

;
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Austrian advance on Sambor was threatening
On May 16 the

to cut off their line of retreat.

troops of General von Szurinay crossed the
upper Stryj near Turka, and leaving the higli
road and railway which lead towards Sambor.

advanced over secondary roads against the
famous oil district of Schodnica, Boryslaw and
Drohobycz. They occupied
cciitre? on May 17-18.

The main

forces of the

its

which lies the town of Stryj.
Here they were stopped on a line of strongly
fortified Russian positions, stretching in a
in the centre of

concave semicircle from Uliczna and Holobu-

tow

in the

west to the

The

in the east.

hills in

front of

position of the

Bolechow

army

corps of

most important

Count Bothmer, which was standing south of
Stryj in the valley of the River Stryj, was thus
by no means an easy one. On May 18 it wa

von

holding in the centre a salient about six miles

army

of General

Linaingen started their advance on the
day as those of General von Szurmay.

same
The

Russian troops which had during the last four
repelled round Koziova the most

months

violent attacks of

145

German crack

regiments, had

On
long and only about three miles wide.
the
of
General
Hoffman
right
army corps

its

was advancing slowly against the Bolechow Dolina line
in the narrow valleys and on the
of
the
mountain
spurs
group of the Bukovinec
;

to retire in order to keep in touch with theentire line ; just as the Austrian advance on

it

Sambor had

Russians.

necessitated the evacuation of the

suffered

more than one

even defeat at the hands

serious reverse or
of

Meantime on the extreme right

Uzsok, the advance on Drohobycz rendered
inevitable the retreat of our Allies from the

Linsingen's

and the Beskid. Fighting

Bluhm and

army

the retreating
of General

the brigade of General

von
von

stubborn rearguard actions, the Russian forces,
which included in that district some of the best

other adjoining German troops were
trying in vain to relieve, by means of an advance
through the valleys of the Swica and Lomnica,

Finnish regiments, withdrew in the direction of
the town of Stryj and of Bolechow.
The

the pressure which our Allies were exerting on
the group of army corps under General von

German advance proceeded quickest along the
main road and railway. On May 18 their van-

of

passes of the Vereczke

guards reached the outskirts of the wide valiey

was not

until 'the beginning
General von Linsingen
"
"
succeeded in crossing the Transversal Valley

Pflanzer-Baltin.

It

June that the army

of

RUSSIAN REINFORCEMENTS LEAVING FOR THE FRONT.
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Jaroslav,"
initiii'/nt'

the

says

for

Itnssian

"

May

17,

roin-

on them by our

of the countless losses indicted

very severe artillery
establish themselves

oHIeial

the Germans, heedless

fire,

are endeavouring to

oil the right bank of the
They succeeded on the same day in

San."

a crossing at several points.
On
18 they enlarged their hold on the right,
of the river between .laroslav and Lexa-

effecting

May
bank
chow

the

(at

junction of the San and

A German

Vislok).

Division,

consisting

the
of

Oldenburg and Hanoverian troops, reached
Radava on the Lubaczowka
farther north
;

the

enemy captured

"

Sieniava.

South

of

the Petrograd commitiiii/n''
says
"
for that day,
we maintain ourselves on both
sides of the river." Mackensen was planning an
Jaroslav,"

advance in force from the Sieniava-Jaroslav
front to the south-east, against the Przemysl-

Lwow railway line

its sector between Mosciska
and Sadova Visznia was the most vulnerable

Przemysl

;

the north.

F.M.L.

VON SZURMAY

in entering into close, direct touch

To the south
of the

and

cooperation with the adjoining armies in the
north-west and south-east.

The

battle for Mid-Galicia closed

with the reaching

of the line of the

on

May

14

San by the

The fighting of the
Austro-German armies.
next three weeks (May 14-June 3) can be
described as the battle for Przemysl. The direct
attack against its forts had to be postponed
vintil the arrival of the heavy Austrian siege
train, and the intervening time was taken up
by an enveloping movement against the
fortress on the part ot the Austro-German armies.

On May

14

German

troops of

Mackensen's

army occupied Jaroslav, an important strategic
point on the left bank of the San, about 16 miles
On the same day the
north of Przemysl.
Fourth Austro-Hungarian

Army

reached the

western side of the river on a broad front

between Rudnik and Lezajsk. By the night of
May 16 the Austro-German forces occupied
practically the entire left bank of the San from

Rudnik

to Jaroslav for

about 40 miles.

it

German engineers constructed 15 bridges across
the San between Jaroslav and Sieniava, thus
"
"
and
preparing the way for a new
phalanx
"
"
battering ram
against the Russian lines.

Being decorated with an Iron Cross by
General von Linsingen.

and thus

Russian line of retreat from
was most easily accessible from
Between May 20-24 the Austro-

the

of

point

;

"

Near

Russian

of

Przemysl the weakest .sector
extended between Nizan-

line

kovice and the big marshes of the Strwiaz and
"
the Dniester, north-east of Sambor.
South of

Przemysl," says the Russian communique,
dealing with the righting of May 14-15, "the
enemy has only established contact with our

The next few

cavalry by mounted patrols."

days mark the beginning
desperate

battles

of the

of

one of the most

About four

war.

Austro-Hungarian and one German army corps
were massed between Dobromil and Sambor.

On May

15 the

enemy occupied

the Height of

the Magiera
the town of Sambor.

(about 1,050 feet high)

and entered

During the next few days
the Austro-German troops attempted to hack
their

way from

against

the Novemiasto -Sambor front

Hussakow and Krukienice.

Their aim

was to reach from the south the sector

of the

against which
Przemysl-Lwow railway
Mackensen was pressing from the north.
"
Between Przemysl and the great marshes of
line

the Dniester," says the Petrograd communwiie
"
the masses of the enemy which
of May 18,

attacked us reached in

entanglements
scattered by our

our

of
fire.

many

places the wire

defence,

but

were

Nevertheless, at the cost
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by the Russians on the following day (May 17).
The offensive was, however, resumed v by the

Whatever there was of the fortress of Przemysl
was bound to fall before the heavy AustroGerman artillery. Its defence was merely meant
to retard the advance of the enemy, but it would
not have paid had that had to be done at the

Austrians on the following day, and by

price of losing

of enormous sacrifices, the

enemy succeeded

in

capturing the trenches of our two battalions."
These trenches near Hussakow were recaptured

May

19

its

was not meant

It

garrison.

up in the doomed fortress, and its
retreat had to be preserved intact.

they had crossed the line Lutkow-JacwiehgiRiver Strwiaz and got within six miles of

to shut

21 the Austrian troops had
conquered the main Russian defences in that

The Russian counter-offensive of May 21-25
was planned as an enveloping movement against

Mosciska.

region,

By May

and the Russian

forces

in

Przemysl

were seriously threatened with having their
Grodek cut off by the con-

line of

itself

the envelopers of Przemysl. They tried from
the north and the north-east to sweep down on

line of retreat to

the

centric advance of the enemy against Mosciska
from north and south.

German

A

lines

of

communication

forces

between the

of

the

Austro-

which had crossed the San

Tanew and

rivers

In the

Szklo.

Russian counter-offensive along the entire
May 21. Its aim was not to save
Przemysl, but to render possible the evacuation

extreme north,

of the place. Przemysl could not be held
most
of its forts had been destroyed by the Austrians

southerly direction and captured the towns of
Nisko and Ulanow and the villages of Krawce,

before their surrender of

Przyszow and Novosielce.
They advanced
from
the
east
simultaneously
against the San

line

opened on

;

had survived were too

enemy

to be of

force.

The new

May

21.

well

Those which

known

to

the

much

value to the defending
works constructed by the

Russians could not be compared in strength
with thoso on which the Austrians had worked
for many years.
The most favourable line
for the defence of Przemysl against the Austro-

German advance would have been the
ring, along part of

which the

original

outer

Russian

army had met and withstood the Austrian
attempts at relieving the fortress. That ring
was not, however, sufficiently complete, and,
siege

i

Moreover, the forces of our Allies seem to have

been

insufficient for holding that far-flung line.

the

and the San, our

corner

between the

advanced from
Tarnobrzeg-Grebow-Rozvadow line in a

Vistula

the

in

Allies

between Rudnik and Sieniava, and got within
a mile of Radava. On almost the entire line
north of

of the San, to the

its

junction with

Lubraczowka, our Allies compelled the
Austro-German forces to fall back on to the
the

bank of the river and captured many
guns and prisoners. The culminating point
of that advance was reached on May 27,

left

when

the 3rd Caucasian Corps, under General

Irmanoff,

captured

Sieniava,

taking

;

Army

of General

Radko

Drnitrieff.

A REST FROM THE TRENCHES.
Men

about

7,000 prisoners, 6 heavy guns and 6 field guns
that corps belonged to the Third Russian

of the Siberian Regiment marching from the trenches after several days' duty.

had gone
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"

Hussakow.

The

we

through the whole retreat from the Dunajrr.

of

and on several occasions previous to May 27
had been reported partly annihilated in German
Yet in face of the superior
communiques'.

opened on the 22nd," says the Petrograd com-

artillery of the

enemy our

Allies

were unable to

north of

and the advance of the enemy
Przemysl was not delayed for long.

On May

24 Mackensen resumed the offensive.

cross the San,

Containing the Russians between Rudnik and
Sieniava along the San and using the Lubac-

zowka

as cover for his left flank, he opened a

vigorous advance due east of Jaroslav.

same

his

day

Ostrow,

Vysocko,

On

the

Drohojou,
Makovisko, and

captured

troops

Vietlin,

approached from the north-west the railway
station of Bobrowka. The Austro-Hungarians
under General Arz von Straussenberg occupied
the

town

Radymno and

of

Russians to

fall

back,

compelled

beyond the San

;

On May

25 the Austro-Hungarian

the

of

village

about

Nienovice,

and the Height of
Horod}ko, which rises between the valleys
of the Vlszma and the Szklo, halfway between
Radymno and Krakoviec meantime, north
of them Mackensen's troops reached between
the Lubaczowka and the Szklo the line Zapafour

miles

further east,

;

low-Korzenica-Laszki-Lazy,

about

10

Burczyce, as well as the villages of Iszechnikow
and Holobova, and part of the village of

Ostrow."

In the course of the day our Allies
2, 200 prisoners, several machine

took, moreover,

gnus and a considerable amount of ammunition.

During the following day

slight progress

made from the

of

direction

Burczyce

was
by

;

24 the advance of our Allies came to a

May

On

stop.

the line Krukienice-Mosciska our

little

;

conquered

yesterday with great success, notwithstanding
the enemy's counter-attacks.
We captured,
after a fight, the new and old villages of

the

the

crossed

"

is being pursued along
munique of May 24,
the left bank of the Dniester, and was developed

the

San opposite Radymno
and captured the bridge-head of Zagrody on
its right bank
on the following day they
troops

which

were offering effective resistance to the
advance of the enemy on the heights on the

Austro-German encircling movement against
Przemysl was thus pressed even south of
the Szldo.

offensive

miles

east of Jaroslav, and captured Height 241,
the most important strategic point in that
low-lying marshy' plain. During the next

few days stubborn fighting continued with
varying results on the Tuchla-Kalnikow-Naklo-

Allies

river Blozewka,

but the Austrian attacks

Hussakow
The village

against the Russian positions round

were daily increasing in violence.
of

Hussakow

lies

in the valley of the small

river Buchta, only about three to four miles

east of the Fort Siedliska, which guards

from

the south the

way

line.

Przemysl-Mosciska-Lwow railThat fort forms part of the outer ring

of Przemysl.

The evacuation of Przemysl could

not be delayed

much

longer, especially as also

the direct attacks against its forts were opened
from the west in the last days of May by the
heaviest types of Austrian and German howitzers.

The successful Russian offensive against the
San, north of the Lubaczowka, and along the
left bank of the Dniester had exercised no
on the position round Przemysl
By
May only a zone about
miles
10
wide, running eastward from Przemysl

direct effect

the end of

itself.

Barycz line. The village of Naklo lies between
the San and the Visznia, only about five miles

past Mosciska towards Grodek, separated the
6th Austro-Hungarian Army Corps and the
Prussian Guard which were standing between

Medyka, a station on the main
halfway between Przemysl and

the San and the Visznia from the troops of
General von der Marwitz and the Third Austro-

to the north of

railway line,
Mosciska.
South of Naklo rises a

650 feet high.

Against

hill

this height the

was now directing his attacks.
would have exposed to the fire of

Its

about

enemy
capture

his artillery

the only Russian line of retreat from Przemysl.
South of Przemysl the Russian counteroffensive attempted to outflank the Austrian

troops which, near Hussakow, had drawn close
to the fortress and to the Przemysl-Grodek-

Jjwow railway

line.

The

arrival of considerable

reinforcements enabled the Russians to check

the Austrian advance almost in this whole
region,

except

in

the

direct

neighbourhood

Hungarian Army round Hussakow.

Except
wa-

for that opening to the east, the fortress

surrounded on

all sides

by the enemy, and on

May 30 even the railway line Przemysl-Grodek
came, near Medyka, under the fire of the heavy
Austrian batteries.

As

early

invested

as

from

May
three

17

had been
The Bavarians,

Przemysl

sides.

under General Kneussl, who occupied the
northern front, had managed to bring with
them some of their 21 cm. Krupp howitzers,

and were bombarding the Russian positions
round Mackovice and Kozienice. and were
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A FRONTIER SKIRMISH.
Russian Troops repulsing an advance guard of the enemy.

working their way towards the forts of Dunkocommands the road and railway

Artamanoff, had reconstructed some of the old
Austrian forts and equipped them with Russian

from Przemysl to Radymno. The 10th AustroHungarian Army Corps which had approached

besides that, new works
12 cm. howitzers
had been erected. The Austrians had brought
with them only their 15 cm. howitzers, and
had to wait for their 30-5 cm. batteries before

viczki that

Przemysl from Krasiczyn tried at first a coup
de main against its outer works, but, repulsed
with heavy
forts

losses, settled

and works

down

in front of th"

of Pralkovice, Lipnik,

Helicha

and Grochovce and those situated round the
its line joined to the
Mountain Tatarowka
;

north-east of Przemysl, near the blown-up fort
of Lentovnia, the positions of the Bavarians.

The Russian commander

of Przemysl,

General

;

they could open their attack against Przemysl,
though it was now only a shadow of what it

had been before the capture by our Allies on
March 22, 1915.
The 30-5 cm. howitzers arrived about May 25,
and the attack against Przemysl began on
May 30 in many places the enemy was making
;
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GERMAN TRANSPORT AND CAVALRY
On

way

the

use of the earthworks which our Allies had

when they had been

to

Dukla
of

Pass.

Fort No.

7,

around which ragfd an obstinate
two in the afternoon

the besiegers,
and which they had had no tune to destroy
on their retreat into the fortress. On May 30

battle that lasted until

enormous

losses.

the Bavarians captured the Russian positions
near Orzechovce, which cover the northern

who had

entered Fort No.

constructed

when he was repulsed
The remnants

of the 31st,

officers

7,

after suffering
of the

enemy

numbering 2$

and 600 men, were taken prisoners."

On May

round Przemysl.
On the same day a violent bombardment was
opened and infantry attacks were delivered
against the entire northern and north-western

again the fire of their heaviest batteries against
the forts round Dunkoviczki (Nos. lOa, lla

front of the fortress, which extends from the

till

sector of the outer ring of forts

San (above,

west of Przomysl) to the
Przemysl -Radymno road, that is from Lenor to put it in more
tovnia to Dunkoviczki

river

i.e.

;

technical language, the attacks of May 30 were
directed mainly against the front defined Vy

the line of forts from No. 7 to No. 11.

No. 7

lies

Fort

within the big loop which the San
lies

11).

The bombardment was continued
when the fire stopped, and the

4 p.m.,

enemy's infantry, consisting of one Prussian,
one Austrian and several Bavarian regiments,,
proceeded to storm the forts, which by that
time had been changed into mere wreckage.
Their garrison, decimated by the bombardment, could not resist much longer, and with-

the village of Ostrow,

same day the 10th Austro-Hungarian Army

of

it,

closing off

Corps opened
western forts

No.

June

the neck of the river loop. Fort
forms in the outer ring of forts the key

to the sector of the San valley occupied

by

Against this fort an attempt was
made by Austrian troops, which seem to have
got across the San from the west or south-west,
Przemysl.

first

having
forests

concentrated

drew beyond the road which runs behind the
outer ring of forts round Przemysl. On the

South

to the east extends the ridge of Height 241,

7

Bavarians

on

forms to the east of Przemysl.
the bank of the river,

and

the

31

concentrated

behind

which cover that region.

"

the

dense

During the

May 30-31," says the Russian official
"
communique of June 1, the enemy succeeded
in approaching within 200 paces, a.nd at some
night of

points even in gaining a footing in the precincts

its

of

attack against the southPralkovice and Lipnik. On

1 the German troops of Mackensen captured two trenches east of Fort No. 1 1 they had
to pay a heavy price in blood for every yard
;

their advance.

of

Meantime the heavy

bat-

teries directed their fire against Forts Nos. 10

and

The breach in the outer
to be enlarged, and these two

had

12.

ring of forts
forts

were chosen

for the attacks of the 'following day.

At noon

June 2 the 22nd Bavarian infantry
regiment captured Fort No. 10, and towards
night the Prussian Grenadier Guards occupied
of
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Fort No.
the

During the night

12.

enemy entered the

which

within

lies

the

village

outer

of

June 2-3

of the

of

Zuravica,

concentration of their troops had broken the
Russian defences on the Dunajec-Biala line. But

ring

of

forts.

Austro-German

Meantime the Austrian troops had broken
through from the south-west, and in the afternoon of June 2 occupied the Zasanie (literally
"
the part beyond the San "), on the left bank

in the fall of

of the river.

much

For the

last

few days the Russians had been

evacuating the fortress, and the only part of
the fortress which they held with consider-

was that which covered directly
Grodek and Lwo\v.

able forces

their line of retreat towards

During the night of June 2-3 the last Russian
forces were withdrawn to the east, and early

June 3 the Bavarians and
morning
Austrians entered*"the town of Przemysl. The
in the

of

semi-official

account, sent out

151

by the Wolff

Bureau, emphasises the fact that the first to
enter' the town was a battalion of the 3rd

only of

and the enormous

Przemysl were involved those not

Lwow, but even

of

Warsaw and Ivan-

A

sweep through East Galicia to the
of the San had been in recent
years as

gorod.
line

artillery

part of the Russian strategic plan for
the case of a war against the Central Powers,

was the abandonment of Western Poland,
The Vistula-San-Dniester line from Thorn in
the -north to Chocim in the south-east is the
as

one strong, continuous line stretching across
the Polish and Galician plains, between the line

Oder and the Carpathians to the west
and south, and the line of the Niemen and Bug
to the north-east of it. No stable balance can
of the

be attained with one side holding the line of
the middle Vistula round Warsaw and the other

commanding

its

natural southern extension, the

Foot Guards, and that the
Regiment
Austro-Hungarian troops followed the Germans.

San

not altogether clear why a small body of
the Prussian Guard was detailed to assist the

The outbreak of the Austro-Italian war on
May 23, was followed by a regrouping of the
Austro -Hungarian armies in Galicia and by
certain changes in the army
commands.
Generals Dankl and Borojevic von Bojna were

of the

It is

very

much

larger bodies of Austrians,

garians and Bavarians

in

the

Hun-

storming

of

the description of the entry into
Przemysl
the conquered fortress seems to suggest the
;

line

round Przemysl.

transferred to the Italian frontier.

underlying motive.

Dankl had been

The fall of Przemysl had been unavoidable from
the very moment when the immense superiority

army

of only

in

any

case in

about half the normal

troops were united with the

AUSTRIANS FIRING FROM THEIR TRENCHES.

General

command
size

of
;

Gorman army

an
his
of
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General Woyrsch, in conjunction with which
they had been fighting for the last half year
it will be remembered that in May also that

Since

army was considerably under strength. General
Kovess von Kovesshasn, who before the war
had commanded the 12th Austro-Hungariun
Army Corps, and had stood during May at the

Bolechow in the
they were getting

head

the morning of

;

certain

of

cluded

Hungarian

General

in

Woyrsch's

Austro-Hungarian
General

army.

to

transferred

command

forces

included

von

Borojevic
the Italian

seems

army,

in

now put

to have been

in-

regiments

of all the

May

the

18

German

busy enlarging

troops had been
in the

narrow salient

their

Stryj valley against Uliczno in the west
east.

their

and

At the same time
heavy mortars and

howitzers into position in front of the Russian
trenches between Holobutow and Stryj. On

May 31 firo was opened against
them, and after a few hours of bombardment
little was left of the defences before which
and

Austrians

Germans had

in

that

thousands

Bojna

was

died in vain in attempts to carry them by
The final conquest of the Russian
assault.

front

probably

of

Holobutow was

owing to the vast experience of mountain
warfare which he had acquired during the half-

positions near

year of fighting in the Carpathians.

Bartheldy, to which the

It

is

by tho

effected

38th Hungarian Honved Division under F.M.L.

German corps-com-

impossible to say as yet how much of his army
he took with him to the south. One thing is

mander, Count Bothmer, left the most difficult
part of the work. They were followed by the

that no extensive regrouping of
was undertaken until after the fall of
Przemysl. The Austro-Hungarian official report

had been adopted

fairly certain

:

forces

of
is

"
it
25 speaks of an " Army Puhallo
;
evident from its position that this was the

May

army

General Borojevic under a new comAfter the fall of Przemysl that army

of

mander.

seems, however, to have undergone far-reaching
changes. Part of it was probably transferred
other parts were disthe other Austro-Hungarian

to the Italian front

tributed

among

;

and German armies, to replace regiments withdrawn to the southern front or to make up
for the

heavy

losses suffered during the Galician

Thus,

campaign.

e.g.,

Gorlice
left

till

wing

we

Army

Austro-Hungarian

find that the 10th

Corps, which

from

Przemysl had always moved on the
Third Austro-Hungarian Army

of the

tinder Borojevic, next to the right

Eleventh German

Army

of

wing of the
Mackensen, appears

in the beginning of July near Krasnik,

i.e.,

in

conjunction with the Fourth Austro-Hungarian

Army

under

Archduke

Joseph-Ferdinand

Some

other parts of the Third Army seem to
have been included in those of Mackensen and
of

Boehm-Ermolli, which from now onwards

became

Germans, thus inverting the arrangement which
for the triumphal entry into
Przemysl but this time the order of procedure
did not appear in the report of the Wolff Bureau.
;

The

fall

of

to the north

able

in

is

not

clear.

About the same

time, whilst in the north

and

bridge-heads

for,

remain memorwhilst

falling

on

whatever

important

strategic points could be kept to the south of

the river, without disturbing excessively the
of the line.

symmetry

With the fall of Przemysl and Stryj closed
tho second stage of the Austro-German offensive.
The
date

third
it

we may

call

the battle for

from June 3

as extending

Lwow, and

till

June

22,

the day of the recapture of the Galician capital
by the Austrians.

The strategic plan underlying this third
chapter of the Austro-German offensive can be
explained in very few sentences. The most

the Dniester

"

history,

back, they were capturing thousands of the
"
"
enemy. They retired behind the
pursuing
Dniesler, but preserved their hold on the main

Second Austro-Hungarian Army. The status
"
and composition of the surviving
Army
Puhallo

their retreat will

;

military

effective

;

towards

line

Step by step our Allies retired

the Dniester.

thus, e.g., the
neighbours
von.
der Marwitz
under
General
German Corps
battle
of
Lwow
the
forms during
part of the
direct

rendered inevitable tho

Stryj

withdrawal of the entire Russian

armies

from

way

of crushing the retreating

would
the

have

south.

A

been

a

successful

flank

Russian
attack

crossing

of

by the enemy would have had

disastrous consequences for our Allies.

Their

armies would have been outflanked, some of

would have been cut, and
a large portion of the retiring
forces could hardly have been avoided.
All the

their lines of retreat

the reconstructed forts of Przemysl were being
demolished by the heavy howitzers of the

a dissolution

enemy, another important position, farther
south', was crumbling down under their fire.

Austro-flerman attempts at breaking through
the Russian armies holding the line of the

of
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A RUSSIAN SUDDEN COUNTER-ATTACK.
Dniester
Allies

ended,

however,

gradually rolled

up

in

failure.

their line

Our
on the

Dniester from west to east, keeping step with
the retreat of the armies which were facing
west.

But nowhere did

the

enemy

succeed in

breaking effectively through the defences of
their southern flank.

To

the west of

Lwow

stretches a line which

might almost be compared
that of the Dniester.

in strength with

It is the line of the lakes

and marshes which extend along the small
river Vereszyca

;

those positions are best known
by the name of the town

as thp Crodek line,

guarding the most important passage acioss

it.

The

chief

weakness of that

line is that

it

reaches

a very short distance to the north.
In the north-west of Lwow, between the towns
for only

and Rava Ruska opens a gap
That gap lies eastfrom Jaroslav. Against it was

of Vereszyca
in its

western defences.

north-east

advancing the army of General von Mackensen.
After the fall of Przemysl the Fourth Austro"
left
Hungarian Army attempted to effect a
"
wheel from the line of the San. Pivotting on
its extreme left wing, it was trying to wheel
centre and right wing so as to get to face
due north, and thus to cover the left flank of
the forces which were advancing on Lwow.
its
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It

was supported by at
10th

(the

army

least

Austro-Hungariaii)

one army corps
from the late

That corps moved from

of Borojevic.

Przemysl due north against the line of the river
Tanew, as an immediate cover for Mackenseii,

who was advancing from Jaroslav and Radymno
against Rava Ruska and Zolkiew, and was

Rudnik,

about

taking

4,000

many guns and

prisoners
"

3rd and 4th Tyrolese regiments." The success
thus gained was followed up on the following
day in the direction of the village of Novosielec,

thus turning from the north the defences of

and the enemy was driven back

Lwow.

retreat.

The Second Austro-Hungarian Army
under General von Boehm-Ermolli was moving
on both sides of the Przemysl-Lwow railway
under a slight angle to the north-east.

lino

The armies of General von Linsingen and General
von Pflanzer-Baltin were standing south of the
Dniester

the advance of the Second

;

Army

and

West of Rudmachine-guns.
nik," says the Russian communique of June 3,
"
we almost completely annihilated the 2nd,

corps

in disorderly

The 14th Austro-Hungarian army-

fell

back on

fortified positions

from Stany on the River Long
tary of the Vistula which joins

extending

(a small tribuit

east of San-

domierz) by Jata to Lentovina, a station on
the Rozvadow-Przevorsk railway line
from
here his lines extended by Sarzyna towards the
;

was gradually drawing them to the north across
the river, just as Mackensen's advance from
Gorlice towards Rzeszow had drawn the armies
of Borojevic and Boehm-Ermolli across the

San.

Carpathians.
During the 10 days which followed on the

way, the most important line of communication
of Mackensen's Army.
In view of this advance

fall of Przemysl little progress was made in
the centre, in front of the Jaroslav-Sambor

of our Allies,

by the armies

line,

Ermolli.

of

Mackensen and Boehm-

from Rozvadow to the Tarnow-Jaroslav

German

reinforcements were sent

re-

left

and

for

against the Russian flank between

the concentration of fresh material with which

re-open

the

campaign.

Moreover,

the

operations on the wings, i.e., on the Lower San
and on the Dniester, seem to have tied down for
the time being a certain amount of reserves, and

rail-

to the support of the retreating Austrians.
On
the night of June 3-4 they delivered from the

Part of the time was probably

quired for the regrouping of the forces
to

About 1,000 prisoners were taken in
that region on June 4. The Russians had by
now got over about one-third of the distance

bank

of

the Leng three furious attacks

Krawce and

Burdzyn, but were repulsed with heavy losses.
The advance of our Allies to the south was,
however, arrested.

the result of those operations had to be awaited
before any new move was undertaken from the

No important movements took place on the
San between Lezajsk and the Lubaczowka
during the week following on the fall of Przemysl.
Between the Lubaczowka and the Szklo some

centre.

fighting

In the north, between Krawce, Rozvadow and
Rudnik, our Allies were vigorously pursuing
their

counter-offensive.

pierced the

important

enemy's

fortified

On

lines

June 2 they
and captured an

position in the region of

reported to have occurred on the
Zapalow-Korzenica line. Between the San and
is

the Viszina in

the

direct

neighbourhood of

Przemysl the German troops were advancing
from the Pozdziacz-Medyka towards the Starzava-Czerniava

line.

South of the Przemysl-

RUSSIAN TROOPS HAULING A HEAVY GUN
On to a Platform of a specially constructed line.
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WAft.

GENERAL ARTAMONOFF,
The Russian Governor of Przemysl,

in his quarters during the Russian occupation.

Lwow railway the German troops under General
von der Marwitz were approaching Mosciska
from the south-west. How slow the movements
were in that region and how obstinate was the
resistance offered

by our

Allies

nized from the fact that the

can be recog-

town

of Mosciska,

only about 11 miles east of Przemysl, was not
reached by the Germans until May 14.

Zuravno, on a front of about 30 miles long,
still cover a certain amount of

the marshes

ground on both

sides

of

the

river,

which

attains in that sector a width of about 100-150

and a depth of about 34 feet. At Mikolajow and Zydaczow* important roads and
railways cross the river. Mikolajow, on the
northern bank of the Dniester, due south of
feet

The main fighting during those days centred
round the bridge-heads on the Dniester. On a
front of about 20 miles, between the Sambor-

Lwow (about 20 miles), was strongly fortified ;
the district is by nature very well fitted for

railway and the Litynia-Kolodruby
road, the marshes of the Upper Dniester form
an absolutely impassable barrier to military

*
Zydaczow (pronounce Jidatchoff ) had been in the
Middle Ages a Roumanian settlement. Its name had
" Judatchti **
it was derived from the word
been
Zyd (pronounce jid) moans in Slav
"judex" (judge).
"
*'
a Jew
by a process of assimilation,
languages
the foreign name, of which the meaning was obscure to
Ihe local population, was changed into one which they
were able to understand.

Rudki

operations.

They

are on the average about

8-10 miles wide, and not a single road or railway
Between Kolodruby and
leads across them.

;

;

THE
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ARRIVAL OF KING LUDWIG OF KAVARIA IN LEMBERG.
purposes of defence.

Hills covered with dense

woods rise between Mikolajow and the river

to

a

they dominate the
height of about 1,250 feet
valley of the Dniester and form a most for;

midable

defensive

position.

Nor

does

the

bridge-head of Zydaczow offer much better
chances for an attack from the south. The

Halicz itself had been originally
our Allies had
by the Austrians
added tliree new lines to its defences. They
the

river.

fortified

;

stretched in a semicircle round
of

it,

at a radius

more than five miles.
Zuravno offered to the Germans compara-

tively the best chances of breaking through the'

Russian positions in that region lay in the
midst of a maze of rivers and ponds. Covered

Russian defences on the Dniester, and against

from the south by the Lower Stryj the Dniester
and the marshes, which are especially broad in
this district, the Russian positions on the hills

after the

,

north-east of Zydaczow, between the Dniester
and the lakes of Chodorow, were equal in
strength to any defences on the Dniester. Ten
miles south-east of

Zydaczow

lies

Zuravno

;

between Zuravno and Nizniow, on a front of
over 40 miles, the Dniester presents the comparatively least serious natural obstacles to an

army

trying to

force

its

marshes encompass the
it is only east
are low
;

line.

Hardly any
though its banks
Nizniow that begins

river,

of

the district of the deep canons,
detailed account was given in Chapter
of

which a

LXXVT.

Half -way between Zuravno and Nizniow

lies

llalicz,* one of the most important strategic
centres of Galicia and the most important

across

passage

the

Dniester.

The

railway

bridge, which the Austrians had blown up
before their retreat in September 1914, had
been reconstructed by the Russians, who in
addition had built five wooden bridges across
* Haliez

Kurope.

of the chief capitals of Eastern
Galicia is derived from it.

was once one

The name

it

they directed their main
of

fall

forces.

Stryj, the

On May

31,

Germans pushed

forward vigorously in the direction of Mikolp.jow
their main aim probably was
themselves
to establish
safely on the left bank
of
the Dniester between Kolodruby and

and Zydaczow

;

Zydaczow, and thus to secure the left flank of
the troops which were to attack Zuravno against
the possibility of an attack from that direction.
It seems less likely that they hoped to capture
"
Between the
either of these bridge-heads.
and
the
Stryj," says the Russian
Tysmienica
"
of
the enemy, who had
June
2,
communique

concentrated there a considerable amount of

and had brought up reinforcestubborn
attacks made with large
ments, by
successes in the course
achieved
some
forces,
heavy

artillery

"

(May 31-June 1). In the course
two days the Russians foil back
on to the Dniester bridge-heads. The German
attacks made against them on the night of

of the night

of the following

June 2-3 were repulsed with very heavy loss<-s
and were followed by successful Russian
counter-attacks.

"On

June

communique

of

3,"

says

June

5,

the ''Russian

official

"the enemy continued
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Cn

his attacks against our bridge-heads over the

strategic point of

Dniester between Tysmienica and the StryjMikolajow railway. During the day we re-

of

pulsed four desperate assaults on our positions
near Ugartsberg (two miles south of the

increased, invading the forest as far as the rail-

Dniester),

our

using

bayonets

and

hand

About midday, on the following
on the whole of the above-mentioned
front, the enemy was repulsed, and began to

grenades.

day,

take up a position along a

gun

Our

range.

in their turn,

new

front out of

troops, assuming the offensive

attacked the enemy near Krynica

Siwka bridge, on the high-road from Rohatyn
to Kalusz.
Had they succeeded, they might
have firmly established themselves on the flank
and in the immediate neighbourhood of Halicz.
On June 6 the troops operating on their right
wing had joined hands with those of PilanzerPaying an awful
dead and wounded, they reached on
south of Siwka the Myslow-Wojnilow-

Baltin and occupied Kalusz.

between the mouth

Kolodziejow

Tysmienica and that
only Russian counter-attacks

the Stryj ;
continued from the direction of Litynia.
of

Germans

resumed

their

operations

Mikolajow and Zydaczow about June
henceforth

this

sector

is

of

The
round
but

7,

only secondary

On June

June

7

5 began the

German

attacks against
on that day the

line.

Near Siwka alone about

enemy perished in an ambush
first
mown down by machine-guns
they were
and then the survivors were finished off in a
2,000 of the

;

It was the
aim of the
bayonet attack.
Austro-German commanders to reach from

the east

importance.

ieft

way." It was evidently their intention to turn
from the north the defences of the Martynow-

price in

of the

the

Dniester, near Zuravno," says the
Russian report, " the enemy's forces have been

the

south of the Dniester)." During the
following three days no further attacks were
undertaken by the enemy against the Dniester
(five miles

Bukaczowce.

forces

Halicz

and

Stanislau,

which had crossed the

whilst

Dniester

the
at

the bridge-head of Zuravno ;
enemy occupied the town on the right bank of
the river, and to the south of it the important

Zuravno were to turn the Russian positions

Height 247, which dominates the valley. On
the 6th Austro-German troops succeeded in

On

forcing the passage of the river,

and on the

along the river.

June 8 marks a turning-point

in the battle.

the following day the German advance to
the north of the Dniester was brought, to a
stop.

After a fierce fight the

enemy was driven

7th they enlarged considerably their positions
on the northern bank by capturing the hills

back behind the Chodorow-Bukaczowce railway
line, several villages, including Raczewko, were

near Novoszyn and by reaching the important

reconquered by the Russians and about 800

THE AUSTRO-GERMAN TROOPS ENTERING PRZEMYSL.
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On June 10 the battle
prisoners were taken.
attained its climax. The Austro-German forces
were driven back across the Dniester.

On

that

day the Russian captures amounted to 17 guns,
49 machine-guns, 188 officers and about 6,500
men. Among the prisoners was an entire
company of the Guard regiment of the Prussian
Fusiliers

the entire captures of the three days

;

June 8-10 were 17 guns, 78 machine-guns, 348
officers and 15,431 men.
On June 11 the Germans renewed their
attack on Zuravno, recaptured the town and
on the following day advanced for a distance
On June
of about five miles to the north of it.
13 they reached Roguzna, a village about ten
miles north of Zuravno.

During the next few

days, however, our Allies drove
back towards the Dniester.

Meantime, farther

east, the

them again

between Jezupol

forcing several passages across

But these

and Zaleszczyki,
it

below Nizniow.

stated,

below Nizniow

the river itself that matters, but

;l

its

if

had to proceed from the

it

was to be taken,

west.

During the lull in the fighting on the Middle
San Mackensen effected round Jaroslav a new
concentration

of

artillery

similar

to

that

which had won the day round Gorlice. He
seems also to have received fresh reinforce-

ments

in

men.

A new

"

phalanx

"

was

gathered west of the San, mainly in the district
between Piskoroviee and Radynmo

On June
opened

12

against

a violent

the

bombardment wa?

Russian

positions.

On

the same day Austro-Hungarian troops crossed
the San and occupied Piskoroviee and Sieniava.
the

13th the advance extended

entire line,

to

the

from the River Zlota down to the

it
was continued
Radymno-Javorow road
on the 14th. The heavy Austrian batteries
;

not

belt,"

night of June 14 the Ninth Austro-Hungarian

it is

dead

Lwow,

adapted to motor-transport were accompanying
the advancing troops and breaking down the
resistance of the Russian troops.
By the

As we

successes proved of no avail.

have previously

;

attack against

On

Austro-German

armies had reached the river almost along the
entire line

enable bigger bodies of troops to open an
attack against the Russian flank
hence the

'

the belt of river-loops, canons and forests.
After having crossed the river itself, the enemy

Army

nowhere succeeded in emerging from that zone.
By June 16 it was fairly clear that the line
of the Dniester could be nowhere forced to any

Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand was slowly wheeling from the San towards the River Tanew.
On the same night Mackensen's troops reached
a line extending from Oleszyce by Nova

considerable depth and on a front sufficient to

Corps (Fourth Austro-Hungarian Army)
stood before Cieplice, and the entire army of

INTERIOR OF THE FORTRESS OF PRZEMYSL.
After

the

German Occupation.
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PRZEMYSL,

After the Bombardment by the Austrian

Heavy
and

Grobla

Artillery.
*

to Krakoviec.
Oczy
Meantime General von der Marwitz reached
Mosciska. On June 15 Cieplice and Dachnow
were taken and the enemy's forces approached
Lubaczow, Niemirow, Javorow, and Sadova
Visznia.
The report sent out by the Wolff
"
The Army of
Bureau on June 16 says
Vielkie

:

Colonel-General von Mackensen has captured
since June 12 more than 40,000 men and 69

machine-guns." It is evident that this sentence
applies to the entire group of armies operating

merely to the Eleventh German
Thus by June 12, in the German
official and semi-official language, Mackensen
had replaced as commander of the Galician
in Galicia, not

Army.

armies

the

Austro-Hungarian Generalissimo,

Archduke Frederick.
On June 16 the Austrian troops of the Fourth
"
Army, continuing their left-wheel," advanced
through Maydan and Cewkow and crossed the
Russian

frontier, facing

due north.

Mackensen's Army, advancing with

Meantime
its

cha-

had passed Lubaczow,
Niemirow and Javorow, and was pressing
racteristic impetuosity,

forward across the

hills

against the line of

*

These names give an idea of the character of the
"
Nova Grobla " means " The New Dam,"
"Vielkie Oczy" "The Big Eyes"; ponds and small
country.

Rava Ruska,

Army

of

Magierow and Janow. The
von Boehm-Ermolli was

General

moving along the high road towards Grodek.
Late in the afternoon of June 16 it came into
contact

with

the

Russian

rearguards

near

Wolczuchy, about three miles west of Grodek,
by the night it reached the River Vereszyca

and occupied its western bank. About midnight it captured by assault the western part
of the town of Grodek.

On June

17

the advance of the Fourth

Austro-Hungarian Army to the north continued
between the Vistula to the Jaroslav-Oleszyce-

.

lakes are frequently called " eyes " in Slav countries.

Belzec road.
of the Vistula

In the corner above the junction
and the San our Allies, conforming
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hank

to the retreat on the right

back on to

their old positions

of the San,

West of the San the Austrian-;
brzeg and Xisko.
on
that
day Krzeszow, Tarnogrod, and
occupied
Narol, thus establishing themselves on the
line, along the Tanew front.
During
the fighting of the following week the valley
of the Tanew served as an effective cover for

entire

northern

the

flank

of

the

Austro-German

Armies which were advancing against Lwow.
The valley of the lower and middle Tanew

huge marsh

one

is

marsh

is

about 35

for

miles

to

junction with the San ; that
about 10 miles wide and covered with

the east of

its

Only very few roads lead through
that region. Whoever would dare to leave
the beaten track is lost ; he would perish in
the bog. Even where the marsh ceases, the
forests.

tions

;

unfavourable to military operasoft sand in which men and horses

is still

ground

it is

From Rava Ruska

fell

between Tarno-

Komarno, on a

to

40 miles, a furious

over

of

during June 18 and

19

battle

front

raged

and throughout the

The Austrian* succeeded

intervening night.

capturing a few positions of our Allies in
front of Grodek and Komarno, yet it was not
in

on the Vereszyca that the decision was to fall.
With the help of their heavy artillery the
Germans had borne down the resistance of
our Allies in the north, and on June 20 Mnrkcnsen's Army occupied the towns of Rava Ruska
and Zolkiev. The line of the Vereszyca was
turned and our Allies had to fall back on their
lines in front of Lwow.
On June 21 our Allies rallied to resist the
advance
capital

of the
of

enemy

in front of

Lwow,

which had been

Galicia,

in

the

their

possession ever since September 3, 1914.
Eight
miles to the north of the town they held

against the troops

of

Mackensen a

line

ex-

sink deep and across which heavy transport
is impracticable.
Having reached that region,

tending from Zoltance past Kulikow towards
the hills north of Brzuchovice. West and

the Austrian troops could securely hold
small forces.

south-west

it

with

From
till

the junction of the San and the Tanew
Narol, for a distance of 45 miles, the

Austro-German

forces

were facing due north

;

between Narol, Rava Ruska and Magierow,
on a line of abeut 15 miles, the front was turnsouth of Magierow
ing toward the north-east
"
the other armies of General von Mackensen " *
;

were holding the line of the Vereszyca down to
The distance
junction with the Dniester.

its

from Magierow to Lelechow on the Upper
Vereszyca amounts to 10 miles, the line of
Vereszyca down to Kolodruby on the
Dniester to 30 miles.
The new line offered
the

OUT

Allies

fairly

good

defensive

positions.

Several ranges of hills, rising to an average
height of 1,200 ft., extend between Narol and
Magierow. Similarly the line of the Vereszyca, which

is covered against the west by the
and by ponds and marshes, is reinforced
by a chain of wooded hills which exceed in
height by several hundred feet the level of those

river,

extending to the west of the
*

line.

Quoting that passage from the German official
communiqut the Viennese Neue Freie Presfte adds in
"
brackets the following remark
It is not known
whether Mackensen commands several armies, or which
armies are under his command." Thus notwithstanding
its exceedingly, one might say excessively, close connexion with Berlin, the .Vewe Freie Prease seems to have
had no " official knowledge " about the " supersession "
of Archduke Frederick by Mackensen.
:

of Lwow they were defending
the line of the River Szczerec, against the army
of Boehm-Ermolli ;
its high eastern banks

and

its

chalk-rocks were offering good positions
The battle round Kulikow and

for defence.

on the

Szczerec

was

fought

on June

21.

During the following night the Russians
fell
back on to their last positions round
Lwow, the evacuation of which had by then
been completed.

The fiercest fighting took place along the
Janow-Lwow road. Here, on a narrow front
between the

village of

Rzesna and

Hill

320,

across the high road, our Allies were offering a
last resistance to the

advance

of the

Austnans.

Their flanks were covered by marshy streams,
the positions themselves had been carefully

and

fortified.
Premature attacks deby the enemy ended in disaster for the
attacking columns. Then followed the usual
bombardment by the batteries of heavy howitThe Russian defences were smashed and
zers.

built

livered

across

their

wreckage the Austrian infantry

was storming to the east, towards Lwow.
About the same time the enemy was crossing
from the north the hills on the Mlynowka and
carrying the
Lysa Gora.

last

Russian

Lwow was entered by
June

the

trenches

on

the

enemy on Tuesday,

22, at 4 p.m., after having remained for

293 days in the possession of our

Allies.

CHAPTER LXXXVI.

GERMANY AT WAR.
GERMAN OPINION AT THE OUTBREAK OF WAR THE
OF GERMAN LEGENDS POLITICAL UNITY ASSURED

"

WRONG

"

DONE TO BELGIUM BUILDING UP
GERMANY UNDER MARTIAL LAW PATIENT

ACCEPTANCE OF THE MILITARY REGIME DISAPPEARANCE OF THE PERSONAL FACTOR POSITION
OF THE KAISER THE PUBLIC PROPAGANDA AND WAR LITERATURE PRESS ORGANIZATION
HATRED OF ENGLAND THE FOOD PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION INDUSTRY AND TRADE THE
CONTROL OF LABOUR FINANCE THE WAR LOANS GERMANISM RUNS RIOT -INTERNAL POLITICS
ATTITUDE OF SOCIALISTS GERMAN AIMS AND AMBITIONS REVEALED THE DEMAND FOR
ANNEXATIONS THE IMPERIAL CHANCELLOR'S CHALLENGE TO EUROPE.

the

WHEN

diplomatic

tension
crisis

of

the

brief

against invasion
tions in the

presentation of the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia was relieved by

the

declarations

of

war on Russia and on

German people gave

place to

and sadly disturbed the
of Paris, Germans
early
found
relief
in
a
generally
passionate explosion

dream

was such as the world had never seen,
and that Germany had assumed a task with
which Bismarck's three wars provided no

struggle

long before the war abandoned her neutrality
and thrown in her lot with France and England.

was that the

There was great anxiety
about the possibly disastrous blows that might
be expected from the British Navy, and the
people vented

short.

all its

The German public was

teed, the

was hoped that a smashing blow would be

57.

its

way,

German

public

was fed on

stories of

Belgian cruelty and treachery and taught that
"
the Belgians earned their fate by
pouring oil
"
or gouging out German
on German soldiers

given to France in a very brief space of time,
and that Germany could then feel secure

Part

by coarser

murdering and pillaging, through the little
State whose neutrality Germany had guaran-

wrath and sarcasm upon

failure of German diplomacy to divide
Germany's enemies and to prevent the coincidence of naval war with the great trial of
strength on land. But, apart from that peril,

Vol. V.

fooled

methods. While the German army tore

the

it

fall

ultimately found discarded or forgotten in the
Foreign Office at Brussels that Belgium had

comparison.
belief

the

wrong done to Belgium, was drowned by a
hoarse chorus of calumny and vituperation.
It took some months for the German Government to build up the lying tale chiefly by
absurd manipulation of such documents as were

newspapers might rejoice, but the country as a
whole was pretty well aware that the coming

common

of

of feeling against England. Meanwhile, the still,
small voice of conscience, protesting against the

The crowds in Berlin and other
long.
capitals might cheer, and the politicians and
last

Nevertheless, the

of

bitter disappointment

an

anxiety
outburst of jubilant patriotism and warlike
enthusiasm. The first outburst of joy did not

war would be

light

emergencies as could then be foreseen, and if
the wonderful resistance of Belgium was a

France, by the invasion of 'Belgium, and by the
consequent intervention of Great Britain, the
of the

and continue

offensive operaevents and at greater
leisure.
The country rapidly settled down to
the business of economic preparation for such

that followed the

eyes.

echoed
161

They soon forgot the fatal words, which
and re-echoed through the whole
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MAKING OUT CASUALTY

Meanwhile the nation answered as one

civilized world, of the Imperial Chancellor, in

his speech in the

Reichstag on August 4

The Chancellor

one thought

how

is

he to

to

intellectuals of
like

his

explain

Germany

(December 2,
words away. All the
toiled at the

same

task,

murderers striving to wash bloodstains
After a year of such

from their garments.
efforts

Professor Schoenborn,

summed up
ful

formula

of

Heidelberg,'

the results in the following delight:

These sentences can,

and appreciated only

of course,

be rightly understood

regard is had to the whole situation in which they were spoken.
They were uttered at
an hour of fate of the German Empire, to a political
gathering, and as part of a Government declaration of
high policy. They were not intended, therefore, to
constitute, and could not constitute, an impartial and
considered theoretical judgment, from a legal standOn
point, upon the merits of this German procedure.
the contrary, they are one section of a political action.*
if

that was good enough for the professors, it
is not surprising that for the
public Belgian
"
the English swindle."
neutrality soon became
If

*

"

From

a large volume of German apologetics, called
Deutschland und der grosse Krieg " (page 566), pub-

lished in July 1915.

predicted, the great Socialist party, although
it

tried subsequently, especially

in another speech in the Reichstag

1914)

man

Emperor and the Government,
and the whole country was inspired by the
As every
spirit of unity and determination.
competent judge of German conditions had
to the call of the

:

The wrong I speak openly that we are committing
we will endeavour to make good as soon as our military
Anybody who is threatened
goal has been reached.
as we are threatened, and is fighting for his highest
possessions, can have only
hack his way through.

LISTS IN BERLIN.

embraced one -third

of the

and

whole people

probably at least one-half of the men who first
took the field offered no serious opposition
whatever.

After brief

and an

deliberation

unimportant difference of opinion behind the
scenes, the Socialists voted for the war credits

demanded by the
As the war progressed thenattitude showed certain fluctuations, but it
was never such as to give the Government the
that

were

immediately

Government.

slightest anxiety.

They were

quite content,

it

seemed, with an empty phrase, such as that in
which the Kaiser after his speech from the
"
I no longer
Throne on August 4 exclaimed
:

It
recognize parties. I know only Germans."
is true that when the Kaiser followed up this

demonstration by proposing to shake hands
with the party leaders, the Socialist leaders did
not accept the- invitation, but they soon bowed
to public opinion and did nothing to mar the
increase of admiring loyalty which, as

we

Emperor most
The more preposterous the abuse

see, the

shall

adroitly used.

of

all
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Germany's enemies, but especially England,
the more confident became the belief in Ger"
cause."
Was she not fighting a
many's
"
"
"
a
defensive war for her existence
against
"
world of enemies
?
Had not perfidious
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was that they had kept the peace
40 years. In public and in private the
Kaiser loved to claim this as his own personal
intentions
for

hem

achievement, and there were many who believed
that his highest ambition was to go down in
history as the Friedenskaiser, the great ruler

Germany in," fallen upon her in her hour of
need ? Were not Germany's enemies striving

who had controlled vast armies but never used
them, who had increased the power and

to overrun her territories and destroy her
industry and trade because they could not face
the competition in the world's markets of her

prestige of

England, after years of jealous

intelligent
fit soil

for

"

and industrious people ? It was a
national heroes and the creation of

legends.

Perhaps

the

hero the

first

efforts to

heart was not a

it is

not inappropriate that

German nation took

man

but a gun

to

its

the famous

howitzer which Krupps had built in
secret and which battered down the forts at
17 in.

But then

Li6ge.

-" father

in rapid succession
"

came

of the virtue of keeping quiet really

Germany regarded war

that

were built up,

something
Peace was

at last the Great War came, it was hailed
with something like relief. Prussia-Germany
had been delivered from the perils of pacifism

and internationalism, and was once more about

could rally

Before, however, we deal with the machinery
and methods by which opinion was guided and
controlled and the great German war legends

meant was

When

commerce and
Weddigen,

striking a

rather the excessively virtuous interruption of
war than war the rude interruption of peace.

to convince

defied British sea power, and
the pioneer in the submarine war.

as

normal and in the nature of things.

saviour
Hindenburg," the
of East Prussia from Cossack hordes," Captain
von Miiller of the Emden, which for so long raided
others

Germany without ever

What this strange and unfamiliar theory

blow.

Europe that might

is

right.

After

a year of war the Imperial Chancellor, suspect
feebleness

of

and

international

prejudices,

German

opinion with the cry,
"We have got over our sentimentality (Wir
haben unsere Sentimentalitdt verlernt)." After
all,

all

the State was founded upon force, and force

should prevail.

us briefly consider the internal
position.
Again and again in the years before
the war German statesmen protested before

an English reader the facility
intelligible
with which Germany threw off her whole

God and man

civilian trappings

IN

let

that the best proof of their good

It

is

difficult

to

describe

in

terms easily

to

and reverted to the pure type

THE STATE APARTMENTS OF THE KING OF BAVARIA'S PALACE, MUNICH.
Bavarian Court Ladies.
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THE KAISER

IN

THE EASTERN THEATRE OF WAR.

Within a few hours of

of the military State.

the issue of the mobilization order the whole

country was under military control.

ment Departments,

of

of independence,

the

the

country.

Throughout the Empire' the real control
administration was vested in the generals

In

of
in

army-corps districts that is to
say, the generals left behind as deputies for
the generals who took the field. It was they

make any

who guided and coaxed and

resources

of

threatened the

public by constant proclamations.

subordinates

who

It

really

was they
managed

everything, and saw to it that in every sphere
the needs of the army and the prosecution of

the war were held superior to any other consideration whatever.
It
was the military
authorities
cised

the

who

suppressed newspapers, exer-

censorship

upon news and upon

private communications, prevented the holding
of public meetings which did not suit their view
of

the

country's

interests,

and

directed the whole course of civil

generally
life.

had ample powers to commandeer

They

supplies

we shall see later, to control labour.
The whole machinery of the State was at their
disposal and subject to their will and pleasure.
and, as

war had no

prosecution of the war, and the people generally
had no more eager desire than to play their
part as willing members of the great machine.
The more perfect the organization for war
proved to be, the more enthusiastic did the
country become. The people were willing to

of

Berlin, for instance, all powe^t passed at once
the hands of the Military Governor.

their

at

and became handmaids

lost

all

into

and

Germany

thought or care for anything but the successful

military rulers

command

perfectly natural.

the very

municipal administrations,

show

Govern-

provincial administrations,

It must not be supposed that this military
regime was felt to be irksome or was accepted
with reluctance. It was, rather, regarded as

sacrifices,

because they

felt

them-

selves to be integral parts of the whole

complex
scheme which contained the whole forces and
of

broke out,

the
the

Empire. Immediately war
country was given a great

object-lesson in the perfect precision of the

The State railway system, which
by the military authorities, moved the vast armies without any confusion or delay.
The fighting forces were called

mobilization.

was

at once taken over

out in accordance with arrangements of which
every detail was fixed in advance. Knowing
almost exactly what part every

man would

have to play as the war progressed and as
reinforcements were needed, the public, inspired

and encouraged by the

feeling of a real

equality in sacrifice, could adapt and readjust
There were
its whole life to meet the strain.

no

idle

rare.

hands and shirkers were, necessarily,

Men who were

left at their industrial or
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commercial work knew that they were left
because, after consideration of each individual
case, their

work was considered to be necessary.

also knew that they might at any
time be called to the colours.

And they

In contemplating the spirit of Germany, one
'must not forget the force of tradition. It was
only 50 years before the war that the German

Empire had been united by the sword. Very
many of the most prominent men in Germany
had themselves taken part in the war against

Every family had its personal ties
the great time of Bismarck. Above all,
whole country knew how the German

France.
svith

the

then had brought unimagined wealth
and prosperity and prestige. It was easy to
persuade such a people that it was fighting to
victories

hold and defend

what

its

fathers

had won, and

and that defeat would
mean relapse to the old conditions and the
breaking up of the Empire into a number of
small and impotent States.
Moreover, the
were
such
which
arguments
people upon
and
in
its
was
bellicose,
essentially
smployed
to

complete their work,

heart

welcomed

"a

policy of aggression

and

of

CAPT. WEDDIGEN.
statesmen, from Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg,
the Imperial Chancellor, downwards, whom a

Bonquest by the sword.
The most remarkable immediate effect of

strange fate had placed in command at such a
No
time, easily pushed into the background.

the swallowing up of Germany in the military
machine was the apparent disappearance of
the personal element both in government and
Not only were the minor
administration.

great soldier appeared to take their place. The
Chief of the Great General Staff soon proved to

be a Moltke only in name, and he was actually
superseded after a few months of war. The

whole machine, as it were, ran itself. There
were very few ministerial or administrative
There was soon a new Imperial
men who were

changes.

Finance Minister. Otherwise the

found
as

in office

Imperial

for

responsible

remained in

Minister
control

of

office.

the

of

Delbriick,

Interior,

food

industrial reorganization generally,

was

supply and
Havenstein

continued to perform his important functions
as head of the Imperial Bank and so on.

From tune

to time questions of high policy
involved personal conflict especially, as the
result of the dispute with the United States

about

submarine

"

piracy,"

the

revival

of

the old feud between Grand Admiral von Tirpitz, Secretary of State for the

Imperial Navy,
and the Imperial Chancellor. But upon the
whole there was less friction than in times of
peace, and among the mediocre administrators
there was seldom any marked assertion of
personal ambition or ot claims to predominance.

The most
\_Stcaine,

CAPT.
Of

VON MULLER,
"

the

Emden,"

and important illustration
was the change in the
the Emperor. The whole truth about
striking

of this state of things

position of

572
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hi*

personal

and

precipitating the

war

direct
is still

responsibility

for

unknown, but

it is

beyond dispute that he directed the course

German

action in the last days of

crisis.

of

When

war had broken out he played his part with
On August 17 he left
great caution and skill.
Berlin for the Western Front, and established
himself at

Luxemburg, where he was accom-

panied by most of the Ministers and an enormous retinue. From time to time he addressed

some message to the troops or to the people at
home, but such utterances were like reticence
in him.
He watched the most acute phase of
the First Battle of Ypres in October,

and made

other spectacular appearances in the field, but
the more marked became the failure to reach
Paris

(or

even Warsaw),

the

more modest

secret of his grey hairs

and diminished vivacity

of bearing.

Apart from everything
undoubted fact that in

and from the

else,

his

new

guise

the

Emperor rapidly gained in the affections of his
people, account had to be taken of the obvious
Royal Family to win distinction
was only for a short time that the

failure of the
in war.

It

German newspapers were

instructed to

insist

upon the presence of all the Emperor's sons in
the field. The name of the Emperor's brother,

Grand Admiral Prince Henry of Prussia, soon
disappeared altogether. Above all, the German
Crown Prince not only failed notoriously as a
commander, but by

his personal habits acquired

a reputation hardly more savoury than, say,
He
that of the Turkish commander in Syria.
shocked even the German Army and the

German

people.

Of

all

the

German

princes the

only one who gained solid prestige in the

first

war was the Crown Prince Rupprecht
year
of Bavaria, who had the popular task of
of

opposing the hated British in the West.

to

In no previous war had there been anything
compare with the prodigious propaganda

that began

all

of

over the world with the very
In no country was

hostilities.

beginning
the campaign conducted so deliberately and
unscrupulously as in Germany. It soon ap-

peared that there was no service too mean
and no intellectual prostitution too base for
patriotic

German

pens.

In the German view

was the duty and privilege of every citizen
to promote the German cause in time of war
by any method that seemed to offer itself.
For the civil population no less than for the
armed forces to quote the Imperial Chancellor's phrase
"necessity knew no law."
it

DOCTOR DELBRUGK,
Imperial Minister of the Interior.

became the Emperor's bearing towards his
people. In December, 1914, he even returned to
Berlin in the dead of night, in order to avoid all
public demonstration. As the war progressed,

Emperor succeeded in forming something
a new Kaiser legend. He was more and
more careful to avoid all appearance of interfering either in strategy or in policy, and he
gradually became a sort of venerable father of
his people, sharing their sacrifices and mourning
their losses rather than calling upon them to
do his Imperial will. The impression of venerability, which became so strong as to constitute
almost an infringement of the monopoly so long
the

like

enjoyed throughout Europe by the Emperor
Francis Joseph, was strengthened by changes
in the Kaiser's personal appearance. He aged
visibly,

and the Court photographers made no

The whole intellectual forces of the nation
and the whole spoon-fed Press were mobilized
immediately, and the world was invited towatch the strangest war of words in history.
The leading ideas were much the same as tho?e
There must be great rapidity
of the generals.
and no squeamishness. There must be plenty
The main enemy must be
of heavy artillery.
attacked with peculiar violence. There must
be no dissipation. of

Germany

forces.

We

expected a short war.

have said that

The

literary

campaign was planned accordingly. It is inconceivable that, if they had had any conception of the probable duration of the war, the

Germans would have conducted their propaganda on the same lines. They seem to have
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believed that they could drown tha truth in a
hurricane of high explosives, and yo deafen the

ethical basis of this sort of patriotism or to

whole world with their shrieks and protestations that it would not recover consciousness

Germans generally

and the power of criticism until the war was
over.
At the same time there was evidently
more anxiety about opinion in Germany itself
than the event

German

justified.

As a matter

of fact,

opinion proved to be entirely docile

examine

the

closely

mining
"

intellectual

The

was

fact

honesty and preparing the

"

to play the part they did.
evident, if only from the condition

learned classes

influence

call.

decency or raising at
is

no occasion to discuss here the

which caused
bad case

with very great unanimity. But there is no
doubt that the rapid growth of material prosperity had for years before the war been under-

and perfectly willing to be misled. It fed
greedily upon the official version of the causes
of the war, and responded
instantly to every
There

reasons

to adopt a very

of

10

the

Press,

and

years,

which had grown steadily
prosperity, especially in the

in

lasfc

without acquiring any shreds of
all the low standards and

evil repute of

German

A CORNER OF KRUPP'S WORKS
Showing the Sheffield-made Machinery.

journalism.

Neverthe-
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less,

who

the results were astonishing even to tho'e
were well acquainted with Germany, and

they will stand to the credit of
tion for

all

There

is

German

civiliza-

time.

character of the

illustration of the general

German propaganda than a
when the
\miversal
had
moved
Belgium

manifesto which in October, 1914,

names

of

scientific

quote
We,

in

published broadcast over tho
almost every German well known for
We will
or artistic achievement.

was

horror,

it

in full

:

as representatives of

whole

raise before the

by them

for

German

civilized

Science and Art.

world our protest against.

Attila ha for a decade past been ridiculed
unshakable love of peace. It was

his

when superior forces which ha.l long boon lying in
wait on our frontiers fell upon our people from threo
-!.!' that tho people rose like one man.

only

It is not

no better

German crimes

now darp to cnll

true that

we

criminally violated the neu-

Belgium. It has been proved that Frunrc and
England were determined to violate Belgium's neutrality.
It ha-; been proved that Belgium consented.
It would
have been suicide not to anticipate them.
It is not true that tho life or property of a single
Belgian citizen has been assailed by our soldiors \vithout
the compulsion of most bitter necessity. Again and
again, in spite of all warnings, the population shot at our
r-oKluTS from ambushes, and mutilated wounded and
murdered doctors engaged in their Samaritan work.
More contemptible forgery is inconceivable than tho
keeping of silence about the crimes of these murderers
trality of

make the just punishmimt which thoy suffered
into a crime on the part of the Germans.
It is not true that our troops raged brutally against
Louvain. With heavy hearts they were compelled to

in order to

by bombarding part of the city on
populace, which treacherously fell upon them
The greater part of Louviun has been
in their bivouacs.
preserved ; the famous Kathaus remains entirely unhurt,
and our soldiers sacrificed themselves to preserve it
from the flames. If works of art have been or shall be

practise reprisals

the

mad

destroyed in this terrible war, every German would
lament the fact. But just as we yield to nobody in the
lovo of art, we decidedly refuse to pay by a German driVat
for the maintenance of any work of art.
It is not true that our leaders have disregarded the
provisions of international law. Unbridled brutality is
unknown to them. But in the East the earth is drenched
with the blood of women and children who have been
butchered by the Russian hordes, while in the West
dum-dum bullets have torn the breasts of our warriors.
The right to pose as the defenders of civilization belongs
least of all to those who have allied themselves with the
Russians and Serbs, and provided the world with the
spectacle of Mongolians and niggers being
spurred against the white race.
It is not true that the struggle against our so-called
militarism is not a struggle against our Kultur, as is
asserted
by our enemies. Without
hypocritically
German militarism German Kultur would long ago have
been swept off the face of the earth. It is for the protection of Kultttr, and out of Kultur, that militarism has
arisen in a country which for centuries has been tormented like no other country by robber raids. The
German Army and the German people are one. The
consciousness of this fact to-day makes brothers of
seventy millions of Germans, without distinction of

horrible

education, class, or pnrty.

THE KAISER AND MARSHAL VON
HINDENBURG.

The
Photographed by the German Empress.
proceeds from the sale of this picture were handed
over to the German Red Cross Fund.
lies and calumnies with which our enemies try to
besmirch Germany's pure cause in the struggle for
existence that has been forced upon her. The iron
mouth of events has disposed of the carefully propagated
All the more eager now
fictions about German defeats.

the

the effort to pervert facts, and to sow suspicion.
Against these efforts we raise our voice. This voice
shall proclaim the truth.
It is not true that Germany was guilty of this war.
Neither the people nor the Government nor the Kaiser
wanted it. The utmost efforts were made on the German
is

The documentary proofs are open to
it.
Often enough did William II. in the twentysix years of his reign prove himself the protector of the
often enough have even our enemies
world's peace
recognized this fact. Yes, this very Kaiser whom they
side to avert

the world.

;

of

We cannot deprive our enemies of the poisoned weapons
We can only cry out to all the world that the
lies.

witness they bear against us is false. To you who know
us, and who, together with us, have guarded the highest
us
possessions of humanity, we cry aloud believe
Believe that we shall fight this fight to the end as a
Kultur people, for which tho heritage of a Gee the, n
!

Beethoven, and a Kant

For

this

is

The 93 signatories
ment included such
and

as sacred as hearth

and home.

we pledge you our names and our honour.

political

of

this

precious

historians,

docu-

philosophers

economists as Brentano, Brandl,

Laband, Lainand
Wilamowitz
precht,
like
and
Sudorwriters
Wundt,
Hauptmann
mann, men of science like Elirlich and WasserEucken,

Hackel,

Lenz,

Harnaek,

Schmoller,

mann, and representatives of all the arts.
Here, indeed, was the whole German legend
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kicking neutrals in the stomach, and it is
evident that this practice does not lessen the

enormous

difliculties

to

present

which Germany has at

Anybody who knows

overcome.

something of contemporary history will refrain
from singing the praises of the diplomatists. But
the so-called intellectual leaders sometimes have
less political insight

than the youngest attache."

The manifesto that we have quoted

intro-

duced the world at large to a little -known
Henceforward
conception German Kultur.
Kullur played a more prominent part in the
war than any other word in the German

The

vocabulary.

Germans

between Kultur -and
former they meant

little else

German

of the peculiarly

and meaning

civilization,

type.

distinguished
but by the

than civilization
Its significance

for other peoples they

popular couplet

put in a

:

"

Derm es muss am deutsohen Wesen
Einmal noch die Welt genesen."
(For tho world must ono day find
Its healing in the German mind.)

THE

KAISER'S

YOUNGEST

SON.

Prince Joachim wearing his Iron Cross.
the- undesired

existence,"

the

and uninvited
unprovoked

"
struggle
assault

coalition of treacherous neighbours,

by

for

a

the evil

intentions of France and England against
"
Belgium which had to be
anticipated," the
gentleness of the German soldiery, the need for
reprisals, the treason committed by Germany's

enemies against the white race, the defence of

and the sacredness of the struggle
by the purest German traditions. For
"
all this these distinguished Germans
pledged
their names and their honour."
The professors went on as they had begun.
The student of the German history of this time
will always find in their utterances and actions
in the first three or four months of the war
the most damning proof of Germany's ambitions
and Germany's guilt. Their excesses did their
country a good deal of harm, and before the
end of 1914 the Government began to put a
check upon then and recommended more
" The
cautious and considered behaviour.
German intellectuals," said the Berliner Tage-

The Germans, in fact, were the chosen people.
The idea ran through the whole German war
It was Professor Adolf Lasson, of
literature.
Berlin University, who expressed it most plainly.
His utterances did more than anything else to
bury the extreme propagandists in ridicule, and
to provoke the mingled amusement and resentment of the whole world at German pretensions. Professor Wilhelm Ostwald had already
said

"

Germany has reached a higher

:

stage

than the other peoples, and the
the war will be the organization of

of civilization
result of

Europe under German leadership."
Haeckel had demanded the conquest

Professor
of

London,

the division of Belgium between Germany and
Holland, and the annexation of the Congo

Kultur,

State, a great part of the British colonies, the

inspired

North-East

blatt

in

December,

"

have a preference for

of France, Poland,

and the Russian

Professor Lasson went
provinces.
"
"
further.
are," he wrote,
morally and
Baltic

We

intellectually
peerless.

superior to

all

men.

So, too, are our organizations

We

are

and our

Germany was "the most perfect
known to history," the
Kaiser was
delicioe human! generis," and the
Imperial Chancellor, Herr von Bethmanninstitutions."

political

creation
"

"
the most eminent of living men."
The language was crude and ridiculous, but it
was an expression of the ruling German idea
that the ties of common humanity had been
destroyed, and that Germany now stood not

Hollweg, was

"
merely alone but
peerless."
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about the mobilization and

set

manipulation
opinion with extraordinary
zeal and energy.
There was, as we have seen,
of

rigid

military

control

of

the

Press,

which

prevented all criticism of an undesired kind,
while the newspapers were compelled to publish

what the authorities wished to be published.
The whole machinery of control of the Press,
which was considerable in peace time, was
The Press
reorganized and
speeded up."
Bureau of the Foreign Office, which was a
survival from Bismarck's time and usually
worked in the dark, was put upon a new basis,
and became a full-fledged " department " of
li

the Foreign Office, thus giving almost perfect
independence to its notorious chief, Dr.

Hammann.
intelligence

The military authorities organized
bureaux, and editors and leader-

writers were kept in the straight path

by daily

"Press conferences" under the auspices of the
Great General

his

A

Staff.

number

of

trustworthy

writers were directly employed by Government
departments to prepare articles and descriptive

There was even a distinct " corruption

reports.

bureau."

The

the Press of
possible,

the

was paid to
Wherever
Government bought

greatest attention

all

neutral countries.

German

outright or subsidized

"

neutral

and it went to infinite pains
as correspondents in
of

"

neutral news

writers

"

newspapers,

to get the assistance,

Germany

or as organizers

of pro-German
whose names were well known abroad.

agencies,"

The Swedish

explorer, Sven Hedin, was a more
than welcome guest, who described with much
skill

and

infinite

in the field

the

obsequiousness

and the

German Army.

satellites

from

THE GERMAN CROWN PRINCE AND
At
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other

neutral

HIS STAFF.

headquarters in the North of France.

German

and heroism
There was a host

virtues

life

of
of

countries,
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and the Government was even able to secure
the services of a few needy British renegades.
One of the most scurrilous organs of the
German Government was created out of a
news

Merlin
calliMl

sheet,

published in English and

the Continental Times, which before the

publicity department of the
Line,

had

the war

Heaven."

tourists.

war
the most

flood neutral newspapers with

false

news.

On

the contrary, the

authorities were alive to the importance

of establishing

They were

some reputation

utterly unscrupulous

but, as a rule, the

remarkably

German arms

iri

for veracity.

case of need,

German

inaccurate.

reports were not
.The successes of

British

addressed not only to neutral but even

accounts of events at sea.

Confidence

families

would suddenly receive an

elaborate statement of

"

German

the

case

"

in

the form of a letter from some long-forgotten
German travelling acquaintance or old servant.

They suddenly developed eloquence
following

like

the

:

We fight for the existence of our country, which our
enemies have long been trying to crush, for Western
civilization, and for humanity, against the barbarism
of the East and the sway of the knout.
Meanwhile German opinion was skilfully and
into what seemed to be

were, indeed, sufficient to justify,

most times, the luxury of truthfulness.
The German Navy was less fortunate, and the
Naval Press Bureau almost invariably published
at

false

"

letters

method of the propaganda was
on a vast scale of " private

were dictated and copied, and unsuspecting

a few hundred words got into print.
must not be supposed that the German news

German

curious

the circulation

to

cries

would

if

was mainly

with a shamelessness that

German news,

telegraph many thousands of words a day to
every important neutral newspaper, and be
It

Germany was shame-

to belligerent countries. An office was established in Berlin at which suitable compositions

li.'^ardleas of the cost, these agencies

content

One

of

subsidized agencies were established
notorious was controlled by the Centre Party
Deputy in the Reichstag, Herr Krzberger to

that

upon, that the German cause is just,
that Germany is united for victory or death,
and that Germany's enemies are conducting

American and British

outbreak

Hamburg-Amerika

that the world must be

fully fallen

lived a precarious existence for the

the

down
"

benefit of

after

it

taught unceasingly

war had

Immediately

laid

successfully guided

the most profitable channels.

A

particular line

argument was maintained as long as .its
popularity lasted, and then there was an
of

was not increased abroad by boasted devotion
"
to
truth."
As early as September, 1914, an
"
"
for
an
intense
truth
appeal
campaign,

immediate diversion.

promoted apparently by Herr Ballin and the

earned their fate."

At

torrent of abuse of the

and murderous

at

Munich.

there

was a

treacherous, worthless
"
Belgians," who had
richly

MEN OF A BAVARIAN REGIMENT
Parading before King Ludwig

first

"

Then came a passionate
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as one,

and one alone

ENGLAND /
In the Captain's Mess, in the banquet-hall,
Sat feasting the officers, one and all,
J^ike a sabre-blow, like the swing of a sail,

One

seized his glass held high to hail

;

Sharp-snapped like the stroke of a rudder's play
"
To the Day "
Spoke three words only
:

I

Whose glass this fate t
They had all but a single hato.
Who was thus known 1
They hod ono foe, and one alone

ENGLAND 1

Take you the folk of the Earth in pay,
With bars of gold your ramparts lay.
Bedeck the ocean with bow on bow.
Ye reckon well, but not well enough now.
French and Russian they matter not,
A blow for a blow, a shot for a shot,
We fight the battle with bronze and steel.

DR. HELFFERICH,
Secretary of State for the Imperial Treasury.

And

the time that

You

will

We
Partly because of
the failure to carry through the original plan of
Paris, partly because of
the stubborn hope that France would weaken in
her resolution and consent to make a separate
peace, it soon became the fashion in Germany

or

England

was

the

"

chief

enemy,"

and

Russia's claims to the position remained fairly

strong during the invasion of East Prussia and
But public
the menace to Posen and Silesia.
too
and
the
was
throughout
strong,
opinion
first

year of war nine-tenths of the German
was directed against the British Empire.
October the Munich illustrated paper

effort

In

Jugetid
certain

published the

following

poem by a

Herr Ernst Lissauer:*

French and Russian they matter not,
A blow for a b!ow and a shot for a shot

seventy millions, choking down.

of

We love as one, we hate as one,
We have one foe, and one alone
ENGLAND 1
These verses
is

won immediate

German

feeling.

Zeituru/ to say

"
:

make would be

It was idle for the Frankfurter
The greatest mistake we could

to reply in kind to the

impotent

hatred which spits at us everywhere." Not until
a year later was it recognized that there might

be some truth in this view, and Herr Lissauer
was induced to explain that his poem was an
outburst of momentary passion and not in"

Hatred became
political."
and
intensely popular,
professors and journalists

tended

to

raised the

be

new

same

doctrine of

level

possessions as

"

among

the

"
the right of hate
Germany's national

"

will to

body

coined

the

Some-

conquer."

:

is known to you all, he is known to you
crouches behind the dark grey flood.
Full of envy, of rage, of craft, of gall.
Cut off by waves that are thicker than blood.
Come let us stand at the Judgment place.
An oath to swear to, face to face,
An oath of bronze no wind can shake,
An oath for our sons and their son? to take.
Come, hear the word, repeat the word,
Throughout the Fatherland make it heard.
We will never forgo our hate.
We have all but a single hate.

"

expression

Gott

strafe

all

PROF. LASSON,
*

fame, and there

no doubt that they accurately represented

to the

We love them not, we hate them not.
We hold the Weichsel and Vosges-gate,
We have but one and only hate.
We love as one, we hate as one,
We have one foe and one alone.
He
He

will

Hate

campaign and reach

an assumed pity and
There was a good
toleration.
magnanimous
deal of curious discussion as to whether Russia

lasting hate,

never forgo our hate,
Hate by water and hate by land,
Hate of the head and hate of the hand,
Hate of the hammer and hate of the crown,

crusade against England.

to regard France with

coining Peace will seal.

is

we hate with a

This brilliant translation, by Barbara Henderson,
first appeared in the New York Times.

Doctor of Philosophy
at

Berlin University.

DR.

KARL PETERS,
The German
Explorer.

57

j
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RETURNING TO THE FRONT.
German

troops

who recovered from

Inset:

A

Berlin

their wounds.

Idyll.

a torrent of abuse of the " mercenaries "

who

were supposed to be recruited in the slums

of

England while all well-to-do people stayed at
home. Before the war was six weeks old the

Hamburger Nackrichten wrote
The sons

:

German mothers

are fashioned in the image
of God who brought a sword into the world.
But the
sons of French. English, Russian and liclginn mother-!

England
patriots,

"
.'

have shown themselves to be as beasts which shoot with

form

as a

and

it

was

of greeting for

freely

parcels for foreign countries.

hatred

of
"

on

letters

horribly tearing bullets at

German wounded

a.nd

German

warrior?, mutilate

eommit murder.

and

An extraordinary

campaign was

the

Edward Grey.

of Sir

German

used as an inscription

on notepaper and stamped
feature
"

of

the

peculiar

The

Foreign Minister was given a position

British
all

to

himself as a callous, cruel and crafty schemer,
the chief author of the war. and, indeed, the

man living.

This view was quite deliber-

ately propagated

by the German Foreign Office,
was promptly

worst

and any

sign of decreased passion

remedied by a flaming attack
Qazette

or

some

other

the Cologne
mouthpiece of the
in

Government.
There was hardly any subject in connexion
the war which the Germans did not

with

regard mainly in relation to England. They
were well provided with a series of exciting
topics.

The appearance

ditionary Force in the

of the British

field

was the

HERR BALLIN,

Expe-

signal for

Of

the

Hamburg-Amerika

Line.
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bullets

German

of

a long time deliberately
the
encouraged by
military authorities, and
were immensely popular. When, in the course

autumn

for

it became necessary to
and
seriously
systematically with the
of
food
problem
supplies, the Government

of the

of 1914,

deal

described the British blockade as the British

Awhumjerungsplan, or scheme to starve Germany out. The phrase was almost as useful

as

or

the

what was
British

policy

was

of

Germany
German precedents
German statesmen.
be

Einkreisungspolitik,

of

It

in."

called

or

"

hem

to

trying

no avail to quote

the

utterances

of

The blockade was to
"
war upon women and

regarded as
In March, 1915, after the slander

children."

had done

its

duty,

the

Socialist

summoned up enough courage
truth

is

method

that

of war,

starving

out

Vorwdrts
"

The

to say,
is

and a method

the

oldest

privileged

international law to the present day.

by

Of course,

the object is not really that human beings
should die of hunger. The purpose is only, by

upon the stomach, to compel people
to make peace."
The furious campaign against
the sale of munitions of war bv the United
States to the Allies was conducted with equal
indifference to German precedents and to the

pressure

obvious facts of the case.

Another extremely

PROF. ERNST HAECKEL.
popular subject was

demanded

"

They were
and
sundry,

reprisals."

and

all

against
the newspapers were perpetually discovering

wrongs or

indignities

done to Germans which

aloud for vengeance. It was in this
that the Germans made themselves

called

way

responsible for the general internment in the
"
chief belligerent countries of
alien enemies."

Two

or three

months

after

the outbreak of

war, Dr. Karl Peters, the African explorer,

had

who

years enjoyed British hospitality
disgracing himself by ill-treatment of

many

for

after

African

natives,

declaring

that

"

published
the best

violent
lot

articles,

that

befalls

Germans in England is to rot like dogs." This
was followed by numerous lying " interviews "
with Germans who had been released from such
internment camps as then existed in England
and allowed t* return home. The German

Government was
release

of

to

failed

proceeded

all

obtain
to

induced

German
this

intern

to

demand

the

subjects, and, having

preposterous demand,

all

male

British

sub-

Germany without distinction. With
jects
great difficulty arrangements were afterwards
in

made

for

the exchange of certain classes

of

civilians.

The

general temper of the country swayed,
naturally, with the course of military events.

PROF.

OSTWALD

But

it

found constant solace during the

first
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year of war in the achievements of the German
submarines and the raids of Zeppelin airships
It was quite seriously believed
the "submarine blockade" began

on England.

when

that,

on

February

England would be
And little doubt was felt

1915,

18,

completely cut off.
that the Zeppelins would rapidly produce panic
and probably at the least reduce London to
ashes.

cut her off from the world's seas
1

make good a diminution

of her ordinary food
regarded bread stuffs at
any rate, could be estimated at from 15 to
20 per cent, of her total consumption. The

supply

deal

first

now to the economic situation, and

with the question of the food supply.
in any other of the

In Germany, more than
countries,

belligerent

and,

partly

of

Germany pushed

dominated

it

politics,

partly by choice,
into the forefront of inter-

necessity,
it

which,

as

problem could be solved upon certain conditions, the chief of which were continued protection

Let us turn

Germany was

faced with the difficult and delicate problem of
readjusting her system in such a way as to

of

German

corn

from

lands

invasion,

administrative efficiency, and a general willingness among the people to practise economy
and to bear any reasonable sacrifices. There

can be no doubt that Germany had made less
direct preparation in this than in any other
sphere.

The main reason was that the

all-

national controversy and made it the basis of
her most frantic appeals to neutral opinion, and

powerful Prussian agrarians would brook no
interference.
Eighteen months before the war

her most violent accusations against

the Kaiser, in one of his rash and ill-considered

also

of

Great Britain.

speeches,

At the beginning
were spread

all

of the

over

war

ridiculous stories

world

the

about the

German starvation. Later on,
when Germany, as we shall see, had solved
her main problems, it became the fashion to
imminence

of

say that the whole discussion of scarcity had
"
"
"
been bluff." The talk of bluff was nearly
as ridiculous as the talk of

"

famine."

truth was that as soon as the British

The

Navy

had said

"
:

There

is

no longer any

doubt that Germany not only can now supply,
but also will be able for the future to supply,
bread and meat for

all her people."
Although
Imperial utterance was hotly disputed,
assumption of its truth was the only basis of
calculation, and even after the war broke out

this

very

little

was done

until prices soared

up and

It was not' until
discontent became general.
nearly six months after the outbreak of war

[Reproduced by special permission o] the Proprietors of "Punch."

STUDY OF A PRUSSIAN HOUSEHOLD HAVING

ITS

MORNING HATE.
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(in

1913:

[Burnett.

EDWARD GREY,

SIR

British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

that the Government put into force a really

comprehensive system of control.

The

first

action of the

Government was

to

take a census of the actual supplies in the
country. The results were not published, but
in the

month

maximum

of

November, when the scheme of
was introduced, an official

prices

statement said

:

We have bread and corn enough

to feed the Array

and

the people until the next harvest.
We must be sparing
with our supplies in order to start the next harvest
year with the necessary reserves. We desire to be able
to see the war through under all circumstances until

we have won the certainty of a permanent peace. The
Government knows that in this desire it is at one with
the whole population, and it is convinced that the
population will be ready to understand and to promote
all

measures which

this

aim

requires.

At the same time the Government indicated
that there

was enough rye

for all requirements

up to the beginning of September, 1915, and
enough meat for all requirements up to the
beginning of August, 1915. These calculations
took into account the serious damage done to
the harvest in East Prussia by the Russians,
and in Alsace-Lorraine by the French. They
also took into account

the very serious fact

German farmers had wasted large
quantities of corn as fodder, when the importaThe
tion of fodder barley from Russia ceased.
that the

total

corn deficit as compared with normal

years was probably about 16 per cent. The
German harvest of 1914 had been, in spite of
all official

average.

German

statements to the contrary, below the

When, at the end of the
Government desired for

year, the

obvious

reasons to give the other side of the picture,
it published the following comparative statis-

tons)

of

the

harvests

177

of

1914 und
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were compelled to produce minimum percentages of flour from the grain.

The

institution

of

"war bread"

consisted

compulsion upon bakers to "mix" their
bread.
They wore required to put at least
in

10 per cent, of rye into
least

per

~>

cent,

of

wheat bread, and at

potato into rye bread.

They were allowed to put 20 per cent, or e\m
more, of potato into their compositions without
depriving

next step

As

food.

them of the title
was to popularize
in

everything

"

of

else,

The
new kinds of

bread."

these

the

Prussian

Royal family was expected to lead the

\\a\.

"THE YEAR OF VICTORY."
German

soldier passing the Pillar of Victory in
Berlin and saying he must march further before
receiving his wreath (Lustige Blatter, August, 1915).

more than the local
The price of flour
maximum price
rye.
was not fixed, and the Government did not deal
at all with the vital problem of potatoes. With
certain exceptions, however, the use of rye and
wheat as fodder was forbidden, and millers
was

fixed uniformly at

2

for

"GOD PUNISHED ENGLAND."
(Lustige Blatter Cartoon after

bombardment of

Yarmouth.)

and the newspapers were soon
tions of the

of

"

full of

descrip-

war bread "

in
consumption
the Palace at Potsdam, and by the Emperor
and Crown Prince in the field. The " sacrifice "

entailed

does

not seern

to

have been very

Some towns

distinguished themselves
"
the
extreme
nastiness
of their
war bread,"
by
but travellers who tested it in various places
kreat.

came to the conclusion that its bitterness
was in no proportion to the sweetness of
the feeling that the British attempt "to
"
starve Germany out
had been doomed to
failure.

THE KAISER EN ROUTE FOR PARIS.
(From Lustige Blatter, Jan.

27, 1915.)

The new scheme came into force on NovemIt was all very well but for the
4, 1914.
fact that there was no compulsion on the
ber
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"THE SPLENDID ISOLATION."
(Simplicissimus Cartoon

farmers to keep the markets supplied. The
scarcity of corn became more acute than ever,

in

March

1915.)

were required

in

order to insure Germany's

ability to survive a

"

"

differentiation in prices in different parts of the

period, which
would begin about the middle of May, and
end only with the gathering in of the harvest

country, which bore no true relation to the
cost of transport, in order to sell in the dearest

terior

and the dealers promptly made use

rather

than

in

the

nearest

Government was profuse

of

market.

the

The

in its appeals to the

public to practise economy, but before the end
of the year

system.

it

It

was compelled to

revise the

whole

was announced that new measures

of

1915.

critical

As neither the Ministry

of the In-

nor any other department was capable
of assuming control of the whole matter, it was
decided to form a limited liability company,
with powers of expropriation, and with the

duty

of acquiring, conserving,

distributing,

corn

supplies.

and ultimately
The company,
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which was given the name

of

War Corn Com-

was composed
towns with a
large
Tho direrof
more
than
100,000.
population
tors were representatives of the State and inpany

(Kriegsgelreidegesellschaft),

of

industrialists,

and

of

course, in order to spare the (lerman people during the
period of war a groat inoreuse in the price of bretul.
The measure that has been taken gives u the oartainty that the scheme of our enemies to starve Germany

At the same time
the bakery regulations were stiffened, and the
proportion of potato to be mixed with rye \vu-;

out has been brought to nothing, it assures us a sufliIt makes
cient supply of bread until tho next harvest.
Wo
our country, in this economic war also, invincible.
are confident that the authorities in all branches and
every single official, even though they are not officially
bound to co-operate, will work with all their strength
for the carrying out of this great task, and will assist the
population by their advice and by their actions. We are
sure of the willing cooperation of all circles of our people

increased.

and

The

dustrial magnates.

profits

were limited

to 5 per cent, of the capital.

was preliminary to the final plunge.
Towards the end of January it was announced
that the Government had decided to seize all
All this

monopoly of the Empire,
and to establish a new system of distribution
and restriction of consumption. Holders of
stocks of corn were required to declare them

supplies of corn as a

by a

fixed date,

and the stocks passed into the
War Corn Company or

possession either of the
of local

municipal organizations.

These bodies

dealt with the supply of corn to the mills, and
an Imperial administration was set up to deal

with the distribution of supplies to the local
authorities, which. in turn had to regulate the
distribution to the public.

The essence

of the

scheme was the establishment of an uniform
bread ration. It was originally intended to
leave the local authorities free to deal with

the distribution of the quantum of bread and
flour allotted to them, but after a period of
"
"
was
bread tickets
uncertainty a system of

The basis of
all over the country.
the system was a ration of slightly more than
The ration
7 ounces of flour per head per day.
adopted

was subsequently

increased,

were made for classes

and exceptions

of persons

engaged

in

duced,

the
the

explanatory
following

"

bread

tickets

"

were

Prussian Government
statement,

which in this great time manifest themselves so splendidly
in our people, give us the certainty that every man and
every woman will do their duty gladly and with joy in
making sacrifices. As our heroic troops out there on tho
ramparts, so we, who stay at home, will and shall for
our part hold out victoriously in the great battle for the
existence and the honour of the Empire.

The

which

intro-

issued

included

an
the

:

There can be no doubt that this measure goes far
deeper into the economic life of our people than all
other measures taUen during the war. It is, however,
necessary, in order to assure a sufficient and regular
supply of our people with bread until the next harvest,
and it is therefore a vital necessity for the State and
The measures taken hitherto have
for the nation.
not proved sufficient to guarantee an economic use of
our supplies of corn, which are indeed in themselves
thoroughly sufficient, but are nevertheless limited.
In particular, the previous measures did not effectively
prevent the use of corn as fodder. There are only two
ways open for the attainment of our purpose. Either
Hiere must be a quite extraordinary rise in corn
prices, which would limit consumption and make the
use of corn as fodder impossible, or all corn supplies

must be confiscated and distributed to local authorities
The
in proportion to the number of people to be fed.
Federal Governments have decided upon the second

of

initiation

caused a good deal

amount

this

scheme necessarily
and a certain

of anxiety,

of local disturbance,

but as soon as

the public discovered that these extraordinary
measures did not conceal any real peril of
"
starvation," they rapidly adapted themselves
"
"
to circumstances, and the
bread ticket

became as natural a feature of
"
"
and other
insurance card

daily

life

similar

as the

German

institutions.

The war pressed heavily upon the German
people as a whole, and the longer it continued
the more serious became the increase in prices
while the British blockade
-especially of meat
involved the complete disappearance of
ordinary articles of food.

made good by

The

many

situation

was

extraordinary and very well

organized economy, and
ness, at

heavy manual work.

When

its economic organizations.
Every individual will
remember that conscientious obedience to the regulations is a grave and sacred duty to the Fatherland.
The patriotic spirit and the firm will for victory,

make

any

rate

sacrifices

by a general willingthe poorer classes, to
the Fatherland." All

among
"

for

over the country there was systematic instruction in the art of war cookery, and the public took
readily to the
tutes

most extraordinary food

substi-

for example, substitutes for coffee, eggs,

oil. Every inconvenience and hardship
was accepted almost as evidence of Germany's
"
power to hold out." Germany, indeed, earned

butter, and

the compliment paid by Mr. Lloyd George in
"
his tribute to the
potato bread spirit."

As the first year of war drew to a close, the
Government was able to announce that there
was a surplus in hand of 70,000 tons of wheat
and rye remaining from the 1914 harvest, and
that the outlook for the coming year was satisfactory.

Enormous

that

there

had been made to
and care had been taken

efforts

increase the crop area,

should be

no repetition

of

the
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MARSHAL VON HINDENBURG.
1

May

the Spirit of 1914-15 remain with us

Von Hindenburg,"

is

the translation of the autograph

inscription above.

scarcity of potatoes.

Corn was grown wherever

corn could be grown, and imagination was
stimulated by the putting under cultivation of

open spaces in and about large cities. Towards the end of July, 1915, details were published of a revised scheme of organization.

The main

features of the

scheme which we have

described remained unchanged, and as regards
11 per ton of
prices the, basis was as before,

but the organization was
and brought more effectively under
Government control.
It must not be forgotten that the most
important condition of success was the security
of German territory against invasion.
At the
end of the first year of war the German Armies,
both east and west, were occupying large areas
rye

in

Berlin

;

simplified

of

enemy

territory,

and, so far from being
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SEEKING NEWS OF THE MISSING.
Relatives of

Germans

in the field at the

exposed to the menace of invasion, Prussia was
steadily engaged
eastern Provinces.

in the

"

restoration

"

of her

Casualty Information Bureau, Leipzig.
pressure, to which they were naturally subject
view of the necessity for them to maintain

in

own

their

If

Germany had made

before the

supply

war

problem,

little

preparation

for the solution of the food

she

had

made com-

also

for

little

the

special preparation
adaptation of her industry and trade to war
conditions.
As regards industry, however,

paratively

her system of organization for the capture of
the world's markets had been such that it was

whole

effort

upon the purposes

it

that she would sooner or later be cut

from

the

small neutral States that were her neighbours
but even this only so long as these neutrals
resist

British

and

other

up

hostility to all

British measures which affected neutral trading.

not surprising that this state of affairs
pressed with special severity upon Hamburg
and Bremen, and that these cities developed
It

is

a quite peculiarly venomous hatred of England.
Liibeck, which was open to the Baltic, enjoyed

an

artificial

revival,

Hamburg became

but

put out of work, and had to devote himself to

off

war had, according to German
amounted
to considerably more than
statistics,
1,000,000,000.
Germany was importing every
raw
materials
to the value of about
year
250,000,000, and foodstuffs to the value of
about
150,000,000, and she was export ing
manufactures worth some 375,000,000. While
her oversea trade was in great part doomed to
destruction, she could go on trading with the

could

neutral countries .was to stir

The

the seas, and lose, at any rate temporarily, the
bulk of her foreign trade, which in the year
before

As we have seen, one
German propaganda in

obvious

of war.

made

objects of

almost as dead as Bruges. Herr Ballin, the
head of the great Hamburg-Amerika Line, was

comparatively easy for her to concentrate her
intervention of Great Britain

foreign trade.

main

of the

belligerent

He
duties of organization in Germany.
and other shipping magnates endeavoured for
a time to pretend that nothing was wrong, and
two months after the outbreak of war the
Direct or -General of the North German Lloyd,
Herr Heineken, was blandly' asserting that
German shipping had nothing to fear except
" a
temporary reduction of dividends." But

new

such pretences were soon abandoned. It wi:
much the same with the export trade. At the
end of August, 1914, it was triumphantly

month the falling
German exports had been only 44" 8 per

calculated that during that
off in

cent.,

as

compared with

the

British exports of 45' 1 per cent.

falling

off

It was.

in

how-
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ever, very soon decided to publish

or trade figures at

year

Chambers
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no export

and at the end of the
Commerce and similar

all,

of

institutions were positively forbidden to issue
reports.

Meanwhile Germany set about the task of
revising her whole industrial and commercial

make the most of the home
and
to
meet
market,
every requirement of war.
The history of the first year of war in Germany
is the history of an intense and concentrated

system, in order to

effort directed solely to the

and regarding such

purposes of war,
possibilities of foreign trade

Customs

as remained as secondary windfalls.

duties on imports were, of course, abandoned,

and a veto was put upon the export
thing which Germany required. The

and

first

most important matter to take in hand was
the problem of raw materials. It was treated,
like everything else, from the point of view

must be
every other consideration. The

that the needs of the military forces
superior

Prussian

to

Ministry

of

War opened

DISTRIBUTING CLOTHING

of every-

a

Raw

to the East Prussian refugees in Berlin.

Elektrizitdts-Gesellschaft.

tained a census of

all

This Department obimportant materials in

the country, and kept a tight hand upon them.
Care was taken that only what the forces did

not need could be used in ordinary trade, and
by its hold upon the various industrial organi-

Materials Department under the direction of

zations the

Herr

use up old material and to provide substitutes.

Walter

Rathenau,

of

the

Allgemeine

Department stimulated

25

25

250

250

50

iv".rtimn

(tumiim

t^viimm

oivnmm

(Uraimii
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN GERMANY.
Serving out War Bread.
At the same time, by the cooperation of the
a joint industrial

were

soon turned

into

munition

made machinery

factories

before the

;

war

rival industrial associations,

firms which

whole Empire.
were
committees
auspices special
constituted for the special industries. These

made

schemes did not work without considerable

This process of adaptation stimulated the
imagination of the country, and the news-

committee was formed

Under

friction

was

for the

its

and

difficulty,

but their main purpose

successfully achieved.

Scarcity did not,

show itself in all directions at the
same time. At one moment the main difficulty
was rubber, at another moment it was petrol,
at another moment copper. Cotton was the
last problem of all, and the Germans succeeded
of course,

in hiding this great difficulty until almost the

end of the first year of war. It was not until
abundant evidence showed the seriousness of
the cotton situation that the British Govern-

ment was induced
declare

to change

cotton absolute

its policy,

and

to

contraband of war.

new

purposes.

Great electrical works

it

hardly stopped to inquire why the German
Navy fulfilled none of the functions especially
the protection of trade

for

which

it

was sup-

Isolation became
posed to have been built.
a virtue, and a whole literature sprang up,

reviving the doctrines of Fichte, and glori"
"
self-contained commercial State
fying the

an

as

ideal.

Public

interest

was

also

couraged by appeals for the systematic

Imperial

shops to

on.

papers were never tired of explaining that

absolutely necessary.
insisted

;

was a most wonderful exhibition of German
This feeling was so strong that people
genius.

tion of

The point upon which the Germans

;

duced waterproof clothing, and so

By that time the Germans had reorganized their
cotton trade, and stopped the manufacture for
civilian use of all cotton goods that were not

with the greatest pride was the rapid and
skilful adaptation of their factories and work-

boiler makers produced
umbrella manufacturers pro-

shells instead

kitchens

field

to

en-

collec-

unused materials which might help
Thus
deficiency in imports.

all

make good the

there

was an Imperial metal week, and an
wool week, during which German

brought the contents of their cupboards and lumber rooms to collecting centres,
patriots

and

offered

sacrifice.

A

them up on the

altar of

German

copper collecting scheme achieved
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special popularity,

and the women and children

produced a wonderful assortment of pots and
pans to be made into ammunition for the
destruction of Germany's enemies.
For the reasons already explained,

it

is

impossible to gauge the real extent to which

industry and trade were maintained. German
writers confined their attention almost entirely
to the iron and coal industries.
There is no

reason to doubt the assertion that in the course
of 1915 the production of coal

to about 70 per cent.,

iron and steel

was brought up

and the production

of

up to about 60 per cent, of the
Germany took away, of course,

185

Of course the distribution could not be

labour.

quite uniform,

and the trades which could not

adapt themselves to war purposes had to suffer
immediately, in addition to all their other

by the withdrawal

troubles,

women

continued to be serious.

correspondent
of the

workers engaged in the manufacture of

of cartridges

were women.

They formed 15 per
"hands" occupied in the making

of harness, saddles, bridles,

tities of

goods used for military purposes

was perhaps
tho supply of labour. As to this, the main
point to observe is that Germany was enabled
to economize and to use to the last ounce
all

serious question of all

the labour that was available.

Side

by

and the adaptation which we have described went a highly
developed system of sontrol and distribution of
side with the control of industry

neutral

high explosives and shells and in the packing

France and Belgium, and seized large quan-

The most

A

situation in June, 1915, said that 40 per cent,

cent, of the

machinery.

in

The Times, describing the

of

peace figures.
the raw materials that could be found in

all

As

men.

of

England, great changes were effected in regard
to women's work, and there was so much of it
in the market that unemployment among

of

and other leather
;

50 per cent,

the makers of tents, shelters, haversacks,

33 per cent, of the
and other equipment
workers in pharmaceutical industries ; 15 per
and
cent, of the surgical instrument makers
;

;

75
20 per cent, of the field-glass producers
per cent, of all the employees in the tinned
meat and conserve factories working exclu;

sively

BRITISH PRISONERS IN
Dinner time.

on

Army

contracts

GERMANY.

were

womjn

;

a.

<
C/3

3
OS

W
Z
O

u
S
X

en

a
as

Q

z

en
as

OS

H
O
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similar

number were engaged

in textile mills

and
providing the clothing for the soldiers
70 per cent, of the tobacco workers were women.
;

Hut

does not seem that the most important

it

industries were ever in serious danger. This

due

to the efficient

in

was

of ,the

part
working
Labour Exchanges, but above all to the character

of the

German

military system. Every German
was a potential soldier, liable

of military age

at

any time

to be called to the colours.

More-

the country was and remained under
martial law, and the local military authorities

over,

kept just as sharp an eye to problems of
industry and labour as to their purely military
business.
"
of
ing

Strikes were impossible.

"

Pilfer-

was impossible. Whenever
difficulties of any sort seemed
likely to arise,
Another
military intervention was certain.
labour

called to the colours,

unemployment

187

and the proportion

at different periods

:

of
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We
Ct

have already described

main features

the

sen.)

situation

and the

in

Germany

special

the

at the outbreak of

4j

1914,

later the total

war

amount

of

war

credits

;

March

1915

came

the

Early in September the Government made
first War Loan issue.
It took the form of

the

50,000.000

250,000,000.

voted was brought up to 1,500.000.000. In
December there was a vote of 250,000,0110
in

Imperial Bank, which throughout was very
heavy, became most severe immediately before
the issue of War Loans.

set

the Reichstag had

voted war credits to the amount of

One year

financial

machinery which was then

On August

up.

pp. 190

I.

(Vol.
of

third

vote

of

August 1915 came the

with a

Loan

of

5

per cent.

five years' currency,

of

Treasury Bonds
and a 5 per cent.

undefined amount, irredeemable until

The price of both the Treasury Bills
and the Loan was 97J. During the ten days
1!)24.

which the

measures taken at the

lists remained open, a tremendous
was
carried on in the Press. Savings
propaganda
Banks were mobilized and every sort of appeal

outbreak of war was to authorize the Kinpiiv
to discovint three-month Imperial Bills instead

was made to the public. The following quotation from an official newspaper article is typical

500,000,000;

and

fourth vote, also of

One

of

in

500,000,000.

of the special

Treasury

Bills.

The

result

was that the

stock of Bills in the Imperial Bank, which a

week before the war was only 37,500,000,
increased by the end of August to 237,500,000.
At the end of March 1915 the amount of
Bills was not less than 343,000,000. Similarly,
the amount of notes in circulation rose from
about 95,000,000 at the end of July 1914 to
nearly

212,000,000 at the end of August, to

more than 280,000,000 at the end of March,
and to more than 290,000,000 at the end of
In other words, the mobilization
June 1915.
of the German armies was financed by the
creation of paper, and the pressure on the

in

:

The victories which our glorious Army has already
won in the west and east justify the hope that now, us
in 1870, the expenses and b'.irdens of the war will fall
ultimately upon those who have disturbed the peace of
the German Empire.
But first we must help ourselves.
Great interests are at stake. The enemy still expects
salvation from our supposed financial weakness.
The
success of the Loan must baffle this hope.
German capitalists, show that you are inspired by the
spirit as our heroes, who shed their hearts' blood
the fight. Germans who have saved money, show
that you have saved, not only for yourselves, but also
for the Fatherland.
German corporations, companies.

same

in

savings banks, and

and

all institutions

which have blossomed

up under the powerful protection of the
Kmpire, repay the Empire with your gratitude in this
hour of fate. German banks and bankers, show what your
brilliant organization and your influence on your cus;_'rown

tomers arc able to produce.

BISMARCK'S BIRTHDAY: CELEBRATIONS IN BERLIN, APRIL

A

1,

1915.

group of distinguished personages led by Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg, the German Chancellor,
Bismarck's grandson, and Herr Kampf, President of the Reichstag, proceeding to the memorial service.
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The results were satisfactory. The total
amount of subscriptions was 223,000,01)0, and
a remarkable feature was the large number of
There were, for example,
of from
5 to
10,

small subscriptions.

231,000

subscriptions

241,000

subscriptions

of

from

453,000 subscriptions

of

from

15

to

25,

30 to

100,

100 and

and 157,000 subscriptions between

Probably about 40.000,000 came from
the Savings Banks.
A considerable sum came
250.

from the pledging

War Banks,

with the special

of securities

wliich were set

up

for this

very

purpose, but it must be admitted that the use
made of these institutions was not so great

had

as

been

The

expected.

established

institutions,

war

lending

with

connexion

in

the Imperial Bank, were authorized to issue
their special paper up to a total amount of
150,000,000, but according to the published
statistics the

amount

never exceeded
reached

of paper actually issued

This total was

79,000,000.

1915

in

connexion with

in

April
subscriptions to the second

War Loan.

was soon recognized that the control of
the Treasury in war time was too much for
the commonplace official Herr Kiilm, who had
It

office since the beginning of 1912. Herr
Kiihn succumbed to his chronic gout, and a

been in

young and able
Dr. Helfferich,

BISMARCK CELEBRATION IN BERLIN.

A

director of the Deutsche

Bank,
was appointed to succeed him.

parade of students in front of the Bismarck
statue on April 1, 1915.

he had produced a bombastic
for
neutral
countries, in which he
pamphlet
"
said that the German Loan
overshadowed in

ment that the Savings Banks provided only
about 98,000,000 was soon proved to be far
below the mark. The result was a triumph of
organization and of public propaganda, and
the Government no doubt succeeded in raking
"
in a great part of the
war savings " which
had been made by the profitable business of
supplying the forces, and in the country

importance the largest financial operations yet

districts

known

harvest.

He was

a

man

of large ideas,

the

from a purely businesslike point
above methods

affairs of State

He was by no means

of view.

and

of advertisement,
first

who regarded

after the success of the

War Loan

in history,"

and that Germany had per-

formed " a feat unique

He had

in the history of finance."

also qualified for Ministerial office

by the

publication of an extremely misleading analysis
of the causes of the war.

In March 1915 the second

was made

this

War Loan

issue

time an unlimited amount

both of Treasury Bonds and Imperial Loan,
with interest as before at 5 per cent., but with
the price raised from 97J to 98|.
The second
first, was irredeemable until 1924.
was hailed as a great success, and pro-

loan, like the

The

issue

duced no

less

subscriptions

nearly

than
being

1,700,000.

450,000,000, the
officially

No

number

stated

accurate

to

by the high
At the time

issue Dr. Helfferich

his first

War Loan
appearance

the Reichstag and loudly proclaimed the
"
doctrine that Germany had only to
carry
"
on to victory, and then recoup herself at the

enemy's expense.

He

said

:

The future development of the Imperial Debt depends
upon the result of the war. We shall not be able to
refrain, and we do not think of refraining, from making
our enemies pay for the material loss which falls upon us
on account of the war begun by them.

He

described the British

taxation in war time as

of

tradition."

He

the war to

all

information

made

in

be

was forthcoming regarding the various sources
of these subscriptions, and an official announse-

prices obtained for the
of the second

time

The

method
"

estimated

of increasing

useless adhesion to

the

total

cost

of

the belligerents to be at that
75,000,000 a week.
success of the second

War Loan was

garded as an immense victory.

re-

In a message

190
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of congratulation the Kaiser declared that

was

'

:

a manifestation of the

will to

it

conquer and

of the confidence in victory of the
people, relying in God."

German

Although the proceeds of the second War
Loan were exhausted, and the Government was
again financing the war by Treasury Bills, the
third War Loan was not issued until September

was again a 5 per cent, issue, but
included this time no Treasury Bonds. The
chiefly for purprice of issue was raised to 99
was
of
demonstration.
It
admitted that
poses
war loan enthusiasm had diminished, but
success was confidently awaited, especially on
the ground that the position of the banks was
1915.

It
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deplorable state of finance and trado.

was *oon

living

Turkey

on paper money with no better
"

for
backing than imaginary hoards of gold
Turkish account " in Berlin banks.
Even in

the situation was carefully concealed

Germany

by a permanent veto upon publication of stock
exchange prices. There was a good deal of
speculation in the shares of industrial concerns
profited, or were likely to profit, by the

which

war, but the transactions were secret, and great
pressure was employed by the Government to

check speculation which was supposed to endanger the prospects of the War Loans.
After the

German

few months of the war the

first

States

and the municipalities

sup-

again strong, and that the Savings Banks deposit

now amounted

more than

to

1,000,000,000.

now

estimated Germany's war
at
about
100,000,000 a month.
expenditure
He again sought to inspire confidence by
Dr. Helfferich

insisting

on the prospect

nity, saying

of

a large war indem-

:

If we desire the possibility of shaping a peace in
accordance with our needs and our vital requirements,
we must not forget the question of cost. We must see
to it that the whole future livelihood of our people shall,
so far as is in any way possible, be relieved of the burden.
The leaden weight of thousands of millions is due to
the people who got up this war. They, not we, shall
drag it along with them. Of course, we know that this
U a matter of peculiar difficulty, but everything that
can be done in this direction shall be done.

In addition to the increased insistence on

indemnity prospects, the Germans at this time
were becoming more and more enamoured of
the doctrine that they were

"

and

self-contained

self-supporting," carrying on the war by exploitation of their

other
"

peoples

finance

"

own

and making
payments from one
It was almost seriously

up

piled

consist

internal resources while

debt,

in

pocket to the other.
maintained that this process could be continued

GERMANY'S SHORTAGE OF COPPER.
to the shortage of copper, teachers were
instructed to request their scholars to collect and
bring copper articles to school.

Owing

doctrine

was

pressed

also used to allay anxiety at the fact

that

and

indefinitely.

This

foreign exchanges

comfortable

remained entirely unsatis-

factory, the value of the

mark

falling 12,

14,

or even 16 per cent, in every neutral country,
from Sweden to Brazil. The German public

was urgently implored to
especially

American,

sell

securities

foreign,
in

order

and
to

invest the proceeds in the
"

German War Loan,

over the affairs of their

Allies.

"
"
of the
temtaking advantage
thereby
"
porary
depreciation in German currency.
Meanwhile the Germans kept a discreet veil

In Austria-

Hungary there was no attempt to publish a
Bank Return or to give any other clue to the

it

all

in entire

ment.

information about their finances,

was merely announced that they were
agreement with the Imperial Govern-

The Frankfurter Zeitung admitted

February 1915 that

all

in

the State budgets had

thrown into confusion. They seem,
to have contented themselves with
periodical issues of Treasury Bills as and

been

indeed,

when need

arose.

first year of war the pride and
joy of the Imperial Bank and of the whole
people consisted in the accumulation of gold.

During the

Before and on the eve of war

obtained
possible,

all

Germany had

the imports of gold that were

and much annoyance was caused by
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There was no apparent disposition to enquire
too closely into the real situation, and the
Steady flow of money into the Savings Hanks

was a fair proof of the general sense of confidence
and security.

We

have said that the
a,bout the

jubilation

and

it

outburst

first

war did not

last

of

long,

appear obvious that the economic
we have just described were

will

conditions which

not calculated to promote enthusiasm, espe-

when it was proved again and again
that the Allies could not be separated by diplomatic intrigues, and when it was seen that
cially

German

Germany's own
states

to

all

did

successes
ally,

not

frighten

Italy,

nor produce among neutral

the effects which according
to have been

generally

German theory ought

As the struggle progressed there
was increasing gloom among the people at
home. This was proved by the calm with
produced.

which news even

of the greatest victories in
the East was received, and by the constant

complaints about
"

POUR LE

Letters from

MfiRITE."

The Archduke

Frederic of Austria obtains the
Order from the Kaiser.

the increase of the

Bank Rate

in

London, four

The stock

days before the war, to 10 per cent.
of gold in the Imperial

Bank on July

30. 1914,

was returned at something over 62,000,000.
Little by little and by intense effort, it was
increased

was only

to

and the amount

120,000,000,

slightly

below that figure at the end

of the first year

of war.

The

was

total

in-

100,000,000,
by December 1914 to
by the total suspension of specie payments, and there was then an immense campaign of collection. The public were told
that it was an imperative duty to let
"
patriotism become the key to the most

creased
chiefly

carefully

perial gold

week

"

children were rewarded
coins

An

"

Imwas organized, and school

guarded money chest."
if

they brought gold

to school to be exchanged

for

paper.

Women

were urged, and to a considerable extent induced, to offer up rings and ornaments
"
for the Fatherland."
The sum obtained was
large,

but

i

was not nearly so

large as

had been

home

and

privations.

that were found on

German

and
amply
was found necessary to publish repeated
illustrated the last point,

prisoners
it

difficulties

appeals to German women not to distress the
at the front by gloomy descriptions,- but

men

to write cheerfully and bear privations patiently.
Both public speeches and newspaper articles
during the greater part of the first year of war
insisted

less

upon the prospects

of

positive

victory than upon Germany's "ability to hold
out."
Wir werden durchhalten was the constant

was usually added, " We shall
win because we have got .to win."
The enormous casualties of the German
armies had a very depressing effect from an
early stage of the war, and it was iound desirable
refrain,

and

to start a

mourning

it

movement
in public.

against the wearing of
After the appearance of

the first few casualty lists the newspapers
were forbidden to publish any but local casualties, together with the names of officers killed,

and the public had either to purchase the
lists as issued by the military authorities or
to

visit

the military buildings or municipal

where they were displayed.
"
The whole matter of " celebration

offices

of

victories was, like everything else,

expected.

In one way and another, then, Germany

by the Government.

When

it

organized
was decided

that a celebration was desirable, orders were

succeeded in creating and maintaining a tolerable financial situation.
Above all, and thanks

given that the bells should be rung, and flags

the public was satisfied.

were hoisted on public buildings as a signal

to successes in the

field,
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to the people to display flags on all the houses.
schools were closed for a

At the same time the

day, after the teachers had delivered appro-

The best organ!
zation sometimes breaks down, and there was
priate patriotic

addresses.

a ridiculous exposure of the defects of the
system at the time of the great Austro-Germau
drive in Galicia at the beginning of May, 1915.
This was the most critical stage of the negotiations with Italy,

and in

his haste to create the

desired impression the Kaiser sent orders to
Berlin for celebration of a triumph, unfor-

tunately without supplying any information
about what had happened. Some people said
"
that
the great battle in the North Sea " had
at last taken place, others that " 20,000 French

had been taken
Russians had

crowds

filled

prisoners," others that

180,000 men.

lost

the streets

all

the

In Munich

day, quarrelling

had been won by
Hindenburg or by an Austrian. The Tdglichc
Rundschau boldly complained of the failure
as to whether the victory

"

of the authorities

to spare the nerves of the

people," and said
Wore we in any way impatient

thrown to the public. When the flags have
been flying for half a day on every official building
we should like to know why and for what reason. Has

officially

anybody considered what foreign countries will say
when they are told that the whole capital of the German
Empire is floating in flags without any human beiny
having half an idea

?

There was not a

trace of the public hysteria which prevails in France.
We lived in the calmest confidence, and Herr Hindenburg

had unlimited credit upon which he could have fed for
weeks and months. And now this obscure sensation is

of the reason

?

The effect of the official blunder was all the
more bitter because there had after all been a
real ancl important victory, and
public confidence in the authorities had received a quite
unnecessary shock. Even the German public
was capable of understanding that German
strategy was not infallible.
They had been
promised in vain during the first months of the
first Paris, then Warsaw, and then
again

war,

Dunkirk and Calais.
Another unfortunate mistake on the part of
the authorities was the too liberal distribution

From

of military awards.

the very beginning

was a wholesale distribution of Iron
Crosses.
Before the war the possession of an
Iron Cross was a rare distinction and a cherished
there

memory
became

:
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of the

war

of 1870.

to official statistics there

March,

Iron Crosses soon

as plentiful as blackberries.

1915,

been

had up

distributed

According
end of

to the
five

Grand

Crosses, 6,488 Iron Crosses of the First Class,

and 338.261 Iron Crosses

TO HONOUR THE IRON CROSS.
A parade of German troops.

of the

Second
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A GERMAN HOSPITAL AT BERLIN.

IN

Princess August Wilhelm visits the wounded soldiers.

of the war of 1870 only 1,304
Iron Crosses ot the First Class and 45,791 Iron

societies

Crosses of the Second Class had been distributed.

Germanism

During the whole

At the end

of the first

year the Kaiser began

profuse distribution even of the famous Prussian
Order Pour le Merite. It was conferred upon all

commanders in the East, and even upon the
German Crown Prince and the other commanders in the West. At the same time the
the

Iron Cross, with a white instead of a black
ribbon, was conferred

upon

all sorts of civilians

for their services in administration
tion.

When

Matters were
it

and organiza-

made worse by

favouritism.

became almost a disgrace

not to wear the Iron Cross

it

will

submission

tained

content

German

to

fashions,

and eager

were formed for the promotion
in hats,

that

It

was

German

the

not

Universities

with the abandonment by

of

main

also seriously

German

Professors of their foreign degrees and academic
should close their doors entirely
distinctions

both to foreign students and foreign influences.

The main argument was that German science
was so infinitely superior that its fruits must be
retained for German use and for the domination
of the world. In a word, Germanism ran riot
through

all classes of society.

for officers

be understood

The circumstances

in

which Germany had

were apt

provoked the war, and the very nature of the
war and of her internal problems, made it

Germany thrown upon her own internal
resources and shut in, and at the same time
taught to believe that Zeppelins and big guns
were the unparalleled expressions of German

necessary for the German leaders to concentrate
their attention on the maintenance of domestic

that the claims of the private soldier
to be neglected.

A

genius and that submarines were really almost
a German monopoly, not unnaturally gave way
"
"
national
sentiment.
to strange excesses of

Pan-Germanism took new shapes and
tions.

Great

efforts

German vocabulary

direc-

were made to rid the

of all foreign words.

The

police conducted systematic raids upon signs
and advertisements containing foreign expres-

sions of

any

required

to

sort.

make

unity and on the preservation for as long a
time as possible of the fiction that Germany
had been " fallen upon " and had to defend her

Hence, while the sessions

existence.

Pv9ichstag and
restricted

as

much

meetings were rare,

as

the

of

of the various State Diets

were

and public
utterances in the

possible,

all official

first year of war which were
not concerned with technical details or economic

greater part of the

German women were even

problems returned invariably to the German
doctrine of the origins of the war and attempted

ths

to

patriotic

sacrifice

of

confirm

its

defensive

character.

It

is,
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worth while to waste more

words on such gatherings as those of the Reichstag in December 1914 and January 1915. A 3
regards political unity, it has already been said
From time
that the Socialists gave no trouble.
to time they discussed in secret their favourite
academic question whether they ought to

vote supplies in a non-Sooialist Stato.

They

decided the question three times in the affirmative sense, although there

minority.

sober and moderate in

some

was a

fairly large

Their Press in great part remained
its

language, although

of the provincial Socialist organs, espe-

at

Hamburg and

in parts of Saxony,
chauvinist
and peculiarly
violently
and
attacked
the
attitude of the
Anglophobe,
cially

became
official

Socialist

1915 the

organ,

Socialist

Vorwdrts.

In June

party summoned up

courage to produce a manifesto containing the
following passage

We

:

utter afresh the sharpest protest against

all efforts

and proclamations in favour of annexing foreign territory and of doing violence to the territory of others,
such as have bean made public by the demands of great
economic associations and the speeches of leading nonThe mere fact that ?uch efforts
Socialist politicians.
are -made postpones yet further the peace for which the
whole people so ardently yearns. The people desire no
annexations. The people desire peace.
If the war, which daily demands fresh sacrifices, is not
to be indefinitely prolonged and to last until all nations
are utterly exhausted, one of the belligerent Powers
must extend the hand of peace. Germany, who, attacked
by greatly superior forces, has hitherto victoriously kept
her enemies at bay, brought to naught the scheme of
starvation, and proved herself invincible, ought to take
the

first

step towards the attainment of peace.

GERMAN WOUNDED
Passing

PROF.

ISRAEL,

THE FAMOUS BERLIN

SURGEON.

its

In the Empress's Hospital train.

In the name of humanity and Kultur, and strengthened
by the favourable military situation created by the
valour of our comrades in arm?, we call-upon the Government to declare itself ready to enter into peace negotiations, in order to bring the bloody struggle to an end.

This manifesto was a mere flash in the pan,
and had no other result than the very temporary

suspension of the newspapers which published
It was really only part of a controversy
about the right to discuss Germany's aggressive

it.

intentions at

all,

and when, as we

after the successes against Russia in

shall see,

May, June,

July and August, the Government thought fit
lift a little of the veil, the Socialists made

to

not the slightest effort to stem the

IN A CONVALESCENT
away the time making paper chess-boards.

HOME.

tide.
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MODEL TRENCHES
To view

IN BERLIN.
Red Cross

these trenches visitors paid entrance fees, which were given to

Societies,

Apart from the Socialists, there was no
material whatever which could have made an

considered the inadvisability of raising hopes
which might ba too rudely disturbed by

We need not consider the tenOpposition.
dencies of the various parties, little divergent
as they were. The only point that needs to be

military failure.

is that the war had put an end for the
time to the old antagonism between economic
interests
between the agrariajis and the

observed

industrialists.

on her own

When Germany was thrown
resources

they entered

into

a

But the main consideration

was the need to maintain the pretence that
"
Germany had no aims." During the month
of February the Imperial Chancellor went so
far as to rebuke in his official organ, the North

German
"

who wanted

Gazette, those

romantic schemes of conquest."

upon

discussion

to discuss

The veto

was described as the "

well-

The agrarians in particular
could claim that they had not only maintained

weighed decision of the political and military
There was no " desire to exclude
leaders."

the strength of the military forces, but that

the cooperation of the German people," and
"
when the time came " the Government
would be " grateful for the support of a strong

natural alliance.

every German owed

As

the

for

Roman

to

them

his daily bread.

Catholic Centre

Party

it
really the strongest effective force of all
need only be said that after the intervention

As a matter of fact, the rule
public will."
had on ssveral occasions
discussion
against

had a double

notably in a demand for the
annexation of Belgium which was contained
in a speech by the National Liberal Leader,

of

Italy

stake

it

set

conceived that

upon

the

success

it

of

the Central

Powers. *

In putting, as it did at a very early stage, an
absolute veto upon the discussion of German
aims

(Kriegsziele), the

Government may have

* The
strength of the principal parties in the Reichstag was on Nov. 1, 1914, Socialists, 110; Centre Party,
91; Conservatives, 53; Radicals, 45; and National

Liberals, 44.

been broken

Bassermann, and in a "New
"
in which Herr Ballin had said
message

Year

Hcrr

:

The mischievous interference which is bringing our
oversea trade almost to a standstill is possible for tha
English N'avy only because the ><orth Sea area proved
We must out and away
liable to easy blockade.
boyond the N'orth Sea area, and seek a naval base which
in future, at any rate in this part of the world, will
.

.

.
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assure to us the same possibilities that England enjoys

and

ruthlessly exploits.

favour of free discussion was addressed to the
Chancellor

industrial

and

Empire.

It declared

by

all

the

important

agricultural organizations of the

that the whole

German

people was inspired by a single powerful will
that Germany should emerge from the war
"
greater and stronger, with secured frontiers
in west

and

Colonial

east,

and with the European and

extensions

of

territory

power, as well as for

with fresh

The

which

are

Germany's sea
military and economic

necessary for the security
reasons."

Imperial

admonitions,

of

Chancellor

saying

that

replied

these

"

polemics against a decision of the highest
"
were untimely,
military and civil authorities
"

would not accelerate victory in the
In June this was the occasion of the
Socialist manifesto to which we have referred

and

of better

connexion of South Germany

with the sea.

There was not really any doubt about German
In March a joint petition in
appetites.
Imperial

dreams
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field."

the King of Bavaria blurted out the admission that he had rejoiced at the intervention of
Great Britain in the war, because he saw the

hope of an extension of German frontiers in
south and west, and the fulfilment of his

So matters went on through the summer.
The attitude of the Imperial Chancellor exposed
him to attack, and there was a more or less
determined attempt to get rid of him when the
conflict

with the United States arose out of the

sinking of the Lusitania, and Grand Admiral
von Tirpitz, who had staked his reputation on
"
"
of
submarine blockade
the success of the

Great Britain, resisted all idea of concessions
In August, before
American demands.
the meeting of the Reichstag, the National

to

Liberals, after their leader,

Herr Bassermann,

had had a personal dispute with the Imperial
Chancellor, adopted, and published, a resolution
"

demanding outright extension of the German
frontiers in east and west and over seas."
By this time, however, little attempt was
still

made

to conceal at

any

rate the general

character of Germany's ambitions. Upon the
anniversary of the outbreak of war the Kaiser

and jubilant manifesto, with the
following very significant conclusion
issued a long

:

In heroic action
until peace comes,

military, political,

GETTING FIT TO RETURN TO THE
German wounded undergoing scientific treatment in

we

suffer

and work without wavering

a peace which offers us the necessary
and economic guarantees (Sicherheitcn

TRENCHES.
a Berlin hospital.
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for the future, and which fulfils the conditions necessary
for the unhindered development of our producing energy
at

home and on

the free seas.

In the political slang of the time the ex"
the necessary military, political and
pressions

economic guarantees" and

"the

seas"

free

"

"

annexationists
meant everything that the
could ask. They were well satisfied.
Soon afterwards the Paris Temps was able
to publish the text of a second petition which
had been submitted to the Government in May
by the representative industrial and economic
organizations the Agrarian League, the (wo
Peasant Leagues, the Central Union of Ger'

man

Industrialists, the

and the Union

of

League

of Industrialists,

the Middle Classes.

This

very important document removed a great deal
"
the drapery with
of what The Times called
which Germany has sought to hide from
innocent neutrals the true scope of her ambitions."
We will give the main passages in
full.

After asserting that the war must produce
extension of German power," the signa-

"an

tories said

:

Together with a colonial Kmpire which will fully
numerous economic interests of Germany,
together with guarantee? for the future of our trade and
our fiscal system, and together with an indemnity both
satisfy the

an appropriate kind, we regard the
of the struggle which has been put upon
principal
us as consisting in a guarantee and an improvement of
sufficient

and
aim

of

the European basis of the

The

German Empire.

chief direct claims against the British

Empire were contained in this comprehensive
formula. About the Continent of Europe the

petition

Belgium

in the

precise.

It dealt first

with

:

Because it is necessary to assure our credit at sea.
and our military and economic situation for the future
vis-d-vis England, and because the territory of Belgium,
which is of such great economic importance, is closely
linked with our principal industrial territory, Belgium
must be placed under the legislation of the German

Empire as regards monetary, financial, and postal questions.
The Belgian railways and waterways must be
closely linked up with our communications.
By constituting a Walloon area and a preponderant Flemish
area, and by placing in German hands the economic
enterprises and properties so important for the domination of the country, we shall organize government and
administration in such a way that the inhabitants will
not bo able to acquire any influence upon the political
destinies of the German Empire.

The

writers then turned to France

As regards France, and always bearing

:

in

mind our

situation via-A-vie the English, it. is a vital interest for
us, with a view to our future at sea, that we should hold
the coastal region bordering on Belgium up to about the

Somme

This will give us an outlet on the Atlantic
Ocean. The hinterland which must be acquired at the
same time must be of such extent that, both economically
and strategically, the ports at which the canals terminate
can assume their full importance. It is necessary to
annex the mine basins of Briey, but no further territorial
conquests ought to be made in France except in con-

sequence of considerations of military strategy. As
regards this matter, it is very natural, after the experiences of this war, that we should not expose our frontiers
to fresh invasions by leaving to our enemy the fortresses
which threaten us, especially Verdun and Belfort, and
the western spurs of the Vosges situated between these

two

fortresses.

the conquest of the line of the Meuse and of the
French coast, with the outlets of the canals, we should

By

acquire, in addition to the iron districts of Briey already
indicated, the coal areas in the Departments of the
Nord and the Pas-de-Calais. These territorial increases
as is a matter of course after our experiences in Alsace-

Lorraine

assume that the population

of the

annexed

not be able to obtain a political influence
upon the destinies of the German Empire, and that all
territories will

WOMEN TRAM CONDUCTORS
Taking lessons

was more

mechanism of

IN BERLIN.
electric trams.
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in-

cluding properties large and small, will pass into German
hands. France will indemnify the proprietors and absorb

them.

Having thus

of

disposed

the

the

west,

petitioners explained that the industrial gains

must be balanced by an

there

increase

of

agricultural territory at the expense of Russia.

said

They

:

It is necessary to strengthen the agrarian foundation
of our economic system.
We must make possible a
German agrarian colonization on a large scale, and the

upon German territory of German peasants
and especially in Russia. We must also
largely augment the number of our nationals capable of
bearing arms. All this demands a considerable extension
of the Eastern frontiers of our Empire and of Prussia
by the annexation at least of certain parts of the Baltic
Provinces and of the territories to the south of them,
repatriation

living abroad,

without losing sight of the necessity for making possible
i.he military defence of the Eastern frontier.
In order to reconstitute Eastern Prussia, it is absolutely
necessary to protect the frontiers by including certain
of territory.
East Prussia, Posen, and Silesia
must no longer remain our outer marches, exposed as
they are at present.

strips

The memorandum
stated

about

the

said that

population

what had been
of

the

areas

annexed in the west held good in the east also,
and remarked that the war indemnity to be

demanded

of Russia should consist in great

part of cessions of territory.
Finally thore was an elaborate explanation
of the economic reasons for seizure of the French
coal districts

by Germany.

particular, that

It

was argued,

in

Germany's enemies were to

if

hold the chief of the world's sources of mineral
oil,

Germany must

of gas coal

and

secure

all

her requirements

A HUGE WOODEN STATUE OF FIELDMARSHAL VON HINDENBURG,
Which was erected in the Siegesallee in Berlin.
The public hammered nails into the statue
on payment of a certain sum to war
charities.

soft coal.

The evidence was already overwhelming, but
the last touch was added on August 19, 1915,

when the Imperial Chancellor

delivered a speech
the Reichs'tag which confessed Germany's
ambitions before all the world. Once more,
in

fall of Warsaw, Ivangorod and Kovno and the
conquest of Galicia and Poland were the signal
for German diplomacy also to take the offensive.

The

vital passages of the

speech ran as follows

:

world which arises out of this war shall and will
not wear the aspect of which our enemies dream. They
strive for the restoration of the old Europe, with a powerless 'Germany in the midst of it as the playground for
foreign intrigues and covetousness and if possible as the
'i*he

but with unwonted violence of language and
with much deliberate perversion of the truth,

Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg protested Germany's innocence and love of peace, proclaimed
the

"

"

blood-guilt

England

of her enemies,

in particular

and charged

with the responsibility

for the failure of diplomatic efforts to procure

an arrangement between England and Germany
in the years before the war, and to avert war

when the

But the real
the speech, which was hailed

great

significance of

crisis

came.

with

enormous satisfaction throughout the
Empire and brought the Imperial Chancellor
public orations and an unexpected popularity,
was that it marked the abandonment of the
fiction

of

"

Germany's defensive war."

The

battlefield of

Europe

a Germany in which impotent

States shall be at foreign beck and call, a Germany
with her industries shattered and carrying on onlj
little

petty trading in her home markets, without a navy, a
Germany the vassal of the gigantic Kussian Empire.
No, this tremendous v/orld-war will not restore the
A new system will arise. If Europe ever
old conditions.
comes to peace, it can be only by the establishment of

an inviolable and strong Germany. The English policy
of the balance of power must disappear.
Germany must so build up, fortify and strengthen her
position that the other Powers shall never again think
of a policy of hemming Germany in.
For the protection
and welfare of ourselves and of all peoples, we must
win the liberation of the world seas not as England
desires to do. in order to rule them alone, but in order
.

that they
degree.

.

may
.

.

be at the service of

all

.

.

peoples in equal
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This war has shown of what greatness we
when we rely on our own mora'. strength.

are capable,

We

do not

hate the peoples that have been driven into war against
us by their Governments. But we have got over our
\Ve shall see the light through, until
sentimentality.
those peoples demand peace from the really guilty, until
the road becomes free for a new Kurope, liberated from
French intrigues. Muscovite passion of conquest, and

measure then being prepared
of the

for the increase

German navy, demanded a

neutrality

treaty which would have prevented Great
Britain from giving assistance in war to Russia
or France, while Germany remained free to
participate in a

war against those Powers in

English guardianship.

fulfilment of the terms of the Triple Alliance.

To this insolent challenge to Europe Sir
Edward Grey promptly published a scathing
What was the German programme ?
reply.

This disclosure confirmed the opinion which
had become general in England regarding the

to control the destiny of

Germany
nations,

Germany

be free

"

free

suited her

;

supreme and alone to

to be

when

refuse all mediation
it

other

break international treaties

free to

to crush

all

free,

;

pleased her ; free to
free to go to war when

it
;

when she did go
;

act thus,

remain as
is

her commerce at sea

all

free in

time of war as

in time of peace.

.

.

.

free or

to

is

commerce

Not on such terms

can peace be concluded or the
than Germany be

all

life

of other nations

even tolerable."

speech

led

to

overwhelming

closures concerning the efforts of

domination

of

Europe.

In a year of war Germany had given a
remarkable demonstration of her military
power, of the patriotism of her people, of the

dis-

Germany

to

assure herself of the neutrality of Great Britain
before she proceeded to attack Russia and France.

In view of grossly misleading statements by

German Chancellor, directed to show that
England had prevented the peaceful settlement
of differences with Germany and had refused

the

and resources of the country,
unsurpassed efficiency in organizaadministration.
She had shown

great strength

and

of her

and

tion
little

At the same time Herr von Bethmar.nHollweg's

influence exerted

to war, to

break again all rules of civilization and huand, while she
manity on land and at sea

may

by Lord Haldario
What was more
important, it disposed for ever of the excuses and
prevarications of Germany, and stripped bare
her persistent and determined scheme for the
dangero^

in the years before the war.

sign either of

war weariness or

moral or economic exhaustion.
alone.

She held the reins

of political,

But she stood
at Vienna and

Budapest, and her puppets governed Turkey.

Her strength and her

violence had

made a

But, just as she had been
abandoned, in spite of all material temptations,
by her ally Italy, she had won neither friends

certain impression.

nor sympathy nor approval. She had only
hardened with all her blows the courage and

whom

made in the interests of peace,
the British Government -was forced to publish
a full account of the unfortunate negotiations

resolution of

which Lord Haldane, then a member of the
Government, had been permitted to conduct

cherished national independence and liberty,
it was realized that no peace could be tolerable

Germany had, under the

but a peace that put an end to Germany's
arrogant ambitions and lust of conquest.

benevolent offers

in Berlin in 1912.

cloak of willingness to abandon some part of a

all

the nations

driven to war, and wherever in

world

men

believed

in

human

all

she had
the wide

ideals

and

CHAPTER
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THE WORK OF THE CANADIAN
CONTINGENT.
CANADA AND THE SECOND BATTLE OF YPRES STRENGTHENING THE IMPERIAL TIE THE
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story of the great fight of the
at
St.
Julien

Canadian Division

THE

Vancouver, there was scarce a family of note
but had its honoured dead. In Toronto, for

sent a

thrill of pride through the
The Canadian people
Empire.
themselves would be the first to disclaim and

example, regiments such as the 48th Highlanders and the Queen's Own Rifles had been

any attempt to picture the
the dash, and the stubborn valour of

and commercial families
The University, the clubs, the
exchanges and the banks were all strongly

to protest against
gallantry,
their

men

as something overshadowing that of
"

We will be proud,"
"
if we
wrote one young Canadian corporal,
to
stand
side
ourselves
by
may prove
worthy
But
side with the Regular Army of England."
other British troops.

men

and most severe
Canada had proved herself a nation.
It was felt, and with reason, that things could
never be the same again between England and
Canada. The tie between them, strong before,
had been deepened and strengthened by the
realized that in the final

test

by the Dominion.
Canada to
A
the Empire/'
wrote Lord Rosebery.
memorial service to the Canadian fallen was
held in St. Paul's Cathedral, and hours before
the service commenced not only were the
ultimate
"It

is

sacrifice

offered

itself

Vol. V.

the regiments

it

There was passionate pride from one end of
the Dominion to the other. East and West,
the French of Quebec, the Scottish of

Nova

Scotia, the English of Toronto, and the Americans of Southern Alberta were united in
grief

and common

emotion found

passioned

its

editorials

glory.

The univer-

expression not alone in
Parliament and in im-

in

the

great

Canadian

newspapers, but also in the quick response of

was pride there was also
what the Canadian people felt
to be the illegitimate methods of war the enemy
The story of the use of
employed.
by the Germans deepened the
gas
poisonous
resentment. Canada felt that there could only

thronged, but

the nation.

If there

anger, anger at

sympathy and admiration.

Toronto and Montreal, Winnipeg and
Part 58.

When

was difficult for the
crowds
them
to realize the
watching
cheering
of
their
mission.
Now, however,
gravity
Canada learned to the full what the war meant
and what it must cost.

glowing speeches in

In Canada the long casualty lists that quickly
arrived brought grief, but no repining.
In
cities like

represented in the lists.
first set out for the Front

sal

thousands waited outside, anxious to show by
their presence their

of the city.

common

the supreme consecration of

great aisles of the cathedral

recruited in the years of peace from the great
financial, professional
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FIELD-MARSHAL

H.R.H.

THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT

On the left of His Royal Highness
With officers of the Royal Canadian Horse Artillery at Montreal.
on the right is Colonel Panet, commander of. the
in command of the B Battery
is Major Eaton,
;

Regiment.

be one response to warfare such as
Minister of Militia,

Sam Hughes,

this.

The

General (afterwards Sir)

led the

movement

increase in the forces.

for

a great

Canada had started

at

the Governor-General.

under

the

command

The contingent, placed
of

Lieutenant-General

E. A. H. Alderson, spent an exceedingly trying
winter on the Wiltshire downs. The season

the beginning of the war to raise 30,000 men
now she placed the figure at 150,000, with as

was one

afterwards as might be necessary.
been
There had
6,000 Canadian casualties in
For
the fighting.
every Canadian who had

roads around the

came forward. From all parts of
the Dominion recruiting officers reported that

siderable distances even from small Wiltshire
villages.

they were overwhelmed with offers of service.
The question before the Dominion Govern-

old soldiers

;

many more

fallen ten

ment was not how many men it could raise,
but how many it could equip, drill, and main-

men who

tain of the

The
days
the

story of

of the

war

autumn

offered themselves.

what Canada did
is

told in

an

in the first

earlier chapter.*

of 1914 the first

In

Canadian contin-

of the wettest

The men
The

on record.

were for most of the time under canvas.

camp

sites,

ill

-fitted

i

-r

heavy traffic, besanie mere quagmires. The
troops were many miles from a town, ar.d con-

The

Princess Patricia's, largely composed of
who had seen service in war, were

the

first to go to the Front.
They arrived in
France in December, and were at once hurried
north and given a heavy spell of trench digging

in the rear lines.

Year,

From there, early in
moved into the

they were

the

New

fighting

trenches.

Hamilton

Two days of heavy marching, sixteen miles
each day, brought them close to the front firing
lines.
After a brief pause at a ruined village,

Gault, a wealthy Montreal citizen, and named
after the daughter of the Duke of Connptught.

they moved quietly along sheltered roadways
into the communicating trenches, and then to

gent arrived at Salisbury Plain accompanied
the Princess Patricia's Light Infantry
special corps raised at the cost of Mr.

* Vol.

n., page 237,

et aeq.

^f

by
a

the front, where they relieved French troops.

LIEUT.-GENERAL EDWIN HERVEY ALDERSON,

Commander

C.B.,
of the Canadian Division of the British
Expeditionary Force.
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it was raining
The night was pitch dark
heavily, and everywhere the countryside was
deep in mud. No light could be struck, and
commands had to be whispered along the ranks.
The slightest sign of life brought an instant
Star shells fired
bullet from a German sniper.
from the German lines at frequent intervals
;

sent a sudden hard blue light on the
fields,

muddy

the broken wire entanglements, and the

barely visible earthworks. The men could
hear the Germans opposite to them, scarce a
stone's throw away, baling the water out of their
trenches.

The

Patricia's settled

down

at once,

with the remainder of the allied forces, to the

the subject of a great deal of adulation, through
"
of its own.
Its nickname
Pat's

no desire
Pets

"

was

ously.

to

the

of

subject

much

good-

The men protested vigorThey begged their admirers in Canada

humoured
stop

banter.

talking

about them.

credit of believing that

we

"

Do

us

the

are neither boasters

nor idiots," said one of them at the time,
"
but just soldiers who are trying to do our
soldier's

work at the Front as every other

regiment in the British Army is. We know
that our experience is trivial compared with
other regiments, but

we

can, like

we

everybody

try to do as well as

else."

CANADIAN TROOPS READY TO LEAVE CANADA FOR ENGLAND.
Sir R. L.

Burden, Premier

of Public

Works

;

;

Hon. G. E. Foster, Minister of Commerce
Sam Hughes bidding good-bye

and Major-General Sir

;

Hon. Robert Rogers, Minister
to the officers of the Canadian

Expeditionary Force.

and exacting winter routine work. Bitter
cold, constant rain, and
omnipresent mud
dull

They soon learned that
was nothing
to do but to wait, to watch, and to guard
themselves from the German fire, keeping
Scouts and sharpshooters were
under cover.
It was scarce posside.
either
on
present
sible for a man to raise his hand above
were their chief

for the

trials.

moment

at least there

the trenches without drawing a quick bullet.
Germans knew
It seemed as though the
the position of every dugout in the Princess Patricia lines.
They had rifles so fixed

cover them exactly, enabling the
be pulled without the necessity of
to
trigger
as

to

aiming.
Princess Patricia's Regiment had been

Within a month
the

won

Front

Patricia's

regiment which saw its men and knew its record.
One of the first actions by which the Patricia's

drew

special

around

St.

attention

Eloi,

to

themselves

was

where they were holding a

Some Germans completed
of trenches.
a sap from which they were able to cause
the British at this point much trouble. The
Patricia's were ordered to sweep them back.
line

Two

officers,

Lieutenant

Crabbe and Lieut.

Colquhoun, went to have a look over the ground
The advance
at midnight, and never returned.
was covered by a party of snipers, and they were

by a group of bomb throwers commanded by Lieut. Papineau. They crept up to
followed

made

of its arrival at the

Light Infantry had
the good-will and admiration of every

Princess
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THE NURSING STAFF OF THE MoGILL HOSPITAL.
the Duchess of Connaught, April 22, 1915.
The McGill Hospital Corps
(Colonel) Birkett, Dean of Faculty of Medicine at McGill University, and was
the Faculty, Graduates, and Undergraduates, with staff of nurses from two leading hospitals

Waiting inspection of
was organized by Dr.
recruited

among

H.R.H.

at

Montreal.

within twenty yards of the enemy's trenches,
and then leapt right into the German lines.

stand out as a hero

Papineau behaved in a way that won him
To every Canadian there
special distinction.

The work of the Princess Patricia's during
the next few weeks was prosaic, monotonous,
and costly. Several officers were disabled,

Lieut.

seemed something strangely dramatic in the
fact that a Papineau, a lineal descendant of a
great rebel of 1837, should thus in one of the
earliest

H.R.H.

engagements

of

Canadians in France

of the

picked

among

heroes in the defence

Empire.

off

wounded

by hand
on the trenches
Captain Newton, who had come

by

snipers,

grenades or shot in attacks
opposite.

THE DUCHESS OF CONNAUGHT INSPECTS THE McGILL HOSPITAL CORPS.
58-2
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THE SECOND CANADIAN CONTINGENT
Men
from the Duke

of

Connaught's personal staff,
He was
to be killed.

was one

of

followed

by Captain

the

IN

TRAINING AT TORONTO.

of the 4th Battery bringing a gun into position.

first

some distance south and west
then

by

occupied

the

of the trenches

Canadian

Division.

gave his live in attempting to bring back
from the open the body of one of his own

The Germans endeavoured at this point to cut
them off from the Canadian front. The commander who had succeeded Colonel Farquhar,
Lieut. -Colonel Buller, was wounded on May 5,
and Major Gault, who arrived that day, having

soldiers lying in front of our trenches, although

just

he knew that the venture would mean almost
" He was a
certain death.
hero, and he met

command. On May 6 and 7 the German
bombardment of the lines became much more

who had won

in

Fitzgerald,

an

a few weeks the enthusiastic

love and admiration of his men.

Fitzgerald

a hero's end." his soldiers declared.
the

Farquhar,

was

commander

by a stray

killed

founder

the

Gault,

officer

of

bullet.

of

the

the

Colonel
regiment,

Major Hamilton
Patricia's, was

wounded, had to return to England, recovered,
and went to the Front again, only once more to
be severely hurt, all within a very few weeks.
In this time of constant trench fighting the
strength of

the regiment, which probably with

the fresh drafts sent out, had totalled 1,500, was

reduced to

On

less

than one

half.

April 18 the Patricia's were in barracks

Ypres when the Germans began reshelling
the town with very heavy guns. The men had
in

quickly to clear out of their barracks into the
The bombardment continued day by
fields.
but
did not reach its full strength until
day,
the 22nd,

by

shell

when the town was largely destroyed
The regiment moved to a wood

fire.

recovered from a former wound,

intense.

On

the night of

May

took

7 the roll-call

showed that the strength of the regiment was
then 635 men. At half-past four on the
following morning the Germans fired some
ranging shells into the lines, and not long
afterwards an almost overwhelming bombardment began. Between seventy and eighty
heavy German guns concentrated a heavy fire
of high-explosive shells and gas shells upon the
section held

by

this regiment.

By

six in the

morning every telephone wire to the brigade
headquarters and to the trenches had been cut,
of German troops could be
seen pausing, waiting for their opportunity
to rush on our front. An advance at this

and heavy bodies

point would have enabled the Germans to
execute a forward movemnt, drngerous to
the line the British held.

The German

artillery fired

upon the regiment

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAE.
from

three

useless

as

different

Trenches

sides.

protection.

The

British
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were

artillery

was inadequate to reply to such a tornado.
There was nothirg for the Patricia's to do but
to

lie

low in their

lines,

to wait, and to endure.

and scullions,
men,
and signallers, were called iato the
trenches.
The Germans, thinking that their
bombardment had suraly effected its purpose,
came on at the double. Those of the Canadians
All

available

orderlies

scouts

who were

stood up to them and drove
The Germans, however, succeeded
in getting some machine guns into position.
An orderly was sent back to the Brigade
left

them back.

headquarters telling of the desperate position.
Major Gault, while encouraging his men and
sustaining them by his courage and coolness,
was struck by a shell and severely wounded
in the left arm and thigh.
He had many com-

panions lying wounded or dying in the trenches
by now. The command was taken over by
Lieut. Niven.

intense

The German

than before.

fire

Heavy

grew even more
howitzers sup-

seemed as though the
whole line must be wiped out. At nine o'clock
the German shelling decreased, and the German
infantry again attempted to storm the position.
The remnants of the Patricia's met them
once more with such a fierce fire from rifles and
machine guns that the attack utterly failed.
ported the

field

guns.

It

Thereupon the bombardment was renewed

;

KEY MAP OF THE BRITISH POSITION.
soon every British machine gun was buried by
heavy shell fire. In two instances the un-

wounded men dug the guns out again and
mounted them afresh. The official description
of the battle told that one gun was actually
disinterred three times and kept in action,
until a shell annihilated the

whole

section.

i

MAJOR-GENERAL

SAM HUGHES AND HIS SON, MAJOR GARNET HUGHES,
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA, AT A REVIEW.

SIR
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The

dawn

continued hour after hour from

fight

noon and then

until

Soon only four

officers

By noon

lieutenants.

until late in the day.

were
the

left

all

supply

arms ammunition was running

when the men were

past one,
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low.
still

of

them
small

of

By

half-

holding on

desperately a detachment of the Rifle Brigade
reached them as reinforcements. They brought
a machine-gun section with them, and the two

regiments joined forces on the one front.
Later in the afternoon a detachment of the
King's Shropshire Light Infantry arrived and
brought them twenty boxes of small -arms

ammunition.

The

up nearly

of their

all

cartridges of those

Patricia's

had already used

own cartridges and the
who had fallen. The fresh

supply was quickly handed round.
Barely had the scattered lines again got in
place before the Germans launched their third
This was the most desperate of all.
Germans actually got into the far

attack.

Some

of the

trenches at the right at a point where every one

had been killed. They
were few in numbers, and were hunted out.
The great body of the Germans were driven
back by the steady fire from the British troops.
of the Princess Patricia's

At ten

two officers
Niven and Lieut. Papineau,
took the roll-call. Only one hundred and fifty
fighting men and a few stretcher-bearers were
o'clock that night the

who were left,

L'ieut.

left to answer.
Late that night the battalion
was relieved by the King's Royal Rifles. Before

retiring the Patricia's, helped

by the

others,

gathered together, as far as they could, the
"
bodies of their dead.
Behind the damaged
trenches,"
Sir

Max

wrote the Canadian Eye- Witness,
Aitken, in a moving and eloquent
"

dispatch,

by the

light of the

German

flares

and amid the unceasing rattle of musketry,
relievers and relieved combined in the last
service which one soldier can tender another.
"

[Lafayette

LIEUT.-COLONEL

H.

C.

BULLER,

the London Rifle Brigade, who succeeded
Colonel Farquhar, Commander of Princess

Of

Patricia's Light Infantry, killed in action

at

Neuve Chapelle.

The

first

Canadian Contingent remained in

Beside the open graves, with heads uncovered, all that was left of the regiment

Elaborate precautions were taken to ensure the safety of its

stood while Lieut. Niven, holding the colours
of the Princess Patricia's, battered, bloody,
but still intact, tightly in his hand, recalled all

voyage to France.
The Germans were known to be preparing

he could

that

England service
"

Long

remember

of

the

Church

of

for the dead.

after the service

was over the rem-

nant of the battalion stood in solemn reverie,
unable,
until

Rifle

it

the

seemed, to leave their comrades,
of the 3rd King's Royal

colonel

them

orders

to
Corps gave
positive
Then, led by Lieut. Papineau, they
marched back 150 strong to reserve trenches."
retire.

England

until February, 1915.

special efforts to torpedo the transports.

The

Canadian rank and file anticipated that they
would first be sent to the big military camp
outside Rouen, and after a further spell of

moved to the front.
The regiments marched out from Salisbury

training would be

Plain one night as though on a route march.
place of returning they were taken
The
straight to a port on the west coast.
immense
an
and
made
while
detour,
transports

But

in
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NEWFOUNDLANDERS FOR THE FRONT
On

parade, and troops wearing sun-helmets leaving
Britain's oldest colony.

their alleged lack of discipline.

It

was common

knowledge that a small proportion of them had
by no means appreciated the loneliness, the

mud, and the harsh conditions

of life on Saliswould they take to the still
at the Front ? Military experts,

How

bury Plain.
harder

life

those familiar with fight 'ng armies, n^vtr hod
a doubt what the answer would be, and their

confidence

was

immediately

justified.

The

physique, equipment, bearing and discipline
of the Canadians as they reached the British
lines in

Flanders aroused general admiration.

Their fine motor transport services, the perfection of the minute details of their outfit, their

German submarines, waiting stealthily around
Havre, were watching for their prey, the ships
containing the troops, now well out into the
Atlantic, turned and made for port on the
of the Bay of Biscay.
transports for safety sake took

coast

Many
four

the

of

or five

days for a crossing that could have been made
by a direct route in as many hours. The entire
Contingent arrived in safety.
Landed in France, the
agreeably

Canadians

was to
Enormous

There

surprised.

were
be

no

waiting in base camps.
piles of
trench clothing had been accumulated in sheds

near
ashore

the
its

quays.

As each company stepped

men were

coats, mittens

served out with wolfskin

and trench

socks.

They were

then led straight to trains drawn up in the
siding and taken across France to Flanders.
In England there had been much speculation
about the fighting qualities of the Canadians.

There had been

many

complaints concerning

horses

and

and commissariat

medical

their

arrangements were

all

in keeping.

The one

part of their equipment about which there was
some criticism was the rifle.
They were

armed with the Ross rifle, a weapon made in
There had been considerable contro-

Canada.

versy concerning the Ross

rifle

in former years

between the British and Canadian authorities,
and there was a feeling in Canada that England

had attempted to discriminate against this
weapon because it was manufactured outside
the United Kingdom. Old soldiers who examined the Canadians expressed their fears
that the Ross

rifle,

while possibly one of the best
was too

for competition firing in peace times,

fine an instrument for the rough-and-tumble
work of the fighting field. It was soon to be
given a very exacting test, and the British

authorities eventually re-armed the Canadians

with the regulation British Army rifle.
Many people in France expected the Canadian

FIRST

CANADIAN ACTIVE SERVICE CONTINGENT.

Colonel V. A.

S.

Williams inspecting the

CANADIAN MEDICAL STAFF

rifle

ranges at Valcartier.

IN FRANCE.

Front row-left to right: Capt. Bentley, Major Elliott, Lieut.-Col.
Shitlington, Major Bell, Capt.
Walker. Second row: Capt. Penticost, Capt. Fisher, Capt. Doe. Back row:
Capt. C. A. Walker
Capt. Wood, Capt. Jowen, Capt. Young, Capt. Moffat.
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Indians,

be

to

Contingent

and

of

Red

the people

This

was

notably
standard of personal conduct which enlists a

composed

largely

trappers

cowboys.

amusingly illustrated by some of the articles
by famous French writers after visits to the

Canadian

M. Maurice Barres,

lines.

for ex-

ample, wrote a charming description of them
that was largely taken up with accounts of a

Red Indian
last

soldier

who had

just died, like the

the Mohicans, for the honour of his

of

people, with the ingenious devices, the tricks
and the wiles of the trappers and hunters and
;

with

the

Canadian-built

huts

213

in

Flanders,

is

singularly sound.
in

cities,

Toronto,

Tn the great
is a high

there

powerful current of public sentiment against
tie low, the base and the unworthy.

When

the Canadian Contingent reached the

it was found that these factors
The physique of the men was a topic
of general comment.
Equally remarkable was
their resourcefulness.
The Canadians were

British lines
told.

given a time for preparation, being sent to the
trenches with British companies to learn the

which brought to his mind the huts of villages
the American Indians of olden days.

of

Actually the larger proportion of the

members

Canadian Contingent were Englishborn young men who had lived for some time
there were only a very few of
in Canada
of the first

;

American-Indian descent, and these were men
who. had been brought up under European

Most

conditions.

from the

estate agents,

Nearly

all

of the

soldiers

were drawn

bank

clerks, railway men,
business leaders and the like.

cities

:

the officers had been active imme-

diately before the war broke out in commerce,
in finance, or in the learned professions.
The

old Militia force had proved merely a skeleton,
an invaluable skeleton, which had been clothed
with flesh and blood, drawn from all ranks of

the Canadian people.

There were a certain proportion of trappers,
hunters and mining

men

in the ranks.

Their

knowledge proved invaluable, and the trappers
were quick to use the same guile that they had

employed

in catching the fur-bearing animals

now deceiving the Germane.
was soon found that the average young man
from Canada, British-born or Canadian-bo/n,
of French descent from Quebec, or prairie
farmer of the Mid- West, had a vigour and an
of the north in
It

abundance
of

Canada

The people
In most places

of resource all his own.
live

an open-air

life.

hunting of some kind within reach of
even the young man of very modest means.
there

(Elliott

LIEUT.-COL.

is

F.

D.

FARQUHAR,

y Fry.

D.S.O

,

Princess Patricia's Light Infantry (killed).

ways

of trench war.

A

real

comradeship was

Eastern Canada and of the

quickly formed between them and the English
regiments, a comradeship which endured. The

Rockies give one and all opportunities of hardy
outdoor life impossible to most men in Europe.

English Regular soldier had heard with some
suspicion of the privates in the ranks from the

the northern lands makes

Dominion who were paid nearly five shillings
a day, as against his one and twopence. The
Canadians had expected to find the average
British soldier something of an automaton.

The

forests

of

The stimulating

air of

The

for real vitality.

and a sober race

any other

;

Canadians are a well-fed

they drink

less alcohol

than

division of the British people, with

the possible exception of the New Zealanders ;
poverty as known in the slums of Europe is

They discovered one another

very rare, and the children of the labourer have

British

an abundance

of

wholesome food.

The

life

of

"

were.

one

I

as they really

think a hundred times more of the

Tommy

Canadian.

than
"

T ever did before,"

These

few

days

wrote

in

583

the
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CANADIANS

TRAINING AT CANTERBURY.

IN

Riding practice at the Cavalry Depot.

trendies with a British regiment have been a
revelation to me," another

to his parents

Tommy
tips.

in

young
"

Toronto.

he knows

The

revelation to

British

He is alive to his fingersplendid.
is full of devices to deceive the enemy

;

all

kinds of tricks

;

He

man.

is

He

streak in him, and he's a

fellow wrote

he hasn't a

mean

From

uses

his

first -class

brains.

It

has

me to find him as he
may be fairly deduced

this it

fighting

a

been

really is."

that

if

the

had been inclined to regard the
Canadian as somewhat untrained, the latter
British troops

had been inclined
wooden in their

to consider the former as
methods*.

Closer

contact

enabled both to found saner judgments.
"

The Canadian troops having arrived at the
Front," Sir John French wrote to the Duke of
" I
am anxious to
Connaught on March 3,
tell

your Royal Highness that they have made

the highest impression on us all. I
careful inspection a week after they
the country, and was very

much

made a
came

to

struck by the

was apparent throughThe soldierly bearing and steadi

excellent physique which

out the ranks.

-

ness with which the

men

stop in the ranks

on

a bleak, cold and snowy day are most remarkable.
After two or three weeks' preliminary

education in the tenches, they have now taken
over their own line, and I have the utmost
confidence in their capability to do valuable
and efficient service." This favourable impression of the
observers.

men was echoed by all military
The Canadian soldiers were marked

from the beginning

for their high spirits, their

enthusiastic energy,

They were

full

was hottest.
remarked to
SIR

ROBERT BORDEN.

The Canadian Premier meets

in

London Lieut.

Horsey of the 48th Canadian Highlanders who
was twice wounded. On Sir Robert's left is Mr.
R. D. Bennet, M.P. for Calgary, Canada.

fighting

at

and

of jokes,

their determination.

even

"

Say,
his

St.

boys."

when
one

fighting

Canadian

comrades during the heavy
Julien, when a particularly
"

say, there
heavy blast of fire struck them,
seems to be some kind of a war on here "
The relations between the Canadian officers
!
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and the men doubtless seemed surprisingly
free and easy to those accustomed to the
stricter outward forms of the European armies.
Officers and men in the ranks often enough
shared in social intercourse and mixed freely
outside the hours of duty. The private in the
regiment is often of as good position in civil

215

As they neared the most perilous point the noncommissioned officer in charge of the bombthrowers stepped up hastily.
pardon, sir," he said gruffly,

" I
beg your

"but bomb-

always go first." And before the
could have ordered him back, he had

throwers
officer

there

That was typical of the Canadian
the Canadians found a chance to
charge the enemy they went ahead uttering all
manner of cries, unless the order was given for
"
silence.
As we charged up the hill on to the

a difference that would be impossible in Continental armies emulation as to which should

Germans outside St. Julien,"
"
some yelled, some shouted,
and we made a row that you could have heard
It seemed to drown for
half a dozen miles off.

life

as

his

captain.

Those who noted the

Canadians carefully, however, observed that,
if

was

there

free

intercourse

when

off

duty,

was ready obedience and willing discipline,
One point of difference sometimes arose between
the officers and the men on the field of battle

"
Our officers
take the more dangerous part.
lead
Canadian
soldiers
the
the
always
way,"
said.

They would

advanced

how one colonel
men armed only with

relate

in front of his

a cane in one of the most desperate charges of
the war } ow another j aused for a second when
;

it

seemed as though the

annihilate

them

all

fire

of the

enemy must

to light a cigarette

and

to

and
exchange a jest with a soldier near him
kind.
At
Festumo.
e
tales
of
the
same
many
;

a captain was leading his men in a desperate
venture where they all had to go single file.
bert

run ahead.
spirit.

When

wood held by
one

a

man

the

related,

moment even

the roar of the guns."
quality of the Canadians which

Another
attracted

Many

of

much attention was their
men had experienced

the

resource.
spells

keen to develop fresh enterand
to
trick the enemy in front of
eager
prises,
them.
The Canadian bomb-throwers and
snipers soon developed a reputation of their
fertile in disguises,

own among

the Allied forces.

OFF TO THE FRONT.
bids good-bye to the officers of the 42nd battalion Canadian
Expeditionary Force, after the inspection, May, 1915.

H.R.H. The Duke of Connaught

of

rough work in mining camps or on pioneer
work in the West. Some were familiar with
every trick of the woodman. They were
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THE KING INSPECTS THE CANADIAN
March

moment

Canadian

a

Army

past of the 7th

at

Corps

the

adequate reserves in England.
General Alderson succeeded almost on the

Front with

first

day

of

arrival

his

at Salisbury Plain

winning the confidence and respect of the
Canadians. He more than retained it in
"
Alderson is a human being, not
Flanders.
in

a military ramrod," wrote one young Canadian
observer to his friends at home. General Alder

-

son did not attempt to eliminate the somewhat
and
free-and-easy style of the Canadian rank

He saw

file.

that, utilised properly,

be

made

He

talked to the soldiers under

it

could

into a source of fighting strength.
him as man to

Before they went for the first time into
the trenches, he told them how his old regiment

man.

the Royal West Kent, which had been in
France since the beginning of the war had

LORD KITCHENER
,

Before

fears

(on right).

the First Contingent

left

England

were expressed in some quarters lest it
be split up among different British

should

never yet lost a trench. "The Army says,
The West Kents have never budged.' I am
'

proud of the great record of my old regiment.
And I think it is a good omen. I now belong
to you and you belong to me, and before long
The Canadians never
the Army will say,
'

Divisions and so lose

its

distinctive charac-

can be

Happily the British military authorities
did not attempt this. The Division
remained united, and General Alderson continued in command in Flanders as on Salisbury

budged.' Lads,
The
I leave it.

The aim of the Canadian Government was to have at the earliest possible

their enthusiastic support.

teristics.

Plain.

out."

A

it

left there,

and there

never turn you
Germans
this note
strike
could
General who

in addressing the

will

men

of the

West was

sure of

General Alderson's advice to the troops under
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Battalion British Columbia Infantry.

him before they entered the trenches was
of practical wisdom

full

:

We are about to occupy and maintain a line of trenches.
have some things to say to you at this moment which
it is well that you should consider.
You are taking over
[ have visited
good and, on the whole, dry trenches.
some myself. They are intact, and the parapets are
Let me warn you first that we have already had
good.
several casualties while you have been attached to other
Some of these casualties were unavoidable,
divisions.
I

is war.
But I suspect that some at least a
few could have been avoided. I have heard of cases
in which men have exposed themselves with no military

and that

and perhaps only to gratify curiosity. We
cannot lose good men like this. We shall want them all
if we advance, and we shall want them all.if the Germans
advance.
Do not expose your heads, and do not look round
corners, unless for a purpose which is necessary at the
moment you do it. It will not often be necessary. You
are provided with means of observing the enemy without
object,

THE KING INSPECTS THE CANADIANS AT SALISBURY PLAIN,
Previous to their departure for the Front. His Majesty, Lord Kitchener (on left), and
Officers leaving the parade ground after the inspection.

Commanding
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e epofllog y Jur heads.
To lose your life without military
ii
Young
isessity i * to deprive the State of good soldiers.

and bravo men enjoy taking

risks.

But a

soldier

who

takes unnecessary risks through levity is not playing
the game, and the man who does so is stupid, for whatever
bo the average practice of the German army, the individual
shots whom they employ as snipers shoot
straight, and, screened from observation behind the lines,
thay are always watching. If you put your head over

the parapet without orders they will hit that head.
There is another thing. Troops new to the trenches
always shoot at nothing the first night. You will not
do it. It wastes ammunition, and it hurts no one. And
the enemy says, "These are new and nervous troops'*
No German is going to say that of the Canadian troops.
You will be shelled in the trenches. When you are
This is easy advice, for
shelled, sit low and sit tight.
there is nothing else to do.
If you get out you will only
And if you go out the Germans will go in.
g^t it worse.
And if the Germans go in we shall counter-attack and
and that will cost us hundreds of men
put them out
instead of the few whom shells may injure.
The Germans
do not like the bayonet, nor do they support bayonet

The

ground.

2nd

219

Infantry

the

Brigade,

Western Canadians, under Brigadier-General
Currie, did magnificently at Ypres. It was placed
in a desperately dangerous salient. It held its
until the trenches

ground

German gun

fire,

and then

were wiped out by
remnants retired

its

good order. The Highland regiments more
than maintained the ancient Scottish reputain

tion.

the

Among

many

great deeds of the

Highlanders one must be mentioned the charge
of the Canadian Scottish under Lieut. -Colonel
Leckie and the 10th Battalion under Lieut. Colonel

Boyle

at

Ypres,

when they went

;

attacks.
If they get up to you, or if you get up to
them, go right in with the bayonet. You have the
physique to drive it home. That you will do it I am
sure, and I do not envy the Germans if you get among
them with the bayonet.

On March 1 the Canadian Division took over
some 6,500 to 7,000 yards of trenches. The
work of the Division during the next few weeks
was one mainly of endurance. The Germans
did not attack, but continued sniping, and shellfire was kept up between the two sides.
The First Canadian Division was engaged in
four principal fights during the spring and
summer of 1915. The first of these was the
advance on Neuve Chapelle. Following this
came the second battle of Ypres, when the
Division saved the line on the retirement of the
Algerians and Turcos after being gassed, and
resisted the desperate

attacks of the

German

and almost continuous
troops for almost three

The Canadians took a prominent part
in the fighting at Festubert in May, making a
brilliant advance on May 20-21, and seizing

weeks.

several of the enemy's trenches.

They also took

a large part in the action of June 15 at Giventhe sections dealing with the general campaigns
After mid-June the Canadians
in Flanders.

were mainly engaged until the autumn in holding a section of the trenches.
It

[Elliott

might well seem invidious to pick out any
mention among troops all of whom

for special

did so well.

The 8th Battalion the Winnipeg

won special distinction at the second
battle of Ypres for being the one regiment able

Rifles

to hold its trenches firmly although heavily
gassed.

Our troops

at

that

time

had

no

or anti-gas helmets. With quick
the
Winnipeg troops transformed their
ingenuity
handkerchiefs into respirators and stood their
respirators

&

Fry.

LIEUT.-COL. H. C. BECHER,

All of these actions are fully described in

chy.

1st Battalion

West

O.itario Regiment (killed).

through the German lines, recovered the big
guns that had been lost, and held them long

enough to remove
render

them

their

useless.

breech blocks

The character

of

and
the

which the Canadians were engaged
can best be judged by the casualties. One
typical case can be named, the British Columbia
fighting in

Regiment. Every officer in this regiment who
came out with the first troops from Canada was
killed or

wounded

and only two

autumn of 1915,
wounded were able by that

before the

of the

time to return to their regiment.
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(the Royal Canadian
Lord
Strathcona's
Horse, and the
Dragoons,
2nd King Edward's Horse) were made into a

The Canadian Cavalry

instances

by separate

units.

The Eaton Machine

Gun

Brigade, named after Sir John Eaton, of
Toronto, who contributed 100,000 dollars
organization and equipment,

Cavalry Brigade before the First Division left
England and were placed under the command

towards

of General Seely, formerly British Secretary of

competition, not only among the different
Provinces but among the great cities, to see

The scope for cavalry in the
first year of the war was necessarily limited.
The best tribute to this Brigade was paid by
Sir John French, in an address to the troops
State for War.

:

efficient

its

and valuable.

was

There had been splendid

which should be best represented, and the
result was one worthy of Canada.
In the latter part of the summer of 1915
Robert Borden, the Canadian Premier, and

Sir

am

very glad to have this opportunity of coining
you how very highly I appreciate all the
The eagerness with which
services you have rendered.
you came forward to place your services at the disposal
I

here to

tell

Empire, and the great part you are playing in this
war, have served to strengthen the bonds that bind our
great Empire together bonds that will never now be
of the

I wish to express

my

appreciation to you for
the splendid manner in which early in the year, when the
Canadian Infantry Division had suffered great losses,
you volunteered to leave your horses and to come out
here.
At the commencement you took a very prominent
part in the battle of Festubert, where we not only gained
severed.

a considerable amount of ground, but inflicted great
losses on the enemy, and captured a large quantity of
Then afterwards at Givenchy you kept up the
material.
same fighting record, and since that up till a few days
ago you have been doing very hard work in other trenches.
I am quite confident that whatever you are called upon
Your
to do in the future will be nobly carried out.
record will go down to history as one of the most splendid
in British history.

contingent
the second

after the first

Canadian

Salisbury Plain for the Front

Canadian

The

arrive.

They were given a splendid reception. Sir
Robert Borden was presented with the Freedom
of the City of

London, the highest civic honour
England can bestow, and General Hughes was
knighted before his departure home. The visit
of these two Canadian leaders was almost
concerned

wholly

administration,

contingent

command

of

this

began

to

division

and

with

detail

questions

in discovering

of

how Canada

could co-operate most effectively in the war.
The spirit of Canada at the end of the first

year was the same as it had been at the beginPartisan quarrels had been largely

ning.

wiped

out.

Wilfrid

Almost immediately
left

General Hughes, the Minister of Militia and
of the War Department, visited Europe.

Head

old

The

Laurier,

political

common

end.

leader

of

worked in

Liberalism,

Sir

accord with his

opponent the Premier for -the

From

Halifax to Prince Rupert

the Canadian people knew only one thing,
and that was that this was their fight, and

England was given to
Canadian
soldier
a distinguished
General
soldier
whose
active military
Sam Steele a
record went back to the days of the Red River
Expedition, and who had long been a familiar

that they would see it through, if n3eds be,
to the last man and to the last dollar.
Politi-

There had been more

but they were
prepared to leave the discussion of such developments until afterwards.
For the moment

while

it

figure in

remained

Canadian

in

life.

time to organize this contingent, and it was in
some ways even more distinctly Canadian than
its

predecessor.

versities

The

great

Canadian

were notably represented.,

in

Uni-

some

cians recognized that the

war must

nesessarily

be followed by a great development in Imperial
relations,

particularly

by a unity

forces for purposes of defence

their single purpose

war

was

of

Empire

:

to aid in bringing the

to a successful conclusion.

CHAPTER

LXXXVIII.

THE BATTLES OF AUBERS AND
FESTUBERT.
"

THE TIMES " CORRESPONDENT'S TELEGRAM
IMPORTANCE OF THE BATTLE OF AUBERS
NECESSITY FOR INCREASED SUPPLIES OF HIGH EXPLOSIVE SHELLS DESCRIPTION OF THE
BATTLE NEW PLAN OF SIR DOUGLAS HAH; BATTLE OF FESTUBERT -VICTORY OF THE BRITISHthe

ON

May

early

9,

morning

of

the Crown Prince of Bavaria to concentrate
a large portion of his available troops and
artillery to the north of the La Bassee salient,

Sunday,

the British troops defending

Ypres from the onslaughts of the
Germans, were aroused by the sound
a
terrific
of
cannonade south of the Lys. This
marked the opening of the fight for the Aubers
ridge, part of

and the consequence was that the Germans
were not in

sufficient strength to resist Joffre's
thrust from the Arras region towards Lens.

La

a great Franco-British offensive
of Armentieres to

On May

the north of Arras.

14 appeared the

report of the Military Correspondent of The
Times, who had been staying at British Headquarters,

that

by the Germans.

later

at

Mr.

Allies,

A

brickfields,

skilfully

direct attack

not be entertained for one

on

mine

fortified
it

could

moment by com-

manders who did not regard their infantry
as mere food for cannon.
But an advance from

would render the German

the Lys to the ridge which, starting near
Fort Englos, four miles or so west of Lille,
runs in a south-westerly direction to Aubers,

of

supply
bar to the success of the British attempt to
storm the heights commanding Lille, which, if
salient

the point of the salient, was

an unlimited
had been a fatal

want

the

of high -explosive shells

taken by the

Bassee,

surrounded by a network of
works and other enclosures

extending from the south

La Bassee
Asquith

Five days

untenable.

announced

the

two miles east

coming

On June

Neuve

Chapelle, and termicalled Haut Pom-

hill

mereau, an advance across this ridge and
then over a narrow strip of low-lying land to

formation of the Coalition Ministry, and on
May 25 the list of the members of the new

Cabinet was published.

of

nates abruptly on the

the second ridge which follows the road from

16 Mr. Lloyd

George became Minister of Munitions.

Lille

through Fournes to La Bassee would,

if

important point in the history of the war,

the position of the Germans
and oblige them to evacuate La Bassee and its

and deserves

environs.

The Battle

own

of Aubers, therefore,

marks an

for this reason, as well as

on

successful, turn

its

Such an advance had been almost success-

merits, treatment in considerable detail.

Although complete success did not crown the
efforts of our troops, yet the losses incurred on
the Aubers ridge were
assaults directed

by

fully

by no means wasted. The
Sir Douglas Haig forced

made by

the British in the

weeks

of

Neuve

Chapelle, crossed the

October

low ground and
223

1914.

occupied

first

They had
first

ridge

Le

Pilly,

three

carried

and the
a mile
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from Fournes, at the edge of the second ridge.
But the German counter-attack, backed by

The artillerymen were feeling for the parapets
of the German trenches.
About 4.30 the

enormous numbers and a gigantic

firing

artillery,

had

driven them from Le Pilly, dislodged them
from the Aubers-Fromelles-Radinghem ridge,

Neuve Chapelle. The
Battle of Neuve Chapelle in March 1915 had,
however, enabled Sir John French to start his

and flung them out

of

the battle

were moving or

enemy had been subjected at the
Neuve Chapelle had been turned

to which the

Battle

of

by him

to

galleries

good

with

reinforced

account.

concrete,

garrisons defending them.

on the

hills

Heavy guns posted

it

Herbert

Plumer,

Armentieres.

It

holding

Sir

the

was

at

out,

individual

III.

the

of

Douglas Haig with the First Army to carry
the entrenchments and redoubts on the right

plain at the foot of the Aubers ridge between

Neuve Chapelle and Givenchy and afterwards

as

air

one

into

the

smoke and dust speedily formed.

of

It

was

one long street of houses in the distance
had been bombarded and set on fire.

as

wing of the Crown Prince Rupprecht's Army.
The IV. Corps, according to Sir John French's
plan, was to attack the German trenches and
redoubts in the neighbourhood of Rouges-Banes,
of Fromelles, the Indian Corps
and the I. Corps were to carry those in the

developed

long
quivered
huge shells
swished through it, the earth shook as they
struck their targets.
On the horizon a cloud

Sir

north-west

To the

clear.

first

reports

The

roar.

Corps

task

and

bright

Suddenly at 5 a.m. the guns
singly, but shortly the

impatiently.

spoke

they

Ypres was protected by the Second Army,
under

be moved.

crowning it. The firing round
had
Here and
Ypres
temporarily subsided.
there an officer took out his watch and looked at

south-east, near Pont-a-Vendin,
if

likely to

of the villages

to shelter the

could deluge with shell the British
stormed the heights.

bombing,

trenches on the low ground, but against the
sky rose the Aubers ridge and the silhouettes

Deep trenches,
and underground

had been constructed

Chapelle, in

right were Cuinchy, with its brickfields, and
the ruins of what had once been Givenchy.
Trees and hedgerows obscured the view of the

by shrapnel.
bombardment

from the

Neuve

The morning was

ordinary clippers or broken
learnt

of

giving
at

as

day, stations and bridges (for
the
canal bridge near Don) through
example,
or over which the German reinforcements

machine-guns and protected by barbed wire,
of extra stoutness, which could not be
lessons

humming,

the

during

some

by

the

for

were engaged in
aeroplanes
information
to the
and,
gunners

trenching their lines from Lille to La BassiV.
They were now rabbit-warrens bristling with

The

Save

away.

The

second offensive to secure the ridges.
Since October the Germans had been en-

cut

died

throbbing aeroplanes overhead or the passage
of a motor ambulance, there was nothing to
rouse the attention of the waiting soldiers.

if

Shortly before six o'clock the order was
given to the British troops to advance. North

Fromelles

of
.

dashed

for

battalions

of

the

IV.

German advanced

the

Corps

trenches.

first
rifles, they approached the
then flinging their hand grenades they
poured into the enemy's position, thrusting back

Firing their
line,

of

the defenders with the bayonet, and carrying
everything before them.

Bethune, behind the extreme right of the First
Army, were crowded with reserve troops.

a thunderous sound told that the French had

From Bethune round

also

to storm the heights.

At midnight on May 8-9 the

streets

Armentieres

to

the

roads and lanes leading to the British trenches
were filled with marching men and the material
of

war.

The

soldiers

knew that they were

about to engage in one of those encounters
which in Napoleonic times would have been
reckoned a pitched battle, but in 1915 were
held to be mere incidents.

It

was understood

Neuve Chapelle, the action would be
opened by a bombardment of the hostile lines.
At 3.30 a.m. there was sufficient light for
that, as at

the gunners

to

shots were fired

find

by the

their
field

targets.

Sighting

guns and howitzers.

At

La

6.17,

from the south, beyond the

begun

their

ridges,

advance from the south of

Bassee.

Elated by their success, the

Corps
them.

pressed

The

prize

seemed within

men

of the IV.

saw Lille before
missed at Neuve Chapelle

on.

They

They were close
But at
Germans debouched

their grasp.

to Haubourdin, a suburb of the city.
this

moment masses

of

and counter-attacked, and, as the
German centre was still practically intact,
the order was given to retire. Sullenly the
troops withdrew, turning from time to time
from

to

fire

Lille

or charging to stop the pursuing foe.
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THE CANADIANS ON THE WEST FRONT.
Private Smith carrying

bombs

Meanwhile the Indians and

I. Corps, moving
Neuve Chapelle-Festubert had at the outset been successful. The
Pathans and Gurkhas had occupied the wood

forward from the

in front

of

line

Fromelles

;

the villages of Fro-

and Aubers and the first-line German
trenches on the Aubers ridge, which had been
pounded to a shapeless mass, had been seized.
But the second-line trenches had not received
melles

sufficient

treatment from the

artillery,

and,

the victorious troops moved on against
them, the Germans issued from their hiding

when

to his comrades in the trenches.

places,

and with

rifles

and

batteries of

machine

guns mowed down

the attacking forces. The
machine-guns were, as usual, the most formidable obstacle in the British path. The
fire from these skimmed the
ground, inflicting
wounds on the lower parts of the body. Yet,
still undaunted, both the Indians and British
endeavoured again and again to close with the

enemy.
If

individual

courage and initiative could

have gained the day, Lille would that evening
have been cleared of the enemy. At both ends
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of the battlefield British soldiers

names
Banes

for themselves

Lieut.

K.

O.

were winning

Near Rouirrs

in history.

2nd

the

of

Parker,

Battalion Northampton Regiment, who during
the fighting exhibited extraordinary courage

and

resolution, before the attack

was delivered

made a daring reconnaissance
German front. Under a terrific

along the
Second-

fire

Lieutenant H. M. Stanford, Royal Field Artillery,

imperturbably mended telephone wires.

Acting-Sergeant F.

W. Shepherd,

of the

13th

1

London

Regiment (T.F.), ad(Kensington)
vanced 400 yards from the firing line to the
enemy's breastwork with a telephone line. It

and he started laying a second. Subsecarried two wounded men out of the
quently
line of fire. From an isolated tree elose behind
was

cut,

lie

[Strain**.

LIEUT.-COL. C. B. LECK1E,
Commander of the Canadian Scottish.

the trenches, Major J. R. Colville, of the 55th
battery of the Royal Field Artillery, amidst
bursting shells, observed the havoc wrought by
the battery which he was directing.
In the foreground of the fight Acting-Corporal

Charles Sharpe headed a bombing party and
cleared 50 yards of trench.
His companions

were killed or wounded, but with four other
men he attacked and captured a further trench,

He had secured the V.C. So
had Corporal James Upton, of the 1st Battalion
Sherwood Foresters, who displayed amazing
courage when rescuing the wounded.
250 yards long.

At one point the

line

ceased to advance.

Second-Lieutenant Nevile West, of the

2/

Royal

Berks Regiment

the sole surviving officer
placed himself at its head and the attack was
resumed. West was shot and fell to the

ground. Pulling himself together, he got up
and ran forward, only to be wounded a second
time.

South of Neuve Chapelle similar heroic actions
had been or were being performed. On the
night of the 8th, in the Rue du Bois region,
Second -Lieutenant John Millar, of the If
Black
trench,
of

it.

Watch, had reconnoitred a German
and loosened or cut the wire in front
The next day, under intense fire, he

established flag communication with our signallers who had reached the German parapet.

A

of
officer
the same
John Ripley, who subsequently received the y.C., was the first to
ascend the enemy's parapet. Standing on it,
he directed those following him to the gaps in

non-commissioned

battalion,

the
his

Corporal'

German wire entanglements.

Then, leading

section to the second-line trench of the

enemy, with seven or eight men he blocked
both flanks and arranged a fire position, defending it until he was badly wounded in the
head and all his comrades had fallen. LanceCorporal David Finlay, of the I/ Black Watch,
led a
[Elliott

MAJOR

G. W.

2nd Batt.

BENNETT,
(killed).

,

Fry
fell.

bombing party
ordered

Finlay
return, but himself,

of twelve.

the

Ten

of

them

two survivors

regardless

of

his

to

own
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The second incident was of a more tragic
Hard by, the men of a machinedetachment
took two German machinegun
and
turned
them against ths enemy.
guns
For some time they continued alone in a trench

nature.

guns to the last. They
were overpowered by numbers and lulled.
We have seen what one or a few individuals
fighting the captured

did,

let

us

observe

the

movements

the

of

(Cinque Ports) Territorial Battalion of the
Royal Sussex Regiment as they are recorded
5/

by Lieut. -Colonel F. G. Langham, who commanded the battalion and was himself
wounded
We had to attack. The assaulting line 2/ Sussex
:

both
left, and the 2/ Northamptons on the right
establishment. Second line ourselves on the
Third
left, and the 2/ King's Royal Rifles on the right.
line
\l Loyal North Lanoashires on the left, and the
Our job was
9/ King's Liverpools (T.F. j on the right.
"
"
to
mop up the trenches after the assaulting line
had taken them and support our 2nd Battalion and the
Northant?. The 60th had to go on behind the latter

on the

& Fry.

liott

CAPTAIN

G.

SMITH,

L.

J.

West Ontario Regiment

1st Batt.

(killed).

personal safety, went to the assistance of a
wounded man and carried him over a distance
of a hundred yards of fire-swept ground.
like Ripley, was awarded the V.C.

He,

Near Richebourg Lance-Corporal W. Stuart,
I/ Royal Highlanders, started playing
the pipes as he left the trench, and, though
grievously injured, never ceased playing them

of the

until the

German

line

was reached.

over

right to a point forming a sort of
bastion in the German second line, and if they got there
to go further on to a point still further to the right.
We had. therefore, to " mop up " on the front of she
two assaulting battalions, and it meant sending up
a fchird company to follow the King's Royal Rifles to
"
'
mop up behind the Northants.

and work along the

Private G.

Battalion Royal
Highlanders, in broad daylight went out and

Anderson,

also

the

of

1st

warned several wounded men lying in front of
the trench that a bombardment was about to

He

commence.

then crawled back in

full

view

enemy, dragging with him an officer
badly wounded. Before sunset he saved three
more severely wounded men, and during the
night brought in eight more. These exploits
were performed under heavy rifle, machine gun
of the

and

shell fire.

Two more
on

that day

of the

may

innumerable heroic episodes

Near Fromelles

be recorded.

a British soldiei found himself the sole survivor
party with which he had advanced. He
was surrounded, but managed to crawl into a
deep shell crater. The Germans knew where
he was, and with their usual chivalry wished
of the

to

kill

him.

Unable to
to

'hit

him with

their

by the
went
for
background
they
him with the bayonet, they contented themrifles,

unwilling

risk

British in the

being shot
if

selves

with lobbing hand-grenades into the

hole.

By some

miracle

the

British

soldier

escaped, and, all day long, lay there flinging
back such of the grenades as did not explode. At

night he crawled back in safety to his comrades.

[Elliott

LIEUT.-COL.

HART McHARG.

7th Vancouver Batt. (killed).

&

Fry.
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After a bombardment of forty minutes the advance
Three companies of the 2/ Sussex and the
began.
Xurt Hants went out over our parapets and got to
from forty to eighty yards from the German lines.
From us " C " Company, less one platoon, *' A '*
"
B"
Company, lew one platoon, and the whole of
went
in
the
second
with
out
line,
Company
two companies of the King's Royal Rifles. Then
the most murderous rifle
and machine gun and
shrapnel fire opened- and no one could get on or
get back.
People say the fire at Mons and Ypres

was nothing to it. No end of brave things were done,
and our men were splendid but helpless. After some
considerable time we got orders to retire, hut this was
easier said than done.
Some men were 300 yards out
from our parapet, many dead, and some even on fire.
Every now and again you would see the men roll over
on the ground. The men began to crawl in, most of
them wounded.
After getting in all we could, we were ordered to go
back to a supporting trench. We were then told we
should assault again at 12.30, it. being then about.
fl.30
a.m. These orders were varied from time to
time, and at last we moved up to another trench, and
were told to act if necessary in support of troops who
would assault at 4.45. All the time a tremendous

was on, and we were being shelled by
howitzers.
The Black Watch and I/ Cameronians
then assaulted, and got it just as badly as we did;
a few got in only to be bayoneted. Several of our men,
still alive, got up and joined them in their
charge, after
artillery

though there may be some among the wounded. If I
can trace any as having survived I shall certainly
recommend them for some reward. It was getting cold

when, about 6 p.m., we received orders to

retire

to

billets.

Besides the regiments mentioned in the above
the Munster Fusiliers distinguished
letter,

themselves by their desperate efforts to break
into the enemy's trenches.
The nature of
the obstacles in the

way

other battalions of the

of the

I.

Corps

Munsters and
will

be seen

underwent
from the

may
letter

in the battle

be surmised from an extract
of

an

officer

who took

part

:

The orders said that the guns would bombard the
trenches for ten minutes, the entanglements for ten
minutes., and then the trenches again for ten minutes.
During the shelling of the last ten minutes, and under
its cover, we wore to advance to within fifty yards or

German trenches, and the instant it ceased
rush them and proceed on to the reserves. Well,

so of the

almost as soon as our shelling proper started at five
enemy replied, and with some effect, too,
a big lyddite landing in the traverses on either side of
the one I was in in one case killing four and wounding
three.
All this time there was no sign that the hostile
trenches were even manned, except for one poor fellow
that got blown up some dozen feet by one of our higho'clock, the

explosive shells.

suppose we

looked pretty awe-inspiring, as we
in hypo as a counteractant for asphyxiating gases. Ten minutes or so
after the commencement of the bombardment we were
all down at the bottom of the trench, for the enemy's
shells were
bursting in front, behind, and in our
lines.
By this time you can ima.gine we were fairlv
excited, but we still believed that we would do our job
I

:

all

had on muslin masks dipped

:

:

!

Immediately an absolute hail of bullets met them
even before they were through our own entanglements,
and the hostile shelling was terrific.
"
After a short interval
G to advance " comes the
!

Up we

shout.

machine-guns sweep the parapet
up and down, backwards and forwards, and many
fall back into the trench dead or mortally wounded.
Once on the level again down we go flat. The mimher
of dead and wounded lying about isawful
and the shells
Inch by inch, foot by foot, yard by yard we work
get

:

!

ourselves forward, through the grass, in ninny place?
even then soaking with blood
Our artillery has slackened fire, almost stopped in
fact
thinks we are almost at the enemy. The placeis an inferno
a red hell, and oh those frightful lyddites
blow the place to bits, and rip, and slash, and tear to
!

pieces those

puny

:

things lying in the grass

so still.*

real progress was impossible.
Behind the British lines were massed the

Any

reserves waiting eagerly to join in the fight.

But

Sir

of the
off

Douglas Haig, informed

German second

line,

of the strength
decided to break

the combat.

The news

of the French victory at Carency,
where, with an expenditure of 276 rounds per
gun, the German defences had been demolished

and

had reached him.

their positions taken,

obliging the

By

enemy

to

bodies on the north of the

keep such large

La Bassee

salient

he had materially contributed to the French
success, and, with the Second Battle of Yprcs
still

when we describe the Battle of Festubert.
The ordeal which they and other regiments

nil

!

fire

lying out there twelve hours.
Unfortunately I cannot
find out that any of these brave fellows got back safely,

to

without much opposition from the Germans who
were mostly dead perhaps
Of course, in the row it
was impossible to hear orders shouted from traverse
to traverse so one of our men dashed round.
A
lyddite shell choked the air with yellow fumes just
by that was the end of him. Another went round
" C
" he
"
C"
Company advance pass it on
yelled.
scrambled
with
the
aid
of
hands
from
got up,
many
the trenches, and flung themselves over the puraprt.

undecided,

it

would have been foolhardy

to take unnecessary risks.
fore,

Orders were, there-

given to the troops to cease their advance.

All night

carried

wounded men were limping

back from

the

Aubers

or beinp

ridge.

The

un buried dead lay on it in thousands.
The moral of the day's fighting was drawn

by the Military Correspondent
these words

in

"
:

If,"

of

he wrote,

The Times
"

we can

break through the hard outer crust of the
German defences, we believe that we can scatter

German armies, whose offensive causes us
no concern at all. But to break this hard
crust we need more high explosive, more heavy
This special form
howitzers, and more men.
of warfare has no precedent in history.
It is
the

we can smash the German crvist
we have the means. So the means we must

certain that
if

have, and as quickly as possible."
By the morning of May 10 the IV. and

Corps and the Indian Corps were back
*

From a

letter published

by the Morning

I.

in their
Post.
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A HOT CORNER.

Lieutenant F. W. Campbell and a handful of men with a machine gun gained the enemy's front trench,
and advanced along it under heavy fire until a barricade stopped them. When the little band was
reduced to two Lieutenant Campbell and Private Vincent and in default of a tripod, the lieutenant set

up the machine gun on Vincent's back and fired continuously.
Afterwards the German bombers
the trench and Lieutenant Campbell fell wounded.
Eventually he crawled away in a dying
condition, while Vincent succeeded in dragging the gun to safety.

entered

old positions

and

Sir

Douglas Haig had decided

that the better course would be to approach
the Aubers ridge from the Neuve Chapelle-

Givenchy front alone.

Sir

John French

sanc-

tioned this proposal, directing that the fresh
assault, however, should not be made without

a powerful and deliberate artillery preparation.
The 7th Division, part of the IV. Corps, was to
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be

moved round

to

support

the

offensive,

which was to begin on the night of May 12.
The very dull and misty weather, however,
so interfered with the observation of the gunners
that the advance was postponed till the loth.

During the interval the artillery on both sides
played on each other's trenches. To ensure'
Sir Douglas Haig's success, on the day chosen

John French placed the
Canadian Division under his orders. The
Canadians had recovered from the effects of
the German asphyxiating gas and from their
exertions at the Second Battle of Ypres which
was just finishing. They were inflamed with
for the assault

Sir

righteous fury against their dastardly opponent s,
and were anxious to mete out further punish-

ment
first

to them.

advance

later

;

They

did not

accompany the

but they were destined to render

most valuable assistance to

their British

comrades.
Saturday, May 15, dawned, and all were in
a state of expectancy, because it was known
that a further attack was to take place after
sunset.

The

Times has

Correspondent of

Military

left

us

his

impressions

The

on that

day:
On Saturday morning

I visited the Ypres district, and
was reasonably quiet after the furious
bombardments of the previous days. Our troops there
had suffered much from their inability to silence the
German guns, of every calibre up to 12 in. But our

found that

all

troops were still in pood heart ; the German infantry
would not stand up to them, and, in spite of our losses
there seemed to be no immediately serious danger on
this side.

A

look alone the rest of the line

down

to the region

of Laventie

gave an impress-ion that no hostile action
was impending, and I passed on fairly confident
that wo should not be disturbed that night by a German
ott'cnsive
down to the village of La Couture, whence a
good view was to
gained of the bombardment against
!

that

part of the

German

front selected for the night

attack.

This village had suffered much. Mo*: of the inhabimust gallant curi, had fled. The church
and churchyard, as well as the village, showed signs of
But the havoc wrought by our own
devastation.
shells on the German lines was greater still.
From
our guns and howitzers a well-aimed, deliberate, and
fairly heavy fire was in progress all the afternoon and
well into the night.
This fire struck the German
trenches and fortified posts.
It wrecked the barbed
wire in parts, and every now and then a heavy explosion.
or the outbreak of afire, showed where our shells had told.
I noticed that the heavy battery, which was to the
right rear of my observation post, was firing \vi|h great
tants, except a

precision, and, in general, the effect of the fire appeared
to be good, although it could not be described as overwhelming, or as likelv to drive good troops out of their
works.

In the late afternoon Sir John French rode out amongst
the troops and was received with enthusiastic acclama
He wished them good luck, and addressed to a!I
tion.
a few warm and inspiring words. No one knows better
than he how to strike the right note in an appeal to
soldiers, and he had the pleasure of observing how keen
the men were for a dash at the enemy, how confident
they were in his leadership, and how delighted they were
that the hour had come at last for the attack.
The Staff arrangements for the attack were well done.
Alt column roads were marked by signboards', and

every attention paid to the perfect, ordering of the troops.
Every movement took place after dusk, and it was in
complete silence that the various units drew out of their
billets and bivouacs, and gradually took their place at
the appointed spots.
The night was dark, but not very dark, though there
was no moon. The wind was scarcely perceptible,
and the weather was warm.

was ready. The Royal Engineers at
had been cutting the barbed wire in
front of our own trenches, and bridging two
ditches which would have to be crossed.
They
All

great risk

had made scaling ladders for the men, and,
in a dozen other ways, sought to render easier
the very difficult task in front of their comrades.
Officers had maps revised from the photo-

graphs taken by aeroplanes. The negatives,
procured under such hazardous circumstances

bv the

aerial operators, revealed to the military

cartographers
from above.

resembled

the

German

position

These

those

photographs
taken through

of the surface of the

moon.

as

seen

somewhat
telescopes

Features which

escaped the eyes of officers stationed on the
ground were indeed revealed, but the heights

depths of trenches and ditches
could only be guessed. The inen were cleaning
of obstacles, the

INDIAN TROOPS ERECTING TELEGRAPH
WIRES.

their

rifles

and

sharpening

their

bayonets.
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Behind the

"

lines,"

an eye-witness,

writes

saw a chaplain prepare his
the great assault." It was
I
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fighting

men

for

an orchard

in

carpeted with blossoms shaken off by the
"
concussion of the guns.
He stood at a small
"
with the pure
table," continues the narrator,
white

linen

and

glistening silver.

on the grass was one

of the

Kneeling
best-known fighting

in the British Army, and I saw
and men step out and kneel before the
Holy Table with hands stretched out to receive
the Blessed Emblems of the Body Broken
and the Blood Shed."
The trenches were filling up. The Indians
were on the left, the 2nd Division of the I.

battalions
officers

Corps in the centre, and, on the

right, the 7th

Division of the IV. Corps.
The attack was to
be delivered from that section of our front

which from Richebourg St. Vaast followed the
road known as the Rue du Bois and then ran
south of the road until
to the hamlet of

it

reached the turning

La Quinque Rue.

Thence

the line proceeded southward, passing in front
of the ruins of Festubert, which has given
its name to the battle.

The Indians and the 2nd Division were to
German trenches under cover of
the night
the 7th Division was to advance at
assault the
:

INDIAN TROOPS IN THE TRENCHES.
German

On

the extreme right, south of the hill,
crowned by the battered church and houses of

capable

of

independent defence, and no pains had been
spared to make their works an impregnable
barrier.
Formidable, indeed, was the long

British

which lay between the
Aubers ridge.

obstacle

serpentine

and

their objective, the

The sun had sunk

dawn.

each

sectors

into

lines

the

for

calmly

to rest

signal.

and the men waited

moon nor

Neither

monotony

up the sky. Facing the British and
Indians was the 7th Prussian Corps, recruited

which was broken by the factory chimneys
and spoil heaps of a mining district. The
trenches, connecting the French army which

from the industrial and mining districts of
Westphalia. The 57th, 56th, and 54th Infantry Regiments and the 24th Pioneers were in

had won Carency with the British

the

La

Bassee, stretched a plain, the

of

First

could be discerned in the distance.

La Bassee a

left of

little

knoll

and a

Army,
To the
pile of

crushed masonry indicated Festubert. Thence
to Neuve Chapelle was a fenny country, inter-

by broad

sected

ditches filled with

slimy water and hidden by

At

least

two

of these

tall,

mud and

coarse grass.

had to be crossed by the

Some clumps
little

of poplars

and willows afforded

natural cover to the enemy.

them and
isolated

lit

Of these the 57th Regiment

trenches.

alone was destined to lose in two days 2,400 out

men.

of 3,000

The Germans were on the alert. Shouts of
" Come
on, we are ready," had been heard
during the afternoon.
At 11.30 p.m. the
given.

As our men

to

order

left

assault

was

the trenches, the sky

flares shedding downwards
a bright white glare. German searchlights
swung round to meet the advancing tide of

was illuminated with

British.

a

stars

Among

in groups of cottages, in farms;

houses were hidden

deadly machine-guns.

many

and

of

their

The main strength

of the

defence, however, lay in three lines of trenches

drawn by the German's across the fields and
meadows which, in places, were water-logged
and thus added to the difficulties of the assaultLow redoubts and breastworks
ing troops.
running from the front to rear, divided the

British
rifle

Imperial

and the

troops.

were both heard

Men
fell

fell

in

The

rat-tat-tat of the
in

their

rattle

of

the

machine-guns

highest

intensity.

as they clambered over the parapets,
increasing numbers as they pushed

gallantly

forward.

The Indians making

Richebourg 1'Avoue were held up.
South of the Indians advanced the
Division.

Its

left

captured

the

first

for

2nd
line
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of

but

trenches,

halted

order

in

to

keep

this

regiment crawled on his knees no less than
wounded. Lieutenants

The

centre and right

five times to bring in

broke into the German second

line of trenches,

Hutchinson

touch with the Indians.

and

Fulton,

a

bombing

trench,

captured

with

down a

advanced

gaining 800 yards in frontage and about 600
yards in depth at the furthest part. An officer

party,

many Germans and

put to

who was

were promptly
In response to

upon by

present in this sector of the battle-

field relates

some

incidents of the fighting:

In our immediate vicinity the attack was to take place
on a front of about half a mile, while away to right
and left other divisions were attacking. Here the
regiments attacking were the Worcesters, Royal Inni.skilling

Fusiliers,

King's

Liverpool

60th

King's

Regiment.

along this front there were four lines of
the open in from of the breastwork, with

At

waiting to support.

and the

Royal
Soon after ten o'clock
Rifles,

men

lying in

more behind

11.30, in pitch darkness,

they
In perfect <|uirtnr^
they went forward at a walk. They had hardly started
when a flare rose from the German trenches ; on they
went, still walking. The flare had apparently discovered
then a hail of lead was
them, for other flares went up
rose with one accord to the attack.

;

poured into the advancing troops, who then started to
The sharp bark of the machine guns and the
charge.

"
"
of the rifles, was deafening.
rapid fire
For some reason most opposition was met on the
left of our lino by the Worcester** and Inniskillings*
The King's Royal Rifles and the King's on the right
soon obtained their trench and went on to their second.
On the left, nothing daunted by the sheet of lead that
they had to penetrate, the Woreestera and Inniskillings
went on bravely. Numbers fell, and the Worcesters
but the Irishmen, pushed
found their task impossible
on, line after line, and after terrible losses in officers
and men obtained their section of trench and immediately

crackling of

fired

who
own men.

flight others,

their

calls for ammunition, Hutchinson the next day led up a party through machine

gun

fire,

the last part of the journey being per-

formed on hands and knees.

Later, on

May

18,

bombers who
forced 200 Germans to surrender and as many
this

some

conducted

officer

to retreat.

The Inniskillings advanced up both sides of
a road called " the cinder track." Their left,
owing to the delay

in bringing up a supporting
was
regiment,
exposed to the concentrated fire
of machine guns and had to halt.
The two
on
the
reached
the
companies
right, however,

Second-Lieutenant

enemy's trenches.
Morgan, who had

J.

L.

repeatedly returned to hurry

up reinforcements, was mortally wounded.
It was now that a surprise was sprung on
the enemy,

who may not have

presence of the 7th Division

suspected the

round Festubert.

;

made

for the

of lead,

second

line.

and the second

A

rush through another hail

line fell

At dawn

to them.

the successful regiments joined up, and five or six hundred
yards of the first two lines of German trenches were
held by our brave men. Many heroes from our front
trenches during the day shouldering bandoliers of
ammunition or carrying boxes of bombs attempted
the 300 yards dash across the open to the captured

German
There

is

trenches.

Some got

no recognition

across, but many
for these
they were brave

They knew the

fell.

men

and took it
gladly, willing to do their share for the honour of their
country and regiment. During the day our trenches,
and communication trenches
trenches
supporting
were subjected to a terrific bombardment. The wounded
suffered most by this, for although the stretcher-bearers
took all risk, it was quite impossible to remove many of
them. It was not until dark that any real attempt
to clear off the wounded, who had been lying in the
On Monday the Oxford
trenches all day, could be made.
and Bucks and the Highland Light Infantry pushed
on from the captured trenches and won more ground.*
doing their duty.

risk

Captain C. L. Armitage, of the 6th Battalion
of the Worcestershire Regiment, had been

among

the leaders in this attack.

men had
fully

After his

failed to gain their objective,

he

skil-

withdrew and reorganized them behind
After sunset he rescued many

At 3 a.m. on Sunday, the
was launched at the very
ments

in

16th, the Division
intricate entrench-

that quarter. We will follow .the
some of the regiments engaged

of

progress
in the attack.

The Welsh
evening

had arrived on the

Fusiliers

of the 15th.

of the night

During the small hours
Royal Engineers had been out in

front cutting passages through our

own

entanglements and bridging a wide

wire
ditch

which separated our lines from the enemy's.
In the dull light preceding the dawn, our
artillery at 3 a.m.

began to hurl

shells at the

parapets of the German entrenchments. Suddenly the curtain of shell fire receded east of
the enemy's
the assault.

our

own

line.

The moment had come

for

Up

the ladders provided to scale
parapets the men clambered ; they

dropped down on the further side, and under
a terrific fire streamed off to the openings in
wire entanglements.
Lieutenant -Colonel
Gabbet, their commander, fell riddled with

the

bullets.

Major Dixon, shot through the

legs,

our breastwork.

lay at the edge of our

wounded men.
The King's Liverpool Regiment referred to
above attacked two farms. A company reached

beyond and thinning visibly, the Fusiliers
sprinted for the bridges over the ditch a hundred
yards away. The cheery shouts of the Celts

the outbuildings of one of these, but eventually

had to withdraw.
*

Lance-Corporal

Tombs

of

This narrative was published in The Daily Chronicle.

own

trench.

mingled with the hoarse, guttural
Westphalians. Had the
the German parapets ?

cries of the

artillery

A

Passing

breached

wild yell of

joy
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PIPERS

PLAYING THE CANADIAN SCOTTISH INTO YPRES.

Canadians honoured by their British comrades on their return from the battle
told the

had

Warwicks

done

their

m

reserve that the gunners

work.

Into

two

smoke-

obscured trenches the wave of excited Welsh-

men

poured.

There was a short, hand-to-

hand encounter. Then the Teutons fled down
a long communication trench leading to an
orchard. Careless whether they hit their

own men

or not, the

233

German gunners opened

on what a minute before had been the. WestWhile Sergeant Butler, badly
phalian trench.

at

Langemarck.

wounded, was firing the only machine gun
which had not been knocked out, Captain
Stockwell led his men up the communication
trench.
He had been joined by thirty-five men
of the Scots
of the

Guards, which regiment was abreast

Welshmen.

A hundred yards on they met

Our gunners had expected the Westphalians to put up a better fight.
The news that the Welsh Fusiliers had
a barrage of British shells.

reached this point, was conveyed to our artillery
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which then turned its attention to the trenches
and redoubts beyond.

The
\viis

shelling ceased,

about to lead

and Captain Stockwell

men

his

to the orchard

when

and two men appeared in the
communication trench with a machine gun.
TliiFusiliers and Scots Guardsmen fired a
volley and, over the corpses of the tlmv
a

German

officer

Germans, they rushed to the orchard. Tln-iv
1,200 yards from the British lines
they
were brought to a standstill by machine gun
fire from six ruined cottages.
The four bombthrowers with the party made an entrance into
the

first

cottage,

and

Sunday
band main-

throughout

Captain Stockwell and his little
tained themselves in it.
Only one of seven

-Near the

the rest of the regiment.

Rue du Bois

they were surrounded and killed. A few days
later their bodies were found in the midst of a

German dead, empty

circle of

cartridge cases,

twisted bayonets and broken rifles.
On the other flank of the Welsh Fusiliers the

West Surreys
of

composed

a regiment largely
Londoners, were fully equal to

(the Queen's),

The two leading companies had been almost wiped out in the first
few minutes of the charge
Major Bottomley
their great reputation.

;

was mortally wounded.

The other companies,

however, stormed the

first-line

enemy and stuck

them

trenches of the

Sunday. For
they were then withdrawn.
One of their number, Private Hardy, had joined
to

all

reasons

tactical

At

Sergeant-Major Barter's bombing party, whose

night he received orders to retire to the second

Wounded
exploits have been already described.
in the right arm, Hardy fell fainting to the

orderlies sent for reinforcements got back.

line of

German

trenches, which

had been mean-

by us and put

while occupied
defence.

a state

in

of

Cornpany-Sergeant-Major Barter with seven
men had bombed 500 yards of trench, cut the
wires of eleven mines, and captured three
He was awarded
officers and 102 prisoners.

"

the V.C;
front,"

a

had only

I

German

just

arrived at the

who belonged

officer,

to
"

I
the 57th Regiment, afterwards explained,
was
then
sent
and
Lille
for
three
was in
days,

The

to the trenches.

first

day

I

was

the next day a British soldier threw a
I

shelled

;

bomb at me.

thought I had had enough, so I surrendered."
of the prisoners were Polish miners, who

Some

were rejoiced to escape from German tyranny.
Similar scenes had occurred in the neigh
bouring area attacked by the Scots Guards and
Scottish Borderers.

a mishap.
fell

Colonel

The Borderers met with

Wood was wounded and

and would have been drowned

into a stream

but for Sergeant

Burman and

man, who jumped

in

Corporal Cole-

and pulled him

Caught by a torrent of machine gun
Borderers came to a halt.

fire,

out.

the

and

dressed

he

No

sooner was he on his legs than
he cried, ''Luckily I'm left-handed," and ran

recovered.

The clearance of these trenches had been
chiefly due to the bombers, each of which
carried half a dozen grenades.
Among them

wound was

The

ground.

With his uninjured hand
he flung grenades until a shot laid him low.
Hardy's heroic death was the culmination of
off to rejoin Barter.

one

of the

most curious incidents

Some time after the outbreak of

in the war.
hostilities

certain Captain Smart, of the 53rd Sikhs,

had been

in

a

who

England on furlough, absented
and joined the Expe-

himself without leave

The " Hardy "
ditionary Force as a private.
whose dauntless action wo have described was

He had told Barter what
Captain Smart
he had done, explaining that he had deserted
!

in order to get into action as

soon as possible.

"

Luckily I'm left-handed," is a phrase that
should live from its association with this
gallant

officer,

after

who,

h's

death,

was

reinstated in his former rank.

The answer

of

another

man

of

the Queen's,

Private Williamson, deserves to be recorded.

He had

bullets.

Staffords, seeing

him

in wounded men through
The Adjutant of the South
that he was exhausted, told

been bringing

storms of

No,

sir,"

he said, "

in the firing line

with

my

to take cover

place

is

"
;

my

regiment,

The Scots Guards, headed by Sir Frederick
Fitzwygram, went on alone. Sergeant Heyes

and

joined a bombing party of the Borderers and,
when the officers were killed, with typical

The men from W alsall
and Wolverhampton had been taunted by the
Germans the night before. But the enemy
proved more valiant with their mouths than

British

German

command. He
some
250 yards of
capturing

initiative

succeeded

in

he

took

trenches.

Sir Frederick

Fitzwygram and a company,

borne away by their eagerness, outdistanced

I

No

must go back to
less

it."

meritorious was the conduct of the
T

South Staffordshires.

with

their

hands.

Staffords, they bolted

trench,

and several

Charged

down

by the South

the communication

hundred

yards

of

the
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German

line

Hassall,

a

were

reserve

won.

Second-Lieutenant

officer,

when

bombing,

exhibited personal courage of no ordinary kind.
Under heavy fire he also returned to fetch
grenades.

Captain Singleton Bonner also

tinguished liimself, and Captain A. B.

handled his company with great

dis-

Beauman

skill

and,

from the German

and

ammunition.

vasse, bearing a

led the leading

entrenched himself and during that and the
next two days held on under heavy artillery

courage and

As the

battle proceeded, fresh troops were

in to increase the

momentum

of the

Late on Sunday evening the
Guards advanced, and joined in

British attack.

Grenadier

Germans from their lairs. One
was
seen methodically bombing a
Grenadier
of
Germans
huddled together in a
large body
A machine gun was brought up and
trench.
laid through a hole in the parapet.
As the
Germans scuttled away from the exploding

hunting the

grenades, they were torn down by its
The Gordons, too, did yeoman's

fire.

service.

went forward and

Second-Lieutenant

name well-known

ham, and a nephew

young

thrown

artillery,

explained to the Germans with their bayonets
that Birmingham exports men as well as arms

after reaching the line allotted to the battalion,

fire.
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of the

company

Bishop

of Liverpool,

in the attack.

officers in this battalion

Cha-

in Birming-

The

showed great

skill.

Turning from the deeds of individual regiments, officers and men, let us consider the
results of the fighting on May 15 and 16 from
a wider

standpoint.
By 7 a.m. on May 16
the 7th Division had entrenched itself on a line

running nearly north and south, half-way
between their original trenches and La Quinque
Dividing it from the 2nd Division were,
however, two breastwork entrenchments run-

Rue.

ning back from the front of the enemy's firstline trenches, and so constructed as to give
fire laterally in

both direations

;

also

a

series

The entrenchments were armed
with machine guns behind steel shields, and
of redoubts.

Lieut. -Col. A. Gordon, shot through the knee,

high explosive shells were required to render

refused to be taken to a dressing station, and
remained until the parapet of the captured

them untenable. At 10.30 a.m. of the same
day an attempt had been made from La
Quinque Rue against the communications of

trench had been reversed, and faced the enemy.
The Warwicks, behind the Welsh Fusiliers,

who had been

the recipients of special attention

the enemy, but it ended in failure. On the
extreme left the attack of the Indians had been

INDIAN TROOPS IN NORTHERN FRANCE.
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suspended, and the rest of the day had been
spent in endeavouring to unite the inner
flanks

and

2nd

the

of

7th

At

Divisions.

nightfall the Germans had counter-attacked,
and the furthest point occupied by the 7th

Division
well

of

the cottage taken by Captain Stockthe Welsh Fusiliers had had to be

By the morning of Monday, May 17, the
British had driven two salients into the German
lines

of

it.

one north of Festubert, the other south
At about 9.30 a.m. the operation of

connecting the

was

salients

Rain

recommenced.

falling.

from three

Pressed
cross fire

tempers had not been softened by such
dents as that about to be recounted.

A party of sixty Germans, dressed
advanced towards a British trench.

sides,

subjected

to

a

from several directions and to con-

tinuous bombing and shelling, the resistance of

proposed
wards our

They advanced

and were at

line

first

greeted

to-

by a

Immediately they threw down
and one of them waved a white

hail of bullets.

their rifles,

At that moment the
of
them poured volley
north
Westphalians
after volley into their Saxon comrades, while
the German artillery behind opened on them.
In a few seconds all that was left of the band
were a few wounded men writhing on the ground.
flag

tied

to

Meanwhile

a

stick.

the

7th

Division

in

front

Festubert pressed southwards along the

of

German

bombing and bayoneting everyone in
Their task was to push on in the
path.

trenches,
their

direction of

Rue

d'Ouvert, Chapelle

St.

Roch

and Canteleux, while the 2nd Division on their
left was directed on Rue du Marais and Violaines.
The Indian Corps was ordered to keep
in touch with the 2nd Division and the 51st
(Highland) Division was directed to Estaires
to support the First

Army.

whole of the German

By

first-line

nightfall the

trenches from

the south of Festubert to Richebourg 1'Avoue
were in our possession. In places the second

and third

lines

had been captured, and beyond

them many important tactical points were
The men, some of them wet through
also held.
and covered from head to foot with mud, were
eager to continue the fight. The news of the
gassing at Ypres and of the torpedoing of the
Lusitania had infuriated them, and their

British officer climbed

hit.

4th Cameron Highlanders men from Skye
and the Outer Islands and Inverness -shire,

many

them

of

had an

or gamekeepers,

gillies

experience which the survivors

will

not soon

At 7.30 p.m. they received orders to
some cottages. In the dark they
stumbled on a deep and wide ditch. Some

forget.

swam

surrender.

A

upon, though not

fired

Cour de 1'Avoue, between La Quinque Rue
and Richebourg 1'Avoue, a horrible scene,
already referred to at page 80, was witnessed.

to

of

Immediately he
His men, full
of a righteous indignation, rushed from their
trench and slew them to a man.
That night a Territorial Battalion, the

was

attack

a battalion of Saxons hastily
to
reinforce
the Westphalians had
brought up

One

and walked forward.

enemy gradually weakened, and many
In front of the farm
prisoners were captured.

of

in khaki,

:

Grenadier Guards."

the

The remains

inci-

the treacherous scoundrels called out in excel"
lent English
Don't shoot, we are the

out

abandoned.
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it

found planks

others

;

Germans and so crossed

by the

left

All the while

over.

they were being shelled and also fired at from
some houses on their left. One company

missed

completely

wiped
the back end
virtually

trench.

By

perate

straits.

were

another

;

9 p.m. this

company was

No bombs and

to reach

was

German communication

a

of

way

A third company reached

About

left.

managed

its

out.

it,

in des

few cartridges

midnight two platoons
but they had no machine

guns with them. It would have been folly to
remain any longer in such an exposed position.

The survivors made
Fraser,

and

Their

could.

they

their

and twelve other

half

the

In

battalion
this

way back

commander,

as best

Lieut. -Col.

were

officers

killed,

wounded

killed,

or

retirement

Sergeant-Major
Ross, a veteran, was noticed as behaving with
remarkable coolness and courage.

missing.

Tuesday, May 18, was the birthday of
Prince Rupprecht of Bavaria, the author of
the order not to take prisoners. In The Lille

War News

a paper published for the consump-

tion of the credulous

German

soldiers

appeared this crazy exhortation

there

:

Comrades, if the enemy were to invade our land, do
you think he would leave one stone upon another of
our fathers' houses, our churches, and all the works of
and if your
a thousand years of love and toil ?
strong arms did not hold back the English (God damn
them !) and the French (God annihilate them !}, do you
think they would spare your homes and your loved
ones ? What would these pirates from the Isles do
.

to

you

if

.

they were to set foot on German

.

soil

I

"

In spite of this frenzied appeal the
strong
"
of the Germans were unable to prevent
arms
the British making further progress, although
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the weather was cold and rainy, which inter-

near Festubert.

Our troops
advanced from the Festubert-La Quinque Rue

land)

fered with artillery preparation.

road to a point about 1,200 yards north of it,
and they seized a post 300 yards south-east of

The enemy, however,

hamlet.

the

re-

still

tained two large farms south of Richebourg
1'Avoue and west of the Festubert-La Quinque

Rue road

viz.,

the farm of the Cour de l'Avou6,

which

before

had

Saxons

unfortunate

the

been butchered, and the farm du Bois.
farms were very strongly defended

These
they

;

machine guns. But still our men
would not be denied, and by Tuesday night
success crowned their efforts, the total number
of prisoners taken had reached COS, and several
bristled with

machine guns had been captured.
That day Lieutenant J. G. (Smyth,

Corps, and the Canadians repulsed three very
severe hostile counter-attacks from the direction
of

Roch,

St.

Chapelle

heavy

the

enemy

suffering

loss.

But the Germans were still capable of further
The 7th Prussian Army Corps, now

effort.

strongly reinforced, made on Sunday, May 23,
another effort to break through the Canadian
line

near Festubert.

They advanced

in masses,

mowed down by
machine-gun and rifle fire. Many
and, as usual, were

shrapnel,
of

their

had been silenced during the day.
On the 24th and 25th the 47th Division (2nd
London Territorials) carried some of the enemy's
batteries

and

trenches,
of the 15th

The next day the 51st (Highwas attached to the Indian

Division

on the 24th near

in the centre

Neuve

Bois Grenier, between Armentieres and

1

Ludhiana Sikhs, near Richebourg 1'Avoue
with a party of
after two attempts had failed
ten men conveyed 96 bombs to a point within
a few yards of the enemy. To do this he had
to

swim a stream, and

under the

he was

the time

howitzers, machine guns and

fire of

The V.C. was

rifles.

all

2/

Grenadier

Guards,

had

Rue du

Bois,

and

the other officers wounded,

all

distinguished

when

reorganized the

himself.

commander was

his

company and handled

At

killed

he had
it

with

Douglas Haig withdrew the
The former was
Divisions.

Sir

should not be further actively proceeded with.
... In the battle of Festubert the enemy was

entrenched and

The

weather
little

continued

wet

and

to be recorded, though

during the night of the 19th-20th a small post

La Quinque Rue was

captured, and

Corporal T. G. Earl, of the 2' Welsh Fusiliers,
distinguished himself at Richebourg 1'Avoue

occasions,

in

wounded men on

eventually

being

five separate

himself

struck

down.

On

Thursday,

May

20, the rain ceased,

but

of four miles to

troops,

fighting

whelming

artillery,

fortified

elaborately

again displayed a marked
those opposed to them.

superiority

over

We

have already given some examples of
daring and noble courage exhibited by
certain regiments, officers and men during the
the

desperate fighting from Saturday,

A

heroism

fittingly

eventful,

clean

an over-

bayoneting, bombing, and whatever requires
personal courage in the individual, they had

exceptional.

and machine guns were captured.
from an artillery duel, was unthough some slight progress was made

with
of

had broken through an
German position.
In

points to the north-east of the Festubert-La
Quinque road, including an orchard. Some

21st, apart

ever

as

hands and without the assistance

Tuesday,

The

of

The advantage gained was, in space, perhaps
but measured by moral standards great.
Immediately after the failure of the Germans
to gas and blast their way through to Ypres,

the day was dull and cloudy. Between 7 and
8 p.m. the Canadians brilliantly seized certain

prisoners

an average depth

600 yards."

British

by bringing

from a position which was strongly
fortified, and ground was won

driven

placed under the command of Lieut. -General
Alderson. The 7th Division remained in Army

in front of

16th, having attained for the
the immediate object I had in view,

moment

small,

There was

Germans

I had now reasons to consider," says Sir
John French, " that the battle which was
commenced by the 1st Army on May 9 and

by the Canadians, the latter by the
Both divisions were,
51st (Highland) Division.
with the artillery of the 2nd and 7th Divisions,

cold.

the

"

relieved

Reserve.

made by

near Festubert were repulsed.

on a front

great coolness.

The next day
7th and 2nd

the night several attacks

During

renewed on the

his reward.

Lieutenant A. V. L. Corry, of the
also

was gained.

Chapelle, a slight success

May

may

Private

J.

repeatedly

ground.
of his

18.

May

15, to

Those examples were not

few more instances of British

Jones,

conclude this chapter.
of the Scots Fusiliers,

messages over dangerous
mortally wounded on the last

carried

He was

important errands.

Summoning up

his
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READY TO START FOR THE TRENCHES
e,

last

strength he

the

men

carry parcels of food.

waved the paper he

to attract the notice of his

was'carrying
comrades. The

message was taken by one of them from his
dead body. Lieut. A. T.
Quinlan, R.A.M.C.,
attached to the same
regiment, was dangerously wounded while tending a wounded man
in the open.
Shells were bursting around him.
He forbade two stretcher-bearers in a
neighbouring trench to come to his assistance.

Lieutenant Graham, of the Essex
Regiment,
the Fusiliers, was a man of
.

who accompanied

exceptional height, and therefore an
easy mark
enemy. The Colonel of the Fusiliers
advised him to keep at the rear of
the attacking
When the charge began, he rushed
party.
for the

ahead and was almost
immediately shot down.
Lance-Corporal J. Lonigan, of the 60th
Rifles,
a stretcher-bearer, was buried
by the
explosion
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of

a

No

shell.

resumed

sooner was he dug out than he

nothing out of the
way had happened to him. Second-Lieutenant
Lloyd Jones, of the Yorkshires, was bombing a
as

if

A German sniper

from behind a hedge
a non-commissioned officer by his side.

trench.
killed

his duties

The Lieutenant, creeping forward, flung his
grenade with such excellent aim that two
German soldiers were b!own up and the sniper's
hand was smashed to pieces. The 8th Royal

our

men

possess the heroic qualities of the

still

race.

The Canadians rendered invaluable
ance

the

in

last

of

phase

the

assist-

battle

of

Festubert, as they had previously done in the
fighting

round Ypres when the Germans

opened

their

gas

retorts.

Collectively

first

they

into the

up to the reputation which they
had gained in the St. Julien trenches. Of the
acts of gallantry performed by individuals the
following may be mentioned

front line, remained through the thickest of

Private H. T. Cameron, attached to the Field

Scots, a Territorial Battalion brought

the fighting and proved
joined.

worthy of those it
commander, Lieut. -Colonel
by a shell on the third day.
itself

Its gallant

Brook, was killed

Of the work

Royal Army

One

of the

Royal Engineers and the

Medical Corps

it is

superfluous to

section of the Engineers from late

speak.
in the afternoon of

lived or died

:

Ambulance

of

the

1st

Canadian

Division,

volunteered on the night of May 20-1 to assist
in collecting the wounded in an orchard captured from the enemy.
accompanied him four
the

Medal

for

Of the seven men who

He was awarded
Distinguished Conduct. On
fell.

Sunday to 3 a.m. on Monday
and rifle fire constructed
two trenches, one nearly two hundred yards
long and six feet deep. The stretcher-bearers
and orderlies of the R.A.M.C. moved in the

May

deadliest areas as unconcernedly as if they
were in a hospital ward. Both the artillery
observers and the signallers who were responsi-

throughout the day. Private E. H. Hester,
of the 5th Canadian Infantry Battalion, who
had already distinguished himself on the

communication between

and 22nd, on the 24th led an attacking party, and with it entered a bomb-proof
shelter, cutting the wires of a number of mines,
and thus saving the lives of many of his com-

under constant

shell

ble for the telephone

the fighting line and the batteries and headquarters also displayed the utmost gallantry.

Modern war

is

shorn of

much

if

not

all its

ancient pageantry, but for practical fighting

BRITISH ARTILLERY

23 Colour-Sergeant J. Hay, of the 8th
Canadian Infantry Battalion, after all the
officers had been killed or wounded, took com-

mand

of his

company, and by his coolness and
them and kept them steady
i

gallantry rallied

20th, 21st

rades.

GOING INTO ACTION.

CHAPTER LXXXIX.

AMERICAN OPINION AND THE
FIRST YEAR OF WAR.
GERMAN POPULATION IN THE UNITED STATES OPINION IN AMERICA RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
WAR GERMAN PROPAGANDA EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN COUNT BERNSTORFF HERB DERNBURG
DISMISSED The New York World's EXPOSURES THE FATHERLAND AMERICAN NEUTRALITYEXPORT OF MUNITIONS THE ARCHIBALD EXPOSURES DR. DUMBA RECALLED MR. ROOSEVELT.
COLONEL WATTERSON, AND OTHER PRO-ALLIES' OPINION GERMAN SUBMARINE "BLOCKADE"
AMERICAN SHIPS SUNK THE LUSITANIA UNITED STATES NOTES TO GERMANY RESIGNATION
OF MR. BRYAN SINKING OF THE ARABIC.
the large proportion of people of German birth
in America, the cause for which the

33 per cent, of the total foreign-born populaas reported by the last United States

tion,

NOTWITHSTANDING

were fighting was sure from the

Census (1910), Great Britain and her Allies
It is evident that the
represent 54 per cent.

a large measure of American sympathy.
The United States Government, of course, at

the outbreak of the war created a noise out of

once proclaimed an official neutrality. Indeed
it was the
only first-class Power of the Western

Had

world that could maintain an attitude of even

and other

Allies

German-Americans

first of

detachment

comparative
batants.
attitude
lawless

trated

towards

Allies

by

German Government

innocent American citizens

:

Happily

mans

against

acts which severely

their

But the formal
Government is one thing that
of the American masses another.
The relative importance of the German
tried the President's patience.

attitude of the

population
discussing

Americans.

of the

with

the

this

was not the

case.

Whilst Ger-

and

Austro-Hungarians, backed by
Embassies, used the neutral territory

United States to disseminate the most

retained a dignified

and law-abiding attitude

in

usually greatly exaggerated
the activities of the German-

towards the Republic that had offered them
For
hospitality and broader opportunities.

It is true that of the total foreign -

these and other reasons the sentiments of the
American people were overwhelmingly on our

is

They were not slow
German propaganda to the
side.

born in the British Empire. To carry the
comparison a point further, it will be found that

Vol. V.

identified

shameless propaganda and encourage deeds of
violence, representatives of the Allied nations

:

born population 25 per cent, were of German
birth, but on the other hand 24 per cent, were

whilst

nationalities

conducted themselves in a similar manner,

an intolerable condition of affairs would have
resulted, which might have ended in civil riots.

During the first year of the war this
was maintained in spite of the utterly
and abominably inhuman acts perpethe

#

proportion to their numerical importance.
the British Canadian, Italian, Russian,

com-

the

United States from

in the

Germany
Part

59.

and

her

Allies

was a war fastened upon

to see, in spite of

contrary, that this
Europe by the arro-

gant ambition of one Power, that Great Britain

represent
241
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went to the uttermost lengths of persuasion in
order to avert it, and that in entering upon it she

were regarded as sound and loyal citizens of
the country of their adoption. Certainly no

acted under compulsion of irresistible obligations

prejudice

of

honour and duty as well as of self-interest.
The relations of the United States with

Germany, it should be borne in mind, were,
and had been for a generation or more, of a
close
late

and

cordial character.

It

is

true that of

German emigration had declined,
was, in part at least, made up by the

years

but this

existed

in

any

Germans, therefore to their

quarter against
alone must

own acts

be attributed the stupendous change of sentiment which took place during the first year of

The wanton and barbarous destrucmurder of innocent noncombatants and women and children on the
high seas and in undefended towns and watering
the war.

tion of Belgium, the

increase of travel

places, caused a powerful revulsion, of senti-

extension of

ment against the Germans. The friends of
Germany, both in the Universities, where
exchanges of professorships had introduced
new and intimate ties between the Republic
and the Empire, and in the scientific institu-

and commerce, and by the
financial connexions between the

tions, as well as those engaged in trade, commerce and finance, were amazed to find men
they had hitherto regarded as civilized advocating arid defending the most barbarous acts

of war.

took some time for

It

men who had

enjoyed intimate relations with Germany and
the Germans to identify their late friends and

had thrown aside their
The amiable, engaging Dr. Jekylls

colleagues after they

masks.

became distorted into bloodthirsty Mr. Hydes,
and it was not surprising that their American
friends failed to recognize them.

One

of the earliest

trations

of

this

and most

awakening

striking illus-

occurred

before

the destruction of the Lusitania sent a

wave

of unspeakable horror throughout the length

DR. WALTER H. PAGE,
American Ambassador in London.

and breadth
tober, 1914,

two countries. It was further helped by the
establishment of splendidly equipped German
steamship lines plying between

Hamburg and Bremen

;

New York and

by the interchange

of

American University professors with those
from German Universities
and by the

most

of the United States.
In Oca manifesto, signed by 93 of the

prominent

men

of

Germany,

in various branches

guished
education
broadcast
"
titled

and

of

throughout America.

An

science,

was

literature,

distinart,

circulated
It

to the Civilized

was
World

en" *

broadened relations resulting from common
studies in science, literature and music.
In all

Appeal
an attempt was made to change public
opinion in the United States on the subject of
the war. Judged by the weight and impor-

these

tance of the names attached to

;

departments

of

knowledge

Germany

exercised a distinct influence on the people of
the United States. Throughout the United
States there existed a deep feeling of friendfor the German people, and an equal
admiration for what were supposed to be their
ideals and matchless progress.
Many Germans

ship

fought on the side of the North in the Civil War.
to the British, German emigration to the

Next

United

States

satisfactorj

were

in

had

always

every respect.

the most
The Germans

been

law-abiding, industrious, thrifty, and,
until the war brought about the awakening.

and

in

it

it,

this docu-

ment should have served the purpose intended,
but unhappily for the enemy the American
public were not to be influenced by mere assertions, even when promulgated by men of great
distinction.
That public decided to go deeper
than the surface in its search for truth. The
most comprehensive reply to the manifesto of
the German professors was that made by
Samuel Harden Church, President Carnegie
Institute, Pittsburg.f
* This

document

tPublished in

is

full

After assuring the pro-

printed in

Vol. V., page 168
pamphlet form.

full in

by The Times

in

DR.

WOODROW

WILSON,

President of the United States of
America.
(from a portrait tainted
"
specially for
The Times History of the
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Juvornments concerned in the \var il !:;is boon reprinted
our It-tiding newspapers, and with substantial
fullness in our magazines, and has been repuMished in a
Minpli-tipamphlet form in one huge edition after
another by the New York Times, and again by the
American Association for International Conciliation
and the public demand for this indisputable evidence
has not yet been satisfied, although many millions of our
people have read it. These documents are known

(

;

in full in

i

;

The A astro-Hungarian Note to Serbia.
The Serbian Reply. (3) The British White Paper.
Book. (5) The Russian Yellow
(4) The German White
Hook. (6) The Belgian Grey Book. They contain all
the letters and dispatches which each government

officially as (1)
(2)

desired to publish to the world as its own justification for
being at war. And, by the way, every man who studies
these papers will regret two things first, that Germany
;

has not dared to publish her correspondence with Austria,
and, second, that Austria has not dared to publish her
correspondence with Germany. If the world were in
its judgment
possession of this suppressed evidence,
on the question of guilt would doubtless be greatly
so far as they have been printed, all
facilitated.
But,
of these documents are before me as I write this letter ;

m

cannot help wondering whether they have been
I cannot help wishing that the
culated in Germany
German people might have the opportunity which my
countrymen have had of reading these State papers in

cir-

I

;

PROFESSOR SAMUEL HARDEN CHURCH,
Of

the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburg.

lessors of the

esteem in which

were held in America,

many

In

them

of the appreciation of

their eminent services to humanity,

minding them that

of

their

names were

and

re-

as well

America as in Germany, Mr. Church
proceeded to say that it would be impossible

known

in

America to take sides against Germany
unjustly or from prejudice. Whilst earnestly
striving to maintain an impartial neutrality,
Americans would at the same time earnestly
for

strive to find the right

their fullness.

and condemn the wrong,

because neutrality can never mean indifferIn short, the American people, having
ence.

concluding

his

spirited

German methods and
fessors,

Mr. Church said

of

the

indictment

German

And so, at last, we find ourselves shocked, ashamed and
of this
outraged that a Christian nation should be guilty
criminal war. There was no justification for it. Armed
and defended as you were, the whole world could never
have broken into your borders. And while German
culture still has something to gain from her neighbours,
yet the intellectual progress which Germany was making
seemed to be lifting up her own people to better things
for themselves and to an altruistic service to mankind.
Your great nation floated its ships in every ocean, sold
its wares in the uttermost parts of the earth, and enjoyed
the good favour of humanity, because it was trusted as a
humane State. But now all this achievement has

might conform to the facts. After remarking
that it was pathetic to note the importunity
with which the people of Germany were seeking
the good opinion of America in this strife,
Mr. Church said
Your letter speaks of Germany as being in a struggle
" which has been forced
upon her." That is the whole
was
question all others are subsidiary. If this struggle
:

;

forced upon Germany, then indeed she stands in a position
of mighty dignity and honour, and the whole world
should acclaim her and succour her, to the utter confusion
and punishment of the foes who have attacked her.
But if this outrageous war was not forced upon her,
would it not follow in the course of reason that her
is

without dignity and honour, and that

who should be acclaimed and supported
extreme limit of human sympathy ?
her foes

it

is

to the

I believe that the judgment on this paramount
based
question has been formed. That judgment is not
upon the lies and calumnies of the enemies of Germany,
nor upon the careless publications contained in the
newspapers, but upon a profound study of the official
This correspondence has
correspondence in the case.
been published and disseminated by the respective

pro-

:

divested themselves of prejudice, proceeded to
study the evidence in order that public opinion

position

of

DR.

CHARLES W. ELIOT,

President Emeritus of Harvard.
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NEW YORK.

Crowds coming out of the down-town offices in the evening watching the war bulletins outside the
"World," "Sun" and "Tribune" offices. The skyscraper on the right is the Woolworth building.
vanished, all this good opinion has been destroyed. You
cannot in half a century regain the spiritual and material
benefits which you have lost.
Oh, that wo might have
again a Germany that we could respect, a Germany of
true peace, of true progress, of true culture, modest and
not boastful, for ever rid of her war lords and her armed
hosts, and turning once more to the uplifting influence
of such leaders as Luther, Goethe,
and Kant

Beethoven,

!

But Germany, whether you win or lose in this war, has
and the once glorious nation must continue to
pursue its course in darkness and murder until con-

boundaries, there to hope for the world's pardon
inexpiable damnation.

upon

this

Mr. Oswald Garrison Villard,* writing some
months after Mr. Church, apparently cams to
precisely the same conclusions. Mr. Villard said
:

been ascertained, no German publication
of the complete English and French documents has been

So

far as has

fallen,

science at last bids

it

withdraw

its

armies back to

its

own

*

Germany

Embattled,

an

American

Interpretation.

By Oswald Garrison Villard.

592
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attempted the public has learned of them almost wholly
through partisan comments by their own editors. Thus
the writer has been unable to discover in the German
or
papers to which he has had access any fair discussion
of her aide
publication of Belgium's official statement
Of all
of the case, and the documents bearing thereon.
;

not only overlooked the original misconduct of Austria
but made every reasonable concession in the hope of

the literature of the war, nothing is more impressive and
convincing than this. But the New Yorker Stoatsin an
Zcitung. for one, made haste to abridge and bury it

preserving peace.
4. That Austria having mobilized its army, Russia
was reasonably justified in mobilizing its forces. Such
act of mobilization was the right of any sovereign State,
and as long as the Russian armies did not cross the
border or take any aggressive action no other nation
had any just right to complain, each having the same

inconspicuous place.

right to

1

)r.

Charles

W.

Eliot, President

Emeritus of

Harvard, in a letter to the New York Times*
touched on the same point in these words
The pamphlets by German publicists and men of
letters which are now coming to this country, and the
:

various similar publications written here, seem to indicate
that the German public is still kept by its Government in
and
ignorance about the real antecedents of the war,
about many incidents and aspects of the portentous
combat. These documents seem to Americans to
contain a large amount of misinformation about the
attack of Austria-Hungary on Serbia, the diplomatic

and the correspondence between sovereigns
which immediately preceded the war, and the state of
mind of the Belgian and English peoples.
negotiations

Space must be found for one other opinion
on the responsibility for the war, because the
basis of all the

German propaganda

in

America

was that the war had been forced upon Germany. In October, 1914, the New York Timus
submitted the White, Orange, and Grey Books
Germany, Russia and Belgium
to Mr. James M. Beck, formerly Assistant
Attorney-General of the United States, and one
of the leaders of the New York Bar, and asked

of Great Britain,

him

Times, and

a close analysis of the
His full arguments will

The Times, from which is reproduced here only
"
judgment," which in Mr. Beck's opinion
an impartial court would not hesitate to

the
"

"
1.

I

Germany had

it

in her

power to compel Austria

to preserve a reasonable course, but did not
exert that influence ; that England, France,

and Russia sincerely worked for peace,
and that Germany in abruptly declaring war

Italy

Russia

against

the

precipitated

war.

Mr.

Beck adds that he reached these conclusions
with reluctance, as he had a feeling of deep
affection and admiration for the German people.
But " the German nation has been plunged
into this abyss by scheming statesmen and its
self-centred and highly neurotic Kaiser, who
in the twentieth century sincerely believes he
is

the proxy of Almighty

God on

earth,

and

therefore infallible."
It will

be seen that the very foundation of
in America had been

German propaganda

undermined.

After failure in the endeavour to

convince America that
there

aggressors,

the

remained

Allies

only

were the
the

more

task of trying to demonstrate that it
is right for a great nation to trample under
foot another people because in her judgment

difficult

her welfare demands that the weaker shall pay
the price, to hide, distort, and travesty the

:

That Germany and Austria

in

a time of profound

peace secretly concerted together to impose their will
upon Europe and upon Serbia in a manner affecting the
balance of power in Europe. Whether in so doing they
intended to precipitate a European war to determine the
mastery of Europe is not satisfactorily established,
although their whole course of conduct suggests this as a
They made war almost inevitable by (a)
possibility.
issuing an ultimatum that was grossly unreasonable and
disproportionate to any grievance that Austria had, and
(b) in giving to Serbia, and Europe, insufficient time to
consider the rights and obligations of all interested

That Germany had at

facts,

and to carry out an organized campaign
the

against

truth.

Great

Britain,

Russia,

France and Italy did not find it necessary to
initiate a propaganda abroad on behalf of their
soldiers, their motives, or their policies.

Allies bore themselves
restraint,

and

their

The

with rare dignity and

qualities

of

self-control

contrasted favourably with the German propawho sought to conquer hostile
gandists,

American opinion by the lowest and most

nations.

times the power to compel
Austria to preserve a reasonable and conciliatory course,
but at no time effectively exerted that influence. On the
contrary, she certainly abetted and possibly instigated,
Austria in its unreasonable course.
3. That England, France, Italy, and Russia at all
times sincerely worked for peace, and for this purpo*;?
2.

This impartial and neutral American juris
declared that in his judgment Germany and
Austria were responsible for the war ; that

is

testimony presented.
be found in the pages of a pamphlet printed by

pass

offered to make any reasonable concession and peace
parleys were still in progress, precipitated the war.

the

New York

That Germany,

hod

to consider the evidence submitted to

determine the legal responsibility for the war.
Mr. Beck's brief occupied two pages in the

make similar preparations.

in abruptly declaring war against
Russia for failure to demobilize when the other Powers
5.

all

Published October

2,

1914.

disreputable methods.

The

attitude of Great Britain in all this

sordid business was simply one of anxiety,
just anxiety, to have the moral support of
the American people in this war for liberty
and right. But we knew that it was beliind

Left

:

Right

:

At home in New Jersey
With his Secretary.

At

A DAY WITH

DR.

WOODROW

a

Naval Review.

WILSON, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
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and it was hardly becoming in us, while it
might be disagreeable to the American Government, that we should openly solicit the good

volunteer bank clerk in Wall Street, and his

opinion that was already given us so freely.
Wo were conscious of our own good right.
The facts were before America as they were

was " invented " by Prince Billow
become Colonial .Secretary,
and to run the " national " elections to the
Reichstag on a colonial issue which Biilow had

us,

before the rest of the world.

that she should form her
t

We

were content

own judgment upon

hem.

The " German educational campaign " in
the United States was undertaken by Herr
Demburg, who arrived in America on August
25, 1914, accompanying the German AmbasCount Bernstorff, who, at the outbreak
war, was at home on leave of absence.

methods were always regarded in Germany as
"
American." After a fairly successful business
career he
at the

end

of 1906 to

own ends. The election camwhich
was
paign,
managed on lines new in Gerwas
successful, and Dernburg increased
many,
forced for his

It was, however, quickly discovered that a Jewish Minister was impossible in Prussia as soon as he had ceased to be
his reputation.

and during a
1910 Dernburg, anticipating his
took refuge in resignation. In the

e idor,

actually necessary to his masters,

of

political crisis in

He
"

euphemistically described his mission as
the enlisting of American support for the

German Red Cross." The real purpose of tliis
German emissary, however, was not long in

certain fate,

years before the war he had lost all influence in
Germany, and to those who knew his situation

seemed something like an insult to the
United States that he should suddenly be
it

developing, and under the direction of Count
Bernstorff, the German Ambassador, a gigantic
campaign was organized to feed the American
public with German news and views, and to

to bamboozle
brought out of his retirement
the Americans." Dernburg had no lack ef

from Great

vided him with people like the naval attache,

deflect their sympathies,

if

possible,

Britain to the side of Germany.

was

The

choice of

German
Dernburg
methods. Twenty-five years before the war this
characteristic

of

"

assistants.

The American Embassy alone

Boy -Ed,

Captain

better

known

for his

pro-

work

im

the Tirpitz press bureau than for his knowledge
of the sea.

son of a Berlin Jewish journalist had been a

There were other
banking and other

and strong
America wh*

lesser lights,

in

friends

volunteered to help in moulding public opinion.
felt sure of the support
of the German-Ajnerican population, but it was

The Kaiser apparently

noted soon after the destruction of Belgium
that the Kaiser's popularity with at least fourthe American people was decidedly on

fifths of

The principal newspaper organs of
these worthies were Mr. Herman Ridder's New
the wane.

Yorker Staats-Zeitung, once, but no longer, a
paper of considerable influence, and Mr.

New Yorker Morgen Journal.
many less important journals

Hearst's

were
in

German and perhaps

that were brought into

others
line.

in

There
printed

English

New German

organs were founded for the special purposes

German war propaganda. Most notorious
among these latter journals was the Fatherland, edited by Herr Viereck, who claimed
of

that

he

was

"

America's

foremost

living

the headquarters in New York
poet."
"
stateemanated a continuous stream of
"
"
letters
to
the
ments
the
Ambassador,
by
"
"
"
and
addresses
Dr.
from
Dernburg,
public
magazine articles by Dr. Hugo M ucnsterborg,

From

MR.
Rditor of the

HERMAN
New

RIDDER,

Yorker Staats-ZeHung.

who occupied
Harvard.

the

In short,

Chair
the

of

"

Psychology

at

news syndicate "
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statements received publicity in the leading journals of
the country, reaching all the way from New York to the
Golden Gate.

The movement was conducted with characthoroughness and characteristic want of
The Consular Service was mobilized,
scruple.
the German societies, which seek to preserve
a separate German Stimmung amongst the
German citizens of the United States, were
marshalled and set to work
even German
teristic

;

firms were

employed to bring pressure on the
American Press by furtive menaces of withdrawing support unless news and comments
on the war were manipulated in German
interests.

Newspapers, as we have said, were

purchased, and

German newspapers published

"
(From the New York Tribune.")

DR.

DERNBURG.

Will he take his dog with

methods so well known
for

"

drum

in

him?

America were worked
"

they were worth," and the
big
was beaten so loudly from Maine to

all

"

California that at

first

it

seemed

likely that

the purpose in view would at least partially

be accomplished.
Such, then, were the personnel and their
methods widely developed by the German

Government

for the purpose of working up
in the United States.
sentiment
An
public

American correspondent in The Times,
menting on the campaign said

in

com-

:

The general assault on American public opinion began
with the moment of Count Bernstorffs arrival. He
ceased to be an Ambassador and became a Press Agent
Extraordinary and Publicity Promoter Plenipotentiary.
The German Embassy in Washington put up its shutters
as a diplomatic establishment and was converted into a
aews agency. The American newspapers were drenched
with Ambassadorial communicativeness. The New York
journals which had reporters to whom Count Bernstorff
<uld pour out his heart got interviews measurable only
im columns.
To the great Press outside New York Count
Bernstorff spoke through the medium of "statements"
New York offices of the two leading American news

to the

For a week or ten days not a morning or
agencies.
evening journal of consequence in the United States went
to press without some fresh effusion from Bernstorff.
Now it was an " official denial " of the latest act of
German brutality. Then there would be some new

"
of
absolute
prognostication
Germany's
To vary the monotony of BernstorfTs

braggart

invincibility."

Boy-Ed was now impressed
and he began feeding the Press with "inand " statements." Then Dr. Dernburg was

pronunciamentos. Captain
into service,

terviews
"

"

put on the job." His d6but consisted of a long, carefully-prepared brief arguing the German case with the
finesse of a shrewd counsel for the defence, for the Kaiser's
cause in America was now at a point where it urgently
"
news syndicate " methods
required rehabilitation. By
widely developed in the United States, Dr. Dernburg'n

Of

the

DR.
German

DERNBURG
Press Bureau in America.
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COUNT VON BERNSTORFF,
German Ambassador

at

Washington, with

his

American wife and daughter.
in

United States subsidized.

the

Publicity

kinds were employed for the
dissemination of news and articles favourable
agencies of

all

Germany, and correspondents in the pay of
German Government were sent abroad for
the purpose of extolling German methods and
to

the

German arms,
and

describing

"

"

interviewing

leaders.*

German

"

"

victories,

the military and political

There never had been such a satur-

nalia of falsehood, calumny,

and clumsy

fictions

as this revelry of corruption, inaugurated

famed

and

out in the United States by Coimt

satellites.
The sum of
must
have
been
enormous,
money expended

Bernstorff

and

his

*
See, for instance, tho White
F. J. Archibald referred to below.

Btorff writes to

Mr. Archibald

:

Paper re Mr. James
Thus Count Bera" I have heard with

pleasure that you wish once more to return to Germany
and Austria, after having promoted our interests out
here in such a zealous and successful manner," while he
notified the German Frontier Customs Authorities that

Mr. Archibald "is proceeding to Germany with photographic apparatus, etc., in order there to collect material
for lectures in the United States of America in the
interests cf the German cause."

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
some estimates giving the amount at 400,000
per week. But, as we shall presently see,
when the sinking of the Lusitania caused the
exit of Heir Dernburg, .a series of damaging
exposures, and the publication referred to
below of Austrian and German papers found
in possession of Mr. James F. J. Archibald,
shed new light on these pitiful conspiracies
to delude the American public, and it was found
that these dishonest wares were not suited for
the American market.

that his usefulness was at an end, the

German

Government granted the informal request, and
Dernburg having obtained through the American
Government a safe conduct from the British
Government, left for Germany June 13, 1915,
on board a Norwegian ship. It was generally
conceded by the American Press that any
Englishman who had taken the liberties Deniburg had taken with American hospitality
would have been ejected much sooner. Thus
the principal advocate of

In spite of some vicissitudes and several
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and the nominal head

German barbarity

of the missionary

work

exposures as to methods employed, Herr Demburg's work continued until in May, 1915,
he began a campaign the purpose of which

ignominiously disappeared.
However much the loss of Herr Dernburg
may have affected the character of the work

was to justify the crime of the sinking of the
Lusitania and the murder Jby Germans of

done by the German Embassy Press Bureau,
it did not curtail in any way its activities.

innocent
this

women and

was so

thrill

callous

children.

His defence

and brutal that

it

of

sent a

of disgust throughout the country,

and

American newspapers began an agitation for
his expulsion.
As a first step to that end it
was reported that the American Government
had asked Count Bernstorff to explain the
precise nature of Herr Dernburg's mission, and

same time had suggested that Count
Bernstorff's legitimate duties would be facili-

at the

tated

by Dernburg's

elimination.

Realizing

Krom

influencing

dividuals

motion

it

in

money

and

Press

in-

lavishly in the proof spies,

every sort of intrigue to poison

opinion

and

industries of the

1915, a crushing
plots

public

and the employment

of strikes

and engaged
public

spent

the

cripple

the

United States.

legitimate

In August,

exposure of these German
in the New York World,

was published

and German treachery in America waf brought
to light.
The exposure began by the publication of a series of secret Government docu-

COMMANDERS OF GERMAN WAR

VESSELS.

" Prinz Eitel
Captain Thiedfelder of the
Kronprinz Wilhelm" on left, and Captain Thierichens of
"
Friedrich
on right. Both these vessels were interned in America in April, 1915.
"
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occasioning the representation to the Administration in

Washington of American interest-". Those proti.-ts
have most weight which come from American industries
which employ many workers. The complaint of one of
the great American dye factories, which declared that
the continued withholding of dye stuffs would make
necessary the dismissal of 4,000 workmen, has done more
than the protest of importers. A copy of this report is
lieing forwarded to the Imperial German Embassy.

The document was signed " Waetzoldt, Trade
Expert to his Excellency the Imperial Chanvon Bethmann-Hollwog," and was
cellor
headed

"
:

Regarding
of

protests

of

American

German and Austrian goods

importers
against the British Order in Council."

Money,
shown by these letters, had been freely
expended for the purpose of fomenting strikes,
it.

wa-s

with the connivance of disloyal trade union
An official in the office of the Military
leaders.

Attache of the German Embassy in Washington
was shown to have been in communication
(From the

"

Cape Times,'

'

LEAVING THE DOOR OPEN.
Hans

"Call

off

that

my

dog:

Franz wants a

drink."

Jonathan"
of "em

MY

dog.

CAN GET

IT)."

"Taint

(AS

The

with certain labour leaders for the purpose of
bringing about strikes in ammunition and
motor-car factories.

Conferences were actually

held,
appears, between agents of the German
Government and these labour leaders just
before the strikes at the Remington and other
it

water's fer all

merits which were lost by, or according to the
German version, stolen from Privy Councillor

Dr. Albert in the Elevated Railway, New York.
This exposure, in the words of that journal,
"
raises for the first time the curtain that has
hitherto concealed the activities

)

and purposes of

works.

An important feature of the campaign was
an elaborate scheme to control the Press of the
United States mainly through the American
Press

Association

-to

establish

newspapers

German propaganda in the United
The documents suggested that Count
Bernstorff had at his command a revenue of
about
400,000 weekly. This money was
the

official

States."

used not only for the suborning of American
public opinion, but for the purposes of pro-

moting

strikes

in

munition

agitation against, and for
exportation of munitions.

factories,

for

an embargo on the
Perhaps the most

damning document from the World's portfolio
of secret German papers was a report made to
the

German

signed

Chancellor
"

himself

by one Waetzoldt, who
Expert," and

Commercial

wrote on the Consul General's notepaper, suggesting the best means to foment American
trade irritation against Great Britain. After
hopes that the cotton question

expressing

would soon become acute, the Chancellor's
Consular Agent observed
From the German standpoint, pressure on the American Government can be strengthened by the interruption
:

of deliveries

from Germany, even

if

the British Govern-

should permit exceptions. Those shipments
which American inespecially should be interrupted
dustries so badly require, especially chemical and dye
in the realm of fine
stuffs, as also goods which are used
arts.
Withholding of goods is the surest mean* of

ment

(From

"

Collier's Weekly."!

ANOTHER VICTORY.
And another

Iron Cross for von Tirpitz.
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and news
for

./Vom a German Cartoon.

finance lecturers and film
and publish pamphlets and books
the purpose of dividing the American

from Count Bernstorff, and from Dr. Hein-

German Empire.
German Govern-

editor of the Fatherland, appeared in the corre-

services,

exhibitions,
all

253

people to the advantage of the
In furtherance of this aim the

shown to be a financial
backer of the Fatherland and similar proGerman apologists. The correspondence as
ment was

clearly

published consisted mainly of facsimile letters
from Herr von Stumm, the head of the Political

Department

of

the

German Foreign

Office,

rich Albert, chief financial agent of~the Ger-

man Government.

George Sylvester Viereck,

spondence as an applicant for 300 sterling a
month. He acknowledged the receipt of 50,
and announced that he would send to the secretary to obtain the

rest.

In reply Dr. Albert

promised payment, but demanded the control
of the Fatherland counting house and an

agreement regarding the policy to be pursued

593
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to (he character, wishes, and way of thinking of the
American public. Everything must bo communicated
to them in the form of news, as they have been accustomed to this, and only understand this kind of propaganda. For the distribution of news wo have in view
it will bo absolutely necessary to found a new American
news syndicate with German money. This has been
accomplished by the United States Corporation, without
them letting it become known that German money is

behind

it.

An

elaborate scheme for the establishment

of this

bogus news association was worked out,

the aim being to give American newspapers

magazines news and pictures. These
articles were to be so subtly manipulated that
the fact of their being pro-German was to be

and

disguised from the guileless American editor,
who was to be " spoon-fed " daily with this
"
news " to the extent of from 3,000
valuable

to 4,000 words

This was to be

wireless.

by

from Germany,
and the Balkan
States.
On the eastern and western fronts
" well-known
popular American correspon"
"
who shall have
were to be stationed,
dents

sent

with

suitable

to

access

all

A

require."

pictures

Turkey,

Austria-Hungary,

material

the

"

against the Japanese
propaganda." A list of topics not to be dealt
with by this precious news association was
supplied as a guidance for German official

planned to counter-weigh

MR. ROBERT LANSING,
American Secretary of

State.

journal.* Herr von Stumm wrote on
behalf of Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg to Count

by that

Bernstorff,

recommending that the expenses

the second visit to
Lyell Fox,

Germany

an American

of Mr.

"
journalist

of

Edward
who on

the occasion of his last visit was -most useful
to us "by reason of his good reports," be paid
out of the funds of a German information

Count Bernstorff approved the recommendation of the Chancellor, and wrote to
Captain von Papen, the Military Attache, inFox.
structing him to get in touch with Mr.
The most interesting feature of the World's
disclosures, however, was the reproduction of
service.

an ambitious scheme forwarded to the German
Foreign Office for the inauguration of a news

propagandists. The list included
1. The Belgian neutrality question as
:

the

3. The pride and imagination of Americans and the
regard for their culture should not be continually
offended by the assertion that German culture is the

only real culture and surpasses everything

else.

In this way, and by methods that came close
to being criminal, was the American public to
be gulled. The exposures of the World connected not only the German Embassy in
America and its principal officials, but the
Foreign

with

possible

of

of

opinion,

these

and

if

the

American Government

Great

The World's
Britain.
was opportune, and had

of the plot

exposure
the effect

with

itself

mould public

embroil

that

Berlin

in

Office

scheme said

Count. BernstorfT's story is that Mr. Viereck refused to
"
Mr. Albert made it
carry out the necessary conditions
rlrar to him [Viereck] that we are not in agreement with
his attacks on the Administration, and especially on the

as

are partly guilty for the war.

scurvy tricks to

In order to carry through our aim it is necessary to
which is adapted
begin to carry through a Press agitation

well

question of Belgian atrocities should not be mentioned
any more.
2. It should not be tried any more to put the blame
for the world war and its consequences on England
alone, as ^considerable English element exists in America
and the American people hold to the view that all parties

agency to supply American newspapers with
German " information." The author of this
:

they absolutely
was even

special Chinese service

curbing

the

activities

*

German Government

in the

of

the

more hazardous

:

President, and that

we could not

give

him any extensive

might be in view
support, however
of hi? friendly attitude towards Germany, unless he
would grant us a sufficient control of the editing of the
such attacks."
paper to enable us to prevent
justifiable his claims

enterprises.

In short, the
for

so-called

campaign
America was a failure.
utterly

failed

temperament.

to

first

moral

as

support

in

The Germans had

understand

Bad

year of this

their

the
case

American
was they
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made it worse by their clumsy methods,
which included, as we have seen, plots to

actually

destroy life and property, the forging of passports, the making of false affidavits, and the
of

promotion

Though the Germans

strikes.

themselves

on

their

might

pride

method

of getting to the root of

scientific

a subject, with

America and Americans,
knowledge
never
the
to
root of the American
they
got
mind. The attempts during the first year of
all their

of

the war, both individually and collectively, to
mould the public opinion of the United States
failures.
The American
more
to
mind, perhaps
given
generalizing than
to analysing, was at first slow to see what this
"
"
propaganda work really was, but in the end
it appeared that they saw both the men and

were

dismal

alike

the deeds they accomplished in their proper
In all this work the Germans
proportions.
left

out of account the fact that Americans,

like

Englishmen, are accustomed to form their

own judgment

in politics as in other matters.

American

not

refused

to

be

opinion
only
deluded by the shallow tricks of the German
Embassy and propagandists, but it went
straight ahead to the deeper issues of the war.
It noted with Dr. Eliot

militarism
root

and

all

and others that German

which

implied were the

it

causes of the conflict.

It

plainly

sides are dissatisfied,

may

this

and to a certain extent
The " fierce

be said to be true.
"

neutrality
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of

ex-President Roosevelt would

.have favoured a declaration of war upon Ger-

many
have

;

whilst the friends of

liked the

Germany would

United States Government to

have stopped the exports of munitions of war,
and to have bought up the many interned Ger-

man

vessels, in order that the proceeds of the

might have gone to Germany. The German-Americans, ignoring the fact that the
German Government had always maintained
sale

and, wherever possible, exercised the right to
sell munitions of war to belligerents,
incessantly

clamoured for the prohibition of the sale of
munitions

of

war to England and France.

When

Mr. Bryan, American Secretary of State,
in his letter to Senator Stone,* in a remarkably

clear and cogent statement ruled in favour of
the Allies, the pro-German press loudly complained of it as far too friendly to Great Britain.

With characteristic mendacity the subsidized
German Press of America, and the Governmentally controlled Press organs of Germany,
*

Letter from the Secretary of State, Mr. Bryan, to Mr.
Stone, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Coramittee, defending the neutrality of the United States in
the European War, January 24, 1915.

dis-

cerned that " the fingerprint of the militarist "

was stamped upon Louvain as
Zabern.

it

was upon

It realized that this militarist

was the

code

direct negative of all civilization, all

progress,

and

hitherto

understood

the

democracy

all

morality, as the world

had

them.

Only by their
extermination could the ideals and principles
which the democracy of the United States,
like

reverenced
preserved

with
to

of

their

England, loved and
whole strength, be

them and

German propaganda

mankind.

to

The

did far more to awaken

the American people to that truth, and to
their

own immense moral

interests

in

the

results of the war.
It is

not possible in the space allotted to

discuss

the question of American neutrality
varied phases. As we have seen, the

in

all its

Government
declared

at

the

outbreak

of

the

war

absolutely neutral as one eminent writer expressed it, " neutral in letter and
itself

in spirit."
This was the Government attitude,
and President Wilson's most inveterate enemy
would hardly accuse him of not having lived

up

to his declaration.

It

has been said that

the best proof of impartiality

is

that both

MR. JAMES

WATSON GERARD,

United States Ambassador

at

Berlin.
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"

flunkey ism
proceeded to accuse Mr. Bryan of
towards England," and President Wilson of

allowing England to dictate his Notes (see the

German paper, printed,
The Cologne Gazette of February 8,

Stone, the Senator from Missouri, where the

German-Americans were strong, for information with which he might answer the complaints

cartoon taken from a

of his constituents.

on

sively,

p. 253).

1915,

concluded

three

columns

abusive

of

criticism with the following outburst

It is the brutal British standard of might which find*
expression in this American utterance. England is
Mijireme at sea, therefore neither right nor reason, neither
international agreements nor any other principles nt
This is the languages
universal law, can have sway.
the same man, Mr. Bryan, who formerly and with such
self -complacence played the part of an apostle of uniWe are certain that the German-Ameriversal peace.
i

cans and those who think with them
his epistle the answer it deserves.

A
Mr.

few months

later, as

Bryan resigned

office

MR. WILLIAM

we

not

fail

to give

shall see,

when

will

J.

America, were as freely beslavering

Mr. Bryan with their nauseous flattery as they
were in February bespattering him with their

malignant abuse.

In his

letter to

Mr. Stone,

the Secretary of State, Mr. Bryan, refuted at
length the charges persistently made by the

pro-Germans that the United States Govern"
ment had "shown partiality to the Allies at
the expense of Germany and Austria-Hungary.

The letter, which at the time of its publication
was regarded as the most remarkable document which the war had produced in America,
was written hi response to a request by Mr.

did so comprehen-

is

as to elicit the praise, irrespective

of nearly

all

the responsible news-

papers of the country. We cannot follow
Mr. Bryan through all the twenty specific
points with which he dealt in this document.
It is

enough to say that he showed tlmt the
of the Washington Government was

action

based upon legal principle, and proved that

no instance had that Government exhibited

the slightest bias in favour of either party.

He

swept away, once for

MR.

all,

a whole mass of

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

Ex-President of the United States.

State.

agree with President Wilson's attitude in relation to the sinking of the Lusitania, these same
organs of the German Government, both at
in

of party,

BRYAN.

Ex-American Secretary of

home and

President

in

because he did not

it

and authoritatively the
said to have taken a hand in its

preparation

:

This

categorically,

German and pro-German
the American

fictions,

and placed
in. which

people in the position

Great Britain had particularly wished them to.
be the position to know and to judge the
There are, we need
facts for themselves.
hardly remark, certain points in international
law as it affects neutral rights, and in theof that law to particular circumapplication
stances,

on which the English and the American

But, subject to this reserve, it
said, broadly speaking, that the docmay
trine laid down by Mr. Bryan was the doctrine-

view

differed.

be

of

our

own

Courts.

Perhaps the most impor-

tant of Mr. Bryan's replies to the broader of
the pro-German arguments was that in which

he refuted the charge

of general unfriendliness.
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towards Germany and her ally. He pointed
out with unanswerable truth that any suspicion
on this head %vhich the friends of Germany and
Austria might have
deniable fact that

felt

"

arose from the un-

on the high seas German

and Austro-Hungarian

na%'al

power

far,

thus

is,

It followed, he

inferior to the British."

showed them, that Great Britain could prevent
contraband from reaching Germany and Austria,

war material.

reckless

dreds

of

failed,

Germany had assumed that

The friends of
was America's

it

en-

signed by hunand
editors of the
publishers

manner.
the

to factories

the duty of the United States or of other
neutrals to do for them what they were power-

do for themselves.

establishment

of

Appeals,

subsidized foreign press in America, were sent

engaged

to

large

war was burnt down.
German agents crossed the frontier to Canada
perpetrating dynamite outrages, and breaches
of neutrality were committed in the most
gaged on munitions

but that Germany and Austria could not prevent contraband from reaching us. It was not

less

One
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them

to

in

where foreign-born citizens were

making munitions,

desist

more

calling

from the work.

When

upon
this

methods were attempted.
Strikes were organized and engineered by the
use of German money and the employment of

German

drastic

agents,

and foreign-born workmen

business to prevent all trade in contraband
and " thus to equalize the difference due to the

were denounced as traitors to their countries,
and threatened by the German and Austro-

relative naval strength of the belligerents.
No
such obligation," Mr. Bryan instructed them,
"
existed." The fact that Germany and Austria-

Hungarian Ambassadors with severe punishment if they continued to labour in what

Hungary could not draw upon the American
markets
did not

our naval superiority
the dvity of America to close

in the face of

make

it

her markets

to

us.

They were open upon
who was strong
As
access
to them.
get

terms to everybody

equal

enough at sea to
Uncle Sam remarks in a cartoon on page 252,
'Taint MY dog.
The water's fer all of 'em
'

can get

(as

The Times

it)."

of

In commenting on the

January

26, 1915, said

letter,

neutral people?.

must not

for

moment be supposed

a

that

trenchant declaration, showing that the
sale of ammunition by the United States to
the Allies was a well-established usage of nations
and that Germany herself had furnished

enormous quantities

of

arms and ammunition

to belligerents in the Russo-Japaneso

the Balkan Wars,

War and

the

satisfied

German-

Americans.

Failing to gain their point by
fair means, the Kaiser's
spies and agents in

the United

States tried foul methods, and
began a campaign of intimidation and, on a
small scale, one of " frightfulness."
Allies'
war material was burnt, and mysterious fires

broke
States,

out

in

munitions of war.

of

"

"

legitimate

the manufacture

While engaged in

this

propaganda and intimidation Count Bernstorff,
three months after (April, 1915) Mr. Bryan
had so fully disposed of the question of the
trade in arms, had the impertinence to address
another Note, in which he formally charged
the United States with departing from her

To

neutrality in favour of Great Britain.

he

received

from Mr.

Bryan the

following courteous but sharp rebuke
I

this,

:

note with sincere regret that, in discussing the sale

and exportation of arms to the enemies of Germany,
your Excellency seems under the impression that it was
within the choice of the Government of the United
States to inhibit this trade, and that its failure maniThis
fested an unfair attitude towards Germany.
Government holds that any changes in its own laws of
neutrality during the progress of the war which would
affect unequally the relations of the

United States with

the nations at war would be an unjustifiable departure
from the principle of strict neutrality by which it has

this

in

industries of the country

however,

:

Mr. Bryan's defence of American neutrality, taken a3
a whole, can be unpalatable only to those who wish to
see that neutrality surreptitiously infringed.
There
are, as we have said, points on which we do not see
eye to eye with him. But as we and our Allies share the
desire of the American people that their neutrality
should be real and not a sham, and as we recognize and
follow the general doctrines upon which it is founded, Mr.
Bryan's letter commends itself to us as an admirable
exposition of the policy which becomes the greatest of

It

President Wilson had called the

various

generally

in

parts

factories

of

the

United

manufacturing

I respectfully
consistently sought to direct its actions.
submit that none of the circumstances urged alters the
The placing of an embargo on the
principle involved.
trade in arms at the present time would constitute such a
change and would be a direct violation of the neutrality
of the United States.
It will be clear that, holding thi-<
view, and considering itself in honour bound thereby,

out of the question for this Government to consider
such a course.
it is

The question of justifying exports of munitions
was

also brought up by the Austro-Hungarian
Government in a protest addressed to the
American Ambassador in Vienna, on June 29,
to the effect that a neutral Government could

not be allowed to trade in contraband unhindered

if

the

trade

took

the

form and

whereby the neutrality of the
This peril the
Country would be endangered.

dimensions
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THE SINKING OF THE LUSITANIA.
The Liner

after being torpedoed by a

United States incurred, Austria-Hungary con-

by exporting war material for the use
of the Allies.
In one of the most pointed
documents yet written Austria -Hungary was
tended,

informed, in the words of Secretary Lansing's

Note, that

:

Manifestly the idea of strict neutrality now advanced
by the Imperial and Royal Government would involve a
neutral nation in a mass of perplexities which would
obscure the whole field of international obligation, produce economic confusion, and deprive all commerce and

industry of legitimate fields of enterprise, already heavily
burdened by the unavoidable restrictions of war.
In this connexion it is pertinent to direct the attention
of the Imperial and Royal Government to the fact that

Austria-Hungary and Germany, particularly the latter,
have during the years preceding the present European
War produced a great surplus of arms and ammunition,
which they sold throughout the world, and especially to
Never during that period did either of
belligerents.
them suggest or apply the principle now advocated by
the Imperial and Royal Government.
During the Boer War between Great Britain and the
South African Republics the patrol of the coast of neighbouring neutral colonies by British naval vessels prevented arms and ammunition reaching the Transvaal or
the Orange Free State. The allied Republics were in a
situation almost identical in that respect with that
in which Austria-Hungary and Germany find themselves at the present time.
Yet in spite of the commercial isolation of one belligerent, Germany sold to
Great Britain and the other belligerent hundreds of
thousands of kilos of explosives, gunpowder, cartridges,
and it is known that Austriashot, and weapons
Hungary also sold similar munitions to the same pur-

German Submarine, May

wise in these circumstances, the Imperial and
Royal Government might with greater consis-

tency and greater force have urged its contention.
In giving the practical reason why

America had advocated and practised trade
munitions of war, the Note wished
distinctly

usual, the opinion of the pro-German
editors was that, the Note would prove a great
satisfaction

observers,

to

Great Britain.

however,

the

To

position

impartial

taken

by

understood

as

it

in

to be

speaking with

thought of expressing or implying

no

any judgment

with regard to the circumstances of the war,
but as merely putting very frankly the argu-

ment which was
policy

of

conclusive in determining the
In conclusion

the United States.

Mr. Lansing said

:

The

principles of international law, the practice of
nations, the national safety of the United States and

other nations without great military and naval establishments, the prevention of increased armies and navies,
the adoption of peaceful methods for the adjustment of
international differences, and finally, neutrality itself,
are opposed to the prohibition by a neutral nation of the

exportation of arms, ammunition, or other munitions of
war to belligerent Powers during the progress of the
war.

Thus the American Government

for a third

time announced

its determination not to yield
agitation for stopping the export

to

German

of

munitions of war.

left

As

1915.

Secretary Lansing was unassailable. If AustriaHungary and her present Ally had acted other-

;

chaser, though in small quantities.

7,

no

This very able Note

single loophole for further legitimate

agitation for an

embargo on munitions

of war.

should have put. an end to the insincere
propaganda on this subject both in Austria
It

and

in

America, which, however, had in reality
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been inspired from Berlin.

It did not,

however

;
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was requested to recall Dr.
The diplomatic career of Dr. Dumba
had been somewhat unfortunate. Of MacedoForeign

Office

because the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador, as
we shall show later, having been defeated in

Dumba.

argument, entered into a conspiracy to accomplish by chicanery and even violence what he

nian origin, he acquired his first experience in
that tortuous school of diplomacy the Austro-

had

to secure by proper diplomatic
The double-faced treachery of the
crusade engineered by German agents (hiding

Hungarian Legation at Belgrade. The sort
work that the Ballplatz used to demand

behind American dupes) for the excitement of

been made

public opinion, demanded an embargo against
Great Britain and France, while Germany herself planned enormous exports of war material

a

failed

methods.

through several agencies.

Sufficient has

said to demonstrate that President

on

carried

had been

propaganda

as

of

representatives in the Serbian capital has

its

sufficiently

known

to the world in

and scandals.
unsavoury
There was no reason for thinking that Dr.
Dumba was anything but an efficient pupil in
series

the

arts

of

trials

that

earned for Count Forgach a

Wilson had

shown both patience and tolerance
Austro-German

been

of

the

of

persistently

for the first year of the war.

It

a character that might well have
moved a more excitable ruler not merely to
of

anger but to action. When it was deliberately
aimed a', the segregation of German-Americans

from the main body
their enrolment for

political purposes in the

interests of

rather than of the United

Germany

American

of

States, the President

citizens,

and

adopted an attitude

of

detachment.

We

have shown how he allowed Herr Dernall

burg

desired,

the rope that he could possibly have

and how he maintained an attitude

of the strictest official unconsciousness in the

presence of the variegated campaign of comand political terrorism

mercial, social, financial,

which the Austro-German agents waged. Early
in September, 1915, however, a case arose which
rightly aroused the President's indignation,

and

resulted in a request (September 10) for the
recall

Dr.

of

Dumba,

the Austro-Hungarian

Washington. Dr. Dumba was
convicted on evidence which he was unable to

Minister

deny
the

at

with Captain von Papen,
Military Attache, to disorganize

of conspiring

German

American
Allies

factories engaged in supplying the
with munitions. His scheme was to stir

and discontent among the Austroin these works, and to
"
"
bring home to them a sense of their
guilt
and disloyalty in furnishing war material for
up

strikes

Hungarian employees

the enemies of the Dual Monarchy. The
appearance of an Ambassador, who had been
completely demolished in argument, as a

fomenter of strikes in the country to which
he is accredited is, to say the least, unusual
;

but Dr.

Dumba

found in

was perfectly proper.

it

nothing but what

President Wilson, how-

ever, took a different view,

and the Austrian

CAPTAIN TURNER,
Passing through

a.

street in

Queenstown

"Lusitania" outrage.

after the

<$

AFTER THE SINKING OF THE "LUSITANIA"find that this appalli.ig crime wai contrary to internarional law and the conventions of all civilized nations, and we therefoi
n
desire to express our sincere condolence
crime of wilful and wholesale murder before the tribunal of the civilized world.
in this murderous attack on an unarmed liner." The ananimou

"We

We
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RVIVORS CLINGING

TO THE BOATS.

the officer! of the sail submarine, and the Emperor and Government of Germany, under whose orders they acted, with the
ipathy with the relatives of deceased ; the Cunard Company ; and the United States of America, so many of whose citizens perished
"
diet of the frish jury at the
Lusitania " victims.
inquest on the
irge
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European
prove
domestic

But before he could

disrepute.

worth

his

his career

fully

was cut short by

that led to his temporary
active service.
Eventually,

difficulties

retirement

from

however, he was reinstated, and the completeness of his restoration to official favour was

shown when he was appointed to succeed
Baron von Hengelmiiller as Ambassador to
Washington. In tho American capital his
peculiar training and talents found little scope
until the outbreak of the war.
But the revelations

which ended in

had not been

marked

idle,

with

the

his recall

and that

proved that he
were

his energies

unscrupulous

obtuseness

characteristic of Austro-Hungarian diplomacy.

correspondent, was in fact acting as dispatchcarrier to the Austrian

The

and German Govern

which the following is a
textual translation, was found by the British
authorities with other papers hidden in Mr.
ments.

letter, of

Archibald's cabin on his arrival at Falmouth

:

NK\V YORK,
August 20, 1915.
Yesterday evening Consul-General von

Nuber

re-

ceived tho enclosed aide memoire from the chief editor of

the locally-known paper Szabadsag after a previous
conference with him and in pursuance of his proposals to
arrange for strikes in the Bethlehem-Schwab steel and

munitions war factory, and also in the Middle West.
Dr. Archibald, who is well known to your lordship
leaves to-day at 12 o'clock on board the Rotterdam for
Berlin and Vienna.
I take this rare and safe opportunity

warmly recommend the proposal to your lordship's
favourable consideration. It is my impression that we
can disorganise and hold tip for months, if not entirely
prevent, the manufacture of munitions in Bethlehem and
the Middle West which, in the opinion of the German
to

Military Attache^ is of great importance and amply
lint
outweighs the expenditure of money involved.
even if the strikes do not come off, it is probable we
should extort, under pressure of the crisis, more favourable conditions of labour for our poor downtrodden
fellow-countrymen. In Bethlehem these white slaves
are now working for twelve hours a day and seven days
a week. All weak persons succumb and become consumptive. So far as the German workmen found among
the skilled hands are concerned means of living will ho
provided for them. Besides this a private Goi-nnm
registry office has been established which provides em-

who have voluntarily given up
already working well.
I beg your Excellency to be so good as to inform me
with reference to this letter by wireless telegraphy,
DUMBA.
replying whether you agree.
ployment

for persons

their places,

and

it is

In an excellently worded telegram to its
Ambassador in Vienna the United States
Government declared Dr. Dumba *to be no
longer acceptable as the representative of the

Dual Monarchy. His offences were declared
In the first place he
to have been twofold.
had conspired to " cripple the legitimate indus"
of the American people, and in the
tries
second place he had been found guilty of a

GUSTAV STAHL,
A

German

"

who

confessed to perjury in
"falsely swearing" he saw four guns mounted on
the I.usitania.
He was sentenced to eighteen
Reservist,

months' imprisonment.

official

and

his blundering got him into trouble,
the American people and the American Government dealt with him as he deserved.

Here

The immediate cause of Dr. Dumba's misfortune was the discovery of a letter from him
to Baron von Burian, Foreign Minister at
Vienna, on the person of one James Archibald,*
who, while claiming to be an American war
* Published as a
Parliamentary

White Paper

(Misc.

''Austrian and German Papors found in
possession of Mr. James F. J. Archibald, Falmouth,
August 30. 1915."
Co!.

8012).

flagrant violation of diplomatic propriety

by

employing an American citizen, protected by
an American passport, as the secret bearer of
dispatches

through the lines of the
His career, there-

enemy to Austria-Hungary."

fore, as a strike organizer and dispatch smuggler
came to an end.
Some extracts from the other papers found
on Mr. Archibald have been given above. The

following characteristic extract from a letter,

dated August 20, 1915, of Captain von Papen,
German Military Attache, to Frau von Papen,
'aroused a good deal of indignation in the

United States

:

have great need of being " bucked up," as they
say here. Since Sunday a new storm has been raging

We

THE SINKING OF THE LUS1TANIA.
Saving the

women and
263

children.
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One

A

of the children rescued.

survivor wrapped up in a blanket.

SURVIVORS FROM THE
and because of what 7 I'm sending you a
few cuttings from the newspapers that will amuse you.
Unfortunately they stole a fat portfolio from our good
Albert in the Elevated (English Secret Service, of course),
of which the principal contents have been published.
You can imagine the sensation among the Americans
Unfortunately there were some very important things
from my report among them, such as the buying up of
liquid chlorine and about the Bridgeport Projectile Company, as well as documents regarding the buying up of
phenol (from which explosives are made) and the acquisition of the Wright's aeroplane patent.
But things like that must occur. I send you Albert's
ngainst us

"

What

have

is

happen to us

likely to

their

way

if

in this struggle

the Germans
"
?

To

this

Professor George T. Ladd, of Yale University,
replied

:

!

We
reply Tor you to see how we protect ourjelves.
composed the document, together yesterday.
It seems quite likely that we ^hall meet again swn.
The sinking of the Adriatic (sic) may well be the last
straw.
I hope in our interest that the danger will blow
over.

How

.splendid

on the Eastern fiont. 1 always eay
Yankees they had better hold their

tongues it's better to look at
admiration. My friends in the

all this

army

heroism

quarter of a century for recuperation without a change in
present policy of extending Germanic control and

its

Germanic culture by superiority
"

are quite different

wav.

manufactured news and one-sided comment,
the American people, who, as we have shown,
were in no
were

way

deceived as to

beginning

to

who brgan

ask

"

armament

of

numbers and modern

This is the question which
are seriously asking at the present time.

scientific

?

Professor Usher, author of "Pan-Germanism,"
in

an

article also

warned Americans that un-

full of

Whilst the country was being deluged with

war,

Europe should by violence extend their possessions on
this continent.
What, however, will ultimately happen
in South America, Central America, and Mexico if
Germany wins in this war and then takes another

many

to these idiotic

in this

The Government at present, and the great body of the
people at all times, have no desire to extend the possessions of the United States by conquest.
But, on the
other hand, the}' do not desire that the Governments of

the

then selves

:

expectedly unpleasant things might
German victory. He pointed out

follo.w

a

that

it

might cost Americans South American trade.
England largely controlled the world's commerce.
She could, if she wished, cripple

American trade, but Americans had become so
accustomed to a friendly understanding with
England

and

the

generosity

of

England's
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The Cuban Consul-General

A

at Liverpool.

cripple

who was

LUSITANIA IN ENGLAND.
marine policy that they had
fact.

With

England
American trade was
happen

if

From

safe

;

naval

power
but what would

Germany ousted England

the

first

the Allies.

He

consistent friend of

did not hesitate to denounce

the Government policy of strict neutrality as
"supinely immoral," because it took no steps
to redress the wrongs of the Belgians, a duty

which Mr. Roosevelt contended was plainly
imposed upon his country by the obligations
of The Hague Convention.
There never was,
in his opinion, in

any war a

clearer breach of

international morality than that committed

by

Germany in the invasion and subjugation of
Belgium. How far Mr. Roosevelt would have
gone towards armed participation in what he
called

an " international posse comitatus "

not quite
1

It is difficult to see

clear.

how

is

the

United States could have vindicated The Hague
Convention unless ready to fight. Upon
another

occasion

having informed

Mr.

itself of

Roosevelt

ment should
in

said

that,

the facts, the Govern-

reference

"

have put

at least

On

thereto."

itself

this

on record

point

Mr.

Robert Bacon, former United States Ambassador
in

?

ex-President Roosevelt be-

came an outspoken and

saved after being in the water

for four hours.

lost sight of that

the

as
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was equally outspoken, ,and

Paris,

attention

German

(November
violation of

Belgian neutrality con-

stituted an
tion.

called

1914) to the fact that

4,

open breach
Mr. Bacon asked

of

The Hague Conven-

:

Are we to suffer a nation to break a treaty with us
on whatever pretext without entering at least a formal
If the treaties we made at The Hague arc
protest ?
to be so lightly treated, why not all other treaties
assume a heavy
It is our solemn duty to protest.
To justify a policy
responsibility by remaining silent.
"
we are fortunate in
of silence by the assertion that
''.

We

being safely removed from this danger that threatens
Europe," and to urge that a< a reason for us to sit still
with hands folded, is as weak as it is unwise.

This utterance
of

the

may

strongest

disgust at

be fairly taken as one
of the general

indications

Germany's treatment

of

her

little

neighbour a disgust that was not modified
by the strenuous efforts of the German press

agency during the

first

twelve months of tho

war.
Later,

in

discussing

the

periodical

peace
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virtue will save the nation that has lost

its virile qualities.

the other hand, no admiration of strength must make
What has
us deviate from the laws of righteousness.
occurred to Belgium is precisely what would occur, under
similar conditions, to us unless we were able to show that

On

would be dangerous.

the action

any Old World

If

military Power, European or Asiatic, were at war and
deemed such action necessary and safe it would at once
seize the Panama Canal or the Danish West Indies or

Mugdalena Bay exactly as Belgium and Luxemburg
have been overrun by Germany or as Korea has been
seized

by Japan.

This was certainly disconcerting talk from
the man for whose good will the Kaiser had
for

assiduously angled. So strongly
insistently had Mr. Roosevelt advocated

years

and so

the cause of the Allies that his attitude drew
forth the following sonnet

by William Watson,

New

which was published in the
of

March

14,

1915

Hadst thou been

York Herald

:

sitting yet in Lincoln's ohair,

A different voice had pealed across the sea,
Another hand had struck a deeper key,
A larger note had pulsed upon the air.
Thou, in whose blood our Scotland hath a share
As once on thine own soil august and free
Thyself didst not unproudly tell to me
'Mid talk of statecraft wise and songcraft fair
Thou hadst not watched our throes with breast supine,
Nor dost thou now, nor doth thy mighty land.
Something of her vast soul we understand,

And well we know that, in this hour malign,
Not human heart she lacks, but tongue divine,
To rouse the thunders lulled in her great hand.

Another well-known American writer, Colonel

DUMBA,

DR.

Austro-Hungarian Ambassador
proposals, emanating

at

Washington.

from the German propa-

gandist bureau, Mr. Roosevelt said
Of course, peace

is

:

worthless unless

pen
serves the

it

cause of righteousness. A peace which consecrates
militarism will be of small service. A peace obtained
by crushing the liberty and life of unoffending peoples
is as cruel as the most cruel war. ... A peace which
left Belgium's wrongs unavenged, and which did not
provide against the recurrence of such wrongs as those
from which she has suffered, would not be a real peace.

Mr. Roosevelt analysed the causes of the
There was room, he thought, for
sincere differences of opinion about the initial
conflict.

positions of Austria, Serbia, Russia, Germany,
"
when once
and France. As for England,

Belgium was invaded, every circumstance of
national honour and interest forced England
She could not
to act precisely as she did act.
hold up her head
acted otherwise."

among

the nations had she

About Belgium his contention was that only
one view was possible. He said
:

I

admire and respect the German people.

of the

German blood

in

my

Henry Watterson, the veteran and eloquent
editor of the Louisville Courier Journal, had
from the beginning of the war used his powerful

veins, but it

I
is

am

proud

impossible
not to face the danger of a transatlantic application of all
that Bernhardism implies. The United States must be
prepared. Arbitration treaties, The Hague Court, and
all the rest of the paciflcist stock-in-trade are useless
No abundance of the milder
unless backed by force.

Extracts from

for the cause of the Allies.

the picturesque articles of Colonel Watterson
have appeared from time to time in British
journals,

and many

of

our readers are possibly

familiar with the "fierce neutrality" articles

from the pen of this valiant champion of our
cause, who, as will be seen from the following
extract from the Louisville Courier Journal
of

August

25,

1915,

favoured more drastic

measures than President Wilson had up to
that time professed. Colonel Watterson said
:

The President should
Congress should make a

call

together

and

Congress
Declaration of War. No
thoughtful American can say that the provocation is
not more than sufficient. Nor will anything less meet
the requirement.
Nothing less indeed will reach the
flat

who murder our women and children. When
we have seized millions of German property especially
German ships and sent a fleet to help clean up the war
zone Berlin will understand. When we have estabsavages

of detention and corralled the leaders
the Kaiser reservists, and suppressed the treasonable society called the German-American Alliance and
the treasonable newspapers published in the German
language, we shall know who is who, and the traitors in
lished

camps

among

our midst

will learn

what

is

what.

.

.

.

So we have

little,

anything, to lose by hoisting the flag and holding it
high and standing by our honour and the courage of our
convictions, whilst we have everything to gain by
if
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asserting our prowess, our rights, our manhood and our
integrity as a nation and a people, marching to battle
"
as one man crying
To Hell with the Hapsburg and the

with autocracy, despotism and brutality
long life to freedom, to democracy and to civilization
"
equally in Germany and the rest of the world

Hohenzollern

!

With equal vigour Colonel Watterson de"
those Kaiser
nounced what he termed
American traitors." He said (Louisville Courier
Journal, August 24, 1915) :
If anyone has doubted the treasonable character of the
American newspapers printed in the German language,
he need only read their comments upon the sinking of the
Arabic to have his doubts set wholly at rest. As after
the sinking of the Lusitania they take the anti-American,
pro-Teuton view. Each and every one of them being
subsidized by the Imperial Treasury it could not be otherwise.
The time has come to put a quietus upon these
jackals of the Kaiser.
reach of the civil law.

They

are

by no means beyond the

Let us hope that the Department
of Justice will not prove derelict in its duty to move
Surely such sedition by citizens
against these traitors.
Each and
of the United States should be stopped.
every one of these American newspapers printed in the
German language is a traitor and should be indicted,
prosecuted and suppressed.

An appeal of
made

a less picturesque character was
to German-Americans, who were by no

means

all

in favour of

Germany, by Dr. Newell

as a

means
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of applying political pressure in such a case
Americans resent such an attempt, for

as this, native

with them

a fundamental principle that a citizen
to the United States, and the
"
"
German-Amerigreat bulk even of the
hyphenated
cans would refuse to respond.
it is

must have no loyalty save

Mr. Joseph H. Choate, the former Ambassador
United States in London, and one of the

of the

most prominent public men

of

introduction

Cramb's work on

to

Professor

America, in the

"
gross and
Germany, referred to Germany's

admitted violation of

all treaties

in its hostile

"
there
entrance upon Belgian soil," and added
is no disguising the fact that the sympathies

and hopes of the great mass of English-speaking
people everywhere are with England and her
Allies 'now."
Of Germany's great illusion
about the British Empire Mr. Choate said

:

far enough, one would
^'The actual conflict has gone
think, to disabuse Germany of some of its ideas about
England. Instead of her Empire being ready to fall to

by the dropping off of her Colonies, armies are
marching to her aid from all her dominions beyond the
seas, apparently ready to fight for her life with as ardent
patriotism as the regular British soldier and instead of
any flinching or holding back on the part of the individual
Englishman, they are all, to n man, rushing to the support
pieces

;

Dwight Hillis, 'who occupied the pulpit of
Plymouth Church, Brooklyn formerly Henry

Ward

Beecher's Church.

Dr. Hillis said

:

And do

they (German-Americans) not owe something
to this Republic ?
Having come to the kingdom for
such a crisis as this, should they not use their influence
with the Fatherland ! Having escaped conscription
and years of military service, with heavy taxation, and
enjoyed the liberty of the Press having become convinced that militarism does not promote the prosperity
and manhood of the people, why should they not as one
man ask the Fatherland now to present their cause to
arbitrators ? To nobody of American citizens has there
ever come a more strategic opportunity, or a responsi;

bility so

It

heavy.

may be

and

no Englishman
was more familiar with economic

safely asserted tnat

of distinction
political

movements

Lord

Bryce,

to America.

In an

than

in the

United States

Ambassador

ex-British
article

published in the

Telegraph, February 27, 1915, Lord
Bryce estimated that not more than 10 per

Daily

cent, of the population supported the

German

and nearly all were men of German
birth, who had naturally retained their attachment to their Mother Country. Very few
Germans of the second generation took this
view.
Lord Bryce said
cause,

:

Anyhow,

it is

a complete error to assume that the bulk

who bear German names and
blood belong to the pro-German party.

of those

own

to German
The children of
America grow up normal

Europeans who are born in
American citizens for all practical purposes. Their
loyalty is to the Stars and Stripes, and their feeling for
the land of their parents is comparatively weak.
What is
called the German vote is in some few cities a force to be

reckoned with.

But when those who lead

it

try to use

it

CAPTAIN VON PAPEN,
German

Military Attache at Washington.
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<it

the colours, or already engaged in the terrible conflict
Aiiiic nnd the Marne with n courage worthy of the

mi thr
Held

<if

A^inrmirt.

From

A

scathing letter from Mr. George Haven
Putnam, the well-known publicist, giving an

American

view

of

German

barbarity,

was

published in the New York Times of January
Mr. Putnam had been invited to
21, 1915.
"

"

of
a newly formed
University League
German- American students, and the letter

join

was

his

"
reply.

Under the conditions now
"

obtaining," he wrote,
to meet
tances,

I find

Germans, whether
or
"

We

strangers.

myself unwilling
friends,

acquain-

Americans have,"

with but few exceptions, convinced
ourselves that the responsibility for beginning
he said,

with Germany and with Austria,
and primarily with Germany, which not only
the

war

which now she

rests

influenced, but controlled the action of Austria."

Continuing he said
The destruction, by order,
:

of Belgian cities, the taking

of hostages, and the making of these hostages responsible
for the actions of individuals
they were not in a

whom

the shooting of many of these
position to control
hostages the appropriation for the use of the armies of
the food which had been stored in Antwerp and elsewhere, so that the people in Belgium now officially
;

is

giving her life-blood than these United

States.

be

may

utterances and from

these

all

from

gathered
it

journals

of the people of the

the

that

clear

is

leading

the

what

American

vast

majority

United States condemned

German Government,

laying the blame for
upon it and Austria.

the outbreak of strife
This, as Colonel

from

do

not

Britain, nor

Harvey remarked, they did
sympathy with Great

racial

from traditional friendship with
the public documents

but because

France,

published by the respective countries convinced them that Germany was the aggressor.
and, as nearly

these

all

had put

American authorities

utterly in the
pointed out,
invasion
of
her
Belgium. To this
wrong by
conviction they adhered, despite the unremitherself

ting efforts of the insidious German propaganda
which we have fully described. This propa-

ganda was conducted on a scale and at a cost
hitherto unknown, even in a country like
America, where millions sterling have been

;

classed as "subjects of Germany" are dependent
American charity to save them from starvation

upon

the
imposition upon these starving and ruined communities
all these things impress Ameriof crushing indemnities
cans as contrary to the standards of modern civilization.
We find ground also for indignation at the use of vessels
of war and of Zeppelins for the killing of women and
;

and other unarmed citizens in undefended
Such killing, which has nothing whatsoever
places.
to do with the work of campaigns, can only be classed as
murder. With these views I cannot, therefore not at
this time, at least
accept the companionship of GermanAmericans who are prepared to approve, defend, or

expended on the propaganda

men

were

who were

not with Great Britain simply because of

He

of kinship.

said

ties

:

Why, then, are we for you and your Allies * For no
other reason in the world except that you are continuing
the great battle for government of, for, and by the
people which we began when at Lexington we fired the
shot that was heard around the world, for the glorious
cause that Franklin, and Jefferson, and Madison wrote
for, that Patrick Henry spoke for, that Washington and
Jackson fought for, that Lincoln died for, that McKinley
suffered for, that every American statesman worthy of
the title now lives for. To our minds the real issue is not,
as your people seem to think, mere militarism it is the
;

iiideous conception of

which militarism

is

but one of

many

the despotism
it is despotism itself
manifestations
which united our people originally in armed resistance,
find which is no less hateful to us now than it was then.
Keutral ? Yes, in the name of the nation, but not in our
We are for the England which has been
heart of hearts.
has been
gradually freeing the world while Germany
planning to enslave it. No one of the great colonies
which owe her so much and are responding so nobly
to her call is more true to the glorious aspiration for
;

;

a single Presi-

and weight in America,
with the views of their

familiar

be regarded as

may

passionate observers of current events.
the

question at issue

American the
was freedom. Attached as

Americans are to their democratic
they were suspicious

knew

dis-

With

tnhyphenated

average

hated

Colonel George Harvey, editor of the North
American Review, in a letter to The Times,
took the ground that the United States was

of

authorities quoted above

of distinction

countrymen, and

children

excuse these actions.

The

dential Election.

of

institutions,

Germany because they

that the ruling powers of that country
democracy as much as they hated

England.

In nearly

all

American authorities we

these quotations from
find the same refrain.

is
England
opposed to freedom
and France represent it. Victory for Germany
would be to side-track human progress.

Germany

It

is

;

not possible in the limits of this chapter

many important and perplexing
that
arose between the United States
questions
and Great Britain in relation to the carrying

to discuss the

on

of

commerce

in time of war.

These included

rules of international law, the use of the neutral

questions relating to contraband, blockades
maritime
lynch law), Prize Court adjudica(not
tion, and many other interesting maritime

flag,

problems that are bound to arise in a conflict
between great commercial nations, and affect
alike neutrals

and

belligerents.

Dealing, as \\c

are doing, with the attitude of the people and
the Government of the United States towards
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[From the

"

New York

Sun," April

13. 1915.

THE AMERICAN NOTE.
we must next point out how
Germany's uncivilized methods of warfare,
both on the sea and in the air, were received

the belligerents,

crimes, such

as

the

dropping of bombs on

sary destruction of life, and other atrocities
left the people of the United States shocked,

Antwerp and Paris, one of which nearly killed
the American Ambassador. Thus to travel
far out of the sphere of .military activity and
kill unarmed people in some distant city waa
against all American ideas of civilized combat,

ashamed, and outraged that a Christian nation
should be guilty of such a criminal war. These

and the Press of the United States vigorously
"
denounced these
outrages on. humanity."

in America.

The

ruin of Belgium, the unneces-

horrors were quickly followed

by other inhuman

In doing

so,

the newspapers excoriated Professor
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M uunsterberg and

obligation.

who rushed

crew, and

other German apologists
The
to the defence of Germany.

To

destroy ship,

cargo,- as

non-coinbiit;un

Germany

declared

her

aerial raids of

September were followed by the
naval raid on undefended Yorkshire towns in

intention of doing, was nothing less than a

December, 1914.* The enthusiasm which the
murder of several scores of non-combatants

the

evoked

in Berlin did

not

assist

the

German

cause in America, but on the contrary added
depth to the conviction that a victory for the

Kaiser would be a victory of
over civilization. Thus the
the war had produced a

ment

proposed act of piracy on the high sea, and
new German policy met with vigorous

comment and protest. Early
February, 1915, the German Admiralty
American
nounced
all

*

that

on and

after

February

in

an-

18

the waters round the British Isles would bo

scientific

barbarism

treated as a war-zone, and that

first five

months

merchant ships therein would be destroyed,
even though it was impossible to warn the
crews and passengers of their .peril. At first

wave

of

of bitter resent-

America against the Germans for
which the world had hoped
barbarities
restoring
to see eliminated from the practices of war.
in

*

The

text

of

the

was

all

British

German proclamation, dated

Disturbing and discouraging as these factors
were, the New Year brought evidence that the

February

German Government contemplated further
deeds of so desperate and abominable a character
as to involve the lives of innocent neutrals, the

From February 18 all ships of the enemy mercantile
marine in these waters will bo destroyed, and it will not
always be possible to avoid danger to the crows and

sanctity of the American flag, and the safety
of American shipping.
By the rules of inter-

national law, the customs of war,
dictates of humanity,

ascertain

belligerent

to

merchant

vessel

ture.

and

of her cargo before cap-

Germany had no
See Vol.

and the

obligatory upon a
the character of a

it is

II.,

right to disregard this

Chapter XLIH.

STRIKERS ATTACKING

o, 1915,

:

All the waters surrounding Great Britain and Ireland
all English seas are hereby declared to be a war area..

and

passengers thereon.
The shipping route round the north of the Shctlands,
in the east of the North Sea, and over a distance of thirty
miles (nautical) along the coast of the Netherlands willnot be dangerous.
These measures by the German Government are worthy
of note by neutral countries as counter measures against
England's methods, which are contrary to international
law, and they will help to bring neutral shipping into
closer touch with

Germany.
The German Government announces its intentions ingood time, so that both neutral and enemy shipping can
take the necessary steps accordingly.

THE STANDARD OIL WORKS, NEW

JERSEY.
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BRITISH

AMBASSADOR TO WASHINGTON.

Sir Cecil Spring-Rice

On

the right

is

271

and Lady Spring-Rice, with their children.

Viscount Campden, an Attache

was thought in America that Germany
had engaged in a campaign of bluff and inti-

it

at the British

extraordinary

Embassy.

international

claim

and

a

vicious invitation to international embroilment.

blockade of " the

midation calculated to raise insurance rates

The proclamation

and

waters surrounding Great Britain and Ireland "
met with comments by the American Press

instil

fear

in

shipping

circles,

thereby

crippling so far as possible the transatlantic
trade.
Her declaration was regarded in other

quarters as something between a hint and a
threat,

and

in

either

light

constituting an

of

this

outspoken enough to penetrate even Teutonic
imperviousness. But in so far as it was
intended to frighten American shippers, and
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of friendly Powers.

While occasional use of

the flag of a neutral or an

enemy under

stress

and to deceive an
approaching enemy, the American Government
admitted, was justified, the explicit sanction
immediate

of

by a

pursuit,

belligerent

Government

for its

merchant

ships generally to fly the flag of a neutral Power
within certain portions of the high seas fre-

quented by hostile warships could not bo
practised without a serious menace to the lives

and

vessels of

(February
Note, said

15,

American
1915).

The Times
commenting on this
citizens.

:

The

n

in

validity of this doctrine
itional lawyers to consider.

is a matter for inter,
Without admitting i(s

soundness, or that of the contentions urged to support it,
it is enough for us, in the conditions which actually
exist, to know that the American Government would view
*'
such general use of their flag
with anxious solicitude,"

and that they trust we will endeavour to restrain it.
We shall certainly do all that is judged consistent with
our military safety to meet their wishes, and to assuage
their uneasiness for American ships and lives, in the
piratical warfare which Germany intends to wage against
all

shipping near our shores.

The language of the American Note to
Germany (February 12, 1915) was friendly
but decidedly firm. It warned the German
Government that the destruction of neutral
vessels without first determining their nation-

VISCOUNT BRYCE,

ality

Ex-British Ambissador at Washington.

earjro

and the contraband character of their
would be an indefensible violation of

coerce American

the view that

be

opinion into subscribing to
Germany was too "terrible" to

gauge the character of
American people. Before the Imperial
Government put this threat into execution the
Secretary of State issued a Note of warning,
resisted, it failed to

the

clearly defining the attitude of the

Govern-

ment on Germany's attempt to destroy the
freedom of the seas. About the same time a
controversy had arisen between the United
States and Great Britain on the subject of the
use of the neutral flag, and Germany, by the
circulation of false reports from Berlin, tried

make this controversy one of the excuses for
her proposed act of piracy on the high seas.
The American Note to the British Government
to

was conceived throughout in a friendly spirit.
The British Government was asked to do all
power to restrain vessels of
nationality from the deceptive use
American flag in the sea area defined
in

its

British
of

the

in the

German declaration. The German Government had used the incident of the captain of
the Lusitania raising the American flag as the
approached the British coast as an

vessel

excuse for

its

intention

of

attacking vessels

MR. JOSEPH H. CHOATE.
Former American Ambassador in London.
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neutral rights, which would he very hard to
reconcile with the friendly

between

relations

the two countries. The United States Government would bo constrained " to hold the
Imperial Government to strict accountability,"
and to " take any steps which might be neces-

merchant

vessels

a notable fact that the underlying
principle, as brought out in the first Note in
Jt

is

relation to

American

respect for the

and expectation that the Imperial Government can, and will, give an assurance to
American citizens that their vessels will nob

of his

down very

by President Wilson

subsequent Notes.

in each

The German Goveni-

and

visit

war
and search must precede
where effective blockade

clearly the elementary rule of

namely, that

visit

attack in

cases

all

in force.

high

by

firmly insisted on

and property and
flag, was calmly and

lives

American

In thi3 Note President Wilson laid

search."

is

than

otherwise

molested,

found in the waters around

Great Britain, without warning crew or passengers of the threatened danger.

sary to safeguard American lives and property.
Accordingly they express their confident hope

bo
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seas

The destruction
other

in

of

a ship on tl e
without

circumstances,

determining with absolute certainty her
nationality and the contraband

first

belligerent

character of her cargo, was an act without
precedent in naval warfare. It was so novel,

and we may add so inhuman, that the American
Government were, at the beginning of the
controversy,

reluctant

to

believe

German Government contemplated

that
it.

the

They

brushed aside the pretence that a suspicion that
ships might use a neutral flag could

enemy

The

it.

justify

right

of

visit

and search

is

admitted by international law expressly to
determine the character of suspected vessels.
These fundamental doctrines were iterated

and

reiterated

in

subsequent Notes

German Government, not
life

had been endangered

perty

destroyed,

to

the

only after American
arid

but after

American pro-

many American

had been lost. The tone and substance
what may be termed the first Note to
Germany was fully approved by the people
and the Press of the United States. An
lives

of

CAPTAIN BOY-ED,

already remarked, at first, and until American
and other neutral vessels were actually sunk,

Americans were inclined to look upon the

German

threat of sinking everything within
"
the paper
war area " as bluff, with a proviso
that, should it prove to be serious and lead to
"
the loss of
a single American ship or a
single

American life," the State Department would
do their duty and compel
to

Germany
respect
the Republic and the
elementary
rights of her citizens.
The above, in brief,
the flag of

indicates

how matters stood

just previous to

what became known as " Pirate
Day," Feb18,
1915, when Germany began to
carry out the terms of the decree to sink all

ruary

German Naval Attache

ment

for

at

Washington.

a long time in the rejoinders as peron making a bargain with the

sistently insisted

American Government, or as it has been more
"
aptly termed, insisted on
diplomatic black-

demand being that, in return for
assurance as to the safety of American vessels
in the war zone, the United States should insist

mail," the

upon Great Britain allowing free importation
of American food supplies to Germany.
The
reply to this impudent demand was simply
that the United States Government were dealing
directly with the German Government, and
insisting that the rights of neutrals should

bo
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respected by Germany, and that such demand
had nothing to do with Germany's relations

no difference

and further that the
German Government would be held to " strict

except in the

number murdered.

the interval

between

with

Great

Britain,
"

accountability

for the loss of

and American

lives.

American

vessels

The German Govern-

ment's answer to this showed
alike for President

its utter contempt
Wilson and the American

people, as the following incidents

The American ship W.

P. Frye

show

:

was sunk by the Prinz

Eitel Friedrich.

The American steamer Carib was blown up by a mine
in the

North Sea.

vessels

in principle in the sinking of these

and

in

the sinking of the Lusitania,

was during

It

declaration

Germany's

her intention to

torpedo merchant ship.s
without warning and the sinking of the Lusitania
that the insulting Press propaganda described
of

above reached

its

maximum

and when

point,

every kind of trick was employed to create illfeeling between America and Great Britain on

contraband and other questions. Space will
not permit the discussion of the details of these
crimes, which were soon to be overshadowed

by the culminating atrocity of the Lusitania.
"
There was
a passionate ring of abhorrence,"
we were told, throughout America of these
deliberate and cold-blooded murders on the
high seas.

Heading

its

"
If not
leading article
the New York Sun

"

Murder, What Is It ?
recounted the outrages of which Germany had
been guilty up to the end of March, 1915

the invasion of Belgium, the destruction of
Louvain, the attack on the cathedral of Reims,

bombardment

the

"

towns

of

unprotected

sea-coast

which have counted

events

incal-

the formation of neutral opinion
culably
adverse to the German cause," it said, and now
"
the murder of probably more than one hundred
in

men and women non-combatants, the passengers
and crews of the Falaba and the Aguila, peaceand

fully

"

seas."

navigating the

inoffensively

This

exclaimed the

is

not

New

war,

it

York Times.

high

murder

is

"

It has

"
!

not

even the palliation of piracy, for the pirate,
like the highwayman, kills for gain and not
because he delights in slaughter."

New York Times

the

said

Continuing,

:

The sinking of the Falaba is perhaps the most shocking
crime of the war. It is a crime directly chargeable
against Germany, a crime for which Germany will be held
The sinking
responsible in the judgment of civilization.
of a peaceful merchant ship, even though she belongs to
the enemy, and the killing and drowning of her officers,
crew, and passengers, are no part of the operations of
war.

EX-PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
(From a painting by Sargent.)

The American steamer Evelyn was sunk by a mine
near Borkum.

The American steamer Gulflight was sunk by a torpedo
without notice near the Scilly Islands, and three American
citizens were drowned.
The American steamer Gushing was attacked by
aeroplane in the North Sea.
The British steamer Falaba was torpedoed, and Mr.
Leon Thrasher, an American citizen, was drowned.

came within the
There was
accountability."

The Falaba and
scope of

"

strict

Gulflight

with its wanton destruction
was soon to be outdone by
the wholesale slaughter of innocent men.
women, and children on a great Atlantic liner,

But

of

this crime,

human

lives,

an act which in the light of common humanity
was wickedness such as the history of war will
find

it difficult

The news

May

7,

to match.

of the sinking of the Lusitania,

1915,

was received throughout the
of horror, broken

United States with a hush
only, said

The Times

New York

Correspondent,
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*

.Ah eye-witness wrote that outside the newspaper offices dense crowds assembled and

watched

in

breathless silence the

successive

bulletins telling of this latest outrage.

Sand-

wiched in between them were Germans, who
"
We warned them our Embassy
were saying:
;

advertised the warning
One of these
rights."
into insensibility

the Tribune

we were within our
Huns was pummelled

;

by the indignant crowds near

office,

but others were allowed to

continue their remarks unmolested.

Before referring to the exchange of Notes
which took place between the United States and
the

German Governments

in relation to this

ghastly crime, the reader's attention is called to
the words of Colonel Harvey, editor of the North

American Review, who opened the June, 1915,
of his Review with words so scathing

number

and yet so calm, dispassionate, penetrating, and
comprehensive that it is doubtful if this
inhuman crime will ever be more adequately

and

visualized.
"

''

concisely
Because,"
Colonel Harvey,
Great Britain refused to
permit the United States to supply the German

army with foodstuffs, Germany officially assassinated more than a hundred American citizens.
the naked fact from which escape is
impossible.
Explanations cannot explain ; ex-

That

;

the monstrous crime

was premeditated, was threatened, and was
perpetrated. The whole story of the sinking
of the Lusitania

is

contained in those few words.

Nothing need be added, and nothing can be
taken away. Whatever course future events

may
may
own

take, whatever settlement of the great
finally

or

writ

hand

;

war

be effected, whatever attitude our

any other country may assume, the

debasement of Germany as a
is

sentiments that were not likely to disturb or

even penetrate the opaque Teutonic conscience.
President Wilson in his first Note (May 14,
1915)

failed

is

cuses cannot palliate

civilized nation

upon the pages of history by her own
her reversion to barbarism is established

1

at the bar of humanity, there to remain through-

and succeeding generations
upon her honour is indelible. This
nation is confronted by no necessity of inflicting
punishment upon Germany. The reprobation
of all mankind, whose effect will continue for
out the

lives of this

;

the stain

years to come,

a

is

fully

adequate penalty

which, unfortunately but inevitably, the innocent German people, in common with the guilty
German Government, must prepare to suffer."
"

stain upon her honour "
Unhappily the
"
"
and the
were
reprobation of all mankind
* The account of the
torpedoing of the Lusitania will
be found in Vol. IV., riaaxs 85 and 80.

GEORGE HARVEY.

COL.

Editor of the North American Review.

said

inflicting

to

punishment

rested his case

any necessity of
upon Germany, and

recognize

upon the following points

:

The German methods of retaliation for loss of
commerce are again declared to be inadmissible as incompatible with the freedom of the seas, and the Government must be held to " strict accountability " for all
infringements of American rights.
"
" of
2. The
practical impossibility
employing submarines to destroy commerce without an infringement of
the accepted rules of justice and humanity is insisted
1.

upon.

The indisputable right of American citizens to sail
ships travelling wherever legitimate business calls
them upon the high seas, and that with confidence that
their lives will not be illegally endangered, is firmly
3.

in'

maintained.
4. Having regard to the character of the German
Government, the Government of the United States
assumes that the guilty naval commanders acted under a

misapprehension, that their acts will be disavowed, that
reparation will be made, and that steps will be taken to
prevent the recurrence of such deeds.
5. Expressions of regret and offers of reparation can"
natural necessary effect of
not excuse a practice the
which is to subject neutral nations or neutral persons to

new and immeasurable risks."
6. The German Government must not expect

the

United States Government to " omit any word or act "
necessary to preserve the rights of American citizens.

We were told that this Note was received in
America with a unanimity which had rarely,
if
ever, been accorded to any other State
document, and the reply of Germany was
awaited with calm restraint.

There was no

THK
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HLXTORY OF THE WAIL
Allies are liahlc to destruction in those waters ; ami that travellers
of Great Britain or net Allies do ,->o
sailing iu the warzone in ships
:it

their

own

ri-k.

IMPERIAL GERMAN EMBASSY, WASHINGTON,
Al'RIL

The German reply
Note on the sinking

22.

to

the

United States

ot

tho

Lusitania was

generally regarded as unsatisfactory.

Not one

representative newspaper had anything but
the hardest words for it.
It was excoriated as
of quibbles and untruths, insulting to
the United States, and unworthy of a civilized

a mass
Power.
1.

It

had four main objects

To smother

:

the Lusitania incident in a long diplo-

matic and legal controversy.
2. To further tho chronic German campaign to prevent
the export of munitions of war to the Allies.
3. To aggravate the current of American discontent
with our blockade policy by inculcating the idea that this
is responsible not only for the troubles of meat and
cotton exporters, but for the danger of the submarine
blockade.
4. By insisting upon the obstinacy of German maritime
frightfulncss to drive neutral shipping from British trade.

policy

MR.
Head of
British

J.

PIERPONT MORGAN.

the firm of

Morgan and Co., the

P.

J.

Government's Agents

disposition either towards

in the

United States.

''

swashbuckling

"

Among other assertions was that
or

towards undue optimism, and the fact was
recognized that the future rested with Germany.

In commenting on
said

this

Note The Times

:

substance and expression
recalls the best traditions of American diplomacy.
Courteous and even considerate in form, it can leave the
VVilhelmstrasse under no illusions as to the state of
American feeling or the determination of the United
States Government. It reminds the directors of German
policy that the sinking of the Lusitania is an incident
that does not stand alone. There have been other
occurrences that have shown an equal disregard of the
It is

a Note that both

supported by the affidavit of one Gustav Stahl,
which affidavit was submitted to the State

Department by Count

in

and properties of neutral American citizens, occurrences observed by the Government of the United States
'*
with growing concern, distress, and amazement.**
An American life was lost when the Falaba was sunk
the American steamship Cushing was attacked by
German airmen and the Gulflight, flying the Stars and
The Note
Stripes, was torpedoed without warning.
lives

the Lusitania

had cannons on board, which were mounted and
concealed under the deck. This contention was

later this

man

Stahl,

Bernstorff.

Four months

who had been

arrested

a United States Court to eighteen months'
imprisonment.
The second Note

(issued

June

11,

1915)

discussed the cases of the Cushing, the Gulflight, and the Falaba, as well as that of the

;

;

'*

so absolutely contrary
politely assumes that these acts
"
to the rules, practice, and spirit of modern warfare
have not the countenance and sanction of the German

Government.
of the past
possibility

commerce

It points out, however, that the events
few weeks have proved the practical imof employing submarines against hostile
"
without inevitable violation of nuiiiy

sacred principles of justice and humanity." It claims as
"
"
the right of American citizens to take
indisputable
wherever their legitimate business may
and
travel
.ships
"
call

acts

them without having
in

clear

international

violation

their lives endangered

of

obligations."

by

universally acknowledged
It dismisses with stern

contempt the preposterous plea that a notification of tho
"
an unlawful, inhuman act " can
intention to commit
be accepted as an excuse or palliation for its commission.
Tho " notification " of the intention to com-

mit

this

infamous crime was

first

published on

an advertisement
May
and
was as follows
newspapers,
3,

in

1915, as

American

:

VELLERS intending to embark for an Atlantic voyae<
age are
rpRA
-1reminded that a state of war exists between (icnnany
ny and
that the zone of war
her Allies and Great Britain and her Allies
British
Is'.es
in
accordthe
waters
to
the
includes
that,
adjacent
ance with the formal notice given by the Imperial German
Government vessels flying the flag oi Great Britain or any of her
;

;

by

the United States authorities, pleaded guilty
to the charge of perjury, and was sentenced by

COL.

HENRY WATTERSON.

Editor of The Louisville Courier Journal.
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(Reproduced by special permission of the Proprietors of "Punch."

BY
Uncle Sam
Luaitania,

and

WAY OF A CHANGE.

" Guess I'm about
through with letter-writing."

:

brushed

contentions oi the

vanced as excuses

away the various
German Government, ad-

for sinking the Lusitania, as

irrelevant to the real question,

which was the

legality or the lawlessness oi the

way

in

which

the Germans destroyed the ship. Upon that
"
Whatpoint Mr. Wilson expressed no doubt.
ever

may

be the other facts," he observed with

unanswerable

"
force,

the principal fact

a great steamer, primarily and

is

that

chiefly for thp

conveyance
1,000 souls

ot passengers,

carrying

more than

who had no

was torpedoed and

part or lot in the war,
sunk without so much as a

and that men, women,
and children were sent to their death in circumThat
stances unparalleled in modern warfare."
was the fact upon which America based her

challenge or warning,

demand

A

for assurances.

sensation was caused during the preparation of this Note by the resignation (June 8, 1915)
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It

of Mr. Bryan, Secretary of State.

appears

Bryan was opposed to sending anything in the nature of an ultimatum to Germany, because he believed such an act would

that Mr.

constitute a violation of the peace principles

which he had
that

in

for

years advocated, and
Cabinet he would not

many

leaving the
the President

embarrass

he

should

feel

it

necessary to adopt a more drastic policy. The
resignation of Mr. Bryan was regarded in the

United States as much more a personal than
a political event. It was aptly described as a
dramatic incident in a highly dramatic career,
but not a turning point or even a milestone in
It may be truthfully said
national policy.
that, apart

comments

of

from the pro-German Press, the
American newspapers were nearly-

condemnatory of his action. The German
Press was somewhat dazzled by the new
recruit, and with characteristic disregard of
all

proceeded to describe the
"sycophant of Great Britain" as "a patriot
who has come into this German atmosphere."

former

attacks

The German reply (July 8,
second American Note relating
of the Lusitania

may

1915)

to the

to the sinking

be said to have reached

the climax of effrontery, such as only Teutonic
diplomacy could have evolved. Of the assur-

ances twice

demanded by the United

States

pelling

necessity

Kurope

in

In other words the

warfare.

under their

own

lost.

neither agreed nor declined- to furnish
assurances that similar outrages would not be
It

perpetrated in the future. The solemn representations of the United States Government

were treated with the silence of disdain.
neutral

of

"

To

to

flag.

the United

citizens of

become the accom-

flag

and

in vessels guaranteed

Unless they were willing
graciously spared.
to submit to these restrictions on their personal

and to

liberty,

this absolute surrender of the

right of neutrals to supply belligerents with the

materials of war, they would continue to bo
blown out of the water whenever a German

They were
get at them.
asked, in brief, to connive at the illegal and
submarine could

inhuman practices of the German Admiralty.
The unscrupulous agitation in America of
Germans against the Allies resulted in an
explosion at the Capitol, and in a severe attack
(July 3, 1915) by a weak-minded creature of
German sympathies on Mr. J. Pierpont Morgan,
the head of the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co.,
who in January had been appointed commercial
agents to the British Government to superintend
any purchases which Government Departments
might have to make in America.
which happily did not prove

wounds, but

that had been

travel

enemy

by the American Government to be carrying
no contraband goods, their lives would be

neither promised nor refused financial reparalives

to

citizens

Germany's violations of the rules of
If they would agree to sail only

plices of

victim,

American

American

States were coolly invited to

Government after the sinking of the Lusitania
not one was granted. Not one, indeed, was
even mentioned. The Imperial Government
approved by implication and alleged justification for the acts of its naval commanders. -It
tion for the

for

time of war in ships carrying an

This crime,
to

fatal

the

was admittedly the direct result of
the sentimental Teutonic propaganda against
the part that the United States was alleged to
be playing towards the prolongation of the war.
Fortunately Mr. Morgan recovered from his
his

assailant

committed suicide

in gaol.

The

third

Note

of the

United States, dated

Washington, July 28, characterized the German

Note containing the above impudent proposals
"
"
as most
Repetitions," it
unsatisfactory."
"
of
German naval
said,
by the commanders

reason,

vessels of acts of contravention of those rights

justice, and humanity," the Wilhelmstrasse
Instead
preferred to return no answer at all.

must be regarded by the Government of the
United States when they affect American

talk

it

of

rights,

fairness,

merely outlined various proposals for

safe-

guarding American ships and citizens against
submarine attack. The Note said
:

In order to furnish adequate facilities for travel across
the Atlantic for American citizens, the German Government submits for consideration a proposal to increase
the number of available steamers by the installing in the
passenger service of a reasonable number of neutral
steamers under the American flax, the exact number to
be agreed upon under the same conditions as above
mentioned. The Imperial Government believes it can
assume that in this manner adequate facilities for travel
across the Atlantic Ocean can be afforded to American
There would, therefore, appear to be no comcitizens.

citizens as deliberately unfriendly."

vanced the controversy to a definite

This ad-

and

critical

was not an ultimatum, but
point.
an
it was nevertheless
exceedingly strong and
took
It
definite warning.
nearly three months
It is true this

for

the

deed which sent a

thrill

of

horror

reach this

throughout the United States
No one could accuse President Wilson
stage.
to

very precipitate. He offered Germany
every chance to re-establish herself in the
judgment of civilization. Neverthelass her
of being
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THE LAST MOMENTS OF THE ARABIC,
Which was torpedoed by

a

German submarine on August

photograph taken by Professor

of

Still,

shows the vessel

at the

moment

efforts to penetrate the conscience of the Ger-

man Government had up
unrewarded.
close of July,

Tha

to this time gone

Referring to tha situation at the

The Times said

responsibilities

of

1915.

The above

an American President in
We do not

illustration,

one of the

in

of her going under, stern

ship's

from a
boats,

first.

know when they have been

discharged with more skill
or dignity or self-restraint than by Mr. Wilson. His
diplomacy has precisely interpreted the national wish
to avoid a conflict and the national resolution not to
shirk

:

such an emergency as this are very great.

18,

Purdue University, who was saved

it if

Germany

forces

it

on.

That

is

why

the Presi-

dent has carried with him during the past few anxious

months the great mass of American opinion. It is
with him now when the gravity of the situation can
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no longer be concealed. We are confident it will slay
with him in whatever further decisions or action, how-

German

on the high seas
has placed the responsibility for all future developments squarely upon the
shoulders of Germany. Americans will await the upshot
with a clear conscience and a united front.
ever serious, that

may compel him

to take.

barbarities

He

was not to be expected that President
Wilson, who had shown such miraculous
patience and self-command in dealing with
It

that Germany's action, if the Arabic
gave no
"
provocation, was
deliberately unfriendly,"
and that more words were useless. Of course,

Count Bernstorff played for delay, and after it
had been granted a story was telegraphed from
Berlin

sank

commander who

that the submarine
the

Arabic

towards him

declared

the

liner

turned

the perplexing relations of the United States

naturally supposed he was
to
be
so fired a torpedo.
This
rammed,
going

with Germany, would be likely to act hastily.
It must be admitted that as outrage succeeded

story, arrayed in official attire, was subsequently
submitted by the German Ambassador, with a

outrage,

and

Notes,

succeeded

insults, in the

way of contemptuous

insults,

Englishmen

were

somewhat amazed at American p.vtience, and
surprised that no hasty word escaped the
President's lips or fell from his pen.
It was
said of Mr. Wilson that he was himself so
reasonable and impartial that he wanted to

make

the people of the United States equally
open-minded and patient.* When at last it
all

dawned upon the German Government that
even President Wilson's patience was exhausted,
and that Uncle Sam (see cartoon from
Punch,

page

277),

tired

possibly preparing for action,

of

letter-writing,

Count Bernstorff

was instructed to promise the Washington
Government that no more passenger ships
would be torpedoed by German submarines

lie

;

further insulting statement that as the Arabic

had been sunk

in

Americans

killed.

was not acting
declared

the

German

liability

for

Count Bernstorff was con-

in self-defence.

This the Count

made a

further explanation necessary.
In the case of the Allan liner Hesperian, which

was torpedoed and sunk September 6, 1915,
loss of life, the Germans claimed that the
vessel was sunk by a mine and not a submarine.
Of Bernstorff's promise the New York Herald
with

said

:

Apparently the German Ambassador meant not one

word

memorandum, and the conclusion
Germany has been continually trifling

of the written

when summoned

with the United States.

to stop, or offered resistance.

admit

by Secretary Lansing with affidavits
made by American survivors of the Arabic,
showing that the ship did not attempt to ram
the submarine, and that therefore its commander

is irresistible

Bernstorff's promise,

to

fronted

without warning unless they tried to escape

Count

self-defence,

Government declined

that

however, proved
"
but a
scrap of paper," for on August 19 the
White Star liner Arabic was torpedoed without

Of the Hesperian assassins the same journal
remarked

warning and sunk by a German submarine.
There were twenty-six Americans on board, and

commander was

some

of

them

about another
Press

lost their lives.

"

crisis

"

This brought
and the

In attacking the Hesperian the

German submarine

absolutely ruthless. He could not tell
whether he was attacking a liner or a cargo boat. The
boat might just as well have been the St. Paul or the
Philadelphia of the American Line.

in America,

was almost unanimous

in

proclaiming

" The
Neutrality of the United States in Relation
the British and German. Empires." by Professor
Shield Nicholson.
*

to

:

The President demanded a copy of the orders
issued to submarine commanders as a proof of
good faith. This request the German Government showed no desire to grant.

CHAPTER

XC.

POLITICAL CHANGES AT HOME:
A COALITION GOVERNMENT
WAR THE HOME RULE BILL THE PARTY
LORD KITCHENER AS MINISTER OF WAR EMERGENCY MEASURES THE VEIL or SECRECY
RECRUITING PENSIONS AND ALLOWANCES ENEMY ALIENS TRADING WITH THE ENEMY
LABOUR TROUBLES MUNITIONS DRINK SPORT -UNREST AT THE ADMIRALTY THE COALITION
GOVERNMENT THE MUNITIONS OF WAR ACT THRIFT CAMPAIGN AND. WAR LOAN NATIONAL
REGISTRATION BILL- BOARDS AND COMMITTEES OF EXPERTS THE GOVERNMENT AND THE SOUTH
WALES COAL STRIKES.
POLITICAL SITUATION PRECEDING THE OUTBREAK OF

:

TRUCE

announcement on Friday, July 24,
ultimatum to Serbia

campaign

of the Austrian

THE

coincided to a day with one of the
most dramatic moments of the

Parliamentary Session of 1914. The Irish
Question, that malignant problem which for
a generation past had, more than any other

March 20
almost

it is

all

these deplorable incidents

had

inconceivable

to-day.

No

one

is

who

recalls the black week-end of the
Curragh
"
crisis
will forget the common feeling. that the

whole foundations of our society were rocking
and the general sense of bewilderment threatened to turn into an appalling national schism
when certain Radicals and Nationalists thought
;

coming storm found the Parliament and people
briefly the phases of the

On

set

"

tended to corrupt political life, was
its
climax.
In order to realize the
reaching
situation with which the gathering of the

England preoccupied

overawe them had been

raised public excitement to a pitch which

influence,

of

to

foot, the alarming culmination of the crisis in
the resignation of the Brigadier-General and
57 officers of the Cavalry at the Curragh on

necessary to recall
Rule contro-

Home

"

versy immediately preceding the out break of war.
In spite of a wholly unprecedented passage

fit

in the King's

Speech at the opening of the
Session, in which His Majesty had expressed
his most earnest wish that the goodwill and

all

cooperation of

itself with imperishable glory, was represented as threatening the
authority of Parliament by the very men whose

men

of

all

parties

People."
sense

Ulster had once

and creeds

altercations

in

of

the

Army

against the

had party passion obliterated
decency that the Army, -which
far

blind ambitions

had long since reduced that

a mere figure of speech. The
authority
situation became momentarily calmer with the
to

more proved the apparently

obstacle

So

was so soon to cover

might heal dissension and lay the foundations
of a lasting settlement, the future position of
insuperable

to raise the cry of

judicious assumption by the Prime Minister on
March 30 of the post of Secretary of State for

to agreement.
Violent
the House of Commons, the

incendiary attitude adopted by Mr. Winston
Lord of the Admiralty, in a
"
speech at Bradford on March 4, the precaution"
ary movements of troops and warships, which
convinced the Ulster Unionists that a deliberate

War.*

Churchill, First

Vol. V.

Part

60.

* Colonel
Seely, Secretary of State for War, together
with Sir John French, Chief of the Imperial General
Staff, and Sir Spencer Ewart, Adjutant-General of the
forces, had resigned in the midst of the chaos.
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THS ULSTER VOLUNTEERS.
Sir

Edward Carson

Inset

:

inspecting the

Guard of Honour.

Edward holding up the name sheet with

Sir

"Mount joy"
teer Force, brought a

painted on

new and

it.

disturbing factor

on June

23, Lord
Crewe introduced the Amending Bill in the
House of Lords it was found to contain no more

into play.

When,

at length,

than had been offered by the Prime Minister
early in

March

the exclusion for six years of

such Ulster counties as voted themselves out of
the

Home

Rule scheme.

The Lords,

mittee, quickly transformed the

in

Com-

measure into

one which, permanently excluding the whole

of

Ulster, could obviously not expect acceptance

by the Government. Matters were

fast reaching

a deadlock when on July 20 The Times startled
the political world by announcing that the King

A month later the landing by the Ulster
Volunteer Force of a large store of rifles and
ammunition caused a profound sensation. The

had summoned a conference

of

two representa-

each of the four parties to the controversy, under the chairmanship of the Speaker, to
tives of

on the

meet at Buckingham Palace. During the days
which followed there was a breathless lull in

understanding that the question of the exclusion
of Ulster would be further raised by an Amend-

hostilities.
His Majesty opened the Conference
with a gravely worded speech, in which he spoke

Home

Rule

Bill

passed through

third readings (April 6

ing

Bill.

and

its

May

second and
25)

Meanwhile, the recognition by Mr.

of the cry of civil

Redmond of the National Volunteers, which had

most

been formed as a response to the Ulster Volun-

people.

responsible

war being on the lips of the
and sober-minded of the

The Conference held four meetings. On

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAH.
July 24 the Speaker briefly reported
to the

House

as follows

"
:

The

its

failure

It

possibility of

an area to be excluded from the
Government of Ireland Bill was considered.
The Conference, being unable to agree, either
in principle or in detail, upon such an area
defining

brought

its

meetings to a conclusion."

Such was the pass to which the " obtuse
blindness,"

as Mr.

Balfour called

it,

of

the

is

283

impossible yet to determine how far
of
on the Irish
parties

divisions

question

were

Germany

that England

the war.

It

a

may

factor

in

the

hope

of

would

keep out of
well be that, seeing the

Government under the

lash of their Nationalist

supporters, sinking daily deeper and deeper
into the morass, unconscious of any but their

the

Government had brought the country at the
moment when the mists of war which had long
been hanging on the European horizon condensed into the definite menace of the Austrian
Note. The bursting of the storm found England
apparently impotent to prevent a domestic
tragedy which would shake the British Empire
to

its foundations.
Parliamentary government
had become an empty farce. All sense of
leadership had been lost in a turmoil of talk
all sense of realities had vanished in the struggle
;

of conflicting party interests.
The ship of
State had become a raft, drifting no one knew
whither amid the wrangling of the crew. No

wonder that foreign observers, ignorant of the
greater character 'of the nation, attributed to
it as a whole the
unworthy qualities of its
least representative politicians.

RECRUITING IN LONDON.
Outside the Central Recruiting Office.
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immediate party interests, apparently prepared
to contemplate with equanimity the outbreak
of civil war in Ireland for the sake of party
shibboleths, and having continuously shown an
ostrich-like incapacity for facing facts in a broad

mid statesmanlike

on
"

their

spirit,

"

funking
"

"

the

this

Germans counted
as they had

issue

many in the past. So far as
was concerned, the activity of
Cc'-iniin agents in the direction of promoting
difficulties
in that country had long been
funked

Ireland

so

itself

obvious, and the complete failure of these, as
of so many other expedients of the kind, could

not have been anticipated by their inspirers.

But

if

Germany was

painfully surprised to find

had not sapped England's
purpose, and that the country's

that the Irish ulcer

strength of
habit of keeping

its

promises had not been

by prosperity or pacifism,
impaired
the English people was proportionately relieved
either

to find the politicians willing to sink
differences in presence of the
It

was -from the leader

common

their

danger.

of the Opposition

and

Edward Carson that the suggestion first
came to the Prime Minister that controversial
Sir

legislation should for the time

LORD KITCHENER'S
The War Minister
Inset

inspecting the
:

VISIT TO THE CITY.
Guard of Honour outside the Guildhall.

Lord Kitchener leaving the

War

Office.

be abandoned.
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LORD KITCHENER
The War Secretary

IN

THE
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CITY.

receives a great ovation from the crowd outside the Guildhall after his
recruiting speech.

In announcing on July 30 the postponement,
without prejudice, of the Amending Bill, Mr.

Asquith gave his reasons in language which
momentous debates

struck the keynote of the

which were to follow

:

We meet to-day, he said, under conditions of gravity
which are almost unparalleled in the experience of
every one of us. The issues of peace and war are
hanging in the balance, and with them the risk of a
catastrophe of which it is impossible to measure either
the dimensions or the effects. In these circumstances
it 13 of vital importance in the interests of the whole
world that this country, which has no interests of its
own directly at stake*, should present a united front,
ind be able to speak and act with the authority of an
undivided nation.
With the agreement
itself

truce

of the

to non-controversial

House to confine

business,

a party

was declared for the period of the national
and was only broken, as the Opposition

crisis abroad became momentarily overshadowed by doubts at home. The Government -in the persons of Mr. Churchill and Prince
Louis of Battenberg, his First Sea Lord had

the

already taken the prompt and invaluable step of
keeping the Fleet in a state of mobilization after
its

summer exercises. What would they do
?
Would they recognize obligations

further

though never specified or disclosed,
were tacitly endorsed by everyone who understood the situation ? Would the people on the
wliich,

other hand consent to shoulder.a burden which
had been so studiously kept. from their sight V
The Cabinet was in session almost without
intermission throughout that fateful Sunday
2), and by the evening the stem logic

(August

of events

had to

all

intents

and purposes swung

considered,

the country into war. The
already across the border.

(September

accompanied the actual bursting
was a magnificent demonstration

peril,

by Mr. Asquith's insisting on placing
the Home Rule Bill and the Welsh Church Bill
on the Statute-book about six weeks later
18).

Meanwhile the country went through another
anxious week-ends (August 1-3) when

of those

*

This speech was made at a moment when it was still
assumed to be possible that the neutrality of Belgium
might be respected.

The

On

the

closing

of

the

German

political

hosts were

ranks which
of the

storm

of patriotism.

same Sunday morning, as was afterLaw had addressed

wards revealed, Mr. Bonar

the following letter to Mr. Asquith
Lord Lansdowne and I feel it our duty

:

to inform

you

that, in our opinion, as well as in that of all the colleagues
whom we have been able to consult, it would be fatal to

60-2
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RIGHT HON.
Prime Minister and

H.

First

H.

ASQUITH,

the honour and security of the United Kingdom to
hesitate in-supporting France and Russia at the present

the

and we offer our unhesitating support to the
Government in any measures they may consider necessary

peace."

juncture

;

for that object.

Next day, a memorable Bank Holiday,

Edward Grey made

He
in

his

historic

Sir

statement.

began by recalling to the House the way
which during the last years, and notably

throughout the Balkan

worked with a

"
crisis,

single

we have

con-

mind, with

all

(Walton

Adams

& Sons.

Lord of the Treasury.
earnestness

in

our

power,

to

preserve

In the present crisis it has not been possible to secure
the peace of Europe, because there has been little time,
and there has been a disposition at any rate in some
to force things
quarters, on which I will not dwell
rapidly to an issue, at any rate, to the great risk of peace,
and as we now know, the result of that is that the policy
of peace, as far as the Great Powers generally are conI do not want to dwell on that, and
cerned, is in danger,
to comment on it, and to say where the blame seems to
us to lie, which Powers were most in favour of peace,

which were most disposed to

risk or

endanger peace

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAP.

RIGHT HON. DAVID LLOYD GEORGE.
Minister of Mi
because I would like the House to approach this crisis in
which we are now from the point of view of British
interests,

from

all

British honour, and British obligations, free
as to why peace has not boen
pass! 311

preserved.

After tracing the course of diplomatic conversations at the time of the Algeciras Conference and during the Agadir crisis, in order
to

show that nothing which had previously

taken place in the Government's diplomatic
relations with other Powers restricted the free-

287

[Walton

Adams

&

Sons.

nitii us.

dom

of the

what

their

Government and House to decide
present

attitude

should

be,

Sir

Edward Grey pointed out that the present
the previous ones, hcd not
with
originated
anything which primarily concerned France.
crisis,

unlike

I can say this with the most absolute conf.dence -no
Government and no country has less desire to be involved
in war over a dispute with Austria and Serbia than the
Government and the country of France. They are involved in it because of their obligation of honour under
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SPECIAL CONSTABLES IN THE CITY.
Inset
I
si.

i

Receiving instructions at Scotland Yard.

:

cave to the
lament

French

Ambassador

the

following

:

"

am

authorised to give an assurance that if the
Fleet comes into the Channel or through the
North Sea to undertake hostile operations against thI

German

French coasts or shipping, the British Fleet
the protection in its power. This assurance

will
is,

give

all

of course.

subject to the policy of His Majesty's Government receiving the support of Parliament, and must not be taken
as binding His Majesty's Government to take any action

above contingency of action by the
takes place."

until the
fleet

Edward Grey went on

Sir

treaty obligations

of

Belgium, and added

German

to describe the

Great Britain towards

:

We

definite alliance with Russia.
Well, it is only fair to
say to the House that the obligation of honour cannot
apply in the same way to us. We are not parties to the
We do not even know the
Franco-Russian Alliance
terms of that Alliance.

&

But

for

many

years England had had a long-

The French fleet is in the Mediterranean, and has for
some years been concentrated there because of the
feeling of confidence and friendship which has existed
between the two countries. My own feeling is that if a
foreign fleet engaged in a war which France had not
sought, and in which she had not been the aggressor,
came down the English Channel and bombarded and
battered the undefended coasts of France, we could not
stand aside and see this going on practically within sight
folded, looking on dispasI believe that would be the

arms

sionately, doing nothing
feeling of this country.

!

.

.

.

We

foel

strongly

that

France was entitled to know and to know at once
whether or not in the event of attack upon her
unprotected Northern and Western coasts she could
depend upon British support. In that emergency, and in
!

these

compelling

circumstances,

Meanwhile the King of the Belgians had
appealed to King George for the diplomatic
intervention of the British Government tc
the integrity of Belgium.
Now
England, in the words of Mr. Gladstone, had

safeguard

standing friendship with France.

of our eyes, with our

were sounded in the course of last week as to
whether if a guarantee were given that, after the war,
Belgian integrity would be preserved that would content
us.
We replied that we could not bargain away whatever
interests or obligations we had in Belgian neutrality.

yesterday

afternoon

an interest in the independence of Belgium which is wider
than that which we may have in the literal operation of
the guarantee. It is found in the answer to the question
whether, under the circumstances of the case, this
country, endowed as it is with influence and power,
would quietly stand by and witness the perpetration of
the direst crime that over stained the pages of history,
and thus become participators in the sin.
If in a crisis like this (said Sir Kdward Grey) we run
away from those obligations of honour and interest as
regards the Belgian Treaty, I doubt whether, whatever
material force we might have at the end, it would be of
very much value in face of the respect that we should

have

lost.

The one
tion

is

.

.

.

bright spot in the whole of this terrible situaIreland.
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Mr. Bonar

ment
words

of

Law

his

briefly assured the

support,

Govern-

with

concluding

the

THE SCRAP OF PAPER

:

The Government already know, but

I

289

give

them now

assurance on behalf of the party of which I am Leader
House, that in whatever steps they think it necessary to take for the honour and security of this country
they can rely on the unhesitating support of the Oppotlie

in this

sition.

Then Mr. Redmond, after admitting that in
past moments of stress the sympathy of the
Nationalists of Ireland, for reasons to be found

deep down in the centuries of history, had been
estranged from England, declared
:

To-day I honestly believe that the democracy of
Ireland will turn with the utmost anxiety and sympathy
to this country in every trial and every danger that
may overtake it. . I say to the Government that they
.

.

every one of their troops from
say that the coast of Ireland will be defended
from foreign invasion by her armed sons, and for this
purpose armed Nationalist Catholics in the South will be
only too glad to join arms with the armed Protestant
Ulstermen in the North.

may to-morrow withdraw
Ireland.

I

These several declarations
united as

From

it

left

had seldom been in

The Germans have broken their pledg
U1 '
and devastated Bel''

the House
its

ENLIST TO-DAY
THE "SCRAP OF PAPER."

the work in hand.

The action

of

Germany

overcame the doubts

!

history.

moment

the Government, enjoying
an immunity from criticism almost complete
and altogether unprecedented, settled down to
this

'

1

Country's honour bright by restoring BelgS&n
her liberty.

in invading

of those

Belgium

members

A

of the

Recruiting poster, showing a reproduction of
the treaty signed in 1839 guaranteeing the
independence and neutrality of Belgium.
I'almerston signed for Britain, Biilow
for Prussia.

LEND YOUR
FIVE SHILLINGS
TO YOUR COUNTRY

AND

Government who were

still

England's duty to her Allies,

unconvinced of

and thus saved the

country from a Cabinet

crisis

when, before

unity was

all

things,

at a

moment
essential.

what
would have happened if a change of Government had taken place, though it seems improbable that a Unionist Cabinet could have
counted on the same immunity from criticism
It

is,

therefore, unnecessary to consider

as that enjoyed, all too long, by the Ministers
in power.
Even before the

who continued
declaration of

war the

had been discussed.
the

obvious

WAR LOAN

POSTER.

it

that

seemed

moment

insuperable.

it

surrendering their povers and responsibilities
without the certainty of thereby adding to the

common advantage

?

Was

the country ripe

an experiment ? These questions
were to await an answer until circumstances
for so great

stronger

A

But

difficulties

was asked, could Unionists produce
effective cooperation by becoming a minority
in a Government which remained a party
Government ? Would they not merely be

How,

CRUSH
THE GERMANS

possibility of a Coalition

make a

than party considerations arose to
It remained to

Coalition inevitable.
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be seen

how

arrangement would justify

far the

the original anxiety as to its success.
On August 6 Mr. Asquith announced that

he had relinquished the post of Secretary of
State for War and that it had been accepted by

Lord Kitchener. The appointment was received
by the nation with the utmost satisfaction and
There had, as we saw in an earlier
chapter,* been a moment of intense anxiety
relief.

the Lord Chancellor, Lord Haldanc,
should be invited to return to his former
lest

position at the

War

Office.

occasion called, not for a

but

subtleties of debate,

for

It

was

man

felt

that the

skilled in the

a soldier

of

proved

experience in the organization of warfare.

It

was

of

freely

admitted that during his tenure

War Lord Haldane had

But in the case both
Lord Morley, Lord-President of the Council,
and of Mr. Burns, President of the Board of

his colleagues together.
of

moment seemed opportune for
Neither the advanced age of the
former nor the personal sympathies of (he
Trade,

the

retirement.

them any longer in forming part
a Cabinet from which, before all things,
strenuous labour and unanimity with regard
to the policy to be pursued were to be expected,
hitter justified
of

and on August 4 vlie two Ministers resigned, to
be succeeded respectively by Lord Beauchainp
and Mr. Runciman. At the same time Mr.
Trevelyan resigned the Parliamentary
Under-Secretaryship of the Board of Education,
and Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, who had been
C.

P.

efficiency of the

of Sir Edward Grey's
the
Chairmanship of the
diplomacy, resigned

Army. If, for the sake of the cheap applause
with which his party was ever ready to welcome

Parliamentary Labour Party.
The die once cast by England's declaration

office as

Minister of

done much to improve the

any apparent economy

in military expenditure,

an outspoken

of war, the

critic

House

of

Commons, awaking as
to work with a zeal and

he reduced the Artillery, he was to bo credited
with the foundation of the Territorial Force,

from an

and

in its long, eventful history.

for this, as also for his being

one of the

first

to realize the potentialities of military aeronautics, the country had abundant reason to be

But

grateful.

his

well-known predilections for

Germany rendered the prospect of his appointment to the War Office liable to arouse misapprehension in France. Above all, his inherent
desire to avoid unpopularity at

him

all

costs dis-

which many unpopuqualified
Nor had
lar actions might become necessary.
for a post in

the public forgotten that during the Army crisis
Lord Haldane, by the insertion of the word

"immediate" in the official report of a speech
on the coercion of Ulster, had, as it seemed,
sought to qualify in a highly important manner
the sense of his utterances in the House itself.
At this distance the incident, however unfortunate, appears trivial, but it was not so at the
time, and it undoubtedly injured Lord Haldane's
reputation for

straightforwardness to a very

first

The first war vote
100.000,000 and the increases of

of credit for

500,000 and 67,000 men
respectively were agreed to on Report without
Before the House was prorogued on
debate.
the

Army and Navy by

September 18 no fewer than 37 Emergency
for the
Bills of various kinds had been passed
examination.
close
most part without any
Among the more important measures were
those dealing with the Defence of the Realm
and those necessitated by the financial crisis.

The former, while avoiding the appearance

of

imposing martial law, did in fact place remarkably extensive powers in the hands of the
military authorities.
first

The

latter, of

was passed (on August

which the

3) before

war was

actually declared, authorized the proclamation of
a moratorium on certain payments. Confidence

that the Government had the situation well in

hand grew rapidly, largely owing to the

patriotic

action of the Press, which, while abstaining

serious degree.

For the

evil dream, set
unanimity which have never been surpassed

time, therefore, a

soldier with

from

criticism,

encouraged the people to adapt

no Cabinet experience became Secretary of
State for War.
Other Cabinet changes had
been
announced.
During the week
already

themselves

willingly

interference

with

involved

this

preceding the Government's momentous decision and while Germany's intentions were still
undeclared, the Prime Minister, in view of the

fell into abeyance,
the trade union leaders showing themselves
conspicuously public-spirited and the men

importance of standing before the world with
the support of an absolutely united Cabinet,

forgetting for the time their grievances in the
general enthusiasm for the country's cause.

had been engaged in

After lasting more than six months the strike
in the building trade in London was concluded

his familiar struggle to

See Vol.

I.,

p. 280.

keep

by

mass

the

to

their

liberty

unaccustomed

and comfort
Mean-

of legislation.

while, industrial disputes
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BRITAIN'S

NEW ARMY: LORD KITCHENER
Inset

anxiety to
months.

The period

:

Ministers

Mr. Bonar
during

Law

the

and the

preceding

of acquiescence in the desirability

avoiding controversy, so far as matters
relating to the war were concerned, lasted longer
than could have been expected, and certainly
of

longer than, as appeared later, was conducive
to the welfare of the State.
The chief source of
first few months
war was the House of Lords, which set a
good example to the House of Commons by
The tendriu-y
curtailing its Christmas holiday.
of Ministers, which had grown, as it always

constructive criticism in the
of the

grows, with the prolongation of their tenure of
office, to live exclusively in that politician's

by mutual consent at a moment when a national
was threatened. Other disputes which

heaven which ignores the existence of the
world without, was too deeply rooted to be

aggregate represented a serious amount
of industrial unrest were laid aside.
Equally
remarkable and significant was the entire

turbed even by a European war. No sooner hail
the first wave of excitement and the glamour of

abandonment

desire of the public for information

lock-out
in the

woman

the campaign in favour of
suffrage, which, with the concomitant

outrages on
the militant

of

property committed by
section, had caused additional

public

the great speeches died

away than the

real
dis-

natural

began to
Press Bureau was

An official
express itself.
established on August 8, with the promise that
all information which could be given without
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REVIEWING THE "SERVICE' BATTALIONS.
Hon. Sam Hughes

at Shorncliffe.

"

prejudice to the public interest
given fully and given at once."

should be

This

is

not

the place to consider how far the Press Bureau
carried out its duty efficiently. Opinions differ
as

whether

to

its

activities

considered, the worst

were,

managed

of all

as

many

Government's operations during the war.
What is certain is that, sheltering itself behind

the alleged wishes, now of our French Allies and
now of our naval and military authorities, the

the insufficiency

of separation allowances,

or

non-

they were

The truth about the Antwerp
exaggerated.
expedition could not expediently be revealed,
but the Government could do no wrong.
There can be no doubt that the policy

branches

of the

about

complaints

payment

of

impenetrable secre'oy with which the Govern-

ment
the

veiled their operations

common

cause.

It

was injurious

to

based on

may have been

of intense general anxiety,

the practice of countries in which, owing to
the existence of universal military service, the
conditions were altogether different from those

was only prevented from producing a disastrous
effect by the hitherto unimpaired confidence of

prevailing in England. It was more probably
duo to the ingrained habit of Liberal Ministers

the public in

its leaders.
Coupled with this
and intended, doubtless, to allay the
suspicions engendered by it, came a series of

of despising the intelligence of their supporters.

reticence

It

Government adopted an attitude
which, at a

moment

of reticence

soothing speeches, emphasizing the valour of
the British troops and the greatness of the
response to Lord Kitchener's appeal for men,

and

of

the

support

forthcoming

from

the

Empire. All was for the best. If new recruits
were lodged in scandalous conditions that was
inevitable in the circumstances.

If there

were

certainly indicated the

completeness with

which, in the

past Parliamentary generation,
the politicians had divorced themselves from
the opinion of those whose votes had put them
in power.

party

It

cry of

showed to what extent the old
"
Trust the People
had given

"

"
Trust the
place to the insidious substitute of
Government." No member of the Opposition,

which had so patriotically abandoned

its

right

603
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criticism, dreamed of embarrassing the
Government by extracting from them informa-

into the enlistment offices in response to

tion which could possibly be of service to the

accommodation, and,

of

What

Government failed to
realize was, first, that the enemy, and through
the enemy the whole outer world, was perfectly
well aware of the facts which were concealed
enemy.

the

from the public at home, and, secondly, that
the country was composed, not of excitable
children,

men and women,
make any sacrifices the moment

but

of

serious

prepared to
the necessity for those
to them.

was no

was explained

sacrifices

In the early days of the war there
"
"
to be overcome by
pessimism

cheerful assurances.

if

Perhaps,

the country

still

Lord

Not. only was

Kitchener's appeal for men.

more, equipment

lacking for those accepted, but the mere process
of enrolment was beset with difficulties which

could not fail to have a discouraging effect.
Nothing having been foreseen, the recruiting
"
officers had to
muddle through " as best they
could, and although in many cases goodwill

performed miracles, in others lack

of

guidance

adaptability to new
chilled the ardour of those wishing to volunteer.

and

ideas effectively

of

Nevertheless, the

first

100,000

men betwe >n

the

ages of 19 and 30 demanded by Lord Kitchener
were quickly forthcoming, under the i npulse

magnitude of its task
there might have been a stricter enquiry into
the steps which the Government were taking

a campaign of advertisement which was
later to assume the most humiliating forms.

But the country
and
arouse it, those same

appealed for another 100,000, the age limit
being raised to 35. At this period the average

had been aware

to

fulfil

of the

their responsibilities.

had been

lulled to sleep

when the time came

to

by

false prophets,

false prophets proved themselves incapable of
shaking off the habits of a political lifetime.
In the midst of the prevailing ignorance,

which the occasional sketches of past naval
and military operations vouchsafed by the
First

Lord

of the

Admiralty and the Secretary

War

only served to deepen, and in spite of
the general obscurantism of the Government,
for

several unpleasant truths were brought
efforts of

to the public

by the

members and

of the Press.

The

home

a few private
first

was that

the military authorities were largely unable to
cope with the flood of recruits which poured

of

Before a

month had

elapsed Lord Kitchener

enlistments from the whole country were stated
On September 10 Mr.
to be 30.000 a week.

Asquith announced that 438,000 had already
The establishment of the
been recruited.

Army was
end

raised

by a

By

further 500,000.

the

of October, in spite of strenuous appeals

to the patriotism of employers,

who

many

in

cases had placed obstacles in the way of their
men, there was a great falling off in the daily

average of enlistments.

Men

specialized

freely

joining

torials,

and various

were,

corps,

unofficial bodies

the

it

the

true,

Terri-

which were

country.
being raised throughout
the recruiting for what was popularly

TRENCH-DIGGERS MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL GUARD.

is

But
known
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as

Kitchener's

decline.

For

this the

themselves to thank.

"

showed a serious
Government had only
The habitual failure to

Army

the truth on the part of the only people

tell

who were

in

a position to know

it,

the altogether

was a new experience for a
which had been brought
to
concentrate
its
attention solely on its
up
"
"
to
be
reminded
that there was such
rights
a thing as " duty " too. Very surprising and
to face the facts.

shocking also

standard for recruits, which, however necessary

idea of

as a

veyed, as

first

for checking the

momentary expedient

overwhelming rush, undoubtedly produced
more men were not needed,

the impression that

these combined with stories of improper

all

It

generation of citizens

view of the situation produced by the
absence of news, the very raising of the height
false

295

our Allies, accustomed to
was the discovery that the
serving the country had to be conto

universal service,

were, for the

it

An

extraordinarily high percentage of the new
were married men.
The disastrous

treatment of the enlisted and uncertainty as

effects

on the cost

separation allowances and pensions to
the ardour to enlist.

robbing of war industries of

Under the

and

instigation of that portion of the

Press which had refused to be hoodwinked

by

both

of this indiscriminate recruiting,
of separation allowances

most

men,

patriotic

and

in the

of their best

many
were

frequently

pointed out to- the Government in vain. Lord
Kitchener had been entrusted with the task of

complacency, and which realized that
until the need for an unlimited supply of men

raising armies

had been properly explained to the country
its response would continue to be inadequate,
a variety of new methods were set on foot. An

altogether different conditions.

official

of this kind.

recruits

to the Government's intentions with regard to

damp

time to the

first

country by methods

people of this

had

existed,

on the voluntary system, which
and more or less sufficed, to meet

To

all

enquiries

Parliament and arguments in the Press the
Government were impervious. But still the cry
in

"

men and

appeal to householders to state the names of
members of their households who were willing

went up

was signed by Mr. Asquith, Mr. Bonar
Law, and Mr. Henderson, the new Chairman
of the Parliamentary Labour Party, and issued

restrictions,

from November

Instead, an active process of individual canvasWhile " international "
sing was set on foot.

to enlist

onward by the ParliaThe filling up
Committee.
mentary Recruiting
of the form was purely voluntary, and its issue,
which had been postponed at the wish of the

War

12

was at

Office,

first

confined to the rural

Eastern Command. The response
was so satisfactory that in November the War

districts of the

Office requested that the

form should be sent

and Western
and towns being
excluded. By the middle of December 4,400,000
householders had been circularized, and by
December 22 2,500,000 replies had been
to

the

Northern,

Commands,

received,

to

enlist.

meeting

and
filled

of
if

still

the

of

which

Lord

Southern

cities

large

225,000

Kitchener,

on November

9,

were

promises

a

Guildhall
"

at

asked for

men

for

Appeals

more men."

which would have enabled the
"

country to learn

were

still

for a relaxation of the censorship

the truth about the war,"

with

treated

high-handed

contempt.

matches were abandoned, partly from
the belief that, in default of them, spectators
would join the colours, though partly, no doubt,
football

for fear lest their

understood

continuance should be mis-

numerous proposals for
of recruits was brought

abroad,

improving the comfort
to the attention of the

adopted.

The

to revive recruiting,

an increase

Government and

result of all these

of

largely

measures waa

and when on November 16

another

1,000,000

men was

asked and granted the House sat back on its
"
benches and once more
trusted the Govern-

On November 17 Mr. Lloyd George
informed the House that there were at the
ment."

"

more men."

moment

air,

country under arms," and a few days later

Recruiting speeches
while every conceivable form

advertisement
to
the
appealed
eye,
not to the taste, of the beholder.
These

"
Join
advertisements, ranging from the simple
"
the Army Now
of the taxicabs to the highly
coloured pictures of the hoardings, in which

every sentiment from shame to anger was
adduced as a motive for enlistment, were, in

undoubted cleverness, a humiliating confession of the Government's reluctance

spite of their

at

Lord Kitchener,

least

2,000,000

in the

House

serving

the

of Lords, des-

cribed the rate of recruiting as approximately
30,000 a week, in addition to regiments raised

by particular localities.
The difficult question

of
pensions and
allowances to the dependants of soldiers next

the' House.
The numerous hardand incongruities of the existing arrangements were pointed out, and on the proposal

occupied

ships
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THE ROYAL NAVAL VOLUNTEER RESERVE.
Men

Bonar Law the matter was referred to

of Mr.

a

Glasgow anJ Clyde Divisions marching

of the

Committee.

small

changes were maoVin

amended

Ultimately, extensive
the Government's already

Much debate took

scale.

place as

to the proper machinery for the administration
of the allowances, but as regards the financial

aspect there was no disagreement as to the need
of combining generosity with justice.
As for
the alleged grievances in the matter of delayed
payment, they were attributable to the com-

plete inadequacy of existing

machinery

in the

grounds of the Crystal Palace.

allowances

for

partial

disablement

lowest grades ranged from

3s.

in

the

6d. to 17s. 6d.

The separation allowance in the cn.-f
making the usual allotment of 6d.
a day from their pay (and including that allotment) ranged from 12s. Od. a week, and was
irrespective of whether or not the wife was
a week.

of soldiers

"

On the whole, the Governopen to criticism in this particular

on the strength."

ment were

less

matter than in almost any of their proceedings.

for its

It

was the policy of Ministers or, rather,
of any consistent policy
with

enormously increased work.

the

The minimum weekly scale of pensions issued
November, 1914, while still open to amendmsnt, was much more liberal than that previ-

regard to alien enemies in the United Kingdom
that at this period chiefly strained the confidence

in

It failed to

ously in force.

cope satisfactorily
with the fact that the circumstances of the
material composing the huge new Army were
not only superior to but far less uniform than

those of the smaller

widow
from

of

7s.

dren to
with
four.

2s.
.

Army

6d.
1

a week in the absence of

a week

in the case of four children,

cases.

allowances

were

The minimum

grades

without

children

was

the

authorities

up

to

dis-

of the
14s.

week, which might be increased at the
of

in

given
total

men

ablement allowance for unmarried

cretion

chil-

additional for each child in excess of

Additional

necessitous

lowest

The

of the past.

a private received a pension ranging

23s.

a

absence

of the country.

Defence

of the

By

the Aliens Restriction Mini

Realm Acts of August

the Govern-

ment had taken extensive powers for dealing
both with the movements of aliens and with
The Prime Minister claimed that.
espionage.
"at once, or as soon as might be after the
outbreak of war

all

those persons who, after

years of careful

many

and continuous

obser-

vation," there was reason to suspect of being
The
spies had been arrested or interned.

Home

Office

was optimistic and did

in fact

lay hands on a number of obvious undeBut it was long before public opinion,
sirables.

a few cases by the breaking
induced
the authorities to reali/.e
windows,

expressing

dis-

of

The

that

itself in

more comprehensive measures were

re-
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Not

quired.

were
of

until

instructions

all

the beginning of October
given for the internment

male

unnaturalized

military

The

age.

dation at once arose.

enemy

aliens

of

accommoquestion
Certain accommodation
of

was forthcoming, notably at Olympia, in the
neighbourhood of Aldershot, and in the Isle
of Man.
Then the internment instructions
were

countermanded,
countermanded within

and

again

days.

From

reissued,

n

few

297

inveterate desire of the politician to disclaim
while magnifying the work
responsibility,

accomplished by his Department.
Meanwhile, it was obvious that the lack of
actually

co-ordination between the naval and military
authorities
authorities

on the one hand and the police
on the other produced the most

October to May, except in a few special cases,
enemy aliens were left undisturbed. In the
following September the

was

still

work

of

internment

incomplete.

In comparison with other countries there was
"
a praiseworthy absence of
spy mania." But
.

was forthcoming that the
espionage was not confined to

plenty of evidence

danger

of

unnaturalized enemies.
in

The Home

face of an anxious House,

Secretary,

exhibited

the

RECRUITING IN REGENT STREET, LONDON.
Miss Alice

I.

akin singing outside the Polytechnic Institute.
in

Edinburgh.

Inset

:

Recruits for the Black

Watch
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unfortunate incoherence in practice. In reply
to suggestions that the whole matter should

he in the hands
Air.

of

a single responsible Minister,
in March that there

MeKenna announced

was no

authority,

The

work.

the

Department of State, except the
which could undertake

single

military

sole

internment of aliens and their release from

internment had rested, except for an interof two or three weeks, with Lord

regnum

who was

Kitchener,

that responsibility.
pointed out with

to

unwilling

relinquish

their policy.

proclamation

for

prohibitions

The debate, otherwise inconclusive,
of leaderless Ministers

working without co-ordination.
In May public opinion on the subject beto

tho

The English race

strong.

The

wrath.

while

country,

is

slow

resenting

enjoyed by alien enemies
with the treatment of British

freedom

compared

as

Germany, had not yet lost con" the Government
that, after all,

subjects in
fidence

knew best." Even the shameful
bombardment of defenceless coast towns
probably

had

aroused

little

resentment.

active

But,

stirred by the wholesale murders of those on
board the Lusitania and the shock to civilized

ideas caused by the use of poisonous gases at
the Front, the wrath of the nation, at home

and throughout the Empire, was no longer to
be restrained. It became obvious that, if
only for their own protection, Germans and
Austrians must be segregated on a comprehensive scale.

months

On May

13,

more than nine

after the outbreak of war, Mr. Asquith

male enemy aliens of
all
Males above
interned.
would
be
military age
"
unless
would
be
deported
military age

announced

grounds
ment."
cases

"

were

would

be

exceptional treat"
children
in suitable

for

repatriated.

"

Naturalized

would be interned

proved necessity or danger.

advisory body
set

and

of hostile origin

in cases of

be

shown

Women
"

persons

that

of

An

a judicial character was to

up to consider claims

for

exemption

The Home Secretary
would be responsible for ascertaining who were
the persons to whom the new policy applied.
Mr. Bonar Law, in expressing his approval,
from the general rule.

prohibiting

with

trading

issued on

August 5, the day
after the declaration of war, and was extended
to Austria-Hungary a week later.
It was
obscure in many points, and an explanation
of it was published on August 22.
By a second

the

a painful impression

came too

proclamation

enemy was

Law

Government, as a whole, were responsible
left

A
the

that

force

curious

tions to declare their loyalty.

In reply Mr. Bonar
crushing

Two

outside.

public

phenomena which followed the Government's
decision were the embarrassing rush of enemy
aliens to surrender to the police and the
haste of naturalized members of City institu-

the

for

responsibility

the

of

feeling

of

the

9

September

were

and

restated

various

extended.

were published on Sep8, 1914, and January 7,

Further extensions

tember 30 and October

Under

1915.

these regulations, which proved

exceedingly necessary, a number of prosecutions took place.
Among them was one which
resulted in the conviction of a firm of

Glasgow
merchants for being instrumental in supplying
part of a cargo of iron ore to Messrs. Krupps

and other German firms.
One of the first and most widely felt consequences of the outbreak of war was>a rise in
the cost of living.

was

have

to

This natural phenomenon

which

classes of

all

effects.

far-reaching

indeed, to cause the

first rift

It

was,

in the unity with

the population had -em-

barked upon the war. Nothing had been more
remarkable than the way in which, hi the face
of the common danger, employers and employed
alike

had

called a truce in the stubborn con-

which had been raging lor the past four
years.
Prompt steps were taken to minimize
flicts

distress

resulting

from

the

dislocation

of

The absorption into the Army of
industry.
men
thrown out of work during the first
many
of
shock, and the foundation of Queen
days
and
other funds for finding re-employMary's
ment for women, gave time for the working
population to adjust itself to the new conditions.
Before the end of September the Local Government Board was able to report that, with an

abundance
abnormal
in

all

of

relief

distress.

schemes,

Money,

there

Much

others, flowed like water.

doubtless, was ill-spent.
It was not until the war was

that industrial difficulties

was no

in this respect as

first

five

of

months

it,

old

threatened to

took occasion to point out that, just as the
Government had lagged behind the House of

harmony of the country. But
the
congested state of the ports and
already
had
raised the price of foodstuffs and
railways

Commons in the matter, so the House of
Commons had lagged behind the general

some other commodities to an unusual pitch,
The people murmured, being convinced that

impair

the
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"NOSING" A SHELL.
The metal cylinder is being heated in a furnace by the man seen in the foreground, who passes it on to
his mate, who puts the glowing end beneath a press which gives the
cylinder the conical head on which the
percussion or fuse cap

better organization

is

Walls of shell are banked up behind the long

eventually fixed.

on the part

of the

Govern-

ment would have obviated many of these
difficulties, and being naturally incapable of
appreciating the equally responsible effect of
the rise in freights and the interference with

normal

trade

routes.

Added

to

this

there

gradually grew up a belief in the minds even of

men who were
regular

receiving better wages for

more

work than they had ever known before

that the employers were

making

large fortunes

lines of

workers.

at their expense.
In the middle of January a
dispute arose in the West Yorkshire coalfield

concerning the interpretation of an award given
under the Minimum Wage Act in the previous
July.

cession
"

A

strike was only averted by the conby the coalowners of the men's demands

during the continuance of the war." Simultaneously, the railwaymen, who had agreed at
the outbreak of war to postpone the negotiation
of

a

new scheme

for

improving their condition

THE COALITION CABIN T
Mr. Arthur Henderson, President of
Chancellc >f
| 4. Mr. Winston Churchill.
(Non-party)! 7. Mr. H. H. Asquith, P. *
il
(1.) I 10. Mr. Lewis Harcourt, First Cor
1.

(L.)

Sir
16.

Edward Grey. Secretary
Mr. Autfustine

ture (U.)

19. Sir

Lansdowne,

aoo

No

Birrcll,

of State for Foi
Chief Secretar

Edward Camon.

Portfolio (U.).

'.*

>^

Attoi rl

FOR THE GREAT WAR.
Board of Education (Lab.) ; 2. Mr. Aiuten Chamberlain, Secretary of State for India (II.) ; 3. Mr. T. McKinnon Wood, Secretary for Scotland
the Duchy of Lancaster (L.) ; 5. Mr. Bonar Law, Secretary of State for the Colonies (U.) 6. Lord Kitchener. Secretary of State for War
Minister and First Lord of the Treasury (L.) : 8. Lord Crewe, Lord President of the Council (L.) ; 9. Mr. Lloyd George, Minister of Munitions
12. Sir Stanley Buckmaster, Lord Chancell r (L.) ; 13.
sioner of Works (L.) ; 11. Mr. Reginald McKenna, Chancellor of the Exchequer (L.)
Affairs II..) I 14. Sir John Simon. Secretary of State for Home Affairs (L.) : 15. Mr. Walter Runciman, President of the Board of Trade (L.) ;
Ireland (L.) i 17. Mr. Walter Long, President of the Local Government Board (U.) ; 18. Lord Selborne, President of the Board of AgriculGeneral (U.) i 20. Lord Curzon of Kedleston. Lord Privy Seal (U.) ; 21. Mr. A. J. Balfour. First Lord of the Adm'ralty (U.) ; 22. Lord
;

:
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MUNITION WORKERS.
Centre Stamping
Recruits enrolling in London.
out a section for ammunition
:

pouches.

which had been maturing for some time past,
came forward with demands which were tem-

by the usual compromise.
war bonus of 5s. a week
The men
3s. a week in the
received
all round
they
less
30s. a week and
than
case of those earning
porarily

satisfied

asked for a
;

2s. in

the case of those earning 30s. or more.

Henceforward

for

months the history

of

labour

presents a painful spectacle to the historian
for
painful not because the men's demands

higher wages to meet

the increased cost

of

living were unpatriotic or unreasonable, but
because of the failure of the Government to

handle the question on any carefully thoughtout lines. The hearts of the wage-earning class,
as a whole, were not less earnestly engaged in

war than those of other classes. But, failing
any endeavour on the part of the Government
the

to render the true seriousness of the situation
clear to

reverted

them, the trade unions instinctively
to their time-honoured practices.

Disputes were settled on the old lines

by bargainwhich, after a grievous waste of time, the
generally received all, or most, of what

ing, in

men

they claimed.
sea of

Meanwhile, in the midst

demands, concessions,

ferences, negotiations, strikes
of

reprisals,

of

a

con-

and resumptions

work, the war tended to sink out of sight.
strike of engineers on the Clyde brought

A

matters to a climax.

AN ETON BOY OPERATING A

DRILL.

The Government

vened, calling upon the

men

to resume

inter-

work
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MUNITION WORKERS.
Clerks at work at a London Factory. They gave
two hours each evening and Saturday afternoons
to the work.

Mr. Lloyd George, in a notable

immediately.

Bangor on February 28, at length
showed that he had the courage and imaginaspeech at

tion to take the nation into his confidence.
"
are conducting a war as if there was

We

no war," he

said,

intolerable that the

pointing out that it was
life of Britain should be

imperilled for the matter of a farthing

an hour.

We

have raised the largest voluntary Army that hos
been enrolled in any country or any century the large; t
voluntary Array, and it is going to be larger. I saw a
very fine example of that Army this morning at Llandudno. I attended a service there, and I think it was
about the most thrilling religious service I have ever
been privileged to attend. There were men there of
every

class,

every position, every calling, every condition

The peasant had left his plough, the workman
had left his lathe and his loom, the clerk had left his desk,
the trader and the business man had left their countinghouses, the shepherd had left his sunlit hills and the
miner the darkness of the earth, the rich proprietor had
left his palace and the man earning his daily bread had
quitted his humble cottage.
of

life.

In contrast with
Mr.
the

this picture of

unanimity,

Lloyd George described in vivid words
manner in which a fortnight of work

absolutely necessary for the defences of the

country had been set aside by the dispute
between masters and men upon the Clyde.
How, he asked, was it to be stopped ?
"
Are we always to give way ? "
Employers are making their fortune?
out of an emergency of the country, why are we not to
have a share of the plunder ? " " We work harder than
All I can say is, if they do,
ever," say the workmen.
they are entitled to their share. But that is not the

Employers

Workmen

will say,

"

say,

MORE ETON BOYS AT WORK.
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Who

point

wron^.

i-

right

i'h.T,' i-

:

Kood

it

Who

i-

ill-ill

I"

wron!

They an- Loth

?

"aid

>'" r

1

"

1

;l "'

rr

"

"

to !' -.aiil a-am-' compulsory arbitration.
tho war the Go\ eminent ought to have
work should
Ml,, all these 'lifferenecs. iinii th.Ih| WMrkninn ought to get more. Very well,
If ho
out und give, it to him.
li-t the Government fin.l ii
The
his tools.
ought not, til.- 11 ho ought not to throw up

sn-t

iiiniiinit

Inn

(luring

pouniry cannot afford

employers

Tin- war

is

to

I

to

refti-e.

Thcri-

of tho liovprnineni.

di-iiiiiiid

do not
workmen nnd
and

di-a-icr,

comply with tlio urgent
must IIP no delay.
not going to be fought mainly on tlip

will

tlii-y

is

come- holm-

this

in, ,in, -in

It

it.

nnd I'olnnd. Jt, is going to bo
workshops of France and Great Hritnin.

t.iiildiflds of H-liMiiin
,

!

The men. who hud thrown over
sible loaders for

trcmi-ts were

their respon-

an executive committee

MTV

little

moved by

of ex-

his exhorta-

"But we want more
for disquiet.
He went on to invite the trade unions
"
to organize the
to help the Government
forces of labour."
By this he meant not only
still

ics>

men."

the relaxation of restrictions for the period of
the

war and

Government contracts, but

for

men

the releasing of
substitution,
"
I

wherever

do not say,"

lie

the

for

Army by

possible,

"

mildly observed,
I only

throw

that

a possible thing to do.
tentatively in the hope that something
is

the

women.

of

it

it

out

may

gentlemen, and that they may be
able to assist us in that matter."
Appeals for
unions
trade
to
men and tentative suggestions
occur to

hoii.

thoir independence, they

these were the preoccupations of the Government at this period of the war. But the real

gradually returned to work. Strikes, however,
continued in other parts of the country.

need of the moment, as the House was soon to
discover, was not men but munitions.

On March 9 Mr. Lloyd George took the House
of Commons by surprise by producing a new

On February 4 a Committee on Production
had been appointed to report on the best way
to get a full output from the engineering and

Hut

tions.

after remaining out for

longer, in order to

show

the most far-reaching
In introducing tho measure, the

Defence of the Realm
of the series.

a fow days

Chancellor of the

Bill,

Exchequer

on the

insisted

importance to the country of an increased
output of munitions of war. The Government
vital

had already obtained power to take over any
works in which war material was being pro-

Power was now sought to take over

duced.

works which might be adapted for
purpose. There was no opposition to

in addition

that

the proposal, the only feeling being one of
surprise that the Government should not have

made it half a year before. It is probable that
few members of the House, and certain that
few people in the country, realized the new
cause of anxiety with which Mr. Lloyd George's
Bill
its

was concerned, and which, together with

own

internal differences of opinion, were to

lead to a reconstitution of the Government.

The House had been
about

such

employment
censorship, a

that

the

reported that

establishments

working for the

On
it

February 20 the Committee
had been represented to them

very strongly by both the Admiralty and the
War Office that there was " a present and
continuously increasing

need for

shells

It

was doing everything

it

could to end the war.

A

few days later, when Mr. Lloyd George
introduced his Bill, Mr. Bonar Law returned
to the point.

had

in

The Committee on Production

the interval found

"

necessary to
emphasize very strongly the need of a rapid
and continuous increase " in the output of
all munitions of war.
But neither the House
it

the

Government, and the Government had con-

the

cealed the truth.

as

inoculation,

on

farms,

demand by

Government
rise

the Labour Party
should ''prevent the
in

the necessities of

life,"

and an alleged unbusinesslike arrange-

ment

in connexion with the purchase of timber.

On March

15 Lord Kitchener

made

liament

had reassembled,

and

delivered

began he showed that the supply of
not in

"

it

varied from

week to

week, and possibly at the present moment if
little more energy were to be
put into recruitwould
it
not
be
out
of
On the
ing
place."

a

whole there had been no cause

for discontent,

a

grave and important speech. For the first
time in his public utterances since the war

of State for

February 8 Mr. Tennant, Under-Secretary
War, had assured the House that
"
"
had
been very satisfactory."
Of
recruiting

his first

appearance hi the House of Lords since Par-

On

course," he added,

and

was Mr. Bonar Law who was tho
first to express, on March 1, a doubt whether
in the matter of munitions the Government'
fuses."

nor the country had any evidence as to the
exact position of affairs. It had trusted the

child-labour

continuance of the

Government.

recently agitating itself

questions
of

shipbuilding

itself

sufficient for victory.

men was
He dealt

almost entirely with the output of war material
and the necessity of making the best possible
use of the available machinery. He pointed
out that unless the whole nation cooperated
"
not only in supplying the manhood of the

country to serve in our ranks, but also in

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
the

supplying

necessary

arms,

ammunition,

successful operations in the
various parts of the world in which we are

and equipment,
engaged

will

be very seriously hampered and

Notwithstanding the
to meet requirements, he said,
delayed."

efforts

made
not
our

We have unfortunately found that the output is
not fulfil
only not equal to our necessities, but does
that the supply of
expectations. ... I can only say
war material at the present moment and for the next
two or three months is causing me very serious anxiety,
and I wish all those engaged in the manufacture and
is absolutely
supply of these stores to realize that it
essential not only that the arrears in the deliveries of
our munitions of war should be wiped off, but that the

the utmost
output of every round of ammunition is of
importance and has a large influence on our operations
in the field.

He

laid stress

on the various causes which
absence,

had contributed to the shortcomings
slack work,
irregular time-keeping,
"
on
of
drink,"
cases the temptations

"

in

some

more than

one occasion the restrictions of trade unions."
But there was no suggestion that these defects

accompanied by failure on the
to make the best use
part of the Government
which
material
of the
lay ready to their hands.
Government had hitherto
the
of
As a matter fact,

had

been

sought to meet the demand merely by giving
firms and
huge orders to the great armament
to make what arrangements
sub-contractors, as they had
with
they could

leaving

them

been accustomed to do
sequently

many

firms

305

in

pek:e-time.

Con-

were trying to do work

which they were very imperfectly equipped,
and delays in delivery were inevitable. Meanwhile the columns of the Press teemed with
for

the complaints of manufacturers who, filled
with a patriotic desire to help to the best of
their ability,

were discouraged by months of
fruitless

red

tape

and

failure to get either instructions or orders.

correspondence,

journeys,

No wonder that the impression had got about
among the men that there could not, after all, be
any particular urgency.
Mr. Lloyd George's reply to the criticism
that the Government should have brought in
the Bill before was that he did not think it
would have been

"
justified

unless they felt

that they could not get on very much farther
without it." To this Mr. Bonar Law, with a
far truer sense of the feeling of the country,

powers sought under the
Bill could have been obtained just as readily
Mr. Lloyd
six months previously as now.
told the
had
he
as
George told the Hou&e,
"
war
conduct
not
we could
workmen, that

retorted

and

still

that the

allow business to be conducted as

on the other hand,
"
business as
conduct
to
that the tendency
"
from
counteracted
been
usual
might have

usual."

It

is

certain,

STOCK OF SHELLS READY FOR DISPATCH.
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the

Government had been open with

the

first if

and Drink

and, as far as I can see, the greatest
these three deadly foes is Drink."
Ever
anxious to sacrifice himself even in minor

the manufacturers.
this moment, however, Mr. Lloyd
decided
to take the business men into
George
his confidence, and announced that the idea

April

7,

March 30 wrote

the

to

good, the King on
Chancellor of
the

"

if it were deemed advisable
Exchequer that
he would be prepared to set the example by

giving

appointment, announced on
a War Office Committee " to take

the

of

common

matters, for the

was to get a business man " a good strong
"
business man with some push and go in him
-at the head of the organization.
The first
step

;

of

From

was

307

up

all

alcoholic liquor himself

orders against

Household."

and issuing

in the

its

consumption
Royal
His Majesty's letter, which was

steps

to provide such addibe required to secure that
the supply of munitions of war shall be sufficient to meet all requirements."
The announce-

followed on April 6

may

in question, received

ment, after nearly a month's delay, caused a
lively disappointment, not because the ener-

plated drastic legislation in the direction of

the

necessary

tional labour as

Mr.

shipowner,

getic

M.

G.

Booth,

name was most prominently

by the issue of the orders
an immediate voluntary
response from the country and Empire. For a
while it looked as if the Government contemprohibition.

But, as The Times insisted, the drink question
had been allowed to overshadow the real

whose

associated with

Committee, was not a highly efficient
man, but because it was clear that the coach
had not yet been lifted out of the old rut.
But there was little pretence that the apthe

Booth

the

of

pointment

solved the problem.

Committee

Not compulsory
organization

men

with

had

Kitchener's

into use

and

recruiting

had been

slackness

was

filled

its Easter holiday, and the
by a new campaign, which,

without seriously affecting matters,

for

utilize to

No

the full

neglected.

The
some

in

might

loss of

time

degree

be

they were far more
The
certainly due to overwork and fatigue.
attributable

Parliament took

war work was needed.

national resources. Factories employed
on Government work had been over-driven,
while others which might have been brought

agents.

interval

self-denial

the

It

Lord

of

producing war material.
but an entire re-

of

attempt had been made to

appeared that all that
had happened was the creation of a recruiting
agency for the armament works to compete
for

that

problem

to

drink

;

primary reason why the country was short of
munitions was not drink at all. The real

the

George

remedy was to deal with the muddle at the War
Office and to put an end to the tradition that
only soldiers could control war manufactures.

intention to impose a limita-

It .was not surprising that the net result of

tion of profits on works controlled by the
Government, and requested that, in return,

the drink campaign, in spite of an explanatory
letter from Mr. Lloyd George, was to annoy
the sober workmen (the vast majority), who

moment

distracted

with

conference

March

on

unions

announced

public

his

attention.

At a

of

trade

representatives
17

Mr.

Lloyd

workmen should abandon stoppages of
work (pending the reference of disputes to an
and should suspend,
arbitration tribunal)
where necessary, all rules and regulations
tending to restrict output. But he went on
to lay stress on reports which he had received
from the Admiralty and War Office to the effect

the

had been doing

their best

from the beginning,

by confusing them with the weaker brethren
for

whom

unusually high wages had facilitated

existing habits of intemperance.
On April 10 the formation of the North-East

Coast Armaments Committee, on which the

and the

Government

that excessive drinking on the part of the work-

men,

men

(admittedly a minority) in some districts
was gravely interfering with the work. The

Departments were represented, was hailed with
It was heartily welcomed at a
public relief.

was taken up throughout the
for a time it seemed, to judge
and
country,
from reported utterances, that drink was
really at the bottom of all the labour troubles.

meeting

Mr. Lloyd George himself went so far as to say
" Drink is
doing us more damage in the war

about the

latter

idea

:

than

all

the

and again,

"

German submarines put

together,"

We are fighting Germany,

Austria,

the

employers,

of

21

engineering

societies at Newcastle,

to

the

Prime Minister containing the bluff
"
We do not want any more speeches

assertion

:

failings of the workers, the

Government
and get on with
or the

and shipbuilding

which sent a resolution

;

employers

we want to pull together
it.
You may tell Lord

Kitchener that we shall deliver the goods."

////;
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BARBED WIRE
These obstacles have to be

A

few days later a great step in advance was
A new committee was appointed, presided over by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

revealed

himself and including representatives of the

failure of the British attacks in the districts

made.

War

Admiralty, the

Board

Treasury, the
The first task of

Office, the

and others.
was to ascertain the

of Trade,

the committee

of the problem,

the second to

full

map

extent

out the

whole country and draw every available factory
and workshop into the scheme. The great
merit of the scheme was that it loft the War
Oftiee free to concentrate

overwhelming task
the

new

other

armies.

hand,

lest

upon the sufficiently

of organizing

and training

There was danger, on the
the

Government

should

The truth was, though
until

Correspondent

May
of

"

Fromelles and Richebourg, that
the want
of an unlimited supply of high explosives was
of

a

fatal

bar to our success."

Public opinion at

awoke to the fact that the shell problem
was far more vital than all the rest put together.
Not only was the Army provided with inlength

sufficient shells of

any kind, but

of the

work

in hand.

It

needed the man-killing
it need the

The Governwarning. As long

trench-battering high explosive.

correspondent, in a letter to

war.

especially

shrapnel, indeed, but far more did

What was

equally essential was that
the country should be told the truth about the

it

lacked the kind best suited to the character

ment had had plenty

least

fully

Military

The Times explained the

imagine that by the mere appointment of
committees it had done all that was needed.
at

was not

it

when the

14,

before

as

September

of

18

a

well-informed

The Times, had

out the absence of any systematic
attempt to secure a maximum production of
pointed
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ENTANGLEMENTS,
swept away by shell

fire.

am

the various commodities, including arms and
ammunition, required by the new armies. As

confident that this is the

already mentioned, the Committee on Production had urged the need of an increased

great results can be obtained with a minimum
But three days after the publication
of loss."

output of shells. Sir John French was reported
on March 22 as saying that the problem of the
"
muniwar was a comparatively simple one

of the dispatch

tions,

That

more munitions, always more munitions.
is

the essential question, the governing

all progress, of every leap forward."
he
told Lord Durham, in a conversaSimilarly

condition of

13, "I know when the
make our great move we
can break through the Germans. But I know
what wo want and must have, and that is

tion published

time comes

on April

for us to

more and more munitions."
on the battle

of

In his dispatch
Chapelle, dated April 5,

Neuve

the Field-Marshal wjote

An almost unlimited

necessary and a most
power as to its use must

supply of ammunition
liberal discretionary

"
:

is

be given to the

artillery

of

commanders.

T

only means by which

The Times Military Corre-

spondent, machines and men were reported to
bo standing idle on the Clyde simply on account
of trade

to

union restrictions which were supposed

have been relaxed.

The appointment of the Munitions of War
Committee and a number of local committees
was followed by some remarkable inconsistencies of statement

on the part

of Ministers.

April 20 Mr. Asquith went to Newcastle
to appeal to the munition workers to increase
His speech was full of soothing
their output.

On

and

comforting

reference

assurances

whatever

to

;

drink.

there

was no

He

defended

Government against charges of remissness,
and, apparently forgetting Lord Kitchener's

the

'////;
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fa

50O

Tendt-'niy

balls & shfll splmlers
of spread

downwaixlsi fhnshapecl

THE POWER OF THE FIELD ARTILLERY SHELLS.
Shrapnel shell breaking over

own statement

in

the

House

of

enemy communication
Lords on

why,

trenches and scattering 400 balls.
if

the Cabinet Committee appointed in
failed, it was now necessary
new committees and take

March 15, deliberately affirmed that there
was not a word of truth in the statement

September had not

" that the
operations not only of our Army
but of our Allies were being crippled, or at any

additional powers for the purpose.

rate hampered,

by our

failure

to provide the

necessary anvuunition." Nor, he added, was
there any more truth in the suggestion that
the
al'.'e

Government had only recently become
to the importance and urgency of these

matters.

What

lie

omitted to indicate was

to

appoint two

Mr. Lloyd

George, however, in the House of Commons,
while equally extolling the great work already

accomplished by the Government, admitted
that the War Office had realized

frankly
neither

how

great would be the expenditure

ammunition nor that high -explosive shell
would " turn out " to be the right thing.
of

THE POWER OF THE FIELD ARTILLERY SHELLS.
High-Exolosive shell breaking fortiBed enemy entrenchments.
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make

still
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wondering what to

it, Mr. Lloyd George came out with
series of proposals for remedying the evils

.a

of

caused by drinking on the part of munitions
workers.
The duty on spirits was to be
doubled. There was to be a graded surtax on
the heavier kinds of beer. The duty on wines was
to be quadrupled, not because the consumption

wine had anything directly to do with the output of munitions, but as a sop to the beer and
of

drinking classes. Power was sought to close
or control for the period of the war public houses in any particular area. The proposals,

spirit

which were apparently framed without consultation with any of the political parties, were
received with general protests, except from the
usual temperance advocates. It was felt that
the Chancellor of the Kxchcquer was trying
to smuggle through a temperance or a Budget
measure under cover of munitions of war,

and

that

the

noticeable,

evils

of

drinking,

especially

not in the ammunition business

but in the shipbuilding trade and the transport
might have been attacked without

service,

mass of the temperate
As matters turned out, the tax

interference with the

population.

proposals were withdrawn after a few days,
and a compromise was arrived at on the basis

of the entire prohibition of the sale of immature
The only part of the scheme to pass
spirits.

LORD
Head of

FISHER.

Committee of the Inventions

the Central

Board.

Nor

Jockey Club.

did the Universities need

the sale of intoxicating liquor in munitions,

persuasion to abandon the Boat-race.
From the first moment of the war they had

transport and

realized intensely the seriousness of the task

was that concerning the control

into law

camp

of

areas.

The

the propriety of conquestion of
"
"
had been raised
tinuing
Sport as usual
from an early period in the wur. International

had been abandoned on
December 4, but it was not until May 19 that
the Government conveyed to the Jockey Club
matches

football

its

decision that

all

race meetings in Great

Britain, with the exception of those at

New-

market, should be suspended from May 24.
This action, apparently the result of the
strongly expressed views in a remarkable series
of letters to The Times, was at once accepted
by the Jockey Club. The correspondence was

any

before the nation,

and already at least twoOxford and

thirds of the undergraduates of

Cambridge were under arms, including every

member
larly
sities

of the previous year's crews.

Simi-

from the outset the more modern Univervied with each other not only in supplying
the forces, but in working at munitions

officers to

and

in prosecuting valuable technical researches.

As

for

cricket,

all

first-class

matches were

abandoned, and Lord's Cricket Ground became
a place of military training.

By

the middle of

May

the public had begun
was seriously amiss

remarkable not only for the interest which it
aroused, but for the eminence of many of those

to realize that something

who took

problems of the war. The discrepancies and
contradictions between the utterances of Lord

part in

it,

on one

side or the other.

Among them were Lady Roberts, the Dukes of
Rutland and Portland, Lord Rosebery, Lord
Dunraven, Lord Curzon, Lord Newton, Lord
Heneage, Lord Hamilton of
R. Lethbridge, Mr. H. Chaplin,
Mr. Frederic Harrison, and the Stewards of the
Winchilsea, Lord
Dalzell,

Sir

with the Government's handling of the various

Kitchener, Mr. Asquith, and Mr. Lloyd George
of munitions, the chaotic treat-

on the subject

ment

of the

internment question, which cul-

minated in assaults by the
aliens,

mob on enemy

the growing tendency of the Cabinet
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infusion of
prepared to welcome the
Government were still
into the

new blood
doubtful

the absence of any
whether a Coalition,
not
lack the stimulus
official Opposition, might
even
the restrained
which
action
to energetic
in

criticism prevailing during the

war had tended

to supply.

But events were moving rapidly. In the
House of Commons on May 12 Mr. F. II.
Booth, a Liberal Member, asked the Prime
"
Minister
whether, in view of the war and in
view of the steps necessary to be taken in order
to grapple with the rearrangement of industry
life consequent upon a prolonged
would consider the desirability
he
struggle,
of admitting into the ranks of Ministers leading

and

social

members

of the various political parties in the

House."

Mr. Asquith replied that, while the
was greatly indebted to the

Government
leading

members

of all parties for suggestions

and assistance on certain specific subjects,
"
not in contemthe step suggested was
plation,"

and he wa? not aware that

it

would

meet with general assent.
But two days later was published the
patch of the
Times.

that something

MR. BALFOUR,
First

on individual Ministers

even the rare and moderate criticism to which
the Opposition had confined itself all these
of
considerations suggested the necessity
dissatisAdditional
comprehensive changes.

with the Government's handling of
was caused by the belief that the invasion of Gallipoli, with its rumoured enormous
casualty list, had been mismanaged, as a
faction
affairs

beginning. Nor did the
progress of our arms in the Western theatre of
war appear to be justifying the losses incurred.
policy,

from

the

There was something amiss, not only with the
national organization of the country, but with

the internal condition of the Cabinet

was

seriously amiss with the

supply of munitions.

Lord of the Admiralty.

to resent as attacks

The

itself.

Not only among the Opposition but also
among political supporters of the Cabinet there
was a growing feeling that the time had come
lor the constitution of a Government of Public

dis-

Military Correspondent of The
public at last began to realize

The Opposition

leaders

"

Trust the
saw that the well-meant policy of
"
had run its course. Anxious
Government
discussions led to more general conferences.

There was talk of an

"

ultimatum " to the

Prime Minister, and something of the kind
was almost launched when matters were suddenly precipitated by another and quite independent crisis inside the Government. During
the week-end of May 15-17 it became known
that Lord Fisher had resigned his office as
First Sea Lord of the Admiralty.

This untoward

occurrence,

the

details

which were naturally largely matter

of

of con-

was attributed to disagreement,
partlytemperamental.partlydue to fundamental
divergence in vital matters of policy, between
jecture,

the two

men

in chief control of the British

Navy. The tendency of the First Lord, Mr.
Winston Churchill, to assume responsibilities

and override

his expert advisers

on questions
known. He

Safety which should combine the best brains
of both political parties.
On the other hand,

of the gravest

a Coalition was naturally disthe
tasteful to those who had not yet succeeded

personal appearances at the Front in circum-

idea,

of

emancipating themselves from the political
ideas of peace-time, while many who were
in

import

vvas

well

had been conspicuous during the war
stances which harmonized

ill

with the proper

functions of a civilian Minister.
large share,

for his

though by no means the

He had a
sole share,

LORD LANSDOWNE,

MR. LLOYD GEORGE,

MR. WINSTON CHURCHILL,

Minister without Portfolio.

Minister of Munitions.

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.

MR.
The Chancellor

McKENNA,

R.
of the Exchequer, and Mrs.

McKenna.

SIR F. E. SMITH, Solicitor-General, and
SIR EDWARD CARSON, the Attorney-General.

PROMINENT MEMBERS OF THE COALITION CABINET.
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of any person
render or compromise on the part
several
their
of
political
or body of persons
Thus came to an end a
ideals.
and
purposes
Liberal Government which had been in power
for nine

and a

half years.

making the new Cabinet
The first decision, namely,
Prime Minister and Sir Edward Grey
remain at their posts, was generally

The process

of

slow.

proved
that the

were to

welcomed by the country as an indication to
the world that the broad lines of British
remained fixed and unalterable.

policy

filling of other

with regard to the

But

important

and

personal
posts there were many party
The
considerations to be taken into account.

method adopted appeared to be the allocation
the various party leaders,

of certain offices to

who were

practically free to

& Fry.

AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN,

MR.

the

in the series of decisions which led to the

make

attempts to

original

the forcing of the

a

It
purely naval operation.
had
was believed that. Mr. Asquith
supported
the First Sea Lord in his efforts to restrain the

Dardanelles

rashness of the Cabinet

own continued

Fisher's

Minister,

but

Lord

abstention from office

became inevitable when, rightly or wrongly,
he refused to serve under a Government of
Winston

Mr.

which

Churchill

remained

a

;

The

situation
of

prospect

had become

chaotic,

and the

a discussion, in the House

Commons on

the shells question,

of

which the

Government could hardly hope to

survive,

determined Mr. Asquith to take the initiative

and

invite the Opposition leaders to

come

to

Exactly a week after his reply to

his aid.

Mr.

the Prime Minister announced
"
House that
steps were in contem-

Booth

in the

plation

which

involved

the

reconstruction

Government on a broader personal
and political basis." He added that there
was absolutely no change of any kind in
of

politicians

than a National Cabinet in

the

As ultimately constituted

Ministry

eight

of

consisted

Unionists,

Lord Kitchener.

one

The

twelve

Labour
total

of

the

contemplation in the policy of the country in
regard to the continued prosecution of the

war with

all

energy and by every
Further he reassured his

possible

available resource.

supporters by emphasizing the fact that any
reconstruction was for tlw purposes of the war
alone and was not to be taken in any quarter
as indicating anything in the nature oi a sur-

liberals,

member and
twenty-two,

two on the old Cabinet, was
made up by the inclusion of Lord Lansdowne as Minister without portfolio, and the
creation of the new and important post of
Minister of Munitions, which was taken by
an increase

of

Mr. Lloyd George. Mr. Balfour became First
Lord of the Admiralty, Mr. Winston Churchill
receiving the Chancellorship of the

member.

as they

wider sense.

Bench

Secretary of State for India.

them

but the general result
nated by agreement
turned out to be rather a combination of Front
(

[Elliott

fill

Certain names, no doubt, were elimi-

would.

berlain

Duchy

of

Law and Mr. Chamthem men already devoted

Mr. Bonar

Lancaster.

both

of

and tradition to the problems
by
became
respectively Secretaries
Empire
State for the Colonies and for India.
birth

of
of

Sir

John Simon, refusing the great but final office
of Lord Chancellor, became Home Secretary,
while Mr.

McKenna

left

the

Home

Office to

take Mr. Lloyd George's place at the Exchequer.
The way to the Woolsack was thus left open to
Sir Stanley

General

BuckmiDter, who had been

in

the

late

Solicitor-

Administration.

Lord

Crowe became Lord President and Lord Curzon

occame Lord Privy Seal, while Mr. Long
came into the Local Government Board and
Lord Selborne into the Board of Agriculture.
Both Sir Edward Carson and Mr. Redmond
were invited to join the Government, and the
former became Attorney-General to the great
strengthening of the Cabinet. Mr. Redmond,
never a free agent, refused Mr. Asquith's offer.
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Office,

Lord Haldane, Lord Beauchamp, Lord Kmmott,
Mr. Hobhouse, and Mr. Pease left the Govern-

an ancient stronghold
hands

of Toryism, passed into the democratic

ment

Arthur Henderson, the Leader of the
Labour Party, whose inclusion in the Cabinet
was also destined to strengthen the Governof Mr.

ment

in dealing with industrial disputes.

minor

The Late

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

of

the

new Ministry was

11 in the following

form:

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

LORD CREWE
LORD KITCHENER

...

...

LORD LANSI>OWNE (U)
SIR S. BUCKMASTER (L)
LOUD CHEWE (L)
LORD CURZON (U)
Mr.

MCKENNA

(L)

:

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Foreign Affairs
Colonies

India

War

Mr. Montagu and
satisfied to take

Mr. ASQUITH (L)

...

LORD HALDANK
LORD BEAUCHAMP
LORD CREWE ...
Mr. LLOYD GEORGE

were

THE NEW MINISTRY.

Ministry.

ASQU.TH

)

Minister without portfolio ...
...
...
Lord Chancellor
Lord President of the Council
...
...
Lord Privy Seal
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Secretaries of State
Home Affairs

I.Mr.

two

outside the Cabinet.

office

The completion
announced on June

It

Office.

altogether, while

Herbert Samuel

Mr.

should be added that five Cabinet Ministers

Prime Minister
First Lord of the Treasury
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...

Minister of Munitions
...
...
First Lord of the Admiralty
President of the Board of Trade
President of the Local Government Board

Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster
Chief Secretary for Ireland
...
...
Secretary for Scotland
President of the Board of Agriculture
First Commissioner of

Works

...

President of the Board of Education
...

...

Attorney-General

...

...

...

...
...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Mr. MCKENNA
SIR E. GREY
Mr. HARCOURT

Mr. CHURCHILL
Mr. RUNCIMAN
Mr. H. SAMUEL
Mr. MONTAGU
Mr. BIRRELL
Mr. McKiNNON

LORD LUCAS
LORD EMMOTT
Mr. PEASE
SIR J. SIMON

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

WOOD

...

...

...

...

.

...

...

...

...

.

.

...

...

...

...

SIR J. SIMON (L)
SIR E. GREY (L)
Mr. BONAR LAW (U)
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN (U)

LOKD KITCHENER
LLOYD GEOROK
BALFOUH (U)
RUNCIMAN (L)
LONG (U)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(L)

CHURCHILL (L)
BIHRELL (L)

McKiNNON WOOD

(L)

LORD SELBORNE (U)
.m*. HARCOURT (L)
Mr. HENDERSON (Lab.)
SIR E. CARSON (U)

THE ABOVE FORMED THE CABISKT.
Postmaster-General...

...

...

...

...

Mr. Hobhouse
Sir S.

Solicitor-General

the Cabinet)

(in

Sir.

Buckmastcr

H. Samuel (L) (not in the
Smith (U)
Cabinet)

Sir F. E.

Parliamentary Under-Secretaries

Home

Affairs

...

...

...

...

...

Foreign Affairs

...

...

...

...

...

Colonies

...

...

...

...

...

...

India

War
Financial Secretaries
To the Treasury

Mr. Harmsworth
Mr. Primrose
...

Lord Islington
Mr. C. H. RobMr. Tennant

.

i

the War Office
...
the Admiralty
Civil Lord of the Admiralty

...

...

Mr. Brace (Lab.)
Li ml Robert Cecil (U
.Vr. S'eel Maitland (U)
)

Lord Islington (L)
Mr. Tennant (L)

Mr. Ac-land
Mr. Baker

Macnamara

...

...

...

Dr.

...

...

Mr. Lambert

...

...

...

Local Government Board

...

...

...

Board
Board

...

...

...

...

Sir

...

...

...

...

Dr. Addison

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Lord Strachie

...

.-. .

...

...

Captain Norton

...

Mr. Gulland

Parliamentary Secretaries

Trade

...

a

...

of

...

...

:

To
To

Board

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

Lord Newton (U)

...

...

Mr. Pike Pease (U)

...

:

...

of Agriculture

Education
...
Munitions ...
of

Mr. Montagu (L)
Mr. H. W. Forster (U)
Dr. Macnamara (L)
The Duke of Devonshire (U)

,
...

...
Paymaster-General ...
Assistant Postmaster-General

Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury

Lords Commissioner of the Treasury

Mr. J. M. Robertson
Mr. J. H. Lewis

H. Verney

Captain Pretyman (U)
Mr. Hayes Fisher (U)
Mr. Acland (L)
Mr. Herbert Lewis (L)
Dr. Addison (L)

and L
^Lord Edmund
Talbot (U)
Ir-

Joint

1

P"'!

(

'

,

,

:

Mr. Wedgwood Benn
Mr. Beck
Mr. Webb (unpaid)
Mr. Walter Rea (unpaid)

...

Mr. G. H. Roberts (Lab.)
Mr. Howard (L)
Mr. Bridgeman (U)
Mr. Walter Rca (unpaid) (L)

SCOTLAND
Mr. Munro
Mr. Morison

Lord Advocate
Solicitor-General

Mr. Munro (L)
Mr. Morison (L)

IRELAND
Lord Wimborne

Lord Lieutenant
Lord Chancellor

Mr. I. O'Brien ..
Mr. J. Pirn
Attorney -General
Mr. J. O'Connor
Solicitor-General
Mr. T. W. Russell
Vice-President of Department of Agriculture
(L. Liberal, U. Unionist, Lab. Labour)

A

number

of

Lord Wimborne (L)
Mr. I. O'Brien (L)
Mr. John Gordon (U)
Mr. J. O'Connor (L)
Mr. T. W. Russell (L)

changes were also made in the appointments to the Royal Household.
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;

in the reconstruction of the
original intentions

Cabinet had been to give proportional representation to all the parties in Parliament an
intention which was not successful owing to the
abstention of the Nationalists

and

view of

in

tho fact that the other great Irish offices had
remained in the hands of their former Liberal

sought to fill the Lord
member of their own
a
with
Chancellorship
A
this they were unsuccessful.
In
party.
holders, the Unionists

Unionist,

indeed,

was

Attorney-

appointed

General, but the offer made to Mr. Campbell
by the Prime Minister was withdrawn.

With the formal creation

of the

Ministry

however, a better spirit pre"
Prussianvailed, except among such as aw
"
in the new powers sought under
ization
Munitions,

of

War Act The appointment
Lloyd George to the new post was
was aware
generally applauded, for the country

the Munitions of

Mr.

of

of his quick perception of the national short-

comings, his energy, his infectious enthusiasm,
and his hold on the working classes. It was

MR.

WALTER LONG,

President of the Local

up
This remarkable combination was admittedly
involving a complete

a great experiment,

rearrangement of political ideas.
" The
transformation," wrote Mr. Asquith

anybody

felt that, if

Government Board.

to

the

"

1832 dominated our political arrangements and which
I hold to be, under normal conditions, the best adapted
to our national requirements. . . . There is one reason,
and one only, which could justify or explain such a
new departure a clear and urgent case of national

make

Mr. Lloyd George was the man. After negotiations with the trade unions, he introduced a
Bill

Liberal Chief Whip,
implies a temporary abandonment
of the system of Party Government which has ever since

in the world could

time in the matter of munitions,

for lost

which provided, among other things,

for

compulsory arbitration of disputes, the return

many skilled men as possible from the
ranks, the immediate voluntary enrolment of
of as

skilled

men

institution

contracts

a mobile munition corps, the

in
of

a Munitions Court to enforce

entered into

by these

volunteers,

On

necessity.'*

and Government control

Supported by a fresh flood of public hope,
the Coalition began its work with laudable

other hand, trade union regulations restricting

For a moment, indeed, the country
was disgusted to find precious time wasted over
a party vendetta of the type which it had
activity.

of workshops.

the

output were to be suspended and employers'
profits to be limited.

Meanwhile, as the result of sustained external
which the most cogent example

pressure, of

trusted

had been abandoned. The proposed
appointment of Mr. J. H. Campbell, an ardent
as Lord Chancellor of Ireland
Unionist,

was a masterly letter from "A Banker''
in The Times of June 9, the Government were
induced to set on foot a long delayed cam-

aroused a violent controversy in the party
Although, on the ground that

paign in favour of public thrift. This coincided fortunately with the issue at par of a
second War Loan,* which, introduced without

newspapers.

Home Rule was

not

fact, the Nationalists

yet

an accomplished

had deliberately excluded

themselves from any responsibility for the task
of beating the common enemy, they still exercised their old control over the

Government

do with
:

towards

his personal qualities or legal attainit

depended entirely on

Home

Rule.

of public spirit,

had by July

10,

when

the

lists

in

matters relating to Ireland. Their objection
to Mr. Campbell's appointment had nothing to

ments

warning on June 21, and backed by a colossal
campaign of advertisement and a great deal

his attitude

Seeing that one of the

The first War Loan, for 350,000,000, had teen
on November 17, tho price of issue being 95 and
the interest 3J per cent. It took the form of inscribed
stock and bonds to bearer, in amounts of
100,
200,
500 and 1,000, repayable at par on March 1, 11128,
but redeemable at par at any time on or after March 1
*

issued

1925.
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closed, succeeded in replenishing the National

were

war

effort, or

chest

by
Its

600,000,000.

encouragement

something
special

approaching

was

feature

the

of small investors to contribute

through the Post Office sums ranging from
five

shillings

was 4J per

upwards.

cent.,

The

rate

of

interest

and the loan was repayable
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nothing to the national
were doing work which could equally
well be done by women.
At the same timo
contributing

many were
whom,

offering themselves as workers, of

in the absence

of

any machinery

for

recording and acting upon their offers, no use
could be made. The objects of the Bill were to

any event in 1945. It
was followed by the appointment on July 20
of a Retrenchment Committee to inquire
into and report upon possible savings of public

discover what everybody in the country between
the ages of sixteen and sixty-five (with certain

expenditure.

perform any other than the work (if any) at
which he or she was at the time employed,
The Bill was not
and, if so, the nature thereof.

in or after 1925 or in

The National Registration Bill, which was
introduced by Mr. Long, the new President
of the Local Government Board, on June 29,
excited more attention than any other of the
It
had
early measures of the Coalition.
long

been

recognized

that, so

Government abstained from a

long

as

the

serious stock-

taking of its available resources in the

shape

labour, no complete mobilization of the
country's industry was attainable. The effects
of

of

its

inevitable

groping

in

notorious.

Men had been

Army who

should never have

dark were

the

recruited for the
left

the work-

shops, while many others who were well capable
of serving the country in some efficient way

exceptions) was already doing and whether he
or she was skilled in and able and willing to

on the part of those
the thin end of the wedge of

carried without opposition

who saw

in

it

"
conscription,"
"
plained,

it

left

although, as Mr. Long exthe question of compulsory
where it was ; it did not

service

exactly

affect

one way or the other."

it

Incidentally, indeed,

its

operation rendered

haphazard harrying of men of
which
had amounted, in practice,
military age,
to compulsion in a particularly unfair and
needless the

offensive form, while the ascertainment .of the

names

of those doing no useful work enabled
a methodical apneal for recruits to be made

COMPILING THE NATIONAL REGISTER.
Inside the Addressograph room.
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LORD KITCHENER AT THE FRONT.
The War

on

"

"

voluntary

so far as

it

national

to

lines.

On

Minister's visit to the trenches in France.

organization which

been carried with

While these various plans for the

the whole the Bill

went, was a useful preliminary

advantage

might

have

many months

ploitation

nation were maturing, and while
as

if

at last

some

real progress

to recover lost ground, the country

Among the miscellaneous signs of tardy
recognition of the necessity of enlisting in the

by one

public service, irrespective of party or other

The South Wales

grounds, the best available ability in the matter
of expert advice, were the appointment of a

number
Of

Boards and Committees.

of

these

the

mittees were appointed for Scotland and Ireland.
An Inventions Board which was established
in

July to

assist the

and encouraging

Admiralty in co-ordinating

scientific effort in its relation

to the requirements of the Naval Service comprised a

cent! committee under Lord

Fisher

and a consulting punel composed of a dozen
eminent members of the Koyal Society. This
UH-, followed
by a comprehensive scheme for
the permanent organization and
development
of scientific and industrial research
throughout
Hie whole of the United

Kingdom.

of

the

seemed

the ugliest of the many labour
had occurred during the war.

troubles which

coal miners had on April 1
given three months' notice to terminate the

The employers reof any new
agreement until the end of the war. Weeks
of negotiation on the old-fashioned Board of
Trade lines resulted in an ultimatum from the
existing

wage agreement.

fused to contemplate the

perhaps the most important
Committee on Food Production,
appointed on June 17, which combined an
exceptionally strong body of experts under the
Lord Milner. Similar compresidency of

was

it

might be made
was shocked

before.

of

better" ex-

the scientific resources

of

men
if

making

threatening a strike in three days' time

their original proposals

were not accepted.

The Government, which had hitherto left Mr.
Kunciman ("alone," as he pathetically exto

with

deal

plained

later)

applied

by proclamation

coalfield that section of the

tions of
strike

Act.

men, now
South Wales

the

to the

brand-new Muni-

War Act which made

it

an offence to

without invoking the machinery of the
But Welsh miners are not easily

alarmed

by proclamations.

Convinced

the employers, while refusing to

wages
profits,

agreement,

and

failing

were
to

making

recognize

that

make a new
enormous
the change

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
by the Munitions Act itself in the
of employers and employed, they
simply ignored the proclamation, and the
Government were impotent to enforce it.
Finally, Mr. Lloyd George was dispatched
posthaste to the scene of inaction, and suc-

The

effected

relations

ceeded at length, by a combination of exhortation

and

concessions, in inducing the

work.

to

return

"

No wonder

he

men

to

described

It was a disMore discreditable still was the dispute which arose a little
more than a month later over the terms of
Mr. Runciman's award upon the points referred

himself

as

sick

at

heart."

creditable business all round.

him for settlement in connection with the
new agreement. Again, after prolonged con-

chief
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lesson suggested

of the political history of

by this survey
England during the

year of the war is the failure of the
party politician to change his outlook and
to rise to the greatness of the occasion.
One
first

cannot imagine a nobler opportunity for a
statesman than to find, for the first time,

an entire people united in a patriotic desire
to sink domestic differences and work disin-

common good. Where the
for
looked
people
leadership they found the
''
old inclination to
wait and see."
While
terestedly for the

themselves

they

offered

any

sacrifice if

freely,

willing

for

only they might be told how
sacrifice
themselves, the Govern-

to

best

ferences, the

ment showed neither vigour nor courage in
accepting their offers. It was the people,

of

hundreds

men
of

got their way, bwt the loss
thousands of tons of coal at a

time when every ounce of coal was of vital
importance was sufficiently painful evidence of

to

the Government, which provided the
motive power in nearly every display of energy

not

the supply of munitions, the imposition of
taxes, the inculcation of thrift, the

the want of organization of the country for
Public opinion was far more inclined
war.

fresh

on the merits

Government, after much hesitation and pressure, took a decided line they invariably met

of

the dispute to sympathize

with the men, however misguided and irreconcilable might be the small section to which

"

mobilization

of

science."

Whenever

the

with unlimited public support.

Every fresh
money, every new form of interference with the normal habits of the people,

the disputes were primarily due, than with the

demand

Government who had failed in their duty to
home to them the seriousness of the

was not only met without a murmur, but

bring
war.

for

criticized,

MR. ASQUITH INSPECTING

if

at

all,

for not going far

enough.

MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL FLYING CORPS.
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-

th..

l.ut

iHM.pl,-.

,,,-vcr

was slow in realizing
task was the fuult, not of

tl- country

fact that

re.ili/..-d

,,l

its

of

th-

their duty,

<:.

.\erniMeiit

which

and which had too

long

been

accustomed

to

regard

ingenious

an adequate substitute for simple
The new Cabinet was
if
unpleasant truths.
but it was
undoubtedly stronger than the old,
too much to expect that it would
oratory as

perhaps

than its
permanently more efficient
Ministers
weak
For though some
predecessor.
were dropped and some dangerous ones displaced,

show

itself

was limited to the politicians, and
were still the basis of its
party considerations
It was likely to suffer, even
composition.
more than its predecessor, from its own unthe type

the
wieldy bulk, which necessarily hampered
in
time
Cabinet
of
a
swift decisions required
of war.

But

it

rapidly proved

itself

completely

free from differences due merely to the mixture
If it was not (as the enthusiasts
of parties.
"
"
but a
National Cabinet
true
claimed) a

combination, it none the less
and most necessary stage
definite
a
marked

Front-Bench

in the process of replacing

bv a Government

for

War.

MINERS' STRIKE IN SOUTH WALES.
Men leaving ttiieir work. Inset A Welsh miner.
:

Party Government

CHAPTER

XCI.

THE FALL OF WARSAW.
STRATEGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN POLAND EFFECTS OF THE RECONQUEST OF Lwow BY THE
AUSTRO-GERMANS OFFENSIVE AGAINST THE DNIESTER THE ZLOTA LIPA LINE GERMAN DISPOSITIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF JULY RUSSIAN LACK OF AMMUNITION FIGHTING ON THE
DNIESTER FALL OF HALICZ BATTLE OF KRASNIK GERMAN OFFENSIVE IN THE BALTIC PROVINCES
GERMANS CROSS THE VINDAVA SHAVLE CAPTURED FIGHTING AT KRASNOSTAW THE BZIJRARAWKA LINE EVACUATED THE VISTULA CROSSED GERMANS ENTER WARSAW GERMAN PROMISES
IN POLAND
POLISH OPINION.

days intervened between

the Carpathian Mountains in the south-west,
were the necessary basis for a Russian offensive

the reconquest of Lwow by the AustroGerman armies on June 22 and the fall

FORTY-TWO

Warsaw on August

of

Warsaw
German

practically
offensive

in

The

5.

concludes

the

fall

:

following advance from the Vistula to the
is

6 closed the

first

between Russia, and Germany
it can be best described as the
;

line of rivers of

which Warsaw

is

Hungary

;

the Dunajec to the San did not affect the Russian
line north of the Pilica. This remained unchanged

year of the war
on the Eastern

front

Silesia or against

which stretched along the Vistula, the San and
the Dniester. The Austro-German advance from

the

Bug

a mere epilogue of the preceding drama.

On August

Cracow and

they formed, however, by no means an indispensable part or cover of the main defensive line,

Austro-

Poland

ethnical

against

of

fall of Przemysl and Lwow
yet
from the moment when the Austro-German

even after the

fight for the

the centre and

;

forces pierced the southern flank of the

Russian

was certain that the outPoland would have to be

the Vistula the main component part. For one
short month, following on the first fall of

system of defence

Przemysl, this contest seemed to have been
definitely settled in favour of our Allies
relying

abandoned, as soon as any direct pressure was
brought to bear against them. By June 22 the

on the defensive power of their front facing west,
they undertook an offensive across the Car-

Austro-German armies had crossed the San-

lying positions in

;

Dniester line on a broad front of more than

On
pathians against the plains of Hungary.
May 2 opened the Austro-German counter-

100 miles, extending from the junction of the

Tanev and the San to Mikolajow on the Dniester.
The holding of the line of the Sail and the
Dniester was, from the point of view of the

offensive against the Dunajec-Biala line. However remarkable were their achievements during
the first month of the Galician drive, they did

Russian defence, indispensable for the safety of
Warsaw. All Russian plans for the defence of

not succeed during that period of their offensive

more than what we might call a
on the body of the Russian
The districts between the San and
the north-east, and the Dunajec and

Warsaw

had, therefore, necessarily implied from
the very outset the conquest and holding of East
Lwow had not yet passed back into
Galicia.

in inflicting

flesh-wound
positions.

Dniester in
Vol. V.

Part

61.

it

the hands of the
321

enemy when our

Allies

began

TIMES HISTOHY OF THE WAR.

Till-:

822

THE TSAR.
War-

strength of the Russian garrisons was five tin es
that of the forces posted to the west of the ri\ vr.

fond of describing

The country between the Bug and the Vistula,
and that lying between the Pripet and Dnieper
and the Austrian frontier wa, especially since

their preparations for the evacuation of

saw.

German

writers are

now

Poland as a Russian place

d'armes..

which

German Empire.
Russian strategic railways to
the west of the Vistula is in itself a sufficient
threatens the safety of the

The absence

of

proof of the patent untruth of that contention.
It

becomes simply ludicrous

if

one considers

the distribution of the Russian
garrisons in
Poland before the outbreak of the war. The

average aggregate strength of the Russian army
west of the Vistula, between 1910 and 1914,

was only about 30,000 men.

main Russian place d-armes in the
The grouping of garrisons, the plans of
mobilization, finally the most palpable of all
1910, the

west.

military

preparations,

the

distribution

of

pointed to an offensive
against East Galicia. But the preparations for
such an offensive do not yet by them^ehcs
strategic

railways,

prove in any

way

the existence, on the part of

Considering that

Russia, of aggressive intentions against Austria.

the population of that district amounted to

The conquest of East Galicia formed, in case
of war with the Central Powers, a iieeessr.ry

more than 6
of

it

and that certain sections
did not invariably show a
peaceful disposimillions

tion, the

Russian garrisons in Western Poland
could hardly bo considered
anything more than
tho natural reinforcement and reserve for the
local police and
constabulary. In the much less
populous part of Poland east of the Vistula, the

measure for the safeguarding of Warsaw. The
Austro-Russian frontier between the Vistula

and the Bug

is
a broad
practically open
avenue leads past Zamosc and Lublin into the
interior of Eastern Poland. By following it an

army advancing from East

;

Gr.lioia to

the north
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and East

Galicia.
Russia had provided her open
between the Vistula and the Bug*
with the same kind of defence as Prussia

between

frontier

the Bug. forms the front, arid of which, between
Xovo-Georgievsk and Grodno, the Xarev and
Bobr constitute the northern flank. An army

employed, with such marked success, along her
eastern borders. Of the entire Russian Empire

advancing to the north between the Vistula
and the Bug can easily protect itself against
attacks from the east
valley of the

Bug

moreover, on the
Litovsk

that

by taking the marshy

as cover for

line facing

cover

its

right flank

Cholm and

reinforced

is

;

Brest-

by

the

morasses of the Pripet. From the very outset
was clear that our Allies had either to take

the district between Grodno, Warsaw, Ivan-

gorod and Rovno, and especially
part,

possesses

probably

developed railway net.

its

southern

most highly
Between Ivangorod
the

and Kovel the Warsaw -Kieff railway

is

met

from the north by four first-class railway lines.
The average distance between them amounts to
Before the war that railway

it

about 40 miles.

Przemysl, the key of the San-Dniester line, and
thus acquire the natural protection for the
southern flank of the positions along the Vistula,

was not linked up with that of Galicia. t
At no point between the Vistula and the Bug

or that they

would have to abandon Poland and

The
on Brest-Litovsk and the Bug.
we
had
known
it
in
as
August, 1914,
position

retire

repeated itself in its main outlines in June, 1915,
but the superiority in numbers and armament

which the Central Powers had gained by the
summer of 1915 left hardly any doubt concerning the immediate issue of the struggle for the
Vistula line.
Still, certain factors which had

weighed heavily at the outset of the war were
certain to make themselves felt once more in
the fighting which was

now imminent

in the

border district between south-eastern Poland

83'stem

did the Russian railways get nearer than within

40 miles of the Austrian territory. Even farther
between the Bug and the Styr, they did

east,

not touch the frontier

;

the main line runs at an

average distance of 40 miles from
*

it,

the branch

"

Speaking of the
open frontier between the Vistula
and the Bug." we do not in any way overlook the difficulties which confront an invading army in the Tanev
But it is the weakest link which determines the
region.
strength of a chain, and there are so many of these weak
links between the Vistula and the Bug as to justify oui
description.

In the winter 1914-15 the Russians constructed a railline from Lublin to Rozwadow and another from
Cholm to Belzec, thus linking up the railway-net of Eastern
Poland with that of Galicia (c/. Chapter LXXXIV.;
]

way

pp. 97-8).

THE GERMAN ADVANCE ON WARSAW.
General von Mackensen (on white horse), Commander of the Eleventh Army.

Till:

OF THE

TIM US HISTOUY

WAU.

would have secured the

and

line

east

thc eastern frontier, at

mental purpose of completing the reconquest
of (Jalicia, but it would not have served in any

from Kovel stops at Vladimir Volyn>Ui.
It is only across
15 mile.-, from the l)i>rdiT.
Radzivilow-Brody, at

way the main

Volotrhyskn. and near Novosielitsa, that the
JUI.H lines link up with the Austrian railway
I

The main Russian

net.

reason which originally had made the
Kiissinns leave a wide gap botweon the Austrian

in

1

frontier

and

their

own

railways

is

self-evident.

senti-

aims of the Austro-

(iernmn armies.

i

Tin

strategical

political

east

would have
of

flank

forces

were concentrated

An Austro-German advance

Poland.

the

natural nor

left

to the

open to thorn the northern

armies,

protected

neither

by

They had to count with the slowness of their
own mobilization and with the probability of

A

the Austrians crossing the frontier between the
Vistula and the Bug before their own prepara-

1914 might have swept down on Kast (ialicia,
had the Austro-German armies north of Lwow

tions \\ere complete.
They calculated that they
would be able to check that advance in front

been weakened to any considerable extent.
The same reasons which at the outset of the
war had precluded an Austrian advance to the

The numerous

of the Lublin-Cholm line.

lines

from the north and east were to provide for a
quick concentration of forces for a counteroffensive

against East Galicia.

In

of the eastern frontier of Oalicia,

the

case

between the

Styr and the Dniester, they did not need to
entertain any fears of an early invasion, nor did
they therefore need to take similar precautions.
to the east could not h we

by any powerful

counter-offensive similar to

east held

good also in the summer

of

tives

more than two-thirds

were

and they

troops,

stood,

primarily working pour

the frontier, and the Volhynian fortresses and
the marshes of the Pripet separate almost com-

his generals

east

would have uncovered

their northern flank

the frontier between the Vistula

open in either

is

direction.

culations proved true.

;

and the Bug

The Russian

cal-

We have recounted them,

as in June, 1915, when the
fighting again
reached those districts, many of the
original

war reappeared in a
form very similar to that in which
they had
presented themselves at the outbreak of the
strategic problems of the

Lwow was reached, no question could
concerning the direction which had to be
followed by the Austro-German advance in
Before

arise

Galicia.
The question came, however, to be
discussed as soon as that important centre of

roads and railways passed into the hands of
the

enemy

;

a junction

of roads

marks

for an

advancing army also a parting of roads. As a
matter of fact, the dilemma existed
only in the
imaginations of those who are, or at least in the
past were, in the habit of imputing to the

supreme German army command undue regard
for political considerations.
An advance to the

of

composed

been undertaken as the opening move of the
No vulnerable points are to be found near

from the adjoining strategic-

1915.

May and June were not an independent army.

It is true

war.

important districts in the north. Meantime a diversion of the Austrian forces to the

of

August

it

under the

ally

of

th:it

ought to be remembered that the
forces which had carried out the Galiciim drive
Moreover,

An Austrian offensive

pletely that region

artificial defences.

command

their effec-

at least

nominally,

of the Austrian General-

Archduke Frederick.

issimo,

of

Austro-Hungarian

k

Yet they were
and for

roi de Pniase,

and armies. In August, 1914, the
Austrians had been ordered to advance between
the Vistula and

Brest Litovsk.

Bug

against the line

Warsaw

-

Had

they succeeded, the whole
of Poland, severed from Russia
by their advance
along its eastern border, would have fallen into
the grip of the Germans without any effort on
the part of the latter.

The Austrians were now
which they had failed to
achieve during the preceding summer.
Moreover, a successful Austrian advance from
to carry out that

Galicia

against Brest -Litovsk would have
the German armies north of the

relieved

from the necessity of attempting to
break through the Russian lines, which
they had
previously attacked on repeated occasions with
heavy casualties but with no success.
The
I'ilica

deadlock

Narev,

on

the

and the

Niemen, the Bobr, the
would have been

Vistula

broken through without the Germans
having
pay for it by any serious losses. One
would have naturally expected an offensive
to

against the northern flank of the Russian
armies in Poland to
accompany from the very
beginning the Austro-German advance against
the Lublin-Cholm line.
But
seems

Hindenburg
have spared his own men, waiting to see
whether the Austrians could not do the work
with only that help which
they were receiving
to

Waiting for food.
giving a

On

right

:

A

Russian peasant

wounded Austrian a drink of milk.

Families with their

belongings who had to leave the town of Lublin on its
occupation
Austrians. Circle p,cture Austrian
troops searching a cart of a refugee.

by the

:
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Till-:

from the liennans, included
armies,

the

ill-lliy

Tlii-

of l.illsinyen.

An

disappoint!.), in.

and

Vistula

tin-

A

Una
lines

second

Eared d. feat in trout ol

second buttle
1015,

the

in

of

not.

i-onl.l

time

break

i.e..

in the

offensive h.vd

lirst

summer

Austrians

tin-

Kra-mk
of

Krasnik. in the

marks the end

\\illi

trout of Lublin

in

which their

in

di.-triet

broken doun

July,

once more

advance between

isolated

tin-

Russian

ilu'

and Cliohn.

same

Maekenson, and

<;erman-i were to meet

through

southern

tin-

111

of

urmy

in tin-

in. uiily

1914.
first,

the

of

The
of

days

Guliciivn

campaign which started round Tarnow and
When fighting on the
Gorlice on May 2.
Kiustern front is resumed, in the middle of July,
proceeds along the entire line from Libau on
the Baltic coast, to Zaleszczyki on the Dniester,

were able to gain jnst as

much

of the Dniester

region as the Russians had to abandon in cons"ii;inec with their retreat to the east.
That

hud

retreat

to continue,

and could not be

re-

versed even after the second victory of Krasnik.
The forces at the disposal of our Allies were not

a new advance from East Galicia

.-uflieient for

similar to that of General Brusiloff in Aijgu-st,

1914

the main Russian armies had to be con-

;

centrated and kept in Poland, which was the
decisive theatre of war.
In East Galicia a line

compromise had to be found along which

of

down for that " treuga
trench
(now
warfare), which in
this war bore out the well-known contention
both armies could settle
"

Dei

called

and not action

that inaction

of C'lausewitz,

the normal condition of armies in the

it

is

near the

was found along the upper Bug and
the Zlota Lipa
it
extended from K'-ylow
and Sokal in the north, past Krasne,

Roumanian

frontier.

Although Lublin and Chohn, and ultimately

first

on

Lwow was bound

preoccupation.

A centre of

to be their

the strategical

importance of Lwow cannot be allowed to
remain within striking distance of the enemy's
forces.

The first move against the Russian armies
and south of Lwow consisted of a new

east

"
dead belt " of
attempt to break through the
In the immediate neighbourhood

the Dniester.
ol

the Galician capital, and in the districts of

Rava Ruska and

Gologory and Brzezany, to Niznio\r on the
Dniester.

was for both

It

an

It forms

effective

development of the fighting
Linsingen and Pflanzer-

Baltin

to

an army attempting to cross

banks. In the present war rivers and even
small streams attained to an unprecedented

largely

The

line.

the

Mackensen would probably have tried to comby enveloping from the north
their other flank and
by cutting off their

the rivers.

with

their

centre

in

Volhynia.
of

easterly

direction would hardly have
prevented

Macken-

sen from postponing his offensive to the
north,
if no that
price he could have definitely broken
the left wing of General IvanofT's armies.

The

attempts at piercing the Russian line on
the Dniester failed,
just as they had after the
fall

of Przemysl.

The Austro-German armies

rise in their defensive

due to the most
:

of

themselves
river

if

isolated.

the

.banks

is

position

Along

new

continuous
that

now

of

rivers certain

ground are apt

along

value

significant

the continuity of the battle-

best strategic

small value

getting into the rear of the Russian armies,

connexion

That

importance.

features

The considerations which stood in the
way
an original Austrian offensive in an

But then

it.

of the river itself, as in the
configuration of ita

succeeded in breaking through the
Russian flank on the Dniester and thus in

plete their defeat

barrier,

the real significance of rivers as defensive positions lies in most cases, not so much in the size

factor in warfare

Had

and continuous

though neither of the two rivers is of a size
which would by itself present serious obstacles

Mackensen's advance to the north was delayed
in expectation of the

of

to advance, at least not for the time being.

was

possible

most natural line
them had any desire

sides the

beyond which neither

Zolkiew, hardly any fighting
took place during the first days
following on
the occupation of Lwow. It is
that

on the Dniester.

field.

line

;

Warsaw were the main objectives of the AustroCcrman armies in East Galicia, the securing
of their hold

That

to

lines.

matter,

rather

repeat
It

is

than

The

banks of the Bug and the Zlota Lipa
were well suited to form a barrier between
armies.
Along the greater part of the line
these rivers are lined with marshes

by

passed

hills.

Lipa stop only where
Dniester

and encom-

The marshes along
it

the Zlota

enters

the typical
last
15 miles

country. For the
junction with the Dniester, the Zlota
Lipa flows through a canon as favourable for
before

its

of

purposes
Finally,

below

ft

its

defence as any in that region.

ought to be remembered that it is
junction with the Zlota Lipa at
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THE RUSSIANS ON THE VISTULA FRONT.
Charging the German trenches.

Nizniow that the oanon of the Dniester forms
the most formidable barrier.*

The defensive value
and the Zlota Lipa is

of the line of the

Bug

still heightened
by the
that they form a well-nigh continuous
line; in the hilly district of
Gologory.f the

fact

*

For a description of the canons of the Dniester
Chapter LXXVI., Vol. IV., pp. 428-9.
t "Oologory" means in Polish " naked mountains."

region, cf.

distance intervening between
to less than a mile.
It was of

them amounts

importance for
our Allies to retain their hold on the
railway
junction of Krasne which lies east of the upper
Bug. Near that town the railway line from

Rovno meets

that running from Volotchvska
and
Zloczow to Lwow. There
by Tarnopol
was another reason which pointed at the Bug
and Krasne as the natural boundary, the line

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE
of

During

two armies.

lino of the

winter of 1914-15 our Allies had

one of the

between

balance

equal

tin-

the

l.iri;iiif.'

tun types

tin'

tho

advance to the north
and the district of Narol
and Rava Ruska began on June 28. On July 1
the Fourth Austro-Hungarian Army reached
'Die Austro-Genno.n

of railway tnick.

Finally, for

the rearhing of the line of the upper

enemy

Bug

in Galieia

his

advance

wa>

a mves.-nry

Russian

into

pn

as

Army

middle Bug formed the natural cover for the

from 30 to 40 miles. Between July 1 and 7 the
Austrian forces attempted a f urt her advance fr< mi

The Austro-Gennan advance in East Galicin
was arrested on July 4 on the line of the upper
Jiiii; and the Zlota Lipa
apart from a few local
tho
line
remained
untouched until
changes,

Krasnik against Lublin, but suffered a severe deand were obliged to fall back on to the lines

feat

;

August

There

one

is

which they had previously held round Krasnik.

The

fairly safe test for

judging as to which side was the deciding
factor in the closing of a strategic advance ; it

nant positions along a river line consist usually
most convenient crossings the so-called
;

bridgeheads are the gates of the fortified linr s of
All the dominant positions on the Bug

livirs.

remained on July 4

in the

hands of our

Allies.

At Sokal and Dobrotwor the Russians retained a
hold on both sides of the river.
This was the
more important considering the proximity of the
Volhynian
of

fortresses,

which formed the centre

General Ivanoff's armies.

paratively

from

Lwow

of General

little

army during
to

the

hear com-

von Maekensen's

stage of the advance

first

Warsaw

We

;

at this stage

it

showed

hardly any of its usual impetuosity. It can
hardly be supposed that the Wolff Btireau
failed

in its function of Mackensen's adver-

agency and omitted to record any
achievements of that undoubtedly
cflicient army.
Towards the end of June and
tising

of

the

in the beginning of
July the advance against
Southern Poland was conducted
mainly by the
left wing under Archduke
Joseph-Ferdinand
;

the most probable reason for the
comparative
inactivity of Mackensen's army must have

been that large portions of it were tied down to
the region between Grubieszow and Kamionka
Strumilova, where, together with some of
Boehm-Ermolli's troops, they formed an
army
of observation against Ivanoff's centre.

were

guarding

against

a

They

counter-offensive

from Volhynia the right flank of the forces
which were advancing to the north.
When,
after the second defeat of
Krasnik,

a new and
more general advance was undertaken
against
\\arsau. the more
complete securing of the

positions of tho

were

Vistula

enemy
now almost

armies east of the
the same

exactly

The
they had been in August, 1914.
armies of Generals Boehm-Ermolli and Linsingeii stood along the line of the Bug and the
as

can be deduced from considering in whose hands
remained the dominant positions. The domiof its

German

the region of the Rivers For and Volica.
In four days they had covered distances varying

the

right flank of the advancing armies.

27.

c,t'

the district of Krasnik, the Eleventh

liniinnry of

1'oland,

tasks undertaken

the San. the Tanew.

become tho border between

Tlui^ Kra-me had

tho capture of Sokal formed
by tho Austro-

Bug by
first

Cicrman armies.

tin- railway up to Knvsne, ontrack to the broad Russian ga'iLje.

ivenii.-tnieted
its

\VAli.

Zlota Lipa, which had then been assigned to
the Austrian troops under General Bruderniann. The armies under Mackensen and

Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand were occupying
positions almost identical with those which
had been held by the armies of Auffenberg

From

and Dankl.
Generals

Woyrsch

operating
Vistula,

against

the west the armies under

and
that

Kovess

same

between the mouth

were,,

sector

of tho

of

now
the

San mid

that of the Pilica, which was in August, 1914,
the objective of the armies of
Woyrsch and
Kummer. Bub north of the Pilica, where a
earlier

year

the

German

forces

were

not

even East
strong to defend
Prussia against the Russian troops under
Rennenkampf, now stood a most powerful
sufficiently

of

group

armies

under

Field-Marshal

von

Hindenburg.
The line between the middle Pilica and the
junction of the Bzura and the Vistula was held

by the Fifth German Army.

It

had occupied

those positions since the middle of December,
and, notwithstanding the most desperate

had been unable to make any impression
even on the outer line of the Russian
positions.
efforts,

On August

when

that army, following

up the
was approaching
Warsaw, wo suddenly learned from tho German
official
communique that its commander was
4,

retreating forces of our Allies,

Prince Leopold of Bavaria. He
appeared like
a " deus ex mactiina " to solve the
problems of
ritual
in

a

which arose between the Germanic

Allies

connexion with the entry into Warsaw. As
son-in-law of the Austrian Rmperor lie
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HINDERING THE GERMAN ADVANCE ON WARSAW.
Russians preparing to blow up a bridge

stood

for

German
member

a

compromise

between

The

that

Courts.

of the ruling

Roman Catholic State

fact

:

Wreathing

house of the most

dynamite cartridges about the

two
was a

three generals

clerical

in

the

he

strings of

who had

risen into

girders.

prominence

as Hindenburg's assistants in the second battle

the Masurian Lakes

1915

in February,

to appeal to the feelings of the Poles.

von Gallwitz, von Below, and von Eichhorn.
The army in the district of Mlava had remained

the attitude of

since

Germany was expected
But with
the Poles we propose to deal
of

Among

the

Armies north

commanders

of the Vistula

then under the

von Gallwitz

later at greater length.

German
and Narev we find
of

the

;

command

next to

it,

of

Genera}

facing the

Narev

and the Bobr, stood the army of General
von Scholtz. The Tenth German Army, operat-
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tin-

ing against

Cm. -nil von
nnnv

Oil his left stood the

Eichhorn.

Ooiioral

of

von

The

Falkcnlmusen.

of May
troops whicli had lield since the middle
Dubissa
in
tin- lino of the Vindava and the

Coiirlnnd
originally
stein,

its

reeeived

and which had been
commanded by General von Lauen-

and

Stunogitia,

their operations
for

chief

tlioir

m

grew

importance,

commander General

von Below.*
About the middle of July began the now
Austro-German attaek against tho Rus-.ian
The Vistula lino was now to
,-alieiit in Poland.
be forced and Warsaw taken by a concentric
attack

;

the main pressure was brought" to bear

from the north against the line of the Narev,
and from the south against tho Lublin-Cholm
Eastern

Yet none of the other parts
front were left untouched.

armies

standing

front.

west

the

of

of

the

Tho

Vistula were

The most

pressing towards the river.

serious

attacks in that region were, however, directed
against the two angles where the northern and

southern flanks join with the line of the Vistula.
forces under General von Pfianzer-

The Austrian

Baltin attempted once more, at the extreme
south-eastern end of the

the Dniester

;

threatened to

in

line,

to force the line of

case of success, his

inflict

Meantime a simultaneous converging attack
prevent tho Russian armies

WHS commanded by

Xiernen,

move

a crushing defeat on the

wits calculated to

"
inPoland from making full use of their
were
in
the
terior lines."
standing
They
centre ; the southern Austro-Cermu.ii armies
in

Lwow had had

to deal only with
General Ivanoff, had by July
come into striking distance of all tho forces

which up to

the armies

of

gathered within the quadrilateral between the
Xarev, Vistula, the Ivangorod-Chohn line and
the middle Bug. If pressed from all sides
simultaneously they could derive hardly any

advantage from their

central

position.

An

army which is well equipped with heavy artillery and machine guns can hold for some time
a strong line with comparatively weak detachments, whilst it concentrates its main force in
one single direction. This was. on an enormous
scale, the way in which the Germans profited
from their central position between Russia and
her Western Allies. But the Russians lacked
the necessary amount of artillery, machine guns,
and ammunition. Even had they pierced in
any place the ring of their enemies, they could
hardly have followed up their success. In the
course ot the Galician campaign thev had
several times broken through the Austro-

German linos, but being short of guns and
ammunition had been unable to develop an

wing of General Ivanoff's armies, should
they have been unduly weakened by drafts for
Russian Poland. The troops under Baron von
Kirchbach (Army Boehm-Ermolli) were mean-

effective counter-offensive.

time attacking in the district of Sokal.

extreme northern end von Below resumed the
offensive against Courland and Lithuania, which

contemporary breakdown of Linsiugen's line
at Bolechow, finally of the second battle of
Krasnik in the beginning of July. Each of

had stopped about the middle

these victories,

left

At the

May, and was
a short while
in rather half-hearted manner. The advance in
the north was more than a mere
attempt at
of

It will

be sufficient

to remind the reader of the successful recrossing
of the

San by the Russian army north

of

Sieniava towards the end of May, of the almost

if

gained by an

army

equal to

since then only once repeated for

its

preventing the withdrawal of Russian troops
from that region. It implied a serious threat
against one of the most important railway lines

might easily
and even in greater successes ; for, after all,
it was again the German
superiority in heavy
which
rendered
artillery
possible their rally
on the Aisne.

feeding the armies in Russian Poland namely,
the Petrograd-Vilna-Warsaw line.
Had the
attacks against the immediate flanks of the
Vistula line

ended in

failure,

movement on a stupendous

an enveloping
might have

scale

been attempted from the north,
consisting
mainly in a thrust directed from east of Shavle
against

Kovno and

Vilna.

* His
name is occasionally given erroneously as von
Huelow. General von Bueiowr held from the
very
Ix-ginning the command of an array at the Western
front and was never moved to the East.

equipment and ammunition,
have resulted in a second Marne,

opponents in

To sum up in July, 1915, our Russian Allies
did not possess sufficient artillery and ammunition to enable them to hold
lightly some parts
:

of the line

decisive

done
it is

it,

and to concentrate

blow in one direction.

their forces for

a

Even had they

incurring thereby considerable risks,

unlikely that their success could

have been

followed out to a decisive conclusion.

Hence

the advantages which the inner lines in Poland
seemed to offer them were of a rather
illusory
character.

The dangers

of their position

were on the other
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THE FALL OF WARSAW.
Russian Artillery on the road during the retreat.
Centre and bottom
Russian troops removing
church bells, copper and metal, which were likely
to prove of military value to the enemy.
:

hand very

real.
The armies on the Vistula
were dependent for supplies and reinforcements
on four railway lines. The most northern of

them leads from Petrograd by Vilna, Grodno
and Bialystok to Warsaw it was covered from
;

the

the defences on the line

enemy mainly by
Niemen and the Narev, but could have
been reached by the Germans also to the north
of that line.
The two central lines run by
Siedlce and Brest-Litovsk to Warsaw and
Ivangorod, and hardly any natural defences
of the

cover thorn

from the enemy, besides those
which protect also the outer railways. The
fourth and most southern railway line runs
by
Kovel, Cholm and Lublin to Ivangorod.

These

four railways are inter-connected, between the
Vistula and Brest-Litovsk, by three lines

running north and south.
About the middle of July Hindenburg opened
his attack against the defences of the

Warsaw-

Vilna line and against the northern corner-stone
of the Polish salient, Novo-Georgievsk, Mac-

kensen against the Kovel -Ivangorod railway,
and tho southern corner-stone, Ivangorod.
It

is

evident that

on the part

mand

it

of the

would have been sheer

folly

supreme Russian army com-

to delay the withdrawal of the armies

from the Vistula line for long after the outer
two railways were threatened by the enemy.

The

position in the Polish salient did not offer
the Russians any special advantages, as they
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could not profit from their central position.
On the contrary, it compelled them to maintain a longer front,

which

is

always a serious

they calculate on mass-effects which

men

of

338

naturally entails frequently the loss of many
But, indeed, the Russians are not
prisoners.

disadvantage for an army inferior in numbers
and less well provided with artillery and

cowards.

ammunition.
We shall not enter now into the detail of the
campaign. We propose .to deal with it when

model.

describing

at a greater length the military
intervened between the fall
which
operations
We merely
of Lwow and that of Warsaw.

immediate experience is that instituting a comparison between the generalship of the two
armies.
Could the writer survey the whole of

wish to indicate at present the main stages
of the new offensive against the salient of the

the operations, he would see that it was not
the faults of the Russian generals in the field

It

Vistula.

During the

opened about the middle

of July.

week the northern and southern

first

In the building of earthworks and
trenches their work may serve as a classical

We

never be able to equal
them in that respect." * The one remark in
this letter which cannot be said to be based on
.

.

.

shall

which led to defeat.

We shall quote only one other appreciation of
the Russian armies by a German eye-witneas ;

armies were advancing gradually towards their
main objectives, the outer railway lines. On

this

July 23-24 the armies of von Gallwitz and von
Scholtz forced the Narev between Pultusk

quarters of General von

one occurs in a newspaper correspondence,
written towards the end of July, from the head-

Emmich

(Eleventh

and Ostrolenka, threatening thereby the VilnaVVarsaw railway. On July 19 our Allies had
withdrawn practically without fighting from

"
We have
German Army under Mackensen)
d vigorous
before us ... still always a d
and tough enemy," writes Herr Zimmermann,

the Bzura line, which they had held with so
much valour for seven months. On July 29

in the Schwdbischer

troops crossed the Vistula north of
On August 4 the Austrians
[vangorod.

German

On August

entered I vangorod.

5

came the

Warsaw.

fall of

struggle for the Vistula line was settled
for the time being in favour of the Central

The

most magnificent armies
which had ever taken the field had to retreat
from position to position on account of lack of
guns and ammunition. German writers were

Powers.

One

of the

given a chance of spinning by the yard tirades
"
"
unsere
unsere herrlichen Armeen,"
about
tapferen Truppen," or, when waxing more senti"
unsere braven Jungens." *
mental, about

Many

of

them

also thought

fit

to speak con-

temptuously about the quality of the Russian
armies.
No one, however, has done so who has
ever actually seen them fighting.
am to sum up my impressions and

"HI

:

''
howMerkur, of July 28,
have been beaten in Galicia

much he may
That his reinforcements
and elsewhere.
are no good one learns every time when someat the front, I have
one arrives from home
never heard it or marked it myself."

ever

.

.

.

;

It

is

not for us to judge with

suffered in the spring

whom

lay the

which our

fault for the serious set-back

and summer

of

Allies

1915.

Tsar are the only
competent judges. They have expressed their
judgment in the changes which were made in

The Russian nation and

its

those changes
the Russian administration
were not, however, really directed at individual
Their aim was a change of system.
persons.
The meeting of the Duma about the anniversary
;

of the outbreak of the war,

which coincided with

the time of the worst reverses, was symbolic of
the mobilization of the entire national strength.
At its first meeting it passed an order of the

day affirming the unshakable and unanimous

observations of the Russians," writes a Styrian

resolution

workman, who

served with a battery of heavy
"
I must state, against the
Austrian howitzers,
of
the
patriots at home and of the
opinions

Russian Empire
with our faithful

that the Russians
newspaper strategists,
are a brave, well-trained and well-disciplined

* This letter was
printed in the Viennese Arbeilerof
Zeitung of July 23. It contains also an explanation
the real use served by the oaken clubs, with which

army, which can be beaten only by far better

some Russian troops were said

.

.

.

generalship and superior

that

we

are taking so

the Russian tactics
"

;

prisoners

disposipg of big

Our magnificent army,"

good boys."

artillery.

many
"

The

fact

due to
numbers

is

our brave troops,"

"

our

of

population of the
continue the struggle
Allies until the final success
entire

the

"

to

to have been armed.
These clubs serve for the driving of the poles for wire
the writer,
entanglements. "Some time ago," says
" have read in
I
newspapers that being short of weapons
the Russians were armed with oaken clubs. Evidently
one of the much-honoured war-correspondents was
taken in. I myself have found such clubs near Bolechow,
but guessed at once for what purpose they are used."

613
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is

attained and not to coin-hide peace before

victors

i-

complete."

week preceding the fall of Lwow,
During
It
little fighting occurred on the Dniester.
recon in 'need with violence as soon as the
thi-

11

retreat of our Allies

Szczerec

became

beyond the

inevitable.

At

line

of the

first

the

most intense fighting developed in the big
Here
loops of the Dniester, below Nizniow.
Austrimis attempted to establish themselves on the northern bank of the river, and
the

thus to gain a firm base for an offensive against
the Russian lines of retreat. Had they succeeded, our Allies could not have stopped on the
line of the Zlota Lipa the advance of the troops
which were pressing on from the west (Nizniow
lies close below the junction of the Zlota Lipa

with luck and unavoidably
they might have, in that case,
their forces from Galicia.
In a

and the Dniester)
heavy

;

losses

extricated

previous chapter

we have drawn

attention to

the peculiar tactical conditions which the

presents in the region of the

ground

big river-loops

of the Dniester.*

Hardly anywhere are they
more marked than in the sector below Nizniow.
The distance from that town to the mouth of
the Strypa

amounts to

the course of the

less

river

than twenty miles
between these two

;

towns extends, however, for more than three
the distance. For reasons which we

times

Cf.

explained

in

LXXVL,

Chapter

mere

the

crossing of the river in either direction can

Chapter LXXV1.,

p. 42!>.

hardly bo prevented ; it is the configuration
of the country round the river that offers the
splendid opportunities for defence which enabled

our Allies to withstand
across the Dniester.

is

to

difficult

over-

estimate the importance which that resistance
had in shaping the course of the Kastern

campaign.
We cannot enter into the

detail

of

the

which was proceeding in that region
about the time of the fall of Lwow. Let us,
fighting

however,

by explaining a short paragraph

in a Petrograd dispatch, try to give a general
idea of the conditions under which the battle

was fought and won by our Allies. " On
the Dniester," said the Russian official com"
the battle continued
munique of June 23,
south of the village of Kosmierjine, where
the enemy is holding his ground on the left
bank of the river. In the bends of the Dniester

we drove back the enemy from the

village of

Unijh towards the village of Luka."
the help of the

With

map

given in Chapter LXXVL,
on page 435, the reader will be able to trace
the main outlines of the course of the Dniester.

Below

Nizniow

bend

at

;

its

the

Dniester

northern end

it is

forms

a

big

met from the

left bank by a small stream called
Kovopiec,
which flows past Podhajce and
Monasterzyska.
After having followed for about one and a

DIFFICULTIES OF TRANSPORT IN RUSSIA.

German

flank attacks from

all

It

troops pulling a transport car along a worn-out
road.
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THE GERMANS OCCUPY WARSAW.
General von Scheffer-Boyadel (x), the Governor
of Warsaw, awaiting the arrival of Prince Leopold
General von Scheffer-Boyadel
of Bavaria. Inset
and members of his staff at Fort No. 6.
:

half

an

mile

easterly

course,

the Dniester

turns due south and continues in that direction
for

more than

five miles.

In the middle

of

that sector, on the eastern side of the canon,

which

is

there about 500 feet deep, lies the
Ab the extreme end

village of Kosmierjine.

of

that sector the Dniester, turning to the
a small loop. The inside

north, forms again

it
is low (its highest
i.e., the left bank
point rises only about 150 feet above the
level of the river) ; it consists of open plough-

of

land and can be easily swept from west, south,
and east by the fire of artillery posted on the
higher right bank of the river. Our Allies
could not possibly have prevented the Austrians
from crossing at that point and from establishing

themselves south of Kosmierjine. But
?
The open field east of the sector
>

what then

of the Dniester

narrow

round Kosmierjine

is

like

a

Straight parallel to that sector,
at a distance of about a mile to the east, through
island.

a canon between 200 and 300 feet deep, winds
a small tributary of the Dniester. Its canon
is

covered with thick wood and big forests
it
the gate

extend for miles to the east of

;

which opens at the place where the canon
of the Dniester recedes from that of the parallel
stream

is

closed

by a group

on the average about 1,200

of

wooded

feet

high.

hills,

The

Austrians were able to cross the Dniester south
of Kosmierjine,

and

to hold the ground on

its

bank, but were unable to advance any
farther.
Only at one point they succeeded
in penetrating into the belt of hills and forests
left

behind Kosmierjine the Russian official communique of June 24 gives the history of that
:

adventure.
"
." says
In the region of Kosmierjine
.
"
the report,
our troops taking the offensive
on the 22nd approached Mount Bezimianna,
.

which was occupied and strongly
the enemy.

by

fortified

After digging themselves

in,

our

troops at dawn yesterday advanced impetuously
to the assault of the mountain, and the enemy,

not daring to face a bayonet attack,

fell

back

in

OF THE WAR.
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line of his works. Pressing
disorder to the second

close

entered the
his heels, our troops

on

works

almost the whole
and put to the bayonet
the hill. The remnants, congarrison holding
sisting of
file,

two

officers

of the

and 210

rank and

were made prisoners."
can be easily located
Village of Luka

The

on the

map

;

on the

lies

it

left

bank

of the

Niezviska, at the
Dniester, straight opposite

bottom

of

an almost

circular loop,

which

is

but has a neck only
about eleven miles long,
It stands to reason
wide.
about 800 yards
the

bank
army holding the southern
the inside
Ere
its
also
by
river commands

of

that

.,

that an

From

loop.

here

the

Austrians

to the north, but were
attempted to advance
in the communique
driven back the statement
to the bottling
refers
above
we
;

which

up

quoted

of their forces within the loop.

seem to
After these failures the Austrians

time all attempts
have abandoned for some
Nizniow. The
below
at breaking through

main

attack

on

Dniester

the

was

now

THE ENTRY OF THE
Prince Leopold of Bavaria

(

X

)

and Staff outside the

as they entered the city.
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developing in the

and

between Zuravno

district

Halicz.

In consonance with the retreat from

our Allies had

to

abandon the part

Lwow
of

the

Dniester round the bridgeheads of Mikolajow
and Zydaczow, which the Germans had tried
in vain to

conquer by frontal attacks.

From

the Germans advanced to the railway
junction of Chodorow, which, since the fall of
there

Lwow, had lost all its importance for our
Allies.
About the same time considerable
troops, belonging to the army of
Linsingen, crossed the Dniester between

bodies of

von
Zuravno and Halicz
the

army

;

the

(probably the

German

army

centre of

corps of

Bothmer) was operating near the

Count

village

of

between

near

Martynow, half-way
Zuravno and Halicz, Austrian troops were
attempting to break through the belt of the
Kozary,

the hardest task, the attack against
;
the bridgehead of Halicz, was left, as usual,
to an Austro-Hungarian army corps namely,

On June

837

22 the enemy forces which had

advanced on the northern bank were driven
back towards the river, suffering enormous
losses.

The

battle continued during the night

of

June 23-24, and the remaining detachments
of the Austro-German troops which had crossed
the river were thrown back to its right bank.
Similar

ill-luck

accompanied

Austrian

the

operations.

On June
cesses
region.

24 our Allies effected

new

suc-

and new captures in the Dniester
Yet the sector of the Dniester between

Zuravno and Halicz had finally to be abandoned in accordance with the retreat of the
Russian armies farther north.

By June

26

our Allies had fallen back on to the line of
the Gnila Lipa (Halicz
with the Dniester).

lies

near

its

junction

Dniester

to that of General

Hoffmann.

GERMANS INTO WARSAW.
Alexander-Nevsky Cathedral reviewing the troops
Prince Leopold of Bavaria.

Inset

:

During the
fall

of

first

Lwow no

occurred in

its

three days following on the

fighting of any importance
immediate neighbourhood. Our
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ADVANCING ON RAFTS ON THE VISTULA: RUSSIAN
A

feature of the

Allies

took

war on the Eastern

up

fortified

was the enormous use that was made of the rivers as lines
thus afforded them by the wide and sluggish rivers which

front

positions

east

and

south-east of the town, at distances varying

from six to ten miles

;

their line ran approxi-

mately from Jaryczow, past Davidowka and
On June 25 the
Dmytrovice, to Bobrka.

1

strength." Then some time passes
before the Austro-German forces come up and
"
The Russians
get their guns into position.

enemy

meantime

Austrian troops of General Boehm-Ermolli's

sit on their hills taking all the
they can get and repel the Austrian
preliminary attacks as long as they can do

army resumed

so without risking too

their offensive

;

it

followed, in

in the

losses that

much."

During these

the main, the roads and railway-lines leading
from Lwow by Bobrka to Chodorow, and

operations they frequently carry out successful
counter-attacks
and capture considerable

on the Zlota

numbers- of prisoners, largely owing to the
inexperience of the young Austrian officers,

by Przemyslany
Lipa.

to Brzezany

After a day and a night of severe fighting

our Allies resumed their retreat, withdrawing to
Mr. Stanley Washburn, the

and

the Gnila Lipa.

have no heart in the

The Times, who was
with the Russian troops on the Zlota Lipa in

enemy operations have reached a really serious
stage and an attack in force is made," says Mr.
"
it is discovered that the main
Washburn,
forces of the Russians have departed, and when

special correspondent of

the beginning of July, describes as follows their
"
"
retreat
from the Lwow-Mikolajow line.
"
A number of streams running almost due

north and south flow into the Dniester, and
as each of these rivulets runs between more
or less pretentious bluffs,

also because

and the bulk
in

take up one of these natural lines of defence

them

and throw up temporary works on the
and wait for the Austrians. When the

line of

is

bluffs
latter

come up they find the Russians too strong to
be turned out with anything short of the full

of the Austrian troops

"
fight.

By

the time that

the positions are finally carried only a rearguard
of cavalry is discovered holding the trenches,

a very simple
matter to hold them with very few field works.
What the Russians are doing is this. They
it

many

of these usually get

horses, leaving the

a hard-won

line

Russians, are already miles

On

away on

their

exhausted Austrians sitting
with the knowledge that the

away waiting

for

to repeat the operation all over again."

July 26 the Russians settled down on the
the Gnila Lipa, and on the next day the

Austrians began their offensive against it.
Most desperate were, however, the attacks
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REINFORCEMENTS BEING TRANSPORTED TO THE FRONT.
of supply and communication for the armies in the field.
Both
seam the face of the country with a network of waterways.

directed to the north of

it,

in the region

"

against the

town

of Gliniany.

course

our

counter-attacks,"

Russian

of

official

communique

of

and

Here, in the
the

says

June

"
28,

we

took prisoners belonging to all the regiments
of the Austrian Fourth Division.
Thrown

back to

his

point of departure,

the

enemy

remained entirely passive next day."
Between June 26 and 30 fighting proceeded
almost along the entire line of the Gnila Lipa,
round- Bursztyn, Rohatyn, Firlejow, and

Przemyslany, and also farther north, west of
the upper Bug, near Kamionka, Mosty Wielkie
and Krystynopol. It was not until the last

day

of the

month

enemy had gathered
a crossing of the river
"
"
the day of that
defeat

that the

Germans and Russians took advantage

The line was reached on
was splendidly adapted
for purposes of defence;
The marshes in the
* and the hills and forests
valley
beyond it,
and farther south the canon, offered unusually
in military circles."

July 4

;

and, indeed,

for establishing there the

good opportunities

new Russian

front-line of the
left

it

positions

;

on the famous Dniester

flank rested

its

belt

between Nizniow and Zaleszczyki. The general
commanding a division of Cossack cavalry
from the Caucasus, which was defending part

Washburn again and
again that those positions could, as far as
he was concerned, be retained indefinitely. His
of that line, assured Mr.

words proved

true.

We

shall

not hear again

towards the end of August.
The fortress of Halicz, which was all-im-

sufficient forces to effect

of that region until

near Rohatyn. On
our Allies were, however, able to report the
capture of over 2,000 prisoners and of several

portant for our Allies whilst their troops were
still standing in positions far advanced to the

The Russians now continued
Narajowka. But it was
not their intention to hold that line. The
retirement to the Zlota Lipa had been foreseen

was

machine guns.

west,

their retreat to the

retirement

and planned for a considerable time beforehand.
As early as June 28 The Times correspondent
"
a withdrawal
reported from Petrograd that
to the Zlota Lipa, which
for defence

is

far better

than the Gnila Lipa,

is

adapted
foreseen

losing

its

towards

significance

the

Zlota

with

their

Lipa.

The

* South of
Brzezany the different sectors of the
valley of the Zlota Lipa bear the significant names ot
'*
"
old pond,"
wet meadows," " big mud," etc. The
hills

on both sides

rise several

hundred

feet

above the

The forests are very extensive.
of the valley.
Whilst farther east between the Strypa and Seret seldom
level

more than 20 per

cent,

of the land

is

covered with

wood, 011 the Zlota Lipa the proportion frequently
far above 50 per cent.

rises
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EVERY MAN ACROSS; AND THE
The blowing up of

River Narajowka was the

with which Halicz could
the abandonment of
tinued

on the Vistula by the retiring Russian rearguard.
On the right
with the pontoons, these having been

a pontoon bridge

last line in
still

be

connexion

held.

With

those positions a con-

would have

defence

of

the

merely exposed

its

garrison to the danger of

fortress

capture.

Halicz was the most powerful bridgehead
Lying in the midst of a

on the Dniester.

maze of streams, it
the south

by

adde.d

miles.

bridges

moreover, protected from

extensive forests.

new

had been

It

by the Austrians

originally fortified

meter

is,

our Allies

;

works. The diaamounted to ten
One railway bridge and five wooden
three

of

its

lines

of

fortifications

span the river within the

The Austrians arrived in
bourhood in the first week of June.
Halicz.

the entire

army

was detailed

corps of General

lines

its

of

neigh-

Practically

Hoffmann

for the siege of its bridgehead.

Eleven heavy Austrian batteries, including
one of 30-5 cm. howitzers, were brought
up
against

its

As the result of a
hard and expensive labour

fortifications.

whole fortnight of

the enemy succeeded in taking the two outer

lines of

the fortress.

Then the Austrians sent

floating mines down-stream against the wooden
bridges and thus succeeded in destroying

Large forces could no longer
be kept on the right i.e., southern bank
of the Dniester, and preparations had to be
made for the evacuation of Halicz. The
several of them.

retreat

of

the troops in the district farther
it certain that this Dniester

north rendered

stronghold also would soon have to be abandoned. On June 27 the part of Halicz which
lies

south of the river passed into the hands of
on their retreat our Allies blew

the Austrians

;

up the remaining bridges, including the big
railway bridge.
But luck favoured the

enemy

;

during the
over the

night a very heavy river-fog rose

Under cover of that fog the Austrian
engineers were able to replace the blown-up
part of the railway bridge by a wooden strucDniester.

During the night of June 28-29 an entire
Austrian division, under General Fleischman,
succeeded in crossing the river and in conquering

ture.

the northern part of Halicz.

The

fall of

that
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ENEMY PREVENTED FROM FOLLOWING.
of the picture the Engineer-officer
previously prepared with explosives.

and men

are seen

part of the fortress came too early for our
Had the Austrians maintained and

Allies.

enlarged their positions in that district, they
would have been able to carry out a dangerous
attack against the flank of the Russian armies

which were retreating towards the Zlota Lipa.
In a pitched battle fought on June 30 our Allies
drove back the enemy to the very riverside.

Then, during the

first

of July, they retired

days
from Halicz, following up the general movement
of the left flank of General

On the

fall

Ivanoff s armies.

of Halicz the last troops belonging

of von Linsingen crossed the
After July 1 only the army of
Baron von Pflanzer-Baltin remained south of

to the

army

Dniester.

the Dniester, whilst that of von Linsingen held
the line of the Zlota Lipa between Nizniow

and .Gologory. The Second Austro-Hungarian
Army, under von Boehm-Ermolli, had meantime reached the upper Bug ; the meeting
ground between it and the adjoining Eleventh

German Army, which stood under the immediate command of Field-Marshal von Mackensen,
seems to have been the

district

north of Sokal.

with

their

apparatus,

connected

by cable

Between June 22 and 28 hardly any progress
was made by the Austro- German
troops between the Vistula and Bug.
Only in
the corner, between the Vistula and the San,
and to the west of the Vistula, in the region of

to the north

Opatow, the enemy continued to press his advance. By June 25 our Allies had withdrawn
from then*

last positions

south of the San, and

Sandomierz and Opatow. When
given up
the new Austro -German offensive began to the
also

the front between the
and the Pilica extended from Zavichost
by Ozarow and Sienno to Novemiasto.
The new offensive started in a lightning
For several days it seemed that the
fashion.
Austro-German armies would have their way,
that they would break through the Russian

east of the Vistula,

Vistula

lines,

seize

the.

Lublin-Cholm

railway,

and

possibly advance by Vlodava, along the Bug,
with a speed which might have forced the

Russian

armies

the Vistula district to
In one day the Austrians
negotiated the difficult region of the Tanev.
As a matter of fact, the nature of that
in

surrender en masse.
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HOW THE GERMANS CONQUERED THE
A
country
to

of

forests

and marshes

is.

such

as

hamper even the defending side to a very
Both armies have to keep to

serious extent.

the few tracks which lead through the morasses.
these

Along

artillery could

roads

the

superior

have swept away

easily,

Austrian

and with

any resistance
tried
to offer to
have
which our Allies might
no
serious
Therefore
advance.
their
attempt
was made at preventing their crossing. The
Tenth Austro-Hungarian army corps, which
serious loss to the defending side,

had previously belonged to the Third Army
under General Borojevic von Bojna, and since
Przemysl had been included in the
Archduke
army
Joseph-Ferdinand, advanced
from Krzeszow to Bilthe
road
leading
along
goraj.
Having crossed the Tanev near Harathe

MARSHES.

Poland.
by German pioneers over the marshes in Russian

special railway constructed

fall of

of

turned to the north, and by way of
Janow reached Modliborzyce on the Sanna.
siaki, it

From

here began, on June 30, their advance
against Krasnik

reached

Zaklikow,

west of Modli-

10 miles

west of
borzyce. and Frampol, about 18 miles
that village. On the same day the troops
under General von Woyrsch resumed from the
on
west their advance against the Vistula
;

June 30 they had reached the heights south of
Tarlow, a village situated in the corner between
the

Kamienna and the

East of the

Vistula.

Vistula the Austro-German troops

had mean-

time occupied Turczyn on the For and Zamosc
on the Volica. Zamosc lies exactly half-way
the positions which the enemy
on
June 28 round Cieszanow and
occupied
Plazow, and the Lublin-Cholm railway line,
which was his immediate objective.
On July 1 the Austro-German forces crossed

between

the For

farther west the Austrians reached

;

Vyznica and occupied Krasnik.
the same day, about 5 p.m., they succeeded in capturing the bridgehead of Jozefow,
River

the

On

near the

mouth

of the

Vyznica

;

they enlarged

Meantime the other parts of the Fourth
Austro-Hungarian Army and the left wing
and centre of the Eleventh German Army had

their

kept pace with it in the advance to the north.
They crossed the Russian frontier, to the north

They had reached the line along .vhich our
Allies had decided to offer vigorous resistance

of Cieszanow

and Rava Ruska, and occupied
28.
On the next day they

Tomaszow on June

of

hold

the

ever,

on that

following

to be the

Plonka

line,

night.

end

to their offensive.

district

in -the

This

was,

course

how-

of their rapid advance.

On

the Jozefow-Krasnik-

along which the battle developed
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our Allies had the advantage of com-
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difference in the distances

which separate it
from the Ivangorod-Lublin-Cholm line, and
from the Galician railways, but the former is

army stood in contact with the army of General
Woyrsch on its right, it joined up with the
forces of Mackensen.
On Monday, July 5, the
same day on which he advanced to the north
of Krasnik, the enemy experienced a serious

much

check on his eastern flank.

2,

immications.

It

true, there

is

no great

is

;

superior in structure (the Galician railnear the northern border are single

ways

track branch-lines)

On

the front

between the Vistula and the Bug," says the
Russian official communique of July 6, " most

moreover, the intervening

;

open and traversed by several excelground
lent roads, whilst the lines of communication

"

are seriously restricted by marshes and sand.
line south of the Lublin -Cholm railway was

desperate fighting took place Sunday evening
and Monday morning in the sector UrzedowBychawa. The hostile offensive east of Krasnik was stopped by a blow which we delivered
on the enemy's flank on the heights north-west

now

of

is

to the south, especially in the western sector,

The

held

by two Russian

The army

armies.

General Loesche, bearing the number of
that which had originally stood along the line
of

was holding the positions north

of the Dunajec,
of

Krasnik

on

;

left

its

"

General Everts.

stood the

army

of

Excellent field works had

k

on

where we

Vilkolaz,

inflicted serious losses

the

enemy, capturing during Monday
morning more than 2,000 prisoners and 29
officers, while about 2,000 enemy corpses lay
before our front."

Loesche's

During the following day, our Allies continued
to press their offensive.
Along the KrasnikVilkolaz -Lublin road and along the Rivers

army, "... and I felt sure that whatever
the outcome of the German move against him

Bystizyca and Kosarzewka, where the Austrian
positions formed a salient, the Russians success-

would

fully continued to develop the counter-attack

been prepared," wrote Mr. Washburn, who had
the

vinited

be,

it

positions

would not

of

General

result in

anything

like

the Dunajec enterprise, nor would the enemy
be able to drive through to Brest with sufficient rapidity to

Warsaw Army

cut off the retreat of the

or those lying south of it."

"

of the previous day.

The enemy," says the
"
was com7,

Petrograd communique of July
pelled to pass to the defensive.

In the course

day we took on this front no fewer than
2,000 prisoners and we captured several
machine guns." To parry the blow and
of the

On July 2 the Austrians were forced to
evacuate Krasnik the Austro-German advance
;

was arrested almost along the entire line.
Apart from an insignificant advance at one
single point near Studzianki (east of Krasnik),

no further progress was reported by the enemy
on July 3. On the next day the Austrians

prevent a farther advance of the Russians, theArchduke seems now to have directed his main
forces towards the valley of the Bystrzyca, on
the eastern fringe of the Krasnik woods.

This,.

re-entered Krasnik, our Allies retaining their

however, resulted in a very considerable weakening of his left wing, and enabled the Russians^

town

to break through his positions near Urzendow,.

positions in the forest north-east of the

and round the
suffering

village of

terrific

losses

Budzyn. On July 5,
from the Russian

machine

guns, the Austrians succeeded in
occupying the village, and also in gaining
considerable ground north of Krasnik.
The

north-east of .Krasnik.

By

the afternoon of

were threatening to turn the
of the forces engaged near

9, our Allies

July
western

Vilkolaz

flank

and on the Bystrzyca.

the stubborn resistance offered

It

was mainly

by the troops

day was, however, destined to
remain for some time the high-water mark of

which managed to maintain themselves on

their advance.

saved

success of that

The

fighting of

of the tide.

On

July 5-0 marked the turning
the line of the Rivers Lower

the upper
Vyznica, Urzendowka and of
our
Allies
commenced
their
counterBv.strzyca,
offensive.
An Austro-German army of certainly no fewer than five army corps was

gathered in that region under the

command

of

Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand. North of Krasnik
alone were massed three Austro-Hungarian

army

corps.

On

the

left

flank the Archduke's

Height

118,

Even

south

of

Anstrians

the

Vilkolaz

Gorny, that

from further

disaster.

were very serious, in
so,
lost
more than 15,000 men.
alone
they
prisoners
absence
of adequate artillery
in
the
Still,
their

losses

support, our Allies were unable to follow up
their successes, or even to reduce the garrison
which was holding the entrenched positions

on

They had to settle down on the
Urzendowka, and satisfy themselves

Hill 118.

line of the

with having stopped, for the time being, the
advance of the enemy. With July 9 ends the

first
I.
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////.

stage of the Austro (.'erman advance from

wow

to

Warsaw.

A

lull of

complete
battle of Krasnik/

Meek followed tlie
VV'hen
new offensive commences about the middle
.Inly, its first moves tnin-ter us to the Baltic

we have had

:

Vistula

line

this,

The new Germanic

the greatest of

all

offensive extended

over practically the entire Eastern front. An
army composed of at least 45 army corps

about the

to say during the entire

little

the

Between July 12-14 a,
it had never yet been

approaching.

wars.

't

latter

Warsaw and

campaign began as
witnessed, not even in

the

provinces and to the Narev front

for

struggle

was

almost a

opened an offensive along a front stretching
1 ,000 miles.
In the extreme north a

spring of 1915.

over about

The d\wen-

like

alter the second battle of Kni-nik

tho

certain

silence

that

het'ore

the

time

(he
of

storm.

the

It

final

i

group of six army corps commenced on July 13
the second offensive against the Baltic Provinces.

On

its

southern flank an

army com-

posed of four army corps advanced against the
line of the Xiemen
the operations west of the
;

Kovno-Grodno

line were,

however, in July 1915,
secondary importance. Certainly not
than about nine army corps were facing,

of only
less

about the middle of July, the Bobr-Narev-Bui;
line, between Grodno and Novo-Georgievsk
;

they included tliree army corps composed
of new formations from
Schleswig-Holstein,

Pomerania and Brandenburg. At least three
army corps stood in front of Warsaw, between
the Vistula and the Pilica towards the end of
the month they were' reinforced by three more
German and three Austro-Hungarian divisions
;

(these six

estimate
Pilica

.

divisions are not included in our

of

45

army

A RUSSIAN OUTPOST.
Inset

:

Field telegraphists at

work

corps).

and the Roumanian

in the trenches.

Between the

frontier stood- the
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THE GERMAN ADVANCE.
Troops building a pontoon bridge between Warsaw and Praga.
*'

southern

armies

"

which

had

whole brunt of the fighting between

the

to be treated apart from the

May

and

In the extreme south, on the short Dniester
flank, between Nizniovv and Uscie Biskupie,

2

July 9. The strength of these six armies
(von Woyrsch including the group of Kovess,
Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand, von Mackensen,

failure.

24

and was not
July the eastern front

of

"

presented a curious succession of

flanks

"

the

offensive

was directed mainly

"
"
flanks
the fighting along the
;
against the
"
three
fronts," i.e., the lines of the Niemen, of

the Vistula, and of the

Bug and

Zlota Lipa,
was mainly of a supplementary nature (the
southern end of the Vistula line near Ivangorod

The most important of
were, of course, the two flank lines on both
sides of the 'Warsaw and Ivangorod positions
we may call them for short the line of the
Narev and the Lublin-Cholm line.
The

forms an exception).
all

;

"

flank
importance of the
which was created by the

new
-come

"

north of Shavle,
moves of the

first

offensive in the Baltic Provinces, did not

to

be

felt

until

much

In the

later.

following account of the fighting which ensued
during the second half of July we propose to
deal

first

of all

with the German advance in

the Baltic Provinces.

It forms, as

it

separate chapter of the great offensive

were, a
;

it

has'

river-loops

As

we

shall

they

;

fighting

new

present any

in

ended in the

usual

that region did not

features of special interest,

of

any pre-eminent importance,
content ourselves with this mere

registration of its occurrence.

"
"
fronts
extending east and west, and of
running north and south. The weight of the

new Germanic

operations.

Baron von Pflanzer-Baltin renewed, about the
middle of July, his attempts to emerge from

von Linsingen and the group of Count Bothvon Boehm-Ermolli and Baron von
Pflanzer-Baltin) we can hardly put at less than

mer,

army corps.
About the middle

main

borne

Little fighting occurred in the Baltic Provinces

The
of May and July 13.
two armies were facing one another between
Libau and Kovno, on a front of 150 miles the
rivers Vindava, Venta and Dubissa formed on
between the middle

;

the whole the

Most

of the

dividing

line

between them.

ground was held by comparatively

small forces, and a considerable proportion of

the troops consisted of cavalry. The district
of Shavle, situated about half-way between

Libau and Kovno, formed the centre of the
About the middle of
Baltic theatre of war.

June

the

against

it.

Germans attempted an offensive
They succeeded in advancing as

Kuze, which is within artillery range of
Shavle, but were unable to break through the

far as

Russian
a

lines in front of

lull set in

till

the town.

again in the fighting,

Thereupon
which lasted

the great Germanic offensive against Warsaw
its culminating stage in a simultaneous

reached

advance along the entire Eastern

front.
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as a matter of fact, the immediate

Shavle

aim

of the

began with a flank attack, proceeding across
the Vindava from the direction of Libau, and
ended in a concentric movement which was

German advance

and capture the main body
of the Fifth Russian Army.
The Vindava was
first crossed by the Germans in the neighbour-

Shavle.

surrounded Mitau from the south protected the
flank of the forces which advanced in an

hood

easterly direction

meant

against Mitau was not the
capture of the town, but the cutting off of
all

to encircle

of Niegraden, about halfway between
Schrundon and Muravievo, and then at a
few more points between Muravievo and

Kurshany.

The

district does

not present any serious

crossing of the river in that
difficulties

;

hardly more than 50 yards wide and its
banks are covered with big forests which shield
Moreover the district
it from observation.

it is

seems to have been only very
the Russians

lightly hold

by

after having crossed the river,

;

German

cavalry was able to advance
50 miles in three days without meeting with any

.some of the

Beyond the Vindava the
spread to the north and to the

serious resistance.

German

forces

communication between Riga and
way the containing force which

direct

In that

forces,

which outnumbered them very conTheir retreat was covered by a

series of brilliant

rearguard actions, fought, with

number of machine guns, by a
brigade of Ussurian cavalry. Making the most
of the natural advantages which a region of
forest and marshes offers for that type of
the support of a

fighting, those Siberian

centric attack

of

wing

The

centre and right

the forces had for their immediate

German

failed in

The

offensive against

Mitau did not meet at

with any serious resistance.

On

July 15

two days
the Germans occupied Frauenburg
was fought round Doblen. By
;

later a battle

noon of July 18 the enemy was within six miles
of Mitau. Meantime, on the left of this group,
the forces from Libau had occupied Goldingen
and Windau, crossed the Vindava and reached
the

Windau-Tukum-Mitau

railway.

A

few

July 20 a new body of
the Dubissa in the

A

con-

from the south, the west, the
north-east was directed against
and
even
north,
the Russian troops in the district of Shavle

peed against Janishki and the river Musha
.so as to outflank the Russian forces round

first

On

Rossienie district, south of Shavle.

and Shadoff.

Shavle, and,
possible, to cut their only line
of retreat, which led to the east.

in

crossed

troops

objective the railway from Mitau to Muravievo ;
having crossed it, they were to advance at full

if

horsemen succeeded

delaying the German advance until practically
the entire Russian army had withdrawn from

of the Vindava and along the sea against

Goldingen and Windau.

Alt-Auss against

siderably.

the danger zone.

;

of

The Russian troops between Mitau and
Shavle were falling back before the German

left wing had Mitau for its objective
was
it
supported from the west by another body
of troops which was advancing on the left bank

east. Their

by way

Janishki.

No

one can deny the strategic

German offensive yet they
main object of encircling the

excellence of the
their

Fifth Russian

provinces
July 23

Army, which was holding the
Courland and Samogitia.

of
it

;

had

effecterl

its

retreat

By

beyond

In the course of the operations of
Germans claim to have

Shadoff.

those ten days the

captured 27,000 prisoners,

25 guns, and 40

machine guns. Even if these figures are correct
the Russian losses can hardly be described as
surprisingly large. In a retreat through wooded,
in which small groups get
in prisoners are unavoidlosses
detached,
easily
The Russian reports do not name the
able.

marshy country,

reaching the
days
River Aa, east of Mitau, near the town of
Bowsk, completed the semicircle by which they

aggregate figure of prisoners taken by them
during the fighting in the Baltic province."

closed in from the south the district of Mitau.

the retreating side,

later

the

Germans,

on

But the town could not be taken by a coup de
main.

It lies in

a strong defensive position,

near the confluence of several rivers, and

moreover covered from the south by a
forests, several miles wide.

important strategic

line of

is

belt of

Moreover, its most
communication, the

railway to Riga, lay out of reach of the German
It was only on August 1 that the
forces.

Germans were able to capture the town.

But,

between July 13-23

;

risen

undoubted^

yet, although they

the

were

number must have

into

many

thousands

;

thus, to take but one example, the Russian
official

of July 18 reports the
500 German prisoners, with 9

communique

capture

of

"

and 7 machine guns."
After the capture of Shavle and Shadoff, the
German advance continued to the east in the

officers

direction

of

Posvol

and Ponieviesh

these districts were reached

by July

;

both

25.

Then

350
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much

the advance became

German

the

-forces

slower

;

on August 2
Vobolniki-

the

passed

Subotch road, which crosses the PonievieshDvinsk railway about 15 miles to the east of
the end of the month, the

By

Ponieviesh.

Germans were

commenced its advance.
T am told," wrote
Mr. Washburn from the Headquarters on the
'"

Bzura

front,

under date

3 o'clock * in the

same Ime.

when darkness

practically along that

"

July

17,

that the

Russians knew that the Germans had planned
their advance against the old positions for

standing in that region

still

of

morning, and they withdrew
leaving the Germans to fire

fell,

German

80,000 shells at the abandoned positions before

which took

they realized that the main Russian forco was

place in the second half of July, had for its
aim to tie up Russian forces in that region

already sitting in its trenches in the new lino."
"
The enemy has assumed the offensive on the

As we have previously
advance

stated, the

Baltic provinces,

in the

and to prepare the ground

for

an enveloping

movement from the north
the Niemen.

against the line of
the direct attack against the

Had

on the Vistula

salient

failed

to

achieve

its

Narev

front," says the Russian official com-

"

Great enemy forces
July 14.
are advancing between the rivers Orzec and

munique

of

Lidynia

(i.e.,

Our

in

the

district

of

Prasnysz).

Germans might have compelled the
Russians to retire from Poland by cutting, or
evuu merely by seriously threatening, their

positions."

communication with the north, in the
districts of Vilna and Molodetchna. Meantime,

forces

however, the course which events assumed in
the south deprived the operations in Lithuania

wing captured Hill 164, to the west
Mlava-Ciechanow railway, their left

object the

without accepting a conclusive
battle, retired ... on their second line of

During the morning

lines of

immediate importance.

of their

Hardly any fighting transgressing the limits
what might be described as the routine of
trench warfare had taken place on the Narev
front between the middle of March and July 12.
of the

which the proximity
Mlava-Novo-Georgievsk railway and the
district of Prasnysz,

the ground rendered the decisive

nature of

a German offensive, no changes
whatsoever had occurred since about the end
for

region

of

May

in the

main

were occupying a

positions.
line

its

first

south

centre on the

near the hamlet of Granaty.
ground intervened between

Russian trenches.

The Germans

stretching

Mlava and Chorzele, with

When

continued

of

their

July 13 the German
Their right

attack.

occupied the village of Grudnsk.

of

In the

troops,

of

hills

Half a mile of

them

and

the

the failure of

the

attack against the Lublin-Cholm line was
an offensive from the

of the

wing

One Russian
three German

corps was fighting against
corps, which were reported to have been the

army

From east
llth, 13th, and 17th Bavarians.
and west the German troops were closing in on
Prasnysz. The town, of which, according to
an eye-witness, only four houses were left, was
abandoned by our Allies on July 14. They
retired on to the line Bogate-Sbiki-OpinagoraCiechanow. On July 15 a brilliant charge was
executed by the 14th Russian cavalry brigade
the purpose of delaying the German

with

advance.

But

it

could not be arrested alto-

gether.

In the early morning of July 16 Ciechanovv
passed into the hands of the enemy. On the

'

morning

of the following

day our

Allies evacu-

realized, preparations for

ated the town of Plonsk, west of the Wkra.

north were pushed forward with great speed.
Artillery of all kinds and calibres was brought
up ; saps were dug until their heads got within

A

200 yards of the Russian positions. Between
July 9-12 the excavations were carried on not
only by night, but even in day-time
only for

flat

;

a few hours in the day, says the diary of a
German soldier who took part in the work, it

was allowed to
night

of

July

rest

12-13

altogether.

the

During the

German

artillery

against the positions of our Allies.
4 a.m. on July 13 all batteries started the

opened

last

stand was

made by

the Russians on the

near the railway station of
their positions commanded from that
height

to

Gome
hill

;

the

surrounding country, and the enemy had
toll of lives before he was able

pay a heavy

gain that point. The Russian retreat
"
continued.
West of the Omulev," says the
"

to

Russian
troops

official communique of July 19,
our
withdrew progressively towards the

Narev bridgehead, and fought an obstinate

fire

At
bombardment
7.30 a.m.

of

the

Russian trenches

;

at

changed into quick fire. It stopped
half an hour later, and the German infantry
it

*

To

forestall the captious critic,

wo

state that

we

are

aware of the divergence in the hour named by Mr. Washburn and that given in tho previous statement, where
we follow the account given by the diary of a German

We leave it to the critic to choose his
explanation of that divergence.

soldier.

own
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town

near the
r,.,.rpmil action

of

Makow on

On July is the heads
tb. evening of Joly""
,. tirniuui columns had got within the
,*. of the artillery of Novo-Georgievsk.
von Gallwitz stood
Th, eotin iiriny of (ieneral
of the Narev
bank
BOW along the northern
*
Rozan,
Pultusk,
past
\ovo-Georgievsk

fro,,.

the district of Ostrolenka.

till

Its

advance

from the east
w,is accompanied and supported
After
Scholtz.
von
General
by the army of
Omulev,
the
on
prolonged and heavy fighting
of the
Szkwa and Pissa, it reached the line
Ostroand
Osowiec
between
Bobr and Narev

By

leiiku.

ends of
line

the night of July 18 the northern
of the bridgeheads on the Narev

some

were seriously threatened by the enemy.

The resumption of the Austro-German
the Bug was
offensive between the Vistula and
an attack against the Russian
preceded by
The flank on the Bug
round Sokal.
positions

had to be firmly secured, whilst the main
forces

were directed to the north.

our Allies were

in that

region

On

July 15

in possession

even of some parts of the western bank of the
On July 19, under the pressure of much
river.
Austrian forces, our Allies withdrew
superior

from Sokal towards Tartakow, only to return

on the following day.

It

was only with great

maintained themdifficulty that the Austrians
selves in Sokal during the remaining part of
the month.

The Austro-German offensive against the
line recommenced about the
middle of July. The chief attack was not,

Lublin-Cholm

however, delivered by the defeated Fourth
Austro-Hungarian Army under Archduke
Joseph-Ferdinand, but by a new force gathered
north of Zamosc and remaining under the direct
command of Field-Marshal von Mackensen.
"

From

the time I

left

the Bukovina front,"

wrote Mr. Washburn under date of July 14,
"

every front I
were disappearing
piecemeal, and they were believed to be headed
against the anny which is protecting Cholm. ..."
I received reports at practically

on the Zlota
under Count Bothmer remained
himself,
von
under
Liiisingen
other
the
Lipa,

Mackensen's armies. North of the
and Volica stood against them the
Por
Rivers

joined

"the best
Russian army of General Loesche,
in the field in this
ever
has
Russia
placed
that
of a general whom a
war," under the command
Washburn's experiMr.
of
war-correspondent
ence describes as
individuals I

of

was at that time that the army
was
one
Lansingen
split up into two groups

seems that

of the

* The
Bug and the Narev moot at Sierook ; they join
the Vistula at Novo-Georgievsk.
The correct name of
the stretch of river between these two towns is Bug and
not Narev. But having to deal along the northern Sank
with more than 90 miles of the Narev line and only with
15 miles of the Bug below Sierock, military writers have
got into the habit of calling it all Narev, a mistake which
may be condoned and continued.

any other

The Austro -Germans employed their usual
tactics
they massed their heavy batteries
one section of the Russian line and
;

against

to follow up the
gathered their best troops
bombardment, just as they had done in the
Of the battle
of Gorlice and Tarnow.

days
which developed on July 17 in the region of
Krasnostaw we cannot give a better description
than by quoting a letter that reached us from

The Times correspondent, Mr. Washburn, who
has enjoyed quite exceptional opportunities for
and
watching the development of the campaign
for gathering first-hand
its

incidents.

"

The

information concerning

best trenches that I have,

seen," writes he concerning the Russian

posi-

" were washed
away in
Russians
The
shells.
of
a day by a torrent
big
did not retreat. They remained and died and
the Germans simply marched tlirough the hole
tions near Krasnostaw,

in the line, rendering a

change

of front necessary.

But this time there was no disorganization of
the line as a whole. The moment the Germans
beyond their supporting artillery, the.
Russian infantry were at their throats with the
bayonet and drove them back." For more than

were

ten days after the piercing of the Russian line
south of Krasnostaw no marked progress was
made by the Austro-German forces between the

Attacks were followed

Vistula and the Bug.

counter-attacks

here and there the Austro-

by
Germans were gaining ground it was evident
that they were bound sooner or later to attain
;

;

their
line,
fail

immediate objective, the Lublin-Cholm
it was equally certain that they would

but

in their

main aim

;

they could not crush

the Russian forces in Poland.

it

;

most remarkable

in this or

war."

visited that the hostile forces

It

"one

have met

advance

of the

enemy

Only a rapid

similar to that which

had followed on the battle on the Dunajec
could have spelled disaster to the armies which
were holding the salient east of the Bug and
Niemen.

In the steady fighting that followed

on the battle

of

Krasnostaw ground was

lost

by

time by the enemy. The German
communiques themselves clearly illustrate the
our

Allies,
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nature of these battles.

Almost every day they
some success with which to embellish their
accounts (and some reverse which

Meantime the German

find

to pass over in
silence, as

is

they prefer
done by most

the tale of .small gains achieved as
the result
of
"
hard

;

^proportionately
Between
fighting.
the upper Vistula and the
Bug we follow up
"
the retreating
enemy
no further
(July 20

divisions of picked German
troops wora able to
cross the Narev on a broad

Pultusk and Ostrolenka.
with disappointment.

;

details given) ; "... the
enemy has offered
fresh resistance to the armies of
Field-Marshal
v.

Mackensen.

."
"... the
(July 21) ;
continues ..." (July
22) ; "... the
allied armies succeeded in
breaking at different
.

.

.

.

"

enemy

fro.it between
Yet again they met

They broke through
they had near Krasnostaw, but
the stubborn resistance of the
Russian troops
prevented their further progress. A battle now
the

.

points the stubborn resistance of the

offensive against the

northern line was
continuing with its previous
On July 20 German troops
intensity.
captured
the outworks of Rozan on the
northern bank of
the Narev. On
July 23 the Army of General
vonGallwitz forced the
bridgeheads of Rozan
and Pultusk between the 23rd' and
25th ten

official
communiques), but on the whole they
sound by no means
triumphant. They tell

battle

353

main

line, as

developed between the Narev and the
Bug

." (July 23) ;
A stubborn battle continues
"
between the Vistula and the
Bug
-

"

.

No

change

(July 24)

"

(July 25),

etc., etc.

Such

;

wasi

their daily
story; it was not until July 30
that the Germanic armies which
on the 16th
had started their advance from a line

about

15 miles south of the Lublin
-Cholm

railway
It was evident

reached the town of Lublin.
that the decision of the battle for

Warsaw

could

not come from that quarter. Generals
Loesche
and Everts and their armies had
saved

the
southern flank for Warsaw, an
achievement
which has had an incalculable influence on
the
development of the entire Eastern
campaign,
and thereby of the whole war.

SCENES BY THE WAYSIDE.
Russian troops retreating from Poland.

Inset

:

Honouring the graves of the

fallen.
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wa- bemi; fought in front
had seemed at
It
('holm line.
Narcv by the
(
tinpassage

by July 22 the troops of General von
reached Ko/ienice, at the northern
had
\Voyrsch
a
end of the lines which surround Ivangorod

Hermans would settle the fate of the Yitna\\arsaw line, and necessitate an immediate

few days later the fortress was completely
A similar retreat was
invested from the west.

similar to that which
l.ublin

tl,,.

,,i

tirst

that

th.'

'I'lieir
evacuation of \\'arsa\v by the Russians.
proved
drive against \Vys/.kow and >st row s
The advanee of out- day was followed
a failure.
<

on

next

the

heavy

losses

with

accompanied
and prisoners.

reverse-,

l>y

casualties

in

1

If

the north offered the

.mulling, the position ill
iertnans even smaller chances of reaching a
<

than

decision

Herman

did

that

of

communique

official

south.

the

in

The

August

5

i

;

;

.

effected in the

evacuated,

on July 19 our Allies
without fighting, the

north;

practically

line, which they had hold for
moiv than seven months, and retired on to the
these extended in a
so-called Blonie lines

B/.ura-Rawka

;

radius of about twelve miles in front of

Warsaw,
and had been prepared as a second line ever
German attacks against
since December, 1914.
that line delivered on July 25-26 ended in

announces that "fighting heavily, the Armies
of Generals von Scholtz and von Gallwitz

complete

advance against the Lomzacontinue
i-trow-Wyszkow road." That road itself runs
(

succeeded in crossing the Vistula about twenty
"On the Vistula,
miles north of Ivangorod.

of
only about 10-12 miles to the south-east
the Narev line which the Germans had forced

on both banks
says the Russian

their

In the last days of July a wave of hope came
who for the last few weeks had lost

over those

hope of saving

all

Warsaw.

The splendid

resistance of the Russian troops

both in the

south and in the north had put fresh courage
Then suddenly came the
into their hearts.

dramatic end in a

way

in

which

it

had

least

been expected.

The Vistula seemed to

offer sufficient pro-

round the bridgeheads

of the districts

of

War-

saw and Ivangorod, was hold by comparatively

weak

forces.

spans

it

Not a single permanent bridge
between those two towns
the river,
;

unregulated, is between 600 and 1,200
yards wide and 10 to 15 feet deep. Its banks
are fairly high, the eastern higher than the

which

is

western.

The

the

enemy

driven

back

managed

tection against the west and, with the exception

valley

and the wooded

hills

is

only a few miles wide,

approach in

many

places

Roads and the railway line
which connects Warsaw and Ivangorod avoid
close to the river.

The Germans

unforeseen.

of

the tributary Radomka,"

communique of July 30,
some points sent his advanced
guards across to the right bank of the river on
pontoons, and attempted to throw bridges
Our troops are attacking the
across the river.
enemy detachments which crossed. Our heavy
artillery demolished an enemy bridge near the
The Germans were
village of Kobylnica."
"

almost a fortnight before.

failure.

Then came the

official

at

towards

the

Vistula,

to maintain themselves

on

but
its

yet
eastern

A corps belonging to the army holding
the Blonie lines, crossed the river to oppose the

bank.

advance of the Germans east of the Vistula.
But enemy reinforcements were pouring in
from the west in great numbers. By August 1
two entire German army corps had reached the
right bank of the Vistula, whilst three Austrian
divisions, said to have come from the Serbian
front, were available in immediate support.
There were no sufficient Russian forces which
could have been spared from other fronts to
constitute a new rampart, as they had done

immediate neighbourhood very few villages
and hardly any towns lie on its eastern bank,

of Krasnostaw and Rozan.
The crossing of the Vistula by the Germans
was the last straw which settled the fate of

on that stretch

Warsaw.

its

;

of about 50 miles which formed
between Warsaw and Ivangorod the western
front of the Russian salient in Poland.
In

the

district

west of the

Vistula

our Allies

after the battles

The

immediate

followed during the second half of July the

directions

same

our

tactics

October,

1914.

which

had

in

they
adopted
They were falling back to-

wards the river closing in on the fortified lines
round the bridge-heads at the two ends of the
front.
On July 17 they had withdrawn beyond the Ilzanka, on the 20th they evacuated

objective

of

the

Army

Woyrsch and of the group of General von
Kovess was Ivangorod. Threatened from all
Allies.

it

much longer by
bank of the Vistula
positions had been recently

could not be held

On

the right

a ring of fortified
constructed as a cover for the inner

forts,

which had by now become obsolete and could
not have withstood the fire of modern artillery
even for a day.

Fjom

the west and the south
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CAUGHT BETWEEN TWO

FIRES.

Cossacks clearing Austrians out of a

the Vistula and the Wieprz form a cover for
the fortress, but it can hardly have been held
against attacks from the north.

As soon

as

the Germans had acquired a definite hold on
the eastern bank of the Vistula, the position of
the fortress became hopeless. In the morning
August 1 the Austrian artillery, ranging
from field guns to 30'5 cm. howitzers, opened
of

355

village.

a violent bombardment against the forts and
on the same day the enemy entered some of
them.
it

The

fall of

the fortress was imminent

followed on August

4.

The

;

fall of

Ivangorod
would have uncovered the western flank of the
Russian southern army.
be delayed any longer.
to be evacuated,

Its retreat

could not

Eastern Poland had

and the Russian armies had
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and their tales about the last battle for Warsaw
mast bo treated as the due embroidery of an
undoubtedly great event.

well-known Polish writer, discussing the
name which history would give to the war,

A

suggested that

might, best be called the

it

War

Hardly ever
more
seem
appropriate than at
did that name
Ormati
the
entry into Warsaw.
the time of
Grent Disappointments.

of the

Our

Allies

for months, against tho
Icrman onslaughts, the com-

had held

most desperate

i

streams,

and Nida.

Pilica

Bzura, Rawka,

small

of

line

\\i-ak

paratively

The

of

the

strongest

positions in Europe,

and

its

the

one

Vistula,

had now

to be

struggle.

To

centre,

the.

line of

defensive

Warsaw,

abandoned, practically without a

German

the

soldiers

Warsaw had

been represented as the Paris of the East not
in that sense in which it used to glory in that

name

RUSSIAN AVIATORS.
At work on

the

of the city of

Warsaw had

it
been practically completed for some time
was now merely a question of withdrawing
;

army from the Blonie

and to

lines.

That

final

a masterpiece in strategy, for

which the credit

commander

is

mainly due to the chief

of the armies in Poland, Alexeieff,

his Chief

of

Staff,

Goulevitch.

The

marshes of Russia proper.
For those Poles who saw the future of their
nation in union under Russia the fall of Warsaw
forests or

meant a most severe blow.
Many of them
and
bitter
is
the
path of the
refugees,
consolation
and
whatever
help his
refugee,
friends

and went to the support of the defenders of
the Narev line, thus rendering impossible the

political life

line.

At

the

breaking
southern end, near Gora Kalvaria, our Allies

soldier only another

his endless,

bloody pilgrimage.
the prospect of exchanging the
quarters on the Bzura of the preceding winter
for some still more desolate place in the plains,

Russian forces crossed the Vistula on pontoons

the

on

He now had

became

of

Gorman

for the

short station

retreat began during the night of August 3-4 ;
at the northern end of the Blonie lines the

immediate

of

to form the triumphant close of
Instead of that it
the Eastern campaign.

became

and the Bug.
The evacuation

retreat proved

meaning

but in the

The capture

1871.

of

Warsaw was

field.

to be withdrawn to the lines of Brest-Litovsk

the

in the eighteenth century,

sinister

lost,

try to administer to him.

may

of the Poles

with the

contact with

fall

of

realities.

who

The

sided with Russia

Warsaw, the natural
The physical struggle

similarly crossed the river during the night

against the invader is the one natural form of
the life of the refugees who keep flying the flag

over pontoon bridges and joined the

army

of their nation.

Warsaw

from

which

corps
the south

;

was

screening
together these forces were

now

Those who remain behind,

under a foreign yoke, and cannot take part in

mute witnesses of the
own lives. It was an irony of
Warsaw should have fallen at the

that struggle, become

forming a strong defence for the line of retreat
towards Brest-Litovsk. " On August 4 by

tragedy of their

noon there was probably not over one corps

time when an

on the west side of the Vistula," writes Mr.
Washburn, who remained in Warsaw almost to

had gathered at Petrograd to work out the
material expression of those promises and

"

fate that

official

Polish-Russian Committee

the very end.
Half of that crossed south of
Warsaw before 6 p.m., and probably the last

hopes which the Manifesto of the Grand Duke
had opened up to the Poles almost a year

division left about midnight,

previously.

August

">

Germans
even

in

and at

3 a.m.

on

the bridges were blown up."
The
arrived at
a.m. ; they were not

touch with the Russian rearguards,

Worst

of all

was at the

fall

of

Warsaw

the

disappointment of tho Poles who, heedless of
"
the proverb about the
Undank vom Hause
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Oesterreich,"* had thrown in their lot with the

first

Hapsburg Monarchy and were hoping for a
reunion of Austrian and Russian Poland under

represent ;.nyone except the Austrian Poles.
It proceeded to form military organizations

the

of

auspices

negligible

number

Austria-Hungary.
Only a
of Russian Poles declared in

favour of this so-called

"

Austrian solution

"

The few who did so
revolutionaries who had

the prudence and decency not to claim to

which were to serve
of

volunteer regiments that had

of the Polish question.

Polish

were

under Napoleon

mostly

old

fought for years against the Russian governof the recon-

ment before the day had come
ciliation of the

"

Austrian

In August,

The

two great Slav nations.

overwhelming majority
solution

"

the

1914,

and most

of

fought

J.

Austria had conceded since I860, and

more

since

1807,

still

a considerable measure of

freedom to the Galician Poles

:

it

had endowed

of the

adherents of the

them

were

Galician

government of Galicia, although the Ruthenians and Jews form together more than half

official

leaders

Poles.

tho

of

Galician political parties decided to stand by
Austria,

connexion with the

in

Army and which assumed the name
"
Polish Legions," in memory of the famous

Austrian

them stuck

to

their

if they remained in the
part
country which was not reached by the
Russian armies. The capture of Lwow brought

of

its

practically

population.

with

a

This

monopoly

the

of

concession

the

of

was not due to any
the principle of liberty, but

freedom to the Poles

decision, especially

enthusiasm for

of the

well

to the fact that the Germans, being a small
minority within the Hapsburg Monarchy,
could not keep to themselves all the power in
the State.
If there is too much of dependent

hardly

provinces, wrote in 1768 an English statesman

to light

tho

an amount

Galician

acquainted

of pro-Russian feeling

Poles

with

which

the

even

among

men

country would

expected. The leaders of the proAustrian Polish parties in Vienna constituted
"
themselves, indeed, into a
Supreme Polish

have

National
* "

Committee."

It

had,

however,

at

Ingratitude of the House of Austria."

THE GERMANS

who favoured union with

Ireland as a

means

head grows
To prevent that the

for the coercion of America, the

too heavy for the body.
Austrian Germans concluded in 18fi7 a partIn
nership with the Magyars and the Poles.

IN

POLAND.

Troops resting after a long march.

war some

the present

forward

ii

(iiiliciiui

The

bination.

Dual

was

Monarchy

The

(inlicia.

tn

of

principle

applied to the

l>e

nationality
that

Pnles.

Huthenians

potutitlfiuH to the

of

was

Promises were to be had for the tusking, as they
could not be put to the test of actions. Rumours
were stimulated to the effect that Archduke

The new Poland was

Ccnnans.

ialicia,

(

to

be

to

Polish,

pro.

in-law,

The taking

Pentecost

Warsaw was

of

which

at

the

to be

turned in the East in favour of the Central

Powers,

pro-Austrian

Poles expected the ghost of the

Monarchy

to

Munich variation

thick

general had not

much

German, and in
say, which may have
of

to

an additional reason

l>een

for his being

to be the figure-head at the entry into

On

the

who
Warsaw

the other hand, Heir von Cleinow,

was sent from Berlin to

direct

talked like one truly

Press,

the

"full

of

your.g

wine."*

were merely for the fantastic politicians

If it

who had been spinning in Viennese
political

coffee-houses

schemes of a type not unknown in

we might pass over lightly
their disappointments.
But there can be no
doubt that much honest, warm, sincere feeling
Oriental bazaars,

was to be found
Poles,

in the

camp

of the pro- Austrian

had been among those

just as there

who, ranging themselves on the side of Napoleon I., opposed more than a
century before
Prince

Adam

"
Czartoryski's

of the Polish question.

Russian solution

"

In recognition of their

sincere Polish patriotism,

many

of

them, alter

1815, were received into the service of Tsar

Alexander I., and were given commissions in the
army of the Kingdom of Poland which was then
formed in connexion with Russia. Most of the
Ga'ician

Slav

Poles

Russia

who fought

willingly

against

were

brought up in Austrian
schools, were saturated with the idea of the
Austrian State, were fed since
they were children
The speeches which Herr von Cleinow delivered
the

Warsaw journalists

in

August, 1915, will go
and he prophesied.

to

Poles

expected

to

But none of them
no beginning was made of the

materialized

;

In the first days of
June a conference of the pro-Austrian Poles
met at Piotrkow it demanded that the Polish
;

Legions, part of

on

the

which had been sent to

Bessarabian

frontier,

be

fight

on

united

Polish soil as the nucleus of a Polish

army*

;

that a Polish administration be built

up in tinoccupied provinces of Russian Poland
and
that the union of the whole of Russian Poland
;

with Galicia under Austria be
officially proTheir wishes might have been fulfilled

claimed.

had

it

depended on thf Viennese Court

but

;

how could the Austrian Government dare
assume an

to

initiative concerning provinces that

remained under German occupation when even
home it had to obey the commands of Berlin ?

at

For almost two months no
received from Vienna.

official

reply

was

on July

Finally,

Baron Burian answered the memorandum

20,
of

Piotrkow Conference in a letter which
contained a more or less polite refusal of all
their demands.
It ended with an unctuous
the

"
look with confidence
appeal to the Poles to
"
into the future
and the vague promise that
"

the

great

sacrifice

which the Poles have

brought in this war in blood and property for
the Fatherland will
certainly bear its fruits."
Only this colourless ending was allowed to
the part that
appear in the Austrian Press
;

mattered was carefully suppressed.
Meantime, parts of the Polish Legions were

down

to
instructed
He exthe
pounded
principles of the future : benign, but firm
Prussian rule in Poland.
Insensibly he encroached
on the domain " des Allerhochsten Herrn "
(of the
Supreme Master). A sudden dismissal from office cut
short a promising career.
history.

He

pro-Austrian

reconstruction of Poland.

chosen

Warsaw.

the

see their hopes realized.

many-tongued
speak the Polish language. But

Leopold of Bavaria talked only

Prince

;

no such rumours were heard after the battles
of Tarnow and Gorlice.
When the luck of war

assigned in that scheme the part of a charitable

the

who owned estates in Galicia, spoke
and had two Polish magnates for sonswas to be proclaimed King of Poland

Stephen,

planned on the entry of the Germanic armies
into Warsaw.
Prussia seems to have been

midwife.

was com-

reverses

Kast

to the tender mercies of the Austrian

left

of Austrian

paratively uneventful and unimportant from
the point of view of Austro- Polish relations.

of the- x/ri/Hx

and to the small Slav nations which were
be

The period

Russian Poland and

of

to consist

them no time to reconsider

left

their traditional position.

changed into a Tripartite State consisting of
Austria.
Hungary and Poland. The new
Poland was

war had

of the

filled

The sudden outbreak

with the fear of Russia.

be

to

WAI:.

on the memories of 1830 and 1863, and

politicians put

enlarging that com-

f

pi-ngi-ainu
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*

There is some grim humour in the
sending of the
Polish Legions to Bessarabia.
Their spiritual ancestors
had been sent in 1803 by Napoleon I. to
the

conquer
mutinous
San Domingo, whore a large

freedom of their country by
fighting
negroes in the island of

number

of

them perished

of yellow fever.

.

.

.
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THE GERMANS IN POLAND.
A German prisoner Interrogated by Cossack
left, super flumina
Babylonia, far away
from the land for the " rescue " of which they
still

had joined the Austrian army. An Austrian
German, Baron von Diller, was appointed
governor of the part of Russian Poland which
remained under Austrian occupation. Even

more
years,

:

for the first time, after

a

more than

fifty

German was appointed governor

of

Galicia.

of

that

85fl

officers.

As soon

as the Austrian governorship

country became again a

reality,

a

German, General von Collard, took the place
of the Pole, M. do Korytowski
a promise was,
however, given that this would not be made a
;

Shortly
precedent for future appointments.
afterwards the German language was intro-

duced into the service on the Galician railways

look

(;TIIIII>

aild

iiiMillieient

tin-

given conccrniui.'
Cfniiar.i''

'riii-

MS

niilitarv

well

more chance

confidence

Ililherlo.

<;<i\ernmeni.

the opinion of

i

inn-

tliey

official

seem to have

civil,

never held

l.'-gious

German Xene

their

But the semi-

\\'<irschauer Zeifinn/ says

ierman troops on entering the city \vere
received with joy by the inhabitants, and adds
the

(

"as

remark:

nai've

we were

if

really

lighting for their freedom."

At

said to the

Austrian authori-

tlic

as

of

their

of

I'olish

triumphal entry into Warsaw.
that the

I'ouers had.

Polish adherents.

Viennese

1

fiiniri-.

I'oles.
tin- pni Vustrian
shaken
thr
r.'ii.-ijniiii:

Thus the

"'III. SI

I'ol' "

<>f

place

ollicial

1

lliis

:

till'

language proved
lime no promise was even

'I"

"f

knowledge

ties,
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the Citi/eiis' Committees which had

first

been formed under the Russian administration
were

the

left

work

of relief

by the Germans with

and even entrusted

doing
they could to uproot the friendlor
Austria
among the atiti-Hussi:\u
-Inp
and to discredit those parties in the

matters relating to
education. They decided to retain the teaching
of the Russian language in the Polish schools,

opinion.

But the

(he decisive

moment

thereby signifying to the Germans their hopes
for the future.
Such things could not be

all

lii-eii

parties,

eyes of the

I'olish

Warsaw

tnlcinp of

public

will lx-

On

for the attitude of the Poles.

the

way

in

which the occupation of Warsaw will be made,
and on that which will then be paid, will depend
the attitude of the capital

and

of the entire

Let delegates from the Polish

country.

Com-

mittee precede the Germanic armies in their
ontry into Warsaw, and let the I'olish Legions
inarch

that

by (ierman administrators

tolerated
"
Vistula

"

District

("

No

the

of

de

pas

pirlez

la

Poloyne," wrote once Napoleon I. to Talleyrand
asking him to delete an article on Poland from
"
the official almanack
historical reminiscences
;

The Poles were soon to
German administrator.
of the Poles who favoured

are out of place ").
feel

the head of the troops entering the

at

Unless

all

the hand of the

Several leaders

done, people will look
back with sadness after the retreating Russians,
HI id regard the orders of the armies of occu-

complete

Ijet also this
pation in an indifferent spirit.
be the moment for the proclamation of the
union of (lalicia and Russian Poland into a

Kiistrin, though they had enjoyed personal
freedom under the government of our Allies.

city.

is

kingdom under Austrian suzerainty.
"
To-day the German troops of the Army

I'olish

I'rince I^eopold of
oflicial

communique

of

August

5,

capital of Russian Poland."

messieurs

mittee

The

!

thereupon

"entered the

Pag de

pro-Austrian

published a

!

.

.

.

The

into the capital of

the

way

makes

in

reveries,

I'olish

Com-

manifesto

which laughter mingled with tears.
"
Warsaw is liberated- from the
chains

of

Bavaria," says the Austrian

in

however, that the entry
Poland did not take place in

fact,

which we would have wished

it

necessary to examine and explain the
fact from the political
point of view." Ironical
comments in the Gorman Press thanked the

Austrian Poles for that frank
expression of

and

independence,

bitterly

opposed

to

had

Russia,

were arrested by the Germans and sent to

Finally, on September 12, the Polish Citizens'
Committees were dissolved on a trumped-up

charge of meddling with politics.
functions were

de

"

transferred

authorities.

military

Bilinski

A

"

Their main

German

to the

few

days

later

the

presidency of
Polish Club in the Viennese Parliament.

had sat

resigned

in

outbreak

Russian

it

their displeasure.

national

been

hitherto

many

of

the

Austrian Cabinets

war he was

Hungarian Minister of Finance

;

joint

;

M.
the

He

at the

Austro-

since February,

191.5, he directed the foreign policy both of the
Polish Parliamentary Club in Vienna and of the

pro-Austrian Polish National Committee.

He

had been the link between the Central Powers
and the anti-Russian Poles. About the middle
of September, 1915, he seems to have
recognized
that

there

withdraw.

was nothing

left

to

him but

to
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CHAPTER

XCII.

THE DARDANELLES CAMPAIGN

(I.).

ORIGIN OF THE DARDANELLES CAMPAIGN FIRST OPERATIONS POLICY AND STRATEGY WHO
WAS RESPONSIBLE ? MB. CHUBCHILL'S PART LORD FISHER FOREIGN OFFICE AND WAR OFFICE

APPEAL FOR HELP HISTORY AND TOPOGRAPHY THE TURKISH DEFENCES NAVAL
PREPARATIONS AND RECONNAISSANCES THE NAVAL ATTACK ON FEBRUABY 19 THE ATTACK
ON MARCH 5 BOMBARDMENT OF SMYRNA ATTITUDE OF GREECE FIRST RESIGNATION OF
M. VENEZELOS LAND OPERATIONS PREPARED SIR IAN HAMILTON'S COMMAND WAR COUNCIL
AT TENEDOS TRANSPOBT BLUNDEBS CAUSE POSTPONEMENT OF LANDING GBEAT NAVAL
ATTACK OF MARCH 18 ITS FAILURE Loss OF BOUVET, IRRESISTIBLE AND OCEAN EVE OF THE

RUSSIA'S

FIRST GREAT LANDING.

Allies

WHEN

Dardanelles was

sea power.
On February 19 the forts at the
entrance to the Straits were bombarded, but not

of

1914, a jointFranco-British squadron

once

at

established

blockade of the Dardanelles.

an

silenced. Bad weather prevented a
resumption of the attack until February 25, on
which day the forts of Sedd-el-Bahr and

effective

On November

permanently

3,

1914, the squadron bombarded at long range
the forts at the entrance to the Dardanelles, in

order

Cape

Helles, at the tip of the Gallipoli Peninsula,

were temporarily overcome. The forts on the
Asiatic side of the entrance were also bombarded.

the range and to test
The reconnaissance was inconand was not pressed. On December 13

to

made in exclusive reliance upon

war broke out between the
and Turkey in the autumn

ascertain

their defences.

Lieutenant Holbrook navigated a British submarine beneath the mine-field in the Straits.

During the night British trawlers from the North
Sea swept the Straits clear of mines for a distance of four miles, and next morning several

He

succeeded in torpedoing the old but still
useful Turkish battleship, the Messudiyeh, and

British

for this heroic feat received the Victoria Cross.*

on the Asiatic

clusive,

battleships

entered

and bombarded

Fort Dardanos, which lay far within the Straits

During January, 1915, a decision was reached by

side.
Landing parties attempted
to complete the destruction of the works on both

the Allies to attack the Dardanelles in real

sides of the entrance.

The watching warships were increased
in numbers, and by February a powerful fleet
had been assembled. It included the then

until

Rough weather again interrupted the attack
March 1, when it was once more resumed.

earnest.

On March

5 and on subsequent days several
battleships steamed far up the Straits towards
the Narrows, while others, including the Queen

newest British super-Dreadnought, the Queen
Elizabeth. The islands of Tenedos and Lemnos,
near the entrance to the Dardanelles, were
occupied, and the bay of Mudros, in the latter
island,

tions

became the

Elizabeth, sought to assist

principal base for the opera-

Chanak.

which followed.

The

original attempt to force a passage of the
*

See Vol.

Vol. V.---Part 62.

them by

firing

from

the Gulf of Xeros clean over the Gallipoli Peninsula at the formidable forts of Kilid Bahr and

The

results

were not

substantial.

time a joint naval and military operaBy
tion had been decided upon, and the transports
this

III., p. It8.
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VIEW OF TENEDOS, SHOWING THE CASTLE.
French

containing

and

units

British

\vrn

Dardanelles wlu-ii
already conn-nt rated near the
(

;.-n,-ral

Sir

Ian Hamilton,

who had

left

England

with his Staff a few days before, arrived at
Tenedos on March 17 to take supreme command
General Hamilton expected
of the land forces.
to begin at once, but he found that the transloaded.
They had to
ports had been wrongly
and the
loaded
to
be
Alexandria
afresh,
to
go

much

land attack was postponed,

precious time

Admiral de Robeck, who
being thereby lost.
had taken command of the Allied squadrons,
thereupon decided to deliver another unsupported naval attack.

Shortly before noon
18, three successive

It included the Australian
landing.
Zealand Divisions, the Royal Naval
Division, a Division of British Territorials, a
considerable number of Indian troops, and a

at the

and

first

New

French Division largely composed of the French
Sir Ian HamilColonial Army and of marines.
ton attacked at

dawn

Gallipoli Peninsula, while the
feint

on the Asiatic

on the

at several points

By

side.

French made a
nightfall

a foot-

hold had been gained on most
beaches, after deeds of the most desperate
But the attack had not produced the
valour.
of the selected

of
expected results. The dominating height
at
the
outstormed
to
be
Achi Baba, which was

Irresistible

had not been won or even approached.
The Turks proved to be in much greater strength
than was anticipated, and they resisted valiantly.
The Fleet bombarded constantly, but could only
render limited aid. The attacking force em-

her crew.

ployed in the first day's operations numbered
about 60,000 men. The troops performed a
feat which many experts had considered im-

on the following day, March

squadrons entered the Straits and steamed
towards the Narrows, bombarding vigorously.
By the evening two British battleships, the

and the Ocean, and one French
battleship, the Bouvet, had been sunk by
drifting mines, the last-named losing most of

Two

others, the Gaulois

and the

Inflexible, had been seriously damaged, the
The
first by gun-fire, and the second by a mine.

set,

possible.

In defiance of

all

the accepted rules

attempt to force a passage by warships alone
had signally failed, and was never afterwards

they had made their landing good, and
had won ground which they ever afterwards
retained.
They could do no more. The Turks

seriously rfsumrd.

held the heights and refused to be dislodged.

The

and sea attack was deMore than five weeks had
livered on April 29.
been lost, and the Turks and their German
first

joint land

advisers had vigorously employed the interval
in strengthening the defences of the Straits.

The Land Expeditionary Force consisted of
three army corps, numbering in all about 120,000
men, though only portions

of these

were present

of war,

The bold attack on the Gallipoli Peninsula
was soon transformed into the trench warfare
with which the Allies in France had become
monotonously familiar. For the next six
months the story of the Dardanelles was one of
heavy

strain, of constant conflict, of

losses, of occasional

attacks

exhausting
bold attacks, of counter-

by the Turks, but

of

very

little

substan-
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progress towards the goal in view, which
was the conquest and domination of the passage

tial

to Constantinople.

The attack upon the Dardanelles was at
once the most daring and the most questionable
of the many enterprises hitherto undertaken

For the inception of the operawas mainly responsible, and
though the French rendered gallant and loyal
'help, the bulk of the work fell to the lot of the
British naval and military forces.
The idea

by the

Allies.

tions Great Britain

which lay at the back
attractive enough.

Dardanelles

would

fall,

It

of the

undertaking was
if the

was thought that

could be forced, Constantinople
the Turks would be swiftly ejected

from Europe, and their subsequent opportunities
of military activity would be to a great extent
paralyzed.

A

clear

way

of access to

Russia

would be opened up through the Black Sea,
which would enable her to obtain with ease
the munitions and other warlike stores she so
greatly needed,

and to export

in turn the vast

VICE-ADMIRAL DE ROBECK,

quantities of surplus corn which lay mouldering
in

Above

her warehouses.

all,

a successful

Turkey would probably
settle the course to be followed by the still
wavering Balkan kingdoms. It would, indeed,
blow at the heart

go far '.to decide the struggle for 'domination in
South-Eastern Europe, and to solve, in a sense
fatal to

German ambition, the whole problem

of Constantinople.

Who

succeeded Vice-Admiral Carden as commander
of the Allied Fleet in the Dardanelles.

of

No

one can deny that the

immense and

stakes were

vital,

and that an

upon the fortunes of the
war would have followed an early victory.
incalculable effect

No

one can deny that at the outset, and before

the Turks had begun to pay much attention
to the defences of the Gallipoli Peninsula, quick
success might have attended a well-planned
assault delivered in sufficient strength

combined naval and military

The

much

earlier attacks,

by a

force.

although they produced
only achieved limited

brilliant heroism,

results

because

the

difficulties

were under-

estimated, the operations were begun too hastily,
the scheme lacked forethought, and the fatal

mistake was

upon

made

ships alone.

of

relying at ,the outset

An

exaggerated conception
of the power of modern naval guns against wellconcealed land defences brought unfortunate
consequences. The first naval operations gave
the Turks ample warning of the dangers which
lay

ahead,

and they had time to convert

the principal positions in the Gallipoli PeninWhen at
sula into improvised fortresses.
length the belated decision was reached to rely
in the main upon an army, and to use the Fleet

[Lafayette.

VICE-ADMIRAL GARDEN.

in support, five precious weeks were lost after
the troops were brought to the scene of the
attack because of the mistake in loading the

transports.

A

further

error

was

that

the

WAR.
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GREW OF A
A

she

came out from the Dardanelles
were delivered in

original land attacks
ri.-nt

strength,

with

insufficient

troops in immediate reserve.

much

as

of

after her exploits in the

insuffi-

supplies

munitions, and without a sufficient
fn-sh

CHEERING THE SUBMARINE "Ell"

BRITISH WARSHIP

body

but that the

first

deep although smouldering conviction in Great
that the whole question required

of

thorough investigation, and that at some future

whether

Gallipoli Peninsula contended that the tongue
of the peninsula should not have been assailed
all,

great landing should

have been either at Suvla Bay or at some
quite dinerent point. Others, again, argued
that the chief advance should have been

the degree of responsibility resting
various Ministers and experts conthe
upon
cerned would have to be clearly determined.
period

For a long time a widespread disposition
prevailed to cast the blame, if blame there
was, chiefly upon Mr. Winston Churchill, who
was First Lord of the Admiralty when the

The conDardanelles operations
began.
spicuous part Mr. Churchill had played in the
unsuccessful attempt to save Antwerp had

attempted on the Asiatic side of the Straits
but though a considerable body of French

involved him in

supported this view, it was urged
against it, doubtless with reason, that the force
required would have been in excess of the

many

;

opinion

utmost strength then available.

The

original

were long
contentious obscurity. Authoritative information came slowly, and the mateerrors of the Dardanelles Expedition

wrapped
rials

in

on which to form an adequate judgment

were lacking.

The

public assessment of rela-

tive personal responsibility for the initial
mistakes of the Dardanelles Expedition, and
for the subsequent errors from which it was

rrrtainly not free,

poned

;

May.

Britain

difference
opinion
the right spot was chosen for the principal
Those best acquainted with the
assaults.

at

in

of

There was
to

Sea of Marmora

had perforce to be post-

but from an early stage there was a

much unfavourable

and the tendency to

criticize

criticism,

him revived

in

when the failure of the DarExpedition to make much progress

quarters

danelles

became common knowledge. Riper judgment
and fuller information eventually made it plain
that Mr. Churchill could not thus be singled

out for solitary condemnation. In the first
place, it was manifest that the momentous
decisions required could not

by any conceivable

chance have been reached on the responsibility
of a single Minister.
The Cabinet as a whole

were responsible, and any invidious distinctions would have been fatal to the theory of
collective Cabinet control.

to

Moreover, in regard

the purely naval side of the operations.

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR
was presumed that the First Lord's expert
and especially Lord Fisher, the
First Sea Lord were to some extent involved.

305

remain entirely

it

Office did not

advisers,

tremendous operation was being planned.

;

Either they approved of such departmental
directions as were transmitted by Mr. Churchill

silent while this

The

experts of the War Office, including in this
instance the expert Secretary of State, occupied
a position at least analogous to that of Mr.

own expert advisers. Even if the
attacks were to be delivered by ships
alone, it must have been manifest from the very

or they did not.
Their continuance in office
suggested approval, and therefore implied on
the surface a share of responsibility.
Beyond

Churchill's

that point discussion was impossible during
the period in which the documentary evidence

beginning that at some stage of the enterprise
Ships
military assistance would be required.

necessarily

remained

might have forced the

secret.

There were further factors which must be
noted in connexion with the disposition to place
the burden of the Dardanelles Campaign solely

upon Mr.
general

Churchill's shoulders.

responsibility

of

the

Apart from the
Cabinet,

other

Departments in addition to the Admiralty were
very specially concerned. It was understood,

and must

in

initial

anv case be obvious, that the War

Straits, but they could
not occupy Constantinople. The inference was
that the necessity for military aid was always

though perhaps not adequately that
some sort was made from the outset
and that to that exthe supply of troops

foreseen,

;

provision of
for

tent the share taken

;

by Mr. Churchill could not

be dissevered from the responsibility also incurred by the War Office. Indeed, at Dundee

THE CREW OF THE BRITISH SUBMARINE "Ell" AT THE DARDANELLES.
Commanded by

Lieut. -Commander Martin E. Nasmith, V.C., in centre of the three officers on top of
the conning-tower.
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Baba should be attacked
of troops ought
specified number

that the height of Achi
first,

or that a

to suffice to carry

had

which

it.

little

or

Yet upon these decisions,
no connexion with tho

of the land operations
Admiralty, the early fate
turned.
They produced the great list
largely

they

of casualties,

first

aroused intense anxiety

of much of
in England, and they were the cause
became
which
subsequently
criticism
the bitter
rife.

But

although

Winston
Mr.
and undivided

technically

Churchill bore far less direct

for the Dardanelles Expedition
also
than was popularly assigned to him, it is
of 1915
true that during the first few months
the
he exercised much more influence upon

responsibility

Far
any other single individual.
from drawing a veil over the part he had played
in its organization, he was for some time almost

project than

inclined to exaggerate his personal share in
After he left the Admiralty in May, 1915,
referred publicly

ONE OF THE CREW OF THE "E14"

belief

runs awash.
standing outside as the submarine

"
the Dardanelles without
military operations at
their renarrowly and carefully considering

quirements

relation to the
in

paramount need

France and Flanders."

Office

and

of our

in

Army

Again, the Foreign

was believed to have given

its

very

to the undertaking. Though
special benedictions
not directly associated with the planning of
Office was very
military operations, the Foreign
results of
the
in
interested
political
eagerly
It

such operations in this particular region.
had also received urgent appeals from Russia.

a promise of help from
Specifically, it produced
Greece, though the failure of that help was due
to circumstances over which

it

had no possible

control.

be gathered that there could never have
been any ground for the light assumption that
the attack on the Dardanelles was an operation
It will

or

exclusively

substantially

originated

his strong

both in the vastness of the results which

would follow success, and in the certainty of

on June 5, 1915, Mr. Churchill pointedly stated
the
that Lord Kitchener had not embarked upon

in relation to all other needs,

more than once to

it.

he

and

At Dundee,

in the speech
"
that
through
already mentioned, he declared
the Narrows of the Dardanelles and across the
of the Gallipoli Peninsula lie some of the

ultimate victory.

ridges

The
shortest paths to a triumphant peace."
the
of
bold and dramatic character
original

He

project captivated his ardent imagination.
threw himself into the scheme with boisterous

energy,

and paid the

closest attention to the

of the
problem of supplying the requirements
naval
the
instance
At his
naval forces.

requirements of the Expedition were so fully
satisfied that the Royal Navy was for a time
considerably hampered in some of its secondary
tasks elsewhere ; but it must be recognized that
while no provision could have been too lavish
for the task at the Dardanelles,

not even that

huge enterprise was ever allowed for a moment
to impede the imperative demands of the

Grand

upon which the safety of England
depended. The question of Mr.

Fleet,

primarily
Churchill's

association

with

the

Dardanelles

directed by Mr. Churchill. Moreover, some of
the most costly errors were not naval, but

Expedition has been considered here at some
length because it was a constant subject of

was impossible to conceive that

It may be compendiously
public discussion.
said that in his Ministerial capacity, both while

military.

It

Mr. Churchill had a deciding voice, or any very
definite voice at all, in such matters as the

he was First Lord and afterwards, his mind was

strength allotted to the Dardanelles Expedition-

far

ary Force, or the points selected for the land
attacks, or the manner in which those attacks

practicability of the

were planned.

It

was not

his province to

say

more engrossed with the undoubted magnitude of the results to be attained than with the
end was sought.

means by which the desired

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
The world
was

will

867

probably never know who it
Great Britain who first

in the councils of

said the

word " Dardanelles."

because there

is

It will not

know

reason to suppose that several

people whose words carried weight were
simultaneously thinking about the Dardanelles,
though from entirely different angles. Their

views gradually united and crystallized, and the
Dardanelles Expedition was the result.
There was, for example, the Foreign Office
view, and

it

was perhaps

that the Dardanelles
picture of the war.

in the Foreign Office

came fully into the
The Foreign Office was

first

naturally concerned about the situation in the
Balkans. Its avowed desire was to resuscitate

the Balkan League, and the idea gained currency that the passage of the Dardanelles would

impress the hesitating kingdoms, and do what

diplomacy had failed to accomplish. The
Balkan kingdoms were quarrelling among thembut

selves,

it

was thought they all shared in the
Turk in Europe.

desire to see the last of the

The appearance

of a Fleet before Constantinople
would undoubtedly have caused the hurried
flight of the Ottoman Government to Asia
Minor ; the Balkan States would have almost
tumbled over each other in their anxiety to be
in at the death

so the alluring argument ran.
Given the forcing of the Dardanelles, it was a
sound argument, and there is nothing more to

be said about

;

it,

except that, as tilings turned
had the worst

out, the Dardanelles Expedition

upon the attitude of the Balkan
The original view was, as has been

possible effect

kingdoms.

subsequently reinforced by inquiries in

said,

Greece, where M. Venezelos, then the head of
the Greek Government, tentatively agreed to
join in operations against

a Greek

Turkey by supplying

division.

While the Foreign

was thus examining
was stimulated into

Office

the Balkan situation,

it

quickened activity by a request from Russia.
In an interview published in the Russian Press
in August,

1915, Sir George Buchanan, the
Ambassador at Petrograd, made the

British

following statement

:

When Turkey

declared war Russia turned to Great
Britain with a request that she would divert a
portion
of the Turkish troops from the Caucasus
by means of a
counter-demonstration at some other point. Tha operations at the Dardanelles were undertaken with a double
object-- on the one hand, of reducing the pressure of the
Turks
the Caucasus, and, on the other, of opening
the Straits and so making it possible for Russia to
export
her grain and receive foreign
of which she

m

products

stands in need.

The Turkish
in the

offensive in the Caucasus began
middle of December, 1914, and reached

THE DAMAGED PERISCOPE OF THE
SUBMARINE "Ell."
its

farthest point towards the

month.

Although

it

was

end

of the

brilliantly

same

broken by
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was expected when the
That it was
weather became more favourable.
of
1915, and
renewed during the summer
,,,,t
relieved from all
Tiflis was therefore
,| m
was due to the great British attack
,,, (11 nce,
its

Itu-sin,

renewal

t

of Sir

The

publication
upon the Dardanelles.
statement in Russia at, a
Buchanan's
George
and
,,. when the Russian armies in Poland
back
instantly
were being driven
(Jalicia

Russia to inquire what
checked the tendency in
winch Great
was the precise degree of help
the Allies.
of
cause
to the
was
Britain
"

The

giving

"

counter-demonstration

at the Darda-

huge and
disBuchanan's
Sir George
costly operation.
of
Great
the
people
further enabled

nelles

had meanwhile grown

into a

closure

more

Britain to grasp

of
clearly the true origin

the Dardanelles Expedition, though surprise
had
wag xpressed that the British Government
the
to
make
to
puzzled
it worth while
not
<

thought
statement.
British nation a somewhat similar
from Russia was, then, the preA
request

of the
dominating actual cause of the beginning
The
request from
attack on the Dardanelles.

Russia was 'apparently received by the British
end of 1914. It was at
Foreign Office about the

Edward Grey turned to the
The British
Admiralty and the War Office.

this point that Sir

Government had already in their possession
detailed plans fof an attack on the Dardanelles.
These plans, which represented a specimen of
the elaborate strategical exercises conducted

by the General Staffs of all
and
countries, were very carefully worked out,
and
naval
a
for
joint
undoubtedly provided

in time of peace

military attack.

The plans were ignored

earlier operations, for reasons

made public.
The British naval
carried

great

view, which

weight,

in the

which were not

must have

related chiefly

to

the

a naval attack upon the Darfeasibility
was
It
danelles.
presumed that such naval
consulted reported that a
were
as
authorities
of

was possible, because
would not have been attempted

successful naval attack

otherwise

;

was understood that the probability
naval
heavy losses was not disguised. The

but
of

it

it

view was influenced by the fact that the
Admiralty had at their disposal a considerable
of well-armoured ships which, by
reason of their inferior speed and armament,
were not fit to lie in the line of battle in a

number

modern

fleet

action.

were similarly placed
these older ships

The French Admiralty
;

but after several of

had been

lost,

many

naval
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began to urge that the Allies could
not afford to denude themselves too rapidly

authorities

old

their

of

battleships.

There were other

uses to which such ships could well be put
in waters nearer

home.

Certain other views also affected the decision

attack

to

the

Dardanelles.

One was

that

Great Britain was accumulating a powerful
force in Kgypt, which had repelled with ease

an attack on the Suez Canal, and was becoming
The question was
stale through inaction.
"

asked.

Why not send it

to the Dardanelles

?

"

Again, in some responsible quarters there was
tendency to complain that the British

a

operations on land were incommensurate with
the magnitude of the national effort. At the

end

1914 the British forces in France and

of

Flanders were holding rather more than thirty
miles of front,

and were making no

progress.

Why not try a diversion elsewhere, asked some
speculative strategists ? Various points of
possible attack were indicated, but the Dar-

seemed the most accessible

danelles

of

all.

reasonably certain that this somewhat
vague desire to see Great Britain striking a
great blow on her own account in a theatre

It

is

chosen by herself was at the back of some, at
least, of the support which the Dardanelles
project received.
If there were
their opinions

they

were

any who counselled caution

were either quickly silenced or
ignored.

placidly

One

writers in the Press sought to dwell

unwisdom

of

operations.
of

activities

strength
world.

or

two

upon the

Pitt,

really

frittered

unaware

a

British Ministry were collec-

of the grave shortage of

muni-

war which the country was presently
Both the country and the Cabinet
to discover.

tions of

had been soothed by assurances regarding
the supplies of shells and guns which were
afterwards found to be lacking in substantial
There were periods after the

foundation.

in

which a

more complete harmony of strategic, political,
and economic advantages has combined, or
which stood in truer relation to the main
is

not been for the constant drain caused by the

first

war

The
the theory on

in the central theatre."

statement correctly set forth
which the attack was based, but

it

bore no

to the faulty and inadequate
means employed to carry the theory into
effect.
The cardinal defect of the whole
Dardanelles enterprise was that while everybody
was thinking about the end in view, nobody

gun ammunition

of ammunition available in France
would have been much more plentiful had it

accepted

the

of

reserves

There never was a

Mr.

reserves

its

tion

great subsidiary operation of

which

when

Dardanelles.

defined
"
:

sula

Winston

subsidiary.

afterwards

resemblance

tively

attack was decided upon at

when the

reached a distinctly narrow margin. It was
further obvious, even to the layman, that the

view in these words

decision,

period

away much

who

minor campaigns all over the
Their mild protests were in vain.

Churchill

Dardanelles

Expedition had landed in the Gallipoli Penin-

in

not

thought sufficiently about the method to be
adopted, and the precise strength required.
It must, in addition, be remembered that the

undertaking too many subsidiary
They recalled the early dispersed

In some cases they passed unheeded, in others
they were told that the Dardanelles enterprise

was

ADMIRAL GUfiPRATTE.

A very great

amount of ammuni-

was blazed away on the peninsula in the
weeks after the landing. Had the Ministry

known anything at all definite about the
munitions question, its decision to go to the
Dardanelles at all might conceivably have
been affected, though this must always remain
a matter of somewhat doubtful speculation.

A

cognate question of equal importance was
that of the supplies of men. The Dardanelles
decision was reached at a time when Great
Britain had not faced in a careful and scientific

fashion the question of the precise number of
men required to enable her to join in bringing

the

war

to

a

successful

conchision.

The
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avowedly shared by many
was that the lute ~|.rmir of 1915

belief

popular
Ministers,

would probably seethe shattering of the German
lines in the West, and the beginning of the
downfall of the German Empire. Hand-to-

mouth methods

of recruiting

Few had any glimmering
was that the attainment

were

still

in vogue.

which

of the truth,

of

victory

would

probably require the enlistment of every
able-bodied man of military age not needed
for

war

industries or the

The number

morr

essential public

men

required for
land operations at the Dardanelles was, more-

services.

of

Neither the
grievously miscalculated.
nor
the
ever
dreamed
that the
Ministry
public
Peninsula
would
absorb
so
(iiillipoli
eventually
over,

large

and valuable a

It

force.

has been said

that the problem of the supplies of

never

been

properly investigated

Expedition was planned.

It

men had

when

the

cannot be said

that, if the problem had been duly weighed,
any other decision would have been reached
but such might possibly have been the case.
To sum up, the Dardanelles Expedition was
not the plan of any one man, but was the outcome of many contributory influences. It
;

suffered because the requisite element of
secrecy was quickly lost, and because the first

attack was not

made

in

overwhelming com-

bined military and naval force, which alone
would have rendered rapid success possible.
It

revealed in

its

earliest

stages

insufficient

thought about the best methods to be pursued.
It was begun before Great Britain had taken
that careful stock of her supplies of

munitions which should

have

men and

been an im-

perative prelude to a definite decision.
The
naval operations were marred by preconceived
beliefs about the utility of
warships in such an

attack which proved to be erroneous.
The
land operations were marred by
attacking in
insufficient
strength and probably at the

The early months of the
nevertheless
furnished imperishable
operations
wrong

points.

pages in the story of the British Empire, by
reason of the amazing heroism of the soldiers

and
their

sailors,

who won undying fame among

countrymen

and

even

extorted

the

reluctant admiration of their foes.

"

""ThfreL

thC

..

two

1from

B "" Sh

**!

which the Turks had

w
fired

KUM-KALE FORT
""dor ,he glacis of the Turkish
on to the jetty and which were
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The Dardanelles, whose ancient name was
the Hellespont, was the long, winding channel
giving access from the Aegean Sea to the Sea of

Marmora, and thus to the Turkish capital.
Since 1841, when a treaty was signed by all
the Great Powers, the Dardanelles could not
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flowed westward into the Aegean at an average
speed of 1 J knots, which sometimes was trebled
in the Narrows, especially after strong northerly
winds. There was an undercurrent flowing from
the Aegean into the Sea of Marmora, due to the

higher salinity of the water of the Mediterranean
compared with the outflow from the Black

be passed by any ship of war without Turkish
From the geological point of
permission.

as

view the channel

Turks when they used drifting mines against
the Allied warships.
The inward current

was,

like

the

Straits

of

the Bosphorus (between Constantinople and
the Black Sea), the bed of a submerged river.
Both the Dardanelles and the Bosphorus

Sea.

The outward current

greatly favoured the

probably gave some assistance to the British
submarines in their adventurous incursions

Dardanelles were formed,

Marmora. The whole passage
was complicated for submarines, and also to
some extent for ships not steaming at full

side,

speed,

were originally river gorges into which the
salt sea

poli,

of

the

on the European
by the long and hilly peninsula of Galliand on the Asiatic side by the coast of

The

Asia Minor.
nelles

The shores

obtained access.

full

length of the Darda-

was reckoned at 47

miles,

but the really

narrow portion, extending from the town of
Gallipoli to the Aegean, represented a sea
passage of about 33 miles.

This passage was at

no point wider than 7,000 yards, and at one
spot,

known

1,400 yards.

as the Narrows,

it

contracted to

into the Sea of

by the eddies

set

up

in certain of the

bays, which produced occasional cross-currents.
The prevailing winds for nine months of the

year were north-easterly, but their intensity
was very variable, and they were wont to reach
their greatest force

noted

that

about noon.

unfavourable

It has

weather,

been

and the

frequent haze and mists, greatly impeded the
earlier stages of the purely naval operations.

There was no more formidable

It is

a mistake to suppose that both shores
were of uniform character.

channel for defensive purposes in the world.
The depth in mid-channel varied from 25 to

of the Dardanelles

55 fathoms. There were shallows in some of the

the bare, rocky heights of the Gallipoli Peninsula and the low, wooded hills on the Asiatic

bays.

The

ON

FIRE.

surface current in the Dardanelles

stronghold. On the left
afterwards destroyed by

There were very marked differences between

["Times" Photograph.

of the British were killed.

is the jetty where a number
H.M.S. " Cornwallis." Inset:

A

Beyond the

Turkish shell exploding in the sea.

jetty are
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Both shores possessed eminences which
enormous advantage to defensive

side.

an

gave

artillery

;

at the

Narrows both

towered

sides

above approaching ships
but there was little
resemblance between the steep and rugged
;

of Gnllipoli

cliffs

The

Asia Minor.

and the gentler

altitudes of

difference extended even to

and

miles from
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Gaba Tepe, where

and New Zealanders

first

the Australians

landed.

Farther on

again, north-west of the Narrows, was the broad
and precipitous knoll of Sari Bair, 971 feet high,
and covered with ravines and dense thickets.
All the

way onwards

there were

hills,

to the

town

of Gallipoli

several of which rose above

general character of the landscape was verdant,
whereas on the European side the rough, yellow

and 900 feet.
The whole contour of the peninsula was scored
with gullies and ravines, and the hills were
intersected by watercourses.
The shallow

were clad in low scrub, and woods clung to
The Asiatic side began with

streams near the end of the peninsula mostly
ran into the Straits, and few brooks found their

external vegetation
Asiatic

hills

side

colouring, for on the

woods were

and the

plentiful

the hollows alone.

the marshy plains of Troy, intersected by low
ridges stretching to Mount Ida, thirty miles
Thereafter came pleasant valleys,
breezy pastures, and villages set in the midst of
orchards.
Small wonder that some ardent

away.

an eye for country were in favour
a campaign amid the agreeable
environment of Asia Minor and of leaving the

1,000 feet, while others were 800

way

The

into the Aegean.

miles wide.

town

A roughly-paved

village of Maidos, near the

of

tinuation of this road,

arid steeps of the Gallipoli Peninsula severely
alone.

The peninsula was very

like

a compact and

miniature replica of a section of the tribal
country on the North-West Frontier of India.
It

was a mass

of diversified heights, difficult

enough to traverse

and

in time of peace

for-

midable obstacles in war when courageously
held. Except in a few valleys there was little

though a cypress grove, or occasionsometimes broke the mono-

road ran from the

of Gallipoli along the central ridges to the

soldiers with
initiating

greatest breadth of

the Gallipoli Peninsula was at a spot just past
the Narrows, where it was a little under twelve

little

A

Narrows.

more than a

con-

track,

passed from Maidos and skirted the slopes of
the Kilid Bahr plateau to the village of Krithia,

which lay under the western slopes of Achi
Baba. Beyond the town of Gallipoli the peninsula narrowed gradually until the isthmus of

Bulair was reached.

At Bulair the distance

from beach to beach was
exactly three miles, but the isthmus by no
means amounted to a depression. In its centre
was a hill 489 feet high. The shore? of Bulair
across the isthmus

on the Aegean

in-

side, in the Gulf of Xeros, rose
almost immediately to a height of 300 feet. The
isthmus was further flanked by marshes. From

frequent hamlets. Roads were even fewer, and
the scanty inhabitants of the peninsula generally

Bulair to Cape Helles, at the entrance to the
Dardanelles, the distance was 52 miles. Such,

cultivation,
ally

an

olive grove,

tony near one or other

of the small

and

preferred to make their journeys from place to
place by boat. Water was scarce, and none at
all

was found at most of the points selected for
The disheartening nature of

in brief,

was the

Gallipoli Peninsula, a

most

unattractive scene for major military operations, especially as it offered very little room

extended movements by attacking

the land attacks.

for

the Gallipoli operations, in the form in which
they were undertaken, was that each successive

Nature seemed to have specially designed it to
protect the most coveted of waterways, for the

height

surmounted

seemed

further ridges beyond.

to

reveal

Thus at Cape

Helles,

only

possession of which great armies and fleets had
striven at intervals all through the history of

the extreme point of the peninsula, the
ground immediately rose from the sandy

the Western world.

beaches to a height of 140 feet. A couple of
miles inland were ridges 300 feet high. Beyond,

Sefed Boghazi

at

forces.

The Turks

called the Dardanelles
"

Mouth

"

Bahr-

was

White Sea.
The Straits first figure in the story of mankind
at the siege of Troy, but they must have been

the peak of Achi Baba, 600 feet high, and the
In order
first great goal of the Allied Forces.

the scene of great conflicts in far earlier eras
before written history began. Mr. Walter Leaf

at a distance of another mile

really to

command

and a

half,

the Narrows, yet another

Bahr plateau (or Pasha Dagh),
had to be won. At its highest point Kilid Bahr
reached an altitude of 700 feet, and it lay six
height, the Kilid

miles

beyond Achi Baba, though only

five

wrote in 1915

the

of the

:

Even Priam*s Troy was not the

first.
Below the feet
Priam and Hector there lay yet older Troys, of which
many centuries must have passed
they knew nothing
" Second
since the days of the
City," where Schliemann
found the great treasure of gold and aiiver, jade and

of

;
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Till-:

mhcr.

[.rovniL,-

llmt even at thiit remote aatf the holiling

\iiil
of the Snail- "a* thi' sonree of wealth mill power.
S.-eond City." a^ain, lie the rudeand humble
below the
.

walls-

how many

of the lint

centuries older

still,

who

no other nvord has
hut ill their remains forty eeTitmies
come doun lo us
down on the |>r nt iMtlletields- as .surely iw they
did from the I'yruiniils on the armies of Napoleon.
'

.an say

Of those

cities

iiiirieiii

:

Trojan U'ar win fought, not for the
Helen, but for the right to control

Tlii-

fair fare of

King Priam of Troy sought to levy
on the Creek galleys passing up and
down the Straits to the Black Sea. He intrade.

impost--

sist

id

goods

that

the

upon

his

should

i-lmnili.se

Sea

should

ships
shores

and
it

found

pottery

sufficiently attested.

and French shed

entered the capital and slew the last of the
Byzantine emperors in 1453 he quickly realized
that he must guard his western gates. One of
his

acts after conquering Constantinople

first

mer-

Sestos were abandoned,

fortify the

the very narrowest portion of the Straits for
his new structures. On the slope of a projecting
hill

"

on the European side he built Kilid Bahr,

the

Key

as the

"

of the Sea,"

Asia," beside which

Australians and British

their blood at the Dardanelles

that corn from the fruitful lands bordering on
the Black Sea should have free and unrestricted

On

Kalesi,

the Asiatic side
"
the Castle of

grew up the town someknown to the Turks
and figuring in the records

times called Dardanelles,

Chanak Kalesi,
war as Chanak. The castles of Mohammed
were strongly made, and their tall keeps continued to dominate the Narrows through all the
as

of the

vicissitudes

of

The
Turkey's later history.
Chanak formed, with the

castellated towers of

access to the Mediterranean.

Throughout the long pageant of history the
remained unaltered.
Greece rose to

issue

and Athens flourished, because the
Black Sea trade was in Greek hands and when,
with the fall of Sestos, the Greek seaport on the

greatness,

;

Gallipoli Peninsula near the
lost control of the Straits,

more generally known

Castle of Europe."

After more than three

at

Abydos and
and Mohammed chose

Dardanelles.

he built Sultaniyeh

excavations

thousand years the issue fought out at the
Dardanelles remained in one primary essential
precisely the same.

the Turks for nearly a hundred years afterwards ; but when Mohammed the Conqueror

Troy

the

in

the story of the Ottoman Empire.
Constantinople did not pass into the hands of

the

more put vipon shipboard. The Greeks fought
him until liis capital was razed to the ground.
That was in 1200 B.C., as the remains of

but exactly

of

part

was to

was to be once

1306,

50 years later the Turks crossed from Asia, and
thenceforth the story of the Dardanelles becomes

their

that

in

Gallipoli

unload

be carried overland to the

Marmora, where

of

seized

turers

Narrows, Greece

she lost her proud

aid of aeroplanes, a guide for the guns of the

Queen Elizabeth when she bombarded the
Narrows from the Gulf of Xeros. In recent
decades Chanak became a pleasant marine
resort, and it was the point at which all vessels
traversing the Straits were compelled to stop
their papers.
Passage was only

and produce

position also. The two most famous military
passages of the Straits in early times were those
of Xerxes in 480 B.C. from Asia to
Europe,

permitted in daylight. Chanak and Kilid Bahr
were the " Old Castles," and when they were
built the outer entrance of the Dardanelles was

and

undefended.

Alexander the Great in 334

of

Europe to
of

boats,

and

his

B.C. from
Both crossed upon bridges
and Herodotus says that Xerxes
Persians took "seven days and

Asia.

seven nights, going continuously without
any
pause." From the earliest days the swimming
of the Straits had been counted
something of

a

feat,

though indeed

performance.

it is

no very remarkable

What Leander

did at Abydos,
is recorded that

Lord Byron repeated, and it
certain officers of H.M.S. Shearwater, whose
names are not preserved, performed the same
exploit towards the

end

of last century.

When

the Emperor Constantino decided to
build his eastern capital on the Golden Horn
the passage of the Straits was not
vigorously
guarded. The knights of the Fourth Crusade
held Abydos in 1204, and some
roving adven-

By the middle of the seventeenth
ordnance
had improved, and it was
century
worth
while
to build fresh castles at
thought
the outer entrance.
built

on the Asiatic

Kura Kale was therefore
and Sedd-el-Bahr on

side

the Gallipoli side, on the western extremity of
"
Morto Bay.
the New
They were called

Europe and Asia," and were separated
a
channel
about 4,000 yards wide.
by
Castles of

A

British

fleet

had twice traversed the

Dardanelles during war, once by force, and once
under menace. In 1807 Admiral Sir J. Duck-

worth was sent to Turkish waters with a
squadron of line-of-battle ships and frigates,
with the object of compelling the then Sultan
to break his alliance with France.
He passed
the Narrows under
ships

near

destroyed some Turkish
and anchored before
Gallipoli,
fire,
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"QUEEN ELIZABETH."

H.M.S.
Inset

the
in

:

Captain G. P.

Dardanelles,
the

Duckworth

Constantinople.

found

himself

in

many

experts,

the British

would have found

itself if in

the perilous passage.
enterprise called chiefly

W. Hope.

position

precisely

opinion of

The
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He

which, in

1915

it

the
Fleet

had effected

lay in sight of Con-

stantinople but he could not take the city.
For that task an army was needed, and he had

seamanship, and to sail a whole
squadron through the tortuous Straits and
against the swift currents was a brilliant

troops.
Finding himself short of supplies,
he returned through the Dardanelles with his
mission unfulfilled.
He ran past the shore

achievement even

defences with wind and tide,

for

skilful

our seamen

felt

in the face of

contempt.

guns for which

But having lorced

no

barded,

and

suffered

was again bom-

considerable

damage.

////;
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MEN OF THE AUSTRALIAN ARTILLERY
Being landed at Gallipoli.

Yet the guns

levelled against

stone cannon-balls

!

difficulties of seizing

The

him

chiefly fired

was that the
the Dardanelles had not
inference

lessened with the flight of centuries.

The next time British forces entered the
Dardanelles was in 1854, at the time of the
Crimean War. As Great Britain and France
were in alliance with Turkey, there was no
British, and French forces landed
opposition.
at Gallipoli, and
afterwards fortified the
isthmus of Bulair. The object was to secure
the lines of communication with the Crimea,
and the episode does not call for extended
explanation.

might make terms

with the Turks, and induce them to resist
Admiral Hornby in the Dardanelles. He ran

through the Straits in a blinding snowstorm,
with his ships cleared for action. His flagship,
H.M.S. Alexandra, grounded for four hours
But the Turks did not fire, and

near Chanak.

the situation was saved.

always

convinced

that

Admiral Hornby was
could have got

he

through in any case, for the Turkish defences
were not then powerful. Yet he was not blind
to

the

difficulties,

as

the

following

extract

from a dispatch written six months earlier
clearly shows
:

In 1878 Admiral Hornby and a British Fleet
traversed the Dardanelles and anchored before
Constantinople as a naval demonstration.

moment was

possibility that the Russians

critical.

The

Russia was at war with

Turkey, and her army had reached the Sea of
Marmora. The Russian troops were within

dome of Santa Sophia. A popular
song of the day compendiously epitomized
"
British policy.
Its refrain ran
The Russians shall not take
Constantinople." It was
sight of the

:

send for the chart of the Dardanelles you
you
will see that from three and a half miles below Kilid Bahar
to Ak Bashi Imian, six and a half miles above it, an
nlmost continuous cliff overhangs the shore line, while
the Straits close to half a mile in one part [this should have
been three-quarters] and are never more than two miles
wide.
An enemy in possession of the peninsula would be
sure to put guns on commanding points of those cliff.-,
all the more if the
present batteries, which are a ff-eur
ffeau, wero destroyed.
Such guns could not fail to si.op
transports and colliers, and would be most difficult for
men-of-war to silence. We should have to fire at them
with considerable elevation. Shots which were a trifle
low would lodge harmlessly in the sandstone cliffs thosn
a trifle high would fly into the country without the
slightest effect on the gunners, except amusement
If

will

;

thought that the appearance of a British Fleet
would deter the somewhat exhausted Russians

from entering the
effected

its

city,

purpose.

and the demonstration
The danger lay in the

Many

of the shells

bombardments

in 1915

fired

during the naval

met with the

fate herein
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The

predicted.

limited efficacy of naval

fire

under such conditions was repeatedly demonstrated, for not even the great progress made

armaments during the early part of
the twentieth century had materially altered
limitations
the
imposed
upon warships
in naval

firing

concealed and often invisible

at

land

batteries.

After the Russo-Turkish War the gorge of
the Dardanelles was not seriously disturbed

by any form
for

ened,

of conflict, either actual or threat-

nearly

forty

Italians

made

naval *and

the

war

1911-12

the

In

years.

between Turkey and Italy in

elaborate plans for a combined
expedition against the

military

but the attempt was never
made, in consequence of the understanding
with the Powers that hostilities were not to
be extended to the mainland of Europe. The
Dardanelles

Balkan

;

War

of

1912-13 did not affect the

ning of 1915

some

10'2
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and

9'2

guns,

and

They were flanked by
concealed field batteries. The armament of
the more powerful forts at the Narrows included a number of 14-inch Krupp guns, as
well as some of 11 -inch calibre.
Lighter guns
and field howitzers were plentifully planted on
the shores of the Straits, and there were a few

several

10-inch guns.

heavier howitzers moving on lines of railway.
There was believed to bo a powerful battery on
Nagara Point, where the Straits make a great

bend and open out into the Sea of Marmora.
The Dardanus Fort, overlooking Kephez
Bay, was less formidable. After Nagara Point
was passed there were no important defences
except at the lines of Bulair, where the batteries were not likely greatly to incommode an

advancing squadron. The chief strength of
the defences against a naval attack was concentrated at the Narrows, but it was further known

to any marked degree. The Greek
Fleet for the most part kept at a respectful
distance.
Bulgarian force threatened the

that the defenders depended very largely upon

and Enver Pasha hurriedly
embarked a motley expedition on the Bosphorus steamers and took it down to the
but the Bulgarian attack was never
isthmus

understood to have fixed in position some land
torpedo-tubes. The chief defences of the

Straits

A

lines

of

Bulair,

their

mine-fields

drifting

with

the

and

upon

current.

floating

mines

They were also

;

It

pressed.

remains

the

consider

to

con-

dition of the Turkish defences at the time that

Great Britain and her
cision which, in the
led

to

such

Allies

words

came

to the de-

Ian Hamilton,

of Sir

"stupendous events."

The

in-

fluence of
for

Germany upon Turkey's preparedness
war had begun to be felt ^even so long ago
:

as the 'seventies of the nineteenth century.
After peace was signed at San Stefano in 1878,

Blum Pasha, a German

officer,

designed

fortifications for the Dardanelles,

new

which were

As Germany grew in grace in
Constantinople, so did she pay increasing attention to the Straits.
Many of the heavy Krupp
cannon sold to the Turkish Government in the
decade before the great war found their way
to Chanak and Kilid Bahr. The batteries
increased in number, and those at the outer
entrance to the Straits were improved and

carried out.

modernized.

It

is

describe the precise

impossible to attempt to

armament

of

'"/he

different

positions, because even before the outbreak of
the war with Turkey the defence? of the Dar-

danelles

were constantly undergoing change

and development under German supervision.
Certain
specified.

illustrative

The

forts

facts

can,

on both

however,
sides

of

be

GERMAN COMMANDERS.

the

Marshal von der Goltz and Adjutant Haupmann
von Raftdorff in the Dardanelles.

entrance to the Straits mounted at the begin-
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Dardanelles were under the direct control of the

the Russians held the summit for six months

German Admiral Usedom, who was assisted by
many German officers. General Liman von

and were never dislodged.
The Turks had the further advantage of a
supply of men which for the time being was
almost inexhaustible. In February and March
the number of troops stationed on the Gallipoli
Peninsula was believed to have been compara-

Sanders directed the disposition of the Turkish
troops in the Gallipoli Peninsula.
Owing to German aid the Turks had accu-

mulated very great supplies of ammunition,
both at the Dardanelles and at Constantinople,

and

tively small,

in the earlier stages of the operations

they
never revealed any pronounced shortage of
shells. A cargo steamer which accompanied the

Goeben had brought them
large quantities of mines. It
if

armament

the

was so
made,

may be

in

according to information from Tenedos, the
Turks had concentrated 48,000 troops on the
Asiatic side of the Dardanelles, where they

1914,

asked why,

feared a land attack.

They had only collected
the Gallipoli Peninsula.
The
parties of British marines landed on February 26

of the Dardanelles defences

efficient before
it

in August,

any

serious attack

was

10,000

held that the premature and un-

is

though they met with sufficiently stiff opposition.
When the Turks discovered that land

had long been reasonably well armed
against a prospective bombardment by a fleet.
On the other hand, the Gallipoli Peninsula had
Straits

been

prepared

fully

operations by an
Lines of trenches

against

army attempting

land.

elsewhere.

German

attack,
belief

and
that

military enterprise against the

abandoned. No very large numbers had been
sent overland through Asia Minor to meet the
British advance in Mesopotamia.
The Turks,

.a

therefore failed to defend.

attack been delivered

Had

was probable that the assailants
on land would have found Achi Baba and the
road leading from Gaba Tepe to the Kilid Bahr
plateau, and thus to Maidos and the Narrows,
In the weeks which
not very strongly held.
the
between
great naval attack on
elapsed
18 and

great landing on
25
field
works
were
April
prepared by the Turks
with feverish haste at many fresh points on the

the

The

first

British

troops,

effected their lodgment, expected

when they

open

fighting.

They believed they would carry Achi Baba by
nightfall on the first day. They actually found
contact

themselves

in

fortress, in

which

possessed by
the utmost.

all

with

a

tremendous

the natural advantages

the defenders were utilized to

The Turks held the

had their hands comparatively free.
almost
be said that there was no limit
might
to the numbers they had available for the
therefore,
It

the original

by combined land and

it

peninsula.

Their attack on the Suez Canal had

Their offensive against the Russians
in Transcaucasia had been broken and was
failed.

was not possible. Even after
full although involuntary warning -had been
given, landings were made by the British troops
at points which the Turks never foresaw, and

March

poured

they

advisers did not expect a land
were understood to cherish the

Gallipoli Peninsula

sea forces,

contemplated

They had always
kept about 200,000 men in and around Constantinople from the outbreak of the war. The
attack on the Dardanelles was initiated when
the Turkish Army had no heavy demands

had been dug before Achi
Baba, but the field works had not reached their
subsequent elaborate condition. The Turks and
their

were

operations

troops into the peninsula.

offensive

to

men on

and again on March 4 had found the enemy in
no great strength at the entrance to the Straits,

supported naval attacks so greatly impaired
the chances of success in the subsequent operations.
The answer is that, stated broadly, the

not

apart from the gunners in the

The Athens correspondent of T)te Times,
a dispatch dated March 23, stated that,

forts.

heights,

and

the British were on the lower ridges. It was like
the position at the Shipka Pass, where, in 1877,

,.

Gallipoli Peninsula.
Nearly 800,000 men had
been mobilized at the outbreak of war, and of

these 600,000

had been armed.

For

all

prac-

purposes, at the time the Allies landed on
the peninsula at the end of April they were
potentially in contact with the bulk of the
tical

strength of the Turkish Army.
troops were not
call."

The

all there,

Allies

The Turkish

but they were

"

within

were matching 120,000

men

against a military reservoir containing perhaps
half a million. But, despite the claims of the

Dardanelles,
failed,

the

Turkish

authorities

never

during the summer, to keep a strong

army between Constantinople and Adrianople.
At that time they feared Bulgaria.
The motives which led, in the first instance,
to an unsupported naval attack on the Dardanelles were not explained at the time. To the
onlooker they, therefore, remained inexplicable.
Possibly either the appeals of Russia, or the
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need for impressing the Balkan
without
kingdoms
delay, led to the first naval
bombardments.
Perhaps both these causes
were operative, but there was a third which

supposed

doubtless carried weight. Great Britain was not
in any case ready to concentrate a sufficiently

strong military expedition at the Dardanelles

by the

first

still

The British
and equipment, although

weeks in February.

shortage in munitions

was the reason

undisclosed,

On

the land forces.

for delay with
the other hand, those

sections of British naval opinion which favoured
the Dardanelles attack evidently believed that
it

was

possible to carry the Straits

by naval
Great stress was laid on the

alone.

power

armament

Queen Elizabeth. She carried
of a range and power
surpassing any weapons ever seen afloat. The
sanguine view was that after the forts at the
of the

15-inch

eight

entrance

guns,

had been

silenced,

and the lower

portion of the Straits swept clear of mines, the
combined fire of battleships entering the Straits,

and

of the

over

Queen Elizabeth and

Inflexible firing

French

381

and British squadron, composed of
and battle-cruisers, opened fire on

battleships

the forts at the entrance to the Dardanelles

a range of six miles. Each vessel fired
about 20 rounds. The forts replied, but no
at

were

Most

of the enemy's shells
one
short, though
passed over the Indomitable. A spectator wrote that a heavy
haze of smoke hung over the forts, and great

ships

hit.

fell

dust were thrown high into the
the shells from the ships burst. The
sole object of the bombardment was to ascer-

columns

of

when

air

tain the range.

Lieutenant Holbrook started on his perilous
voyage at 3 a.m. on the morning of December 1 3.

He was
the

of

in charge of Bll,

British

one of the

submarines.

The

earliest

Bll

was

launched in 1906, had a displacement of only
316 tons, and carried a complement of two officers

and 14 men. The passage

of the Straits

was

made

against the strong current at an average
depth of 60 feet, and the submarine passed
under five rows of Turkish mines. She came to

of

the surface on the inner side of the mine-field

aeroplanes, would suffice to settle the defences

within striking distance of the old Turkish
Messudiyeh, launched in 1874,
battleship

the

peninsula

of the Narrows.

under

the

guidance

was a sad and costly mis-

It

The

calculation,

and reconstructed and rearmed in 1901.

the Fleet after

Messudiyeh was acting as guardship, and was
anchored beyond the Narrows in the roadstead

only equalled by the probable
miscalculation of the power to be exercised by

way

it

had, as was hoped, forced

into the Sea of

Fleet

have done

its

Marmora. What would the

if

it

had appeared before

Constantinople ? The suppositipn appeared to
be that Turkey would have instantly collapsed

and made peace. Such an assumption had very
doubtful foundations. The Turks had five

army

corps in the vicinity of their capital. The civil
population might have fallen into a wild panic,

the Government might have fled, the fleet
might have laid half Constantinople in ruins,

but nothing was more unlikely than that the
Turkish Army would have surrendered, or that
its leaders would have agreed upon peace terms.
To subjugate Constantinople and to reduce the
Turkish military forces to submission a powerful

of

Nagara.

Submerging once more, and then

slowly rising until his vessel neared the surface,

Lieutenant

Holbrook successfully

torpedoed

the battleship, which soon sank with a heavy
loss of life.
Diving once again, Bll found the
feet, and scraped her way into
deeper water. She rose to the surface once
to observe the fate of the Messudiyeh, but took
nine and a half hours under water on the return

bottom at 30

For

this daring exploit the second-inLieutenant
command,
Sydney T. Winn, received
the Distinguished Service Order, and all the

voyage.

crew were granted the Distinguished Service
Medal, while Lieutenant Holbrook himself
Another British
received the Victoria Cross.

Until that army had
army was required.
the
the unaided attacks
scene
appeared upon
of the Fleet must be pronounced premature

submarine, B9, entered the Straits next day,
but was detected before she had gone very far,

and inadvisable. Despite the reasons suggested,
they seemed to reveal a lack of co-ordination

her.

among

those responsible for the planning of

British strategy.

The naval reconnaissance

of

November, and

Lieutenant Holbrook's submarine exploit on
December 13, have been already mentioned.

At daybreak on November

3,

1914, a combined

and observation mines were exploded all round
She made good her escape, but a month
later, on January 15, 1915, the French submarine Saphir was less fortunate. While
traversing the Straits she struck the bottom
near Nagara Point, came to the surface in a
disabled condition, and was destroyed

by the

shore batteries.

By

the middle of February, 1915, the naval
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forces concentrated near the Dardanelles

had

considerably increased. The Queen Elizabeth
had arrived, though her presence remained a

profound secret from the outside world.

The

battle -cruiser Inflexible, fresh from the victory
of the Falkland
arrival.

Islands,

was another recent

With these exceptions,

all

the British

armoured ships were pro-Dreadnoughts. There
was also a French squadron, commanded by
Rear-Admiral Gu6pratte. The whole naval

was commanded by Vice-Admiral Sackwho had Rear-Admiral John de
Robeck as his second-in-command. At 8 a.m.
on February 19 the first real naval attack on
force

Garden,

ville

the Dardanelles began with a bombardment,
as before, of the forts and batteries at the

At Cape Helles, the extremity of
entrance.
the Gallipoli Peninsula, there were two 9'2 guns,
which were known to the Turks as the
Ertoghrul Battery. At Sedd-el-Bahr, at the
castle, was a fort armed with six 10-inch and two

Between the two main positions

6'9 inch guns.

a field gun battery had been established to repel
a possible landing. On the Asiatic side there
were two main batteries.

One, near Cape Yeni
was
armed
with
two
9'2 inch guns, and
Shehr,
was named the Orkhanie battery.
The other,
at the

Kum

"

New

Castle of Asia," near the pier at
known as the
Kale Fort,

Kum

Kale, was

and contained four 10'2 inch guns. There was
also a field battery near the windmills on
Cape
Yeni Shehr. The bombardment began out of
range of the enemy,

who

therefore

made no

attempt to reply. It was plainly seen that the
Kum Kale and Sedd-el-Bahr Forts were con-

damaged, but the Ertoghrul and
Orkhanie batteries were behind open earth-

siderably

works, and the effect of the bombardment upon
them was not easily estimated. In the after-

noon, at

2.45

p.m.,

the British battleships

Vengeance, Cornwallis, and Triumph and the

French battleships Suffren, Gaulois, and Bouvet,
steamed in closer and engaged the forts with
their secondary armament.
The Inflexible
and the Agamemnon, the latter a powerful

pre-Dreadnought battleship, supported with a
long-range bombardment from their 12-inch
guns. By dusk all the enemy batteries were
apparently silenced, save one on the Asiatic
which continued to fire
No
fitfully.

side,

ships

of the Allied Fleet

were hit, which indicated
bad Turkish gunnery at the shorter
ranges of
the afternoon.

Next morning the seaplanes and
aeroplanes
Naval Wing made a reconnaissance from

of the

the Ark Royal, the

named

new mother-ship

for naval

Howard's flagship in the
aircraft,
Armada.
the
The action was
of
Spanish
days
afterwards briefly resumed, but little more
could be attempted for a week, owing to unafter

weather.

favourable

On February

25

the

attack was reopened at long range at 10 a.m. by
the Queen Elizabeth, Agamemnon, Irresistible

pre-Dreadnought battleship), and
from the Cape Helles battery

old

(an

A shell

Gaulois.

soon struck the Agamemnon, which was 11,000
yards away, killing 8 men and seriously woundbut within an hour and a half the two
ing 5
;

on Cape Helles had been put out of
by the Queen Elizabeth, and the Vengeance and Cornwallis, steaming closer in
9'2 guns

action

under

the

nought's

of ths super-Dreadcompleted the destruction of the

protection

fire,

The Irresistible and the Gaulois had
position.
meanwhile severely hammered the Kum Kale
and Orkhanie batteries, which were afterwards
pounded by the Suffren and the Charlemagne
at the short range of 2,000 yards.
The Vengeance, the Triumph, and the Albion completed
the task, and by 5.15 p.m. all the forts had been
silenced.

a

The Turkish gunners had been under
seven hours, and their supbrought them no discredit.

terrific fire for

pression

After nightfall mine-sweeping operations
were begun under cover of a division of battle-

and destroyers. The night was quiet and
dark, but the scene was lit by flames from the
ships

villages at the entrance,

which the Turks had

The mine-sweepers were

fired.

trawlers from
the North Sea, under the direction of
Captain

Johnson, R.N., and the courage
their task

was performed on

with which

this

and subse-

quent occasions, generally under heavy fire,
won the warmest praise from the whole Fleet.
Several of the masters and men were afterwards
decorated, and no
danelles were

more

war honours at the Darfully earned.

By

the early

February 26 the Straits had been
clear
of mines "up to four miles from
swept
the entrance." The Albion and the
Majestic

morning

of

supported by the Vengeance,
entered
the Straits for the first time,
thereupon
steamed to the limit of the swept area, and
(battleships),

bombarded the battery

of four 5'9 inch guns
Dardanus, as well as some new batwhich had been concealed on the Asiatic

in Fort
teries

The enemy's reply was weak. As working parties were noticed on the forts at the
side.

outer entrance,
shelled

these were also successfully
from within the Straits. Forces of
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4" SHELLS.
HOWITZER SHELLS

HUM KALE
MARINES LANDED

TURKISH HOWITZERS
BEHIND HILL HERE.

DROPPING NEAR

HEM

"IRRESISTIBLE:
HOWITZERS
HIDDEN HERE.

.".ORE

WINDMILL SHELTERING

RIREMEH. AFTERWARDS
DESTROYED BY 4"5HELLS
FROM FLACSHIP.

TURKS
ENTRENCHED

HERE.

DESTROYERS
COVER!

VILLAGE Of
VENI-SHEHR.

LANDIN

H.M. SHIPS

"OCEAN" AND "IRRESISTIBLE"

marines and bluejackets were landed at Kum
Kale and Sedd-ul-Bahr, and completed the
work of demolition, except at Fort Kum Kale,
where they were interrupted by the enemy.

Two new

4-inch guns were found concealed

near Tombachilles, and were duly destroyed,

and

it

nexion

was

for gallantry displayed in this con-

that

Lieut. -Commander

(afterwards

Eric Gascoigne Rob'nson, R.N.,

Commander)
was decorated with the

X^ictoria Cross.

The

act

which

IN ACTION.

won him

officially

described

this

distinction

was

thus

.

Lieutenant-Commander Robinson on the 26th Febfire, into an enemy's
gun position, which might well have been occupied,
ruary advanced alone, under heavy

and, destroying a 4-inch gun, returned to his party for
another charge with which the second gun was destroyed.
Lieutenant-Commander Kobinson would not allow
members of his demolition party to accompany him, as
white uniforms
their
rendered
them very conspicuous. Lieutenant-Commander Robinson took part
in four attacks on the mine field;-> always
under

heavy

fire.
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THE HEIGHTS
The

success of the opening attacks raised
in Great Britain and France to

expectations
the highest pitch, which the bulletins of the
British Admiralty did nothing to diminish.

For a time

it

was

seriously thought that the

channel to Constantinople would soon be open
but, though the civil population at Constantithe
nople was reported to be much alarmed,
Turkish and German Staffs preserved their
;

confidence.

A

bitterly cold north-easterly gale

interrupted the operations, but on
March 1 the Triumph, the Ocean, and the

again

once more entered the Straits and
bombarded Fort Dardanus and the adjacent
That night the mineconcealed batteries.
sweepers, again covered by destroyers, comAlbion

pleted their sweeping for about another

five

miles of Kephez Point,
miles, up to within 1
of
the Narrows.
the
On the
near
beginning

same day four French battleships entered the
Gulf of Xeros and heavily bombarded the
isthmus of Bulair. On March 2 the Canopus,
Suiftsure, and Cornwallis, taking advantage of
the clearance of mines, drew nearer to Fort
Dardanus and bombarded it again. The three
battleships came for the first time under the
fire of the Yildiz or Tekke battery above the
pine woods on the Gallipoli Peninsula, just
below the Kilid Bahr plateau. All three ships
were

hit,

slightly

but the only casualty was one man
At this period the Russian

wounded.

which had figured so prominently in the Russo-Japanese War, reached the
Dardanelles. Her five long and slender funnels
cruiser Askold,

earned for her the name

of

"

the Packet of

The French squadron was again
of Xeros on March 2, and

Woodbines."

busy in the Gulf

wrought

in

destruction

great

the

of

lines

The Suffren bombarded Fort Sultan,
on the hill in the centre of the isthmus. The
Bulair.

Gaulois tackled Fort Napoleon, on the western
and her shells set fire to the barracks,

side,

which were burned down. The Bouvet went to
the very head of the Gulf, and damaged the
bridge over the River Cavack, thus impeding
the

by which

road

principal

supplies

and

reinforcements were reaching the peninsula.
On March 3 several battleships again ascended

the Straits and resumed the

bombardment

of

Fort Dardanus.

H.M.S. Dublin, a light cruiser,
an observation station on the

demolished

and

Peninsula,

Gallipoli

H.M.S.

Sapphire

(another light cruiser) created a diversion by
bombarding guns and troops in the Gulf of

down

Adramyti, far away
Minor.

On

that the

the coast of Asia

day Admiral Garden reported
battery near Sedd-el-Bahr Fort

this

field

had been destroyed, thus bringing the number
of

guns of

all calibres

demolished at the entrance

to 40.

On March 4 fine weather 'greatly assisted the
bombardment and the mine-sweeping work
within the Straits.

On

the afternoon of that

day demolition parties, covered by detachments
of the Marine Brigade of the Royal Naval
Division, were landed at

el-Bahr

"

to

Kum

continue the

Kale and Sedd-

clearance

of

the

ground at the entrance to the Straits." Both
parties had a lively time, for the Turkish
soldiery

was

drifting

back to the ruins

of the
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OF ACHI BABA.
on either side of the entrance. A naval
wrote that " although we have completely destroyed the three towns of Sedd-elBahr, Kum Kale and Yeni Shehr, so that not
villagas

That night GunThorrowgood took an
armed whaler twice to the beach on the Asiatic
entering the Straits in 1878.

officer

ner

one intact house stands, yet among the wreckage
there is any amount of cover for the Turks."

and brought
two officers and five men, two of them
wounded. He was much exposed to rifle fire
on both occasions, and received the Distin-

The enemy, he added, were quite reckless, and
dodged about picking off the men of the landing
parties. As a matter of fact, a hot and steady
fire was maintained, and the Turkish
numbers proved to be considerable.
The
Sedd-el-Bahr party managed to find and
destroy four Nordenfeldts, and made good their
withdrawal. The party across the Straits, at
Kum Kale, were practically driven back to
their boats. The casualties among the landing
parties were stated to be 19 killed, 25 wounded,
and 3 missing, which shows that the reception
was warm. Apparently it was on this day that
an incident occurred which was afterwards
described thus by a midshipman on the Ocean
rifle

:

Whilst our marine covering party was landed at Kum
Kale a sergeant was wounded and left in a safe place
under a wall. When they came back he had 14 bullet
wounds in him. They searched round until they at last
found a German in a wood exactly opposite the sergeant.
He was put up against a tree and shot without a word.

William

Walter

side of the entrance to the Straits,
off

guished Service Cross for his bravery.
On March 5 the preliminary operations were
considered complete, and the great attack upon
the heart of the defences at the Narrows was

begun. The bombardment was concentrated
upon three of the Turkish batteries. The first
was the Rumeli Medjidieh battery, armed with
two 11 -inch, four 9'4-inch, and five 3'4-inch guns.
The second was the Hamidieh II. battery,
consisting of two of the Krupp 14 -inch guns.
The third was the Namazieh battery, containing

one 11-inch, one 10'2-inch, eleven 9'4-inch, three
8'2-inch, and three 5'9-inch guns. These three
batteries

were

all

side of Kilid Bahr,
sula,

and

established on the seaward

on the

slopes of the penin-

close to the actual Narrows.

The

tremendous Namazieh battery dominated the
very narrowest portion of the

Straits.

This

On the same day, March 4, the Sapphire
discovered and silenced a battery of field guns

was the first occasion on which the experiment
was tried of bombarding by indirect fire right
The Queen
across the Gallipoli Peninsula.

at Dikeli, on the channel between the island

Elizabeth, accompanied

of Mitylene

and the mainland

of Asia Minor.

The Prince George, a battleship of the Majestic
class, which had not previously figured in the
Dardanelles

shelled

dispatches,

town which gave

its

Admiral Hornby's

name
fleet

Besika,

the

to the bay in which
sheltered before

had

by the

Inflexible

and

Prince George, went into the Gulf of Xeros.
The great 15-inch guns of " Lizzie," as the bluejackets affectionately called the mighty battle"
slicing off a
ship, were said to be capable of

She

hill-top."

direction

of

fired

29

aeroplanes.

rounds,

under the

One

her shells

of

38(5
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45,000 subjects of King Constmtine of Greece.

struck the magazine in the Hamidieh battery,
which blew up. All three batteries were considerably damaged, but the precise

amount

887

To Greek industry and enterprise modern
Smyrna chiefly owed its extreme prosperity, and

of

was to Smyrna and the highlands of Anatolia
that the Greek nation looked in the hope of

destruction accomplished could not be ascerThe Inflexible and Prince George,
tained.

it

searched for the hidden howitzers, their

obtaining those further accessions of territory
which were denied it in Europe. The principal

being directed
Straits

by

a

squadron

fire

from within the

wireless

by

of

consisting

the

defences

Smyrna were

of

situated

on

the

the Canopus, the Cornwallis, and
the Albion. The Admiralty report stated that,

southern shore of the

"

although these vessels were much fired at by
concealed guns, they were not hit." On this

hours during the afternoon of March 5 under
The official acvery favourable conditions.

Narrows

count said that 32 hits were registered, and that
there were two heavy explosions, apparently of

Irresistible,

day the

forts

on the Asiatic side

were not bombarded at

of the

bombarded Yeni Kale, the

all.

The seaplanes were very busy during this
bombardment on March 5. In order to discern
the effect of the indirect

fire

Admiral Peirse

chief port, for

two

of the after 9'2-inch

H.M.S. Euryalus, the cruiser which carguns
ried the Admiral's flag, was stated to have been
of

over the peninsula,

remarkably
return the

accurate.

fire,

and

it

The Turks did not
was afterwards said that

much perturbed by the attack.
The Admiralty narrative declared that " the
reduction of the Smyrna defences is a necessary
incident in the main operation," but the justification for this assertion was not very obvious.
No doubt it was important to harry the enemy
wherever possible, but Smyrna did not lie on
the main railway route to Syria. The weakness
of the bombardment was that no attempt was
they had been

Seaplane No. 172 (pilot
Flight-Lieutenant Bromet, with Lieutenant
Brown as observer) was hit no fewer than 28
the utmost daring.

and seaplane No. 7 (pilot FlightLieutenant Kershaw, with Petty Officer Merchant) eight times. On the previous day a sea;

plane (pilot Flight-Commander Garnett,

The shooting

magazines.

and to locate concealed positions, they had
often to fly very low, and were consequently
in great danger.
The work was carried out with

times

gulf.

ob-

server Lieutenant-Commander Williamson) be-

came unstable and dived nose forwards into
the sea. Both officers were injured. Flight-

made

Lieutenant

H.M.S. Sapphire continued her operations in
the Gulf of Adramyti, firing on troops on the

at

possession of the Turkish forces.

close

Douglas, reconnoitring
quarters in another seaplane, was wounded,
but managed to return safely.

shore,

New

naval operations were also developed on
March 5 on the coast of Asia Minor. To the
general
Peirse,

surprise,

Vice-Admiral

Sir

Naval Commander-in-Chief
of

battleships

but

it

East

Smyrna with a
and cruisers. The

squadron was not
was understood to include

Ocean
and in the Pacific. The destruction of Admiral
von Spee's squadron at the Falkland Islands,
and the squaring of accounts with the Emden,
had released a good many warships. It was said
units hitherto stationed in the Indian

at the time that never before

mous and

and destroying a military station at Tuz

;

-

-

had such an enor-

assemblage of ships of all
kinds been seen in the Aegean and the Levant.

outside

the

Agamemnon and

Fresh units continually arrived, some of them
from the ends of the earth.

was

officially

diversified

Smyrna was the chief city of Asia Minor, and
one of the greatest ports of the Turkish Empire.
Of its population of a quarter of a million,
half

was Greek, and these included at

least

day

Having bombarded the great batteries at
March 6 turned their
attention to the forts at and near Chanak, on
the Asiatic side of the Narrows. The new
attack was delivered against Hamidieh I.
battery, south of Chanak, and just before the
approach to the Narrows, and Hamidieh III.,
in front of the town of Chanak and on the very
edge of the Narrows. The armament of
Hamidieh I. was two 14-inch and seven 9'4
Hamidieh III. comprised two 14-inch,
guns
one 9 4, one 8'2, and four 5 9 guns. The Queen
Elizabeth conducted the bombardment from

precise composition of the
disclosed,

this

Kilid Bahr, the Allies on

Indies, appeared in the Gulf of

squadron

On

Burnu.

Richard

in the

to seize the seaport, which remained in

the

Gallipoli

Peninsula,

the Ocean.

assisted

by
The range

given as 21,000 yards (about 12
but no results were stated, and probably they could not be ascertained. The
Turks had profited by their experience on the
miles),

,

previous day. They got some field guns and
howitzers on the heights of the peninsula, and
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:iss

started

shooting

Their attempt was

the

at

Queen

like firing

at the Matterhorn.

Three

Elizabeth.

with pea-shooters

from

shells

field-

guns struck the huge battleship, but did no
damage whatever. Meanwhile the Vengeance,
the Albion, the Majestic, the Prince George,
French battleship Saffron had en-

and the

and again engaged Fort Dardanus, as well as the Suandero battery, which
was a new gun position near the shore, about
tered the Straits

equi-distant from

A

corner

in

the Fort.

Achi Baba and the Kilid

A

number of concealed guns
and
the
ships were frequently struck,
replied,
but there were no casualties. While this action
was in progress, Fort Rumeli Medjidieh, near

Balir heights.

Kilid
fire.

Bahr and the Narrows, suddenly opened
The warships replied with 12-inch shells,

were scored. The episode
Fort Rumeli had been damaged,
its guns had not been put out of action by the
indirect bombardment over the peninsula the

and several
showed that

hits

if

day before. The German newspapers afterwards published reports which suggested that
One

of the heavy guns used

in

defence of the Fort.

the defenders of the forts were chiefly troubled
by the dense fumes from the naval shells. The

gunners had at times to abandon their guns for

and so the supposition arose that
various forts had been silenced.
There was
this reason,

also

a Turkish order to economise ammunition

in view of the expected

grand attack within the

Straits.

Next day, March 7, the Allies tried a change
tactics.
The indirect bombardmeVit was
abandoned, and the Agamemnon and the Lord
of

Nelson steamed into the Stiaits to engage at
long range by direct fire the forts at the
Part of the Massiwa wall.

Narrows near Kilid Bahr.

They bombarded
by

the three forts which had been battered

shells flung over the peninsula on the 5th.
The range was from 14,000 to 12,000 yards.
The batteries at Fort Rumeli Medjidieh and
Hamidieh I. replied for a time, but after

explosions
silent.

dieh

both became

within the defences

The great 14-inch Krupps
II.

never

replied

at

all

;

in

Kami-'

clearly

the

magazine on the 5th had
about
brought
good results. In this action
the two English ships were covered by four
French battleships, the Gaulois, the Charleexplosion

in

the

magne, the Bouvet, and the Suffren, which
went farther within the Straits and previously
engaged Fort Dardanus and various concealed

The Gaulois, the Agamemnon and
the Lord Nelson were struck three times each,
batteries.

A

dismantled dun

THF FORT AT

in

the sea.

SRDD-EI.-BAHR.

but in no case was the damage serious, though
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H.M.S.

"VENGEANCE"

the Lord Nelson had three of her crew slightly
wounded. Admiral Guepratte was on the

which

Suffren,

limit of the
his ship,

and a

splinter

On

admiral's feet.

was

penetrated to the extreme
field.
Several shells struck

mine

this

from one

day the

hit three or four times

fell

at the

cruiser Dublin

by the

4 -inch

guns

was watching the isthmus.
the stately Queen Elizabeth

at Bulair, while she

On March

8

and

IN ACTION.
11.

A special

no report of the action.
some days, the operations
languished, although mine sweeping was vigor-

ously pursued.
It will be gathered that on the whole the

attempts at long-range

bombardment had not

The majority of the batgreatly prospered.
at the Narrows were still effective.

teries

Neither indirect nor direct

guns
for

any

created

fire

from the biggest

had

really put them out of action
length of time. The high hopes

afloat

by the

initiation of the naval operations

had greatly diminished.
of the batteries at

Kum

Even the

destruction

Kale and Sedd-el-Bahr,

the two points forming the outer entrance, had
not achieved the full pin-pose of the assailants.
troops had crept forward and entrenched themselves War the ruins, and they
had to be shelled once more on March 10

Turkish

battery

operasailors

was that a determined attempt to force

Every night the mine sweepers pushed
nearer

guarded by

their

at close quarters might produce

way through

way

for

field

army was needed to carry through the
tion.
The hope still cherished by the

guns of Fort Rumeli Medjidieh.
The weather was not good, and the British

Admiralty issued

was the

Dardanelles would never be forced by longrange fire. It was still more evident that an

better results.

Thereafter,

target

which had been brought to Morto Bay, near the
end of the peninsula. It was evident that the

entered the Straits, supported by four other
battleships, and shelled at long range the
irrepressible

389

the

to

Narrows.

They

their

were

and destroyers, all of
as the trawlers, were constantly

light cruisers

which, as well

under heavy

fire

and subjected

to great danger.

The

big defending batteries rarely spoke
during these nocturnal encounters. The de-

fence against the flotillas was entrusted to
smaller guns concealed in special places, and

to motor-batteries.

On

one occasion at least

enemy did grave damage. On the night of
March 13 the small light cruiser Amethyst was
the

in

Sari

Siglar

Bay, very near the Narrows,
fire of a

when she came under the plunging

concealed battery of howitzers. She was
struck several times at close range, was badly
knocked about, and suffered over 50 casual-

among the engine-room
The
episode gave rise to ridicucomplement.
lous rumours, and the statement that an un-

ties,

many

being

armoured cruiser of only 3,000 tons had passed
the Narrows was gravely circulated. There
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////:

890

\ver>-

tin-

other remarkable episodes that night, for
wore getting MTV near tin-

mine-sweepers
Xiirnms.

batteries at tin
liain

\\il-

Chubb, K.X.. who \vas a
on trawler Xo. 488, brought the

Alexander

volunteer

WWal

dinner Jolm

1

out in a sinking condition, his commandand throe of the crew having been

ing ollieor

He

killed.

did

nlsn

Sub-l.ieu<enant

Stephen
Bayford, R.X.R., and Midshipman

as

Cross,

received the Distinguished Service

AiiL'iistus

.lames Charles

\\Ooliner

Price,

while in charge of picket-boats.
John Kickards Middletoii and

for

gallantry

Commander
Lieutenant

was

chiefly

a demonstration to distract the

attention of the enemy.

While the main attack on the Dardanelles
was suspended, Vice-Admiral Garden relinquished the

command

of the Allied Fleet

on

March 16 owing to ill -health, and his place
was taken by Rear-Admiral John M. de Robeck,
who was promoted to the rank of Vice-Admiral.

The proceedings of the warships at the
had been followed with the closest
interest and with the most intense excitement,
Straits

by the peoples of the various Balkan kingdoms.
The expectation of the Entente Powers that

given the Dis-

Greece would participate in the later operations

lingiiishcd Service Order for the bravery they

was, however, rudely shaken on March 6 by the
announcement of the resignation of M. Vene-

Krant-is

showed

Hugh Sandford were

the mine-sweeping operations on
On March 16 a trawler
nights.

in

this

and other

ua~

bliiwii

up
The subsidiary opt rations

associated

with

the attack on the Dardanelles were continued

Thus French warships again
bombarded the lines of Bulair on March 11.
The Russian Black Sea Fleet, encouraged by
during the

lull.

the absence of the Goeben, which was under-

going repair, came near the Bosphorus on several
occasions, and raised beliefs in the public mind

which were not destined to be

zelos, the

Greek Premier.

far the ablest

in the Straits.

realized.

The

M. Venezelos was bv

statesman in the Balkans.

had composed the

He

internal dissensions in Greece

caused by the activities of the Military League.
the originator of the famous Balkan

Ho was

League, which led to the Balkan War and to
the expulsion of Turkey from the greater part
of her European provinces.
He held very
strongly that the future of Greece required that
she should take an active part in the attempt
of the Allies to expel the Turks from
Europe

He had

Russian warships sank a number of Turkish

for ever.

steamers, and also bombarded various small

that they would have the assistance of the" Greek

Their most useful work
was the bombardment of the port buildings at
Zunguldak, on the Bithynian coast, which

would, at a suitable moment, join in the land
operations which by this time were in full

ports in Asia Minor.

interrupted the scanty coal supply
Admiral Peirso was still
stantinople.

of

Con-

hammer-

On the morning
ing at the defences of Smyrna.
of March 6, the second day of his bombardment, he had swept his way through the mine
fields and drawn near to the narrow entrance
of the harbour of Smyrna.
Various batteries

had

fired

Tabia

upon

Point

his

ships.

contained

One near Paleo

four

6-inch

guns

;

another, containing five 4-7 guns, was in position
150 feet up the hillside
and there were
;

many

led the Allies to understand

Navy, and that a division

of the

Greek

Army

contemplation.
Unfortunately his policy was
not favoured by King Constantine, the ruler of
Greece, who desired to maintain an attitude of

M. Venezelos, finding himself at
In a letter to
King Constantine, dated January 11, 1915, he
had outlined the policy which he considered
the Greek Government ought to
adopt, in order
neutrality.

issue with the King, resigned.

save "the greater part of Hellenism in
"
a great and powerful
Turkey," and to create
Greece."
He foreshadowed the possible conto

guns scattered about in concealed positions.
The squadron replied at ranges of from 7,000

asquences of an Austro-German invasion of

to

would not only destroy the moral
standing of
Greece as a State, but would
endanger the life

field

8,000 yards, and continued for an hour,
after which the Turkish fire ceased.
In the

Serbia,

and said that the destruction

of Serbia

afternoon the action was continued at closer

of

range, and H.M.S. Euryalus and a battleship
were each hit by 6-inch shells,
though the

allude to the question of active
co-operation

casualties were slight.

resumed on

The bombardment was

later days, but the
general results
have been inconclusive, and
Smyrna
gradually disappeared from the records of the
It was supposed that the attack
operations.

appear to

Greece as a nation.

The document did not

with the Entente Powers, but that issue
lay at
its back.
The whole subject of the successive
political

effect

crises in Greece,

upon the

and their ultimate
Near East, must

situation in the

be reserved for subsequent discussion.
It is
note here that the
temporary with

sufficient to
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TOWING BIG GUNS ASHORE.
Allies' big guns at the Dardanelles.
A capacious

Method of transporting the
structed and ballasted with sandbags to prevent the gun rolling when aboard.
was then towed to the point of landing.
drawal of M. Venezelos from public life deprived
the Allies of useful military help in their attack

upon the Dardanelles. They saw that whatever
they proposed to do must be done alone.
The first public intimation that land operations

were to be undertaken at the Dardanelles

was contained

in

an

official

Note issued by
March 11.

the French Government in Paris on
It stated that

an Expeditionary Force had been
North Africa, that General

concentrated in

d'Amade had been appointed to the command,
and that part of the corps was already on its

391

raft

was specially con-

The whole arrangement

The French had concenand were all in the ^Egean
by March 15. Similar steps, although on a
much larger scale, had also been taken by the
British Government.
The 29th Division and
the Royal Naval Division had been designated
for service at the Dardanelles. The Australian
and New Zealand Divisions, a Territorial
Division, and 'some Indian units had been
summoned from Egypt. The bulk of these
forces, of which further details will be given
later, had been hurriedly placed on transports,

way

to the Levant.

trated at Bizerta,
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'-

ww*

which

lludro*. at the island of

wwk

in

Lamias

March.

va* nominally

harbour

of

Lemnos. by the third
WM an idand about

from the entrance

50 mfle

the

in

aa-nibled

the Strait*-

t

It

but
in the puuKMJnri at Greece,
the
and
occupied by her.

had not been formally

an advanced base with her
The smaller TuridBh inland of
tacit consent.
became the
Tenedos, much nearer the Straits,
used

Alliee

it

as

headquarter* of the operations.
The officer selected by the British Govern
to direct the land attack upon the

meat

Standish

Ian

Sir

General

rae

who

Hamilton, G.C.B.. D.S.O.,

war wa

the outbreak of the

at

General Officer

Commandmg-in-Chief in the Mediterranean
and Inspector-General of the Oversea Forces.
Sir Ian Hamilton was ported to the command
of one of the Xew Annies gome time after they
were formed, and until he left for Gallipoli he
aiao held

a highly responsible poet in connection

WAP:.

War in 1897-98. Musketry having
always attracted him, he found himself next
vear commandant at Hythe, but the troubles

Tirah

South Africa took him to Xatal in time to

in

the early action of Elandslaagte.
participate in
went through the siege of Ladysmith and
to the rank of Major-General.
was

He

promoted

commanded a column, v

Afterwards he

Mr. Winston Churchill admiringly
"
Ian Hamilton's
recorded in a volume entitled
March." Lord Kitchener chose him as his

exploits

Chief-of-Staff in the later stages of the

South

African War, and on the conclusion of peace
he became Quartermaster-General to the

He

Forces.

represented the

Army

of

India

on the Japanese side during the great RussoWar, and witnessed most of the
Japanese
battle* save the

desperate encounter of
Mukden. His experiences were set forth in
"
Staff
two vivacious volumes entitled
last

A

Officer's

the cream of diaries

Scrap Book,"

General Staff, and travelled

kept. He then commanded on
for four years, until he sucPlain
Salisbury
in the Mediterranean
Kitchener
ceeded Lord

Marseille*.

command,

with

the

Islands.

internal

He

left

defences

of

the

British

London on March 13 with

his

by special train to
There he embarked on H.M.S.

Phaeton, one of the newer 30-knot light cruisers,

and he was at Tenedos on March
very rapid journey ,*even in

It

17.

was a

answer to a summon*

laboriously

and

became

also

a

peripatetic

He
inspector of the troops of the Dominions.
innumerable
in
mentioned
been
had
dispatches
and

times,

his

many

decorations included the

Red Eagle and

of the

of war.

Prussian Orders of the

General Hamilton was then just over 62 years
old and had been soldiering all his life. Curiously

Crown

enough, be was bom
the island of Corfu, within a short voyage of the
scene of the greatest and most desperate under-

had been wont to beguile himself with literary
Mr. Churchill wrote of him that he
pursuits.

in the Mediterranean, in

taking he had ever been
His father was Colonel

called

upon

Christian

to face.

Monteith

Hamilton, and his mother was a daughter of
the third Viscount Gort. He was married to the

John Muir in 1887.
He entered the Army in 1873, and had served
He had fought under
in many campaigns.
Lord Roberts in Afghanistan in 1878-80. He
had been in the Boer War in 1881, and was on
the hill of Majuba on the fatal morning when
He had joined
Sir George Colley was killed.
eldest daughter of Sir

Lord Wolseley's expedition up the River Nile for
relief of General Gordon in 1884-85. He had

of Prussia.

personal charm,

and

He was a man
in his leisure

of great

moments he

had once very nearly deserted the profession
arms for journalism, and a slim and forgotten

of

book

of verse, possessed

love of poetry.

by few,

attested his

In his military career he had

been by no means a favourite of fortune. All
his earlier advancement had been arduously

and there had been moments,
to most soldiers, when he
feared that promotion had passed him by for

won

in the field,

of the kind

ever.

Xo

known

soldier of high

rank in the British

Army had seen so many varieties of warfare,
or had enjoyed so many opportunities of
studying at first hand operations on the grand

the

scale.

gone up the River Irrawaddy to Mandalay in the
Burmah War of 1886-87, and had emerged with

arrival at Tenedof- on March 17
Hamilton found awaiting him V
Admiral de Robeck, General d'Amade, and
Admiral Guepratte. The French corps had
been concentrated at Bizerta, and had reached
Mudros on March 15. General d'Amade had

the brevet rank of lieutenant-colonel, having
previously won a brevet majority on the Kile.

He bad become a full colonel in 1891, and had
marched to the relief of Chitral in 1895, receiving the C.B. for his work.

manded a brigade

in the rough

He had comand harassing

On

his

Sir Ian

i

.--

been selected by the French Government for
command of the French corps " owing 1 8

the
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British ships

bombarding the

NEAR CAPE HELLES.
Turkish position. A Captive Balloon

his experience of expeditions in distant lands."

Morocco had won him Eurocampaign
he was no stranger to the
and
pean fame,
British Army, for he had been an eye-witness
of the South African War. The two generals
TTia

in

and two admirals immediately held a conThere can be no doubt that when
ference.
Sir Ian Hamilton left England the prevalent
assumption was that a combined land and sea
attack would be made as soon as he reached
the scene of action. The transports and the
yet it became his painful
troops were there
;

duty to inform the conference that he could
not then make an attack. The cause was one

is
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attached to the centre ship.

which he was in no sense responsible. He
was expected to deliver an arsault in the face
for

of difficulties for which, in his

precedent was forthcoming

except

possibly

Xerxes."'

in

He knew

the
that

own

words,

"

no

in military history

sinister

legends

"nothing

thorough and systematic scheme

but

of

a

for flinging

the whole of the troops under my command
very rapidly ashore could be expected to meet
"
tentative or piecemeal
with success."
"
In

A

would

produce disaster.
programme
order to make a landing successfully the transports had to be so loaded that the operation
would go like clockwork. The respective troops
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AFTER THE BOMBARDMENT.
Effect of the gun-fire

from H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth.

had to be carefully allotted. The holds of the
that the weapons, the
ships had to be so filled
wi-iv
equipment, the munitions first required
In
the
hand.
great
at the top and ready to
of transports assembled at Mudros
flotilla

these imperative conditions were conspicuously
lacking.

without

Men and

The

ships

had been hurriedly

filled

necessities.

to

subsequent
regard
material alike had been swept out

to the Aegean pell-mell. In English seaports
and at Alexandria the same mistakes had been

The Power with an unexampled exsuffered
perience of oversea expeditions had
made.

The word then lay with the seamen. Admiral
de Robeck announced his intention of making
on the morrow a general naval attack upon the
Straits with the

whole of the battleships at his

The ultimate responsibility for this
disposal.
It was an attempt
decision was not disclosed.
to force the Narrows by sea power alone, to
repeat the exploit which Admiral Duckworth
had only accomplished with great risk against
no more formidable missiles than stone cannonballs.
It was a naval adaptation of the
onslaught of the Light Brigade. It was the
tactics of the cavalry charge applied to battle-

and big guns

and when

the

the most elementary blunders to be committed.
It was said that once before in his wide ex-

ships

perience Sir Ian Hamilton had encountered a
and that he was

would never be passed without military aid. It
must be remarked that heavy losses had been
so far foreseen that the battleships Queen and

similar series of mistakes,

instantly

able

to

lay

his

finger

on the

in-

superable defects. There was no help for it.
He had to tell his colleagues that the military
expedition must, return to Egypt, in order that

the transports might be re-loaded. The one
exception was that of the vessels containing
the Australian Infantry Brigade, which were

permitted

to

remain.

The

one

advantage

gained was that the delay would bring more
The disadvantages were even
settled weather.
graver than was then supposed.

The

soldiers

were thus for a time eliminated.

;

leaders of the expedition

it

failed,

knew that the Narrows

Implacable had already been dispatched from
of the Admiralty

England in order, in the words
"
to replace
announcement,

ships'

in anticipation of this operation."

casualties

The

antici-

pation proved to be justified.
The morning of the great adventure (March
18)

was bright and clear, and the sea was
At a quarter to eleven the battle-

smooth.

Queen Elizabeth, Inflexible, Agamemnon
and Lord Nelson, supported by the Triumph

ships

and Swiftsure, entered the

first

reach of the
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Tenedos, looked like a bright bhie lake. The
four most powerful ships took up a position

to which the Narrows had been subjected.
The town of Chanak, sadly battered on the 7th,
was soon ablaze, and the dense clouds of smoke

about 3

could

Straits, which, to

miles

within the

between the Gallipoli

hillside at

Straits,

village of

roughly

Krithia and

the village of Erenkeui, on the Asiatic side.

The Queen Elizabeth was nearest the

Ualli-

Peninsula. They opened a long-range
on the principal batteries on both sides
of the Narrows.
The two smaller warships in
poli

distant

be plainly seen by the
Tenedos.

At

12.22

watchers

on

Rear-Admiral

Guepratte led his main squadron, consisting
of the Suffren, the Gaulois, the Charlemagne,
and the Bouvet, past the British ships and

fire

engaged the forts at close range, taking up his
station near Kephez Point. Admiral de Robeck

support advanced farther in and dealt with
the batteries at Fort Dardanus, at Kephez

afterwards telegraphed his

and at Suandere on the opposite side of
The howitzers and field batteries
concealed on shore responded vigorously.
The bombardment was bv far the most terrific
Point,

:

the Straits.

warm

admiration of

French colleague's skill and bravery. There
were now ten battleships in the Straits, and an
his

hour later

all

the shore forts had ceased

firing.

seemed as though the time had come to
press forward the attack.
Many thought
It

A TURKISH SNIPER
Being brought in under guard.

The Turk was

ingeniously screened by foliage attached to his clothing.

THE WAR.
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THE BRITISH COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF,
General

from the

Sir

Ian Hamilton

(centre), with

silence of tho forts that the

day was

won.

A

squadron came steaming into
the Vengeance, the
the Albion, the Ocean, the Swift-

fresh British

It consisted of

the Straits.
Irresistible,

As the new squadron

sure and the Majestic.

approached Kephez Point all the other
the Queen
ships turned to withdraw, save only
battle-

Agamemnon, and
which remained moving

Elizabeth, the Inflexible, the

the

Lord Nelson,

slowly to and fro in the

first

reach.

was at this moment that tragedy began.
The Bouvet was taking a course inside Erenkeui
Bay, and out of the main current of the Straits,
no doubt to avoid drifting mines. The eddies
It

and cross-currents wrought her undoing,

for

the supposed course of safety brought her into
contact with danger. An officer on a British

destroyer saw her struck by three shells, and
another officer on the Prince George saw two

on the starboard

shells strike her

the

real

cause

of

the

disaster

side

;

but

was almost

with a drifting mine.
believed to have fired her

simultaneous contact

The explosion

is

In three minutes she had heeled

magazine.
over and disappeared and the Charlemagne,
hurrying to the rescue, found only bubbles
rising to the surface, and a pall of black smoke

General Braithwaite, being rowed ashore.
slowly

lifting.

She sank in 36 fathoms at a

The
of Erenkeui.
point north of the village
Bouvet carried a crew of 630, and of these only
The Times afterwards thus
64 were saved.
described the nature of the drifting mines used

by the enemy

in these operations

:

The form of drifting mine used by the Turks is believed
to be the Leon torpedo, which resembles a short Whilehead torpedo, and is designed to be, if desired, discharged
well be
through a torpedo-tube, though it can equally
overboard from above water. The size

merely dropped
and general arrangement of the mine are shown on pages
"
"
Naval Annual for 1914.
317 and 318 of the
an
automobile
It is not
torpedo, but merely a freely
oscillate between any
floating mine, which can be set to
cm
be desired
depths below the surface that may
becoming water-borne it assumes an approximately
vertical position, and, having a certain negative buoyis brought
ancy, it sinks until automatically the propeller
-

;

and drives it upwards again. As prearranged,
the action of the propeller ceases and commences at any
depth selected for use. There is a time arrangement
into use

embodied by which the duration of its floating can be
after such time the mine is flooded and sinks,
regulated
It can also be so
or, if desired, can rise to the surface.
;

sinks to the
arranged that when first discharged it
bottom, and after a prearranged time rises and com-

mences to oscillate.
The mine can be dropped from ships in the open sea,
and was used in the raids on Yarmouth and Scarborough.
In the case of tidal harbours it can be discharged from a
vessel outside at such time as to find its

own way

into

the harbour and possibly create destruction therein.

The

swift disaster to the

allowed to check the attack.

Bouvet was not

The new

British
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were dropping more Leon torpedoes into the
and at 4.5 one of these struck

squadron reached the narrowing portion of the
Straits opposite Kephez Point, and resumed

swift current,

bombardment at 2.36 p.m. It was plain
that the forts had not been silenced, for the

class, thirteen

the Irresistible, a battleship of the Formidable

the

Dardanus and Suandere, and one
each near Chanak and Kilid Bahr, reopened
their fire. Yet much damage had been wrought.

of 15,000 tons

batteries at

years old, with a displacement
and a principal armament of

four 12-inch guns.

She quitted the

line, listing

and other buildings were reduced to heaps of
ruins, and he acknowledged that one gun was
completely destroyed. Under the cover of the

and slowly dragged her way towards
the entrance to the Straits. She did not sink
until 5.50 p.m., and meanwhile practically all
her crew had been rescued. Captain Christopher
Powell Metcalfe, R.N., was the chief instrument
He skilfully
in saving life on this occasion.

British fire the rnine-sweepers continued their

brought

A German

officer

in

heavily,

one of the Hamidieh

batteries afterwards wrote that the barracks

They were

perilous work.

in charge of

Com-

Mellor, R.N., of whom the
"
Admiralty afterwards wrote that he displayed
conspicuous gallantry, always being to the fore

mander William

most exposed positions,
sweepers and setting a fine
was still hoped that the passage

But the Turks had not
clusions

from the

loss of

failed to

draw con-

the Bouvet.

They

THE FRENCH COMMANDER
(On August

6th. 1915,

He had

board when he
,

his

example." It
might be won.

destroyer

Wear

under a heavy

of the crew.

in a picket-boat in the

encouraging

the

Irresistible

left

fire,

alongside

over 600 rescued

the Straits.

Distinguished Service Order.

the

and saved most

men on

He received the

Upon Midshipman

Hugh Dixon, who saved several
men in the Queen Elizabeth's

officers

and

picket-boat
while shells were falling all around, the Distinguished Service Cross was bestowed.

At

6.5 p.m. the Ocean, a battleship fifteen

years old, with a displacement of 12,950 tons

IN

THE DARDANELLES.

General Gouraud (X) and his Staff at Sedd-ul-Bahr.
General Sarrail was appointed to command the French Expeditionary Force
General Gouraud, who was wounded there in July.)

at the

Dardanelles in place of
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MIDSHIPMAN GEORGE EDWARD
DREWRY, R.N.R. (on right).
THE IMMORTAL LANDINGS ON THE GALLIPOLI PENINSULA,

COMMANDER EDWARD UNWIN,

and a

principal

armament

R.N.

of four 12-inch guns,

also sank in deep water, having been struck in

similar fashion

by a mine. The Ocean went to

the bottom very quickly, but nearly
crew were fortunately saved.

Nor was

this the

sum

of the

all

damage.

the

The

Gaulois had been badly hit by the Turkish guns,
and her bows were torn open. The Inflexible

was hit in her fore-top by a shell which killed
or wounded several men. At a later hour she
was
not

also struck

made

by a mine, though

public for

many

this fact

weeks. She

made

was
her

great difficulty to Tenedos, and it was
that she would sink.
The episode

way with
feared

produced many remarkable deeds of gallantry
on the part of her officers and crew, which were
fittingly

follows

described

by

the

Admiralty

as

:

Lieutenant-Commander Acheson, with Acting SubLieutenant Alfred E. B. Giles, Chief E.R.A. 2nd Class
Robert Snowdon, and Stoker 1st Class Thomas Davidson,
went down into the fore magazine and shell room of
II. M.S. Inflexible when the
parties working in these
places had been driven out by fumes, caused by the
explosion of a mine under the ship
they closed valves
and water-tight doors, lights being out, the shell room
having two feet of water in it. rising quickly, and the
;

magazine flooding slowly.
The fumes were beginning to take effect on Acting SubLieutenant Giles, but neither he nor the others left until

ordered to do so by Lieutenant-Commander A'cheson,
who was the last to leave the shell room.

During the time H.M.S. Inflexible was steaming to
Tenedos, the engine-room being in semi-darkness and
great heat, the ship in possible danger of sinking on
passage, a high standard of discipline was called for in
the Engineer Department, a call which was more than
met. Engineer-Commander Harry Lushmore. C.B.
responsible for the discipline of the engine-room department, was in the starboard engine-room throughout the

and set a fine example to his men.
Engineer-Lieutenant-Commander Lester was in the
port engine-room carrying out the same duties ao Engineer-Commander Lashmore did in the starboard
passage,

engine-room.

Engineer-Lieutenant Parry went twice through the
thick fumes to the refrigerator flat to see if the doors
and valves were closed ; he also closed the escape hatch
from the submerged flat, fumes and vapour coming up

the trunk at the time.

Surgeon Langford brought up the wounded from the
Fumes permeated
the place, rendering five men unconscious.
Surgeon
Langford, though partially overcome by the fumes,
continued his work.
Able Seaman Smedley, though wounded himself,
carried a wounded Petty Officer down from tho fore top
after it had been struck
he subseby a shell
fore distributing station in the dark.

;

quently went aloft twice more, and started for a third
attempt.

Engine Room Artificer Runalls escaped up the trunk
from the fore air compressor room with difficulty,
helped up his stoker, and closed the W.T. door of the
trunk before he fell insensible.
Chief Sick Berth Steward Hamlin, though
partially
overcome by fumes, assisted Surgeon Langford while the
Inflexible was proceeding to Tenedos.
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MIDSHIPMAN W.

ST.

AUBYN MALLESON,

SEAMAN

G.
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MoKENZIE SAMSON.

R.N.

APRIL

25th,

1915:

All the officers

HEROES
named

WHO WERE AWARDED THE

received the Distin-

guished Service Order, and the men were given
the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal. Acting
Sub -Lieutenant George Tothill Philip received
the Distinguished Service Cross for his work
on the same day in the Inflexible's picket-boat.

out watching for floating mines when
his boat was struck by a heavy shell, which

He was

injured his knee.

back to the

He managed

to get the boat

Inflexible, ordered the

crew aboard,

and, despite his injuries, got into the engine-

room, shut

off

steam and closed the scuttle to

stokehold before leaving the boat.
The bombardment died away when darkness
fell,

and the squadrons withdrew. The British
in personnel were only 61 killed,

casualties

wounded, and missing. The naval authorities
had then to consider their position. The great
attack had ended with a loss of three battle-

and with two others

practically put out
Three days afterwards the British
Admiralty issued an official statement which
contained the following singular remark

ships

of action.

:

"

The power
by

fortresses

established."

of

the Fleet to dominate the

superiority of
If

the

fire

supposed

seems to be

power

was

established in the view of the Admiralty, there

VICTORIA CROSS.

were few other people who shared the conviction thus expressed.

The general conclusion,

which was undoubtedly accurate, was that the
attack had been badly repulsed. Although the
chief losses were caused by mines, the power
of well-armed forts over ships

further signal demonstration.
clusion was eventually forced

had received a
That this con-

upon the

reluc-

tant British Government was proved by the
fact that the naval attack was never after-

wards seriously reopened.
In any case, bad weather set in on March

19,

some days even sea-plane reconnaissance was impossible. There was meanwhile
a great deal of desultory and mostly sub-,
The positions at the
sidiary naval work.
entrance to the Straits were frequently bomand

for

barded,

order

in

to

deter

the Turks

from

There were many signs that
repairing them.
the enemy were actively preparing to resist a
land attack, the imminence of which was no
longer a secret.

The Russian Black Sea Fleet

again appeared off the Bosphorus on March 28
and bombarded the outer forts and batteries.

The

fire of

the Russian ships was directed

The Turkish

sea-planes.

a

flotilla

of

batteries replied,

by
and

Turkish torpedo-boats tried to
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conic out into the Blu<-k Sea, hut wa.s repelled.

A

four-mn*ted

Turkish

large

ship,

sailing

which was vainly trying to seek refuge within
the Bosphorus, was destroyed.
I

Majestic

lie

and

On

April

15

bombarded an
(iaha Tepe, on the Gallipoli
Swit'tsurc

was feared that she might be salved by
Lieutenant MacArthur, R.N., conducted two very daring reconnaissances in
and

it

the Turks.

submarine

For

fire.

B

6,

this

both being made under heavy
was rewarded with

action he

As a result
was decided to attempt to

the Distinguished Service Cross.

observation post at
I'eninsiila. afterwards one of the landing places
Australians and New Zealanders.
the
of

of

Various warships crossed the Gulf of Xeros,
and harried the Turkish camp at Enos, near

Commander Eric Robinson, who had already
won the V.C. for his valour near Kum Kale,

the

new Bulgarian

frontier.

visits

Repeated

his

report,

E

destroy

15.

it

Dmjng

took into the Straits the picket-boats of the

and the Triumph. The party approached the stranded submarine, and at short

wen- paid to Enos, with the object of convey-

Majestic

the impression that the port might be
selected as the principal landing place of the

range fired torpedoes.

ing

successful

Expeditionary Force.
One night the incredible happened.

A

little

improvised Turkish torpedo-boat of 97 tons,
named the Dhair Hissar, slipped out of Smyrna

and got
a crew

men from
this

whom

Aegean. She carried
seven were Germans,

the Goeben.

For a whole month

loose

in

of 34, of

the

tiny craft lurked in

odd corners

of the

Asia Minor and escaped detection.
On April 16 she thought her chance had come
when she saw a British transport, the Manitou,
coast

of

tried to torpedo her.
The attempt failed,
but the Manitou had lowered boats, two of

and

which capsized, as a result of which 51
were drowned. One of the boats came to

men

the night of April 18

was

fired

Herbert Godwin, R.N.,
the

Majestic's

The torpedo

actually

Lieutenant

by

who was

picket-boat.

in

He was

wards decorated with the D.S.O.
was performed within 200 yards

Claud

charge of

The

after-

exploit

of the forts,

which had discovered the presence of the little
expedition, and poured in a tremendous fire.

The

Majestic's picket -boat was sunk, but the
other boat rescued all the crew. This brilliant

was accomplished with the loss of one man,
The unlucky subfatally wounded.
marine was rendered useless by the torpedo.
feat

who was

officers who received the
Distinguished
Service Cross for their courageous work that

Other

grief

night were Lieutenant Arthur Cyril Brooke-

through the breaking of a davit, and the other
was overturned through overcrowding. The

Webb, R.N.R., and Midshipman John Blax-

Manitou signalled for help, and light cruisers
and destroyers swarmed forth in search of the
Dhair Hissar. She was seen near the Gulf of

Smyrna, and instantly chased

until she

beached

herself in the

Bay of Kalamuti, on the Island
on April 18.
British submarines were constantly at work
in the Straits, and on April 17 E 15
grounded

of Chios,

near Kephez Point.

numbering

20,

The

officers

and, crew,

were taken prisoners, for

it

was

impossible either to fight the vessel or to get
her off.
She was not much injured,

however,

land Woolley, R.N.
Such is a broad chronicle of the unsupported
naval attack upon the Dardanelles. Sir Ian

Hamilton, after a hurried

visit

to

Egypt to

supervise the fresh loading of the transports, had
returned to Lemnos on April 7, bringing with
him the remainder of his staff, who had followed

The next act of the immense and
drama of the Dardanelles began on
25, when in the still mists of dawn

from London.
tragic

April

flotillas

packed with troops moved

silently

towards the desolate beaches of the Gallipoli
Peninsula.

CHAPTER

XCIII.

AMMUNITION: SUPPLY AND
MANUFACTURE.
MAGNITUDE OF THE REQUIREMENTS FAILURE OF SUB -CONTRACTING LOCAL COMMITTEES
FRENCH METHODS MR. LLOYD GEORGE AS MINISTER OF MUNITIONS LABOUR DIFFICULTIES
MUNITIONS ACT VOLUNTEER WORKERS' ENROLMENT PLEDGE OF TRADE UNIONS NEW NATIONAL
FACTORIES M. ALBERT THOMAS RUSSIA THE DOMINIONS ARMOUR-PIERCING, HIGH EXPLOSIVE
AND SHRAPNEL SHELLS AIRCRAFT BOMBS THE MAKING OF SHELLS, CARTRIDGE CASES AND
BULLETS PROPELLANTS AND HIGH EXPLOSIVES CORDITE NITRO -GLYCERINE GUN COTTON
TRINITROTOLUENE

PICRIC ACID

a country
into

WHEN

war

much

tion, will

SUPPLY OF NITRIC ACID

is

suddenly plunged
does not require

it

to

foresight

perceive

that

an enhanced supply of ammunibe one of the most important require-

ments, and the most obvious

way

of obtaining

to increase the output of the State arsenals

it is

and place

make

that

perience, afforded

whole

and

explosives.

This,

no guidance,

for during the

two and three-quarters years for
which it lasted the amount of ammunition used
was not much more than was spent by our
artillery alone in a fortnight in and around
of the

Neuve Chapelle and if at the beginning of the
war anyone had dared to prophesy in White;

hall that within

large orders with the private firms
shells

ASPHYXIATING GASES.

a year one combatant in the

assault of a single fortress would, as did the

the

adopted by the British Government,
would probably have sufficed for a war of

Germans

moderate dimensions, or even, with good fortune, for a great one conducted on the old lines,

to

but

been
admired more highly than his intelligence.
But even this record was surpassed at the

.course

in

proved inadequate for a widespread conin which the expenditure of ammunition

surpassed all the anticipations of the closest
students of warfare. It may, indeed, be said
that none of the armies that took the
fully

Even

the

field

the testimony of Field-Marshal von Moltke
and Herr Dernburg is to be accepted, found

claimed that matters were readily put right
by means of their wonderful industrial organiza-

became

paign of

which our

Vol. V.

Part

63.

War

Office

of

previous

wars,

might
of six

have described in an earlier chapter of
volume (pp. 308-312) how the supply of
ammunition, and especially of high explosives,
this

last

standards

shells

according

We

themselves short of munitions in the early
stages of the fighting, though, of course, they

The Boer War, the

700,000

can be believed, one portion of the front there
received in three days over 50,000,000 shots
from the guns of the Allies.

the Germans,

if

tion.

fire

a quantity which,

beginning of the great offensive in Champagne
the German papers
in September, for if

expected such a prodigal outpouring of

shells as actually occurred.

Przemysl,

have been thought adequate for a siege
months his imagination would have

it

flict

at

four hours

British

in the spring of

problem

1915 the most urgent

of the war.

A

series of dis-

turbing indications culminated in

important camhad practical ex-

revelation

401

by

May

in the

the military correspondent of
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Tht Time* that

" the

want

of

on unlimited

work being

a highly technical character,

of

,-aine

was to parcel out such parts
of it as could be done by inexperienced firms,
while leaving in the hands of the armament

iiirnt

the production of the more difficult and deliThis
cate parts, and the work of assembling.

high explosives" caused
have seen

<>f

supply

We

r.ritish attacks.

the failure

how

it

be-

to
impossible for Ministers any longer
conoften
and
-at MV the country with vague,
Governtradictory speeches, how a Coalition
r.priiii-<l.

ii>

came

.Munitions

control

liail

mitted. to
fidence

could

in

lio\v

the Ministry of

War

rxistemv.

n proved, and \vns

1

li:i\i-

tin-

iilti-r

and

into

tin-

neither gnisprd

failed,

now

imd no demands

Secretary of State for War
that the War Office had

tart

the

magnitude

of

the effort

made

briefly the general course
the earlier period of the war.
the autumn of 1914, the immensity

need sketch but

of action

When,

ud-

for con-

required nor guided such efforts as were
in the right direction.

We

Office

in

in

the task began to dawn upon the War
Office, the great armament firms, which were
of

pressing their existing resources to the uttermost, and in many cases had made or

were making large extensions to their works,
were called into consultation, and largely on
their

advice

it

was decided to inaugurate

a great extension of the system of sub-conIt was argued that, much of the
tracting.

IN

A FOUNDRY

:

tho best plan

firms with their skilled staffs the supervision,

of 2,500 to
policy involved the employment
of
munitions,
3,000 firms in the production

either

and

or as sub-contractors,

directly

it

would, according to Mr. Lloyd George, have
secured an adequate output had the promised
deliveries

been made to time.

discovered, in
late,

But

it

was

December that they would be

and that the supplies would,

Even

in conse-

in that

month,
quence, be inadequate.
however, some progress had been made, for,
again according to Mr. George, if the production
in September was represented by the figure
20,

in

156.

October

These

it

figures,

was 90 and in December
he explained, were

"

purely

artillery."

The

difficulties

performance

of

that interfered with the due

the contracts were to some

extent problems of labour. Though in the early
stage of the war there were fears of unem-

ployment, an actual shortage soon declared

MOLTEN METAL BEING POURED INTO MOULDS.
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THE MUNITION WORKS.
[From a photographic study by Alvin Langtton Coburn, F.R.P.S.]
at least in the skilled branches. Further,
the production of the men who were available for engineering work was curtailed not
itself,

actual strikes, but also

lost

time

question

was

only by
by
and the restrictive rules and customs fostered

by

the

trade

unions.

This

touched upon in the House of
beginning of February.

Commons

at the

About the same time

a Board of Trade Committee, consisting of Sir
George Askwith, Sir Francis Hopwood, and

George Gibb, was appointed to inquire
into the question of production in engineering

Sir

and

slu'pbuilding establishments.
Reporting
towards the end of the month, this committee

expressed

the

opinion

would be considerably

that

the

production

accelerated

if

there

////;
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THE KING'S
Inset

:

VISIT

TO BIRMINGHAM.

one of the Munition Factories.
Inspecting the interior of a case for an

His Majesty

!n

18-pounder shell.

whether by lock-out or by

strike,

should take

Government purposes, all
disputes being referred to a Government
tribunal for investigation and settlement.
place on

work

for

It is, however, one thing for a Government
Committee to report and another to bring its
recommendations into force, and a long and
weary series of appeals and negotiations was

required to secure a reasonable degree of com
To meet the difficulties
pliance with them.

were a relaxation of the practice of workmen
confining their earnings,

on the

basis of existing

"

time and a half," or whatever
the local standard might be, and that the

piece rates, to

piece rates, which this practice

was designed

due to shortage of labour an endeavour was

made

the

in

first

instance

to

fill

the

up

which were hampering tho armafirms, the Labour Exchanges being

deficiencies

ment

utilized for the purpose.

The

earlier results

to protect, could be adequately protected by
other means than the restriction of earnings

were very promising, but afterwards they

and output. To this end the recommendation
was made that firms engaged in making shells
and fuses should give an undertaking to the
committee, on behalf of the Government,

recognized that the object in
not be attained by attempts

to the effect that in fixing piece-work prices
the earnings of the men during the period of

wanted.

the war should not be considered as a factor

through

in the matter,

and that no reduction

rates should be

made

change in the manufacture
duction of a new type of

committee further

in those

unless warranted
e.g.,

by a

the intro-

machine.

The

recommended that under

proper conditions there should be an extension
of the employment of female labour, which it

was

was suitable for many of the
operations required, and that no stoppage,
satisfied

away, and

men from
living

to

by March,

1915,

had

it

view
to

to

fell

be

could

transfer

the districts in which they were
others

where their services were

In these circumstances, the policy

of working
having been
exhausted, other expedients were felt to be
necessary if sufficient ammunition was to be

the

armament

firms

obtained not merely for immediate purposes,
but for larger and more aggressive operations
in the future.
Accordingly, steps were taken
bringing the manufacture
more fully under Government control and of
broadening its basis. An Amending Bill to
in the direction of

the Defence of the

Realm Consolidation

Act,

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
introduced on March

9, extended the powers
which the Government already possessed over
firms and factories engaged in munitions manufacture to others which were not being used

but which

for that purpose

and

it

was hoped to

bringing it forward
Mr. Lloyd George explained that the proposal
was to organize the whole of the engineering

use

very soon,

in

to assist in increasing the output,

community

but not without

full

consultation

the manufacturers concerned.

The

made by an Order

under

in Council

with

all

regulations
this

Act

and published on March 24 empowered the
Admiralty or
of

Army

Council to take possession
for the purpose

any unoccupied premises

of housing

storage

workmen engaged

or

transport

in the production,

war material

of

;

tions

from

who

in their

all

sorts

own

and

405

conditions

of

men

estimation at least merited

"

Apparently,
push and go."
indeed, the riches were so embarrassing that
the

epithet

no choice could be made, and the only visible
outcome was the appointment by Lord
Kitchener, a month later, of a committee,
communications in respect of which were to
be addressed to Mr. G. M. Booth, a well-known

member

of the shipping industry,

"

man

who, how-

push and
appeared that this committee
was a Departmental executive committee of
ever, disclaimed being the

go."

Later

of

it

War Office for carrying out matters of
policy determined, largely under the supervision of Lord Kitchener, by an Administrative

the

to

the output of facto take possession of any factory or

requisition particulars- of
tories

;

of the plant
restrict the

it

or remove the
the

object

contained

work
of

;

and to regulate or
any one factory,

carried on in

plant contained in it, with
improving the production in

another.

In explaining the

objects-, of this amending
House of Commons Mr. George
"
on the look-out for a
stated that he was
with some go in
business
man
good strong
him who will push the thing through and be
Bill

to the

at the head of the Central Committee."

announcement brought

This

in thousands of applica-

MAKING SHELLS AT SHEFFIELD.
A pile of shell
Inset

Stack of shells ready for dispatch.

:

noses.
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Committee representative of all the chief
Mr. Booth was
Government Departments.
a member of this latter committee also.
In

these arrangements the first
view was to ascertain the exact

making

object

in

problem, the manner in which
was being met, and the plant and labour

i-Mriit of the
it

available or capable of being diverted to its

and the second to map out the
purposes
whole country in order to secure larger, more
;

and better co-ordinated production. It
was decided to work largely through local
munitions committees, a plan which took an
important place in the scheme developed later
rapid

In order to simplify control and obtain
results,, the whole country was

date.

the

fullest

divided into eight or ten districts, and here it
must be remembered that France suffered under

some of her provinces
and minerals were
in the hands of the enemy.
The districts
each contained one or more groups of industrials, and at the head of each of these was
the disadvantage that

that are richest in

coal

placed the chief metallurgist of the district,
required to furnish the military
authorities with an estimate of the number of

who was

shells his district

could produce daily, and waa

hold personally responsible for the due
delivery
of his daily quota.
Sub -contracts were allotted

under the Ministry of Munitions
the first of
was formed at Newcastle, and others

to the various factories after conference with

followed

the manufacturers of the district concerned.

;

flies-

at

Leeds,

Sheffield,

Birmingham,

Glasgow, Dublin and elsewhere.
In connexion with these efforts to organize
the industrial resources of Great Britain
for the production of

munitions

it

may

be

interesting to refer to the measures which
France had taken for the same end, at an earlier

On making known
and

coal

iron,

the

their requirements in
manufacturers received

Government supplies, and they were furnished
with special labels which gave their
goods
conveyance on the railways.

priority of

made

begin with, the mistake was

To

of drafting

mechanics from the State arsenals and
other factories for service at the front, and in
this way some establishments lost a third of
skilled

their staff.

This mistake, however, was soon
by bringing such men back from the
firing line, and manufacturers were empowered
to requisition them from the
depots for work
rectified

in

the

factories.

system that

was found under

It

this

men who were not skilled mechanics
made

their

occasionally
way into the workshops,
but this abuse was remedied
by watching thenwork and returning them when it did not come

up to the required standard
later, however,
a method was adopted of
drafting suitable,
;

men

in the
ordinary regimental

industrial

depots into

from which they
were requisitioned by manufacturers. In the
large towns workmen who were over
military
age, and men out of employment, were
special

dep6ts,

regis-

tered

by the

local municipalities

the shell factories as
required.

and sent to
The factories

were under military control
only to the extent
that their activities were
regulated by
frequent

conferences
Ministry of

between their

War, that

owners

and the

in each district a
highly

trained engineer officer travelled
from factory
to factory,
giving the owners the benefit of
his advice,

and that the shells were
subject to
on delivery.

military inspection

HEADING 18-POUNDER Q.F.
CARTRIDGE CASES.

Pending the passage of the Act constituting the

new Ministry

of Munitions, Mr.
George visited
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SOLDIERS FROM THE TRENCHES IN A MACHINE SHOP.

Cardiff,

and delivered a

local

series of stirring speeches to

the local engineers and manufacturers, with the
purpose of promoting the mobilization of the
resources

of

each

At Manchester

district.

he declared that we were the worst organized
nation in the world for the war when it broke
out,

and that we had not so

far concentrated

on the problem
The war, he
of carrying through the conflict.
his
hearers
and
over again,
on
over
impressed
half of our industrial strength

was a war

of munitions,

our available resources in

must be employed

and

for success all

men and machinery

for turning out

ammuni-

tion

A few days later, at
he sketched the various methods of

and equipment.

Manchester, Liverpool, South Wales, and other
industrial centres in the early part of June

that

organization

One was

to set

up

one, two, or three national

factories in the area to

out shot and
existing

might

factories

occupied
alternative

do nothing but turn

For

shell.

works

be adopted.

might

purpose either

this

be

utilized

taken over.

or

The

involved the installation of

machinery,

and

therefore

difficulty that, as the

makers

presented
of

unlatter

new
the

machine tools

were so busy that they could not give delivery
for weeks or months, the factories had to be
equipped by requisitioning plant from other
works.

This

plan was, however, followed in

408
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Leeds and

other

centres

Yorkshire.

in

Lancashire another method,

similar

to

Tn
that

which France had adopted with success, was
preferred the utilization of such factories
and tools as were in existence, perhaps supple-

menting the equipment with some new machines
but certainly with the indispensable gauges.

A

409

Department. The first was that the help of
some of the best business brains in the country
must be called in to cope with the difficulties
of establishing in a few weeks an organization

which ordinarily would take years to build
up. The second was that the different functions of the expert and the organizer must be

third plan, which combined the other two,
was to select a few existing works and convert
them into a kind of national arsenal with the

recognized, the business of the latter being to
make the best use of the brains of the former.

aid of machinery obtained from other works,

secured, full scope

either voluntarily or

Realm

under the Defence

of the

same tune using other
shops for parts of the work for which they were
adapted. Whether or not the former works
at

Act,

the

Thirdly, the first-class business

energies

men having been

must be given
and they must be trusted.

vices of the business

men were

for their

The

ser-

to be utilized in

were able to carry out the manufacture of
shells from the beginning, they would be
designed to finish work sent them from the
other factories, the equipment of which per-

mitted only some of the necessary operations
to be performed.

In the course of these speeches Mr. George
laid

on several other

stress

interesting

and

important matters. One was that there must
be equality of sacrifice and contribution, so
that one firm

by concentrating its energies on
ordinary work might not be able to take
advantage of another engaged in making shells
its

and get the

latter's

was that the

custom and

facturer from another

trade.

Another

men by one manu-

pilfering of

must be stopped.

The

need for the trade unions to relax their regulations

to

and to permit women and unskilled men

positions previously reserved to skilled
was, on the understanding that the safeguards established by trade union action before
fill

men

MACHINING A SHELL.

war would be restored to their former
position after the war so far as the Government was concerned, also insisted on, and the
reservation was made with equal emphasis
that the State control of labour must be for
the benefit of the State and not for increasing

ness community.

the profits of

own

the

These

any private

principles

Munitions of

which was the

War
first

organization.

were

embodied

Act, the

in

the

introduction of

business of the Minister of

Munitions after the scope of his office had been
defined by an Order in Council published on

June

18.

In asking leave on June 23 to bring

he stated the problem as being to
and
equal,
surpass, the tremendous production
of 250,000 shells a day, which he was informed
in the Bill

on good authority was being achieved by the
Central Powers, and he enunciated the principles
followed in organizing the new Munitions

to organize the Central Office, to
the
resources of manufacturing areas
organize
and
on
a Central Advisory Committee
locally,

three

ways

to secure dealing on right lines with the busi-

Each man was

allotted his

sphere one to look after metals, another
explosives, another machinery, another local
organization,

and so

on.

Mr. George went on to explain the system of
decentralization, which he had adopted because
there was no time to organize a central depart-

ment sufficiently strong and well-equipped
to make the most of the resources of each
district. His plan was to divide the country into
munitions areas, each placed under a committee of management of local business men

with local knowledge, and to establish in them
offices attached to the headquarters of the
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manufacturers could inspect
and samples. They were further

Ministry, where
specifications

by an expert engineer

hel|ied

which

with

oeutree,

of

representatives

the

in

each of the

HMMdated
Admiralty and War
were

also

Office.

The

early

operations

the

of

of

Ministry

Munitions revealed a variety of difficulties.
A* regards materirtls.it, wn- found that although
others

some of them were abundant enough,
Imd to bo husbanded carefully, while

in

the

case of others, again, considerable expenditure
was required in order to develop the supply
at a later stage. It was necessary for the

be informed regularly and accurately of the stocks of raw and semi-manufactured metal in the country, and to that end
.Ministry to

monthly returns were required from
plies

those

all

Indications were noticed of sup-

concerned.

being held up in certain quarters, some

The second trouble, seconding to
together.
Mr. Lloyd George, was slacking and irregularity, which, although confined to n .small
men,

the

of

minority

often

dislocated

the

its seriousness was
a whole shop
abundantly demonstrated in n White Paper

work

of

;

which was issued at the beginning of May.
was the existence of trade union

Thirdly, there

and

rules

regulations

many
men

in

possible

which

women and

of

employment
tially trained

of

eases,

for skilled

hampered

the

the substitution,
unskilled

or par-

men, and which.

in other ways, restricted the possible output,

sometimes even to the extent of halving it.
Some of these rules are written, but the " most
devastating," to use Mr. George's phrase,
were those which are unwritten and which
limit the production

man

for a

without

by making

it

impossible

to put forth the whole of his strength

the

incurring

displeasure

of

his

contractors showing a tendency to delay the

fellows.

delivery of old and running contracts, apparently

Mr. Lloyd George recognized that it was
vain to attempt to suspend these unwritten

with the object of obtaining better prices at

n

The adequate supply

later date.

of

explosives involved the establishment of

high

new

and as the raw material from which

factories,

they are made is obtained from the distillation
of coal, the supreme importance was recognized
not merely of maintaining but of considerably
increasing the output of the particular variety
of coal required.

and practices by Act of Parliament,
and that in regard to them the nation must
but
rely upon the honour of the workmen
rules

;

provisions for removing or palliating others

The first part was conning of July.
cerned with the settlement of labour disputes.

In regard to machinery, information had to
be obtained regarding the amount and character

Both

of the plant in the
country, so that

difference

be

which

it

was

earlier date

it

might

according to the kind of work for

classified

suited.

The Home

Office at

had secured returns from most

an
of

the engineering firms showing what
plant they
had in their workshops and yards, but valuable
as these were they did not
give all the information needed, since they had not been
compiled
with a view to shell-making. More details
were therefore asked for and were
given with

surprising celerity ; indeed Mr. Lloyd George
said he had never seen returns crowd hi in

such a way before.

The

and perhaps the most serious,
group of difficulties related to men. In the
first place there was the old trouble of a
shortage
of skilled men, which was still
accounting for

many

third,

delays in delivery.

viys ptirtly by preventing
from being worked to its
partly

by

delaying

the

It

operated in two

existing machinery
full

capacity,
erection of

and

new

machinery which was lying ready to be put

were inserted in the Muniwhich became law at the begin-

of his difficulties

tions Act,

and lock-outs were declared to bo
under the Act unless the
over which they arose had been

strikes

offences punishable

submitted to arbitration. This provision applied
only to munitions workers ; after many conferences Mr. Lloyd George had
gained the
assent of the engineers to it, but had not been
able

to

persuade the miners to accept

it.

Power was, however, taken to extend it to any
other work of any description by
Royal Proif the existence or continuance of
a difference was directly or
indirectly preju-

clamation,

dicial to

the manufacture, transport, or
supply

of munitions of war.

The second part
visions

designed

greater control,

labour

in

.

of the

to

give

Act contained prothe Government

on the one hand, over the

where munitions
work was carried on. and, on the other hand,
over the profits of their owners. Powers were
establishments

given the Minister of Munitions to make an
order declaring any munitions
factory to be a
"controlled establishment." In that case
the owners

had to pay over to the Exchequer
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CUTTING A STEEL BAR INTO LENGTHS FOR SHELLS.
any excess

of net profit over the

ble under the Act,

amount

divisi-

which was fixed at an amount

exceeding by one-fifth the standard amount
of profit, the latter being the average profit
made for the two financial years immediately
preceding the outbreak of war ; and, subject
to arbitration and with certain exceptions,

they were forbidden to change the rate of
remuneration of their employees except with
the consent of the Minister. Rules, practices,

and customs- not having the force of law,
which tended to restrict production or employment, were to be suspended, and any attempt
to induce compliance with these was declared
an offence but, on the other hand, the owner
was deemed to have undertaken to carry out
a series of provisions set out in a schedule to
;

the Act, the purpose of which may be generally
described as to secure after the war a return
to the status quo as regards trade union rules.

-II
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from ivtuiimi^ workmen who hod
undertaken to work in controlled factories,
oixl to stop the pilfering of men from one
rni|>lny<Ts

I

ciii|i|i>y-r

anot lier.

iv

and

In the tliird

ivipiire

their

of the

iiimiher

the

Act

of

workmen and machines, and the nature
work being carried out. The composition

whom any

imposed for offences under the Act was
was also described. These tri-

Another expedient

amount
first

selves,

others

swell

the

skilled men from the Army.
men were invited to offer thembut many made no response, while

bringing

At

to

adopted

of labour in the factories consisted in

back

such

who were not

in fact skilled

engineers

seized the opportunity of escaping

from military
The plan was therefore adopted of asking

life.

the engineering firms to furnish the

bunals were to consist of a person appointed
by the .Minister, sitting with two or some even

and inducing the
War Office to bring such men back to the shops,
when they had not gone abroad. When they
were already at the front, or were on the point
of leaving, their return was a matter of much

number

whom

of assessors, of

half

were to be

from a panel composed of representatives

and

from a panel composed
workmen, the Minister
both choosing the assessors and constituting
the panels. The tribunals were to be constituted
of employers

half

of representatives

of

by the Minister or the Admiralty as occasion
might

require.

Just about the time that the Munitions Act

made

its

a
was made to remedy the
men for munitions work by re-

effort

shortage of

an army

cruiting

A

appearance in 'Parliament

first

determined

special

of volunteer skilled workers.

department of the Ministry of MuniMunition Workers Enrolment

tions, called the

Department, was constituted for the purpose,
and the trade union leaders actively cooperated.

The

was to get in a week 100,000 skilled
men who were engaged on commercial work,
not war contracts amateurs were not wanted.
object

;

were

Offices

opened hi hundreds all over
the country, posters were
displayed, handbills
distributed, and large advertisements inserted
in the newspapers.
On the whole, employers,
especially

some

of the largest,

selves favourable to the scheme,

showed themand did their

best to promote it, but a certain number endeavoured to prevent their men from

leaving

To begin with, the response was declared
be up to official expectations, but at the
end

them.
to
of

the

first

week

number had been
therefore,

the

final

less

than half the desired

obtained.

tion

Unfortunately,
revealed that the

men were not

unknown

The

offices were,

kept open for over a fortnight, and
total when they were closed
was

89,266.

on

enrolment of these volunteers at the Labour

recoverable,

selected

the

to the industrial system of the country.
Arrangements were made for continuing the

obli-

and character

of the Munitions Tribunals, before
line

mid not be moved without doing irreparable

harm

Exchanges.

last part of the

gations were imposed on owners of factories
to gi\r any inlnrniMtion the Minister might

about

c

were designed to prevent

H-i-tii.ii>

Siirerttling

to

however,
larger

available,

themselves,

Government

work,

some

investiga-

proportion of
of

them

being,

already employed
while many others

their

men who had

names

of

enlisted,

greater difficulty.

The statement which Mr.

Lloyd

George

made at the end of July in the House of
Commons before it adjourned for its autumn
holiday showed that his efforts were being
rewarded with substantial progress,
although
motives of prudence restrained him from
giving
figures by which its amount could be definitely

gauged. As regards the shortage of labour
that was hindering the execution of
contracts,
'he had the satisfaction of
being able to state
that he had provided the works
engaged on
munitions with 40,000 fresh workers,
nearly

men, and that he was

half being skilled

still

pouring in labour supplies for the

purpose not
merely of utilizing machinery that had been
lying idle, but also of increasing the number of

The effect was to exthe
fulfilment
of
pedite
contracts to an important extent though the "
yawning chasm
between promise and performance " was not
night shifts worked.

entirely

bridged,

the

number

of

arches was

But the tale he had
considerably increased.
to tell about trade union restrictions was far
less satisfactory, for
according to his information the output could be increased at
least
25 per cent, if the men, as
had
to

they

do,

abandoned the

rules

and

agreed
that

practices

throttled production.

This statement was, of
found very unpalatable in trade-union
circles, but its justice was
virtually admitted
when seven weeks later a conference of the
course,

executives

of unions

work agreed under

concerned in munitions

his

persuasion to pledge
the suspension of the
practices complained of, to assist in
carrying
themselves

to

secure
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MUNITION WORKERS.
Steel ingot under a steam

out an investigation designed to ascertain the
amount of skilled labour needed

least possible

hammer.

ments, and to help in the enrolment of men
under the Munitions Volunteer Scheme and

to keep the machinery in the factories running

their transfer to

for twenty-four hours each day,

required.

the more extensive

to promote

employment of semi-skilled
and female labour in
Government arsenals and controlled establish.
and

unskilled

male

any

district

where they were

At the end of July, 1915. in addition to the
extension of existing factories for the manufacture of shells, sixteen national factories had beeu

633
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Till-:

cnfU-d and were being provided with machinery
and men. Further. 1111 ini|>orlaiit new scheme
was announced. As a result of conferences
with the French authorities it was decided to
-.t up ten more large national establishments,
the labour for which was to be obtained prll\

hy drawing on the new army of volunteer
worker* and partly by employing women.

The experience ,,( the armament firms was to
be used in managing and equipping these new
iblislmieiits and in pnniding them with
statTs. but they were to belong to and be eon
by the
new s.inives

trolled
tln-s'

that

<

io\

In

eminent.

organix.ing

became apparent
there was an alarming shortage ot maehine
While

tools.

of

the

supply

it

census,

which

to

about

rrpluw were received, proved that there
in the country which

4ii.0()0

was much machinery
\\a-

being used for Government work,

noi

revealed

also

that

amount was

the

it

quite
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to

ivlated

production of munitions.

the

for

l.lovd

example, having frequent
French counterpart,

George,
with

conferences

his

The

Thomas.

M. Albert

Mr.

a prominent

latter,

Deputy, became Minister of Munitions
in France about tiie same time that Mr. Lloyd
George was appointed to that position in
Kngland. and he had much to do with the
Socialist

measures taken by France in the early stages

war

of the

to organize her industrial resources

The

for the

production of munitions.

of

measures, to which reference has already

lose

1 1

success

been made, was undoubted

in April it was
that the production of shells wa- (idd

stated

had been thought neceswar but they
to meet all difficulties, and in

per cent, greater than

sary at the beginning of the

did not suffice

time

fresh

became

The
necessary.
Thomas marked a new

efforts

appointment of M.

and from

stage of advance,

dated a marked

it

inadequate for the programme adopted. In
these circumstances it was decided to put all

increase of output, through the mobilization of

the great machine tool makers of the country
under direct Government control, so that they

and

might

lye

able to concentrate their attention

on increasing the amount

of

machinery

avail-

able for munitions production, and a strong
committee of the makers was constituted to
direct their operations.

may

In this connexion

it

be recorded that the number of controlled

numbers

of

utilization

of

larger

workmen and
additional

trade unions cooperated thoroughly,

and England, she had to relyon outside supplies, yet she succeeded

those of France
largely

in increasing her internal
production sevenfold

exceeded 1,000 in October, when the number
of workpeople engaged on munitions production

for the apprehension of

had been

established,

and steps were

being taken to establish 11 others.

The

strikes

As regards Russia, her engineering and
chemical industries, being less developed than

in

factories

and

were unknown.

establishments, which was 345 on August 6,
and rose to 715 at the beginning of September,

in such works and in Government establishments approached 1,000,000. At that time
there were 18 cooperative areas, 20 national

the erection

factories.

the

first

six

months

of

the

war. .Some

observers considered that there were

which was

felt in

no grounds

a shortage

of

shells

some quarters outside Russia,

but they proved to be wrong,
perhaps because
they failed to take account of the possibility
of incompetence,
corruption

and even treachery.
Przemysl emphasized the necessity
for a greater supply of munitions and
spurred
the country on to fresh efforts.
A consultative
The

fall

of

"

The fact that the decision to build the ten
new factories just mentioned was preceded
by

Board, including representatives of the manufacturers and of the two Legislative
Chambers,

consultation with France did not
imply the
initiation of any new
policy so far as the

was created to stimulate and co-ordinate the
participation of industries in war supply, and

relations

between her and the United Kingdom
Immediately after the outwar a Commission Internationale de

were concerned.
break of

Kevitaillement was established by
agreement
with the French Government, with the
objects
of co-ordinating the
purchase of munitions and
other supplies by the two Governments, and of

preventing harmful competition in the same
markets and consequent inflation of
prices
in

the
two
subsequently
touch with each other in

Moscow

led the

way

in

decree was published
reorganizing the administration of the War Office, General
Bieliaeff,

an Assistant

Minister,

becoming responsible

Allies

kept

preparatory work connected with orders
and the actual supply of munitions to the

matters

that

Army

;

and

the manufacturers of

mobilizing their resources for the production of
munitions.
In the latter part of the
following
August, when the output was stated to be twice
as great as it was at the
beginning of June, a

for all

in

the

field,

and

another

Assistant

Tempering

On

right

:

shells.

Putting a shell into a lathe,

A view of a workshop where 305 mm. shells are made.
THE MANUFACTURE OF MUNITIONS IN FRANCE.
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leorge's first acts as Minister of

Munitions was

to ask Mr. D. A. Thomas, the Welsh coalowner,
to represent and exercise the functions of the

Munitions Department in both Canada and the
Mr. Thomas, of course, had to-

I'nited States.

work in conjunction with Messrs. Morgan, but
lie was in a position to deal independently of
them. In Australia great enthusiasm was

shown in June for the proposal that the
Commonwealth should manufacture munitions
on a large

scale,

and, later, plans were initiated
by the State.

for the production of shrapnel

India, too, joined in, and appointed a Superintendent of Munitions, who received many
offers of help
from the railways,
engineering firms and jute mills.

All
for

a

ammunition used
with a bore of

rifle

in

firearms,

private

whether

than one-third

less

of

an inch, or for the big 42 cm. (16-5 in.) gun
which was one of Germany's surprise contribu-

two parts

tions to the war, consists of

the pro-

and the charge of powder which propels
from the barrel. For rifles and the smaller

jectile
it

guns up to about 3-inch bore these two parts
are commonly combined in one piece, which is

ALBERT THOMAS,

M.

loaded into the

French Minister of Munitions.
.Minister,

but for larger

General Lukuinsky, for the actual

carrying out of the orders by the Russian
works, while M. Alexander Guchkoff, the
"

Russian Lloyd George,"

selected for the latter post,

extra-Departmental
Committees.

who was

make a

is

known

became head of the
and Revision

loading.''

The

Technical

arms

taken by the
meet the Empire's need
At the beginning of the war

in helping to

for munitions.

kind

loading,"

brief reference to the part

Dominions

at a single operation,

they are stored and trans-

ported separately, and are put into the gun
one after the other. Ammunition of the first

originally

Finally, before turning to a short description
of the different kinds of ammunition, we may

weapon

sizes

as "fixed" or

and that

of the

"simultaneous
second as " separate

modern
some variety

charge, which in
consists

of

military
of

fire-

smokeless

powder in this country cordite is contained
a cartridge, which may be of metal or of
some woven fabric. Metal cartridges of brass
in

are

in British practice for rifles

employed

for the smaller quick-firing guns.

and

The objection

arrangements were made to take supplies from
Canada, and a large number of factories in the

to

Dominion were adapted

tage of adding to the convenience and rapidity
of loading
moreover, they are expensive,

for the purpose.

At

one time Canadian manufacturers seemed to
think that insufficient

demand was being made

upon them, and that in placing orders preference
was being given to the United States, where
also

many

factories

Messrs. J. P.

busy and where
Co. acted as the com-

were

Morgan &

mercial agents of the British Government.

It

was explained, however, that no Canadian
contracts were placed through Messrs.
Morgan,
and that practically all were arranged

through

the

Shell

'Committee

Canadian Government.

appointed by the
One of Mr. Lloyd

them

difficult

in the larger sizes

is

and so

to handle,

that they becon:e
lose their

advan-

;

with small guns, thev
can be used a considerable number of times.
although,

especially

perhaps ten or twenty,
after each round.

if

they are re-formed

But they

possess fin im
portant' advantage in regard to "obturation"
that is, under the gas pressure developed by

the burning of the charge they expand, and
render the breech end of the gun gas-tight.

This accounts for their employment by
for big guns,

breech

Krupp

even up to 12 inches, his wedge

action

presenting

difficulties

in

the-

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.

Many

methods

of other

employment

obturation.

of

arrangements have been devised to pre-

vent the escape of gas at the breech. One of
these that is largely used is the De Bange

which consists

obturator,

mutton

and

suet

is

is

of asbestos fibre

by

ditional rings of cordite are then slipped over

a

ring-shaped

compressed

strongly

this

hydraulic power
and when the charge
:

inserted in the breech,

fired the pressure of the

gas forces it firmly against its seating, so that
the passage of gas is prevented.
Non-metallic cartridge cases must not be

made

of material that

is

times altered by varying the amount of powder
employed, and in this case what may be called

charge consists of a
one
end of which is placed
bundle
smokeless
a ring of the same
powder, the
Admushroom-like
wholo forming a
object.

of

canvas bag containing a mass

liable to smoulder,

on

the foundation of the
of cordite oil

the stalk as

may

be necessary to make up the

required weight.

a cartridge being
a primer or igniter is
inserted in the end of the cartridge to convey

Smokeless

powder

the flash from the

"

materials like paper and canvas are avoided,
and recourse is had to fabrics such as shalloon
of long wool)

and

silk cloth

(made

of the

refuse silk from the outside of the cocoons),

which are

free

from

of cordite, which, as

up

in the

weight

is

form

In the case

this liability.

name

its

of cord, a

implies,

bundle

made

is

of the required

taken, tied tightly together with silk,
in a bag of the selected material,

and placed
which

is

then taped with

For

silk braid.

large

guns the charges are divided into fractions and
made up into several cartridges, the purpose
being not merely to facilitate handling but
also to permit the use of reduced charges

required.

The range

of

howitzers

is

when
some-

MAKING BASKET SHELL COVERS.
Inset

:

in

rather difficult to ignite,

account of the danger of premature ignition of
the new charge when it is inserted. Hence

(made

417

Russian shell of large calibre in case.

tube

"

or device

employed
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AFTER THE FRENCH 75 mm. GUNS HAD BEEN IN ACTION.
A collection of empty shell cases.
to

"

may be worked

tube," which

by means

or

In the case of large guns

the charge.

fire

this

of a percussion cap,

through the vent, and

strictly

electrically

inserted

is

forms part of

the firing gear of the gun, not of the a:nmunition.
In the larger Q.F. guns, for which a metal
is employed, an electric primer
a perscrewed into the base of the case

cartridge case
is

;

an adapter can be

cussion tube in

screwed

should

in,

available from

any

electrical

firing

similarly

be

un-

In the fixed am-

cause.

munition employed for the smaller guns and
rifles a percussion primer containing a
chlorate mixture forms an integral part of the
for

There are two forms of

cartridge.

electric

two long wires which can be
to
the
electric circuit, and the other
joined up
"
"
or
wireless
form, in which the lock of the
makes
contact
with an insulated disc in
gun
tube, one with

the head, the circuit being completed through
the body of the tube and the metal of the gun

and
is

its

wire

The operation of the two
by the passage of the current .a

;

This also

is

inserted

the coned passage leading to the friction bar.
To leave the charge and come to the second

component
form

ammunition, the projectile, the
bullet that remained orthodox for

of

of rifle

somewhat

years had a

many

blunt, rounded

nose, but later there was a growing realization
of the advantages of a pointed nose, which
offers less resistance to the air and gives a
flatter
first

imitated
Spitzer
7 9
-

France was probably the
and Germany soon

trajectory.

to use the pointed form,
her,

producing in

bullet,

mm. Mauser

weighing
rifle

the muzzle with an

The

a second.

154

1904

the

grains

S or
the

for

and being projected from

initial velocity of

British

Mark VII

2,800

bullet

is

ft.

of

weighs 174 grains for the '303
Service
and has san initial
(7'7 mm.)
rifle,
of
ft.
a
2,440
second, tubular cordite
velocity
this

type

;

it

the complete cartridge is 3'05 inches with this
bullet, the same as with the older round-nosed

the remainder of the tube being
The electric primer used for

The employment of projectiles weighing
than 400 grammes which are explosive or
are charged with fulminating or inflammable

by which
fills

embedded.

and the escape of gas is prevented
by a small ball which is blown back and blocks

heated to

"

bridge

which

it is

the priming composisurrounded, the powder

"

of high resistance is

incandescence and
tion

which

in the vent,

being employed for the charge. It has a hard
lead core with a skin of cupro-nickel and a plug
of aluminium under the nose.
The length of

mounting.

similar

in

it

fires
is

ignited in turn.

the larger Q.F.

guns resembles the wireless
In percussion tubes the powder is fired
by a percussion cap, which is struck by a brass
striker.
Another form of firing device is the
tube.

friction tube, the

powder

in

which

is

ignited

by a roughened piece of copper wire being
drawn sharply through the friction composition

bullet.
less

substances was renounced
of St. Petersburg, 1868,
of rifle bullets of this

treated with reserve.

by the Declaration
and reports of the use

kind should generally be

However, on April 17,
Times published an illustrated
description of a composite bullet 8 mm. in
1915,

The
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number captured
the
Serbians
from
Austrian
by
troops, and in
which there was a chamber containing about 8
diameter, which was one of a

grains of a chlorate mixture which

was arranged
The

to be exploded on the bullet striking.

Mannlicher

rifle

by Austria, who

employed

groove to prevent the band from slipping round
the body.
The edges of the band are also
undercut or dovetailed to keep it in place.
This band as

it is

ance

than 16 grammes.
projectiles used for larger weapons
than rifles two main varieties may be dis-

burn properly.

tinguished

armour-piercing

shot

and

shell

to destroy

men

or material

and which breaks

up into pieces or emits a shower of bullets
either

on impact or when

still

in flight.

Both

these classes of projectile require to be provided
with an arrangement to enable them to " take "

it

offers to the forcing of the shell

Modern armour-piercing
of the continual struggle

projectile

shell

be

proof

against,

cast-iron

Sir

William

Palliser,

who

discovered that

it

which had been hardened by being cast in
iron mould, whereby it was suddenly
chilled. Then forms of armour were introduced

presses into a groove cut towards the base of

taining nickel or

being provided in the

and

of

and the makers of
carbon steel and

ribs

projectiles,

could be pierced by a cast-iron shot the point

against which the Palliser shot

waved

the result

accordingly a protection of wrought-iron armour
was provided. This in turn was defeated by

"
of copper introduced by
driving band
Vavasseur. This band is forced by hydraulic

shell,

is

a struggle in which now one now

performed by the cupro-nickel envelope and
an effective device is found for the purpose in

the

through

the other has gained the superiority.
The
of
the
first
iron
was
found
not
to
plating
ships

an

"

not

between armour and

the rifling of the guns from which they are
fired
a function which in the rifle bullet is

the

rifling

the gun, gives time for the charge of powder to

Of the

which are intended to penetrate armour without breaking up, and shell which is intended

squeezed into the

only causes the projectile to rotate and prevents
the escape of gas, but also, owing to the resist-

acceded to the Declaration, has a bore of
8 mm. and the standard bullet for it weighs
less

419

their greatest

was

ineffective,

projectiles turned to ordinary
later

to special steels con-

chromium or both. One of
triumphs was the discovery that

FRENCH SHELLS AT THE CREUSOT WORKS.

420
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the addition of a cap of soft steel much increases
the penetrating power of a shell. In the course
of

with a

of

piece
compound
was found that a shell fired
against the back or soft side was able to
go right through, whereas when fired against
the hardened and tempered front of the plate
it was shattered and made
only a comparatively
small indentation.
The inference was drawn

experiments

armour plate

it

that the fitting of a soft nose would enable a
shell to pierce hardened armour and proved
in

correct

practice.

showing the character

&

To

give

an

example,

of the results obtained,

100

Ib.

and having a

weighing
ft. a second, has perforated a
Vickers hardened steel plate, though

projectile,

velocity of 2,800
12-in.

421

destructive effects claimed for these shells were

when they were fired for the first
time in warfare from the guns of the Queen

vindicated

Elizabeth in the

bombardment

of

the Dar-

danelles.

In armour-piercing
trative

power

is

of

shells,

which pene-

in

prime importance, the walls

must possess enormous strength, and accordingly they are not only very thick, but are also
of the toughest and most resistant
metal
on the other hand, in common shell

made

;

the conditions are different, penetrative
power

becomes

of minor account and chief
importance
assumed by the explosive charge, for the
damaging effect depends on the fragments
formed by the bursting up of the walls, which

is

an uncapped

shell at the same velocity would
penetrate only 3 inches.
There are two not very clearly distinguished
In one the
types of armour-piercing shell.

design

mum

is

directed towards securing the maxi-

and the charge of
high explosive is small, 2 or 3 per cent, of the
weight of the complete projectile. In the
of penetrative power,

other the penetrative power
bursting charge

is

is less

but a larger

In armour-piercing

carried.

is no charge of explosive.
experiments carried out on the
carcase of the Jena in 1909 confirmed the

shot, of course, there

The

results of

French naval authorities in the view that

was wrong to

sacrifice

it

perforating power in

order to obtain a large charge of explosive and
convinced them of the helplessness of shells

A

containing 20 or even 10 per cent, of explosive

But it
against armour of any importance.
would seem that the two requirements were to

a great extent

reconciled in the largest guns

constructed for the British

Navy

in the period

immediately preceding the outbreak of the
war.
Mr. Churchill, in introducing the Navy

TWO TYPES OF
The armour-piercing

Estimates in March, 1914, stated that, whereas

accordingly

withstand

was an increase of rather more
than 30 per cent. he was purposely vague on
is,

there

in the

the point

an addition

of

weight of the projectile for
This

li inches to the calibre.

increase in the capacity of the shell, he asserted,

produced results in far greater proportion in
the explosive power, and the high explosive
charge which the 15-inch gun could carry

through

armour

and
afloat

common

only need be strong enough to
the shock of discharge without

shell fulfilled the first of these require-

ments so long as the guns had a comparatively
low velocity, but as velocities increased steel had
Cast-iron shells were also
to be substituted.
regarded as deficient in the second requirement, being apt to break up on impact before
the bursting
the fuse had time to act properly
;

charge was thus either ignited too late or not

thickest

ignited at

was very nearly

half

as large

out

The

has immensely thick

deformation and the shock of impact without
Cast-iron as a material for
up.

the

again as was the charge in the 13'5-inch.

A

breaking

inside

detonate

shell

SHELL.

and strong walls so that it may go through an
armour plate without being broken up; the shrapnel B
is only strong enough to withstand the explosion
of the powder that projects the bullets from it.

the 13'5-inch gun discharged a 1,400 Ib. projectile, the 15-inch could hurl one weighing
nearly a ton for a distance of 10 or 12 miles;
that

B

all,

and

in either case failed to carry

of hurling the fragments
the
object of attack. Common
violently against
its

function

THE WAR..
THE TIMES HISTORY OF
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CAUGHT BY HIGH
The

destruction of a

German pontoon

with ordinary gunpowder, and
feeble character of
owing to the comparatively
which it was
into
the explosion the pieces
shell

was

filled

They were
broken were somewhat large.
line of
the
about
mainly in and

projected
flight,

and thus

their effect

was

EXPLOSIVES.

local

;

they

bridge in

shell par excellence,
Shrapnel, the man-killing

an Englishman, Henry
and improved later by
Shrapnel, in 1784,
was the
its
original form it
Colonel Boxer. In
was

invented

lead bullets

and
damage on buildings and fortifications
were
but
of
ships,
on the unarmoured portions

scattered in

Even before the war common shell had
become practically obsolete, being superseded
its lineal desby what may be regarded as
The latter
shell.
cendant, high explosive
projectiles,

indeed, are simply

of forged steel, filled with

common

shell

some high explosive

it

mixed with the bursting charge,

was defective

but

of little effect against troops.

by

shell of the period, having
spherical cast-iron

deal
were, however, capable of inflicting a good
of

Northern France.

all

directions

guns came into use the
was
changed and it .was
shape of the shrapnel
an ogival nose.
with
form
given an elongated
was
The bursting charge
placed in the base,
by a diaphragm from the bullets
directed.

When

rifled

separated

the body, while a tube down tlie
centre conveyed the flash to the charge from

power of the high explosive
renders them much more effective instruments
than common shell. The fragments into which

the fuse in the nose.

they are broken are smaller and are thrown at
blast or
high speed in every direction, while the
concussion in the air produced by the detonation of the charge sweeps away material in its
at a
path, men being killed
distance by the impact of the air

considerable

wave without

being touched by any fragment of the

shell.

the shell burst.

bullets,

which

superior

when

Boxer's improvement consisted in placing an
the
iron diaphragm between the charge and
was
latter
the
of
so that the flight

such as lyddite and provided with arrangements
to secure proper detonation of the charge.

The

in that the bullets were

filled

the construction

of

Substantially this remains

modern

The

shrapnel.

desideratum that the shell should contain as
many bullets as possible while being strong

and
enough to hold together on discharge
better fulfilled
be
could,
however,
during flight
when cast-iron was displaced by steel, which
be
permitted the walls to
this

connexion

man-killing

is

it

may

made

thinner.

be noted that so

In

far as

concerned the bullets are regarded

GERMAN SHELL BURSTING
In the foreground

is

THE ALLIES' TRENCHES IN FLANDERS.
mm. German shell which did not explode.

IN

a 150
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t

THE INTERIOR OF A SHRAPNEL SHELL.
B the charge, exploded by the firing
bullets from the casing
the charge of powder which forces the
is the
and
band is seen at
The
driving
copper
the
gun.
device \, which expels the shell from
fuse head with timing apparatus.

A

;

-

is

C

as the only useful part of
tlmt the case
to net as a

is

gun propelling them from

their flight for

1.

i

fitted

mouth.

its

the air by

fired in

the bullets continue

some distance

in nearly the

as that in which the shell

The

ling.

and

not intended to break up but

Alter the charge has
the time-fuse \vhieh is

t.'irection

tlie projectile,

was

same

travel-

distance they travel depends on the

velocity of the shell,

it

though

also be

may

increased according to the strength of the black

or

powder

high

explosive

bursting

charge

employed; but at medium range they may
cover a depth of some 350 yards with a highfor one
velocity gun and about half that depth
of low velocity.
in itself,

The

greater depth

but the high velocity

a lighter projectile

and

is

desirable

required means

earlier

patterns

of

;

by the
wherens

ill

some

Afield

guns of about 3-inch calibre

at the beginning of this century. For instance,
in 1906 the bullets in the German 3-03-inch
field

gun shrapnel weighed 45 to the pound and

this

Accordingly

of

some

the

burst

a matter

is

to

render

some smoke-producing device is emOne method is to mix black powder
ployed.
with the bullets, and another, adopted in
Russia, is to use a mixture of magnesium and
visible

In German shrapnel red
amorphous- phosphorus with gunpowder is

antimony sulphide.

included with the bullets

and gives

rise

to

This inert form of phosinto the active
converted
by heating

dense white smoke.

phorus

is

yellow form,

which

is

highly injurious effect

wound by the
war,

making them smaller

shrapnel

difficulty.

As compared with
shrapnel, the number of

they used to run from 18 to 34 in the pound
the number per pound had increased to 45 or

50

smaller

tests

bullets carried has also been increased

expedient of

needs to be able to see the position where the
burst occurs, and in certain conditions with the

the discharge of fewer

bullets in a given time.

D

;

poisonous and has- a

when

it is

carried into a

On

this

account pro-

bullet.

were raised, in the earlier stages of the
against

the

German

employment

of

phosphorus, but it should be noticed that the
had been
practice, however objectionable,
followed, quite openly, years before the
started,

and was not a device

like

war

asphyxiating

gases introduced during the war.

For some years before the war attention had
"
universal
been paid to the production of a
combining the characteristics of shrapand high explosive shell. It consists of an

shell,"

nel

numbered 300, while in the 2'95-inch guns of
Italy and Belgium of about the same date they
weighed 50 to the' pound and numbered 360The shells- for the British 18-pounder (3-3-inch)

ordinary shrapnel body with the usual bursting
or driving charge in the base, but in addition

contained 375 bullets weighing 41 to the pound

the air

The

effect

of

substituting steel for cast-iron

may also be expressed in another
When the latter was employed the

there

is

a second magazine in the head corn

taining high explosive.

When

it

is

burst in

by the time fuse, the flash is so arranged
us not to affect the charge in the head, but

bullets constituted

ignites the base charge in the usual way and
blows out the bullets, which are packed in the
high explosive trinitrotoluene. Meanwhile the

total

head continues

in shrapnel

way.

steel

about one-quarter of the
weight of the shell, whereas the use of
enabled the ratio to be raised to about

50 per cent.
In order to secure accuracy of

fire

the gunner

its

course until

it

strikes the

ground or some hard object, and detonates on
impact. If, however, the shell is burst by
percussion, the high explosive in the head is
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detonated, and the fragments and bullets are
blown out sideways, thus reaching men behind
screens, etc.

A

sufficiently strong impact, as
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muzzle of the gun and release the bullets,
"
"
when
set up
but not strong enough to
it

was discharged,

it would have
and the spin would have

as in that case

against a hard body, brings about the detona-

taken the

tion of the trinitrotoluene

given the bullets great lateral dispersion with
a small range to the front. Essentially a

also,

and the

shell acts as

among

the bullets

a mine

An

shell.

objection to universal shell regarded as shrapnel
is

that the

number

of bullets

must be

decreased.

However, in a 14-3-pounder shell of this kind
introduced by the Ehrhardt firm the bullets
accounted for 42 per cent, of the weight of the
fused shell, and in a similar projectile by
Schneider for 43 per cent. The former contained 2 82 oz. of trinitrotoluene in the head,
with 5 oz. among the bullets, and the latter
-

which resemble

it

one because

designed for a similar purpose,

because

The

it

is

and the other

constructed on a similar principle.
case shot, which was obsolescent if

it is

first is

was

of little use

with

about 400 yards,

guns
though with larger guns it was effective up to
about 1,000 yards. Star shell, the purpose of
which is to give light, is made on the same lines
as shrapnel, cylinders

composed of light-giving
for the bullets.
substituted
composition being
It is designed to burst high in the air, the

ground.
In the preceding account of shells reference
has frequently been made to fuses. These are

leaving

may

it

for ranges exceeding

the subject of shrapnel,
be made to two forms of pro-

among

bullets.

jectile

field

burst igniting and scattering the stars, which
emit a bright light as they fall slowly to the

-

reference

close-quarter projectile,

the

4 7 oz. in the head and 6'56 oz.

Before

rifling,

not obsolete at the time of the war.

It con-

sisted of a cylindrical case of sheet iron con-

taining sand shot or mixed metal balls. The
envelope was so weak as to break up at the

devices employed in order to ensure the ignition
of the explosive in the shell as

quired,

and great variety

is

and when

re-

to be found in the

though the prindesign is based are

details of their construction,
ciples

upon which

their

Modern fuses may be
comparatively few.
divided into two kinds percussion and time ;
they are placed in either the nose or the base of

SHELL READY TO BE LOADED INTO A FRENCH 220mm. GUN.
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SIXTEEN FORMS OF SHELL IN USE IN THE FRENCH ARMY.
the shell, but some varieties are not available

one position and some not for the other.
The simplest form of percussion fuse is the

and a needle on

detonates a cap.

spring,

direct action; the

This fuse can be fitted only in the base. In
others, which may be either base or nose, the

entirely

working of which depends
on the contact of the shell with the

When the

object struck.

the object a needle

is

comes up against
forced in upon a mass of
fuse

thence the charge of the shell

shell to

by interposing
powder between the detonating

of

material and the magazine the ignition of the

charge

may

be delayed for a short time after

impact, so that, for instance, the shell

may

have time to penetrate a piece of armour and
explode behind it. No change takes place in
fuses of this kind until the shell strikes, but in
others the discharging of the
fuse for action,

gun prepares the
and the action is completed

when

the shell strikes.

latter

type the preparation

In one fuse of this
is

effected

by the

by the propelling charge of the
Pressing on a plate in the bottom of the

gases given off

gun.

they force it upwards, when a spindle
attached to it releases a centrifugal bolt. This
fuse,

bolt in turn, under the rotation of the
shell,
releases a pellet or block of metal which is free

move forwards and backwards
though its forward movement is
to

spring.

When

in a

chamber,

restrained

the shell strikes, the
pellet

by
is

by the shock

of

the discharge of the gun, and the shock of
impact throws the pellet with its needle against
the detonator.

;

it

freeing of the pellet is effected

detonating composition, the explosion of which
in turn explodes the magazine of the fuse and

a column

a

carried forward against the resistance of the

for the

The purpose
it

of time fuses is to enable a
be burst at a predetermined time after
has been fired, or, which is really the same

thing, since the velocity of its flight

at

is known,
a predetermined distance from the gun.

They begin to act with the discharge of the gun,
when a pellet with needle is set back on a
detonating cap, as in the last percussion fuses
mentioned. The cap ignites a train of slow-

burning composition which is laid in two
channels running round the inside of the fuse.

and which ultimately leads to the magazine.
The time of explosion is hastened or delayed

by cutting out more or less of this composition,
one of the channels consisting of a recessed
ring which is made movable, so that a longer
or shorter portion of its contents
line of travel of

ring

is

the

fire.

graduated in time,

The
and a

is

put

in the

outside of the
safety position

provided in which communication between
the detonator and the
magazine is entirely
is

shut

off.

A

percussion

fuse

is

commonly
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combined with the time

fuse,

the intention

being to secure the explosion of the shell

by

impact should it hit the ground or other target
sooner than was allowed for in the time setting.

As an account

already been given
seq.) of the grenades and
hand-thrown missiles used in trench

(Vol. IV., p.

other

371

has

et

warfare, reference need be

the

bombs dropped from

planes.

as

here only to

airships

and

aero-

of two kinds
explosive and
that was dropped in Paris by

These are

incendiary.

a

made

One

German airman in May, 1915, may be taken
an example of the former, though the

mechanical features

of

its

design were but

esteemed by those who picked it up
unexploded. It consisted of a cast-iron cylinder
lightly

rather
If-

more than 4J inches long and about

inches in diameter,

attached at each end.

with rounded pieces
carried a cone

The top

or vane of thick fabric intended to

make

the

cylinder maintain itself in a vertical position

during

its

fall.

trinitrotoluene,

The interior was filled with
and the walls were weakened

pushed up as

its

427

bottom end

a building, a needle at

its

ground or
end
being then
top
hit the

forced into the detonating material embedded
in the high explosive of the bomb proper.
A

heavy weight on the rod, aided by a spring,
guarded the needle from being brought into
premature contact with the detonator.

German incendiary bombs picked up in England and salved in a more or less damaged
condition

one had been promptly

into a bucket of water
of

dropped

consisted, in one form,

a conical vessel about 10 inches in diameter

and over a foot in height. The
body was made of metal pierced with holes and
having an outer covering of an inflammable
at the base

bound round with inflammable rope, which when ignited gave out a
pungent smoke. Inside there was a mass of
thermit, and generally some phosphorus in
resinous material

the base cup, while, as an additional luxury,
celluloid chips and a little petrol were occasionally added.

The

igniting device

were placed at the top.

name given

with external grooves to aid fragmentation.
The exploding mechanism was contained in a

mercial

brass tube about 2J inches in length fixed to

o'xide.

the lower end of the cylinder, and consisted
substantially of a striking rod which was

place a chemical reaction

granulated

and a handle
is the com-

Thermit

to a patented mixture of
with some metallic

aluminium

When

this

mixture

is

ignited at one

and spreads
through the whole mass, the aluminium taking

A "JACK JOHNSON" BURSTING.

is

started

428
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the oxygen from the oxide, the metal of which
is left in a molten condition
owing to the very

high temperature, of the order of 5,000 F.,
that is produced. German enterprise is commonly credited with the development and
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mainly to the 18-pounder 3'3-in. shrapnel, it also
most respects to the larger calibres of

applies in

the same type.

Shrapnel shells are of special

poses,

application of this reaction to practical pursuch as welding tramway rails and

a number of parts
which are not required in armour-piercing and
high explosive shells, but apart from these, and
with duo allowance for differences arising from

repairing broken castings ; but, in fact, the
steps in this direction were taken in

is

first

interest in that they possess

size

and function, the manufacture

The 18-pounder shrapnel

England.

of the latter

broadly similar.

from a

is

be made

may

shell

which

solid bar of steel

cut to a length

After the foregoing survey of the different
kinds of military ammunition we may turn to
the engineering methods and processes employed

about equal to that of the finished body and
bored out internally by a drill, but forgings

for the production of the metal parts of shells

among

and
is

possible, for

a detailed description

place,

other reasons, a smaller weight of metal

Here only a general account
more than one reason. In the

cartridges.

first

are generally regarded as preferable because,

of

all

the

methods adopted would be of interest only to
professional engineers and would be unintelto anyone

ligible

inordinate

else.

amount

In the second place, an
would be required,

of space

for it would be necessary to deal not only with
the standard methods in use before the war

began and with the various new arrangements
which the makers of machine tools and other
plant designed and brought forward, but also
with the great number of what, without any
disrespect,

be termed makeshift methods

may

which hundreds

of engineering manufacturers

were forced to adopt in order to

One

works.

of the

most

utilize their

interesting features of

the situation created by the war was indeed the

manner

which plant and machinery designed
for the manufacture of articles of peaceful
commerce was adapted to the production of
munitions.

Examples might

easily

be multi-

may be given from the western
plied,
side of the Atlantic
one company whose norbut three

:

mal occupation was the production of compressed air machinery was able to turn out
large quantities of shrapnel
of only

with the addition

one machine tool to

its

equipment

;

another in the course of a few months trans-

formed
a

shell

bridge and bridge girder shops into
and the third made an arsenal
factory
its

;

out of works specially equipped for building
railway locomotives and rolling stock.

The heaviest engineering operations

in shell

manufacture are those involved in the formation
of the

body or

casing,

and many

of

them can

be performed in a variety of ways, sequences
and groupings. The aim of the following

account
of the

[British Fire Prevention Committee.

A GERMAN INCENDIARY BOMB.

in

is

to give a general idea of the character

work and

its results,

and though

it

refers

The
The

external

appearance

on

seen

is

the

left.

interior contains thermit, a chemical

mixture
which when ignited produces a Quantity of molten
metal at a very high temperature.
less

than one half

is

In the latter

required.

ease the shell begins as a billet or block of steel

3J inches in diameter, and of a length perhaps
half as

much

For

this

furnace

The first operation
and form it into a deep

again.

pierce this block

purpose,
to about

after

being heated

2,000

it

F.,

is

is

to

cup.
in

a

quickly

and a shaped punch is forced
into it by a hydraulic or power press.
The
result is that the metal is squeezed out round
the punch, and when the block is removed
from the die it possesses a round hole in its
put into a

die,

centre extending nearly to

lengthened
process

is

to

to .about

draw

it

7J

out to

its

still

and is
The next

base,

inches.

greater length

;

a press by means of
shaped punches and dies working on the heated

this again is effected in
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metal, and

it

emerges, about 10 or 11 inehes
bearing a recognizable resem-

long, in n shape

blance In

How

end.

to

siiiiii-

form, though without a curved
elose the resemblanee should be is

its final

Some

extent u matter of opinion.

arc

favour of making the dimensions approxia.- nearly as possible to those required in

in

pass the nose after the closing in of the latter,
the tin box has to be jerked into position below

and

it,

the

operation

After

dexterity.

it

some

requires

little

has been carried out and

the two pieces have been driven home, the
is to convey the flash from the

brass tube that

head to the powder

screwed into

mate

fuse in the

the finished shell, so as to reduce to a

a hole in the diaphragm, through which it
protrudes into a hole in the upper part of the
powder box. The next step is to fill the shell

the

amount

of metal left to

minimum

be cut away by the

maeliine tools subsequently, while others hold
that the more economical plan is to be content

with a somewhat rough approximation to the
final size in the forging process, and to leave a
eompnriitively

large

amount

of metal

to be

with bullets, which, by the turning of a tap,
are run in from a receptacle like water.
shell

device so that they

However this question is settled, the forging
has next to undergo a series of machining
operations. After it has been cut to a length

poured

near the base to receive the copper
driving band. At this stage in its production
a number of its dimensions are gauged, and if
ribs cut

it

passes the ordeal satisfactorily

a heat treatment, which
part of its manufacture
properly
the gun.

it

undergoes

may

down

settle

properly,

sometimes they are rammed into place.
To prevent them from moving and to fill up

or

body is rough-turned to size
and the taper formed, the base end finished,
the powder chamber bored out in the base, the
nose end turned, and the recess with its waved

The

meanwhile shaken by a mechanical

is

dealt with in the lathes.

of 9$ inches the

is

the interstices between them, molten rosin

is

is

and immediately afterwards the shell
weighed. The margin of error allowed from
in,

is very small, but a
slight
be made up by adding buck-

the standard weight

may

deficiency

The top

shot.

of

the powder tube

soldered to the fuse socket, which

screwed in before the rosin has
fluous

solder

cleaned out

if

cleared

set,

is

next

must be

the super-

away,

and the tube

A

protecting plug,

necessary.

a most important
if it is
to behave

be removed when the fuse body is
inserted, having been screwed into the fuse

when it is actually being fired out of
The diaphragm that separates the

socket, the shell undergoes its final inspection,

is

which

and

will

passes muster is painted and packed
others into boxes for transport. The
duty of putting the charge of powder hi place
if it

from the powder charge, the seat for
which has already been prepared, is next

with

and the following
up the nose to the
curve
and
required
diameter, turning it, and
cutting in its interior a screw thread to take
the fuse socket. The closing up is performed

fall on the manufacturer of the shells.
As regards the manufacture of the accessory
parts of the shrapnel, the powder chamber is
formed of heavy tin plate in two pieces. The
lower cup is cut out and formed to shape by
means of a punch and die at a single operation,
the rim being afterwards trimmed in a lathe.
For the top part a blank is cut out from the
sheet, its edges turned down, a hole pierced in
the centre, and a small flange drawn round the
The two
hole, four operations being required.
parts are then assembled and soldered together.
The diaphragm, which in the finished shell is

bullets

dropped inside the

shell,

operations include closing

by heating the nose

to a dull red heat and
a
coned
die
over
it by means of a
forcing
press.
After this the body, and especially the nose,
are finished either by turning in a lathe or
by
grinding, the latter being the newer method.

The copper driving band

is

the base of the shell, forced

then slipped over

by some form

press into the groove already prepared for
and turned to its final shape.

of
it,

does not

placed between the powder cup and the bullets,

This completes the machining
operations on
the case itself, but a number of
accessory parts

is

made from a

inch thick.

A

long strip of steel nearly half an
circular disc is

remain to be added before the shell is
ready for
In the first place, the tin box which
delivery.

out,

holds the charge of powder has to be
placed in
the powder chamber below the

in dies to the required shape.

diaphragm.

As the diaphragm was put
earlier

stage,

into the shell at

an

before the closing-up
process,
is too large to
permit it to

liecause its diameter

and

as for the

first

punched

hi subsequent operations, for which,
first,

centre, into

the metal

is

heated,

The

is

squeezed

hole hi the

which the powder tube screws,

is

then drilled out, tapped and finished on lathes.
Finally inspection follows, the requirements as
to dimensions being fairly severe.

At the other
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THE GRENADE
or nose end of

IN

HAND-TO-HAND FIGHTING.

the shell the fuse socket and

plug are both forged at a dull red heat from a
casting of brass alloy, and finished and threaded
in a series of operations, which, like

many

those required for the casings of the

of

shells,

are performed in groups on machines which
are provided with a number of tools mounted
in such

may

a way that one

of

them
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after another

be brought to bear on the piece without

the latter being removed from the machine.
The operations required for the production of
the various parts of the fuse head are conducted

on

similar principles.

The

bullets used in shrapnel are halt an
inch in diameter and usually spherical, though
for the United States Army they are made with
six flat faces with the object of enabling

to be packed

more

readily in the casing.

them
They

////;
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are composed of lead hardened with antimony,
and may either bo cast in iron moulds or
struck between dies from a long thick \\ inFor making tho
fed forward continuously.
wire,

molten metal

is

forced out from a cylinder

through a die by a plunger
the metal is used cold and

;

in

another method

squeezed out of a
hole of the required diameter by means of
powerful hydraulic machinery. Any fins that

may

is

be formed on the bullets are removed by

tumbling them together in a machine, when the
rubbing of one upon another renders them
Considerable exactitude is
quite smooth.
required in the manufacture, as 41 of them

must weigh

1

lb.,

with an allowable error of

only one dram.

The

shells for the 18-pounder gun are fixed
one
end
of brass cartridge cases which contain
at

the propelling charge and the arrangement for
igniting it, and these are made by a series of

most part of coldBrass composed of two parts of
copper to one of zinc is found the most suitable
material, because it possesses great strength
operations consisting for the

drawings.

and when properly annealed will
of work without
It
cannot
be
worked
hot, and as the
rupture.
harden
it
and
make
it. brittle
cold-drawings
and

ductility,

endure the

maximum amount

has to be restored after each by

its ductility

a temperature

annealing carried out at

The

F.

1,200

number

of

about

of

drawings
required is due to the fact that the metal will
withstand only a certain amount of deformation
large

without developing defects, and an attempt to
single operation would cause

form the case at a
splitting.

The blank from which a 3'3-inch cartridge caso

made

a disc about 6J inches in diameter,
a sheet of brass rather more
from
punched
than one-third of an inch thick, and it is
is

is

gradually transformed into a cylinder about
11J inches long in its final fonn and having the

metal in

its

head, which has to bear an enor-

mous

pressure when the charge is fired, at least
as thick as the original disc. In the case of a
cartridge for a 6-inch gun the original disc is
14 J inches in diameter and two-thirds of au

inch thick, and in the course of manufacture
it is

drawn out to a length exceeding 42

When an
made

the

in one or

NAVAL AMMUNITION.
Top. Hoisting cordile charges for 12-inch guns.
Bottom.
Lowering a 12-inch shell into the
magazine.

18-pounder cartridge case
first

two

in diameter
of a

operation

is

stages, into

by

pressing

it

lb.

beiii.L:

to fonn the blank,

a cup about 4 inches
into a die by means

punch under a hydraulic pressure

1,000 to 1,500

inches.

is

to the square inch.

of

from
After
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the cupping, or after each cupping if there are
two, it is annealed and then pickled in dilute
sulphuric acid to remove scale.

Six drawing or
extending operations follow, carried out with
dies and punches under great
pressures, the
effect of each being to make the brass
cylinder

a

narrower and a great deal longer, until
drawing it is less than 3J inches
in diameter and over 13 inches
long. In larger
little

after the last

number of drawings is greater.
The sequence of drawings is interrupted at one
or two points hi order that the head
may be

cartridges the

indented

on

that

its interior

is,

have a small boss formed

face for the primer, for which

purpose it is squeezed between a punch having
a recess similar to the boss that is to be formed

and a die with a corresponding projection.
After being trimmed to length it is next
"
headed." This operation, which is done in
one or more stages, thickens and hardens the
metal at the closed end, at the same time
spreading it to form a narrow external flange.

Very high pressures are required, and again the
head is squeezed between a die and punches of
suitable contours. In tapering, the cases are
forced between dies of hardened steel, which in
two or more operations reduce the diameter
of the

open end to

gradual tapering of

A

series of

and complete the
the case back to the head.

3-|

inches,

machining operations on the two

ends, including tha formation of a hole for the

primer, completes the case.

The

cartridge cases for

solid-drawn

by

rifle

methods

ammunition are

similar

those

to

FRENCH INFANTRYMAN
Throwing a Hand-Grenade into the German
Trenches.

the cases are given their proper shape in presses,
cores are inserted automatically by

and the

machinery and pressed home. In order that
the bullets may be held securely in the cartridge
cases,

"
they are grooved or
cannelured," the

groove being rolled as they are carried in a
The
rotating wheel past a stationary segment.
distortion which

slight

is

produced by this

by pushing them through
which restore them to their proper size.
The cases are made by a process similar to that
operation

is

corrected

dies,

described in connexion with shrapnel bullets,
being swaged to shape between punches and
dies

from a wire composed of 30 parts of lead
tin, and formed by squirting.

described above, as also are the envelopes of
their bullets, though the number of drawings

with one of

required is smaller. The ordinary bullet consists
of a lead core enclosed in an envelope or case

Although for some reason or other the part
taken by the chemical industry in producing

composed

of

an alloy containing about 85 per

copper with 15 per cent, of nickel.
In making the cases blanks are cut from a long

cent,

of

metal at the rate of some 300 a minute,
and are then cupped and drawn. The noses of
strip of

G

^

s

woei/Tim oMtfmG moSrinc

the ammunition required for the war did not

gain so

much

public recognition,

it

was quite as

important as that played by the engineering
manufacturers.
A shell when it leaves the

hands

of the engineer

is

merely an inert mass

-

,

s r* k ^_- onitimc, %ncNcn HC'

t>
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THE LIFE HISTORY OF A BRASS CARTRIDGE CASE.
Starting as a

flat

disc of metal,

it

is

gradually drawn
final

out and shaped by machines until
form, ready to be loaded.

it

assumes the

OF THE WAX.
THE TIMES HISTORY
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GERMAN

GUN AND AUSTRIAN HOWITZER.

42cm.

is intended
of metal, useless for the purpose it
-the
to serve until it is, as it were, vivified by

substances which the chemist provides to drive
it

from the gun and rend

when

it

reaches

its

objective

it

into fragments

;

and the labour

which the engineer bestows on fashioning

it,

An explosive is a
under certain conditions.
chemical compound or mixture of compounds
of undergoing a chemical
that is
capable

reaction which sets free large volumes of heated
with which this reaction
gas, and the rapidity
is

the substance
completed determines whether
to be called a propellant or a disruptive.

and
his unremitting attention to the quality
treatment of the metals which compose it,
his huge power-presses, his batteries of comthe delicate gauges
plicated machine tools,
which enable him to turn out his work true to

is

the desired dimensions within a minute

while at the quickest rate,

of

an

inch,

would

all

fraction

be wasted and unavailing

were they not supplemented by the efforts of
An account of the nature and
the chemist.
production

form an

of

explosives

essential part of

manufacture

of

therefore,

must,

a description

of the

ammunition.

the
explosives used in connexion with
into
divided
are
firearms
fired
from
projectiles

The

the two broad
ruptives,

classes of propellants

and

dis-

according as they are required to
from the gun or to cause it

force the projectile

to burst violently after

no

definite line of

it

has been

fired.

Yet

demarcation can be drawn

When

the reaction proceeds quite slowly

it is

at a quicker rate
no more than combustion
in which
it becomes explosion and the substance
a propellant
it occurs may be regarded as
;

;

when

it is

completed
almost instantaneously throughout the mass,
detonation, and the action is disruptive,
"
rod
high explosive.''
corresponding to a
of cordite, for example, ignited by an ordinary
it is

A

match, burns quietly and steadily in the open,
beautiful yellow flames
giving one of the most
known to chemists, without smoke and without
while a mass of the same powder
the conditions that obtain in
under
exploded
a gun projects a heavy shell with an initial
of half a mile a second.
Similarly, a

solid residue

;

velocity

in the open,
gun-cotton burns quietly
the reaction is started by means of a

flake of

but

if

modern smokeless

charge of mercury fulminate a dry, compressed
mass of it detonates with a velocity of 18,000 ft.

powders used as propellants act as disruptives

a second. The rapidity of the reaction depends

between the two

classes

;

stances that compose the

indeed,

the sub-
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explosive, its physical conditions, the conditions

The
as regards cordite and similar powders.
advantage of cordite as compared with nitro-

under which

cotton powders not containing nitroglycerine

on such factors as the chemical nature

of.

the

it is burnt (e.g., whether in the
open or confined), and the methods of firing
employed, and it may be started in a variety of
ways, as by heat, friction, an electric spark or

that, weight for weight, it yields more energy,
so that smaller charges are required to do the
same work. Accordingly the powder chambers
is

the guns can be

made

and

current, percussion, or the shock from another

of

explosion.

magazine space is required. Considerations of
this kind have led to the employment of nitro-

The propollant adopted

Army and Navy

is

cordite,

in

both the British

which

is

a mixture

and gun-cotton, with a little
mineral jelly, and one of its most

of nitroglycerine

vaseline or

remarkable features

components are so

is

that, though both of

its

violent, in their ordinary con-

dition, that they cannot be utilized for artillery
purposes, yet the product of their union is

extraordinarily docile

and amenable.

have indeed been found, after

many

Means

disastrous

attempts, to moderate the explosion of guncotton in such a way that it can be used in
firing guns, and it forms the basis of the nitrocotton powders adopted by many continental
but nitroglycerine remains untamed
Powers
;

so far as guns

and

shells are concerned,

except

glycerine powders
for

closely

smaller

resembling cordite

German and Austrian naval guns.

Cordite as originally devised by Sir Frederick
Abel and Sir James Dewar about 1890 con-

tained 58 per cent, of nitroglycerine, 37 per
cent, of gun-cotton and 5 per cent, of mineral
jelly,

but as the result of experience in the
War a modified form known as

South African
"

Cordite M.D." was introduced, containing
35 per cent, of nitroglycerine and 60 per cent,
of gun-cotton with the same amount of mineral

which has a great value in preserving the
The advantage of the
stability of the powder.

jelly,

modified cordite

is

that

it

in the barrels of the guns.

causes less erosion

In making

NATURAL MUNITIONS.
Austrians rolling rocks and boulders

down

less

the mountains upon Italian troops in the Alps.

it

the
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A

BRITISH

Watching the

ADVANCED OBSERVATION

effect of shells

exploding over the

dried gun-cotton and

proper proportions of

mixed together and
placed in an incorporating machine with the
addition of acetone to act as a solvent and
nitroglycerine are roughly

promote

Subsequently

gelatinization.

the

added, and when all these
are
thoroughly mixed together the
ingredients
mineral jelly

is

resulting product,

known

"

as

cordite dough,"

removed from the machine. The next operation is to form it into cords varying in diameter
from 1 to 5 mm. or more. For this purpose it
is placed in a steel cylinder having at one end
is

a hole

through which it is
forced by a plunger worked by mechanical or
hydraulic power. Before reaching the hole it
of the required size,

has to pass through a

filter,

which prevents

any small pieces of foreign substances such as
sand or bits of wood or metal from reaching the
die.

The cord which

issues

either cut

up

diameters,

wound upon

from the press

is

into lengths or, in the smaller

to heated rooms, where

and any moisture that

and then taken
freed from acetone

reels,

it is

it

may

contain.

desirable that the drying process be slow,

It is

and

the time required normally varies from a few
days for the smaller sizes to several weeks for
the larger ones.

The acetone that

is driven
a
current
of
air
away by
passing
through the rooms and recovered by a chemical
process so that it may be used over again.

off is carried

POST.
German trenches.

Different batches of the

next

blended,

the

same

object

size of cords are

being

to

secure

uniformity and neutralize any slight differ,
ences that may arise from the raw materials
or in the process of manufacture.

Finally the

wooden boxes

for transport-

cordite

is

packed

in

Various tests are applied, including heat tests
intended to determine its capability of keeping
without undergoing alterations in its chemical
or ballistic properties.
Of the two main ingredients of cordite, nitrois a heavy
oily liquid of a pale yellow
and having a pungent aromatic flavour.
It is made by the action of a mixture of strong
nitric and sulphuric acids on glycerine, which
is obtainable from most animal and
vegetable
fats and oils.
In one process the acids are

glycerine

colour

contained in a lead tank and the glycerine is
injected by compressed air, which is also used
to agitate the contents. The contents are kept
cool by cold water circulated in lead pipes.

The temperature is carefully watched, and
should it be found impossible to keep it below
a certain point, indicating decomposition and
danger of explosion, the contents are quickly
run off into a drowning tank containing cold

When the action is complete the charge
run into another lead tank, when the nitro-

water.
is

glycerine gradually separates and floats on the
surface of the acids, whence it is removed
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through a side tap. In a later process the
nitroglycerine is allowed to separate in the

tank in which

it

is

made, and waste acid

is

made to enter the bottom of the vessel, gradually
raising the level of the contents

nitroglycerine flows out

by

the floating
a pipe at the top.
till

This arrangement dispenses with stop-cocks,
the friction of which introduces an element of
danger.

The

nitroglycerine

is

then

washed
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used hi a gun, all the calculations for which are
based on the assumption that the product from
cotton waste is to be employed.

In the process of manufacture the cotton
is picked over to remove impurities,

waste

teased in a machine and dried in hot

immersed
and then

earthenware pot, where

the alkali, and

four hours while the nitration

is

When

it

if

finally filtered.

Gun-cotton, the second component of cordite,
also made by the aid of a mixture of the

strongest nitric

cotton waste.

and sulphuric acids acting on

Chemically it is usually described
and accordingly it may be

after being squeezed

the cotton

is

is

placed in an

remains for twenty-

it

taken out

completed.

the acid, and

much

subsequently washed

is

fresh

of

put into

is

centrifugal machines which remove

dance

minutes

in the acids for five or six

repeatedly with soda solution to remove any
traces of acid and with water only to remove
is

For

air.

the actual nitration there are several processes.
In that devised by Abel a charge of 1J Ib. is

In

water.

of

in abun-

another

process

as trinitrocellulosc,

developed in

made

forated iron baskets which are rotated in the

from anything containing celluloseBut the point to be remembered in connexion
with the agitation which ended in cotton waste
and yarn being declared contraband in August
1915
tried,

materials have been

though many
none has been found to be so satisfactory

is

that,

as the waste, or to yield quite the
of trinitrocellulose.

same quality

For instance, cotton that

has been strongly bleached or mercerized takes
nitrogen and is more difficult to render
It follow-! that gun-cotton made from
stable.

up

less

such as wood

must at least be
and almost certainly inferior to,
that made from cotton waste, and that powder
containing it must give different results when

substitutes

different from,

acid bath

Germany

by a

it is

charged into per-

centrifugal machine.

In a

still

newer arrangement it is pushed below the surface
of the acids contained hi a large earthenware pan,

run in over them

when

and a layer

of

nitration

finished the acids are allowed to

is

water

is

;

run

out slowly while an equal quantity of water is
distributed over their surface, ultimately run-

through the gun-cotton, which is left
containing only a little acid. It has next to
be freed from various impurities which if not

ning

removed would render

it

unstable,

and

for this

undergoes a number of successive
Pulping
boilings extending over many hours.
follows, carried out in water that is constantly

purpose

it

GERMAN GAS SHELLS COLLECTED BY THE FRENCH AFTER A BATTLE.
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but an almost instantaneous production of great
volumes of gas which strain the gun without

No
giving much velocity to the projectile.
as
a
success in utilizing gun-cotton
propellant
was therefore obtained until it was found that
the original

structure of the cotton can be

destroyed by gelatinizing the gun-cotton with
the aid of a solvent, so that it burns regularly

from the surface.

It

on

is

this principle that

by Germany and
They are composed

the nitro-cotton powders used

other countries are made.

Cither of true gun-cotton (trinitrocellulose) or

which

of collodion cotton fdinitrocellulose),
less

is

a mixture of the two

highly nitrated, or of

varieties.

We now

come to two substances used solely
picric acid and the still

as high explosives

nore notorious trinitrotoluene, variously
as trotyl, trinol, tolite, trilit, and T.N.A.
are obtained ultimately
trinitrophenol,
bolic acid,

FRENCH SOLDIERS
to protect

made by

a product

tion of coal tar

them from the
poisonous gases used by the Germans.

Wearing metal masks

is

from

known

Both
The former,

coal.

the nitration of car-

of the fractional distilla-

the latter by the nitration of

;

toluene, a hydrocarbon contained in the crude

benzol also distilled from coal tar and washed

renewed, by a beating engine which breaks down
the fibres of the cotton, so that grit and other
impurities

washed

are

set

several

free.

times

The pulp
in

next

is

large

tanks

or

out from coal gas. Picric acid is the older of
the two. It was introduced into the French
service as a high explosive for shells in 1886

by Turpin, whose

from

melinite, so called

its

"

honey-like colour, was in its final form simply
the fused acid.
When the news of Turpin's

mixed to secure uniformity of product. After
being fished out of the poachers the pulp is

shells

poachers," continually agitated by a paddlewheel, in which also different batches are

compressed into cylinders three inches
which form it is employed for

lightly

in diameter, in

making

cordite

;

but

if

it is

wanted

for use in

reached this country the nature of the
substance was soon realized, and after experi-

ments at Lydd

it

was introduced

the shells in a molten condition.

It

and transported without danger,

is

mines or torpedoes it is moulded into slabs
under hydraulic pressure of 5 or 6 tons to the

insensitive to percussion,

square inch. Such slabs of wet gun-cotton
can be sawn or turned in a lathe, and are not

guns.

inflammable, so that they can be stored with
can be detonated with the aid

safety, yet they

of

a primer of dry gun-cotton.

The

hole to

receive the mercury fulminate
detonating tube

which

is necessary for this
purpose
the primer before it is dried.

The

fibrous structure of cotton

is

is

bored in

as

a propellant,

suffi-

and no matter how

strongly
compressed the minute tubes of
the fibres convey the igniting flame into the
interior of the mass and cause
extremely rapid
combustion of the whole charge, the result
it

being,

the

and not

can be made
very stable,
be

liable to

exploded by the shock of discharge of large
It is extremely powerful with thorough
detonation, but for that a very strong detonator
is

One

required.

of its

drawbacks

is

that

its

melting point is rather high, and another is that
in contact with metals it forms salts which in

some cases are very sensitive to heat, percussion
and friction
for this reason the interiors of
shells filled with it are coated with varnish, and
;

not

ciently destroyed in the ordinary process of
making gun-cotton to permit the latter to be

used

into

British service as lyddite, poured directly into

is

not the progressive burning
required,

in the course of

manufacture

from contact with metallic

it is

carefully kept

surfaces.

T.N.T., on the other hand, has a low melting
does not attack metals, and is very

point,

stable.

It

is

poured into

state like picric acid, but

shells in the

molten

not quite so powerful.
The practice of compressing it hi the
shells has given rise to serious accidents in
is
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Germany, and has the further disadvantage that
increases the difficulty of detonation.

it

Owing

to the fact that the explosive does not contain

within

sufficient

itself

for

oxygen

complete
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discovered that the nitrogen of the air could be
to combine with oxygen under the

mad&

and about 120
method of producing nitric acid
became practical. Cheap elec-

influence of the electric spark,

years later this

combustion, the bursting of T.N.T. shells is
accompanied by great volumes of heavy dense

and

hence such appellations as " Black
"
Jack Johnsons " and " Coal Boxes "
Marias."
them
by our soldiers.
given

the manufacture was established in Norway,

smoke

It

;

may have

names

described

all

explosives which have been

contain the word

that nitrogen
it is

been noticed that the chemical

the

of

is

a constituent

"

nitro,"

nitrates

tricity

being essential for commercial success,

where water-power

is

abundant, and German

capital took a large part in its development.
It

has been calculated that

if

all

showing

of each, although

not to be found in the original materials

glycerine, cotton, carbolic acid

and toluene

Now nitrogen
accounts for roughly four-fifths of the air we
from which they are made.

is therefore an extremely abundant
but unfortunately the chemist cannot make much use of it in the form in which

breathe,

and

substance

it

;

exists in the atmosphere, because

it

is

so

inert as to refuse to take part in his operations.

But
"

it is

fixed

"

more accommodating when it is already
or combined with some other element,

and the combination which

is

generally best

suited to his needs as regards the manufacture
of explosives is nitric acid,

one of

its

compounds

with oxygen. Nitric acid is therefore of great
importance, indeed is essential for the production
,

of explosives,

and

it

is

interesting to enquire

from what source Germany and other countries
obtain their supplies.
of the nitric acid used in the

The great bulk

industries of the world

is

made from

the caliche

containing Chile saltpetre (nitrate of soda), of
which there are immense deposits along the
coasts of Chile and Peru, and of the total

exports of nitrate Germany before the war took
more than any other country, her proportion

.

being about one-third, or more than 800,000
tons annually. From it she made about
100,000 tons of nitric acid, though some was

among other purposes for converting the
potassium chloride of her Stassfurt salt deposits
used

into

ordinary saltpetre (potassium nitrate),
in the manufacture of black gun-

required

powder.

When

her

mercantile

marine was

swept from the seas, her supplies of nitrate
were presumably cut off, and the question presents itself

how

she

acid necessary for

managed
making her

to get the nitric
explosives.

Apart from accumulated stores, there wore
two sources of supply open to her. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century the great

English natural philosopher Henry Cavendish

the power

available in Scandinavia, with a smaller

A HIGHLANDER
Wearing

his gas

mask.

amount

WAR.
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in other part* of

in making
Europe, were utili/.ed

nitrate from the air,

some

fifty

million tons

before
be produced every year, though
below
far
was
the war tl- annual production
still another
had
200,000 tons. But Germany
and the fact that the Badische
her
,-,,iild

string to
Anilin,-

bow,

of her

Company, one

most important

withdrew all
cliniii.Nil manufacturing concerns,
industry
the
in
sunk
Norwegian
it
had
lit til
1
1

-,.|

one.

thought it a better
a
Ammonia, compound of nitrogen and hydrofrom a number
is obtainable in abundance

suggests

that she

gen,

of sources, as

distillation of

from the

peat

(of

which there are enormous deposits in Prussia),
in
from the coal used in blast furnaces and
and
and coal gas,
making metallurgical coke

from the direct combination of atmospheric
the aid of electricity,
nitrogen with hydrogen by
and when obtained it can be oxidized to nitric
German
acid by a process worked out by the

chemist Ostwald.
colliery

alone

In

made

this

as a

way one German
by-product

some

besides other
2,000 tons of nitric acid in 1912,
that after
doubt
little
is
nitfrate, and there

that

date works were

erected

for carrying out the process on a

Germany
much larger

in

required

for

may

be

made

to

not ammuasphyxiating gases, which, although
nition in the ordinary sense, were used to pro-

duce the same effects as ammunition in killing
or disabling men. Heralding their resort to this
breach of the recognized rules of war by wholly
false accusations that such gases had been used
Allies, the Germans first adopted them
towards the end of April 1915 in an attack on

by the

a portion of the Allied front held by the French
to the north-east of the Ypres salient. Although
various substances appear to have been ema
ployed, the chief was probably chlorine, heavy
fulfils the
greenish-yellow gas, which physically

the

purpose and

is

the asphyxiation
capable of producing
of the glottis)

(spasm
and subsequent bronchitis which

were the symptoms observed. The preparation
to the
of this gas, which can readily be reduced

form by moderate pressure at ordinary
a large industry in Germany
temperatures, was
Much of it was exported to
before the war.
liquid

other countries, and, as this trade was cut off,
the manufacturers, among whom the above-

mentioned

Aniline

Badische

Company was

an abundant surplus of it to
prominent, had
and also posspare for murdering purposes,
and
vessels for
sessed ample supplies of tanks
Receptacles filled with the
to the trenches, it could
liquid being brought up
be squirted from hose by its own pressure in the
its

transportation.

its gaseous form
required direction, resuming
when relieved from that pressure. Equipments
were also employed designed to be carried on

who was

supplied with
he himself
so
that
oxygen-breathing apparatus
and
Poisonous
the
was unaffected by
gas.
"
"
fired
sometimes
were
also
lachrimatory gases
the back of a man,

in large shells.

The Allies took

successful measures to

the effects of the gases

scale.

In conclusion a reference

conditions

by

combat

providing their

men

respirators, and on May 18
in
the House of Lords foreLord Kitchener
use
of
the
shadowed
gas by the Allied forces
"
and unjustifiable
enormous
the
to remove
"
exist
for them if
must
which
disadvantage

with masks and

his
nothing were done to meet the enemy with
was
methods.
own
employed
Accordingly gas
by the Allies for the first time towards the end

September 1915. As was to be expected
of them, the Germans complained, with characteristic lack of humour, that their loss of ground
"
was due not to any soldierly qualities of the
English, but to a successful surprise by gas
of

attack."

CHAPTER

XCIV.

THE DARDANELLES CAMPAIGN
THE GREAT LANDING.
(II.)

-

:

APRIL 25, 1915 SIB IAN HAMILTON'S PROBLEM THE PLAN OF ATTACK THE FRENCH IN
EGYPT TURKISH STRENGTH SHOULD THE ATTACK HAVE BEEN DELIVERED ? DESCRIPTION OP
THE BEACHES AT GALLIPOLI SAILING OF THE ARMADA THE BATTLE OF THE LANDINO FEINT
AT BEACH Y ATTACK BY THE ROYAL FUSILIERS THE LANCASHIRES AT BEACH
WORCESTERS
ATTACK THE REDOUBTS THE RIVER CLYDE AUSTRALIANS AND NEW ZEALANDERS AT GABA
TEPE FIGHT FOR THE ANZAC HEIGHTS FRENCH LANDING AT KUM KALE.

W

ON

April 25, 1915, the mighty Battle
the Landing was fought at the

of

Under cover of darkand under the protection of the

Dardanelles.
ness,

Fleet,

a great army was conveyed towards the

rocky and

desolate

Peninsula.

In the dim

shores

of

light of

to ask whether the attack

upon the Dardanelles
could ever be carried to a successful conclusion.

No one cared even to suggest that the dogged
bravery of the immortal 29th Division, and the
undaunted devotion of the indomitable Ausand New Zealand Corps, might have been
But their sacrifices were never made

the

Gallipoli

tralian

dawn

landings

in vain.

were made at half a dozen points, and by nightthe exploit which the Turks and their

in

German mentors had deemed impossible was
The army was ashore,
and by desperate valour had made good its

glorified for ever the patriotism of the

vain.
The good Australian and New
Zealand blood shed at Gallipoli sealed and

fall

position.
still

Its

seemed

foothold was scanty.,

great, its losses

its

peril

had been heavy

At the gateway to Constantinople the men

;

had landed, and the heroism of its assault
had added fresh glories to the military annals
but

The amazing

of

the younger nations were fighting for the safety

it

of the British Empire.

Com-

monwealth and the Dominion, just as surely as
if the impetuous heroes had died on
Sydney
Heads or on the shores of the Hauraki Gulf.

actually accomplished.

of their

own

fair lands,

and from

their graves

of the troops

sprang imperishable ideals which inspired their
sorrowing kinsmen with renewed determination.

for

Upon Englishmen

gallantry

rang throughout the world, and
a time eclipsed all thought of the possible

the

stubborn

ultimate dangers and difficulties of the enterIt seemed to those watching from afar
prise.

for it

that further and complete success could not be
men who had dared and done so

subordinate Allies were overthrown.

The Battle

all the subsequent
the Dardanelles campaign
the glowing triumph of the Battle of the Landing
still shone with a light which was never dimmed.

already.

Throughout

The memory
Vol. V.

of its glory

when months
Part 64.

remained a powerful

afterwards

of the

Germany and hor

Landing was

in certain

respects unlike any other battle of modern
times, by reason of the peculiar disabilities
imposed upon the soldier who directed it,

tragic episodes of

influence

effect,

deepened the national resolve to pursue

the war unflinchingly until

denied to the

much

resistance

encountered at the Dardanelles had a like

men began
441

He was in an
He had not planned

General Sir Ian Hamilton.

ex-

traordinary position.

the
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ON BOARD
campaign.

Ho had no

"QUEEN ELIZABETH" AT MUDROS.

H.M.S.

intimate local know-

every day's delay enabled the

enemy

ledge of the scene of the operations.

He was

still

told to undertake a task for which the

number

length he was ready, he had very

of troops supposed to be required

prescribed

by

than himself.

a

had been

others with even less knowledge

He had no

real surprise attack.

chance of effecting

The guns

of the Fleet

had been sedulously advertising the intention
of the Allies for many weeks.
He was only
sent out to take

command

after the earlier

attempts to break down the defences of the
Dardanelles by naval power alone had been
conspicuously
liis

unsuccessful.

arrival that,

He

though a force

found upon
of troops

had

been assembled, it was impotent because the
transports had been wrongly laden, a mistake
for

which he was

in

no sense

responsible.

Within twenty-four hours he had the mortification of helplessly witnessing

a further great

naval attack (and the loss of three battleships).

when

must have

further

for

his

onslaught.

to prepare

When
little

at
real

choice in selecting the points at which to strike-

would have been extremely difficult for him,
without ever having landed a man or a gun, to
declare that he did not think a land attack upon
It

the Gallipoli Peninsula was likely to succeed.
could not, at so late a stage, suggest an
entirely new campaign against the Turks at

He

some new and distant
Syria.

spot, such as the coast of

All his past training, all the traditions

which he had been bred, impelled him at
appointed place. Sir Ian
Hamilton was, in short, very much in the
in

least to try at the

Lord Cardigan found himself
when Captain Nolan
rode up to him and said, according to the
"
There are
accepted version of the words
the enemy, and there are the guns." Moreover,
position in which

at the battle of Balaclava,

:

him that

he knew that reluctance to conduct an enter-

such a blow should only have been attempted in
conjunction with his own land forces. He was

and thoughtlessly conceived
would probably only have resulted in the
appointment of another general in his stead.
But he was not reluctant. He believed that

all

his instincts

told

imperatively compelled to remove his troops to
Egypt in order that the transports might be
laden afresh, although he knew full well that

prise so carelessly

in spite of the delays success

was possible

:

anal
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he proved that at least the initial stages were
possible, though at a great price.

The primary blame

for the original mistakes

of the Dardanelles Expedition rests in
great
measure, though by no means exclusively,
upon the soldiers and sailors upon whose advice,

and

with whose concurrence, the British
Ministry sanctioned the enterprise. No plea
of preoccupations elsewhere can condone their
errors

and

their faults.

No

excuse based upon

the persuasive influence of civilian Ministers
can suffice to free them from responsibility.

Ian

Hamilton's
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reached the island of Tenedos on March 17 he

made by sea a preliminary reconnaissance of
the outer or north-western shore of the Gallipoli
Peninsula, from the Bulair isthmus to Cape
Helles.

The

physical

characteristics

of

the

peninsula have already been broadly described
in Chapter XCJI.
Sir Ian came very quickly
to certain broad conclusions.
He saw that the

northern coast of the northern half of the
peninsula, from Suvla
for his purpose.
hills

whose

"

Bay to Bulair, was useless

It consisted of

a chain of

sides sloped steeply into the sea.

only began after his arrival, when he found
himself confronted by the handicaps which

The precipitous fall of these hills," he afterwards wrote, " precludes landing, except at a
few narrow gullies, far too restricted for any

have been described.

The utmost change he
made in the original plan would
have been to recommend a landing either at
Enos or at some point on the coast of Asia

serious military

could have

therefore, confined to the coast

Minor

to the Dardanelles.

Sir

near

alternatives

limited
Sir

the

share

of

responsibility

Dardanelles.

Both

these

were probably excluded by the

number of troops at his disposal.
Ian

Hamilton

never

templated either alternative.

His choice was,
between Cape

Suvla, at the northern extremity of Suvla Bay,
of the promon ory at the entrance

and the toe

The possible advantages
a landing at Suvla Bay were not considered
attractiveat the time, not only because the beach
of

con-

was wrongly supposed to be too exposed to bad

after he

weather, but also because the whole plan of

seriously

Soon

movements."

BRITISH TROOPS LEAVING

THE

For the Landing Beach.

SS.

"NILE"
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FRENCH TROOPS

IN EGYPT.

General d'Amade addressing the troops oelore presenting the colours to

was

the landing

of

by a con-

largely influenced

the principal positions in the

templation
interior of the peninsula.

These were three in number, and they must

a

French regiment near Ramleh.

appears to he open and undulating, but actually
of spurs, nullahs, and confused under-features.

it is full

When he came to look for landing-places on
the selected strip of coast, he found that they

Sir

were few in number, and that the genera!
character of the shore was precipitous. There
were good landing-places to the north of Gaba

Ian Hamilton as 600 feet high, though some
maps credit it with another 100 feet. There

Tepe. There were practicable beaches at
various points around the end of the peninsula,

was next the Kilid Bahr plateau, or Pasha
Dagh, a tableland commanding The Narrows,
and lying in a transverse position across the

from a spot opposite the village of Krithia to
Morto Bay, on the other side, within the en-

There was, thirdly, the Sari Bair
mountain, nearly a thousand feet high, com-

protected by trenches and wire entanglements,

manding the point of the Australian landing,
a point which came to be known afterwards as
"
Anzac " (from the name of the attacking

could descry the semblance of gun emplacements. The prospects looked grim, for the

be described afresh in order to
bubsequent operations.

make

There was

clear the
first

height of Achi Baba, which was noted

by

the

peninsula.

and New Zealand Army
Ian Hamilton wrote that the sides

force, the Australian

Corps).

Sir

of Sari Bair ran

perpendicular

up

in a succession of almost
"

escarpments,

and

that

whole mountain seemed to be a network

the
of

ravines and covered with thick jungle." As
to the g ound between Achi Baba and the
tip

of the peninsula, he

A

wrote the following

:

peculiarity to be noted as regards this last southern
is that from Achi Babi to
Cape Holies the ground

mctor
ia

hollowed out

edges to direct

a spoon, presenting only its outer
from the sea. The inside of the spoon

like

fire

trance to the Straits.

and even from

enemy were

his

Every beach seemed to be
warship Sir Ian Hamilton

well prepared.

he stated the problem thus

In his dispatch

:

Altogether the result of this and subsequent reconnaissances was to convince me that nothing but a thorough

and systematic scheme for flinging the whole of the
troops under my command very rapidly ashore could be
whereas, on the other
expected to meet with success
hand, a tentative or piecemeal programme was bound to
lead to disaster.
The landing of an army upon tho
theatre of operations I have described a theatre
strongly garrisoned throughout and prepared for any
such attempt involved difficulties for which no precedent was forthcoming in military history except
;

The beaches
possibly in the sinister legends of Xerxes.
were either so well defended by works and guns or else
so restricted by Nature that it did not seem possible,
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even by two or three simultaneous landings, to pass the
troops ashore quickly enough to enable them to maintain
themselves against the rapid concentration and counterattack which the enemy was bound in such a case to
attempt. It became necessary, therefore, not only to
land simultaneously at as many points as possible, but
to threaten to land at other points as well.
The first of
these necessities involved another unavoidable if awk-

ward

contingency

the

separation

by

considerable

intervals of the force.

The weather was

also bound to play a vital part in my
been British weather there would have
been no alternative but instantly to give up the adventure. To land two or three thousand men, and then to
have to break off and leave them exposed for a week to
the attacks of 34,000 regular troops, with a hundred guns
at their back, was not an eventuality to be lightly
envisaged. Whatever happened, the weather must always
remain an incalculable factor, but at least by delay till
the end of April we had a fair chance of several days of

landing.

Had

it

consecutive calm.
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2-fl. high, in the middle of which six men
The
sleep.
tents are in six pieces, buttoning together, two each side

and one each end each man carries one piece.
the day they lift up one side and make a sort
;

During

of shade
with it, under which they sit.
Their officers are all Frenchmen, of course
fine, sunburnt, big men; some dark-haired from the south, and
some quite fair, very nice to talk to.
Then there are ordinary French soldiers in khaki, and
Australians, big men these, too ; loose-limbed and bigjawed, riding carelessly rough-coated, ugly horses,
looking all the time as if they might easily fall off. Then
;

theie are British Regulars, Territorials, Marines,
Artillery,
Flying Wing, Sappers, Army Service Corps, and all sorts

Greek soldiers and sailors, peasants men and women
but very few of the latter, all wearing the yashmak.
Wooden shops springing up in all directions run by
loud-voiced Greeks selling fruit, sweets, postcards,
sponges, tinned stuff of

all sorts, whisky,
brandy, beer
(at 2s. 6d. a bottle), their little wooden ijhops half the size
"
of our motor shed, with
Bon Marche " chalked over the

Before finally working out the plan of the
however, it was necessary to redis-

attack,

tribute the troops on the transports, and also to
arrange afresh the stores and supplies upon the

The harbour of Mudros, on the island
Lemnos, was packed with the vessels of the
British and French Expeditionary Forces.
A
vessels.

of

British soldier thus described the scene

:

This place is most weird and interesting just now, with
the Army that has gathered Frenchmen in their blue
tunics and red trousers, Chasseurs d'Afrique, witn their
exquisite Arab horses, Senegalese Infantry, black as my
hat. with funny little tents, 8 ft. long, 4 ft. wide, and

GENERAL

SIR

The

IAN HAMILTON REVIEWING THE AUSTRALIANS AT ZEITUN.

Australian Infantry marching past.

Inset

:

General

Sir Ian

Hamilton.

64-2

THE
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under huge loiuU

ill-room

";

LANDING AT THE DARDANELLES.

mules staggering about

of fodder, supplies, &c.,

ammunition

Kod

Cross wagons, and small boys in hundreds
" PcnmV.
Si^nor, pennie," diving in and out in
crying
imminent danger of their lives. And out in the bay

carts,

battleships, cruisers, destroyers, transport supply ships,

Greek trading schooners by the
huge fiat barges laden with fodder, and everywhere,
like the small boys on shore, dash the little, fussing,
puffing French picket boats or the more dignified English
OHM.
colliers, hospital ships,

score,

All the transports, except those of the
Australian Infantry Brigade and the details
encamped at Lemnos, were ordered to Egypt.

Jan Hamilton, accompanied by his Staff,
proceeded to Alexandria on March 24, and

Sir

"
remaini-d there- until April 7,
working out the
allocation of troops to transports in minutest
as a prelude to the forthcoming disembarcation." The rest of the Headquarters

detail

Staff

came out

direct

from England to Alexan-

arriving on April

dria,

1.

General d'Amade

also went to Egypt,

had

been

where the French force
quartered at Ramleh, a popular

watering-place near Alexandria.

The French camp was most extensive, and
stretched for several miles to the east of Alexandria.

On

the desert on a great plateau surrounded
dunes.

Regiment

marched past

Monday) General
d'Amade presented new colours to two of the
rtv n ints and Sir Ian Hamilton reviewed part
'

in full

;

including the popular 75's, made a fine show ;
and the cavalry rode by with the traditional

dash and brilliance of the French mounted arm.
The Cairo correspondent of The Times after-

wards wrote that " the conduct on duty of the
French troops has been as exemplary as their
bearing

the

at

and

dignified

Easter

creditable."

Monday review wan
There was a great

and in
M.
Albert
Def
ranee, the
by
French Agent, Sir Ian Hamilton said that
Frenchmen " ought to be proud of their
gathering of spectators at the review,
reply to a speech

when they

nationality,

country

realized

that

their

possessed troops like those that

had

just passed before him."

The inspiriting address delivered by General
d'Amade in presenting the colours is worthy of
It was as follows
preservation.
:

In the name of the President of the Republic I place
these flags in your bands.
It is your native land, all of whose children are
to-duy

under arms

April 5 (Easter

by sand

regiment of infantry
formation the artillery,

'after

;

it is

France, the well-beloved,

who

lives in

and boats with hope in their sacred folds
To-day you become their valiant guardians, courageous,
stubborn and disciplined. You swear with me to defend
tlmsc emblems,

>

of the French force.

The review was held

in

tliem until death.

You swear

before our Chief, the Comniander-in-C'hit'f
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A SEAPLANE AT TENEDOS.
of the Allied Forces before the Minister of France, before
the crowd of our compatriots and our friends gathered

together to salute the presentation of those colours under
the Egyptian sky.
You swear, finally, as upon an altar, before their three
colours
the blue of the waves the white of the city, the
red of the blood of our sons and our brothers who have
died for our country. And from to-day your soldiers'
vow confers on these flags the glory with which they shine.

To-morrow, in their turn, it is they that will pour upon
you their sublime radiance when you have planted them
upon the enemy's shore.
Under their folds we shall march to battle hand in hand
with our brave allies. We are righting for the same cause.
By your courage you will write the names of victories
on these flags.

From this very first conl art with the enemy we must
impress upon him our superiority and our will to conquer.
If we fall back we shall inevitably be pinned to the
sea without a possible lin*1 of retreat.
But if we advance along the whole line, that will be
the defeat of the enemy, our dead avenged, our soil
freed in a word, the definite victory of France.
Your choice between the two is made. Forward
!

On

April 7 Sir Ian

his Staff to

Hamilton returned with

Lemnos. where he completed the

In her turn, France will write the 1st Kegirnent de
Marehe d'Afrique and the 6th Regiment mixte Colonial

Book

in her

of Ulory.

Colonels, I hand you these flags.
They are entrusted
by France to the bravery of your regiments.

When
for

the time

Gallipoli,

came

General

to

embark once more

d'Arnade

issued

following General Order dated April 15

The
Force

First

the

:

of the Eastern Expeditionary
disembark and establish itself by force

Division

will shortly

on the enemy's shore.

Return to a cruiser of a Seaplane after making a flight over the Turkish
Inset : An Observation Balloon ascending.

AIR SCOUTING AT THE DARDANELLES.

fortifications.

,///.;
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r/3/KN

served as divisional
nished a squadron which
included two batteries
the
artillery
and
cavalry,

Mounted Brigade. The
of units
29th Division was chiefly composed
had
which
from various overseas stations,

of the 4th (Highland)

drawn
not worked together before

in divisional for-

Division nevermation. Hastily collected, the
a
covered itself with glory, and earned
theless

fame which can never
as follows
86th

It

die.

was constituted

:

Bn>do

Infantry

2nd Royal

:

Fusiliers.

1st

Minister Fusilier*, a,
l,m,-a,hire Fusiliers. 1st, Royal
Fusiliers.
Dublin
1st Royal

Wales BoidwaM,

2nd South
87th Infantry Brigade
Borderers, 1st Royal
King's Own Scottish
:

limis-

1st

Border Regiment.
2nd Hampshire*, 4th Wor88th Infantry Brigade
5th Royal Scots, the lastcester*. Ut Essex, and the

killing Fusiliers,

and

1st

:

named

Imttaliou being Territorials.

The

commanded by

was

Division

29th

Lieutenant -General)
Major-General (afterwards
Hunter-Wcston, who had originally been
A. G.

in charge of the

1

1th Brigade of the 3rd Corps

France and Flanders.
There was next the East Lancashire Territorial Division, which had been undergoing

in

training

in

following

was

Egypt during the
its

composition

The

winter.

:

5th, 6th, 7th and 8th
Lancashire Fusiliers Brigade
Lancashire Fusiliers.
East LancaEast Lancashire Brigade : 4th and 5th
shires, 9th and 10th Manchester.
ManManchester Brigade: 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th
:

chesters.

The next section of the force was represented
of two
by the Royal Naval Division, consisting
Naval Brigades and one Brigade of Royal
A portion of these troops had parMarines.

Antwerp ExpediThe Division was accompanied by an
Next came a conarmoured-car section.
of the Indian troops from
siderable

ticipated in the unsuccessful
tion.

portion

already been enthe Suez
gaged in repelling the attack upon
Canal. Finally, there was the magnificent

Egypt, some

Australian

SIR

IAN HAMILTON,

with
preparation of his plans in conjunction

L".ith

The

varied.

force he

had at

Its basis

his

was the

Division, one of the last available regular

divisions of the original British

Army.

It

had

full divisional strength
only been brought up to
of a Territorial battalion of
inclusion
the
by

excellent quality.

Zealand

Army

Corps,

Lieutenant-General Sir William Riddell Bird-

wood.

Force.

disposal was very

New

and

which had been wintering in Egypt, within
under the command of
sight of the Pyramids,

General Commanding Mediterranean Expeditionary

Admiral de Robeck.

whom had

of

The Surrey Yeomanry

fur-

It included sixteen battalions of

Aus-

four battalions of

New

tralian Infantry,

and

Zealanders, with artillery

and

engineers.

General Birdwood was an able and experienced
soldier

the

who had

special

seen

much

confidence

service,

of

Lord

He had been 'Lord Dundonald's
relief of

officers

and enjoyed
Kitchener.

galloper at the

Ladysmith, and was one

of the first

to enter the beleaguered town.

He was
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Lord Kitchener's Military Secretary during the
later stages of the South African War, and
served him devotedly in the same capacity
during the seven years of his tenure of the
command in India. Afterwards he was appointed to a brigade on the North-West Frontier, but in 1912 became Quartermaster-General
in India, a post he soon exchanged for the

and thankless office of Secretary to the
Government of India in the Army Department.
He had always proved himself equally compedifficult

tent at the desk and in the

a good deal

field.

He had

seen

and served
the
Tirah
of
War
1897-98.
He was
through
wounded
in
South
and
had
Africa,
severely
been

many

of frontier fighting,

mentioned in dispatches.

times

He

held the Orders of the Bath, the Star of
India, the Indian Empire, and the D.S.O., the
last-named having been won in the Mohmand

Expedition in 1908. He gained the confidence
of the Australian troops from the outset,
and Sir Ian Hamilton declared in the following August

that he

had been " the

soul

of

Anzac."

\EIlwtt

The Australians were very tired of being
cooped up on the transports, and were said to
"
be
anxious to get ashore and stretch their
limbs in a real

fight,

when

their

LIEUT.-GEN. SIR W. R
Commander of the Australian

Army

& Fry

BIRDWOOD,
New Zealand

and

Corps.

temporary
discomforts will be forgotten."

One

of

them

wrote home.:

Wo

are having an iron time ; we live in an iron ship,
sleep on an iron floor, have nothing to eat but iron
rations, and now, to crown all, I hear we are commanded
"
"
by a fellow called Iron Hamilton.

The French Expeditionary Force was composed of Fusiliers Marins, battalions of the
excellent Colonial

Army

(consisting partly of

white troops, and partly of Senegal Tirailleurs
and other native troops), and other units

drawn from the garrisons of the French
General Joffre
possessions in North Africa.
had been unwilling to weaken his forces by
detaching men from his reserves in France, but
General d'Amade had an admirable body of
troops, who did valiant service when the
The nominal
great day of the landing arrived.
chiefly

total of the force at Sir Ian Hamilton's disposal

represented three

somewhat weak and

diver-

army corps (120,000 men). Considerably
fewer than the number named actually took
part in the Battle of the Landing.
sified

The

LIEUT.-GEN. A. G. HUNTER-WESTON,
Commander

of the 29th Division.

precise

number

of the

Turkish forces

concentrated in the Gallipoli Peninsula at the
time of the attack on April 25 remained un"
known. Sir Ian Hamilton spoke of
34,000
regular troops with a hundred guns at their

A VIEW OF ONE OF THE ANZAC LANDING-PLACES.
the beach.
Quantities of stores are stacked on
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back," but the remark apparently related cither
to the forces in position at the time of his first
reconnaissance

or

the

to

of

strength

the

resistance likely to be expected at the extreme

end

of the peninsula.

A

correspondent, writing
from Constantinople on March 8, said that there
"
"
were
35,000 Turkish troops
supposed to be
at the Dardanelles, but that within the pre-

One
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of the great misfortunes of this isolated

campaign at the Dardanelles, so remote from
the other earlier theatres of the war, was
that

it

the

local

and

with,

originated

men who had no

forward by,

difficulties.

was

pressed

clear notion of

Ministers

in

England

looked constantly to the end which was sought,
and never to the means by which it was to be

Some

ceding fortnight many more had been sent down,
while more were being brought from Smyrna.

attained.

On March

29 the Sultan of Turkey issued a
decree constituting the German General Liman

glamour

von Sanders Commander-in-Chief of the forces
at the Dardanelles, which were designated the

peared to think that failure

Fifth Army.
Marshal von der Goltz, an old
and famous friend of the Turks, was given the

Lord Kitchener, already overwhelmed with
other work, seems to have given the expedition

control of another

Army

concentrated around

others

policy,

the prospect

of

stantinople

by

blessing,

hand

No

no General

who were

one even cared to inquire.

Mudros and in Egypt, constantly sent
reinforcements to the Dardanelles. They also
developed then* defences with feverish haste
throughout the same period. A Special Correspondent of The Times at Athens estimated
that the total number of effectives upon which
the Turks could actually draw at this period for
the Dardanelles amounted to about 275,000.

This included the
stantinople,

and

Army
certain

stationed near Conunite

at

Smyrna.

What

proportion of these was definitely sent
to the Dardanelles before the Battle of the

Landing

was

not

known.

was

There

no

question that the assailants found the Turks
in stronger force

expected.
substantial

who
tion.

and better posted than they

found that they included
They
German contingents of picked men,
also

greatly strengthened the Turkish opposiIt may be noted that Sir Ian Hamilton

stated that the Australians alone were being

attacked near

Gaba Tepe by

20,000 Turks by
the 25th
and this

11 a.m. on the morning of
number was afterwards increased

A

Sofia report,

Turkish

forces

dated April
"
assembled

;

to

24,000.

put the total
to oppose the

30,

"
invading troops on the European side at over

150,000.

In

all

the circumstances set forth in this

chapter and in Chapter XCIL, ought the
Allied attack of April 25 to have been delivered
at all

?

The question will probably be disputed

by military historians for centuries to come.
It is equally probable tliat in the majority of
cases

the verdict will be that the attempt

should not have been made.

and

possible,

to give expert advice.

Staff in existence.

virtually

the

one ap-

little

thought

at

No

was

very
There

in

what was going on

capturing Con-

but to have given

There can be no doubt that
Constantinople.
throughout the early weeks of April the Turks,
fully inf onned of

of

British prowess.

there was no one at

Ms

them were thinking of
the mere

of

were attracted by

earlier

it

stages.

was

campaign showed two
showed that at the beginning of
1915 there was a very grave lack of co-ordination in the strategy of the Allies, for it was

The

things.

Dardanelles
It

soon no secret that both General Joffre and Sir

John French disliked the scheme. It further
showed that those in London who were responsible for the higher strategy of the British

share in the war were not acting with sufficient
prudence or foresight, or even with reasonable
see political visions, but they
to the more prosaic side of

They could

skill.

paid small heed

They flung the Fleet against
Dardanelles
in defiance of the salutary
the
that
doctrine
ships should not attack forts
grand strategy.

unless

they were

assured

of

land

support.

They then, having committed nearly every
conceivable error at sea, proceeded to endeavour
to take one of the most formidable positions

by the Allies during the war
with a hotch-potch Army. The description
implies not the slightest reflection upon the

encountered

extraordinarily gallant troops who fought at
the Dardanelles. Their courage was sublime,

but their organization as an attacking force
was makeshift and piecemeal. The troops

were hurriedly collected. The Staff was selected
The Army did not know the

almost at random.
Staff,

the Staff did not

know

the

Army.

It

may

be said that these conditions were inevit-

able,

and that no other course was poss ble at
The argument is just, but it

the moment.

does not answer the criticism that in ordering
the attack no thought was given to the in-

adequacy

of the

means employed.

The proper

TWB8
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LANDING PARTY
line of original inquiry

"Can we
we

take the Dardanelles?" but

our disposal

?

"

The

IN

should have been not

take the Dardanelles with the forces
authorities

in

OF THE WAV.

Hlx'IOHY,

"Can
now at

London

were right when they argued at the beginning of
191"> that they must not weaken Sir John

They were wrong when they tacitlydecided that any inexperienced units would
do for the Dardanelles. They did, in fact,
eventually weaken Sir John French, not in men,
but in munitions for there was one period,
though it did not last very long, when supplies
French.

;

BOATS GOING ASHORE.
which were

sufficiently

recounted in Chapter

XCII.

The only other observation which

make

sary to

it is

neces-

at this stage of the narrative

is

that after the failure of the great naval attack
on March 18 the whole question of the Dardanelles

sidered

have been carefully reconby experts in London. The repulse of
should

the battleships, the revelation of the strength
of the defences, the mistake about the transports,

furnished

all

convincing

reasons

for

needed in France were going to the Mediter-

discussing afresh whether the enterprise should
be prosecuted further or abandoned. The

ranean.

Allies could

The argument afterwards advanced that the
attack on the Dardanelles relieved the pressure
upon Egypt and upon our troops in Mesopo-

of

tamia was never admissible.

There was no

pressure upon Egypt when the new campaign
was ordered. One of the very reasons put

forward in favour of the Dardanelles adventure

was that the Army in Egypt was wasting its
There was no serious pressure upon the
time.

Army

in

Mesopotamia.

It

had established

at Kurna, at the junction of the Tigris
with the old channel of the Euphrates, and it

itself

there.

No

Minister and no expert dreamed in the

first

might

months

very

well

have

stayed

of 1915 of suggesting that the needs of

Egypt or Mesopotamia required an
attack upon the Dardanelles. The campaign
was decided on for entirely different reasons,

either

have changed their plans at the end

March without

without

creating

impression in Asia.

serious loss of prestige,

any

gravely

Apparently there was never

any such serious reconsideration.
"

gate

and

unfavourable

theories of attack

still

"

Bull-at-a-

held the

field.

Mr. Winston Churchill was at the height of his
ardour, and most of the other Ministers were
"
compartacquiescent without inquiry. The
"
ment system of control continued to prevail
the Cabinet. The only marked development was the formulation of new and still
wilder schemes of naval attack, which for-

in

tunately
Sir

came to naught.

Ian Hamilton's

final

plan for the Battle of

the Landing can be very simply stated. He
resolved to effect his principal landings at the

very tip of the peninsula, upon either side of
('ape

Helles.

The troops were

to

advance
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against the village of Krithia,

and afterwards

A

to carry the height of Achi Baba.

second

main landing was to be made by the Australians and New Zealanders a little to the north
(laba Tepe.

They were to advance over the
iivide between Sari Bair and the Kilid Bahr

of

plateau (Pasha Dagh) in the direction of the
town of Maiclos. It was hoped that the force

advancing by way of Krithia and Achi Baba
would get into touch with the Australians, and
that positions would be won from which the
Narrows could be dominated. So greatly was
the strength of the enemy's defences under-

estimated that

many
by

officers that

nightfall

the

was

it

expedition

by

Achi Baba would be crowned

on the

slopes of Achi

seriously expected

first

was

Six months later

day.

still

Baba from

contemplating the
no union

afar, while

had been effected by land between the southern

and the Australians.
The different landing-places

force

selected

further described in greater detail.
five

around the end

must be

There were

of the peninsula,

respectively S, V,

W, X, and

lian landing-place

was

Y.

lettered Z.

named

The AustraOf the

five

453

beaches near Cape Helles, V,

W, and

X wore to

be main landings, while the attacks at S and
Y were described by Sir Ian Hamilton as being
intended

"

mainly to protect the flanks, to
disseminate the forces of the enemy, and to
interrupt the landing of his reinforcements."

Beach S was near Eski

Hissarlik,

at

the

eastern extremity of Morto Bay. It was small,
was practically within the entrance to the
Straits, and was at first commanded by guns
on the Asiatic side. Just above the beach,

on the high ground

at Eski Hissarlik Point,

stood the ruined fortifications

known

as

De

Tott's Battery, built in the eighteenth century.

Beach

V

was

close to

Cape

Helles,

and neaf

battery of Sedd-el-Bahr. It was des
cribed by Sir Tan Hamilton as " a sandy beach,

the

about 300 yards across, facing a semi-circle

of

steeply rising ground, as the flat bottom of a
half-saucer faces the rim, a rim flanked on one
side

by an old
The "

fort."

castle,

on the other by a modern

old castle

ancient structure
"
the New Castle

"

known

was, of course, the
to

the

Turks

as

Europe." The castle
stood at the south-eastern end of th? beach.
of

LANDING TROOPS AND HORSES AT BEACH
[From a Photograph taken from the SS. "Clyde."}

V.

643
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OF THE WAR.

WITH THE AUSTRALIANS.

A

telephone station.

An

operator

is

at

work on the

right.

near the village of Sedd-el-Bahr, which was on
The modern fort, known as Fort
a bluff.

beach the ground rises precipitously, but in
the centre a number of sand dunes afford a

No. 1, was on another bluff at the other end.
The bombardment had already reduced the
castle to a battered ruin, while the fort was

more gradual access to the ridge overlooking
into
the sea." The Turks turned Beach

badly knocked about,

The

action.

its

guns being out of

ruins of both buildings afforded

excellent shelter for sharpshooters,

able to

command

who were

the whole scene of the landing

itself was ten yards
wide and 350 yards long, afterwards rising in a
low sandy escarpment four feet high, and
almost sheer, which afforded shelter of priceless

at this spot.

value

in

the

The beach

battle.

Beyond were

slightly

W

a regular death-trap by a cunning
trenches and wire entanglements.

near the beach was in

its

turn

system of

The

ridge

commanded

by-

two strong infantry redoubts near the point
marked 138 on the map.
Beach X was on the northern side of Cape
Tekke, and was distinguished by a small
break in the

cliffs.

It consisted of

"a

strip

sand some 200 yards long by eight yards
wide at the foot of a low cliff." It was to
of

were commanded from the ruins and from

some extent commanded by Turkish trenches
on the adjacent hill marked 114.
Beach Y was immediately to the west of
"
a narrow strip of
Krithia, and was merely

and the whole position proved to be
a veritable amphitheatre of death.

sand at the foot of a crumbling scrub-covered
cliff some 200 feet high."
From the sea the

concave grassy slopes, reaching a height of
about a hundred feet, and having a radius of
three or four hundred yards.

Beach and

slopes

trenches,

W

Beach
was a small sandy bay, between
Cape Helles and Cape Tekke. It consisted,
"
a strip of
according to Sir Ian Hamilton, of
deep, powdery sand some 350 yards long and
from

fifteen to forty

diately south of

yards wide, situated imme-

Tekke Burnu, where a small

gully running

down

break in the

cliffs.

to the sea opens out a
On either flank of the

cliff

the

had looked to
heights

number

them

Sir

Ian Hamilton not unlike

Abraham,

of small gullies

of the cliff

were so

of

near

Quebec. A
the face

running down

gave access to the summit, but they
that the Turks never thought

difficult

The consequence was that
Y at all. They
had a strong force of infantry, backed by
practicable.

they did not defend Beach
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machine guns, posted at Beach Y2, midway
between X and Y
but Y2 was not attacked

slowly through the maze of vessels and out of
the bay. Transport after transport followed.

by the
The

The bands

original

Beach Z near Gaba Tepe, the

bluejackets lined

point

selected

as

and the eager troops answered
It was an inspiring scene, and
every heart was full of hope.
The whole of the Fleet and the transports
had been constituted into five divisions, and it
required great skill to get the whole immense

;

British.

the

for

landing-place

the

Australians, was not attacked owing to a
fortunate mistake.
It was described as a
and
difficult
rugged
part of the coast, so rugged
that it was not expected to be defended. Sir

Ian Hamilton, in describing the landing of the
Australians

and New Zealanders, stated

:

to the tows having failed to maintain their
exact direction the actual point of disembarcation WB<

Owing

rather more than a mile north of that which I had
selected,

and was more

Although

cliffs.

this

closely

accident

difficulty of driving the

enemy

overhung by steeper
increased the initial
the heights inland,

played them out, the
up and cheered with wild

of the Fleet

enthusiasm,

with a

will.

assemblage out of the bay and in position on
the open sea. The next rendezvous was the
island

of

April 24.

Tenedos, which was reached on
There the troops designated for the

off

to have been a blessing in
inasmuch as the actual base of the force of
occupation has been much better defiladed from shell
it

has since proved

itself

disguise,
fire.

The beach on which the landing was actually

effected

a very narrow strip cf sand, about 1,000 yards in
length, bounded on the north and the south by two
small promontories.
At its southern extremity a deep
ravine, with exceedingly steep, scrub-clad sides, runs
inland in a north-easterly direction.
Near the northern
ond of the beach a small but steep gully runs up into the
is

hills

at right angles to the shore.
Between the ravine
of the beach is backed by the

and the gully the whole

seaward face of the spur which forms the north-western
From the top of the spur the ground
falls almost sheer except near the southern limit of the
beach, where gentler slopes give access to the mouth of
the ravine behind.
Farther inland lie in a tangled
knot the under-features of Sari Bair, separated by
deep ravines, which take a most confusing diversity of
direction.
Sharp spurs, covered with dense scrub, and

side of the ravine.

away in many places in precipitous sandy cliffs,
radiate from the principal mass of the mountain, from
which they run north-west, west, south-west, and south
to the coast
falling

.

It will be observed that the plan of attack

included two feints, those at Beaches S and Y.

A

French regiment also contributed a
Kum Kale, on the Asiatic

landing at

feint
side,

by
an

exploit which will bo dealt with in due course.

A much

more imposing

feint

12-INCH SHELLS

ON BOARD A

BRITISH

BATTLESHIP.

was made a day or

near Enos, close to the mouth of the
Maritza River and only twelve miles from

attack were transferred to the battleships and
mine-sweepers from which they were to land.

Bulgarian territory. A squadron of warships
covered a sham landing which resulted in several

Some of the battleships were detailed to cover
the landing, others were to steam closer inshore
and land the troops in small boats. Every

two

earlier

sasualties.

for

it

Press,

The

feint

had the desired

result,

was enormously exaggerated in the
and led to doubts about the real inten-

tion of the Allies.

The doubts did not long continue, for the
demonstration near Enos was the prelude to
the appearance of a vast armada. Mudros Bay
had been once more packed with shipping.
There were dozens of transports crammed with
troops, and a great array of battleships and
At five o'clock on the afternoon of
cruisers.
April 23 the

first of

the mighty liners steamed

had been worked out and rehearsed, each
and man knew his post and the duties
assigned to him. The landing operations were

detail

officer

Royal Navy, under the direction
Admiral de Robeck. On most of the war-

in charge of the
of

ships, during the afternoon of the 24th,

ship's

the

company and the troops were assembled

on the quarterdeck to hear the captain read
out Admiral de Robeck's proclamation to the
combined forces. This was followed by a last
service before

battle,

in

which the chaplain

////;
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The Australian landing must, how

record.

Attention

later.
ever, be described in detail

must first be paid to the various landings at
Of these, the two
the end of the Peninsula.
feints at

Y were timed for dawn,
Beaches V, W and X

Beaches S and

while the first troops for

TO to reach the shore at 5.30 a.m., after half
an hour's preliminary bombardment by the
The time fixed could not in all cases be
Fleet.
i

strictly

adhered

to.

The landings at the end

of

the Peninsula

were under the immediate direction of RearAdmiral R. E. Wemyss, C.M.G., M.V.O., wh-~e
squadron consisted of the following

:

Battleships Swiftaure, Implacable, Cornwall!*, Albion,
Vengeance, Lord Nelson, nml I'rince George. Cruisers
fleet
Euryalus, Talbot, Minerva, and Dublin
sweepers and 14 trawlers.
:

:

;

'

Punctually at 5 a.m. the covering battleships
began to bombard the enemy's positions at
Simulon the promontory.
feint
was
delivered
at
first

various points
taneously the

S Beach, close to
2nd Lieut. H. V. H.

THROSSELL,

Australian 10th Light Horse,
offered

of the

who won

the

a prayer for victory and asked

divine blessing on the expedition.

The

V.C.

for the

The

jackets and troops stood with uncovered

blue-

and

bowed heads during these solemn moments

of

intercession.

The night was calm and the sea

unruffled.

De

Tott's ruined battery.

purpose consisted
Borderers
South
Wales
of the 2nd
(less one
2nd
detachment
of
the
London
a
company) and
force designated for this

Company R.E., the whole numbering about
700 rank and file. The force was commanded

Field

Lieut. -Colonel Casson,

by

and was

carried in

The
trawlers convoyed by H.M.S. Cornwallis.
trawlers were conducted into Morto Bay by
B.

Towards midnight the ships bearing the troops
quietly left Tenedos, each towing cutters and

Lieutenant-Commander

other small craft, and steamed slowly towards
Cape Helles, which was the final rendezvous.

current flowing out of the Straits, and it required
much skill to bring the vessels into the necessary

They drew

station

close to the Gallipoli Peninsula just

before daybreak.
"

Ian Hamilton,

was no

sign of

"

The morning," said Sir
was absolutely still
there
;

life

on the shore

;

a thin

veil of

mist hung motionless over the promontory
the surface of the sea was as smooth as glass."

The honour

of being the first

men

;

to land

on the

Gallipoli Peninsula on the morning of
the great battle rests with the Australians.

Ralph

and to

effect the

troops into small boats.

only

Janvrin,

They were carried astray by the swift

R.N.

under

fire

from

transhipment of the
The force was not

the

shore

near Eski

Hissarlik Point, but also from guns posted

on

the Asiatic side of the Straits, though the latter
were ultimately diverted by the French landing
at

Kum Kale.

For

his services at this juncture

Lieutenant-Commander Janvrin received the

boat was close to the beach beyond
Gaba Tepe when it was greeted with a sharp

Service Order, and Admiral
de Robeck noted in his dispatch that " he
showed great judgment and coolness under

outburst of

fire,

Their

being

first

still

rifle

dim.

at 4.53 a.m., the light

fire

The next moment the boat was

grating on the sand, and a Special Correspondent
with the Australians afterwards wrote that the
first

6.5

a.m.

accurate,
earlier

and carried out a

success."

By

difficult

task witli

much

7.30 a.m. the whole party was

ashore, with a

Anglo-Saxon

loss of about 50 killed and
The enemy had a trench on the
beach, which was quickly carried. The gallant

the last Crusade was bayonetted at
The statement was not strictly

Borderers gradually made their way up the
cliffs, and by 10 a.m. had reached Be Tott's

Ottoman Turk to

steel since

Distinguished

for

the

receive

bayonet was used in the
but the hour deserves

naval landings

;

wounded.

Battery. There
across the bluff,

they entrenched

themselves

and by the afternoon they

felt
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SOME MEN OF THE AUSTRALIAN
well able to hold their

own

10th

LIGHT HORSE IN THEIR TRENCHES.
The other

against the 2,000

Turks who were

Towards
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feint at

Beach Y, on the other

side,

to be

opposing
evening the Turks attacked, but were repulsed
with the aid of fire from the Cornwallis and the

of the peninsula, opposite Krithia,

Lord Nelson.

and the Plymouth (Marine) Battalion of the
Royal Naval Division. It was commanded
by Lieutenant-Colonel Koe, and had great good
luck at the outset. The troops were carried on
the cruisers Amethyst and Sapphire, and

them.

Next day the enemy again

tried

to dislodge them, but were again driven back
with the help of the warships. On the 27th

the French took over the position.

The
of

first

feint

was,

therefore,

productive

even better results than had been anti-

cipated, for the right

wing

of the landing

securely held from the outset.

was particularly helpful at

The naval

this landing.

was
fire

a far
of

stiffer task.

the

1st

King's

the transports

The

The landing

Own

proved

force consisted

Scottish

Borderers,

Braemar Castle and Southland.

squadron was escorted by the battleship Goliath, and all were oft Cape Tekke,
about 7,000 yards south-west of Beach Y,
little

OF THE WAP.
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BRITISH TROOPS

The Turks,

ENCAMPED ON BEACH
countered

Y2, whom

of

infantry,

\vith

daylight.

machine

and

Hotchkiss

infantry from

the Turkish

as

ha- been already stated, never foresaw a landThey had a large force
ing at Beach Y at all.

some time before

W.

he immediately attacked.

Beaoh

A vigorous

and it was rapidly
more than two battalions

engagement developed,

made

plain that

would be required to force a path southwards
Nor was that all.

guns, entrenched at Beach Y2, a couple of
The consequence
miles nearer Cape Tekke.

at that particular juncture.

was that Colonel Koe was able to get all his
men on shore without any opposition. They were
rowed and towed for a considerable distance

from the
seen advancing towards Beach
direction of the village of Krithia.
Colonel

from

the

actual

landing-point.

Half

the

Scottish Borderers were taken ashore at the
first

trip,

second

and the other

trip,

afterwards.
carried out,

organization,

half followed at the

the Marines being landed directly

The landing was very smartly
and was an admirable piece of
which

earned

from Admiral de Robeck.

special

praise

There was, indeed,
The Turkf were less

great need for rapidity.
than an hour's march away,

and the

cliffs

were

so steep that there had always been a doubt

whether they were really scaleable at all.
the beach been defended there can be

Had

doubt that the heights would never
have been reached. Had there been slowness
little

in landing, the force

might have been thrown
into confusion when the Turks came
hurrying
was, the men swarmed up the gullies
and were soon hauling reserves of
water, food, and ammunition to the top.
The Goliath began a bombardment in order
up.

As

it

like cats,

to cover them, but at that stage
from the sea was needed.

Later in the day a large force of Turks was

Y

Koe gave

the order to entrench,

time received a
caused his death.

and about

this

wound which subsequently
The force was now almost

and was in a very perilous position.
The enemy were in greatly superior numbers,
and they brought up some field guns which
did much execution. The warships could
outflanked,

give small aid.

From

the top of the

ground sloped downwards.

The

cliffs

the

British were

beginning to discover the disadvantages of
the scooped-out spoon-like formation of the
ground near the end of the peninsula. Both

they and their foes had become invisible to
the anxious watchers on the ships, who did
their

best,

but could not see their target.

The Turks attacked again and again during
the afternoon and evening, in ever-increasing
strength.
They threw bombs into the British
their

trenches,

incessant

fire,

and

field

maintained

guns

their vigorous tactics

unmistakable signs of

German

an

showed

direction.

The

help

Borderers and Marines fought valiantly like
the heroes they were. They charged repeatedly

to Colonel Koe were that if he
a landing safely he was at once to
march back along the coast and try to effect a

with the bayonet, and drove back the Turks
time after time. Great gaps were made in

junction with the force which was coming ashore
at Beach X, near Cape Tekke. As soon as

never quailed against the heavy odds.
All night long the unequal fight continued.
The Turks were no contemptible foes. They

little

The orders

effected

he had got both his battalions on the
heights,
therefore, he set out in the prescribed direction.
Before he had gone very

far,

however, he en-

their

were

own

ranks, but their indomitable spirit

full of

daring and resource.

of the darkness they actually

Under cover

managed

to lead
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a pony with a machine-gun on its back into the
middle of the British defences. They were
just about to bring the

gun into

action, with

consequences which might have been disastrous,

when their presence was discovered, and they
were swiftly bayoneted. Dawn broke on a
mournful sight. The losses had been great,
and Sir Ian Hamilton afterwards acknowledged
that they were

"

deplorable."

Many

officers

gone down. The Scottish Borderers
had been reduced by half their strength. It
was true that the Turks had also suffered

had

heavily,

but they were constantly able to

up more men. The position of the
British had become desperate.
They were
completely worn out by continuous fighting.
They were no longer able to man their trenches
The question of reinin sufficient numbers.
forcements was considered, but by 7 a.m.
it seemed possible that they might be overwhelmed before further help could arrive.
bring

Reluctantly, therefore, the order to re-embark
as quickly as possible was given.
The

them

attendant warships were the Goliath, and the
Sapphire, and Amethe ground behind the
and prevented the eager Turks

[Russell.

cruisers Talbot, Dublin,

thyst.
toj) of

They
the

shelled

cliffs,

from advancing to the edge. The result was
that only a few snipers were able to harass the

A

small

and devoted

re-embarking troops.
rearguard of the Scottish Borderers also greatly
helped to keep the enemy at bay, and did not

REAR-ADMIRAL
Who

directed

the

R.

E.

landings at
Peninsula.

Ambulance Men

the

end

of

the

moment.
was
that
all the
really surprising thing
wounded, as well as the stores and ammunition,
were ever got away at all. The force which
descend the

cliffs

until the last possible

The

AFTER ONE OF THE LANDINGS.
British Field

WEMYSS,

dressing the

wounds of Turkish

Soldiers.
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THl-

01'

IIIX'HUIY

Y

as

probably owed its rescue
much to the courage and energy of Lieut.('onunander Adrian St. Vincent Keyes, R.X..
landed at Beach

H

to

for

anybody.
the smartness

for the

chiefly

subsequent rr-einl;aren-

Ian Hamilton thus acknowledged

his services

:

Lieutenant -Commander Keyes
iriilliintry,

Y

Beach

responsible

landing and

of the original

(liciency of the

<

Sir

tion.

He was

and ability. The
was largely due to

sl:ow,-,l

sucrr-ss

his

..I

good

^i-fiil
tli<-

ronlm^.--,

landing cm

services.

When

their 10
circumstances compelled the force landed
n-smim- nn.l
re-embark, this ollicer showed exceptional
that ditli-iilt
leadership in snccessfully conducting
operation.

Admiral de Robeek expreased

z
o

currence,

u

Lieut. -Commander

Keyes

\\MS

rewarded with the Distinguished Service Order.
In estimating the action at Beach Y, it has

remembered that

to be

1

and

his entire con-

and that

its

it

was

largely a feint,

to protect
principal objects were

the flanks, to disseminate the enemy's, forces,

and

to

o
s
tn

To

this

was at least partially successful, for
who might
it held up a large number of Turks
thrown
otherwise have been
against the main
It may
of
the
attacks at the end
peninsula.
was
much
too
that
be reasonably said
expected
That the enemy would have been massed
of it.
extent

O
z

reinforcements.

his

delay

it

upon Krithia WHS
and
that these two
always fairly
would thus be
battalions
extremely isolated
was also
flank
attack
exposed to a strong
Beach
inarch
on
X,
to
The
order
fairly plain.
in

considerable

strength

obvious,

u

ad

S
<
a
j
ta

Q
a
Ed
en

which apparently ignored the strong force of
the enemy posted at Beach Y2, suggested
inadequate air scouting. It also suggested a
been
great danger that the column might have

any beach at all. This would
almost inevitably have happened had not
Colonel Koe come to blows so speedily with the
Turks from Beach Y2. The landing at Beach Y
cut off from

was the only attack which failed, but though
Sir Ian Hamilton afterwards observed that the

make good the ground won
was unfortunate, the right conclusion appears
to be that the force was too weak for its allotted
task, and that its weakness should have been
tactical failure to

foreseen.

Considering its plight, arrangements
should have been made earlier for its relief
;

but

it

must

also be noted that its partial failure

had no adverse effect upon the main operations.
Of the main landings, that at Beach X, just
north of Cape Tekke, was the most immediately
it was accomplished with
The beach was narrow and

successful, because

hardly any

loss.
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THE TRANSPORT "RIVER CLYDE" AS "THE NEW HORSE OF TROY.'
She landed British troops on Gallipoli by running ashore, and poured out her cargo of men from
doors cut in her side.

the

cliff

was low, so that the guns

ships could be used with excellent

of the wareffect.

The

landing force consisted of two companies
and a machine-gun section of the 1st Royal
Fusiliers, who had been embarked on the
The Turks were enbattleship Implacable.
trenched on the cliff, and they had constructed
first

operations undertaken from Beach X. His
task was to endeavour to get into touch with
the force which was simultaneously landing on

Beach W.

But

W

Beach
force was temand meanwhile Hill 114, on

-the

porarily held up,

which the Turks were entrenched, intervened
and was found to be a difficult obstacle. The

'

bomb-proof

shelters.

At dawn H.M.8.

Swift-

Royal

advanced firmly

Fusiliers

for a

thousand

sure (Captain C. Maxwell-Lefroy, R.N.), which
was the covering ship, began a fierce bombard-

yards or so, and were then heavilv counterattacked by the Turks. Their right wing was

ment

C.

rather badly exposed,

an

fire

of the

cliff.

At

5.52 a.m. Captain

H.

lx>ckyer, R.N., took the Implacable, with

unchor down, to within 500 yards of the beach,
being the six-fathom limit. Sir Ian

this

Hamilton remarked that " the Implacable's
boldness was much admired by the Army."
She smothered the cliff with her 12-inch shells,

and the foreshore with 6-inch shrapnel. The
storm of fire was so intense that not a Turk
dared show his head. It was afterwards found
that the shells had done very little damage to
the trenches, though the ground around them
was full of craters. But the bombardment

served

its

purpose, and in two trips the Fusiliers

were safely ferried ashore. They were accompanied by a beach working party furnished by

Anson Battalion of the Royal Naval
Division.
The landing was completed by
7 a.m.
The beach master was Major W. T. C.
Jones, D.S.O., R.M.L.I., who was commended
in dispatches for his services.
Admiral de
Robeck said that "the manner in which this
landing was carried out might well serve as a
the

and came under strong
battery established near Krithia.
The position of the battery was made out, and
signals were sent to the Implacable, which
from a

field

swiftly silenced

it

;

but meanwhile the Turkish

counter-attack had forced the Royal Fusiliers
to give ground.
Two more battalions (of the
87th Brigade) were hurried ashore, and Hill 114
was then cleared of the enemy. At 11.30 a.m.
the Royal Fusiliers joyfully joined hands with
a portion of the splendid 1st Battalion of the

Lancashire Fusiliers, from Beach
slopes of the

hill.

W, on the
Yet the Turks remained

undaunted, and counter-attacked again from
positions farther inland.
They could not break
the union between the two forces, but they
pressed back General Marshall's brave troops

almost to the edge of the

cliffs.

Nothing on

that great day ever dismayed any of the units
of the 29th Division.
The men, with their

backs to the sea and their faces to the

foe,

were

incomparably
They hastily dug themselves into shelter trenches, determined to hang
resolute.

cost.
When night fell they were
the
holding
ground for half a mile round their

on at any

model."
the

Brigadier-General Marshall, commanding
87th Brigade, was in control of the military

landing-place,

and

their lines reached as far as

Hill 114. Cenenil Marshnll
lif

I

MIC el

\\imilrrful

tin- inns!

in

1

1

Hamilton wrote

So Mmiv. in
10 Turku may

and

was wounded during

my

i-

it

lia< r\ IT

on

IIOMI*.

in his

wrtv

dispatch

tin- (lofoiiros uf

ciiiiviotiiiii

that

Sir

Army.

I'.ritish

:

HoiuOi \V that

them

'!! ILIIVO ciui-iiirrcil

linn

(><>!.

other MiKhrr

liii-l.

and heroic exploits

the

no

iin|iri>jrimWr.
tiniT foal uf arms

hy tin- Hriti>h soldier or any
than the storming of thi-*r tranche- from
a-'hiiA

the- ninrniiiL'

of April 25.

The beach was practically in a bay enclosed
hills, and the way out of it led through a
rather narrow gully.
The Turks had fully
expected a landing at tin's point, and had prepared for it with every device at their com-

They had

mand.

On

"

it was to the complete lack of the senses of
danger or of fear of this daring battalion that
we owed our astonishing success." The bat-

talion

was carried to Cape Helles

laid

both land mines and

the edge of the sea they had

for the

on the beach and the whole

fire

The heights overlooking the beach

gave sheltered

which the naval

on

fire

access.

Machine guns,

could not search out, had

in holes in the cliffs

and trained

the

hedge of barbed wire. Once the
assailants had emerged from the cup-like
bay,
they were instantly exposed to fire from two
strong infantry redoubts near Hill 138. The
redoubts were in turn protected by wire
entanglements 20 ft. broad, and their fire

swept a bare open zone w liich had to be crossed
in
attacking them. From these redoubts
another strong wire entanglement had been
c.irried to

the edge of the

cliff,

thus making

W

communication between Beach
and the
adjacent Beach V impossible until the redoubts
had been taken. Add to these defences a host
of snipers concealed behind
every sand dune
tuft of grass, and it was not sur-

and every

W

prising that the Turks firmly believed Beach
to bo able to resist
any attack. The position

had one very slight weakness. There were
rocks at the two ends of the
bay which gave
just a small foothold.
From these rocks, and
especially

Tekke,

it

from those on the left under
Cape
was possible partially to enfilade the

-fences.
To this tiny loophole the success
eventually achieved against enormously heavy
odds was in great measure due.
di

The

battalion which

won undying fame

W

at

the storming of Beach
was the 1st Battalion
Ijmcashire Fusiliers, which was commanded

by Major Bishop.

Sir

Ian Hamilton wrote that

At

ashore.

of the defences,

found that neither the wire entanglements
nor the trenches had suffered serious damage.

At

6 a.m. the great

picket-boats

started

each

abreast,

with troops.

moment

arrived.

the

for

shore

Eight
in

lino

drawing four cutters packed
In shallow water the picket
-

off, and the cutters were rowed to
the beach. The central lines of boats made

boats cast

few

been concealed

men

which was continued for nearly an hour. The
result was disappointing, for it was afterwards

straight

gully

of carrying the

duty

5 a.m. the covering battleships opened a terrific

stretched concealed barbed wire in the shallow

were covered with entrenchments, to which the

in the cruiser

Kuryalus, and, as early as 4 a.m. had got into
the ship's cutters and picket-boats desigiiiil ed

constructed a broad wire entanglement along
the whole length of the beach. They had even
waters.

W.-ill.

i'il

by

sea mines.
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middle

the

slightly

Helles, while

Cape
for

for

swerved
the

rocks

of

to

the

the

beach.

right,

A

nearer

eight boats pulled direct

under

With

Tekke.

Cape

party was Brigadier-General Hare,
commanding the 88th Brigade. All this time
this

last

the Turks had held their

no sound.

As the

first

and had made

fire,

boat reached the beach

a tremendous converging fusillade burst
upon
men of Lancashire. The_y were
swept with gusts of lead from rifles and machinethe dauntless

and with a rain of small shells from hidden
pom-poms. Almost the whole of the first
guns,

lines of men who threw themselves
upon the
wire entanglements were swept
away. In a
few moments the edge of the sea was strewn
with prostrate forms. So rapid was the
slaughter
that the watchers on the distant
warsliips
"
could not realize what was

Why

happening

"
resting ?
they exclaimed. The
gallant fellows were resting, it was true, but

are our

theirs

men

was already the long last rest of death
many cases. Yet those who still

in far too

lived in the midst

blenched.

hacked

Led by

their

way

of the

leaden hail never

their brave
fiercely

officers,

and

through the wire entanglements.
at this stage to the fire of the

they

breathlessly

Few

replied

Their
one thought was to burst the barrier, and to
seek a less exposed position
upon that deathstrewn beach. It was at this terrible moment

enemy.

that the company which had deviated to tinrocks beneath Cape Tekke
helped to save a

menacing

situation.

They had

to

a great

extent escaped the cross-fire, and had been
skilfully landed on the rocks.
Some men
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VIEW IN FRONT OF GABA TEPE.

A
clambered up the

ravine lined with dug-outs and walls of sandbags.

cliff-side,

searched out the

burrowed holes, and
machine-gun
the
bayoneted
gunners to a man. Others
turned the end of the wire entanglements and
sections in

began a rapid enfilading

the Turks.

upon
The slaughter on the main beach was slightly
checked. The survivors of the three exposed
fire

way through the barbed
wire, and hurried right and left to the shelcompanies tore their
tering

cliffs

at the sides of the bay.

Most

of

them made

for the

Cape Tekke

side,

and there

the decimated companies were hurriedly but
quite calmly re-formed by such officers as were
able to lead. There was no time to lose.
The depleted ranks moved a short way inland
and began clambering up the slopes in the
still

direction of Hill 114, driving the Turks before

them as they went, and clearing out the snipers.
smaller party had gathered under Cape
Helles, and it painfully crept up to the crest of

A

TIMES HIS'rORY OF THE WAR.

BRITISH TROOPS RESTING

UNDER THE SHADOW OF THE OLD FORT AT
SEDD-EL-BAHR.

near the lighthouse, only to be stopped
line
of wire entanglement stretching
the
by
from the infantry redoubts to the edge of the

the

cliffs

cliff.

Frankland, Brigade -Major of the 86th Infantry
shot dead.
Brigade, went to its aid, and was

Hare had been wounded
Tekke, and his place had to be filled.
General

at

Cape

Colonel

Soon after 9 a.m. the majority of the battalion had with extraordinary boldness made
Tekkx
good their attempt to 'seize the Cape

Wolley-Dod, of the General Staff of the 29th
Division, was sent ashore in his stead, with

regiment of infantry was
together with a detachment of the
London Field Company, B.E., and a

the
position then was that the beach and
and
the
cleared
of
had
been
by
enemy,
gully
11.30 the force moving inland from Cape

beach party composed of a platoon of the
Anson Battalion. The beach master in charge

Tekke had got into touch with the Royal
on Hill 114. But the redoubts
Fusiliers
near Hill 138 were still unassailed. and they

cliffs.

Another

landing,

2nd

of this party was Captain C. S. Townsend, R.N.,
and the assistant beach master was Commander (now Captain) B. St. G. Collard,
K.X. Both remained on the beach all day
under a galling fire superintending the further
landing of men and stores, and both were
commended in dispatches. The new arrivals

had wisely landed under Cape Tekke.

Hearing

the shouts of the Lancashire Fusiliers above,

they clambered up after them. The reinforcements enabled further progress to be made,
and by ten o'clock three lines of Turkish
trenches had been

won

The beach was

in

and thenceforward the issue of
(hi- day at that particular point was never
in doubt. Yet much had still to be done. The
small party on Cape Helles was clinging tenaBritish hands,

ciously,

but could make no progress.

Major

orders

to

organize

a further advance.

The

formed the next objective.
About one o'clock the ground near Hill 138,
and the infantry redoubts, were vigorously

bombarded from the
4th

Battalion

sea.

the

of

At 2 p.m. the fine
Worcester Regiment

advanced to assault the redoubts.

The

bat-

talion, which was commanded by LieutenantColonel D. E. Cayley, proved itself on this
and on many later occasions to be animated

by an admirable spirit of discipline and devotion.
The men, who had to march a considerable distance, rushed impetuously up the
bare glacis, and began to cut the barbed
wire entanglement,

heedless

of

the

streams

Many were shot down, but their
comrades persevered. With irresistible ardour
of bullets.

they forced their

way through the

entangle-
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merits and leaped into the redoubts, bayoneting
the stubborn defenders
but it was not until
;

4 p.m. that the

hill

and the

field

works were

completely conquered.
With the capture of Hill 138, it seemed as
though the exhausted troops who had landed

W

had done all that mortal man
Yet further demands were perforce

on Beach
eould do.

made upon them.
on the other side

The landing on Beach V,
of Cape Helles, had for the

a devastating

fire

465

upon the Worcesters and the

other troops advancing against the new line
The British soldiers
of wire entanglement.

"
were undismayed.
Through glasses," said
"
Sir Ian Hamilton,
they could be seen quietly
sniping away under a hellish fire as if they
were pruning a vineyard." Yet they could not

work

miracles.

heavier.

Some

The

fire

from Fort No.

of the troops

1 grew
which could not

be landed on Beach

V were diverted to Beach W.

More

Brigada

moved forward

time being failed. Men were dying there in
heaps. Could the Worcesters and some of the

istrengthen

Lancashire Fusiliers get across the high ground
on Cape Helles and help them by enfilading

been steadily sending up reinforcements from
the direction of Krithia and Achi Baba. They

their assailants

the

men

?

No

appeal was ever

of the 29th Division to

made

to

which they

failed to respond.
They began to attempt a
rescue with quick cheerfulness.
But for that

day, at least, the fresh task was beyond their
powers. The wire entanglement stretching
from the captured redoubts to the edge of

Cape Helles was not the only obstacle which
barred their path. Beyond it lay the shattered
ruins of the modern battery known as Fort

guns were silent, but the ruins were
with
Turkish riflemen, who poured in
packed

No.

1.

Its

of the 86th

the attack.

to

But the Turks had

X

were pressing hard all the way from Beach
to Fort No. 1. When night fell they were
counter-attacking vigorously, and the British
decided to be content to hold the ground they
had won until the morning.

At the end
position

on

of the day, therefore, the British

this section of the peninsula ex-

tended from the lighthouse on Cape Helles,
across Hill 138, then to Hill 114, and so to the

low

cliff

at

Beach X.

invaders no

The Turks gave the

rest.
They attacked repeatedly
the
but
were always driven back.
during
night,

FRENCH TROOPS AT MUDROS.

The
,

British

,1,111
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n,i

thin, out

wa-

lin.-

held.

it

Kv.-rv

trenches
the beach was ordered into the
Ollirers mul men ulik.-. Kimineers,

a<si,t.

B

Marines,

anybody

bluejackets,

and

n rifle liurried
everybody who could pick up
of the
It was so dark that many
forward.
but
ritles,
no
i-oul.l find
beach working

\V

and X, and

was

still

tl,o>e

without

weapons

Our i.mH.ipman
with bandoliers and groped

m uniti..n into the
,-,,vrr,-<l
I,,-

trenches
in

himself

way up the
the

hr

As he

gully.

struck

Th<-

thrre

impact,

of

reached
times
the

the
full

bullets

for
knocked him over, but he rose unhurt,
the
him.
During
saved
had
the bandoliers
were landed on Beaches
more

night

troops

must be recorded before

points

of the Battle of the Landing.
leaving this phase
The first is that, in the opinion of the onlookers,

was not a

then-

man

Victoria.

murderous
the same,

beach.

1st

Battalion

times

on that

authorities

thought

a dozen

half

Cross

the

of

who had not earned the

Lancashire Fusiliers

nriiig-line.

was

chest.

am-

the morning the British line

unbroken.

Two more

party

gallantly carried

in

The

in accordance with precedents

and

the Indian Mutiny, the officers,

set in

commissioned

officers,

and

non-

men were each

asked to select one of their number to receive
Their choice fell \ipon Captain
the decoration.
Willis,
Sergeant, Alfred
Richard

Raymond

Richards, and Private William Keneally, and
the bestowal of the honours was thus recorded
in the

London

Gazette

:

1915, three companies and the head1st Batt. Lancashire Fusiliers, in effecting
of
the
quarters
on the Gallipoli Peninsula to the west of Cape
a

On

April

25,

landing

were met by a very deadly fire from hidden
number of casualties.
machine-guns which caused a great
The survivors, however, rushed up to and cut the wire
the terrific fire from
entanglements, notwithstanding
the enemy, and, after overcoming supreme difficulties,
the cliffs were gained and the position maintained.
Helles,

men
Amongst the many very gallant officers and
in this most hazardous undertaking, Captain
have been
Willis, Sergt. Richards, and Private Keneally

engaged
selected

by

their

most signal acts

of

comrades as having performed the
bravery and devotion to duty.

The other point is that the Worcesters," who
showed such determination in capturing the

Inset

:

LANDING TROOPS IN THE DARDANELLES.
The 6th Lancashire Fusiliers leaving the S.S. " Nile."
Major Bishop. Commander of the 1st Battalion Lancashire

Fusiliers.
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INDIAN TROOPS MARCHING
redoubts and in later actions, were
specially
for their general demeanour in a
Brigade Order as follows

commended

:

The Brigade Commander wishes to
place on record
the great gallantry and devotion to
duty displayed by
Lieutenant-Colonel D. E. Cayley, officers, and men of
the 4th Batt. Worcestershire
Regiment during the
operations since landing was effected on the Gallipoli
Peninsula. The battalion has
always been well in
hand, and not a single straggler has been
reported.
are
a
to
They
the brigade.
->plendid example

might be thought that no landing could
have been more terrible than the
storming of
Beach W, but the scenes at Beach V, which
It

lay

between Cape Helles and the castle and
village
of Sedd-el-Bahr, were even worse.
Beach V
reproduced all the defensive characteristics of
Beach W, with several formidable additions,

and it was without the advantage of
ledges of
rocks at each end on which a foothold could be
On the contrary, the cliffs at the
gained.
Cape

Helles end were so
perpendicular that it was
impossible to think of climbing them ; while had

they been scaled,

the adventurous climbers

would immediately have found themselves conby Fort No. 1 and an impassable zone of

fronted
rifle

fire.

The

bluff at the eastern

crowned by the ruins

of the castle

end was
and village,

a nest of sharpshooters most difficult to dis-

There were other important defensive
Beach
had lacked. There
was a massive old ruined fort at the eastern end,
lodge.

positions which

W

between the shore and the

village,

useful cover to the Turks.

On

which gave

the ridge which
backed the bay, and commanding the whole
amphitheatre, stood a ruined barrack, another

AWAY FROM THE

47

BEACH.

well-placed refuge for snipers.

Then on the

grassy terraces all around the amphitheatre
riflemen were posted in
snug concealment.
Barbed wire had been extensively used, as at

Beach W. Fifty yards back from the
verge of
the sea a great entanglement had been constructed, stretching from the ruined fort right
across to Cape Helles.
Sir Ian Hamilton de-

was " made of heavier metal and
longer barbs that I have ever seen elsewhere."
clared that

it

Higher up the amphitheatre was traversed by
another entanglement, which
passed in front of
the barrack and ended at the
Yet a
village.
third entanglement ran at
right angles to these
two, at the eastern end of the beach. It went
up the hill, and gave extra protection to the

The crests of the amphivillage and castle.
theatre were scored with trenches, and were
also provided with

four

pom-poms.

gun emplacements bearing
There were dummy pom-

poms at other points to mislead the assailants.
The ruined buildings, especially those on the
contained

machine guns cleverly conwas possible for the enemy to
pour
upon the beach a rain of rifle bullets and small
flank,

cealed.

It

shells surpassing in
intensity
tered at the other landings.

not that the British

any fire encounThe marvel was,
attack was so long held
up

as.
it

in the event

proved to be the

ever succeeded at

all.

The

case, but that

glorious annals

of the British Army present no
example of
a position carried against more dreadful odds.

Even this catalogue of defences does not exhaust
the advantages which rested with the Turks.
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Behind amphitheatre arid
village
position was further dominated

by

the whole
Hill

a swelling height covered with
entrenchments
entanglements. When all the
ampintheatre and its
adjuncts were overcome the
hill had still to be
won before the British
position was in the least secure.
There was only one
scanty advantage to be
set ..gainst, all these
deterrent elements.
Where
the beach joined the
grassy slopes, ten yards
from the water's edge, the low
escarpment
four feet high gave
slight shelter to men lying
prone behind it. Many who survived the
bloody conflict at Beach V owed their lives to
those fifty inches of loose
soil.

sandy
was recognized from the outset
that
Beach V was going to be the
toughest task of
all, and special and
ingenious
It

were made for the attack.

arrangements
was decided that,

It

as at the other
landings, the first assault should
be delivered by men sent ashore in
It

open boats.
was also arranged, however, to
endeavour to

beach a steamer
containing the bulk of the
attacking force, who were to remain concealed
within the steel hull of the vessel
until the

moment came

for

them

to

ia-sue

forth.

The

stratagem was a seaman's variation of the

Wooden Horse of Troy. A stout
collier, the
River Clyde, was selected for the
experiment,
and she was
direction of

specially

prepared

under the

Commander Edward Unwin, R.N.

doors

were cut in her sides,
giving access
to long gang-planks
slung by ropes and sloping
gradually to the bows. If the water
<

li-eat

to be sufficiently shallow, the

men

wade ashore from the
gang-planks;

proved
were to
but,

if

not, they were to pass into
lighters

which were
to be placed between the steamer
and the
beach so as to form a
From the
bridge.
beginning it was foreseen that the lighters
would almost certainly be
The
required.

bridge of the River Clyde was protected
by
steel plates.

Twelve maxims, in rough casemates guarded by
sandbags, were mounted
in her bows and on the lower
bridge.

The

troops

designated

enterprise were, in the

first

for

this

perilous

place, three

com-

panies of the 1st Royal Dublin Fusiliers, who
were to go ashore in
open boats. The River
Clyde was packed with the rest of the Dublin
Fusiliers,

the

1st

Royal Minister Fusiliers,
half the 2nd
Hampshire Regiment, the West
Riding Field Company, R.E., and other details.
She also carried
Brigadier-General

who was

in

immediate direction

attack, as well as several Staff officers.
The
number of troops on board the collier

total

141,

ami

Napier,

of the land

4C9

was well over

2,000.

The attack began at dawn with a
rapid
bombardment from the
battleship Albion,
which made

little

real

impression upon the

Then the plucky

defences.

little picket-boats,
fight in number, headed for the
shore, each
towing four cutters full of the Ministers.

The River Clyde was
already slowly approaching the beach, although the
plan was that she
wn. not to take the
ground until the men in
the open boats had delivered
their attack.
The Turks gave no sign.
They never fired a
single shot until the picket boats

had cast off,
cutter slid on to the beach. >Then
burst forth, as
though at a preconcerted
and the

a

first

signal,

fearful

storm

the margin of

of projectiles,
sea,

and in an instant
and shore was transformed

into a hell of destruction.
All the boats had made

straight

for

the

no protection was available on
the flanks of the
bay. The fire was so murbeach,

for

derous that very few, either
soldiers or bluesurvived it, The attack from the
boats was
practically wiped out,
One boat
entirely disappeared, with its
occupants. Others
were filled with killed and wounded
before
jackets,

any

attempt could be made to disembark. In 'a
boat which continued to float
only two men
were left alive. Those of the
Munsters who
were able to jump out and wade
ashore found
themselves

entangled in submerged barbed
As they emerged from the
water, they
were shot down until the beach
was strewn
with dead and
A few of the wounded,
dying.
and one or two who
miraculously passed
wire.

through

the terrible ordeal
unscathed, managed to run
or crawl up the beach to the
shelter of the
low escarpment, where
they hastily
themselves in.

But the

fate of

dug
most was either

death or severe wounds.
Nearly all the bluejackets shared the lot of the
Munsters, and
were destroyed where
they stood. Not a
boat ever got back. In all the
records of the

Navy and Army, there is no like tale of slaughter
so instant and
complete under such conditions.
Few names have been
epic exploit, but the

associated

memory

of

with this

Lewis Jacobs,

a brave able seaman of the Lord
Nelson, must
He took his boat in to the beach

be preserved.

unaided, after every soldier and seaman aboard
had been either killed or wounded. To
the end
he pursued his
appointed task

When

undaunted.

last seen

he was

still

trying to pele his
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Lieutenant John A. V. Morse, R.N., at great
to himself, helped to secure them at the
peril

Ixms.

owing to the current,

Unfortunately,

and a
they did not reach their proper stations,
was left between the two. Seamen galnap

lantly

went ashore with

position.

Williams held on to

a.

them

lines to get

Seaman

Able

William

into

Charles

line in the water, despite

the tremendous fusillade,

for

over an hour,

For

this

devoted action

until

he was

was

he

killed.

posthumously

th

decorated .with

Victoria Cross.

The seamen on the reef called out to the
come ashore. One of the wooden
gangways had been shot away, but it was
soldiers to

still

company

reach

to

possible

of the

the

first

A

lighter.

Monster Fusiliers responded

holes in

They came through the great
the vessel's side, and boldly faced the

bullets

which

to

the

call.

were

rattling

like

hailstones

Running down the gangway,
against the hull.
they leaped into the lighter, and tried to reach

The gap between the two lighters
was too broad to jump. The men scrambled
into the sea, and those who were hit were
the shore.

BRITISH OFFICERS

WATCHING THE

EFFECT OF A BOMBARDMENT.
towards the

cutter,

with

shore.

While thus engaged he was shot down,

its

tragic

freight,

and no

died that day more worthily.

Other

the Lord Nelson

with

man
men of

conspicuous

devotion

who behaved

were

LeadingStanley E.

Colin McKechnie and
and Able Seamen Frederick T. M.
Hyde, William E. Rowland, and Albert E. Bex.
The first three were killed, the other two

Seamen

Cull urn,

Bex

wounded.

received

the

Distinguished

mostly drowned, for then- heavy equipment
gave them no chance of escape. Those who
got ashore rushed for the shelter of the low
sandy bank. Many were shot wheo they

reached the lighter, which was soon piled high
with the dead and wounded. Just as a second

was endeavouring to
disembark, the confusion was increased because
the lighters drifted into a still more unfavour

company

of the Ministers

able position.

Then

it

was that Commander Unwin did the

brave deed which

won him

the Victoria Cross.

were

Service Medal.

Observing from the ship that the

The River Clyde had meanwhile moved
ahead more rapidly than had been planned.
" As often
happens in war," wrote Sir Ian
"
the actual course of
Hamilton afterwards,
events did not quite correspond with the

becoming unmanageable, he entered the sea
and stood up to his waist in water endeavouring

of

intentions

the

Commander."

The

swift

currents swirling round from the Dardanelles
had affected the vessel's course, and she was

beached, bows on, close to a reef of rock, and
rather to the east of the point selected.

Turks had

fully divined her significance,

The
and a

tornado of missiles was directed against her.
It was at once seen by those on board that the

water was too deep for wading ashore, and
the two lighters which had been brought to

form

a

were

quickly requisitioned.
They were run out ahead of the collier, and
bridge

the bridge.

to restore

Midshipman

He was

lighters

assisted

by

George L. Drewry, R.N.R., Mid-

shipman Wilfrid

Seaman William

St.

A. Malleson, R.N., Able

Charles

Williams

(already

Seaman George McKenzi*
mentioned),
Samson, R.N.R., upon all of whom the Victoria
Cross was afterwards bestowed. Commander
Unwin's work was thus described by Admiral
de Robeck
and

:

He worked on until, suffering from the effects of cold
and immersion, he was obliged to return to the ship,
where he was wrapped up in blankets. Having in some
degree recovered, he returned to his work against the
He was later again
doctor's order and completed it.
attended by the doctor for three abrasions caused by
bullets, after which he once more left the ship, this time
in a lifeboat, to save some wounded men who were
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He continued
lying in shallow water near the beach.
at this heroic labour under continuous fire, until forced
to atop through pure physical exhaustion.

Midshipman Drewry, who doggedly helped
a cheerful disregard of the rifle and
niachine-gun fire, was wounded in the head,
but still toiled on. Twice after he was hit he
tried to swim from lighter to lighter with a line,
and only gave up when he was completely
with

exhausted.

took the

Thereupon Midshipman Malleson

line,

swam

to the second lighter, ,and

The line broke, and twice again
Malleson tried to repeat his exploit, but was
unsuccessful.
Seaman Samson stuck to the

succeeded.

lighters all day, attending

out

lines,

and

was

wounded and

eventually

getting

dangerously

hit.

Napier and Captain Costeker were killed.
General Napier was struck by three bullets,
but was conscious for some time before he died.

According to one published version, he sent a
message to his men, saying that he would like
the entire Fusilier Brigade. The
kiss,
Albion sent in a launch and pinnace, manned
by volunteer crews, who offered to .try to
to

more to their right
it was realized that
further slaughter would be futile, and the
restore the lighters once
positions,

enabled the disembarcation to be continued,
and a third company of the Munsters made
a dash for the beach.

The Turks had brought
collier and

bigger- guns to bear

on the luckless

the lighters, and the

company

*

suffered so

much

from shrapnel that its losses were terrible.
For a time further landings were forbidden.
The battleships Albion and Cornwallis, and
even the Queen Elizabeth herself, tried the
effect of a further bombardment.
Then the
River Clyde disgorged more troops. BrigadierGeneral Napier, his Brigade-Major, Captain
e
Costeker, and a number of men of the Hamp-

Regiment, got into the lighters. Before
they could land the line broke, and the un-

shire

wieldy vessels swung again into deep water.
The troops were ordered to lie down, but

they were very

much exposed, and both

General

but by th:stime

boats were not used until after dark.

The general position at Beach V between
10 and 11 a.m. was sufficiently disconcerting.

One way and
left

Midshipman Malleson's work had meanwhile

ill

another, about 1,000
the River Clyde. Nearly half

had been

men had
of

these

wounded, or drowned. Most
of the remainder were lying huddled under the
sandy escarpment on the beach, many with
wounds. More than 1,000 men were still
cooped up on the collier, unable to land. The
killed,

Turkish fire had grown in intensity, and it
was almost certain death to pass down the
gangway. The lighters had been pulled back
into position once again, thougli a

gap

still

separated them from the land. The British
were held up, and it was even expected that
the Turks would counter-attack. Had 'it not

been for the screaming machine-gun battery on
the River Clyde they would probably have
done so but the maxims held off the enemy,
;

helped to protect the men under
cover on the beach. Any continuance of the

and

also

landing while daylight lasted was held to be
sheer sacrifice of life.
Word was passed round

THE ROLL CALL.

tlmt

no more

iii.-n
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were to attempt

< l)

ashore

1

recipients

until after dark.

unfortunate
Yet tin- efforts to succour the
times
various
At
woun.1,.,1 were not
Utfed.
during

tl...

day

work

tin-

re-cue produced

of

1'eter

Surgeon

Cta of great hcroi-m.

Hurrows

to the Uoyal Naval Air
Kelly. H.N., attached
in the foot during
wounded
Servit-e. li.ul been

morning He
until tin- morning
the

time attended
in great pain

re.u.ui.ed in the Kiver
f

7.1O

and

Clyde

and during th.it
"
alt hough
wounded incn.
the 27th.

unal.le to

He
last
twenty-four hours."
Order.
Service
Distinguished

Commander I'nwinV

walk during the
was given the
in

share

the

noble

wounded lias been already
Paine
Petty Oflicer ieotTi-ey Clmrlton
Air
Service,
Naval
Riiiumiiigs. of the Royal

work

of saving the

noted.

(

was specially commended

mander Unwin

for

assisting

in these labours,

Com-

and received

the Conspicuous Gallantry Medal. The same
medal was bestowed upon another Petty Officer
of

the

Commander

Air Service,

who was wounded

John Hepburn
"

in

gallantly

Russell,

going

to

I'nw

ill's

assistance."

Second-Class

were

Frederick (iibson

Two

Petty

other
Officer

and Ordinary Seaman

.lesse

took
Lovelock, both of the Albion. Gibson
under
fire,
River
heavy
the
Clyde
wounded to
a
with
overboard
having previously jumped
the
to
beached
boat
his
complete
line and got
bridge

to

shore.

the

Lovelock

assisted

in

into position, and also helped
yetting a pontoon
and the
in conveying wounded from the beach
"
mats to the collier,
displaying great gallantry
I

and coolness under fire."
When it was seen to be hopeless to try to
on Beach V that day, it
gain more ground
b.-came a question what to do with the remainder
of the troops still on the battleships, who had
been selected to reinforce the assault at that
At first it was proposed to send them
spot.

round to Beach Y, where they were certainly
but eventually, as already
sorely needed
;

to Beach \V. The
explained, they were sent
the fire of
at
intervals
River Clyde still drew

the Turkish artillery. She was even shelled by
but this
big howitzers from the Asiatic side,
battery was quickly suppressed by the battlesides had been
ships, though not before her

by four large shells, none of which
The rifle and machine-gun fire of
exploded.
pierced

the Turks continued unceasingly until sunset,
At dusk several
it gradually died away.

when

small parties of the troops lying under the

BRITISH TROOPS
Inset

:

An

LANDING GUNS.

Australian gun entrenched on the Peninsula.

bank
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HORSES IN THEIR DUG-OUTS.
on the beach were able to creep under the lee of
the old fort at the eastern end of the bay,
quite near the River Clyde.
After dark there occurred

perhaps

greatest miracle of this strange day.

the whole of the thousand

the

About

men

the beach

night, heartening the scattered

all

At daybreak they began to collect the survivors of
the Dublin and Munstcr Fusiliers, and to form
units for the next morning's work.

them with the two companies

of the

Hampshires
Those

still

into a

force capable of a fresh attack.

on board the River Clyde came out and quietly
walked down the gangway without a single
Xot a shot was fired against
casualty.

also at

work included Captain R.

them.

The whole of the episodes on April 25 on
Beach V had formed an epitome of both the
madness and the glory of the attack upon the

8 p.m.

Efforts were then

and the outskirts

made

of the village,

occasion

the

moon was

bright, the

tire

an

to clear the old fort

British

were

but on each

repulsed.

The

enemy were still able to
and
there
was no chance of
accurately,

was necessary to
await the dawn, which seemed to come slowly
enough. The men had very few senior officers
with them, for most of these had been killed
or wounded.
Lieutenant-Colonel Carrington
Smith, commanding the 2nd Hampshires,
was amongst those who had fallen, and his
effective

advance.

It

R.N., the beach master, and

C.

K. Lambert,

Commander N. W.

Diggle, assistant beach master.

Dardanelles.

One other
related

to

in

incident

this

area must

the narrative.

A

b

half-

complete
the Dublin Fusiliers had been

of

company

landed at a camber just round the corner

on the

other

side

they were quite cut

of
off

Sedd-el-Bahr,

from the

where

rest of the

They tried to make their way
Beach V, but the fire was too hot,
and they had to desist. The little handful
operations.

across to

then

made

several attempts to enter the villag;;

adjutant had been wounded, as well as the
adjutant of the Munsters. Two officers of

of

the General Staff, Lieutenant-Colonel Doughty-

noon they had only 25

Wylie and Lieutenant-Colonel Williams, had
landed from the River Clyde and remained on

they were collected at a sheltered spot, they

Sedd-el-Bahr, but were driven back.

were got away.

effectives left,

By

and as
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The

clmwii.

being

was

Empire

watching

acquitted themselves.
No
to the call.
did
respond
they
Right nobly
one who knew them had ever doubted the

how they

eagerly to see

valour of the Australians and New Zealanders.
When night fell upon the Inllipoli Peninsula
<

on April 25 the impression was confirmed that,
us fighting men, the Australians and New
/ealanders were second to none in the Empire.

weary months which
followed that impression was strengthened.
The attack delivered by the Australian and

New

the

all

Throughout

Zealand

greatest of all

Army

Corps was by far the

the assaults

The

of the

made

at the Battle

force immediately sent

Landing.
ashore numbered over 4,000, and

by

2 p.m. thi-

number had been increased to 12,000. The
landing was under the direction of RearAdmiral C. F. Thursby, C.M.G., whosa squadron
consisted of the following ships
Queen,
Battleships
Triumph, and Majestic.
Cruiser Bacchante.
:

:

London, Prince

of

Wales,

:

L1EUT.COL. ROE,
Commander

Beagle, Bulldog,
Destroyers
Colne, Usk, Chelmer, and Kibble.
:

of the landing force at Beach Y.

Foxhound,

Scourge,

Seaplane Carrier Ark Royal.
Balloon Ship Manica.
:

The wonderful deeds alrei iy related only
became gradually known to the public, and
it

implies no slight

soldiers

and

sailors

upon the brave English
who fought at the end of

the peninsula to say that the chief preliminary
interest of the whole Empire in the Battle of
the Landing lay in the great attack delivered
north of Gaba Tepe by the Australian and New

Xcaland

Corps.

fighting

qualities

accounts

Stirring
of

of

the

the Divisions from the

Antipodes had already reached England. Much
had been written about their fine physique,

:

Fifteen Trawlers.

There were also a number of transports.

About 1,500 of the troops were placed on the
Queen, the London, and the Prince of .Wales
before leaving Mudros Bay, and these were to
land first. The whole squadron left Mudros
the afternoon of April 24, and steamed
slowly through the night with all lights ex-

Bay on

tinguished

towards

its

appointed rendezvous was

destination.
five miles

The

from the

happy adaptability,
show to the world

and it was reached at 1 a.m.
The moonlight was very brilliant, and as the
moon did not set until 3 a.m. it was afterwards

the stuff of which they were made. For the
Commonwealth and for the distant

thought that the watchers on the hillsides may
have become early aware of the nearness of the

Dominion the moment was

flotilla.

their intense ardour, their

and

their anxious desire to

great

specially historic.

landing-place,

The

soldiers

on the battleships, who

Their sons were fighting in the greatest of all
wars for the first time, and they were fighting
not only for the Empire as a whole, but still

were mostly sleeping calmly, were aroused and
served with a hot meal. A visitor to the mess

more for the great heritage they had acquired
and developed across the seas. Upon the
Australians and New Zealanders a very special

majority of whom were about to go into action
for the first time under the most trying circum-

responsibility rested that day.

thorn to prove that they were worthy to held
and to keep their own vast lands. More wa?

courage to be cheerful, quiet, and confident.
There was no sign of nerves or undue excitement, such as one might reasonably have

at stake than a battle with the Turks on the

expected."

It rested with

rugged heights wliich lay before them. The
Hit ure of the world was at stake, and
they were
.striking their (irst great blows in the mighty
struggle into which

all

mankind was gradually

decks

wrote

that

stances, possessed at

"

1

the

Australians,

o'clock in the

the

morning

At 1.20 a.m. H.M.S. Queen, the
gave the order to lower the boats.
The picket-boats were also lowered to take
flagship,

them

in tow.
The troops fell in on the quarterdecks of the battleships, and at 2.5 a.m. the
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was made for the 1,500 men to embark.
As at the other landings, each picket-boat
towed four cutters.
Another 2,500 men

The blood

signal

as

The

possible.

cutters,

was up.

They

Turks running forward.
The moment the keels touched the beach they

were transferred from the transports to destroyers, which were to stand in as close to
the shore

of the Australians

saw a battalion

of

leaped into the water.
orders.

after

They

astonished

fired

Turks

They waited

no

quite

shots.

realised

for -no

Before

the

what

was

landing their first loads, were to make for
the destroyers and bring the rest of the men

happening they were into them with the cold
steel.
The first Turk was bayoneted, as has

ashore.

been already noted, exactly at

The transfer of the troops to the small craft
was effected very rapidly and in complete
silence.
The decks of the battleships were
cleared for action, the crews
quarters,

and

at

2.58

a.m.

went to general
the squadron

past

.

before daybreak.
At 4.10 a.m. the battleships

Triumph and
and
the
cruLser
Bacchante, were
Majestic,
from
the
2,506 yards
shore, in line abreast,
and four cables apart. The outline of the
coast could just dirnly be seen. The picketboats were ordered to go ahead, and steamed
slowly past the battleships, towing the heavilyladen boats. There was no preliminary bom-

bardment, as
4.50 a.m.

shore,

broke

it

was hoped to effect a
enemy showed a

the

and three minutes
out

from

rifles

surprise
light

on

later a strong fusillade

and a machine gun,

wounding a number of the

men

in the boats.

SUPPLYING TURKISH PRISONERS WITH WATER.
Inset

:

minutes

The Turks broke and fled, though some of
them had no chance to escapa, and were slain
in their trenches.
The first entrenchments
were taken, and with them a machine-gun.

approached the shore at a speed of five knots.
The intention was to make the first landing just

At

five

five.

Drawing water through filter-pumps.

THE
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THE OLD FORT NEAR THE BEACH AT SEDD-EL-BAHR
After the landing of the British Force.

Then the Australians found themselves confronted with the steep

cliff

covered with

tliick

The enemy had another trench halffire.
way up, and were pouring in a galling
bush,
They had sharpshooters behind every
and were harassing not only the men on the
beach, but still more the fresh boat-loads coming

scrub.

ashore from the destroyers.

away

Three boats broke

from their tows, and drifted along the

The
bullets.
coast, helpless under a rain of
cliffs
of
the
only
determined men at the base
and to thro .v
paused to charge their magazines,
with
clambered
Then
aside their packs.
they
cleared the
desperate haste up the cliff-side,
of
an
a
hour, and
within
second trench
quarter
top.
pursued the startled Ottomans
There was no semblance of order in that first
wild rush, for there was no chance of keeping

to

the

they could hear the continuous crackle of rifleinto a ro'ar as they leaped
tiiv, which developed
into the water

up

to their armpits,

and waded

forward
ashore, to be immediately hurried
the

cliff

to

reinforce

the

1st

Brigade.

up
The

Turks by this time were bringing field-guns
and howitzers into position at a respectful
distance.

They had even summoned warsliips
and were emulating the exploits

to the Narrows,
of the

Queen Elizabeth by

firing shells right

across the peninsula at the Australian landingIt became necessary to order the transplace.

to be effected
shipment from the transports
farther out, and this caused considerable delay.
of
Captain E. K. Loring, R.N., was in charge
while
Captain
the naval transport arrangements.,

A. A. Vyvyan, R.N., and Commander C. C. Dix,
R.N., acted as beach master and assistant beach

was very
shell-fire.
under
narrow and was constantly
made
was
The landing, as has been mentioned,

The

beach

rank.

Every man fought for himself, but the
one universal object was to get forward.
The units of the first attack formed the 3rd

master

Australian Infantry Brigade, and they were
commanded by Colonel E. G. Sinclair Maclagan,

a mile north of the point originally selected. In.
the end the mistake proved a boon to Anzac,
but on the first day it eventually brought about

D.S.O.

Both

Sir

Ian Hamilton and Admiral

de Robeck afterwards

testified to

the extra-

ordinary gallantry and devotion of the Brigade,
and of its admirable commander. The 1st and

2nd Brigades were rapidly following, and as they
"
a glass flat sea
neared the beach they saw
covered with a shallow mist, and beyond, the
peering through the vapour.

tops of green hills
dim shapes of warships and transports, and a

much

respectively.

confusion,

owing to the small space

The beach was crowded with
available.
men
and wounded, and the unite; became
fighting
The covering worships were
mixed.
very
strenuously bombarding the enemy, but they

could distinguish few definite targets.
^Jo better men than the Australians and

New

llri-ting

Zealanders could be found for extricating order
out of such chaos. The attack had got out of

way

hand, chiefly by reason of the headlong pursuit

glimpse of a seaplane as it winged its
over the Turkish position." Nearer" in
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undertaken by the forces early ashore. They
had broken into groups and were ardently
chasing the Turks without much regard for
concerted operations.

broken and

made

it

diversified,

difficult for

The ground was very
and the undergrowth

the detachments to keep in
Some small bodies of

touch with each other.

Australians pressed a very long way indeed.
It was even said, though the statement was

never fully established, that some of them
almost crossed the peninsula, and came in sight
of

Maidos and the Narrows.

that

were

What

is

certain

is

overpowered, and
that the breaks in the ground hid the remains

many

killed, others

some who had to be written down as missing.
The Turks at this period were fighting in equally
irregular order.
They had become very
numerous, and had recovered their balance,

of
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and 10th Battalions daringly charged three
Krupp guns and put them out of action. One
Australian fell over a cliff 100 feet high and was
picked up

little

the worse.

A New

Zealander

was slipping down a stone gully, and was warned
that there was a land mine at the bottom.
"
"
was his nonCatch me when I come up
chalant response. A wounded man had his
!

mouth

shattered.

"

Got

it

where the chicken

got the axe," he gasped with a contorted smile,
and then he fainted as the stretcher-bearers
arrived.

on the heights and ridges was
more coherent form by the
steady arrival of strong reinforcements on both
sides.
At 2 p.m. about 12,000 Australians had

The

battle

really pulled into a

but presented small resemblance to military
What they did with great effect was to
array.

more were coming ashore. Two
Mountain Artillery had also
been landed. The enemy had already reached
considerably greater numbers. Troops from

keep up a constant

Maidos were

siderable

execution.

fire,

It

which wrought conwas afterwards ac-

knowledged to be practically impossible to give
a consecutive account of these stages of the
battle.

Isolated episodes can only be selected

and strung together. Thus it was found that
the Turks were enfilading the beach with
shrapnel from guns, some of which were posted
on Gaba Tope, and others far to the north.
The worst series of casualties of the day were
due to this shrapnel fire. Parties of the 9th

landed, and

batteries of Indian

pouring across the peninsula
through Eski-keui, and it was estimated that
before noon there must have been 20,000 Turks

They checked the
tendency to make isolated dashes, and they
also compelled the formation of a more definite
The Anzacs eventually found themselves
line.
posted in good strength on a semi-circular front,
of which the left was on the high ground over
in or near the firing-line.

Fisherman's Hut, while the right touched the
cliffs about a mile north of Gaba Tepe.
They

SEDD-EL-BAHR FORT.

A

corner of wire entanglements round Sedd-el-Bahr Fort.
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and

dislodged,

in

all

It.

with

retaliated

Tho Turks

vigour.

as

W.I

tho

utmost

heavily in this advance,
Their losses
their counter-nt tacks.
lost

throughout tho day were very great, especially
after the Anzacs got up some machine-guns.

The enemy came on
were

so

slaughtered

in close formation,

that

and

afterwards,

long

according to Sir Ian Hamilton, tho whole
surrounding country was strewn with their
Tho guns to the north and on Gaba
(I. Mil.
Tepe,

which had been enfilading tho beach,

were silenced by the covering ships late in the
but the more distant Turkish
afternoon;
artillery

was

still difficult

to deal with.

position towards sunset was that the
Turks were still bringing up more men, and their

The

guns were pounding the Anzacs hard.
therefore

deemed advisable

It

was

to contract the line

for the night.

A
first

Special Correspondent

who

day's conflict afterwards

witnessed the

wrote

:

Some idea of the difficulty to be faced may bo gathered
when it is remembered that every round of ammunition,
all water, and all supplies had to be landed on a narrow
beach and then carried up pathless hills, valleys, and
bluffs several hundred feet high, to the firing line.
The
whole of this mass of troops, concentrated on a very small
area, and unable to reply, were exposed to a relentless and

AN AUSTRALIAN

incessant shrapnel fire, which swept every yard of the
ground, although fortunately a groat deal of it was badly
aimed or burst too high. The reserves were engaged in

IN

THE TRENCHES.

Note the gramophone on

knew then

full well

that what they held they
"

They had

could keep.

right.

made good."

The Turks counter-attacked repeatedly during
the

They came on

afternoon.

in

swarms,

especially against the 3rd Brigade and the left
of the 2nd Brigade.
The Anzacs never budged,

and once or twice even charged in their turn.
They had discovered early on that first day
that though the Turk was a stubborn
behind a rifle, he seemed to dread cold

man
steel

more than death itself. The British warships
had got a better range, and their fire greatly
helped

to

check

the

counter-attacks.

The

Anzacs said afterwards that the roar of the
ships' guns was so shattering that they had to
tear

up

theic

"

"

pull-through
General Birdwood and his

stuff

their ears.

staff

went ashore

to

devise

position,

in the course of the afternoon

further

and

rags in order to

measures for holding the

also to arrange for the
landing of

some

field guns next
morning.
Soon after 5 p.m. the Turks hurled the most

determined counter-attack of the day against
the 3rd Brigade, which resolutely refused to be

road making and carrying supplies to the crests, and in
answering the calls for more ammunition.
A serious problem was getting away the wounded from
the shore, where it was impossible to keep them. All
those who were unable to hobble to the beach had to be
carried down from the hills on stretchers, then hastily
dressed and carried to the boats. The boat and beach
parties never stopped working throughout the entire day

and night.
The courage displayed by these wounded Australians
will never be forgotten.
Hastily dressed and placed in
trawlers, lighters, and ships' boats, they were towed to
the ships.
I saw some lighters full of bad cases.
As they
passed the battleship, some of those on board recognized
her as the ship they had left that morning, whereupon, in
spite of their Bufferings and discomforts, they set up a
cheer, which was answered by a deafening shout of
encouragement from our crew
I have, in fact, never seen the like of these wounded
Australians in war before, for as they were towed amongst
the ships, whilst accommodation was being found for

them, although

many were

shot to bits and without hope
through the night,

of recovery, their cheers resounded

and you could just see, amidst a mas-* of suffering
humanity, arms being waved in greeting to the crows of the
warships. They were happy because they knew they had
been tried for the first time in the war and had not been
found wanting. They had been told to occupy the
heights and hold on, and this they had done for 15 mortal
hours under an incessant shell fire, without tho moral and
material support of a single gun ashore, and subjected the
whole time to tho violent counter-attacks of a brave
enemy, led by skilled leaders, whilst his snipers, hidden in
caves and thickets and amongst the dense scrub, made a
deliberate practice of picking off every officer who endeavoured to give a word of command or to lead his men

forward.
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No

arms has been performed during the
sudden landing in the dark, this storming
of the heights, and, above all, the holding on to the position thus won whilst reinforcements were being poured
from the transports.
finer feat of

war than

this

During the night the Turks continued to
attack, and on one occasion even charged the8th Battalion with the bayonet. The Australians were equally good with the bayonet by
night and by day. They responded in kind,
and there were no more Turkish bayonet charges

that night. When dawn broke the Anzacs had
firmly held a good square mile of the Gallipoli
Peninsula, and

holding

it

was

clear they

meant

to go

on

it.

coast towards Bulair, in order to distract the

There was no attempt to
was doubtful whether the demon-

enemy's attention.

and

the

it

any really useful purpose.
French Expeditionary Force
on the first day of the Battle of the Landing
was confined to an attack by one regiment upon
the positions on the Asiatic side of the entrance
The regiment selected was
to the Straits.
three battalions strong, and numbered 2,800
rank and file. It met with fierce opposition,
had very heavy losses, and displayed in its
assault a courage and dash which made its
onslaught worthy to be compared to the full
with the desperate struggles on the other side
stration served

The task

of the

Straits.

The

object

of

the

French

landing was to prevent the enemy from making
effective use of the Asiatic shore, and from
attacking by gun-fire the transports at the end
of the peninsula.
In this our Allies very
largely succeeded, but in drawing the

fire

of

the Turkish guns they suffered greatly themselves.
It was never intended that they
should permanently make good the footing

they quickly secured.
The French attack

began with a heavy

bombardment from the French warships, which
were assisted by the Russian cruiser Askold
(Captain

While the Anzacs were engaged near Gaba
Tepe, some transports containing a portion of
the Royal Naval Division were taken up the

land,

of

479

Ivanoff).

Guepratto was

Contre-Amiral

E.

P.

A.

in general control of the opera-

which Sir Ian Hamilton rightly wrote
They contributed largely to the success
of the British landings."
The disembarcation
was effected about 9.30 a.m., on the western
side of the River Mendere, and immediately
under the battered citadel of Kum Kale. The
landing was begun under a terrific fire. One
boat was completely smashed, and in others
many men were wounded. A captain was the
first to leap overboard and wade ashore, and the
dauntless troops followed him with irresistible
ardour. The castle was quickly stormed, the
men paying no heed to the bullets which
streamed upon them from machine guns.
tions, of

that,

They

"

cleared the interior of the castle, bayonet-

ing the Turks as they went, and fought their
way through the little village to its southern

A BRITISH SOLDIER SLEEPING ON A BED OF LIVE SHELLS.
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Their next objective was the village of
Yeni Shehr, but they were held up by three

side.

Turkish

regiments

which

were

and could get no

trenched,

strongly

en-

farther that day.

succeeding night the

Four times during tinTurks made powerful counter-attacks, led by
(icrmtm officers, hut each time they were
driven back with the bayonet, until the ground
intervening was strewn with the enemy's dead.

At one

from

their

of the battleships,

and

period 400 Turks were cut

by the

con, nidi's

fire

off

were made prisoners. Next morning, however,
it was plain that further progress was impossible

without heavy reinforcements, and the

They did
troops were ordered to re-embark.
so under the guns of the French warships without

suffering

further

opposition.

They had

performed their task gallantly, but at a great
cost.
In that one day and night the regiment

had

lost

one-fourth of

its

effective strength,

having suffered 754 casualties. These were
killed, 107; wounded, 459; missing, 116.
The Battle of the Landing has now been
:

up to the morning of the second day.
Beach Y and at Kum Kale had
or
were
The isolated
been,
being, withdrawn.
Anzacs were holding a shortened semicircular
described

The

forces at

line against the gathering

masses of the enemy.

De Tott's Battery was
but
was still far from any
holding
ground,
other body. The exhausted troops at Beach V
The

little

its

force

at

THE WAR.

<>!'

were isolated

also,

and remained

clustering

under the old fort and the sandy bank, not
having yet advanced to the attack of the

and castle of Sedd-el-Bahr, and Hill
The only two forces which had effected

village
141.

a junction were those landed at Beaches

W and

X. and they held a very narrow strip of the
south-western corner of the peninsula. A

tremendous further

was necessary if the
was to be made good.
and determination the

effort

slender foothold obtained
\Vith

what

vigour

advance was made, and at what
turn be related.

price,

After 24 hours

were ashore, but that was all.
to be precarious

continued

must

in

the British

Their position

and

seriously

menaced.

The great fault of the plan of the Battle of
the Landing was that the attacking forces were
too dispersed, and that too

many landings were
attempted, in some cases in insufficient strength.
The landing of the Anzacs north of Gaba Tepe
was probably a mistake from first to last. It
was a repetition of the episode of Beach Y on
a larger scale, and was doubtless due to an
underestimation of the strength of the enemy's
Had the splendid
positions farther south.

and New Zealand troops been
thrown into the scale before Krithia and Achi
Australian

Baba the
Gallipoli

first

stages of the attack

Peninsula

different conclusion.

might

have

upon the

reached

a

CHAPTER

XCV.

THE ADVANCE FROM WARSAW:
LAST STAGES OF THE SUMMER
CAMPAIGN.
AFTER THE FALL OF WARSAW THE GERMANIC OBJECTIVE FORTRESSES AND RAILWAYS FAILURE
TO ACHIEVE THE MAIN STRATEGIC OBJECT ANALYSIS OF THE ADVANCE THE GREAT RUSSIAN
DEFENSIVE FALL OF BREST-LITOVSK KOVNO NOVO-GEORGIEVSK THE PRIPET MARSHES
FAILURE TO REACH RIGA FALL OF VILNA THE TSAR TAKES COMMAND.

-

August 5 the German troops entered
Warsaw. On September 18 followed
the fall of Vilna. The intervening
forty-four days form practically the

from Warsaw .to Kieff crosses that
which unites Brest Litovsk with Rovno. The
advance of the Austro -German armies during
line leading

ON

the three weeks which followed on the

fall

of

conclusion of the great Austro- German offensive

Warsaw, carried them thus from the circum-

against Russia which, having begun on May 2
with the battle of Gorlitse and Tarnoff, was

ference

throughout the summer of 1915 the main, we
might almost say, the absorbing, concern of the
the point of view of strategy, two discan be distinguished in the advance
;

the

fall

;

German

armies, under

period carried to its
concentric movement against Eastern Poland.
From the north across the Nareff , from the west

Olita, in the first

across the Vistula, from the south past Lublin

abandon Grodno,

and Cholm, the enemy was advancing against
the strategic centre and main railway junction

River Niemen.

On

the day of

its

possession

of

days of September they had to
their last stronghold

Thus four weeks

after the fall of

Austro-German armies were

Western Russia, the

fortress of Brest Litovsk.

Mackensen and Prince

burg was mainly engaged in reducing the
Russian fortresses on the Niemen. On August 17
fell Kovno, on August 26 our Allies evacuated

logical conclusion the

of the place d'armes of

Ossovets-Lomza-

Leopold, of Warsaw fame, were forcing the line
of the Bug, the northern group under Hinden-

of Brest Litovsk

on August 25 can be taken as the landmark
between them. The military operations of the
first

semi-circle

essential part
Brest Litovsk lies exactly
half-way between Bielostok and Kovel and is
the centre of that sector. Whilst the Austro-

tinct phases

from Warsaw to Vilna

the

most

enemy.

From

of

Warsaw-Ivangorod-Cholm to its diameter, of
which the railway line Bielostok-Kovel is the

entire

Bug-Niemen

line.

on the

Warsaw, the

in possession of the

The supposition had

Bielostok, the junction of five railway lines,

been frequently expressed in previous strategic
speculations that that line formed the ultimate

from Warsaw, Ossovets, Grodno, Volkovysk,

goal of the enemy's endeavours hi the Eastern

and Brest Litovsk. Two days earlier Austrian
troops had entered Kovel, where the railway

theatre of war,

fall

the

Vol. V.

Germans gained

Part 65.

also

and that having reached it, he
would pass to the defensive, transferring his
481
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GENERAL IVANOFF.
main

forces to

some other

after

the

of

fall

front.

Brest, the

Yet, even

Austro-German

showed no sign of slackening. Evidently the goal of the Germanic armies lay still
farther east.
What was it ? Was it Kieff
offensive

or

was

Petrograd ? It
neither the oldest, sacrod
it

now appears
capital

of

that
East-

European Slavdom, nor the centre of the
modern Russian State, was the immediate
They
objective of the Germanic commanders.
seem to have been aiming at something far
impressive from the point of view of the
layman, but far more important from that of the

less

at the railway line which crosses
:
the Pripet Marshes between Baranovitchy and
The
Sarny, and connects Vilna with Rovno.
strategist

skilful retreat of

the Russian armies had, time

after time, deprived the

German commanders

"

crowning mercy," which they were
hoping for and seeking after they never achieved

of the

;

their second

Sedan on an

infinitely bigger scale,

which would have settled the war in so far as
Eastern Europe was concerned. But if they
could not capture the Russian army, they
hoped to reduce it to practical impotence by

abandon the railway line across the
Pripet Marshes, the biggest and most im-

forcing

it

to

passable area of morasses in Europe. Had our
Allies been forced to abandon that railway
Vilna and Rovno, their armies
would have been cut in two by the swamps of
Polesie
all direct communication between the

connecting

;

troops operating to the north of

them and those

concentrated in the southern area would have

Not a

ceased.

single other railway line crosses

from north to south the
which

80 miles of marshland

1

between the

lie

Even beyond

Dnieper.

Vilna-Baranovitchyand the River

line

Luniniets-Sarny-Rovno

it

there

is

no

direct

connecting the northern and the southern
it is more than 100 miles east of the
area
line

;

Dnieper that the two railway systems join at
a small railway-station in the government of
Tchernihoff.

With the

of Brest Litovsk

fall

on August

25,

the central sector of the western of the two

railway lines which run from Vilna to Rovno
passed into the hands of the enemy. A further

advance in force due east of Brest, through the
marshes against Luniniets, would have been a

most hazardous undertaking in
hardly have been practicable.
;

natural

to

start

would
was but

fact, it

It

the operations against

the

by an offensive against the two
termini, Vilna and Rovno.
Having captured
these two points, the Austro-German forces
might have tried a converging movement

eastern line

against Luniniets along the three railway lines
leading towards

from the north, west and
still have been

it

Even then they would
confronted by a vpry difficult
south.

numbers
region
their

of

of

can

troops

swamps

offensive

;

nor

could

is

have

task.

operate

No
in

big
that

probable that
been supported

it

by flanking movements against the Luniniets
Gomel line, either from the north or the south.

-
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Preparatory operations for an attack in the
direction of Vilna had been carried on ever
since the

fall

of

Warsaw

;

in the last

week

of

August these operations assumed the character
of a general offensive.
In front of Rovno,
where since the beginning of July the Bug and
the Zlota Lipa had been in the main the

488

The .strategical centre of the southern zone was
Rovno
the front between the ZlochotfTarnopol-Volotchisk railway line and the
;

Dniester formed at the southern end of that zone

a

less

important though by no means negligible

extension

of

the

battle

line

;

it

became

dividing

line between the two armies, the
Austro-German forces reopene'd their offensive

some marked Russian victories.

on August 27. Thus after the fall of Brest
Litovsk three separate zones came into exis-

Vilna-Rovno

extreme stubbornness with which our

tence in the Eastern theatre of war.

defended

Lithuania

and the Baltic Provinces formed the northern
division.
Vilna was in it the immediate
objective

Dvinsk

the

of

front

German

armies,

the Vilna-

forming, for the time being,
a secondary area of operations. The central
district lay in the region of the
Pripet Marshes.

in

September the scene of severe fighting mid of
Considering the supreme importance of the
line, one cannot wonder at the

its

two

decisive areas.

Allies

There was

hardly any need for explaining the change in
strategy by the changes which had taken place
in the highest Russian

no exaggeration

commands.

There

is

statement that, since the
days when under the still immediate influence
of recent, unexpected, staggering defeats, our
in the

CROSS-EXAMINATION AT THE FRONT.
An

officer of

the

Austrian Intelligence Department endeavouring to
Russian soldiers.

elicit

information from captured

652

TllK
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had to abandon the

Allies

link between the
MI-VIT since

TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.

lino of the

San, the

and the Dniester
had so much been at

Vistula

1

tli"-''

il.-iys

stake us was at stake in tho battles fouglit
Vilna was

for tin- Vilnn-l.miiiuets-Kovno line.

the very
Uns-iaii
was
than
even
last, perhaps
prudent.
lon^.-r
Their retreat from that district, executed
lirld

the

by

moment when

a

at

tlu>

l>\

annirs

t

was

enemy,

hey seemed surrounded
a piece of supreme

but

strategic

to

enormous

the

skill;
only
importance of that region justifies the delay in
the retreat which had rendered necessary acro-

bat

ie

With the capture

feats in strategy.

of

however, only one-half was accomplished
of the tusk with which the Austro-German
Viliia,

armies u ere confronted; and few things are

more

and more costly than
The German armies suc-

embarrassing

partial

successes.

attempt against Vilna
Austrian troops failed in front of Rovno.

ceeded

in

their

;

the
It is

cauvres, especially as tho distances over which
these evolutions could be carried out were very

A

considerable.

circle

drawn round Vilna at a

radius of one hundred miles hardly touches tho
two nearest powerful obstacles to the move-

ments

of the

German

armies, the

and the Pripet

north-east

Dvina

.Marshes

in the

the

in

country which intervenes
between Vilna and Dvinsk, Minsk and Barano

south-east

the

;

vitchy offered full scope to attempts at enveloping the central position of the Russian armies.
different

Very

were the conditions in the

The front between the KovelSarny railway line and the Dniester is more or

southern zone.

equal in length to that extending between
Dvinsk and the railway-junction of Baranovitchy, both measuring about 200 miles in
less

The nature

length.

however,

all

The main

attacks.

of the southern zone limits,

offensive

against

it

to

frontal

courses of practically

all

the

rivers in that district

tend due north or south,

a number

of consecutive, powerful

and
lines

offer

The wooded hills between
and Teofilpol form the watershed

of

defence.

Zlochoff

between the basins of the Pripet and the
Dniester.
In that region the upper courses of
then- confluents

wind

in different

directions,

adding to the defensive strength of that narrow
centre.
North of Lutsk and Rovno the Styr

and Horyn are surrounded by wide swamps
in fact, in that region the Marshes of the
Pripet extend in the valleys of its con;

AN AUSTRIAN ARMOURED

fluents

TRAIN.

easy to guess how German generals or military
writers explained that difference in results, but

seems more than doubtful whether impartial
history can accept their explanation. The
it

task of the

German armies was from

the very

outset incomparably easier than that of the
Austrians, the forces at their disposal were

considerably bigger, and their work was half
done when the Austro-Himgarian
troops had

only just opened their offensive against
the line of the Bug and the Zlota

Lipa.

Once the line
Vilna was bare
of

resistance

lakes

did

and

;

the

of
of

Niemen was

the

forced,

any strong natural

the

broken

dense

forests

ground,
of

lines

the

Lithuania

work altogether in favour of the
The forces of our Allies
defending *roops.
not

were not

sufficient

for

tinuous line of defence

;

establishing

a con-

in the absence of such

a line the country offered to the
attacking
aide exceptional facilities for
strategic man-

for

a considerable distance south

of

the Kovel-Kieff railway.
South of the Zlochoffline
the
numerous
tributaries of the
Tarnopol
Dniester, the Zlota Lipa, the Strypa,

and the
and even minor streams like the Koropiec and the Dzuryn, offer excellent positions for
defence.
The marshes which line their upper
courses cease only where these rivers enter
Sereth,

the region of deep canons ; in fact, the two
systems of natural defence, which attain their

and the
minor degree throughout

highest development along the Pripet
Dniester, extend to a

the area of then: tributaries.

However

well

deserved was the praise which the Russian
armies under General Ivanoff received for
their

brilHant

defence

of

Rovno and

victories hi Austrian Podolia,

be

it

their

would hardly

blame the Austrian armies for their
is
often done by their German
"
"
friends
and allies.
The end of the summer, as indicated by the
fair to

failure,

as

calendar,

may

be also taken as the real close of

the Austro-German

summer campaign

against

DEFEAT OF VON BELOW'S CAVALRY RAIDERS.
Russian Cavalry successfully expelling the

485

Germans from Molodetchna.
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I8ti

.THE RUSSIAN RETREAT.
Russian troops removing the points on a railway.

Russia.

Three weeks after the

i'all

of Vilna

the centre of interest shifted from the north
-astern front to the new theatre of war in the

i

What was

at that time the position
of the Austro-German armies with regard to

Halkans.

cm

the Dvinsk-Vilna-Rovno railway line ? It
be described in few words. In the northern

Vilna-Dvinsk-Petrograd railway. The cutting
of that line at any point before the withdrawal
of the

Russian armies from Poland had been

would undoubtedly have had a most:
on the retreat. The points of the
greatest danger were, however, naturally those
in which the Prussian railways join the main
effected

serious effect

At Novo-Georgievsk the

zone, from a point a few miles south of Dvinsk
to one lying a similar distance to the south of

Russian trunk-line.

Baranovitchy, the railway had passed into the
the entire southern
hands of the enemy

the capture of that line

;

portion, east of the rivers

Jasiolda and the

Horyn, had remained in the possession of our
Thus the Austro-German campaign
Allies.

Niemen and the Bug, during the
summer of 1915, failed to achieve its main

beyond the
late

r

Mlava-W arsaw
the

Germans

line crosses the Vistula

the leadership of the Russian generals and the
fighting power of the Russian soldier show themselves in

a more

manner.

brilliant

The task

withdrawing the armies from the Polish

of

salient

was formidable in itself it was rendered still
more difficult by the necessity of guarding the
;

immensely long north-eastern flank against the
attacks of the enemy. On the line OssovetsRiga, extending over a distance of about 300
miles, the German forces were standing hardly

anywhere more than 50 miles, and in most cases
considerably less, from the Warsaw-Bielostok-

i

it

main bodies of
would have nevertheless

interfered very seriously with their operations.

would have enabled the Germans to
get round the Russian troops which wencovering the right flank on the line Vyshkof'fIt

The second point

was Ossovets,

The weeks which followed on the fall of Warsaw were perhaps the most critical in the history
of the Eastern campaign, and never did

althougl

into the rear of the

the retreating armies,

Ostroff-Lomza.

strategic object.

;

would not have carried

Litovsk

Brest

on
the

the

railway,

Konigsberg

capture

Uvinsk front

of

danger

on the Konigsberg-Bielostok
-

the

Vilna

third
line.

Kovno
Finally,

and of the Rignthe
Germans
would have been
by
of

Riga

considered at that time a serious threat to the

Russian retreat.

Exaggerated ideas were then

current concerning the possibilities of establishing a

German naval base

at Riga.

The

full

Navy and tho
British submarines dominated the Baltic was
hardly realized, and apprehensions were entertained that the Germans might profit considerably by gaining possession of the Riga Dvinsk
extent to which the Russian

railway and of the River Dvina between these

two towns.
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Attacks against t lie Riga-Dvinsk front, against
against Ossovets, were carried
out by the Germans .simultaneously with opera-

Kovno and

tions in

Poland

;

hut

it

was only gradually, as

the successive attempts at cutting the Russian
retreat in the western salient mot with failure.
that the offensive farther to the north-east

gaining

in

was
The
importance.
breaking through the Warsaw-

attempts at

weight

and

in

Bielostok front seemed to offer at

first

the best

chances of encircling the Russian armies. However serious the cutting of the Petrogracl-War-

saw line might have been for our Allies, in itself
it would not
necessarily have been disastrous.
They had two other railway-lines north of the
Pi-ipet

marshes to rely upon, and the farther we

go to the north-east the greater is the distance
which separates them from what was at that
time the zone of danger from enemy attacks.

The narrow

Polish salient forms the head of a

of

parabola,

487

which the Warsaw-Dvinsk und

Wareaw-Kieff railways are the arms;
lines run in it close to one another.
northern flank of the Polish salient the

who

fell

the
the

German

had broken through the Nareff line full
ten days before the fall of Warsaw, and in the
first days of August hardly more than 10 miles
intervened between them and the Warsawforces

Bielostok-Petrograd
of

Moreover, a,
railway.
Austro-Cerman. armies was

powerful group
pressing forward from, the south, past Lublin and

Cholm.

The

cutting off

first

"

pair of pincers," aiming at

the Russian retreat, was directed

against the region of Siedlets

a quick concen-

;

advance from the north against Siedlets and
from the south against Lukoff would have
tric

spelt

disaster

to

the

armies

of

our

Allies.

Whilst the main forces of the armies of Generals

von Gallwita and

von. Scholtz

to break through across the

were thus trying
Bug and Nareff

AN ATTEMPT TO FORCE A WAY THROUGH THE ENEMY'S BARBED
Russian troops

all

On

amidst entanglements while making a charge.

WIRE.
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4ss

and Mackensen's armies
of Lublin and

(above Ostrolenka)

were

pre^-ini:

new fancied "group of armies" of
Leopold MI r.uvuria* was advancing from
tin-

('holm,
1'rince
tin-

from the direction

The extreme slowness

Vistula.

of

the

advance

of tlu> latter forces in face of comparaweak Kussiim rearguards was probably

tively

due jmrtlv to the dillioulties of transport with
which it \MI- fmvd (all the bridges across the
n blown up by the Russians,
not until the end of August that the

\i-niln Imd

and

it

\\iis

I

eon-triietinn

of

first
tlio
permanent bridge
was completed by the German
and partly because the Germans.

our

crossed the

Allies were still offering
Nareff,
successful resistance to their onslaughts in front
"
of the line of the Bug.
Ostroff is still in the

hands

the enemy," remarks the German
communique of the following day. On
August 7 the Germans forced the passage
across the Bug, a few miles above Novoof

official

Ceorgievsk, and two days later the fortress was

surrounded from

all

across the river

von

engineers),

operations,

Beseler, the

German

was sent against

RUSSIAN PRISONERS WITH THEIR MACHINE GUNS BEING
BATTLEFIELD BY THEIR CAPTORS.
"
hoping for the success of the pincing " movement, may have thought it preferable not to
accelerate the Russian

retreat

by

exercising

pressure from the west.

The defence put up by our
Nareff and the

Bug

Allies

between the

surpassed anything the Ger-

mans had

expected.

On August

fortnight

after

troops

the

of-

9,

more than a

Gallwitz

had

Yet

sides.

;

han round

own presumptive sun. But the son-in.
the Austrian
Emperor, the brother of the King of
Bavaria, who as the effect of a lame
compromise between
Central Power, had become the
its

F

"conqueror

orsaw," had to have his group of armies," even
had to resemble n
bishopric in partibuo
A

infidclium

of

if it

resisted

;

specialist in siegeit

with a powerful

MARCHED OFF THE

train of the heaviest
siege-artillery, but the
Russian garrison held out
sufficiently long to
deprive the fall of the fortress and the opening of
the road to the Germans of
practically all strate-

The impossibility of forcing
gic importance.
the Vyshkoff-Ostroff line, whilst an advance
from that direction could still have exercised a
serious influence

on the Russian

retreat, caused

German commanders in the Xareff
transfer their main attention to the

the
The German communiquia never mode
public the
composition of that mysterious group of armies. General
iron Woyrech seems to have
been the only star in Prince
xjopold's solar system, and even that star
had its
mra-tours "
it revolved round
Mackensen rather

it

contrary to their usual tactics, our Allies left
behind a garrison in that advanced outpost at
the junction of the Bug and the Vistula. General

to

between Ostrolenka and Vizna.

region
sector

After several

unsuccessful attempts, the troops of General
von Scholtz broke at last on August 9

through

the front of the

Lomza

and stormed Fort 4
Lomza on the next

line

of the outer defences of

;

morning they entered the fortress itself. But
even after the fall of Lomza their advance did

The Southern approach

to the Citadel, showing
the bridge which was destroyed by the Russians
before evacuation. Inset : General Yon Beseler,
the captor of the Fortress.

Russian prisoners leaving the fortress.
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THE CAPTURE OF NOVO- GEORGIEVSK.
German

troops entering into possession of the Citadel.

not gain considerably in speed, however hard

the German communiques tried to convey that
impression. The position can best be gathered

from a sentence in
Its

wording

is

their report of

interesting.

13.

August

"On

it

goes,

Nareff and Buy."* says the German
communique of August 13, "though the
between

more desperate charade r was developing ahum
The armies under Macthe southern front.
kensen's
of

command

Warsaw along a

stood at the time of the
line

from

fall

five to ten miles

north of the Lublin-Cholm railway. It was
here that was to be found the most powerful
concentration of the enemy's forces. The

up all the time fresh forces
and his resistance must be
broken at point after point." One seems to hear

operations of the Fourth Austro-Hungarian
and the Eleventh German Army extended

in the first part of the sentence the clattering

two

.nomy

brings

that

to

front,

the hosts of modern

Huns

the ending
a nounts to a polite apology for not being able to
advance by more than a very few miles a day.
ho')fs of

;

i

on August 15. the Germans reached the
"
the brave troops
of
heights of Briansk

At

last,

'

;

"

the victorious
"

fleeing

enemy

German armies " pursuing " the
reached the line of the Nurzets.

approximately three weeks after they had first
crossed the Nareff ; the distance between these

two

rivers

amounts to about 30

miles.

But by

that time practically the entire Russian force
had withdrawn on to the line of Bielostok, Brest

Litovsk and Kovel, and the strategic problem
which confronted the German armies had

over a front of not more than 60 miles

;

these

annies comprised, including their strategic

reserves, probably not less

to fourteen

army

corps.

than from twelve

In the

first

hall

of

July they had received reinforcements from
practically all the armies which were holding
farther south the line of the

Bug and

the Zlota

Moreover, they had on their two outer
Lipa.
flanks the support of two armies, the movements
of which were practically subordinated and subOn the Vistula, between
sidiary to their own.
Garvolin and Ivangorod, stood the army of
General von Woyrsch (it included the AustroHungarian troops of General von Kovess) on
the Bug, opposite Vladimir Volynsky, operated
;

Whilst in the north the armies of Gallwitz

von Puhallo.
The Austro-German advance from the south
was. however, met by some of the best Russian

and Scholtz were advancing from the Nareff
towards the Bug and Nurzets, fighting of an even

troops under the leadership of generals whor-e
ability had been sufficiently proved during the

* " Xwischen

month which intervened between the second

changed

in

most

of its aspects.

Narew mid Bug ginp es weiter vorwarts

"
.

.

the army-group of General
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and the

battle of Krasnik

the time

Warsaw.

fall of

At

when

491

opposite bank of the Vieprz their rearguards
had entrenched themselves in the hilly region of

the last Russian troops were
leaving the capital of Poland, a pitched battle
was being fought between the River Vieprz and

batteries were collected

Savin. A supreme effort of Mackensen to break
through the Russian lines met at first with
complete failure only after a few days of fight-

positions of our Allies, who,

;

most severe character, and by using
all his locally available forces, was he able to
force our Allies to withdraw a few miles to the
north.
It was the same kind of advance as had
been that from Krasnostaff to Cliolm.
ing of the

On August
German

6 the

main weight

offensive

in

of the Austro-

Poland

south-eastern

shifted to the district of Lubartoff.

It is at

that point that the Lublin-Parchoff-Lukoff railway crosses the marshy valley of the Vieprz.

Could a quick advance have been carried out
along that

line,

some parts at

least of

the

retreating Russian armies might have been
cut off from their immediate goal, the line of

the

Bug round Brest Litovsk.

Lubartoff the broad,

flat

South-west of

ridge of Hill 183 served

our Allies as their main point d'appui

;

on the

Vola Russka.

A

considerable

number

of

heavy
by
of Hill 183. and on August 6 a bombardment
"
"
of the approved type
was opened against the
the Austriaiis in front

still

short of guns

and ammunition, were unable to answer it in an
adequate manner. At 9.15 a.m. the Austrian

The Russian

infantry began

its

advance.

tions were held

by

forces far

and

still

garrison

more inferior
was composed

in artillery,
of

posi-

weaker in numbers
but their

excellent Siberian

regiments, whereas practically

all

the Austrian

regiments which carried out the attack belonged to the Fourteenth Army Corps under
General Roth.

This

army

corps was composed

almost entirely of regiments which drew their
recruits from the Alpine provinces, especially
from the Tyrol throughout the present war the
;

from the German-speaking
had
provinces
proved inferior as fighters either
to the Magyar or the Gal ician regiments. The
Austrian

troops

Austrian attack against Hill 183, notwithstand-

AFTER THE GERMAN OCCUPATION OF BREST LITOVSK.
German

troops carrying bags of grain from the blazing Citadel.
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ing the powerful support of the artillery, broke

After a whole day of

clown almost completely.

bombardment and of repeated, violent attacks,
the Austrians had not yet reached the main
Russian positions. About 8.30 p.m. the infanand the bombardment of the
recommenced with full vio-

try attacks stopped

Russian positions
lence.

It

attacks

;

was again followed up by infantry

the fighting continued throughout the

Meantime the Germans had succeeded
capturing the main positions of the Russian

night.
in

On August 7
rearguards, east of the Vieprz.
the " Edelweiss Corps "* entered the trenches
on

they had been evacuated by

Hill 183, after

was hardly any danger

of their armies being in
outflanked
any way
by the enemy. But the
main body of the Russian armies had to
retire to the

north of the marshes

is

of less

moreover, easier to defend, required far smaller
of troops.
The main body of the

numbers

Russian armies had to

retire through the long
which the railway lines BielostokVilna-Dvinsk and Brest Litovsk-Baranovitchy-

corridor

in

Minsk form the outer

lines of

communication.

During the ten days August 15-25 a

corre-

sponding regroupment took place in the

tration of

of the fall

German

dis-

by the time
of Brest Litovsk the main concenthe enemy armies was gathered in

the night of August 8-9 our Allies evacuated
the entire left bank of the Vieprz.
last

the southern

importance than the north, and being,

vital

tribution of the

About the same time the

;

area, at least west of the Dnieper,

the Siberian regiments, which had to withdraw
in accordance with the retreat on their left.

By

493

forces

;

Russian troops

were withdrawn from the region

of Zelechoff

their main forces having already
reached the district of Lukoff and Siedlets.

and Garvolin,

The

retreat

from the Polish

by August 15
Mackensen left

was

it

salient

was secured

;

completed.
"
"
it to the
group of armies
under Prince Leopold to occupy the abandoned
practically

and Lukoff.

districts of Siedlets

cling movement was still

If

any

encir-

to be carried out to the

west of the Pripet Marshes and the Lithuanian
it had
to be attempted against Brest

forests

After

Litovsk.

long-drawn

heavy,

fighting,

Mackensen gained on August 15 the crossing
over the

Bug at Vlodava.
(

The

first

stage of the retreat from the place

GENERAL VON BESELER

d'armes in south-eastern Poland thus closes,

about August 15, ten days after the fall of Warsaw. The next ten days form a stage of transition between it and the offensive against Vilna

The

and Rovno.
August

25,

appear

of the

fall

of

Brest Litovsk on

with which the

last

traces

dis-

" Polish
salient," f and the eastern

theatre of war breaks

up

into three separate

zones, forms nevertheless the visible

landmark

between the two stages of the Austro-German
from Warsaw against the Vilna

advance

Rovno
The

-

line.

centre) and

members of

his staff.

front of the south-western gate to the

"

cftrri-

The German armies standing along the
dor."
Riga-Ponevesh-Kovno-Ossovets front were continuing their attempts at battering

western

wall.

The armies

of

down

its

von Gallwitz

which at the time of the fall
been
had
of Warsaw
attacking the line between
and
Ossovets, executed during
Novo-Georgievsk

and von

Scholtz,

the ten days of August 15-25 a wheel to the
that movement was accompanied by a
east
;

retreat

of

the Russians south of the

Pripet Marshes was comparatively easy
*

(in

The Fourteenth Army Corps was

;

there

called in the jargon

contraction of their front.

in the beginning of

Litovsk and Kovel are not geographistrateRussian Poland
cally or politically part of
in the system
gically they must, however, be included
of Eastern Poland.

by

;

the day of the

August had stood between
and Ivangorod advanced

of Austrian journalists by the name of this favourite
flower of sentimental Viennese burghers, when on their
holidays they disguise themselves as Alpine mountaineers.
t Bielostok, Brest

On

Brest they were holding the OssovetsBielostok-Bielsk line. The two armies which

fall of

Novo-Georgievsk

and Lukoff against the front
the Nurzets and the Bug.
between
extending
The Fourth Austro-Hungarian Army, under
Siedlets

Till-:
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AT THE GRAVESIDE OF THE ENEMY.
Austrian troops honour the graves of the heroic Russians.

Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand, approached Brest
Litovsk from the west. The Eleventh German
Army, which remained under the immediate

command

Maokensen, and included con-

of

Linsingen's army, was
parts of
from the south. If it
fortress
the
attacking
is admissible to speak of armies after four

siderable

months

of the

most severe

fighting

and

after

they were still the
same, it might be said that all the armies
which in the early days of May, at the outset
several regroupments as

if

This

forces.

was

statement

a

half-truth,

which was meant to cover the withdrawal

of

troops to the Serbian frontier. These wer
naturally taken from the centre, which, with
of Brest, had accomplished its task,
was just there that the mixture of
German and Austro-Hungarian troops was

the

fall

and

it

greatest.

There were very few Austrian troops

north

the

of

Nurzets,

and those consisted

had

mainly of cavalry and artillery. There were
only about two or three German army corps
south of Vladimir Volynsky (most of them

stood between Ossovets and the angle of the
Carpathian front south of Gorlitse, were now

were included in the German army-group of
Count Bothmer
it was the remainder of the

the

of

great

Austro-German

offensive,

gathered in the space between the Bobr and
the Pripet Marshes.

Not

all

of

them

were, however, meant to

;

original

army

Linsingen,

of

the

Austro-Hungarian

and the

German

and

the other hand, each of the three central

General

had been abandoned by our Allies
and the Pripet Marshes were reached. Soon
after the fall of Brest news was given out by
the enemy concerning an impending separation

its

Boehm-Ermolli

armies was more or

fortress

kept

On

had

Russian resistance was expected in the sector
of Brest Litovsk, was depleted as soon as that

still

of

continue the offensive beyond the Bug. The
centre of the Austro-German armies, which
to be kept in full strength whilst a strong

and

position between the Austro-Hungarian armies

von

less

Woyrsch

of

Pflanzer-Baltin).

mixed.

The army

contained

a

of

whole

group of Austro-Hungarian regiments under
General Kovess von Kovesshaza. The army
of

Archduke Joseph -Ferdinand included ever
end of April the German Division of

since the

General von Besser.

The Eleventh German

stood in between the Austro-Hungarian
troops of the Archduke in the north and those

Army

THE TIMES HISTORY OF THE WAR.
of General Puhallo in the south,

and contained
Fourth Austro -Hungarian Army Corps
under General Arz von Straussenberg. Thus,
the

through the withdrawal
Kovess and the army

the

of

army-group
Mackensen to the

Serbian front, and also of a certain

number
the amount

of

of
regiments to the Western front,
heterogeneous enclaves was indeed reduced in

presented in itself such unusual facilities
defence that a stubborn resistance was

for

expected, similar to that which our Allies had
kept up for so long in front of the Vistula line.

Events took a different turn

was some

it

;

Brest Litovsk, round Kovno,
that the fate of that stronghold was decided.

200 miles north

of

number and

About July 20 German troops had got within
twelve miles from Kovno in the first days of

Austro-Hungarian

August the Tenth German Army, under General
von Eichhorn, had drawn up close to the

importance. It is, moreover,
interesting to mark that before the Fourth
the

task

Army was

entrusted with

of

advancing into the wilderness
of the Pripet Marshes the German Division of
General von Besser was withdrawn from it

and transferred to a more favourable

climate.

;

It

had

originally

been expected, and the
to have entertained

the idea almost to the

last,

that the Russians

would attempt to hang on to the

district of

Brest Litovsk as long as possible. Not that
any considerable value was ascribed to its

once

formidable

of the stronghold

even the

six

new

The inner part
was by now obsolete, and

defences.

forts

were placed, in view of

modern siege artillery,
to the centre. Yet the district

were begun for

preparations
against

an

of

Kovno

lies

on the

left

i.e.,

Niemen at its
junction with the River Vilia, and a short
distance below the junction of the Niemen and
bank

northern

Jessia

(a

tributary

The
the two

the south).
encircles

the

of

which

river

Vilna

line

were

situated at

from
round Kovno

receives

the town,

junctions,

and the railway bridge
forts

it

ring of forts

of

the

Konigsberg-

The main
were
and
number,
distances varying from two to four
across

eleven

the

Niemen.

in

the long range of the

miles from the centre of the town.

too

the forts guarded

close

assault

it.

The town
the

German commanders seem

On August

south-western front of the fortress.

RUSSIAN DEFENCE WORK.
Dug-outs and trenches in Poland.

it

on the

east,

Three of

one covered the

496
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"

Vilna bridge, seven protected the approaches

left

from the south and west. Besides these there
was a girdJe of minor works round the town.

evening of yesterday," says the official Russian
"
he succeeded in
communique, of August 17,

For the

attack the

first

south-western

selected the

enemy

between

section

the

Niemen

and the Jessia. The battle began at 1 a.m.
on August 8 by a bombardment in which guns
of all calibre

"

to 16 inches were employed.

up
The hurricane

the enemy," says the

fire of

Russian

official

of

communique
August 10,
than two hours, and our
batteries replied vigorously.
About three in
the morning assaulting columns in close
formation marched against our positions.
"

not

lasted

By

less

concentrated

the explosion of land

fire,

and gallant counter-attacks by our
troops the enemy was thrown back by five
in the morning along the whole front attacked.
The exhausted Germans, who had suffered
enormous losses, were hurled back into the
neighbouring ravines, where apparently they

mines,

began to prepare for a fresh assault.
"
At noon on August 8 the enemy
increased

to

a

terrible

the

of

Niemen.

Towards

the

carrying a small fort which had been greatly
damaged by artillery fire, and in breaking into

the
forts

intervening spaces between some other
in the western sector.
Fighting con-

tinues."
It continued

throughout the night and the

the enemy entered the town
day
and established himself in the adjoining district which forms an isthmus between the
following

;

Niemen and the Vilia. Notwithstanding the
most tenacious resistance of the Russian
garrison, the German troops of the army of
General von Eichhorn, commanded by General

fire

but

intensity,

bank

this

protracted and destructive hurricane of fire
from the most powerful guns failed to shake
our troops, who firmly withstood the hail of

showered upon them.

projectiles

Our

artil-

lery valiantly supported our heroes with its
fire.

day.
"

This

At

cannonade

incessant

nightfall the

lasted

all

enemy columns which had

been continuously massing in front of our
positions again rushed to the assault, their
attacks

for

lasting

two hours.

GENERAL LITZMANN.

The enemy

succeeded in taking a part of the trenches on
the line of the advanced positions which his

Victor of Kovno.

had swept, but afterwards, by the heroic
efforts of our reserves which had been brought
up, the Germans were once more repulsed

von Litzmann, captured by the night of August
17 the last forts of Kovno.
The most powerful fortress on the Niemen
had fallen the line of the Niemen and Bug was

with enormous

pierced.

fire

losses.

"

The enemy only retained the works near
the village of Piple which he had won at the
cost of enormous efforts and losses."
The

failure of this first

attempt to take the

;

decisions

This was no tune for half-hearted
;

the

Brest Litovsk.

had been

fall of

A

collected

Kovno

settled the fate of

powerful group of armies
by the supreme Russian

Command round Vilna

;

forces sufficient to with-

by
bombardment, accompanied by almost daily

stand for some time the pressure from the west
were gathered between Vilna and Grodno. Yet

infantry attacks against particular sectors of
the fortifications. About August 15 the siege

this

assault

fortress

entered on

its

two days a most
artillery

of

August

16 the

all

was followed by a week

final,

culminating stage.

violent
calibre

of

For

bombardment by siege
was kept up, and on

enemy launched a

series

of

violent attacks with his full strength, with the

object

of

storming the fortifications on the

was no longer a position of stable balance.
The Germans could be detained in the river
defiles of the Niemen and its tributaries, and in
the mighty forests of Lithuania, but there was no
hopo of soon driving them back across the

Niemen or of checking their advance indefinitely.

Had

our Allies under these circumstances perin hanging on to the line Grodno-

sisted

V/.W/->"

THI-:
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Bielostok-Brest

l.itov.-U,

HISTOUY OF THE

they would have been
withdrawal from the

A
Murting dUaster.
threatened western front was necessary in order
that tlif line ininht IT >aved from the dnn.uer
of being

broken up, and the armies from the

nl eli\elil|illiellt

On August

illlll

Hi Ceiiernl

Cllpt lire.

1-eiiniiiL'.

the Russian

coninutnder of Brest Lito\sk, issued orders for
the completti evacuation of the
civilian population.

On August

aviator reported to the

town by tin17 a German

commander

of the Sixth

Army, which was advancing against Brest, that
a st ream of people twenty miles long was moving
These were not preparations
the town of Brest lay outside the
of fortifications ; they were the preliminaries

out of the town.
for

a

rinir

of

siege

a retreat

On

lire

the entire front from Ossovets to Vladimir

more powerful strongboth on the western and the eastern

to which infinitely

holds,
fronts,

had succumbed in a few weeks, if not
2t the Russian rearguards

On August

days.

withdrew within the ring of fortifications of
Brest Litovsk. The Austrian communiques of
those days carefully kept

up the appearance

operations in a grand style
of one of the best-known

was not to be
the

play
the

game

lost

;

the effect of the

European

game, or rather refused to play
which would have suited their

priately

Finally

the

dramatic style the

stronghold.
fallen.

capture

General von Arz, captured the village of Kobylany, south-west of the fortress, and thereby

broke through the outer line of

three days later cavalry belonging to the

infantry at the

war which could not be reduced by
even of the heaviest siege-artillery, by a

in the present

the

fire

Galician, Silesian

forts.
The
and North Moravian

same time stormed the

fort to

the south of the village of Koroshtchyn.
German troops captured the citadel near the rail-

way bridge." A similar statement was issued
from Berlin, except that the 22nd Brandenburg
Reserve army corps appears in it as the decid-

AFTER THE RUSSIAN RETREAT.
German

the

The fortress of Brest-Lit ovsk
The Hungarian Landwehr, under

West

army

of

"

Volynsky was evacuated about August 20;

von Puhallo entered Kovel. At the
northern end of the line the Russians withdrew
on August 22 from Ossovets, that unique fortress

fortresses

because the Russians did not

Volynsky the garrisons were drawn in from the
The district of Vladimir
outlying positions.

of General

of

full

Austrian report of
to
the
world in an approAugust 20 announced
enemies.

has

in the style of 1812.

IVAH.

engineers rebuilding a bridge destroyed by the Russians.
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Difficulties

THE GERMAN ARMY IN
A cavalry regiment

of transport

ing factor on that great day.

muniqu6

speaks of

RUSSIA.
crossing

:

Neither com-

booty or prisoners.
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marshy ground.

something immensely joyous, almost humorous, in the keen eyes. Oh, you stupid
is

The correspondent of the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, who was with the Austro-

If you only had an
Quadruple Ententists
idea.
His Majesty went with the

Hungarian troops on their entry into Brest,
town as " a sea of fire." The town
lay it can hardly be said to exist any longer

same powerful

describes the

to the east of the fortress, on the

which the Russians had to

main road by
Whilst the

retire.

Austro-German troops were entering Brest, our
Allies were taking up new positions beyond the
waves, among the lazy, silent, stagnant
waters of the Pripet Marshes.
"
Six days before the fall of Brest
the adfiery

vanced sentinel " in the west, Novo-Georgievsk,
had fallen. This was the only fortress in which
a garrison after their line had
been withdrawn that had to be done hi this
our Allies

left

;

one case in order to secure the safe retreat of the

main forces.

When the Germans entered Novo-

Georgievsk the Russian armies were already
some 80 miles away, and the Kaiser had an
opportunity of inspecting fresh carnage without

any danger to his august person.
so, he held a review.

Having done

Kaiser comes close in front of me.

me sharply.

I

know the look.

He

looks

To-day there

.

.

!

strides

from battalion to bat-

...

In his customary short, sharp
tones he thanked his troops in the name of all
talion.

Germany,

.

.

.

and distributed numerous Iron

Crosses."

During the remaining week

of

August the

fighting in the zone north of the Pripet continued

without any very marked results. Round Brest
itself the Austrians entered the region of the
marshes. East of the line Bielostok-Brest the

Gentian troops reached the Forest of Bialoviez,
practically the only remaining virgin forest in

the plains of Europe, the last refuge of the
almost extinct European bison. The scene of
the more important strategic operations shifted

now

to the north

and to

rfie

south of the

Bielostok-Kovel sector.

From

the tangle of isolated incidents which
fill the week
following on

in the northern zone

the

was how the correspondent of the
Kaiser's
Berlin
saw
the
Lokalanzeiger
"
review at Novo-Georgievsk.
With gigantic,
mighty strides he advanced upon the parade
ground, with a thick stick in his hand. The
This

at

!

.

fall of

Brest two movements stand out as

expressing the main strategic endeavours and
preoccupations of the contending armies.

Between Kovno and Vilna our Allies had succeeded in checking the advance of the enemy.

They now undertook a
district

mans

north of Vilna

to

counter-offensive in the
;

by compelling the Ger-

withdraw beyond the River Svienta

500
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out of clanger of an enveloping movement from
the north.
The Germans, on the other hand,

Piaski, Xelva, and Bereza Kartuska to
l>y
("hemsk in the Pripet Marshes.
Meantime Austrian troops were trying to
advance along the few roads and pathways

attempted to drive a wedge between the Russian
group round Vilna and that round Grodno.

which lead through the swamps in the direction
of Drohichyn.
It is necessary to form some idea

put, for the time being, the armies round Vilna,

Having crossed the Niemen near Meretch, they

of the character of that

tried to reach

understand the nature

near Orany.
the fortress of Olita, falling back on Vilna. The
movement against Orany was. however, held up

between Brest Litovsk and Vladimir Volynsky

the Vilna-Grodno railway-line
On August 26 our Allies evacuated

The

sources

country in order fully to
an advance through it.

of

the

of

Pripet

lie

half-way
;

of

joins the Dnieper some fifty miles north of
Kieff
From its source to its mouth it measures

troops to withdraw from their advanced positions.
Orany was reached by the Germans on

about 340 miles in length the entire difference
in level between its two ends amounts to only

sufficiently long to allow the

August

31

;

on September
"

ated Grodno.

On

main bodies

1-2 our Allies evacu-

the western front of Grod-

no," says the German report of September 2,
"
the outer line of forts has fallen. The North-

German Landwehr took by storm yesterday
4, situated north of the DombrovoGrodno high road. The garrison, consisting of

Fort No.

500 men, was captured. Late in the evening
followed the capture by troops from Baden of
Fort No. 4a, situated farther north. Here we

took a garrison of

1

The other

50.

fortifications

on, the advanced western front were thereupon
evacuated by the Russians.'' On the next day

Germans was

the capture of Grodno by the
"

completed.
troops,

by

Near

their

Grodno

quick

crossing the Niemen.

our

action,

attacking
succeeded in

After street fighting the

town was occupied and 400 prisoners were
taken." The modesty of the German claims
concerning the number of prisoners by itself
proves the

skill

with which the evacuation

Grodno was carried

out,

of

and indicates the nature

Only at one point a more considerable body of Russian troops was in danger
This danger was met and
of being cut off.
of the retreat.

it

.

;

about 150

feet

6 inches to

its average fall is less than
hence the marshy character

i.e.,

a mile

;

of its wide, flat valley.

The normal width

of the

Pripet amounts to about 40 yards near Pinsk,

200 yards near Mozyr, and 400 yards
In spring and autumn the

at, its

mouth.

river

changes, however, into a regular lake, widening
out in many places to twelve miles and more.

The width
in

marshes varies considerably
Near Pinsk, where they
parts.

of the

different

are

by no means widest,

The

total area of the Pripet

it

exceeds 120 miles.

Marshes approaches
Into that wide depression

30,000 square miles.

flow the waters from the surrounding hills and
high plateaus. As can be seen from the map

enclosed in this chapter, in the north the ground
rises more than 800 feet above the level of the

marshland, in the west by about 600 feet,
south by more than 1,200 feet. In

in the

recent

the

years

Russian

Government has

been trying to lay dry some parts of the swamps
and bring them under the plough. Its endeavours

were

patience

of

supported by the inexhaustible
the Russian peasant. He has

official

on the higher ground, for the greater
part of the year a prisoner on islands in a
treacherous sea.
wrong step off the beaten
The soft,
track means death in those regions.

guns and about 150 prisoners, and by

slimy morass has swallowed up even many
experienced inhabitants of the country. The
heavy, poisonous air has killed many of those

averted by a successful
counter-offensive.
"
Near Grodno, on the morning of September 3,"
says the Russian

communique of the fol"
Our
fierce fighting was resumed.
lowing day,
troops entered the town, captured eight machine
this

success permitted the unmolested retirement of
neighbouring troops whose positions formed too

great a salient on our general front."
During the next few days the

an advance towards

Germans

Lida which

toiled

A

who dared to enter the district. Only in
winter, when the waters freeze, can the inhabitants of those regions move about freely
and through the forests between
homesteads or villages
at
is
in
the
Marshes
on
the
there
Pripet
present
average only about one homestead to every
across the plain

scattered

attempted
would have driven a wedge between the armies
round Vilna and those s.'an'Jing between the

the

Upper Niemen and the Pripet Marshes.
on September 7 the Russian line

It failed

three square miles.
There are pathways

tended unbroken from the region

Meretch,

of

still

;

ex-

population

;

;

known

only to the local

there are others over which only
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knows

men born and bred in the marshes can venture
Both men and animals develop in
to wnlk.
di-tricts a peculiar step, they move
tlio><-

population, which

weight forward. A
quickly,
slower, heavier step would break through tin
thin crust of tirm soil which covers the morass.

death; they much

throwing

is

It

possible

tin'

is

shallow,

which

by removing
the

resembling

shoes

useful

stick

may

be drawn

pathways may be
trees; or, where the

covers

Footwear
is

marshes.

in the forests

constructed by felling

marsh

for

device

the

across

o[M>n marshes burdens

on sledges;

moss

many a

to adopt

movements

i.-icilitiitmj:

In

their

a

with

be carried.

;

sand.

Canadian

snow-

a

similarly

It helps to

end

the

at

slimy

underlying

the

hook

the

long

light

ought

to

keep the balance, and

The

Where

scrambling out of the marsh.

wood one may succeed

succeed in
there

is

in reaching a tree with

the hook and pulling oneself out of the grasp
of the

mud.

There

of

.

."

.

is

no

have

dead

drowned

in

voice,

when

especially

Soon a new enemy was

a morass.

to arise for the invaders.

After the

fall

of

Vilna some of the Austrian troops from the
centre seem to have been withdrawn to the

south and replaced by Germans,

who

started

to treat the local population in their usual

The peasants who at first had aeted
merely as guides for the Russian troops, exasmanner.

perated by outrages and atrocities committed
by the enemy, took to arms. Bands were

formed

may

.

the story of a successful survivor,
presented to the anxious public at home.

This

name

one

.

.

;

rather let themselves be

than surrender.

killed

over a

surface,

the pathways

They show great contempt

watchfulness.

when one begins to sink, by laying the stick
on the ground, and thus distributing the weight
wide

all

they can be withstood only by unrelenting

which

of the

"

earned

themselves

for

Marsh-Wolves."

By

the

the end of

September the screen of the Austro-German
was supposed to have reached the line
of Pinsk.
But at the same time the Cossacks
and Marsh-Wolves are known to have been
forces

are, of course, also firm roads leading
the
marshes, along which even heavy
through
can
be
drawn. But by keeping to those
guns

the greatest part of
the operations in the marshes to the Austrians

roads alone an

these,

army can hardly hope

to conquer

or retain a hold on the marshland. A story
recounting some of the difficulties with which
the Austrians were confronted in their advance

was told about the middle of September by
one of their officers to the war correspondent
"
of the Neue Freie Presse
An advance in
the K ok it no Marshes presents incredible diffi:

culties to our cavalry.
The swamps and the
rain which has been falling for weeks render it

operating as far west as

The Germans had

Kobryn and Mekrany.

left

;

in

a similar

spirit

of

brotherly love,
sent into that region the Polish
Legions i.e.,
the Poles who, believing that the future of
their country lay with the Central Powers,

volunteered

Army.

for

with

service

was the story

It

of

the

had

Austrian

San Domingo

all

over again
in the West Indies
perished many
of the best Polish legionaries of
Napoleon I.,
in the Pripet Marshes
many of their
;

spiritual

descendants.

In an army order dated Sep-

sometimes practically impossible. Neverthea strong line of cavalry and artillery moves

tember 13, 1915, Archduke Joseph-Ferdinand
thanked the Polish legions for the services

through that zone, fighting incessantly with
Cossacks and Tcherkessian horsemen. Mounted

eastern marshes.

less,

on

their

light horses these enemies are un-

tiring, and it is difficult to get at them.
The
paths along which the squadrons and batteries

can move are narrow, and

it

is

necessary to

search every piece of forest after
Cossacks,
so as not to leave behind
patrols of those
foolhardy fellows. ... In a desperate guerilla
warfare one piece of forest after another has
to be cleared
fighting.

oppose

Every day brings new cavalry
With extreme tenacity the Cossacks

our

advance

through

the

marshes.

They continually attempt surprise attacks.
Everywhere their mobile swarms emerge from
the

moors,

faithfully

helped

by the

local

rendered in the clearing of the northern and
the

Archduke,

separated,

will

"
"

I

am

convinced," wrote
the legions, though

that

also in future

accomplish to

an equal degree the most important task

of

offering a powerful point d'appui to the great

cavalry corps." There was one thing which
the Polish Legions had been
demanding of the

Austrian army command as a
pledge for the
future to be united on Polish soil into
a
nucleus of a Polish

army

;

into separate detachments

they were broken up
and sent into the

Pripet Marshes.

At the time of the fall of Warsaw the Russian
population was leaving Riga
only the Baltic
;
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A

railway destroyed by the Russians.

Germans were staying behind
joyful expectation of their

in

have

anxious,

kinsmen from the

and

In the beginning of August hardly
anyone thought that Riga could hold out more
than a few days. Then the enemy suddenly
ceased to exercise any further pressure from
It

to be able to force the line of the Dvina by
means of a successful naval attack against

Two attempts were made one about
August 9, the next ten days later. If the
first one was unsuccessful, the second proved
;

The German
disastrous for the attacking side.
Fleet suffered defeat at the hands of the Russian
warships and the British submarines

compelled to retire,

it was
and was even reported to
;

two light cruisers,
and destroyers.

cruiser,

General von Below, having received reinforcements, advanced towards the Dvina, and

seems that the Germans hoped

Riga.

one battle

Thereupon the attacks by land were resumed.

south.

the south.

lost

several torpedo boats

.

opened an offensive against the bridgeheads of
Lennewaden and Friedrichstadt. The Russians
withdrew across the river and destroyed the
At the same time an attempt was
bridges.
made by the enemy in the direction of Jacobstadt, where the Mitau-Moscow railway cross?s
the Dvina. The German attacks were vigorously countered by the Russian troops, and
after September 8 practically no further
movement was heard of on that front until
late in October.

-^j^k-^^L

AUSTRIAN TRANSPORT ON THE MARCH.
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It

is

just possible that the operations

Dvina were
for the

in great part

meant

on the

chiefly aa a blind

impending new movement farther south
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announces that enemy detachments had actureached in several places the railway line

ally

Says the Russian official communique, of Sep"
tember 11
The enemy is advancing on the

The speed of the enemy's
movements proves by itself that his main force
consisted of cavalry.
Its strength was estimated at 12 or 13 cavalry divisions, which would
mean more than 40,000 men. This body of
horse was said to have been supported by infantry conveyed by motor vehicles.
They were
followed by bigger bodies of troops which

Dvinsk road and the neighbouring roads,

and

as a plausible explanation for the concentra-

tion of troops in the district of Ponevesh. About
the same time as the offensive in the north was

weakening, the

German

first

offensive

news arrived

across

the

of a vieorous

River Svienta.

:

Vilna-Molodetchna.

reached the

line

ing his principal effort with the assistance of

tember

It is quite likely that the strength

strong field and siege

of the raiding body was exaggerated.
Yet the
movement, executed with mvich initiative and

artillery

direct-

south of the

Dvinsk road.

Simultaneously large forces of
the enemy are advancing in the region east of
Suirvinty (between Vilkomir and Vilna), their

20.

Vidzy-Godocyshki about Sep-

and

dash, placed the Russian armies in a position of
great difficulty and danger. The retreat from
Vilna could no longer be delayed, especially not
as from the south-west the armies of von

Dvinsk)."
On the next day the Germans reached Utsiany
on the Ponevesh-Svientsiany railway. At the

were, with a total disregard to losses, pressing
their advance towards Lida and across the

general direction being from Vilkomir toward

Svientsiany

between

(half-way

Vilna

same time other armies were pressing forward
a concentric offensive was
undertaken from the districts of Meretch,
Grodno and Zelva in the direction of Lida.

from the south

From

;

the north-west, in the district of Meisha-

von Scholtz

Gallwitz,

Shara

towards

ber 22 the

and

Baranovitchy.

to the south-east of the town.

chosen

the enemy.

Petrograd report of
the railway has been cut by
Under the pressure of the enemy,

who made a

decisive attack in the region be-

"

tween the Svientsiany and Vilna

districts,

our

troops retired to the vicinity of tho railway
station of Podbrodzie."

The Germans had thus

gained possession of an important junction on
the Vilna-Dvinsk-Petrograd railway ; only the

two branch

lines leading to the south-east, the

Septem-

approaching Baranovitchy.
On September 19 General Evert, the chief
commander of the central group of Russian

of Svientsiany," says the
13,

By

Leopold

Germans had passed Lida and were

gola a direct offensive was attempted against
Vilna
But it was from the north that threat"
the
ened
Near the station
greatest danger.

September

Prince

ordered the complete evacuation of

armies,

Only a narrow passage remained open

Vilna.

of

Had the Russians

this for their retreat as being the line

least

resistance,

been

they might

the

in

easily

the

flank

have

German

by
caught
armies advancing from the south.
Holding
back the enemy in the west and north, General
Evert launched a counter-offensive to the

east,

Germans who were holding the SolyIt met with
Smorgon-Molodetchna railway.
success
the
line
and road
railway
completewere cleared of the enemy and the opening to
One by one the Russian
the east was widened.
against the

;

line

Lida-Baranovitchy and the Molodetchna-Minsk
remained open for the Russian troops which

army

were gathered round Vilna. By these two
branch lines they could still reach the two rail-

sling not a single one of them was intercepted
and captured by the enemy. By October 1 our

ways connecting them with

their base in the

north-east, the Lida-Molodetchna-Polotsk-Viel-

Luki and the Baranovitchy-Minsk-Smolensk line.
It is clear that of the two branch
kie

lines

the Vilna-Minsk line was the more imporit lies farther away from the south-

corps

now

slipped out from the

had straightened out their line south of
The army was saved only Vilna was
lost and so was the Vilna-Rovno railway line
down to Baranovitchy. Yet that loss was deAllies

Dvinsk.

prived of

;

real

strategic

success which our Allies

western front.

the southern zone, round

"
Small deSoon even that was in danger.
tachments of German cavalry," says the Petro-

the Sereth and the Strypa.

"

Polotsk

"
;

and the report

of the following

day

importance by the

had meantime scored

tant, as

appeared
grad official report of September 16,
near the railway between Molodetchna and

German

;

in

Rovno and between

Two days before the fall of Brest Litovsk
Austrian cavalry belonging to the army group
of General von Puhallo had entered Kovel.
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From

here

it

continual

its

advance to the

Stojanoff

east,

uiiitr

l.-tt

and

.I -in

re

the

ritrlit

tin-

pivot

i

auainstHill

uith

the

the line of

fall

of

Kovel and Vladimir Yolviisky

tin- Middle Bun was pierced and
hat that of the Uppor Bug and

it

heavy

which dominates the

The

losses.

at-

district of

fighting-

off

continued

Allies suffered

approiiehin^ the Hi\er Styr, in front of Lutsk.
\\ ith

3(i(i,

separate

day by the enemy

On August 31 our
during the following days.
a reverse ; the enemy captured

was meantime

uini; of 1'uliidlo's iirniy

Seven

Bialykamien, but each of them was beaten

iencral Ivanoffs armies;

(

railway-line).

tacks were delivered on that

between the big

in

trying to

push
marshes and the triaiiL'le of tlir Volhynian fortn-.--.i-s. Lutsk, Dtilmoand Kovno, which were the
its

Lutsk and crossed the Styr, the Russians
slowly
falling back on the Olyka-Raclziviloff front.

of

This retreat necessitated also a withdrawal of

the /lota l.ipa in Calicia would liav<- to be
The An-i ro en nan offensive
abandoned.

On September 1 the
Austrians entered Brody.
South of the Lvoff-Krasne-Brody railway line
our Allies had to withdraw from the line of the
Zlota Lipa to that of the Strypa, and then to

was eerlain

I

(

thiit

again-;

On

that

army

on August

line reromiii'-need

the

day

Austi

Fifth

under FML.

corps

I

-

<

27.

llun.L'arian

von (ioglia (Army

Boehm-Ermolli) broke through the Russian positions near Gologory, at the watershed between

Hug and

the

across the

the /lota Lipa.

marshy valley

Our

of the

Allies

withdrew

Upper Bug

to-

Bialykamien. On the next day the
enemy entered the town of Zlochoff. Whilst
the Second Austro-Hungarian Army under

wards

General von Boehm-Ermolli was forcing

the

under

Bug, the Austro-German

Upper
Army
Count Bothmer crossed the Zlota Lipa round
towards

Brzezany,

Podhaytse
the

Army

the

Zboroff-

advancing
In the south the

line.

of

Pflanzer-Baltin

left wing of
was advancing

from Nizniow and Koropiets towards Buczacz.
Our Allies had to withdraw from the line
of

the

on
it

Bug and

account

from

the

of

Zlota Lipa not

the

west,

pressure

but

rather

so

much

brought on
because it

the line farther south.

that of the Sereth.

out in a

This retreat was carried

way resembling the previous

withdrawals of these troops ;* though
retiring, they
succeeded in inflicting on the
enemy more seri-

ous losses than they suffered themselves.

A

number of guns and about 10,000 prisoners \\ ore
captured by them in skilful counter-attacks
whilst they fell back some 30 miles to the east.
The advance of the enemy against Dubno
continued during the first week of September,
though it had to be paid for by extremely

heavy

losses.

On September

forces reached the

Ikva

entered the fortress of

7

the Austrian

on the same day they
Dubno, which had been
;

previously evacuated by our Allies!
before they had time to celebrate that
success
"

But
new

came the Russian counter-blow.

In Galicia, near Tarnopol," says the Petro"
we achieved
grad report of September 8,

would have been risky to hang on to an
advanced position in Eastern Galicia whilst
there was as yet no certainty of their being able

yesterday a great success against the Germans.
The German 3rd Guards Division and the 48th

to maintain themselves in the Volhynian triHad the Russians succeeded in holding
angle.

Reserves Division, reinforced by an Austrian
Brigade and a great quantity of heavy and

out on the Zlota Lipa, but had they at the same
time been compelled to abandon Rovno, their

by

light

artillery,

according to statements

mads

southern armies would have run a serious risk

had been preparing for several
days a decisive attack. This was fixed for

of being enveloped,
especially as along the
southern flank, on the Dniester, the Austrians
had near Zaleshchyki a footing within the " belt

the night of September 7-8.
"
Forestalling the enemy, our troops took
the offensive, and after a stubborn fight on

of the Dniester."

the River Doljanka the Germans yesterday

Volhynia was clearly the decisive theatre of
war in the southern zone. It was
along the
Lvoff-Brody-Rovno line that the Army of
General von Boehm-Ermolli was
exercising the

evening were completely defeated.
"
At the end of the engagement the enemy
developed artillery fire of the most extra-

main

pressure.

A

concentric

movement seems

to have been planned against
Rovno,

from
Kovel by l.i it -I; and from Galicia
by way of
Dubno. On August 29 a fierce battle
began on
the entire front extending from
Bialykamien

by Toporoff to Radziechoff (on the

Lvoff-

prisoners,

ordinary

intensity.

Only

the

impossibility

replying with the same weight of metal
prevented us from further developing the
of

we had obtained.
The Germans, besides enormous

success
"
*
cj.

losses in

For a description of the retreat to the Zlota-Lipa
Chapter XCI., page 338.
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Russian

and wounded,
hands more than 200
killed

left

Maxim

guns at work among the ruins of a Polish village.

as prisoners in our

and 8,000 men.
"
We captured thirty guns, fourteen of which
were of heavy calibre, many machine guns,
officers

gun-limbers, and other booty."
This victory was accompanied

by one hard'"

less important in the district south-west of
Trembovla.* The country to the north-west
*

Trembovla itself lies deep in the valley of the Sereth
hill on its eastern bank stand the ruins of an
old Polish castle. Trembovla is one of the oldest towns
" Red Russia " its castle was
of
one of the Polish strongholds against the invasions" of the Turks and the Tartars.
;

on a wooded

THE
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of

town

that,

many

l>y

nn undulating plain traversed

is

M reams.

small
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TJMI-:*

Soutli of

the Bnczacz-

ChortkotT railway the liitih plateau is cut by
and
ninny deep canons, lietween Tremliovla

heads

llw

of

open ground.

stretches

In

centre,

to the west of

its

Tivml.ovla-Uuczacz

the

a

tho-e

carious

complete

plain,

high

road,

the so-called

wide,

extends

"steppe

of

Xot a single hill rises above
it- tint, even level; no river crosses it, no trees
afford cover.
Here and there in slight deI'antalieha."

extend

prc.->ion-

vears

ago

covered

sinnll

the steppe

by

high

of

to beat a precipitate-

"
retreat," says the Petrograd report
according
to a provisional estimate we took 5,000 prisoners
;

officers."
On the next day tho
continued along the entire line from

with sixteen
battle

Tarnopol to Tluste, on a front of about

fifty

miles.

Tluste,

a wretchedly poor

little

town on the

/alcshchyki-Chortkoff railway, is the junction
of four first-class high roads and three
secondary
roads.
From the north-west an excellent, wide-

marshes.

Some

fifty

high-road

virgin

soil,

Koszylovtse through Tluste to Ustsie Biskupie ;
from Zaleshchyki another high road crosses
Tluste in a northerly direction,
leading by

still

Two

grass.

general

the marshes gradually shrunk in extent, wild
water-fowl, which in former years swarmed in

steppe

The Austrians were forced

was

go* the land was brought under the plough,

the

"

Pantalie.ha,

practically

dis-

appeared. The wide, open district became in
recent times the favourite ground for Austrian

from Buczacz

leads

of

by way

Chortkoff and Trembovla to Tarnopol.*
troops of General von Pflanzer-Baltin

The
were

standing in the beginning of September in a
round the important railway junc-

semicircle

the country south-west

tion near Chortkoff.
A converging movement
from Buczacz and Tluste was intended against

of

Trembovla came to play the part of the
Galieian Salisbury Plain. It was to become now
the scene of a great battle.
"
On the Sereth, in the district south-west of

it
it was countered by our Allies, and on
September 10 the Austrians had to beat a
speedy retreat from Tluste to Zaleshchyki.
The fighting between tho Sereth and the

Trcmbovla," says the official communique of
"
September 9, our assumption of the offensive,
having been developed on the 7th, resulted in a

Strypa was continued during the following
"
"
weeks, bringing in for our Allies heavy
bags

cavalry manoeuvres

success

as

;

important as that gained under

Tarnopol.
"

During the 7th and the 8th we took here

and 7,000 men prisoners, with
three guns and thirty-six machine guns.
Our
160

officers

losses

the

were unimportant.

Yesterday evening

retreated in great haste pursued
our troops towards the River Strypa.

enemy

by
"

Since September 3 our success on the
whole front of the River Sereth has secured

the following trophies
383 officers and
over 17,000 rank and file prisoners, 14
heavy
guns, 19 light guns, 66 machine guns, and
"is

:

15 artillery limbers captured.
"
Altogether our armies are firmly
lutely carrying out the

with

the

movement

and

armies

The
of

total

General

number captured by
Ivanoff

month of September exceeded
Meantime in Volhynia our

during

the

100,000.

Allies not only
completely arrested the advance of the enemy,
but after some heavy fighting recaptured,
on September 23, the fortress of Lutsk, taking

prisoners eighty officers

and about 4,000 men.

On September 5 tho following Army Order
was issued by the Tsar
To-day I have taken the supreme command of all the
:

forces of the sea

and land armies operating

in the theatre

of war.

With firm faith in the clemency of God, with unshakable assurance in final victory, we shall fulfil our sacred
duty to defend our country to the last.
will not
dishonour the Russian land.

in conformity

the future with confidence."

9 the battle was continued in

the district between Trembovla and Chortkoff.

Though Eastern Galicia has by now attained a
level of modern
development, for things

surprising

previous to, say, 1880, there apply still certain
primitive
methods of calculation. The nqarest one can
get to
kn.iw is that I'antalicha was first

ploughed by "our

grandfathers."

of prisoners.

the

We

reso-

object assigned and contemplate

On September

;

(Signed)

NICHOLAS,

General Headquarters.

In assuming the supreme command of his
and armies the Emperor of Russia

fleets

expressed in a deed the determination which
he shared with his entire nation and with tho

Governments and peoples

of his Allies.

* Tluste is

not on the Sereth. No high roads follow
the rivers south of the Buczacz-Chortkoff line. The

open high plateau between the rivers
their winding, deep canons.
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